AGENDA
EDMONDS CITY COUNCIL
Council Chambers ~ Public Safety Complex
250 5th Avenue North, Edmonds

APRIL 2, 2013

7:00 P.M. - CALL TO ORDER / FLAG SALUTE
1.

Roll Call

2.

Approval of Agenda

3.

Approval of Consent Agenda Items
A.

AM-5629

Approval of City Council Meeting Minutes of March 26, 2013.

B.

AM-5628

Approval of claim checks #201232 through #201325 dated March 28, 2013 for
$388,116.14. Approval of payroll replacement check #60107 for $40.83.

C.

AM-5622

Letter of Support for Canyon Park Treatment Solutions.
Audience Comments (3 minute limit per person)*
*Regarding matters not listed on the Agenda as Closed Record Review or as Public
Hearings

4.

Mayors Day of Recognition for National Service Proclamation.

5.

(5 Minutes)
AM-5605

6.

(60 Minutes) Public hearing on a draft proposal to amend the Edmonds Community Development
AM-5626
Code (ECDC) to apply design standards to the BD2, BD3 and BD4 Zones to replace the
requirement for building step backs. The proposal also includes a provision exempting
small decorative 'blade signs' from sign code area calculation limitations.

7.

(90 Minutes) Edmonds Strategic Action Plan – Presentation of Draft Final Report
AM-5616

8.

(5 Minutes)
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Mayor's Comments

9.

(15 Minutes) Council Comments

10.

(15 Minutes) Convene in executive session regarding pending litigation per RCW 42.30.110(1)(i).

11.

(5 Minutes)

ADJOURN
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Reconvene in open session. Potential action as a result of meeting in executive session.

AM-5629

3. A.

City Council Meeting
Meeting Date:
04/02/2013
Time:
Consent
Submitted By:
Sandy Chase
Department:
City Clerk's Office
Review Committee:
Type:
Action

Committee Action:

Information
Subject Title
Approval of City Council Meeting Minutes of March 26, 2013.
Recommendation
Review and approval.
Previous Council Action
N/A
Narrative
Attached is a copy of the draft minutes.

Attachments
03-26-13 Draft City Council Minutes
Form Review
Inbox
Mayor
Finalize for Agenda
Form Started By: Sandy Chase
Final Approval Date: 03/29/2013
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Reviewed By
Dave Earling
Sandy Chase

Date
03/28/2013 05:37 PM
03/29/2013 08:23 AM
Started On: 03/28/2013 11:52 AM

EDMONDS CITY COUNCIL DRAFT MINUTES
March 26, 2013
The Edmonds City Council meeting was called to order at 7:00 p.m. by Mayor Earling in the Council
Chambers, 250 5th Avenue North, Edmonds. The meeting was opened with the flag salute.
ELECTED OFFICIALS PRESENT

STAFF PRESENT

Dave Earling, Mayor
Lora Petso, Council President
Strom Peterson, Councilmember
Frank Yamamoto, Councilmember
Joan Bloom, Councilmember
Kristiana Johnson, Councilmember
Adrienne Fraley-Monillas, Councilmember
Diane Buckshnis, Councilmember

Al Compaan, Police Chief
Stephen Clifton, Community Services/Economic
Development Director
Phil Williams, Public Works Director
Carrie Hite, Parks & Recreation Director
Rob Chave, Acting Development Services Dir.
Kernen Lien, Senior Planner
Jeff Taraday, City Attorney
Sandy Chase, City Clerk
Jana Spellman, Senior Executive Council Asst.
Jeannie Dines, Recorder

ALSO PRESENT

Walker Kasinadhuni, Student Representative
1.

ROLL CALL

City Clerk Sandy Chase called the roll. All elected officials were present.
2.

APPROVAL OF AGENDA

Council President Petso announced the Council has been informed that Agenda Item 14 is not needed
tonight.
COUNCIL PRESIDENT PETSO MOVED, SECONDED BY COUNCILMEMBER FRALEYMONILLAS, TO APPROVE THE AGENDA IN CONTENT AND ORDER, REMOVING ITEM 14.
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.
3.

APPROVAL OF CONSENT AGENDA ITEMS

Councilmember Bloom requested Item A be removed from the Consent Agenda.
COUNCILMEMBER FRALEY-MONILLAS MOVED, SECONDED BY COUNCILMEMBER
PETERSON, TO APPROVE THE REMAINDER OF THE CONSENT AGENDA. MOTION
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. The agenda items approved are as follows:
B.

APPROVAL OF CLAIM CHECKS #201108 THROUGH #201231 DATED MARCH 21,
2013 FOR $990,591.37 (REISSUED CHECKS #201174 $91.97 AND #201154 $523.33).
APPROVAL OF PAYROLL DIRECT DEPOSIT & CHECKS #60084 THROUGH #60097
FOR $433,962.55, BENEFIT CHECKS #60098 THROUGH #60106 AND WIRE
PAYMENTS OF $113,949.45 FOR THE PERIOD MARCH 1, 2013 THROUGH MARCH
15, 2013.

C.

ORDINANCE NO. 3917 – EDMONDS CITY CODE UPDATES
Edmonds City Council Draft Minutes
March 26, 2013
Page 1
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ITEM A:

APPROVAL OF CITY COUNCIL MEETING MINUTES OF MARCH 19, 2013.

Councilmember Bloom requested the word “comfortable” in the third full paragraph on page 7 be
changed to “uncomfortable.” She spoke with the City Clerk who reviewed the audio.
COUNCILMEMBER BLOOM MOVED, SECONDED BY COUNCIL PRESIDENT PETSO, TO
APPROVE ITEM A AS AMENDED. MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.
4.

AUDIENCE COMMENTS

Maggie Fimia, Edmonds, who lives four blocks from Harbor Square, spoke in favor of moving forward
with the Harbor Square Master Plan. Her comments focused on confusion, the Comprehensive Plan and
collaboration. With regard to confusion, she noted Councilmembers Petso and Bloom indicated they did
not support including residential uses in the Plan. Councilmember Bloom relayed her strong belief that
residential was incompatible with destination and stressed there was nothing in the Comprehensive Plan
about residential for Harbor Square. Councilmember Fraley-Monillas expressed interest in a destination
such as a hotel zone with a variety of boutique hotels. The term destination was used numerous times by
Councilmembers to describe the intent of the current Comprehensive Plan for this area, yet destination is
used exactly three times in the entire Comprehensive Plan:
• Page 44, goals for the Downtown Waterfront area, states promote downtown Edmonds as a
setting for retail, office, entertainment and associated businesses supported by nearby residents
and the larger Edmonds community and as a destination for visitors from throughout the region. It
also states, identify supporting arts and mixed use residential and office areas which support and
compliment the downtown retail use areas.
• Page 51, Implementation Strategies, under redevelopment of the existing ferry terminal, the plan
talks about ideas that would encourage this to become a destination, drawing people from south
along the waterfront and eastward up into downtown. The next implementation strategy,
however, states the Harbor Square site should be redeveloped according to a mixed use master
plan.
• Page 52, Policy E8, states of particular significance is the enhancement of economic development
opportunities resulting from the Edmonds Crossing project and the enhancement of Edmonds as
an arts and water-oriented destination. Policy E5 states, extend downtown westward and connect
it to the shoreline by encouraging mixed use development.
Ms. Fimia submitted additional written comments.
Farrell Fleming, Edmonds Senior Center, spoke in support of the Energy Savings Contract (ESCO III),
explaining it would provide important benefits for the Senior Center. First, it will replace the five rooftop
heating units at the Senior Center, units that have become increasingly problematic over the last few
years. The unit that heats the thrift store was non-functional twice last winter for at least 24 hours;
volunteers kept the store open although the temperature was in the low 50s. The thrift store netted over
$137,000 in 2012, ¼ of the Center’s cash budget. In 2013, the store is on pace to break last year’s record.
The other heating units provide heat to the remainder of the building; if the heating units fail, the center
cannot offer programs and services that a growing number of seniors depend on. The new heaters will
also lower overall operating costs which will increase the center’s financial stability. Second, ESCO III
will provide improved lighting for the parking that serves both the Senior Center and the beach park. For
these reasons and for the many other improvements in ESCO III such as the new boiler for Yost Pool and
improved lighting throughout the City, he urged the Council to authorize the signing of the ESCO III
contract. He expressed his appreciation for the partnership and the support of the City in providing high
quality programs and services to the seniors of Edmonds. He also expressed appreciation for City staff.
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Ron Wambolt, Edmonds, relayed the answer to the question, “what is a mandatory requirement for the
Port’s proposal for the redevelopment of Harbor Square”, is that it must make financial sense for potential
developers of the site. Developers are not benevolent organizations, but neither are they the greedy people
some in the community portray them to be, noting they were not greedy enough when business was good
or so many that had been active in Edmonds would not have been driven into bankruptcy. The Port’s
proposal was determined by expert consultants to yield sufficient profit to attract developers. The
alternatives proposed at meetings and hearings do not pencil out. He acknowledged some details had not
been put through detailed analyses but astute people often do not have to do detailed analysis to know the
outcome. Some have insisted the Port have environmental studies done now; the Port wants to wait until
later in the process. A King County Judge recently threw out a lawsuit on this very same issue with regard
to the proposed new basketball arena in the Soto area. He agreed there are legitimate environmental issues
with the Harbor Square property, but it is a certainty that those issues will be resolved before any
redevelopment occurs. The Port’s proposal is radically different than areas downtown where Buildings
can be constructed lot-line to lot-line in the BD zone. The Port’s proposal has a generous amount of open
space for the public which equates to loss of revenue producing square footage; the remedy is increased
height. With regard to affordable housing, he pointed out smaller residential units will result in lower unit
costs but higher per square footage construction costs. That, coupled with the high value of the land,
approximately $1 million/acre, produces a situation in which it is virtually certain there would be a need
for even more height than is contained in the current proposal.
5.

QUARTERLY REPORT OF THE PLANNING BOARD

Planning Board Chair John Reed recognized Planning Board Member Phil Lovell in the audience. Mr.
Reed provided the following report:
The Planning Board meets regularly on the second and fourth Wednesdays of every month in Council
Chambers. The Board serves in an advisory capacity to the Mayor and City Council in regional and local
planning and specifically assists in the development of the Comprehensive Plan and zoning ordinances
and their successive review and amendment. The Board also serves as an ongoing Parks Board. The
Planning Board reviews and considers strategies of economic development in conjunction with the
Citizens’ Economic Development Commission. Meetings are open to the public and the Board is making
efforts to increase public involvement and participation in meetings. The agenda, materials and minutes
are available on the City’s website.
Highlights of Major Activities:
• The Planning Board returned to the Shoreline Master Program which had been discussed in great
detail at not less than five Board meetings in 2011 and 2012. The Board deferred action on the
SMP after May 9 to coordinate the arrival of the SMP with the Harbor Square Master Plan
presently being discussed by the City Council. The Board held a public hearing on November 14,
2012 to finalize the SMP and forwarded it to the Council. The SMP includes a new designation
“Urban Mixed Use III related to the designation for the Edmonds Marsh north, south and west
boundaries as shoreline by the State. The Board recommended a setback of 50 feet along the
north boundary of the marsh adjacent to Harbor Square along with a condition that nothing be
built on or over that setback, i.e. that it be fully dedicated to open space.
• Following an initial presentation on the Westgate and Five Corners Redevelopment Plans by the
University of Washington team on April 25, 2012, the Board focused on the Westgate plan first,
in part because of the then uncertain status of the roundabout proposed for Five Corners. In total,
the Board has discussed various aspects of the Westgate Plan at no fewer than six meetings
including the introduction on April 25, one of which was a public hearing held specifically to
obtain public comment early in the process. Areas discussed included how form based code
applied to and could be integrated into the final plan, a preliminary review of traffic impact and
Edmonds City Council Draft Minutes
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topography implications, and how to best proceed toward modification of the plan as it moves
forward to a public hearing and on to Council for consideration, possible modification and action.
• The Board received an extensive and impressive report from Parks and Recreation Director
Carrie Hite on December 12, 2012 highlighting the numerous programs and activities managed
by her department in 2012. This report also included an introduction of a redesigned play area in
City Park and some of the major impacts of almost $200,000 in budget cuts on Parks and
Recreation operations. The contributions by the Parks and Recreation Department to the livability
of the City, both for its residents and its visitors, are truly amazing.
• Hosted a joint meeting with the Economic Development Commission at which Economic
Development Director Stephen Clifton and Beckwith Consulting reviewed the status of the
Strategic Plan and its organization. After fine tuning, the Strategic Plan will be forwarded to the
Council for discussion, action and implementation.
• The Board received a presentation on sustainable design from Board Vice Chair Val Stewart and
Member Ian Duncan, and recommended they make the same presentation to Council which they
recently did. The Board expects to continue to discuss ways to facilitate and encourage
sustainable design in the City’s development code.
• At the Board’s annual retreat on March 13:
o Reviewed the Strategic Plan items that affected both of the Board’s areas of responsibility –
development services and parks and recreation. In the immediate future, the Board will begin
a review of the status of Highway 99 redevelopment which received one of the highest
priority ratings affecting planning in the public survey.
o Had an update on Vision 2040 projections and requirements through 2013 and discussed how
it affects the role and actions of the Planning Board. Of particular interest for Edmonds was
that the average annual population growth target for City planning to accommodate is 240
residents per year (approximately 5,500 new residents total or 15%) between now and 2035.
o Received an update on the status of the code restructuring project (it is not a rewrite as it has
sometimes been referred to), and learned that mapping details will begin to surface on the
Planning Board’s agenda soon. While much of this work will simply involve reorganization
of the code to simplify its use, some changes will also be identified as part of this process.
The Board also discussed the procedures that will apply with regard to making those changes.
In short, all changes will have to go through the public hearing process before both Planning
Board and City Council.
Public Hearings:
• October 10, 2012
o Recommended changing zoning designations on three lots from single family to multi-family
in the 8600 block of 244th Street to better fit with the surrounding properties.
o Forwarded the Capital Facilities Plan and Capital Improvement Program for 2013-2018,
noting as usual funding availability drives what actually gets done and noting that City staff
continues to make yeoman efforts with some surprising success in light of the economic
situation to locate and obtain those funds.
• November 14, 2012
o Proposed amendments to street vacation procedures clarifying which types can be retained
and notification procedures.
o Finalized and forwarded the Edmonds Shoreline Master Program to the Council with
numerous updates and changes identified over the several meetings mentioned previously.
• February 13 & 27, 2013
o Recommended code amendments to add design standards very similar to those already in
place for the BD-1 zone for downtown zones BD-2, 3 and 4 (i.e. all but the 4th Avenue Arts
Corridor) to remove stepback language as recommended by the Planning Board some time
ago and confirmed by Council and to exempt “blade signs” from sign code maximum square
footage limits.
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Other items of interest:
• The Board recently emphasized coordination between the Economic Development Commission
and the Board regarding land use issues so the Board is more aware of discussions the EDC has
that affect the Board’s responsibility and how they are routed through Council and the City to the
Board. Kevin Clarke is the Board’s EDC liaison.
• The Board has been asked by a Councilmember to consider setting Westgate discussions aside
and possibly focus more on the Five Corners project. The Board plans to discuss this possible
change in priorities with the Council’s Parks, Planning and Public Works Committee soon.
• The Board had an introduction to the Edmonds Way zoning review that was recently requested by
Council and will be discussing specifics in a future meeting.
Chair Reed thanked the Council for the opportunity to review the Planning Board’s recent activities and
to present them to the public. He publicly recognized and acknowledged the efforts put forth by City
Planning and Parks leaders and staff in the areas in which the Planning Board advises. The Planning
Board also thanked all the members of the public who have provided input as the Board deliberates issues
and formulates recommendations to the Council. He thanked the Council and Mayor and their support
staffs for the hard work they do for the City.
Councilmember Buckshnis expressed her appreciation to the Planning Board for the great work they have
done, particularly on the Shoreline Master Program.
Mayor Earling thanked Chair Reed for his clear and concise report.
6.

JOINT MEETING WITH FIRE DISTRICT 1 COMMISSIONERS - ANNUAL REPORT

FD1 Commissioners present: David Chan (Chair), Karen Dingmon, Bob Meador, Jim Kenny and Richard
Schrock. FD1 staff members present: Ed Widdis, Fire Chief; Mark Correria, Assistant Fire Chief of
Operations, Brad Reading, Assistant Chief; John Westfall, Fire Marshal; and Marsha Moore, Executive
Assistant. There were also several FD1 firefighters in the audience.
Ed Widdis, Chief, FD1, advised this is the annual report for 2012.
Mark Correria, Assistant Fire Chief of Operations, FD1, reported fire stations in Edmonds responded
to 5,162 incidents in 2012; 4,678 calls from within Edmonds. He provided a pie chart illustrating the
majority of calls (73%) were EMS related. Fire stations responded to 19 building fires, 170 motor vehicle
collisions and 242 other (weather related emergencies, technical rescue, hazardous materials, etc.).
Assistant Chief Correria explained January 1, 2010 FD1 began providing service to the City of Edmonds.
Article 8.2 of the agreement between the City and FD1 requires this joint annual meeting regarding items
of mutual interest. Resolution 1133 based on Substitute House Bill 1756 identifies four annual
compliance reporting sections:
• Section 1: Establishment of Fire Service
• Section 2: Policies
• Section 3: Response Standards/Comparison
• Section 4: Explanation of unmet standards
Assistant Chief Correria explained SHB 1756 addresses level of service based on two elements:
• Preventing brain death at medical incidents
• Preventing flashover at fire incidents
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He reviewed a continuum of time from when the incident occurs, 911 call, dispatch, turnout, drive, arrive
and mitigate. Tonight’s presentation will focus on turnout time (alert in station to wheels turning) and
drive time (leaving the fire station to arriving on scene). He noted nothing has changed in the City since
the FD1 contract was established; the fire station locations are the same, the same number of resources,
the same types of response, and the same units in the same place.
Assistant Chief Correria provided a chart of cardiac arrest survival standard: brain death, explaining FD1
has a nearly 50% cardiac arrest survival rate, close to what is provided in Seattle-King County, one of the
highest in the country and twice the average in Snohomish County. He also provided a chart of timetemperature standard: flashover.
Assistant Chief Correria reviewed the Response Time Standard Comparison, Section 3, Standards of
Coverage (SOC):
• Turnout Time
o Standard: 2:45
o Actual: 2:48
SOC Section 1:
• First Arriving Engine Company to Fire Event
o Standard: 6:30
o Actual: 6:10
SOC Section 2: Fire
• First Full-Alarm to a Residential Fire (15 firefighters on the ground)
o Standard: 7:45
o Actual: 8:00
• Full First-Alarm to a Commercial Fire (18 firefighters on the ground)
o Standard: 9:00
o Actual: 7:59
Assistant Chief Correria explained in the above two, first full alarm, the work does not wait until all
firefighters are on scene; the first arriving company goes to work; the next arriving company supports that
company, etc. He noted the first full alarm to a residential fire was 5 incidents of the 5,162 calls in 2012.
SOC Sections 3 and 4: EMS
• First Arriving BLS (aid car) on an EMS Event
o Standard: 5:15
o Actual: 5:17
Assistant Chief Correria explained the standard is affected by where calls occur. He noted one of the
busiest areas in Edmonds is near Swedish-Edmonds, the furthest point from every fire station in the City.
Having units closer to that point or getting resources there sooner would improve the time.
Arrival of an ALS (medic unit) to an EMS Event
o Standard: 6:45
o Actual: 6:40
SOC Section 5: Special Operations
• Hazardous Materials Response
o First Response
 Standard: 6:30
 Actual: 2:59
o Technical Response
 Standard: 12:00
•
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 Actual: 9:00
• Technical Rescue Response
o First Response
 Standard: 6:30
 Actual: 1:59
o Technical Response
 Standard: 12:00
 Actual: 1:59
SOC Section 6: Marine Response
• First arriving marine response trained personnel to a marine incident
o Standard: 12:00
o Actual: 3:11
Assistant Chief Correria reported on significant events that occurred in Edmonds in 2012 including 2
residential house fires, 3 marine unit calls, and a fatal apartment fire. He explained after the fatal
apartment fire, FD1 held a community meeting in that neighborhood, provided fire safety and prevention
information. Another significant event in 2012 was Tom Tomberg, former City of Edmonds Fire Chief,
retired from FD1.
Fire Marshal John Westfall explained the Department of Fire Prevention is established by City ordinance,
staffed by a Fire Marshal and Fire Inspector, serving by appointment of Chief Widdis and with the
Mayor’s approval. The Life Safety Public Educator and Public Information Officer are valuable shared
resources provided by FD1. Every fire in Edmonds is investigated for origin and cause, normally by the
Fire Captain and responding crews. Additionally fire prevention staff provide 24/7 services to conduct
investigations under certain circumstances. Circumstances include working structure fires indicative of a
higher property loss, when fires occur on City property, fatal fires, arson and suspicious circumstances.
The prevention staff works collaboratively with the Edmonds Police Department. A total of 24 incidences
rose to that level in Edmonds in 2012. He provided a pie chart illustrating fire prevention staff managed
over 1,700 inspections in 2012, including 1,337 engine company inspections.
Fire Marshal Westfall explained engine crews conduct fire and life safety surveys in the business
community. This extremely successful program recognizes and removes safety issues for businesses and
commercial businesses to prevent loss due to fire, brings firefighters into the community to educate and
inform the public. and gets firefighters familiar with buildings before a fire occurs. Additionally fire
prevention staff conducts fire plans review for building and land use proposals including construction
inspections as well as business license and special event review inspection and approvals. Fire prevention
staff conducts enforcement activities, often collaborating with the building department and code
enforcement. He highlighted events the firefighters and educators participated in during 2012 such as the
Egg Hunt, 4th of July Parade, Waterball competition, Edmonds Night Out, Taste of Edmonds, Car Show,
and Edmonds Tree Lighting.
Councilmember Bloom observed the standard for marine response was 12 minutes; the actual was 3
minutes 11 seconds. She asked how that was accomplished so quickly. Assistant Chief Correria explained
there are a very small number of marine responses, 3 in Edmonds and 2 additional events in Mukilteo.
The firefighters have a standard practice when responding; some respond to the shore, others respond to
the fire boat. The work begins when the first arriving unit reaches the shoreline. Station 17, the station
adjacent to the Public Safety Complex, can reach the shoreline very quickly.
Councilmember Bloom asked if the marine unit was able to address fires and emergency medical if a train
was blocking the tracks. Assistant Chief Correria explained something in the way would delay the
response. He referred to the tactical plan for addressing incidents on the other side of the tracks.
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Councilmember Bloom asked whether the marine unit had all the necessary equipment. Assistant Chief
Correria responded depending on the type of event, some of the fire equipment on the apparatus would
need to be transferred to the marine unit.
Councilmember Fraley-Monillas asked Assistant Chief Correria to describe the tactical plan for
responding to incidents on the waterfront if the tracks were blocked by a train. Assistant Chief Correria
responded it would depend on the type of incident. A tactical plan or Standard Operating Guideline was
written when Tom Tomberg was Edmonds’ Fire Chief. It addresses contacting the train company, going
through cars and depending on the length of the event and/or train, tunneling under the tracks for hose
lines. He explained any response on the other side of the tracks in the event the tracks were blocked
would be very laborious, requiring additional firefighters and extending the response time.
Councilmember Fraley-Monillas asked if the tactical plan had ever been implemented. Assistant Chief
Correria answered not since he was hired in June 2004.
Councilmember Fraley-Monillas asked how adherence to standards compared to last year. Assistant Chief
Correria answered every year there are 1-3 that are missed. He advised the standard was established using
data from the prior year; in hindsight, the standard should have considered 2-3 years of data. Assistant
Chief Correria offered to provide a 3-4 year comparison.
Fire Commission Chair David Chan inquired about the status of the 9/11 memorial. Mayor Earling
responded it is working well.
Mayor Earling expressed his appreciation to Fire Chief Widdis and Assistant Chief Correria for the
assistance they provided Councilmembers Peterson and Petso and him during the Regional Fire Authority
(RFA) discussions. It was his understanding the three remaining entities will discuss the financials again
in a few months.
Councilmember Johnson inquired about the bicycle helmet program. Fire Marshal Westfall answered all
fire stations have helmets available for a nominal suggested donation and firefighters can fit children with
helmets.
Councilmember Peterson commented they also provide helmets for the Edmonds Bicycle Group’s bicycle
safety program in the schools. He asked if there were any big things on the horizon that Edmonds, as a
contract city should be aware of between now and the next annual report. Commissioner Richard Schrock
explained FD1 is in the midst of labor negotiations; the contract expired in December 2012. Talks are
ongoing; that will be a big issue as 80% of the budget is tied to labor. He was not aware of any other
major issues. Commission Chair Chan said FD1 is also discussing contract services with Mukilteo.
Councilmember Buckshnis referred to FD1’s Toys for Tots program at Christmas and asked whether
bicycle helmet donations are accepted at fire stations. Assistant Chief Correria advised Toys for Tots is a
Local 1828 program. He was unsure there was any helmet donation program, noting there were issues
with the history of used helmets. Councilmember Buckshnis asked whether new helmets could be
donated. Assistant Chief Correria answered donations of new helmets would be welcome.
Commission Chair Chan asked Commissioner Kenny to provide an update regarding RFA discussions.
Commissioner Kenny reported a meeting was held a few weeks ago with the two remaining cities, Brier
and Mountlake Terrace. The financial data does not pan out to move forward at this time. There had been
discussion about a ballot issue in 2013; that will not happen. FD1, Brier and Mountlake Terrace plan to
meet again in September to discuss whether the finances have changed. FD1 receives and the RFA would
receive most of its funding from property taxes so it is important to consider assessed values.
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Mayor Earling welcomed new FD1 Commissioner Karen Dingmon.
7.

ENERGY SAVINGS CONTRACT (ESCO III)

Public Works Director Phil Williams explained staff is requesting authorization for the Mayor to sign a
contract with the Washington State Department of Enterprise Services to authorize a total maximum
project cost of $758,683 to implement a variety of energy savings projects in Edmonds. This is the third
in a series of energy savings contracts the City has engaged in; the first in 2006 and the second in 2008
were very successful. He reviewed what will be included in ESCO III:
• Conversion of decorative street lamps to LED
• Conversion of virtually all City parking lots and yards to LED lighting
• Interior occupancy sensors for buildings
• Replacement of Yost Pool boiler – $120,000 already included in 2013 budget (REET)
• Replacement of 5 heating units at Senior Center
• HVAC upgrade for Council Chambers
• Additional controls upgrades
• Heating and water feature control at the WWTP
• Leverages $187,586 grant from DOC
• Leverages $60,376 grants from PUD and PSE
• Positive cash flow in 6 years.
Mr. Williams pointed out replacement of the five heating units at the Senior Center and the boiler at Yost
Pool have to be done anyway even without the ESCO III. He highlighted cash flow of ESCO III including
the total project cost of $758,683, funds provided by the utilities, and the $187,566 grant, leaving a
balance to be provided by the City of $500,000. Of that amount, $280,000 is offered via financing at 2%
interest over 10 years with equal annual payments, leaving a balance of $220,000 that the City needs to
provide. Of that amount, $120,000 is already in the 2013 budget for the Yost Pool boiler, leaving
$102,000. Of that amount, $74,000 will come from utilities to make improvements at the old Public
Works building, the new Public Works building and the wastewater treatment plant. An additional
General Fund authorization is required for the remaining $28,000. In addition to approving the contracts,
he requested the Council authorize a budget amendment to provide an additional $28,000 of General Fund
resources to leverage the $758,683 project.
Mr. Williams reviewed the ESCO III cash flow, highlighting energy and maintenance operating cost
savings and annual financing costs.
For Councilmember Bloom, Mr. Williams explained the amount to be financed is $280,176 at a 2%
interest rate for 10 years. The annual financing costs of $31,052 includes principal and interest,
approximately $3,000/year in interest and the remainder to principal. That rate is offered by the State of
Washington through the Department of Enterprise Services.
Councilmember Buckshnis advised the Parks, Planning and Public Works Committee recommended
approval. She clarified the remaining funds would be from the General Fund.
Councilmember Peterson observed the City has received some significant awards recently and asked
whether this would further showcase what Edmonds has done. Mr. Williams answered yes, pointing out
the Energy Star Award was for City Hall and most of this work was being done in other buildings. He
anticipated the City may leverage this into an Energy Star Award for other City buildings.
Mr. Williams recognized Facilities Maintenance Manager Jim Stevens who has spent hours working with
the two State departments and with Ameresco Quantum on the investment grade audit.
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Councilmember Peterson observed there may be some intangible savings such as the cost of parts to
continually repair the boiler at Yost Pool. Mr. Williams noted a catastrophic failure of the Yost Pool
boiler could have very negative impacts on the users.
COUNCILMEMBER PETERSON MOVED, SECONDED BY COUNCILMEMBER BUCKSHNIS,
TO AUTHORIZE THE MAYOR TO SIGN THE ESCO PROJECT CONTRACT WITH THE
WASHINGTON STATE DEPARTMENT OF ENTERPRISE SERVICES TO AUTHORIZE A
TOTAL MAXIMUM PROJECT COST OF $758,683, AND THE GRANT AGREEMENT THAT
FORMS PART OF THIS CONTRACT WITH THE WASHINGTON STATE DEPARTMENT OF
COMMERCE FOR $187,556. MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.
8.

DISCUSSION: SHORELINE MASTER PROGRAM UPDATE

Senior Planner Kernen Lien advised this was the third time the Shoreline Master Program (SMP) has
been before the City Council. The intent of tonight’s presentation is to review:
• Urban Mixed Use Shoreline Environments
• ECDC 24.40.080 – Shoreline Development Permitted by Area Designation
• ECDC 24.40.090 – Shoreline Bulk and Dimensional Standards
Mr. Lien introduced David Pater, Department of Ecology, who was present to answer questions.
Mr. Lien explained the Edmonds Marsh was designated as a shoreline. Under the previous SMP, there is
no environment for the areas next to the marsh, which is the reason a new environment was developed for
those areas. The marsh on the east side of the railroad tracks is a very different environment than the west
side of the tracks, particularly because it does not front Puget Sound. The Shoreline Management Act
(SMA) talks about protection of navigable waters and priority uses that are tied to water-oriented type
development. Harbor Square and other properties given the Urban Mixed Use III environment are not the
same type of environment as property on the west side of the tracks.
He provided language from RCW 90.58.020, Legislative findings: “It is the policy of the state to provide
for the management of the shorelines of the state by planning for and fostering all reasonable and
appropriate uses. This policy is designed to insure the development of these shorelines in a manner which,
while allowing for limited reduction of rights of the public in the navigable waters, will promote and
enhance the public interest. This policy contemplates protecting against adverse effects to the public
health, the land and its vegetation and wildlife, and the waters of the state and their aquatic life, while
protecting generally public rights of navigation and corollary rights incidental thereto.”
Mr. Lien referred to language in WAC 173-26-221(4)(b)(ii), the guidelines used to develop the SMP:
• Protect the rights of navigation and space necessary for water-dependent uses.
• Prohibit nonwater-oriented develop unless WAC 173-26-241(3)(d)(ii) Navigability is severely
limited at the proposed site; and the commercial use provides a significant public benefit with
respect to the Shoreline Management Act's objectives such as providing public access and
ecological restoration.
Mr. Lien referred to language in RCW 90.58.110(c): “consider all plans, studies, surveys, inventories, and
systems of classification made or being made by federal, state, regional, or local agencies, by private
individuals, or by organizations dealing with pertinent shorelines of the state.” The Harbor Square Master
Plan was considered in the SMP update.
Mr. Lien displayed a map identifying the current shoreline designations: Urban Mixed Use I for the Port,
Urban Mixed Use II south of Brackett’s Landing and Haines Wharf. Under the proposed SMP, Haines
Wharf is no longer considered and Urban Mixed Use area. He provided description criteria:
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•
•

•

Urban Mixed Use I
o Water-related and water-enjoyment commercial and recreational uses
Urban Mixed Use II
o Planned for high-intensity, water-dependent uses related to commerce, transportation, and
recreation
Urban Mixed Use III
o Areas that have been intensely developed and that have no direct access to navigable waters
o Planned for mixed-use development including high-intensity, commerce, transportation,
recreation and residential development

He displayed maps identifying the location of Urban Mixed Use I, II and III. He identified the
Comprehensive Plan designations on the map and described each:
• Urban Mixed Use I
o Shoreline Commercial
 This area should allow a mix of public uses, supporting commercial uses, and wateroriented and water-dependent uses. (pg. 55)
• Harbor Square
o Downtown Master Plan
 This area is appropriate for design-driven master planned development which provides
for a mix of uses and takes advantage of its strategic location between the waterfront and
downtown. (pg. 55)
• Port of Edmonds & Edmonds Crossing
o Master Plan Development
 This area is governed by the master plans for the Port of Edmonds, Point Edwards, and
the Edmonds Crossing project as described in the FEIS issued on November 10, 2004.
these areas are also developed consistent with the City’s Shoreline Master Program, as it
applies.(pg. 55)
He identified the location and described zoning within the environments:
• CW – Commercial Waterfront
o ECDC 16.55.000 Purposes
A. To reserve areas for water-dependent and water-related uses and for uses which will
attract pedestrians to the waterfront;
B. To protect and enhance the natural features of the waterfront, and encourage public use of
the waterfront;
C. To ensure physical and visual access to the waterfront for the public.
o ECDC 16.55.010.A Permitted Primary Uses
1. Marine-oriented services;
2. Retail uses which are either marine-oriented or pedestrian-oriented, excluding drive-in
businesses;
3. Petroleum products storage and distribution;
4. Offices, above the ground floor, excluding medical, dental and veterinary clinics;
5. Local public facilities with marine-oriented services or recreation;
6. Neighborhood parks, natural open spaces, and community parks with an adopted master
plan subject to the requirements of ECDC 17.100.070
• OR – Office Residential
o ECDC 16.77.000 Purposes
B. …provides for a mix of small-scale office and residential uses which provide a transition
between the more intensive commercial uses along Main Street and the residential uses along
Sunset Avenue.
o ECDC 16.77.010.A Permitted Primary Uses
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1.
2.
3.
4.

•

•

Single-family dwellings.
Office uses.
Multiple dwelling unit(s).
Neighborhood parks, natural open spaces, and community parks with an adopted master
plan subject to the requirements of ECDC 17.100.070.
Master Plan – Master Plan Hillside (MP 1: Pt. Edwards, MP 2: Edmonds Crossing)
o ECDC 16.75.000 Purpose
B. To reserve an area where a mix of land uses can take advantage of site conditions and
waterviews.
D. To promote a mix of residential, commercial, and other uses in a manner that is
consistent with the city’s comprehensive plan…
E. To encourage visual access to the water for the public from public spaces within the
development.
o ECDC 16.75.010.B Permitted Primary Uses in MP2
1. All uses permitted in MP1 (multifamily residential; Office; Hotels/motels; Restaurants,
excluding drive-in businesses; and Local public facilities), except that residential use is
prohibited on the ground floor of any building;
2. Neighborhood-oriented retail uses intended to support other uses in the immediate area,
3. Service uses as a primary use intended to support other uses in the immediate area,
4. Multimodal transportation center;
5. Educational facilities.
o Permitted Secondary Uses in MP1 and MP2
 Off-street surface parking and structured parking to serve a permitted use
Harbor Square Zoning: Contract Rezone – General Commercial
o All uses allowed in the CG zone except the following prohibited uses
 Automotive wrecking
 Automotive sales
 Car washes
 Drive-in restaurants
 Fuel storage yards
 Kennels
 Motels
 Mobile home parks
 Service stations
 Residences, except for caretaker and/or guard

Mr. lien provided a comparison of Mixed Use I and II to Urban Mixed Use III:
Urban Mixed Use I & II
Urban Mixed Use III
Adjacent to Puget Sound
No direct access to Puget Sound
Comprehensive Plan – Master Plan and Shoreline
Comprehensive Plan – Master Plan and ResidenceCommercial
Office
• Generally encourages water oriented type
• Encourages mixed use development
development
Zoning – Commercial Waterfront
Zoning – MP2, CG, OR
• Water-dependent and water-related uses
• Zoning generally encourages mixed use
development
Commercial Development
Commercial Development
• Preference for water-oriented development
• Nonwater-oriented development
specifically permitted
Specific view corridors pursuant to ECDC
More general view corridor pursuant to ECDC
24.40.040.B.11.a
24.40.040.B.11.b
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Setbacks 15 feet
Parking setback 60 feet
Residential development prohibited

Setbacks 50 feet
Parking setback 50 feet
Multifamily residential development allowed

Councilmember Bloom asked about setbacks. Mr. Lien advised the setbacks are from the ordinary high
water mark. In the case of the marsh, it would be the edge of the wetland boundary.
Councilmember Buckshnis commented she had been reading Anacortes’ SMP and it was phenomenal.
She asked if the marsh could also be considered a wildlife sanctuary. Mr. Lien answered the shoreline
designation for the marsh is Natural Environment. Councilmember Buckshnis noted Anacortes’ SMP
refers to conservatory, natural, riparian, restoration, etc. and has a different setback for those reasons. She
asked whether consideration was given to increasing the 50 foot setback in consideration of additional
water flowing into the wetland area and more activity such as salmon recovery when Willow Creek is
daylighted. Mr. Lien explained the edge of the wetland marsh on the north and south is established by
historic fill. Daylighting Willow Creek will not expand the marsh in either of those directions. The edge
of the salt marsh boundary would move eastward toward SR104 if Willow Creek is daylighted and
saltwater allowed to flow up the creek. Councilmember Buckshnis commented the existing viewing decks
are quite high and she has been told that the water used to be up to the viewing decks. Mr. Lien answered
viewing decks are also high to accommodate wetland plants and to provide a view down into the marsh.
Mr. Lien reviewed tables in ECDC 24.40.070 (page 50 of the draft SMP) and Section 24.40.080, the
Shoreline Development Table, that lists shoreline development permitted by Area designation. He
highlighted shoreline area designations where residential use would be allowed in the draft SMP –Harbor
Square, south of Harbor Square, and in Office-Residential areas north of Main. If the Council ultimately
decides they want to prohibit residential development at Harbor Square, a new shoreline environment
may need to be developed for Harbor Square.
Council President Petso asked if the southern edge of the Harbor Square property could be designated
Conservancy and if so, what effect would that have. Mr. Lien was uncertain that would fit with the
Conservancy designation. He referred to Urban Conservancy Environment (page 27 of draft SMP),
explaining the purpose of the Conservancy is to protect and restore ecological functions of open space,
floodplains, and other sensitive lands where they exist in urban and developed settings, while allowing a
variety of compatible uses. The designation criteria include:
1. They are suitable for water-related or water-enjoyment uses;
2. They are open space, flood plain or other sensitive areas that should not be more intensively
developed;
3. They have potential for ecological restoration;
4. They retain important ecological functions, even though partially developed; or
5. They have the potential for development that is compatible with ecological restoration.
Mr. Lien explained that portion of Harbor Square is more intensely developed and he was doubtful it met
the designation criteria.
Council President Petso asked if the south edge of the marsh could be Urban Mixed Use II which focuses
on transportation development. She observed the current plans indicate potential use of that site for a ferry
terminal. Mr. Lien agreed that was the site of the ferry terminal but the underlying zoning, MP2, allows
for mixed use development including multi-family residential within that area. Council President Petso
asked whether there was space for those uses in addition to a ferry terminal. Mr. Lien answered there
could be some retail with residential above. The zoning allows for residential development, similar to the
area north of Main Street.
Council President Petso asked if the zoning would need to be changed if the designation of either of those
places was changed in the SMP. Mr. Lien answered his intent when developing the SMP regulations was
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to be consistent with the Comprehensive Plan and current zoning. Most of the setbacks in the table are
from the SMP or zoning. He answered the zoning would not necessarily need to be changed but there
would be a conflict if someone wanted to develop residential development within the shoreline
jurisdiction as they would be unable to obtain a shoreline permit.
Councilmember Bloom observed there is currently residential on the waterfront which is Urban Mixed
Use I or II. Mr. Lien answered it is a non-conforming use. Councilmember Bloom asked if that residential
use could be rebuilt if it was damaged. Mr. Lien referred to non-conforming regulations in the SMP, “If a
nonconforming development, building and/or structure is destroyed or damaged to an extent not
exceeding 75 percent replacement cost at the time of destruction, it may be restored to its former size…”
Councilmember Buckshnis commented the marsh and the wildlife preserve are a destination. Whatever
buildings exist in 100 years, she wanted to have the marsh preserved. She asked whether incentive zoning
that suggested residential would be consistent with Urban Mixed Use III. Mr. Lien answered it would.
Councilmember Buckshnis commented the marsh/wetland was a wildlife habitat; Anacortes’ SMP talks
about birds in their marsh and classifies habitat. She asked if consideration had been given to the
possibility of salmon and increased bird and other wildlife with restoration of the marsh. She asked if the
SMP looked into the future. Mr. Lien assured it did. Councilmember Buckshnis suggested the SMP also
consider what could happen with dredging, removing cattails, daylighting Willow Creek, etc. Mr. Lien
advised the marsh has a Natural environment designation that significantly limits uses in that area.
Councilmember Buckshnis commented she did not feel 50 foot setbacks were sufficient but she was
continuing her research.
Mr. Lien referred to 24.40.090, Shoreline Bulk and Dimensional Standards (page 53 of draft SMP) that
identifies setbacks within the shoreline environments. The majority of the setbacks are from the existing
SMP or underlying zoning and some reference the Critical Areas Ordinance. He highlighted setbacks for
parking in the Urban Mixed Use I and II compared to Urban Mixed Use III, advising parking is not a
priority use within shoreline environments, which is why it has additional setbacks in Urban Mixed Use I
and II. Structural setbacks in Urban Mixed Use I and II are 15 feet. The standard setback for parking is 60
feet but if walkways or boardwalks are provided, it can be reduced to 40 feet. If the desire is to have
larger setbacks on Harbor Square, incentives could be provided to reduce setbacks.
Mr. Lien displayed a map that identified the 200 foot Shoreline Jurisdiction, 150 foot SMP Wetland
Buffer, 50 foot Shore Setback and 200 foot CAO Wetland Buffer. He reiterated within shoreline
jurisdictions the SMA rules and outside shoreline jurisdictions, the GMA rules; CAO buffers are part of
GMA. Harbor Square is an intensely developed area. One of the main principals in developing the SMP is
no net loss over current ecological functions. The restoration plan in the SMP talks about enhancement of
the marsh, daylighting Willow Creek, etc. There are also vegetation requirements in the SMP. The 50foot setback would establish a new buffer; if the Port redeveloped Harbor Square, that area could be
improved and enhanced.
Mr. Lien explained the studies that established these larger buffers were done in rural areas where buffers
exist and there was no development. There is little Best Available Science (BAS) about buffers in urban
environments. The BAS report done for the CAO update in 2004 recognized this is an urban area; the
buffers can encompass several parcels and do not make sense in an urban environment. The SMP and
COA envision protecting what exists and not correcting the harms of the past.
Councilmember Johnson asked Mr. Lien to comment on the 25 foot open space strip that was part of the
contract rezone for Harbor Square versus the Planning Board’s recommendation to expand that to 50 feet.
Mr. Lien explained the contract rezone for Harbor Square established a 25 foot wide band of open space
from the edge of the marsh. That area is where the walkway is located that the City maintains. The marsh
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is currently zoned open space. When the SMP was first proposed to the Planning Board, there was a 25
foot setback from the edge of the marsh. The Planning Board increased that to 50 feet. One of the
Planning Board’s recommendations regarding Harbor Square is that the 25 foot open space established
via the contract rezone be protected.
Councilmember Johnson observed there are two land use designations on the Harbor Square property, CG
and open space. With the proposed change, there would continue to be two, Urban Mixed Use III and
open space. She asked if the open space was anticipated to be expanded or only the setback expanded.
Mr. Lien answered this was mixing zoning and the SMP. The zoning for the site establishes a 25-foot
open space from the edge of the marsh on the Harbor Square property. If Harbor Square were rezoned in
the future, that could be retained, changed, or expanded to 50 feet but that would occur via a rezone.
Councilmember Fraley-Monillas commented she met with environmental specialists from Seattle at the
marsh who indicated the marsh is a wetland. They felt the 25 foot setbacks were insufficient, that setbacks
are typically a minimum of 50 feet and after watching the Council meeting, preferred a 150 foot setback.
Mr. Lien answered the proposed SMP includes a 50 foot setback. At Councilmember Fraley-Monillas’s
request, Mr. Lien identified a 50 foot setback and a 100 foot setback on the map.
Councilmember Peterson asked if there was currently a significant amount of development or pavement
within 50 or 100 feet. Mr. Lien identified parking and a dog run that is part of a business within the 50
foot setback and other areas of the 50 foot setback where there was no development. He concluded there
is a pretty good established 50-foot buffer. Councilmember Peterson referred to the goal of the SMP to
protect what exists, not correcting the harms of the past. He asked if Ecology was interested in the City
creating incentive zoning to expand the buffer. Mr. Lien answered one problem with that is expanding
shoreline jurisdiction. The SMA has language stating with restoration projects, the shoreline jurisdiction
can remain where it previously existed. In areas where there is fill, it would be difficult and expensive to
expand the buffer.
Councilmember Buckshnis expressed her preference for larger buffers. She asked if consideration had
been given to flows from Shellbarger Creek into the marsh/wetland once the culverts under SR 104 are
expanded. Mr. Lien answered some dredging in the marsh would have to occur as part of that project to
accommodate the flow. He referred to policies the Planning Board added to the SMP (page 14 of draft
SMP) regarding climate change and associated flooding.
Councilmember Buckshnis reiterated the marsh is a destination. If the area redevelops, she wanted
sufficient setbacks to be retained to provide sufficient open space for people to enjoy the marsh. Her
research indicates a 250 foot buffer for high level functioning habitat. Mr. Lien agreed adequate setbacks
and buffers along the marsh were important but the intent of the SMA is no net loss over the current
ecological function. The SMP handbook developed to assist planners states establishing setbacks alone
meets the SMA.
Councilmember Fraley-Monillas asked if Mr. Lien was aware of other wetlands of this size where the
buffer width varied based on the need of the wetland. Mr. Lien answered he did not know of any specific
areas, but he could envision that. There are four categories of wetlands and each have different buffer
requirements; a large wetland could have various categories. Councilmember Fraley-Monillas asked
whether the marsh was large enough to have different buffers. Mr. Lien answered the BAS report in 2004
determined the Edmonds Marsh was a Type 1 wetland; however, there are places along the ditch between
Harbor Square and SR104 that likely do not meet the requirements of a Type 1 wetland. There is also the
historic fragment of wetland on the east side of SR 104 which may not meet the Type 1 category.
For Councilmember Bloom, Mr. Lien advised the purple line on the Setback, Buffer, Shoreline
Jurisdiction map is the shoreline jurisdiction, 200 feet from the Ordinary High Water Mark. It is not a
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buffer, anything that happens in that area must be compliant with the shoreline regulations. Within
shoreline jurisdiction, the SMA rules. There are specific wetland buffers within the SMP that apply within
shoreline jurisdiction. He identified the red 150 SMP wetland buffer on the map. Outside shoreline
jurisdiction, GMA rules which are the CAO buffers. He identified where the shoreline jurisdiction ends
on the map and where the 200 foot CAO wetland buffer applies (depicted in green on the map).
Councilmember Bloom relayed her understanding the shoreline jurisdiction would be the CAO buffer if it
were not in the shoreline. Mr. Lien agreed. He explained the portion of the marsh that was designated as
shoreline environment was only the salt influenced portion of the marsh; beyond that point, it is an
associated wetland and shoreline jurisdiction does not extend beyond the edge of an associated wetland.
Councilmember Bloom asked about the wetland on the east side of the Harbor Square property. Mr. Lien
answered it was formerly connected. The Edmonds Marsh is largely a wetland because it is an estuary
wetland; estuary wetlands larger than an acre are automatically a Category 1 wetland. The wetland east of
SR 104 is not an estuary wetland. Although he had not seen a wetland determination on that area, given
its location, smaller size, disconnection from the larger marsh, it may not meet the Category 1
requirement.
David Pater, Shoreline Planner, Department of Ecology, commented he has worked with a number of
urbanized communities including Issaquah and Redmond. This is a common issue, for example in
Redmond, the Sammamish River runs through downtown. Redmond struggled with delineating the
shoreline environments and ultimately adopted parallel designations; the first 100 feet is Conservancy.
The next 100 feet has a heavy development footprint that is unlikely to change. The overall guideline of
the State SMP is no net loss from current conditions. The current conditions for Edmonds were
established by the Shoreline Inventory and Categorization developed in 2007 and are used as a baseline
for no net loss. Ecology would view a 50 foot buffer for Harbor Square as meeting the no net loss. He
recognized it was a degraded buffer and if the buffer was restored to a quasi-natural state, it would
provide a better buffer. Ecology requires the City to develop a restoration plan but implementation is
voluntary under the guidelines. Ecology recognizes it is a challenge and a long term effort to restore
buffers within built out environments. There are opportunities for restoration with the 50 foot buffer. He
noted the stormwater controls within the Port’s Harbor Square proposal would be of great benefit to the
marsh via better treatment of stormwater.
Councilmember Buckshnis commented the Department of Ecology website is great; Anacortes’ SMP is
great with regard to restoration and classifications, and Redmond has issues similar to Edmonds. She
hoped the marsh and the wildlife sanctuary, not the buildings, would be a destination in 100-200 years.
When redevelopment occurs, she wanted to be eligible for as many grants and private-public partnerships
as possible. She asked if there was a standard for grants with regard to buffers. Mr. Pater answered some
grant programs such as the Salmon Recovery Board give more points to projects with larger buffers. He
agreed a larger enhancement would increase the chances of receiving funds. In looking at the Port’s plans
for mixed use residential development, from a SMA standpoint, it would increase public access to this
special area that currently exists. That is a positive aspect that addresses improving access and water
enjoyment in the SMP.
Councilmember Buckshnis asked if it was necessary to include restoration goals and objectives in the
SMP. Mr. Pater answered Ecology does like to see restoration goals and policies in the SMP that mirror
the goals in the Restoration Plan. He explained Ecology does not formally approve the Restoration Plan
as they do with the SMP.
Councilmember Buckshnis asked why Edmonds SMP was not on the list of SMP on Ecology’s website.
Mr. Pater answered because Edmonds SMP has not been locally adopted. After local adoption, Ecology
runs its own public process, the City’s plan is provided its own web link and when Ecology approves it, a
final copy is posted to Ecology’s website.
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Council President Petso asked about making the nearest area one designation and the area further inland
another designation; for example, in Edmonds’ case, Conservancy status for the first 25 feet and a
different designation beyond. Mr. Pater answered there is already a parallel designation, the marsh
setback buffer is designated Urban Mixed Use III. In Redmond, along the Sammamish River there is the
established King County Conservation Easement of 100 feet; Redmond called that Conservancy. In
downtown there is an urban designation for the upland 100 feet to make it 200 feet. In Edmonds the
railroad and the residential areas are an example of a parallel designation.
Councilmember Johnson referred to the DOE’s evaluation of no net loss of ecological function and asked
whether environmental factors such as vibration, noise, glare, light, etc. are used to evaluate the impact of
redevelopment on the ecological function of the marsh. Mr. Pater answered the State SMP guidelines do
not address those issues. Mr. Lien referred to required mitigation measures to reduce impact to the marsh
(page 38 of draft SMP).
Mr. Lien asked whether the Council wanted to hold another work session to address other issues prior to
the public hearing and if so, what issues he should focus on during that presentation.
Councilmember Peterson suggested another work session to address Lake Ballinger and Haines Wharf.
Council President Petso advised a work session regarding the SMP would be scheduled on April 23.
9.

CONTINUED DISCUSSION ON INCORPORATING THE HARBOR SQUARE MASTER PLAN
INTO THE CITY’S COMPREHENSIVE PLAN

Mayor Earling explained staff’s intent was for the Council to continue their review and commentary on
Exhibit 3. He recalled the Council had reviewed and commented on the first two pages at a previous
meeting.
Special Districts or Incentive Zoning
Council President Petso asked if a special district can be created without incentive zoning. City Attorney
Jeff Taraday advised incentive zoning is always optional. Acting Development Services Director Rob
Chave explained a special district such as a brewery/distillery/pub zone is related to uses. Special districts
are about uses; incentive zoning can be about uses but provides a way of encouraging a set of uses. When
referring to a general development area such as the CG zone, the general principle is there are a variety of
uses in the zone and specific properties are not designated for certain uses. With incentive zoning,
incentives can be provided that encourage each property owner to consider certain uses. Incentive zoning
provides the best way to do that when the City does not have control of the property.
Council President Petso asked what type of things can be offered via incentive zoning other than heights
and expedited permitting. Mr. Chave answered forgiving parking, bulk requirements such as setbacks, or
other bulk standards.
Councilmember Buckshnis commented she raised the issue of incentive zoning and a brewery district,
relaying it is a huge industry according to brewpub.com. She referred to a photograph of an old building
where height was added to create an upstairs restaurant. She favored incentive zoning to create synergy
from wineries, breweries, etc.
Councilmember Peterson asked at what point the Council needed to narrow the special districts or
incentive zoning, noting a brewery district or a tech campus could be great options. Mr. Chave answered
if the Council liked all the concepts and any combination, they did not need to narrow the focus. If the
Council identified some of these ideas in the Plan, the zoning needed to follow. At that point the focus
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may be narrowed. Councilmember Peterson commented although it is not a giant property, the Harbor
Square site could support a few different things. Mr. Chave agreed it depends on the scale.
Councilmember Bloom asked whether the CG zone included all the listed uses. She observed a yearround market is in the Comprehensive Plan. Mr. Chave answered staff would need to research that; there
may be zoning that prohibits some aspects of these uses, such as uses outside the building.
Councilmember Bloom recalled an earlier slide regarding the SMP listed uses prohibited by the contract
rezone for Harbor Square. Mr. Chave answered the zoning for Harbor Square includes the contract rezone
which limits uses otherwise allowed in the CG zone. It is important that the Comprehensive Plan say what
the Council wants and a follow-up step is ensuring the zoning is consistent.
Councilmember Bloom referred to “Roger Brooks’ Concepts,” and asked the Councilmember who
suggested that to elaborate. Council President Petso answered her intent was to encourage use of the
property, particularly along Dayton Street for a public gathering space; Roger Brooks’ presentation
provided several examples of public gathering spaces that were boons to the surrounding businesses and
surrounding community and would help connect downtown to the waterfront.
Councilmember Buckshnis commented tourism is a billion dollar industry; the marsh is a destination and
improving the marsh will draw more visitors.
With regard to Roger Brooks’ Concepts, Councilmember Fraley-Monillas asked whether those would be
listed. Mr. Chave answered the intent was not to list them but rather capture the intent. He suggested
Councilmembers identify if something was missing with regard to Roger Brooks’ concepts.
Parking
Councilmember Fraley-Monillas commented her vision for this area, whether it included housing, hotels,
tech companies, etc. was less parking, a parking structure and more walkability. She preferred not to have
roads connecting the buildings.
Council President Petso did not want a reduction in the amount of parking available but she agreed with
the concept of a reduced parking footprint via a parking structure.
Councilmember Peterson asked if the parking regulations were based on older models that require X
number of spaces per 1000 square feet. Mr. Chave answered yes. Councilmember Peterson relayed new
thoughts about residential in urban settings is to reduce parking requirements to encourage people to have
one car and take advantage of public transportation. Mr. Chave answered the Planning Board and the
Highway 99 Task Force have discussed different approaches to parking requirements. The general
principal is when more transit is available, less parking is potentially needed because people will use
transit. It is also tied to the type of uses that locate around transit. There have also been discussions about
developing a flat parking ratio. He relayed one of the problems with establishing parking by specific use
is changes in parking requirements when uses change. In addition it is nearly impossible to track over
time as well as problematic for attracting/encouraging businesses to turn over. He provided the example
of a restaurant which has much higher parking requirements that wanted to replace a service business.
This was remedied downtown by establishing a flat rate; Harbor Square may be another opportunity for a
flat rate. The challenge is determining the rate. There could be a requirement established that anyone
developing in Harbor Square is required to conduct a parking study at the time of development rather than
predetermining a parking ratio. Structured parking could be part of incentive zoning; highly incentivize
structured parking versus surface parking.
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Councilmember Peterson referred to the SMP and pollutants washing into the marsh, noting this is a
perfect opportunity to get creative with parking and keep pollutants out of the marsh. Mr. Chave
suggested Councilmembers look at an aerial map of the waterfront on Google Maps; it is a sea of asphalt.
Councilmember Johnson commented one of the newer concepts related to trip generation is looking at
activity centers rather than looking at parking on a use-by-use basis. A balance of job and housing has the
potential to reduce parking due to different trip generation rates. Structured parking is usually 3-4 times
more expensive than surface parking but a more desirable use of land in a compact development.
Councilmember Buckshnis described a block in North Carolina where there is a Trader Joes on the first
floor with apartments above, and three stories of parking and a Target store across the street. She
envisioned structured parking as an incentive, noting there is also the potential to locate a restaurant or a
viewing platform on the roof of a parking structure. She viewed structured parking as a great incentive.
Councilmember Bloom inquired about residential parking requirements. Mr. Chave answered it is a
sliding scale tied to the number of bedrooms, from 1.2 spaces for a studio up to 2 spaces per unit for 2+
bedrooms. Councilmember Bloom asked about the parking requirement for restaurants. Mr. Lien
answered the parking for restaurants is 1 space per 200 square feet. Mr. Chave described a scenario where
a building was constructed outside the downtown area and the parking ratio was based on office use with
no customer service which is 1 space per 800 square feet. What frequently happens is that office use is
replaced by an office that has customer service and there is inadequate parking. A general parking
requirement rather than parking requirements by use avoids that issue.
Councilmember Bloom asked if that could be done in a specific area without expending it citywide. Mr.
Chave answered yes, for example it was done downtown several years ago; a flat 1 space per 500 square
feet regardless of the business. The key is determining the number; different areas of the City would have
different standards. For example the parking standard on Highway 99 would be much different than Five
Corners where parking could spill over into residential areas.
Councilmember Bloom asked if structured parking could have free parking for residents and paid-parking
for visitors. Mr. Chave answered parking management is generally not addressed in the code. The
regulations can address shared parking. Peak hours of different uses can balance each other, reducing
overall parking requirements.
Council President Petso asked about the requirements for a destination type facility such as the ECA. Mr.
Chave stated it is typically based on the capacity of the facility, either square footage or number of seats.
Council President Petso asked whether structured parking could be required. Mr. Chave answered it could
be; the expense should be kept in mind.
Connectivity
Council President Petso envisioned the presence of a Roger Brooks’ feature, a gathering space on Dayton,
as an asset to connectivity. Conversely, she did not consider buildings on Dayton casting permanent shade
on the sidewalk to be an enhancement to connectivity.
Councilmember Bloom recalled the Transportation Comprehensive Plan talks about a shuttle from the
neighborhoods with downtown. She asked if that could be included in Harbor Square to reduce the
necessity for parking. Mr. Chave answered that is a program rather than a use and would be unusual to
include in a Master Plan. The plan could refer to a shuttle as an example of a way to connect the
development to other areas. Councilmember Bloom asked about including bike and walking paths in the
Plan. Mr. Chave answered there is already a fair amount of discussion in the Plan regarding bike and
walking paths including connections offsite to existing and future pathways.
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Planning Board Recommendations
Councilmember Buckshnis pointed out the Planning Board’s recommendations were made regarding the
Port’s Master Plan but issues such as the 55 foot height limit are no longer applicable. Mayor Earling
advised some recommendations are potentially relevant and they have been included in staff’s proposal.
Council President Petso expressed willingness to forego discussion of the Planning Board’s
recommendations if she could be assured whatever the Council developed would be reviewed by the
Planning Board.
Councilmember Buckshnis pointed out staff has addressed the Planning Board’s recommendations in the
column on the right.
Councilmember Peterson agreed with Councilmember Buckshnis that staff has incorporated many of the
Planning Board’s recommendations in the Plan. He did not view the changes to be significant enough to
warrant another review by the Planning Board.
Mayor Earling suggested discussing staff’s responses to the Planning Board’s recommendations at a
future meeting.
Councilmember Bloom agreed with Mayor Earling’s suggestion.
Councilmember Johnson also agreed with Mayor Earling’s suggestion. She observed members of the
Planning Board have been present during the Council’s discussion. She thanked the Planning Board for
the work they have done.
Councilmember Peterson suggested Councilmembers email Council President Petso and staff with their
concerns about the 14 Planning Board recommendations. Mayor Earling requested Councilmembers
provide their comments to staff by Tuesday, April 2.
Council President Petso advised further discussion would be tentatively scheduled on the April 16
meeting.
10.

REPORT ON OUTSIDE BOARD AND COMMITTEE MEETINGS

Councilmember Buckshnis reported she was unable to attend the WRIA 8 meeting. She reported the
Snohomish County Tomorrow meeting will include review of the 2035 growth targets, the
Interjurisdictional Housing Agreement, and the Dispute Resolution Mediation pilot program.
Councilmember Bloom reported the Economic Development Commission discussed land use incentives,
possibly providing quarterly updates to Council, a form for communicating with the community, whether
the EDC could be involved in the coal train issues, and tourism activities.
Councilmember Bloom reported the Tree Board discussed fees for tree cutting, the City’s Urban Forestry
Management Plan and a suggestion to meet with the Mayor’s Climate Change Committee.
Councilmember Fraley-Monillas reported an audio of EDC meetings is now available online on the City’s
website. She reported the South County City’s dinner included discussion regarding changing the way
issues are raised with the legislature such as approaching them before the session begins and holding
legislators accountable for cities’ requests.
Councilmember Fraley-Monillas reported on a meeting Councilmember Bloom, Planning Commissioner
Val Stewart and she attended regarding rain gardens. Rain gardens can be beneficial in private yards as
well as City-owned land.
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Councilmember Yamamoto reported the dispute resolution related to SnoCom’s New World system
continues.
11.

MAYOR'S COMMENTS

Mayor Earling reported the Edmonds-Woodway High School jazz band has been selected one of 15
finalists to perform in the Essentially Ellington Competition in New York. A concert is being held
tomorrow night at the ECA. Councilmembers are invited to attend the Edmonds-Woodway Music
Department dinner and auction on April 13 at Holy Rosary.
12.

COUNCIL COMMENTS

Councilmember Johnson acknowledged awards given at the City/Chamber Art Awards ceremony:
• Mike Popke – Individual Leadership Award
• Barbara Kindness – Individual Volunteer Award
• Monya Vee – Business Leadership Award for the Art Walk and Mural Society
• Rick Steves, ECA, KCTS9 and the Cascadia Symphony Orchestra – Collaboration Award for
Europe: A Symphonic Journey
Council President Petso thanked staff for setting up Council Chambers tonight for the joint meeting with
FD1. She thanked GIS Analyst Dave Rohde for his efforts to live stream tonight’s Council meeting.
Council President Petso announced she has appointed Roger Hertrich to the EDC, replacing Don Hall
who resigned. Council President Petso advised there are two vacancies on the Tree Board.
Councilmember Bloom echoed Councilmember Fraley-Monillas’s comments about the meeting with Val
Stewart and a company that develops rain gardens. She was hopeful a presentation regarding rain gardens
would be made to the City Council. Rain gardens can be developed quickly, grants are available, and they
generate interest from citizens, beautify the City, and clean stormwater.
Councilmember Peterson relayed at the request of citizens, he plans to bring a resolution to the Council
related to the Citizens United Decision regarding campaign finance reform.
Councilmember Buckshnis reported the Floretum Garden Club knows a lot about rain gardens. She
encouraged anyone interested in a pea patch to contact a Garden Club member. She thanked citizens who
have contacted her with their concerns.
13.

CONVENE IN EXECUTIVE SESSION REGARDING POTENTIAL LITIGATION PER RCW
42.30.110(1)(i).

At 10:09 p.m., Mayor Earling announced that the City Council would meet in executive session regarding
potential litigation per RCW 42.30.110(1)(i). He stated that the executive session was scheduled to last
approximately 15 minutes and would be held in the Jury Meeting Room, located in the Public Safety
Complex. No action was anticipated to occur as a result of meeting in executive session. Elected officials
present at the executive session were: Mayor Earling, and Councilmembers Yamamoto, Johnson, FraleyMonillas, Buckshnis, Peterson, Petso and Bloom. Others present were City Attorney Jeff Taraday, and
City Clerk Sandy Chase. The executive session concluded at 10:15 p.m.
Mayor Earling reconvened the regular City Council meeting and adjourned at 10:19 p.m.
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14.

RECONVENE IN OPEN SESSION. POTENTIAL ACTION AS A RESULT OF MEETING IN
EXECUTIVE SESSION

This item was removed from the agenda via action taken under Agenda Item 2.
15.

ADJOURN

With no further business, the Council meeting was adjourned at 10:20 p.m.
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AM-5628

3. B.

City Council Meeting
Meeting Date:
04/02/2013
Time:
Consent
Submitted For:
Ronald Cone

Submitted By:

Department:
Finance
Review Committee:
Type:

Nori Jacobson

Committee Action: Approve for
Consent Agenda

Action
Information

Subject Title
Approval of claim checks #201232 through #201325 dated March 28, 2013 for $388,116.14. Approval of
payroll replacement check #60107 for $40.83.
Recommendation
Approval of claim checks and payroll replacement check.
Previous Council Action
N/A
Narrative
In accordance with the State statutes, City payments must be approved by the City Council. Ordinance
#2896 delegates this approval to the Council President who reviews and recommends either approval or
non-approval of expenditures.

Fiscal Impact
Fiscal Year:
Revenue:
Expenditure:

2013
388,116.14

Fiscal Impact:
Claims $388,116.14
Payroll reissued check $40.83
Attachments
Claim Checks 03-28-13
Project Numbers 03-28-13
Form Review
Inbox
Finance
Packet Page 26 of 863

Reviewed By
Ronald Cone

Date
03/28/2013 09:02 AM

Finance
City Clerk
Mayor
Finalize for Agenda
Form Started By: Nori Jacobson
Final Approval Date: 03/29/2013
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Ronald Cone
Sandy Chase
Dave Earling
Sandy Chase

03/28/2013 09:02 AM
03/28/2013 09:29 AM
03/28/2013 05:36 PM
03/29/2013 08:23 AM
Started On: 03/28/2013 08:34 AM

vchlist

Voucher List

03/28/2013

7:36:33AM

Bank code :

usbank

Voucher

201232

201233

201234

201235

201236

201237

Date

Vendor

3/28/2013 061029 ABSOLUTE GRAPHIX

3/28/2013 066054 ADIX'S BED & BATH FOR DOGS AND

3/28/2013 074036 ADVANCED PLC, LL

3/28/2013 001528 AM TEST INC

3/28/2013 069751 ARAMARK UNIFORM SERVICES

3/28/2013 072576 ART ACCESS

Page:

City of Edmonds

Invoice

313422

APRIL 2013

2987

74626

655-6714153

12780

PO #

Description/Account

Amount

VOLLEYBALL AND BASKETBALL UNIFORMS
VOLLEYBALL AND BASKETBALL UNIFORMS
001.000.64.575.52.31.00
9.5% Sales Tax
001.000.64.575.52.31.00
Total :
ANIMAL BOARDING FOR 04/13 EDMONDS AC
ANIMAL BOARDING FOR 04/13
001.000.41.521.70.41.00
Total :
Parts for SSI venturi upgrade
Parts for SSI venturi upgrade
423.100.76.594.39.65.10
9.5% Sales Tax
423.100.76.594.39.65.10

379.44
36.05
415.49

2,097.71
2,097.71

597.12

Total :

56.73
653.85

Total :

75.00
75.00

Sludge Metals test
Sludge Metals test
423.000.76.535.80.41.31

WEEKLY UNIFORM SERVICE
WEEKLY UNIFORM SERVICE
001.000.64.576.80.24.00
9.5% Sales Tax
001.000.64.576.80.24.00

33.34

Total :

3.17
36.51

Total :

52.50
52.50

ARTS ACCESS AD
ARTS ACCESS AD
123.000.64.573.20.44.00

Page:
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1

1

vchlist

Voucher List

03/28/2013

7:36:33AM

Bank code :

usbank

Voucher

201238

201239

201240

201241

201242

201243

201244

Date

Vendor

3/28/2013 073035 AVAGIMOVA, KARINE

3/28/2013 074274 BABCOCK, MATTHEW

3/28/2013 002500 BLUMENTHAL UNIFORMS & EQUIP

3/28/2013 069295 BROWN, CANDY

3/28/2013 074294 BROWN, TODD

3/28/2013 073029 CANON FINANCIAL SERVICES

3/28/2013 073029 CANON FINANCIAL SERVICES

Page:

Invoice

1086

EDMONDS-03

983377

BROWN 16531

BROWN 16540

12617185

12615232

PO #

Description/Account

Amount

INTERPRETER FEE
INTERPRETER FEE
001.000.23.523.30.41.01
Total :

100.00
100.00

SCULPTURE DESIGN FABRICATION
SCULPTURE DESIGN FABRICATION
117.200.64.575.50.41.00
Total :

2,050.00
2,050.00

INV#983377 - EDMONDS PD - PAULSON
UNIFORM PANTS
001.000.41.521.22.24.00
9.5% Sales Tax
001.000.41.521.22.24.00
Total :

108.00
10.26
118.26

BACKYARD BIRDS 16531
BACKYARD BIRDS 16531
001.000.64.571.22.41.00
Total :

77.00
77.00

Total :

53.90
53.90

MASON BEES 16540
MASON BEES 16540
001.000.64.571.22.41.00

C/A 572105 CONTRACT# 001-0572105-004
Finance dept copier contract charge
001.000.31.514.23.45.00
9.5% Sales Tax
001.000.31.514.23.45.00
Total :
Lease Planning Div. copier/printer
Lease Planning Div. copier/printer
001.000.62.524.10.45.00

249.99
23.75
273.74

36.16
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vchlist

Voucher List

03/28/2013

7:36:33AM

Bank code :

usbank

Voucher

201244

Date

Vendor

3/28/2013 073029 CANON FINANCIAL SERVICES

Page:

Invoice

(Continued)
12615233

PO #

Description/Account

Amount

Lease Bld copier/printer
Lease Bld copier/printer
001.000.62.524.10.45.00

36.16
72.32

Total :

201245

3/28/2013 003510 CENTRAL WELDING SUPPLY

LY 191596

HELIUM PARKS
HELIUM PARKS
001.000.64.576.80.31.00
Freight
001.000.64.576.80.31.00
9.5% Sales Tax
001.000.64.576.80.31.00

153.70
21.50
16.65
191.85

Total :

201246

201247

3/28/2013 003710 CHEVRON AND TEXACO BUSINESS

3/28/2013 069457 CITY OF EDMONDS

37506837

BLD20130281

CRA20130025

201248

201249

3/28/2013 019215 CITY OF LYNNWOOD

3/28/2013 073617 CLIFTON, AMBER

10003

32213

INV#37506837 ACCT#7898305185 EDMONDS PD
FUEL FOR NARCS VEHICLE
104.000.41.521.21.32.00
TAX EXEMPT FILING FEE
104.000.41.521.21.32.00
Total :
MATHAY BALLINGER PARK PLAY STRUCTURE
MATHAY BALLINGER PARK PLAY STRUCTURE
001.000.64.576.80.49.00
MATHAY BALLINGER PARK PLAY STRUCTURE
MATHAY BALLINGER PARK PLAY STRUCTURE
001.000.64.576.80.49.00
Total :
INV#10003 CUST#47 - EDMONDS PD
PRISONER R&B FOR FEB 2013
001.000.41.523.60.51.00
Total :

253.06
2.53
255.59

315.00

155.00
470.00

761.17
761.17

COURT TRAINING FOR AMBER
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vchlist

Voucher List

03/28/2013

7:36:33AM

Bank code :

usbank

Voucher

201249

Date

Vendor

3/28/2013 073617 CLIFTON, AMBER

Page:

Invoice

PO #

Description/Account

Amount

(Continued)
COURT TRAINING FOR AMBER
001.000.23.512.50.43.00

201250

201251

201252

3/28/2013 073823 DAVID EVANS & ASSOC INC

3/28/2013 070230 DEPARTMENT OF LICENSING

3/28/2013 064531 DINES, JEANNIE

329345

3/6/13 - 3/27/13

13-3347

Total :

69.98
69.98

Total :

11,323.43
11,323.43

STATE SHARE OF CONCEALED PISTOL
State Share of Concealed Pistol
001.000.237.190
Total :

663.00
663.00

E1AA.SERVICES THRU 3/2/13
E1AA.Services thru 3/2/13
112.200.68.595.33.41.00

MINUTE TAKING
3/12 & 3/19 Council Minutes
001.000.25.514.30.41.00

429.00
429.00

Total :

201253

201254

201255

3/28/2013 014430 DMH INDUSTRIAL ELECTRIC INC

3/28/2013 070244 DUANE HARTMAN & ASSOCIATES INC

3/28/2013 007775 EDMONDS CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

482241

12-2035.6

2013 HPC Bus Expo

BRUSHES
BRUSHES
001.000.64.576.80.31.00
9.5% Sales Tax
001.000.64.576.80.31.00

7.00

Total :

0.64
7.64

Total :

3,455.10
3,455.10

2013 Historic Preservation Business
2013 Historic Preservation Business
014.000.62.557.20.49.00
Total :

75.00
75.00

E3GA.SERVICES THRU 3/17/13
E3GA.Services thru 3/17/13
423.000.75.594.35.41.30
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vchlist

Voucher List

03/28/2013

7:36:33AM

Bank code :

usbank

Voucher

201256

201257

Date

Vendor

3/28/2013 067703 EDMONDS COMMUNITY COLLEGE

3/28/2013 074302 EDMONDS HARDWARE & PAINT LLC

Invoice

EDCC WINTER RENTAL

E32013

E32113

201258

3/28/2013 008705 EDMONDS WATER DIVISION

Page:

3-07490

3-38565

PO #

Description/Account

Amount

WINTER COED AND WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
WINTER COED AND WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL
001.000.64.575.52.45.00
Total :

4,510.00
4,510.00

G-ROPE CLAMP FOR RECYCLE CONTAINERS
G-ROPE CLAMP FOR RECYCLE CONTAINERS
001.000.64.576.80.31.00
9.5% Sales Tax
001.000.64.576.80.31.00
DRAIN OPENER
DRAIN OPENER
001.000.64.576.80.31.00
9.5% Sales Tax
001.000.64.576.80.31.00
Total :
16113 75TH PL W
16113 75TH PL W
001.000.64.576.80.47.00
18410 92ND AVE W
18410 92ND AVE W
001.000.64.576.80.47.00

3/28/2013 008705 EDMONDS WATER DIVISION

3-01808

3-03575

3-07525

3-07709

0.53

17.97
1.71
25.74

31.79
96.49

LIFT STATION #11 6811 1/2 157TH PL W
LIFT STATION #11 6811 1/2 157TH PL W
423.000.75.535.80.47.10
CLUBHOUSE 6801 MEADOWDALE RD
CLUBHOUSE 6801 MEADOWDALE RD
001.000.66.518.30.47.00
LIFT STATION #12 16121 75TH PL W
LIFT STATION #12 16121 75TH PL W
423.000.75.535.80.47.10
LIFT STATION #15 7710 168TH PL SW
LIFT STATION #15 7710 168TH PL SW

31.79

258.03

64.70
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64.70

Total :

201259
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vchlist

Voucher List

03/28/2013

7:36:33AM

Bank code :

usbank

Voucher

201259

Date

Vendor

3/28/2013 008705 EDMONDS WATER DIVISION

Invoice

3-09800

3-29875

201261

3/28/2013 008812 ELECTRONIC BUSINESS MACHINES

3/28/2013 008812 ELECTRONIC BUSINESS MACHINES

PO #

Description/Account

Amount

085590 1

085548

423.000.75.535.80.47.10
LIFT STATION #4 8311 TALBOT RD
LIFT STATION #4 8311 TALBOT RD
423.000.75.535.80.47.10
LIFT STATION #10 17526 TALBOT RD
LIFT STATION #10 17526 TALBOT RD
423.000.75.535.80.47.10
LIFT STATION #9 19300 80TH AVE W
LIFT STATION #9 19300 80TH AVE W
423.000.75.535.80.47.10
Total :

34.52

64.70

31.79

31.79
517.32

ZSYST MK0315 PRINTER MAINTENANCE
Maintenance for printers 03/21/13 001.000.31.518.88.35.00
9.5% Sales Tax
001.000.31.518.88.35.00
Total :

312.00
29.64
341.64

METER READING
Recep.Desk Copier 11/12-12/12
001.000.25.514.30.45.00
9.5% Sales Tax
001.000.25.514.30.45.00

9.00
0.86
9.86

Total :

201262

201263

3/28/2013 008812 ELECTRONIC BUSINESS MACHINES

3/28/2013 067945 EMPLOYMENT SECURITY DEPT

085492

13-024647-RDU-J5

WWTP COPIER MONTHLY MAINTENANCE
WWTP COPIER MONTHLY MAINTENANCE
423.000.76.535.80.45.41
9.5% Sales Tax
423.000.76.535.80.45.41
Total :

65.01
6.18
71.19

INV#13-024647-RDU-J5 - EDMONDS PD
REPORT - SALAZAR #12-4551
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(Continued)
3-09350

201260

Page:
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vchlist

Voucher List

03/28/2013

7:36:33AM

Bank code :

usbank

Voucher

201263

Date

Vendor

3/28/2013 067945 EMPLOYMENT SECURITY DEPT

7

Page:

City of Edmonds

Invoice

PO #

Description/Account

Amount

(Continued)
001.000.41.521.11.41.00

201264

201265

201266

3/28/2013 008969 ENGLAND, CHARLES

3/28/2013 062913 FRED PRYOR SEMINARS

3/28/2013 011900 FRONTIER

ENGLAND 16519

6413

253-017-8148

Total :

7.50
7.50

Total :

245.10
245.10

SATURDAY NIGHT DANCE
SATURDAY NIGHT DANCE
001.000.64.571.22.41.00

EXCEL TRAINING FOR ADMINISTRATOR JOAN
EXCEL TRAINING FOR ADMINISTRATOR JOAN
001.000.23.512.50.49.00
Total :
CITY PARK T1 LINE
City Park T1 Line
001.000.31.518.88.42.00

407.50
407.50

Total :

201267

3/28/2013 011900 FRONTIER

253-007-4989

253-012-9166

253-014-8062

253-017-4360

SEAVIEW RESERVOIR TELEMETRY CIRCUIT LINE
SEAVIEW RESERVOIR TELEMETRY CIRCUIT
421.000.74.534.80.42.00
TELEMETRY CIRCUIT LINES
TELEMETRY CIRCUIT LINES
421.000.74.534.80.42.00
TELEMETRY CIRCUIT LINES
423.000.75.535.80.42.00
TELEMETRY CIRCUIT LINE
TELEMETRY CIRCUIT LINE
421.000.74.534.80.42.00
TELEMETRY CIRCUIT LINE
423.000.75.535.80.42.00
TELEMETRY CIRCUIT LINE
TELEMETRY CIRCUIT LINE
421.000.74.534.80.42.00
TELEMETRY CIRCUIT LINE
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99.00
99.00

29.02

151.72
281.76

18.53
34.42

43.86

7

vchlist

Voucher List

03/28/2013

7:36:33AM

Bank code :

usbank

Voucher

201267

Date

Vendor

3/28/2013 011900 FRONTIER

Invoice

425-771-0158

425-776-3896

425-778-3297

3/28/2013 012560 HACH COMPANY

8194547

8201544

PO #

Description/Account

Amount

423.000.75.535.80.42.00
CIVIC CENTER ELEVATOR PHONE LINE
CIVIC CENTER ELEVATOR PHONE LINE 250
001.000.66.518.30.42.00
FIRE STATION #16 ALARM AND FAX LINES
FIRE STATION #16 ALARM AND FAX LINES
001.000.66.518.30.42.00
FRANCES ANDERSON CENTER ALARM LINE
FRANCES ANDERSON CENTER FIRE AND
001.000.66.518.30.42.00
UTILITY LOCATE DESIGNATED LINE
UTILITY LOCATE DESIGNATED LINE
421.000.74.534.80.42.00
UTILITY LOCATE DESIGNATED LINE
423.000.75.535.80.42.00
Total :
Lab Chemicals
Lab Chemicals
423.000.76.535.80.31.31
Freight
423.000.76.535.80.31.31
9.5% Sales Tax
423.000.76.535.80.31.31
Turbidity Meter Wipers
Turbidity Meter Wipers
423.000.76.535.80.48.22
Freight
423.000.76.535.80.48.22
9.5% Sales Tax
423.000.76.535.80.48.22

3/28/2013 006030 HDR ENGINEERING INC

00062062-B

55.37

166.11

111.40

19.07
35.42
1,028.14

37.95
73.35

65.00
15.95
7.70
934.00

Switchgear project final design and bid
Switchgear project final design and bid
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81.46

734.05

Total :

201269

8

(Continued)
425-712-8347

201268
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vchlist

Voucher List

03/28/2013

7:36:33AM

Bank code :

usbank

Voucher

201269

Date

Vendor

3/28/2013 006030 HDR ENGINEERING INC

Page:

Invoice

PO #

Description/Account

Amount

(Continued)
423.100.76.594.39.41.10

9,785.32
9,785.32

Total :

201270

3/28/2013 013140 HENDERSON, BRIAN

32

LEOFF reimbursement
LEOFF reimbursement
009.000.39.517.37.23.00
LEOFF Reimbursement
009.000.39.517.37.23.00

72.00
196.70
268.70

Total :

201271

3/28/2013 067862 HOME DEPOT CREDIT SERVICES

1098531

19053

2082655

4033897

8046636

MOSS B WARE
MOSS B WARE
001.000.64.576.80.31.00
9.5% Sales Tax
001.000.64.576.80.31.00
GLOVES, SPRING LINK, CLIPS
GLOVES, SPRING LINK, CLIPS
001.000.64.576.80.31.00
9.5% Sales Tax
001.000.64.576.80.31.00
TARPS, WHTBRSBRSH
TARPS, WHTBRSBRSH
001.000.64.576.80.31.00
9.5% Sales Tax
001.000.64.576.80.31.00
PAINTERS TOUCH ESPRESSO
PAINTERS TOUCH ESPRESSO
001.000.64.576.81.31.00
9.5% Sales Tax
001.000.64.576.81.31.00
DRAIN PIPES
DRAIN PIPES
001.000.64.576.80.31.00
9.5% Sales Tax
001.000.64.576.80.31.00

49.29
4.68

58.14
5.52

59.21
5.62

15.48
1.47

27.04
2.57
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vchlist

Voucher List

03/28/2013

7:36:33AM

Bank code :

usbank

Voucher

201271

Date

Vendor

3/28/2013 067862 HOME DEPOT CREDIT SERVICES

Page:

Invoice

(Continued)
9042257

PO #

Description/Account

Amount

FITTINGS
FITTINGS
001.000.64.576.80.31.00
9.5% Sales Tax
001.000.64.576.80.31.00

38.00
3.61
270.63

Total :

201272

3/28/2013 073548 INDOFF INCORPORATED

2250945

2252425

201273

3/28/2013 073548 INDOFF INCORPORATED

2246929

DYMO LABELS, STAPLES, COUNTER PEN REFILL
Dymo labels, staples, counter pen
001.000.31.514.23.31.00
51.66
9.5% Sales Tax
001.000.31.514.23.31.00
4.90
DYMO LABELS FOR LABELWRITER PRINTERS
Dymo labels for LabelWriter printers
001.000.31.514.23.31.00
40.87
9.5% Sales Tax
001.000.31.514.23.31.00
3.88
101.31
Total :
OFFICE SUPPLIES
Office supplies
423.000.76.535.80.31.41
9.5% Sales Tax
423.000.76.535.80.31.41

95.63
9.08
104.71

Total :

201274

3/28/2013 073548 INDOFF INCORPORATED

2252440

Supplies - copier paper
Supplies - copier paper
001.000.22.518.10.31.00
Supplies - copier paper
001.000.21.513.10.31.00
Supplies - copier paper
001.000.61.558.70.31.00
9.5% Sales Tax
001.000.22.518.10.31.00

35.64
35.64
36.72
3.39
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vchlist

Voucher List

03/28/2013

7:36:33AM

Bank code :

usbank

Voucher

201274

Date

Vendor

3/28/2013 073548 INDOFF INCORPORATED

Page:

Invoice

PO #

Description/Account

Amount

(Continued)
9.5% Sales Tax
001.000.21.513.10.31.00
9.5% Sales Tax
001.000.61.558.70.31.00

201275

201276

3/28/2013 074357 JOHNSON, BARRY

3/28/2013 015535 KELLER SUPPLY COMPANY

11

City of Edmonds

BLD 2013.0144

S006291915.001

3.39

Total :

3.48
118.26

Total :

75.00
75.00

Refund - not an online permit.
Refund - not an online permit.
001.000.257.620

VALVE REPAIR KIT PARKS
VALVE REPAIR KIT PARKS
001.000.64.576.80.31.00
9.5% Sales Tax
001.000.64.576.80.31.00

297.23
28.24
325.47

Total :

201277

3/28/2013 073086 KIMMEL ATHLETIC SUPPLY CO

0399702-IN

SOFTBALLS FOR SPRING, SUMMER AND FALL
SOFTBALLS FOR SPRING, SUMMER AND FALL
001.000.64.575.52.31.00
2,280.00
9.5% Sales Tax
001.000.64.575.52.31.00
216.60
2,496.60
Total :

201278

3/28/2013 068619 LINDA SWENSON

1245

CRAZE GRAPHIC DESIGN
CRAZE GRAPHIC DESIGN
001.000.64.571.22.41.00

201279

201280

3/28/2013 066064 LISTEN AUDIOLOGY SERVICE INC

3/28/2013 074325 LOPEZ, YUREMI

3322

LOPEZ 03/19/13

Total :

1,368.50
1,368.50

Total :

963.00
963.00

Hearing Testing
Hearing Testing
001.000.22.518.10.41.00

6 HOURS VOLLEYBALL GYM ATTENDANT

Page:
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vchlist

Voucher List

03/28/2013

7:36:33AM

Bank code :

usbank

Voucher

201280

Date

Vendor

3/28/2013 074325 LOPEZ, YUREMI

Page:

Invoice

PO #

Description/Account

Amount

(Continued)
6 HOURS VOLLEYBALL GYM ATTENDANT
001.000.64.575.52.41.00
Total :

201281

3/28/2013 018980 LYNNWOOD HONDA

822437

REPOWER
REPOWER
130.000.64.536.50.31.00
9.5% Sales Tax
130.000.64.536.50.31.00

3/28/2013 074181 MADSEN, DAWN

MADSEN 16444

0.90
10.36

IRISH DANCE 16444
IRISH DANCE 16444
001.000.64.571.22.41.00
16442 IRISH DANCE FOR KIDS
001.000.64.571.22.41.00

67.50
20.00
87.50

Total :

201283

3/28/2013 069362 MARSHALL, CITA

1250

1251

INTERPRETER FEE
INTERPRETER FEE
001.000.23.512.50.41.01
INTERPRETER FEE
INTERPRETER FEE
001.000.23.512.50.41.01

88.32

88.32
176.64

Total :

201284

3/28/2013 020039 MCMASTER-CARR SUPPLY CO

48024671

mechanical supplies
mechanical supplies
423.000.76.535.80.31.21
Freight
423.000.76.535.80.31.21

196.57
6.50
203.07

Total :

201285

3/28/2013 068309 MERCURY FITNESS REPAIR INC

13030590

SERVICE CHARGE AND PARTS FOR EQUIPMENT
SERVICE CHARGE AND PARTS FOR EQUIPMENT

Page:
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60.00
60.00

9.46

Total :

201282
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vchlist

Voucher List

03/28/2013

7:36:33AM

Bank code :

usbank

Voucher

201285

Date

Vendor

3/28/2013 068309 MERCURY FITNESS REPAIR INC

Page:

Invoice

PO #

Description/Account

Amount

(Continued)
001.000.64.575.54.48.00
9.5% Sales Tax
001.000.64.575.54.48.00

201286

201287

201288

201289

201290

3/28/2013 063773 MICROFLEX

3/28/2013 072223 MILLER, DOUG

3/28/2013 020900 MILLERS EQUIP & RENT ALL INC

3/28/2013 074341 MULLER, WILLIAM

3/28/2013 074306 NEBCO/NPRIT

00021031

MILLER 03/20/13

163764

0600291

31686

299.00

Total :

28.41
327.41

Total :

300.00
300.00

Total :

105.00
105.00

2013 SALES TAX CONVERSIONS
2013 Sales Tax data conversions
001.000.31.514.23.41.00

GYM MONITOR 10.5 HOURS
GYM MONITOR 10.5 HOURS
001.000.64.575.52.41.00

EDGER BLADES
EDGER BLADES
001.000.64.576.80.31.00
9.5% Sales Tax
001.000.64.576.80.31.00

42.84

Total :

4.07
46.91

Bill Muller paid $725 to purchase 160
Bill Muller paid $725 to purchase 160
014.000.62.557.20.49.00
Total :

725.00
725.00

LEOFF Fire
LEOFF Fire
617.000.51.522.20.23.00
LEOFF coverage
009.000.39.517.37.23.00

1,572.78
8,594.18
10,166.96

Total :

201291

3/28/2013 066391 NORTHSTAR CHEMICAL INC

39806

sodium hydroxide
sodium hydroxide
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vchlist

Voucher List

03/28/2013

7:36:33AM

Bank code :

usbank

Voucher

201291

201292

201293

Date

Vendor

3/28/2013 066391 NORTHSTAR CHEMICAL INC

3/28/2013 061013 NORTHWEST CASCADE INC

3/28/2013 025690 NOYES, KARIN

Page:

Invoice

PO #

Description/Account

Amount

423.000.76.535.80.31.52
9.5% Sales Tax
423.000.76.535.80.31.52

2,684.50

(Continued)

1-628104

000 00 366

Total :

255.03
2,939.53

PINE STREET PARK SERVICE RENTALS
PINE STREET PARK SERVICE RENTALS
001.000.64.576.80.45.00
Total :

112.35
112.35

Hisstoric Preservation Commission
Hisstoric Preservation Commission
001.000.62.558.60.41.00

96.00
96.00

Total :

201294

3/28/2013 063511 OFFICE MAX INC

020495

CARD STOCK, TAPE, STAPLES
CARD STOCK, TAPE, STAPLES
001.000.64.571.21.31.00
GLOVES
001.000.64.574.35.31.00
9.5% Sales Tax
001.000.64.571.21.31.00
9.5% Sales Tax
001.000.64.574.35.31.00

18.46
6.47
1.75
0.61
27.29

Total :

201295

3/28/2013 063511 OFFICE MAX INC

956987

OFFICE SUPPLIES
Office Supplies
001.000.25.514.30.31.00
9.5% Sales Tax
001.000.25.514.30.31.00

110.44
10.49
120.93

Total :

201296

3/28/2013 065051 PARAMETRIX INC

14-79716

E1FD.SERVICES THRU JANUARY 2013
E1FD.Services thru January 2013
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vchlist

Voucher List

03/28/2013

7:36:33AM

Bank code :

usbank

Voucher

201296

Date

Vendor

3/28/2013 065051 PARAMETRIX INC

Invoice

14-79808

3/28/2013 027165 PARKER PAINT MFG. CO.INC.

PO #

Description/Account

Amount

954023035374

422.000.72.594.31.41.20
E7AA.SERVICES THRU 2/23/13
E7AA.Services thru 2/23/13
112.200.68.595.33.41.00
E1FD.SERVICES THRU FEBRUARY 2013
E1FD.Services thru February 2013
422.000.72.594.31.41.20
Total :

20,809.54

347.71

2,501.01
23,658.26

ENAMEL BASE
ENAMEL BASE
001.000.64.576.80.31.00
9.5% Sales Tax
001.000.64.576.80.31.00

48.32
4.59
52.91

Total :

201298

3/28/2013 068354 POWDER COATING INC

B30264

PARKS FLOWER POLES
PARKS FLOWER POLES
125.000.64.576.80.31.00
9.5% Sales Tax
125.000.64.576.80.31.00

695.00
66.03
761.03

Total :

201299

201300

201301

3/28/2013 070187 PROACTIVE DESIGN

3/28/2013 064088 PROTECTION ONE

3/28/2013 074342 PROTHMAN COMPANY

03222013

1988948

2013-3821

MARCH CONSULTING SERVICES C NELSON
March-13 Consulting hours for C Nelson
001.000.31.518.88.41.00
Total :

4,120.00
4,120.00

ALARM MONITORING ANDERSON CENTER
ALARM MONITORING FRANCES ANDERSON
001.000.66.518.30.42.00
Total :

222.42
222.42

Interim Finance Director Services
Interim Finance Director Services
001.000.31.514.20.41.00

7,181.16
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(Continued)
14-79807

201297

Page:
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vchlist

Voucher List

03/28/2013

7:36:33AM

Bank code :

usbank

Voucher

Date

Page:

Vendor

Invoice

201301

3/28/2013 074342

201302

3/28/2013 046900 PUGET SOUND ENERGY

074342 PROTHMAN COMPANY

PO #

(Continued)
010-187-400-6

023-075-700-7

084-904-700-6

275-316-600-4

277-636-500-5

368-997-600-3

590-308-500-8

643-956-600-8

Description/Account

Amount
7,181.16

Total :

SNO-ISLE LIBRARY 650 MAIN ST / METER
SNO-ISLE LIBRARY 650 MAIN ST / METER
001.000.66.518.30.47.00
CITY PARK BUILDING 600 3RD AVE S /
CITY PARK BUILDING 600 3RD AVE S /
001.000.66.518.30.47.00
WWTP 200 2ND AVE S / METER 000390395
WWTP 200 2ND AVE S / METER 000390395
423.000.76.535.80.47.63
CIVIC CENTER 250 5TH AVE N / METER
CIVIC CENTER 250 5TH AVE N / METER
001.000.66.518.30.47.00
PUBLIC WORKS OMC 7110 210TH ST SW /
PUBLIC WORKS OMC 7110 210TH ST SW /
001.000.65.519.91.47.00
PUBLIC WORKS OMC 7110 210TH ST SW /
111.000.68.542.90.47.00
PUBLIC WORKS OMC 7110 210TH ST SW /
421.000.74.534.80.47.00
PUBLIC WORKS OMC 7110 210TH ST SW /
423.000.75.535.80.47.10
PUBLIC WORKS OMC 7110 210TH ST SW /
511.000.77.548.68.47.00
PUBLIC WORKS OMC 7110 210TH ST SW /
422.000.72.531.90.47.00
OLD PUBLIC WORKS 200 DAYTON ST / METER
OLD PUBLIC WORKS 200 DAYTON ST / METER
421.000.74.534.80.47.00
FLEET MAINTENANCE BAY 21105 72ND AVE W
FLEET MAINTENANCE BAY 21105 72ND AVE W
511.000.77.548.68.47.00
FIRE STATION #17 275 6TH AVE N / METER
FIRE STATION #17 275 6TH AVE N / METER
001.000.66.518.30.47.00
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329.85

236.70

38.69

367.05

29.33
111.46
111.46
111.46
111.46
111.44

361.95

312.68

713.91

16

vchlist

Voucher List

03/28/2013

7:36:33AM

Bank code :

usbank

Voucher

201302

Date

Vendor

3/28/2013 046900 PUGET SOUND ENERGY

Invoice

(Continued)
649-032-700-1

991-966-110-9

201303

3/28/2013 070809 PUGET SOUND EXECUTIVE

Page:

REVISED13-167

PO #

Description/Account

Amount

FRANCES ANDERSON CENTER 700 MAIN ST /
FRANCES ANDERSON CENTER 700 MAIN ST /
001.000.66.518.30.47.00
FIRE STATION #20 23009 88TH AVE W /
FIRE STATION #20 23009 88TH AVE W /
001.000.66.518.30.47.00
Total :
COURT SECURITY
COURT SECURITY
001.000.23.512.50.41.00

3/28/2013 030695 PUMPTECH INC

0065352-IN

0065400-IN

pump parts
pump parts
423.000.76.535.80.48.21
Freight
423.000.76.535.80.48.21
9.5% Sales Tax
423.000.76.535.80.48.21
pump parts
pump parts
423.000.76.535.80.48.21
Freight
423.000.76.535.80.48.21
9.5% Sales Tax
423.000.76.535.80.48.21

3/28/2013 070955 R&R STAR TOWING

81482

37.32
364.64

78.00
12.50
8.60
4,302.06

INV#81482 - EDMONDS PD
TOW 2001 AUDI #537-YQY
001.000.41.521.22.41.00
9.5% Sales Tax
001.000.41.521.22.41.00

197.50
18.76
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Total :

201305

1,831.74

75.62
75.62

Total :

201304
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vchlist

Voucher List

03/28/2013

7:36:33AM

Bank code :

usbank

Voucher

Date

Vendor

Invoice

201305

3/28/2013 070955

201306

3/28/2013 074161 ROGER URBANIAK

201307

Page:

Description/Account

(Continued)

070955 R&R STAR TOWING

3/28/2013 067262 SENIOR SOFTBALL USA LEAGUES

PO #

URBANIAK 16560

1354

Amount
Total :

216.26

GATHERING EDIBLE SHELLFISH 16560
GATHERING EDIBLE SHELLFISH 16560
001.000.64.571.22.41.00
Total :

79.20
79.20

SOFT BALLS
SOFT BALLS
001.000.64.575.52.31.00
9.5% Sales Tax
001.000.64.575.52.31.00

602.73
63.27
666.00

Total :

201308

3/28/2013 037375 SNO CO PUD NO 1

2007-1403-8

2011-9708-4

2012-3682-5

2014-5305-7

2022-5062-7

18500 82ND W AVE
18500 82ND W AVE
001.000.64.576.80.47.00
8030 185TH ST SW
8030 185TH ST SW
001.000.64.576.80.47.00
100 DAYTON STREET
100 DAYTON STREET
001.000.64.576.80.47.00
251 6TH AVE N
251 6TH AVE N
001.000.64.576.80.47.00
IRRIGATION SYSTEM
IRRIGATION SYSTEM
001.000.64.576.80.47.00

91.28

345.86

993.58

114.90

32.20
1,577.82

Total :

201309

201310

3/28/2013 037375 SNO CO PUD NO 1

3/28/2013 037375 SNO CO PUD NO 1

2030-9778-7

2003-8645-6

WWTP 200 2ND AVE S / METER 1000135381
WWTP 200 2ND AVE S / METER 1000135381
423.000.76.535.80.47.61
Total :

27,548.12
27,548.12

CLUBHOUSE 6801 MEADOWDALE RD / METER
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vchlist

Voucher List

03/28/2013

7:36:33AM

Bank code :

usbank

Voucher

201310

Date

Vendor

3/28/2013 037375 SNO CO PUD NO 1

Page:

Invoice

PO #

Description/Account

Amount

(Continued)

2004-6859-3

2005-9295-4

2006-3860-9

2006-7801-9

2012-6598-0

2013-7496-4

2015-5174-4

2015-7289-8

2015-9448-8

2016-5690-7

2017-8264-6

CLUBHOUSE 6801 MEADOWDALE RD / METER
001.000.66.518.30.47.00
156.63
LIFT STATION #4 8311 TALBOT RD / METER
LIFT STATION #4 8311 TALBOT RD / METER
423.000.75.535.80.47.10
541.16
TRAFFIC LIGHT 101 9TH AVE S / METER
TRAFFIC LIGHT 101 9TH AVE S / METER
111.000.68.542.64.47.00
32.20
OLD PUBLIC WORKS 200 DAYTON ST / METER
OLD PUBLIC WORKS 200 DAYTON ST / METER
421.000.74.534.80.47.00
1,077.98
TRAFFIC LIGHT 200 3RD AVE S / METER
TRAFFIC LIGHT 200 3RD AVE S / METER
111.000.68.542.64.47.00
58.67
LIFT STATION #12 16121 75TH PL W
LIFT STATION #12 16121 75TH PL W /
423.000.75.535.80.47.10
343.85
LIFT STATION #11 6811 1/2 157TH PL W /
LIFT STATION #11 6811 1/2 157TH PL W /
423.000.75.535.80.47.10
34.50
SNO-ISLE LIBRARY 650 MAIN ST / METER
SNO-ISLE LIBRARY 650 MAIN ST / METER
001.000.66.518.30.47.00
2,633.10
TRAFFIC LIGHT 117 3RD AVE S / METER
TRAFFIC LIGHT 117 3RD AVE S / METER
111.000.68.542.64.47.00
204.95
LIFT STATION #15 7710 168TH PL SW /
LIFT STATION #15 7710 168TH PL SW /
423.000.75.535.80.47.10
32.20
DECORATIVE LIGHTING 413 MAIN ST
DECORATIVE LIGHTING 413 MAIN ST / METER
111.000.68.542.68.47.00
473.90
TRAFFIC LIGHT 901 WALNUT ST / METER
TRAFFIC LIGHT 901 WALNUT ST / METER
111.000.68.542.64.47.00
60.66
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vchlist

Voucher List

03/28/2013

7:36:33AM

Bank code :

usbank

Voucher

201310

Date

Vendor

3/28/2013 037375 SNO CO PUD NO 1

Invoice

(Continued)
2019-4248-9

2022-9166-2

2023-8937-5

2024-2158-2

2024-3924-6

201311

3/28/2013 065910 SNOCOM 911 COMMUNICATIONS

Page:

13-301-2

13-301-2A

PO #

Description/Account

Amount

PUBLIC WORKS OMC 7110 210TH ST SW /
PUBLIC WORKS OMC 7110 210TH ST SW /
001.000.65.519.91.47.00
95.11
PUBLIC WORKS OMC 7110 210TH ST SW /
111.000.68.542.90.47.00
361.42
PUBLIC WORKS OMC 7110 210TH ST SW /
421.000.74.534.80.47.00
361.42
PUBLIC WORKS OMC 7110 210TH ST SW /
423.000.75.535.80.47.10
361.42
PUBLIC WORKS OMC 7110 210TH ST SW /
511.000.77.548.68.47.00
361.42
PUBLIC WORKS OMC 7110 210TH ST SW /
422.000.72.531.90.47.00
361.44
CIVIC CENTER & FIRE STATION 17 250 5TH
CIVIC CENTER & FIRE STATION 17 250 5TH
001.000.66.518.30.47.00
5,271.27
STREET LIGHT 7601 RIDGE WAY / NOT
STREET LIGHT 7601 RIDGE WAY / NOT
111.000.68.542.68.47.00
16.43
LOG CABIN & DECORATIVE LIGHTING 120 5TH
LOG CABIN & DECORATIVE LIGHTING 120 5TH
001.000.66.518.30.47.00
324.23
CITY HALL 121 5TH AVE N / METER
CITY HALL 121 5TH AVE N / METER
001.000.66.518.30.47.00
3,108.40
16,272.36
Total :
2013 2ND QTR COMMUNICATIONS
2nd Qtr 2013 Communications
001.000.39.528.00.51.00
2nd Qtr 2013 Communications
421.000.74.534.80.51.00
2nd Qtr 2013 Communications
423.000.75.535.80.51.00
2Q-13 NEW WORLD ASSESSMENT

185,865.36
4,891.19
4,891.20
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vchlist

Voucher List

03/28/2013

7:36:33AM

Bank code :

usbank

Voucher

201311

Date

Vendor

3/28/2013 065910 SNOCOM 911 COMMUNICATIONS

Page:

Invoice

PO #

Description/Account

Amount

(Continued)
2Q-13 New World Assessment
001.000.39.528.00.51.00

18,400.75
214,048.50

Total :

201312

201313

3/28/2013 060371 STANDARD INSURANCE CO

3/28/2013 060371 STANDARD INSURANCE CO

April Standard

03/21/2013

APRIL STANDARD INSURANCE PREMIUMS
April Standard Insurance
811.000.231.550
Total :
Standard LTD premium
Standard LTD premium
001.000.22.518.10.41.00

3/28/2013 070864 SUPERMEDIA LLC

440011623445

440011623760

201315

3/28/2013 009350 THE DAILY HERALD COMPANY

1812671

1813913

C/A 440001304654
Basic e-commerce hosting 03/02/13 001.000.31.518.88.42.00
C/A 440001307733
03/2013 Web Hosting for Internet
001.000.31.518.88.42.00
Total :

34.95

34.95
69.90

NEWSPAPER AD
Public Hearing on Condem. Ord
001.000.25.514.30.44.00
NEWSPAPER AD
Ord. 3914
001.000.25.514.30.44.00

75.68

24.08
99.76

Total :

201316

201317

3/28/2013 065459 THE HERALD SUBSCRIPTION

3/28/2013 027269 THE PART WORKS INC

04-09-13

355027

ANN SUBSCRIPTION #11897664 04/13-04/14
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION-DAILY PAPER
001.000.41.521.10.49.00
Total :

195.00
195.00

DRYER MOTOR
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13,862.67

107.33
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Total :

201314
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vchlist

Voucher List

03/28/2013

7:36:33AM

Bank code :

usbank

Voucher

201317

Date

Vendor

3/28/2013 027269 THE PART WORKS INC

Page:

Invoice

PO #

Description/Account

Amount

(Continued)
DRYER MOTOR
001.000.64.576.80.31.00
9.5% Sales Tax
001.000.64.576.80.31.00

201318

201319

201320

3/28/2013 066056 THE SEATTLE TIMES

3/28/2013 064214 USSSA WASHINGTON STATE

3/28/2013 067865 VERIZON WIRELESS

295908

543

9701471431

140.52

Total :

13.35
153.87

Total :

694.32
694.32

NEWSPAPER AD
Public Hearing on Condem. Ord
001.000.25.514.30.44.00

SPRING SOFTBALL TEAM REGISTRATION
SPRING SOFTBALL TEAM REGISTRATION
001.000.64.575.52.49.00
Total :
C/A 671247844-00001
Cell Service-Bldg
001.000.62.524.20.42.00
Cell Service-Eng
001.000.67.532.20.42.00
Cell Service Fac-Maint
001.000.66.518.30.42.00
Cell Service-Parks Discovery Program
001.000.64.574.35.42.00
Cell Service Parks Maint
001.000.64.576.80.42.00
Cell Service-PD
001.000.41.521.22.42.00
Cell Service-PD 104 Fund
104.000.41.521.21.42.00
Cell Service-PW Street
111.000.68.542.90.42.00
Cell Service-PW Storm
422.000.72.531.90.42.00

1,120.00
1,120.00

97.06
172.42
68.48
13.44
62.05
348.39
188.35
27.09
19.56
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City of Edmonds

22

vchlist

Voucher List

03/28/2013

7:36:33AM

Bank code :

usbank

Voucher

201320

Date

Vendor

3/28/2013 067865 VERIZON WIRELESS

Page:

Invoice

PO #

Description/Account

Amount

(Continued)
Cell Service-PW Street/Storm
111.000.68.542.90.42.00
Cell Service-PW Street/Storm
422.000.72.531.90.42.00
Cell Service-PW Water
421.000.74.534.80.42.00
Cell Service-PW Sewer
423.000.75.535.80.42.00
Cell Service-WWTP
423.000.76.535.80.42.00

201321

3/28/2013 069836 VOLT SERVICE GROUP

23

City of Edmonds

28946167

40.27
40.27
168.84
59.43

Total :

41.58
1,347.23

Total :

513.24
513.24

admin support
admin support
423.000.76.535.80.41.00

201322

3/28/2013 047455 WA ST DEPT OF TRANSPORTATION

RE-313-ATB30312113

E1AA.PROJECT MGMT.PRELIMINARY ENGINEERIN
E1AA.Project Mgmt Preliminary
112.200.68.595.33.41.00
42.71
42.71
Total :

201323

3/28/2013 064800 WEHOP

464988

PARKS FLOWER PROGRAM
PARKS FLOWER PROGRAM
125.000.64.576.80.31.00
Freight
125.000.64.576.80.31.00
9.5% Sales Tax
125.000.64.576.80.31.00

164.60
55.15
20.88
240.63

Total :

201324

3/28/2013 064008 WETLANDS & WOODLANDS

3886

VINE MAPLE, VOLUNTEER PLANTING AT PINE
VINE MAPLE, VOLUNTEER PLANTING AT PINE
125.000.64.576.80.31.00
9.5% Sales Tax
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350.00

23

vchlist

Voucher List

03/28/2013

7:36:33AM

Bank code :

usbank

Voucher

201324

Date

Page:

Vendor

Invoice

3/28/2013 064008 WETLANDS & WOODLANDS

PO #

Description/Account

Amount

(Continued)
125.000.64.576.80.31.00

201325

3/28/2013 074364 ZENGER, LEAH

94 Vouchers for bank code :
94 Vouchers in this report

usbank

ZENGER 03/20/2013

Total :

33.25
383.25

Total :

50.00
50.00

Bank total :

388,116.14

Total vouchers :

388,116.14

ZENGER REFUND
ZENGER REFUND
001.000.239.200
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City of Edmonds

24

PROJECT NUMBERS (By Project Title)

Funding Project Title

Project
Accounting
Number

Engineering
Project
Number

FAC

Edmonds Museum Exterior Repairs Project

c327

E0LA

FAC

Senior Center Roof Repairs

c332

E0LB

General

SR99 Enhancement Program

c238

E6MA

General

SR104 Telecommunications Conduit Crossing

c372

E1EA

PM

Dayton Street Plaza

c276

E7MA

PM

Fourth Avenue Cultural Corridor

c282

E8MA

PM

Interurban Trail

c146

E2DB

PM

Marina Beach Additional Parking

c290

E8MB

PM

Senior Center Parking Lot & Landscaping Improvements

c321

E9MA

STM

2012 Citywide Storm Drainage Improvements

c382

E2FE

STM

Dayton Street & SR104 Storm Drainage Alternatives

c374

E1FM

STM

Edmonds Marsh Feasibility Study

c380

E2FC

STM

NPDES

m013

E7FG

STM

Perrinville Creek Culvert Replacement

c376

E1FN

STM

Public Facilities Water Quality Upgrades

c339

E1FD

STM

Storm Contribution to Transportation Projects

c341

E1FF

STM

Stormwater Development Review Support (NPDES Capacity)

c349

E1FH

STM

Stormwater GIS Support

c326

E0FC

STM

SW Edmonds-105th/106th Ave W Storm Improvements

c336

E1FA

STM

Talbot Road/Perrinville Creek Drainage Improvements

c307

E9FB

STM

Lake Ballinger Associated Projects 2012

c381

E2FD

STM

North Talbot Road Drainage Improvements

c378

E2FA

STM

SW Edmonds Basin #3-238th St. SW to Hickman Park Infiltration System

c379

E2FB

STR

100th Ave W/Firdale Ave/238th St. SW/Traffic Signal Upgrade

c329

E0AA

STR

2009 Street Overlay Program

c294

E9CA

STR

2011 Residential Neighborhood Traffic Calming

c343

E1AB

STR

226th Street Walkway Project

c312

E9DA

STR

228th St. SW Corridor Improvements

i005

E7AC

STR

76th Ave W at 212th St SW Intersection Improvements

c368

E1CA

STR

76th Avenue West/75th Place West Walkway Project

c245

E6DA

STR

9th Avenue Improvement Project

c392

E2AB

STR

Caspers/Ninth Avenue/Puget Drive (SR524) Walkway Project

c256

E6DB

STR

Five Corners Roundabout (212th Street SW @ 84th Avenue W)

c342

E1AA

STR

Main Street Lighting and Sidewalk Enhancements

c265

E7AA
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PROJECT NUMBERS (By Project Title)

Funding Project Title

Project
Accounting
Number

Engineering
Project
Number

STR

Shell Valley Emergency Access Road

c268

E7CB

STR

Sunset Walkway Improvements

c354

E1DA

STR

Transportation Plan Update

c391

E2AA

SWR

2012 Sanitary Sewer Comp Plan Update

c369

E2GA

SWR

2013 Sewerline Replacement Project

c398

E3GA

SWR

Alder/Dellwood/Beach Pl/224th St. Sewer Replacement

c347

E1GA

SWR

Alder Sanitary Sewer Pipe Rehabilitation

c390

E2GB

SWR

BNSF Double Track Project

c300

E8GC

SWR

City-Wide Sewer Improvements

c301

E8GD

SWR

Lift Station 2 Improvements (Separated from L/s 13 - 09/01/08)

c298

E8GA

SWR

OVD Sewer Lateral Improvements

c142

E3GB

SWR

Sewer Lift Station Rehabilitation Design

c304

E9GA

WTR

Sewer, Water, Stormwater Revenue Requirements Update

c370

E1GB

WTR

2010 Waterline Replacement Program

c363

E0JA

WTR

2011 Waterline Replacement Program

c333

E1JA

WTR

2012 Waterline Overlay Program

c388

E2CA

WTR

2012 Waterline Replacement Program

c340

E1JE

WTR

2013 Waterline Replacement Program

c397

E3JA

WTR

5th Avenue Overlay Project

c399

E2CC

WTR

76th Ave W Waterline Extension with Lynnwood

c344

E1JB

WTR

AWD Intertie and Reservoir Improvements

c324

E0IA

WTR

Edmonds General Facilities Charge Study

c345

E1JC

WTR

Main Street Watermain

c375

E1JK

WTR

OVD Watermain Improvements

c141

E3JB

WTR

Pioneer Way Road Repair

c389

E2CB

WTR

PRV Station 11 and 12 Abandonment

c346

E1JD
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PROJECT NUMBERS (By Engineering Number)
Engineering
Project
Number
Funding

Project
Accounting
Number

Project Title

STR

E0AA

c329

100th Ave W/Firdale Ave/238th St. SW/Traffic Signal Upgrade

STM

E0FC

c326

Stormwater GIS Support

WTR

E0IA

c324

AWD Intertie and Reservoir Improvements

WTR

E0JA

c363

2010 Waterline Replacement Program

FAC

E0LA

c327

Edmonds Museum Exterior Repairs Project

FAC

E0LB

c332

Senior Center Roof Repairs

STR

E1AA

c342

Five Corners Roundabout (212th Street SW @ 84th Avenue W)

STR

E1AB

c343

2011 Residential Neighborhood Traffic Calming

STR

E1CA

c368

76th Ave W at 212th St SW Intersection Improvements

STR

E1DA

c354

Sunset Walkway Improvements

General

E1EA

c372

SR104 Telecommunications Conduit Crossing

STM

E1FA

c336

SW Edmonds-105th/106th Ave W Storm Improvements

STM

E1FD

c339

Public Facilities Water Quality Upgrades

STM

E1FF

c341

Storm Contribution to Transportation Projects

STM

E1FH

c349

Stormwater Development Review Support (NPDES Capacity)

STM

E1FM

c374

Dayton Street & SR104 Storm Drainage Alternatives

STM

E1FN

c376

Perrinville Creek Culvert Replacement

SWR

E1GA

c347

Alder/Dellwood/Beach Pl/224th St. Sewer Replacement

WTR

E1GB

c370

Sewer, Water, Stormwater Revenue Requirements Update

WTR

E1JA

c333

2011 Waterline Replacement Program

WTR

E1JB

c344

76th Ave W Waterline Extension with Lynnwood

WTR

E1JC

c345

Edmonds General Facilities Charge Study

WTR

E1JD

c346

PRV Station 11 and 12 Abandonment

WTR

E1JE

c340

2012 Waterline Replacement Program

WTR

E1JK

c375

Main Street Watermain

STR

E2AA

c391

Transportation Plan Update

STR

E2AB

c392

9th Avenue Improvement Project

STR

E2AC

c404

Citywide Safety Improvements

STR

E2AD

c405

Hwy 99 Enhancements (Phase III)

WTR

E2CA

c388

2012 Waterline Overlay Program

WTR

E2CB

c389

Pioneer Way Road Repair

WTR

E2CC

c399

5th Ave Overlay Project

PM

E2DB

c146

Interurban Trail

STM

E2FA

c378

North Talbot Road Drainage Improvements

STM

E2FB

c379

SW Edmonds Basin #3-238th St. SW to Hickman Park Infiltration System

STM

E2FC

c380

Edmonds Marsh Feasibility Study

Revised 3/28/2013
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PROJECT NUMBERS (By Engineering Number)
Engineering
Project
Number
Funding

Project
Accounting
Number

Project Title

STM

E2FD

c381

Lake Ballinger Associated Projects 2012

STM

E2FE

c382

2012 Citywide Storm Drainage Improvements

SWR

E2GA

c369

2012 Sanitary Sewer Comp Plan Update

SWR

E2GB

c390

Alder Sanitary Sewer Pipe Rehabilitation

STM

E3FA

c406

2013 Citywide Drainage Replacement

STM

E3FB

c407

2013 Lake Ballinger Basin Study & Associated Projects

STM

E3FC

c408

Perrinville Creek Stormwater Flow Reduction Retrofit Study

STM

E3FD

c409

Dayton Street Storm Improvements (6th Ave - 8th Ave)

STM

E3FE

c410

Northstream Pipe Abandonement on Puget Drive

SWR

E3GA

c398

2013 Sewerline Replacement Project

SWR

E3GB

c142

OVD Sewer Lateral Improvements

WTR

E3JA

c397

2013 Waterline Replacement Program

WTR

E3JB

c141

OVD Watermain Improvements

STR

E6DA

c245

76th Avenue West/75th Place West Walkway Project

STR

E6DB

c256

Caspers/Ninth Avenue/Puget Drive (SR524) Walkway Project

General

E6MA

c238

SR99 Enhancement Program

STR

E7AA

c265

Main Street Lighting and Sidewalk Enhancements

STR

E7AC

i005

228th St. SW Corridor Improvements

STR

E7CB

c268

Shell Valley Emergency Access Road

STM

E7FG

m013

NPDES

PM

E7MA

c276

Dayton Street Plaza

SWR

E8GA

c298

Lift Station 2 Improvements (Separated from L/s 13 - 09/01/08)

SWR

E8GC

c300

BNSF Double Track Project

SWR

E8GD

c301

City-Wide Sewer Improvements

PM

E8MA

c282

Fourth Avenue Cultural Corridor

PM

E8MB

c290

Marina Beach Additional Parking

STR

E9CA

c294

2009 Street Overlay Program

STR

E9DA

c312

226th Street Walkway Project

STM

E9FB

c307

Talbot Rd. Storm Drain Project/Perrinville Creek Mitigation

SWR

E9GA

c304

Sewer Lift Station Rehabilitation Design

PM

E9MA

c321

Senior Center Parking Lot & Landscaping Improvements
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PROJECT NUMBERS (By New Project Accounting Number)
Project
Accounting
Number
Funding

Engineering
Project
Number

Project Title

WTR

c141

E3JB

OVD Watermain Improvements

SWR

c142

E3GB

OVD Sewer Lateral Improvements

PM

c146

E2DB

Interurban Trail

General

c238

E6MA

SR99 Enhancement Program

STR

c245

E6DA

76th Avenue West/75th Place West Walkway Project

STR

c256

E6DB

Caspers/Ninth Avenue/Puget Drive (SR524) Walkway Project

STR

c265

E7AA

Main Street Lighting and Sidewalk Enhancements

STR

c268

E7CB

Shell Valley Emergency Access Road

PM

c276

E7MA

Dayton Street Plaza

PM

c282

E8MA

Fourth Avenue Cultural Corridor

PM

c290

E8MB

Marina Beach Additional Parking

STR

c294

E9CA

2009 Street Overlay Program

SWR

c298

E8GA

Lift Station 2 Improvements (Separated from L/s 13 - 09/01/08)

SWR

c300

E8GC

BNSF Double Track Project

SWR

c301

E8GD

City-Wide Sewer Improvements

SWR

c304

E9GA

Sewer Lift Station Rehabilitation Design

STM

c307

E9FB

Talbot Rd. Storm Drain Project/Perrinville Creek Mitigation

STR

c312

E9DA

226th Street Walkway Project

PM

c321

E9MA

Senior Center Parking Lot & Landscaping Improvements

WTR

c324

E0IA

AWD Intertie and Reservoir Improvements

STM

c326

E0FC

Stormwater GIS Support

FAC

c327

E0LA

Edmonds Museum Exterior Repairs Project

STR

c329

E0AA

100th Ave W/Firdale Ave/238th St. SW/Traffic Signal Upgrade

FAC

c332

E0LB

Senior Center Roof Repairs

WTR

c333

E1JA

2011 Waterline Replacement Program

STM

c336

E1FA

SW Edmonds-105th/106th Ave W Storm Improvements

STM

c339

E1FD

Public Facilities Water Quality Upgrades

WTR

c340

E1JE

2012 Waterline Replacement Program

STM

c341

E1FF

Storm Contribution to Transportation Projects

STR

c342

E1AA

Five Corners Roundabout (212th Street SW @ 84th Avenue W)

STR

c343

E1AB

2011 Residential Neighborhood Traffic Calming

WTR

c344

E1JB

76th Ave W Waterline Extension with Lynnwood

WTR

c345

E1JC

Edmonds General Facilities Charge Study
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PROJECT NUMBERS (By New Project Accounting Number)
Project
Accounting
Number
Funding

Engineering
Project
Number

Project Title

WTR

c346

E1JD

PRV Station 11 and 12 Abandonment

SWR

c347

E1GA

Alder/Dellwood/Beach Pl/224th St. Sewer Replacement

STM

c349

E1FH

Stormwater Development Review Support (NPDES Capacity)

STR

c354

E1DA

Sunset Walkway Improvements

WTR

c363

E0JA

2010 Waterline Replacement Program

STR

c368

E1CA

76th Ave W at 212th St SW Intersection Improvements

SWR

c369

E2GA

2012 Sanitary Sewer Comp Plan Update

WTR

c370

E1GB

Sewer, Water, Stormwater Revenue Requirements Update

General

c372

E1EA

SR104 Telecommunications Conduit Crossing

STM

c374

E1FM

Dayton Street & SR104 Storm Drainage Alternatives

WTR

c375

E1JK

Main Street Watermain

STM

c376

E1FN

Perrinville Creek Culvert Replacement

STM

c378

E2FA

North Talbot Road Drainage Improvements

STM

c379

E2FB

SW Edmonds Basin #3-238th St. SW to Hickman Park Infiltration System

STM

c380

E2FC

Edmonds Marsh Feasibility Study

STM

c381

E2FD

Lake Ballinger Associated Projects 2012

STM

c382

E2FE

2012 Citywide Storm Drainage Improvements

WTR

c388

E2CA

2012 Waterline Overlay Program

WTR

c389

E2CB

Pioneer Way Road Repair

SWR

c390

E2GB

Alder Sanitary Sewer Pipe Rehabilitation

STR

c391

E2AA

Transportation Plan Update

STR

c392

E2AB

9th Avenue Improvement Project

WTR

c397

E3JA

2013 Waterline Replacement Program

SWR

c398

E3GA

2013 Sewerline Replacement Project

WTR

c399

E2CC

5th Ave Overlay Project

STR

c404

E2AC

Citywide Safety Improvements

STR

c405

E2AD

Hwy 99 Enhancements (Phase III)

STM

c406

E3FA

2013 Citywide Drainage Replacement

STM

c407

E3FB

2013 Lake Ballinger Basin Study & Associated Projects

STM

c408

E3FC

Perrinville Creek Stormwater Flow Reduction Retrofit Study

STM

c409

E3FD

Dayton Street Storm Improvements (6th Ave - 8th Ave)

STM

c410

E3FE

Northstream Pipe Abandonement on Puget Drive

STR

i005

E7AC

228th St. SW Corridor Improvements

STM

m013

E7FG

NPDES
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PROJECT NUMBERS (By Project Title)

Funding Project Title

Project
Accounting
Number

Engineering
Project
Number

STR

100th Ave W/Firdale Ave/238th St. SW/Traffic Signal Upgrade

c329

E0AA

STR

2009 Street Overlay Program

c294

E9CA

WTR

2010 Waterline Replacement Program

c363

E0JA

STR

2011 Residential Neighborhood Traffic Calming

c343

E1AB

WTR

2011 Waterline Replacement Program

c333

E1JA

STM

2012 Citywide Storm Drainage Improvements

c382

E2FE

SWR

2012 Sanitary Sewer Comp Plan Update

c369

E2GA

WTR

2012 Waterline Overlay Program

c388

E2CA

WTR

2012 Waterline Replacement Program

c340

E1JE

STM

2013 Citywide Drainage Replacement

c406

E3FA

STM

2013 Lake Ballinger Basin Study & Associated Projects

c407

E3FB

SWR

2013 Sewerline Replacement Project

c398

E3GA

WTR

2013 Waterline Replacement Program

c397

E3JA

STR

226th Street Walkway Project

c312

E9DA

STR

228th St. SW Corridor Improvements

i005

E7AC

WTR

5th Ave Overlay Project

c399

E2CC

STR

76th Ave W at 212th St SW Intersection Improvements

c368

E1CA

WTR

76th Ave W Waterline Extension with Lynnwood

c344

E1JB

STR

76th Avenue West/75th Place West Walkway Project

c245

E6DA

STR

9th Avenue Improvement Project

c392

E2AB

SWR

Alder Sanitary Sewer Pipe Rehabilitation

c390

E2GB

SWR

Alder/Dellwood/Beach Pl/224th St. Sewer Replacement

c347

E1GA

WTR

AWD Intertie and Reservoir Improvements

c324

E0IA

SWR

BNSF Double Track Project

c300

E8GC

STR

Caspers/Ninth Avenue/Puget Drive (SR524) Walkway Project

c256

E6DB

STR

Citywide Safety Improvements

c404

E2AC

SWR

City-Wide Sewer Improvements

c301

E8GD

STM

Dayton Street & SR104 Storm Drainage Alternatives

c374

E1FM

Dayton Street Plaza

c276

E7MA

STM

Dayton Street Storm Improvements (6th Ave - 8th Ave)

c409

E3FD

WTR

Edmonds General Facilities Charge Study

c345

E1JC

STM

Edmonds Marsh Feasibility Study

c380

E2FC

FAC

Edmonds Museum Exterior Repairs Project

c327

E0LA

STR

Five Corners Roundabout (212th Street SW @ 84th Avenue W)

c342

E1AA

PM
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PROJECT NUMBERS (By Project Title)

Funding Project Title

Project
Accounting
Number

Engineering
Project
Number

PM

Fourth Avenue Cultural Corridor

c282

E8MA

STR

Hwy 99 Enhancements (Phase III)

c405

E2AD

PM

Interurban Trail

c146

E2DB

STM

Lake Ballinger Associated Projects 2012

c381

E2FD

SWR

Lift Station 2 Improvements (Separated from L/s 13 - 09/01/08)

c298

E8GA

STR

Main Street Lighting and Sidewalk Enhancements

c265

E7AA

WTR

Main Street Watermain

c375

E1JK

Marina Beach Additional Parking

c290

E8MB

STM

North Talbot Road Drainage Improvements

c378

E2FA

STM

Northstream Pipe Abandonement on Puget Drive

c410

E3FE

STM

NPDES

m013

E7FG

SWR

OVD Sewer Lateral Improvements

c142

E3GB

WTR

OVD Watermain Improvements

c141

E3JB

STM

Perrinville Creek Culvert Replacement

c376

E1FN

STM

Perrinville Creek Stormwater Flow Reduction Retrofit Study

c408

E3FC

WTR

Pioneer Way Road Repair

c389

E2CB

WTR

PRV Station 11 and 12 Abandonment

c346

E1JD

STM

Public Facilities Water Quality Upgrades

c339

E1FD

PM

Senior Center Parking Lot & Landscaping Improvements

c321

E9MA

FAC

Senior Center Roof Repairs

c332

E0LB

SWR

Sewer Lift Station Rehabilitation Design

c304

E9GA

WTR

Sewer, Water, Stormwater Revenue Requirements Update

c370

E1GB

STR

Shell Valley Emergency Access Road

c268

E7CB

General

SR104 Telecommunications Conduit Crossing

c372

E1EA

General

SR99 Enhancement Program

c238

E6MA

STM

Storm Contribution to Transportation Projects

c341

E1FF

STM

Stormwater Development Review Support (NPDES Capacity)

c349

E1FH

STM

Stormwater GIS Support

c326

E0FC

STR

Sunset Walkway Improvements

c354

E1DA

STM

SW Edmonds Basin #3-238th St. SW to Hickman Park Infiltration System

c379

E2FB

STM

SW Edmonds-105th/106th Ave W Storm Improvements

c336

E1FA

STM

Talbot Rd. Storm Drain Project/Perrinville Creek Mitigation

c307

E9FB

STR

Transportation Plan Update

c391

E2AA

PM
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PROJECT NUMBERS
(Phase and Task Numbers)
Phases and Tasks (Engineering Division)
Phase
ct
ds
pl
sa
st
ro
Task
196
197
198
199
950
970
981
990
991
stm
str
swr
wtr
prk
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Title
Construction
Design
Preliminary
Site Acquisition & Prep
Study
Right-of-Way
Title
Traffic Engineering & Studies
MAIT
CTR
Engineering Plans & Services
Engineering Staff Time
Construction Management
Contract
Miscellaneous
Retainage
Engineering Staff Time-Storm
Engineering Staff Time-Street
Engineering Staff Time-Sewer
Engineering Staff Time-Water
Engineering Staff Time-Park

AM-5622

3. C.

City Council Meeting
Meeting Date:
04/02/2013
Time:
Consent
Submitted For:
Dave Earling

Submitted By:

Department:
Mayor's Office
Review Committee:
Type:
Action

Carolyn LaFave

Committee Action:

Information
Subject Title
Letter of Support for Canyon Park Treatment Solutions.
Recommendation
The Mayor's office recommends that the Council approve the signing of the attached letter of support for
Canyon Park Treatment Solutions.
Previous Council Action
Narrative
Canyon Park Treatment Solutions (CPTS) clinic director, David Newman, is requesting a letter of support
from Mayor Earling and the Edmonds City Council for their request to the Snohomish County Council
for a capacity increase at their Bothell treatment facility. At this time RCW 70.96A.410(1)(e) caps the
number of patients at 500. The Snohomish County Council has the authority to wave this and CPTS is
asking that they wave the 500 patient limit and raise it to 600. At this time all three Snohomish County
opiate licensed treatment clinics are at capacity with considerable wait lists.

Attachments
CPTS_support_letter
City of Bothell letter
City of Mountlake Terrace letter
Form Review
Inbox
Finalize for Agenda
Mayor
Form Started By: Carolyn LaFave
Final Approval Date: 03/28/2013
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Reviewed By
Sandy Chase
Dave Earling

Date
03/26/2013 03:18 PM
03/28/2013 05:36 PM
Started On: 03/26/2013 09:58 AM
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AM-5605

5.

City Council Meeting
Meeting Date:
04/02/2013
Time:
5 Minutes
Submitted For:
Dave Earling

Submitted By:

Department:
Mayor's Office
Review Committee:
Type:
Information

Carolyn
LaFave

Committee Action:

Information
Subject Title
Mayors Day of Recognition for National Service Proclamation.
Recommendation
Previous Council Action
Narrative
The Mayors Day of Recognition for National Service will take place on Tuesday, April 9, 2013. The goal
is to highlight the impact of AmeriCorps, Senior Corps, and other national service programs in tackling
local problems and managing volunteers for greater impact, and to thank national service members for
their commitment. Last year in Snohomish County 1,000 RSVP volunteers contributed over 181,000
hours of volunteer service. 130 of the volunteers served 24,912 hours in Edmonds!

Attachments
National Service
Form Review
Inbox
Finalize for Agenda
Mayor
Form Started By: Carolyn LaFave
Final Approval Date: 03/25/2013
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Reviewed By
Sandy Chase
Dave Earling

Date
03/25/2013 11:56 AM
03/25/2013 12:25 PM
Started On: 03/19/2013 09:03 AM
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AM-5626

6.

City Council Meeting
Meeting Date:
04/02/2013
Time:
60 Minutes
Submitted By:
Rob Chave
Department:
Planning
Review Committee:
Type:
Action

Committee Action:

Information
Subject Title
Public hearing on a draft proposal to amend the Edmonds Community Development Code (ECDC) to
apply design standards to the BD2, BD3 and BD4 Zones to replace the requirement for building step
backs. The proposal also includes a provision exempting small decorative 'blade signs' from sign code
area calculation limitations.
Recommendation
Approve the Planning Board's recommended code changes (Exhibit 1) and direct the City Attorney to
prepare an ordinance for consent agenda approval.
Previous Council Action
In 2011 the Planning Board recommended that the Council remove stepback requirements from the BD
zones as part of its recommendations on a package of BD zoning amendments. The Council held a public
hearing on July 26, 2011. On October 16, 2012, the Council voted to ask the Planning Board to
recommend design standards that could be put in place in the BD zones so that the stepback requirements
could be removed. The Council requested an "expedited review" by the Planning Board.
Narrative
Following a work session with members of the Architectural Design Board on January 9, 2013, the
Planning Board held public hearings on this proposal on February 13 and February 27,
2013. The Planning Board's recommended code amendments are contained in Exhibit 1.
The proposal is to amend the Edmonds Community Development Code (ECDC) to adopt design
standards for the BD2, BD3 and BD4 zones which would take the place of building stepbacks in those
zones. The proposal also includes a provision exempting small decorative 'blade signs' from sign code
area calculation limitations.
The code amendment language recommended by the Planning Board (including the Title 16 zoning
provisions and the corresponding Title 22 design standards) is included in Exhibit 1. The amendment
basically proposes to apply the design standards adopted for the BD1 zone to development in the BD2,
BD3 and BD4 zones. As part of the proposal, minor language improvements are incorporated into the
design standards (Chapter 22.43).
Also attached is background information regarding the referral to the Planning Board from the City
Council. The Council voted to approve the Planning Board's prior recommendation to remove stepback
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requirements from the downtown BD zones, but asked the Planning Board to recommend design
standards that would provide design parameters for downtown development prior to removing the
stepback provisions.
Existing zoning design standards in the downtown BD zones are only established for the BD1 zone.
Note that Exhibit 5 includes a portion of the Comprehensive Plan pertaining to the downtown/waterfront
area. This excerpt includes a helpful description of the various downtown districts which correspond to
their respective BD zones, as well as the "Downtown Design Objectives" that helped form the basis for
the design standards that were adopted for BD1. Again, the design objectives apply to all BD zones, but
the adopted design standards are more specific and currently only apply in BD1. The intent of the code
amendment recommended by the Planning Board is to remedy this situation.
The downtown plan districts and corresponding BD zoning classifications are:
ZONE PLAN DISTRICT
BD1 = Retail Core
BD2 = Downtown Mixed Commercial
BD3 = Downtown Convenience Commercial
BD4 = Downtown Mixed Residential
BD5 = Arts Center Corridor

Attachments
Exhibit 1: Planning Board Recommendation
Exhibit 2: Planning Board Minutes
Exhibit 3: City Council Minutes
Exhibit 4: City Council Packet from 10/2/2012
Exhibit 5: Downtown Plan Excerpt
Form Review
Inbox
City Clerk
Mayor
Finalize for Agenda
Form Started By: Rob Chave
Final Approval Date: 03/29/2013
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Reviewed By
Sandy Chase
Dave Earling
Sandy Chase

Date
03/28/2013 03:27 PM
03/28/2013 05:36 PM
03/29/2013 08:23 AM
Started On: 03/27/2013 12:48 PM

Chapter 16.43
BD – DOWNTOWN BUSINESS
Sections:
16.43.000
16.43.010
16.43.020
16.43.030
16.43.035
16.43.040

Purposes.
Subdistricts.
Uses.
Site development standards.
Design standards – BD1 zones.
Operating restrictions.

16.43.000
Purposes.
The BD zone has the following specific purposes in addition to the general purposes for
business and commercial zones listed in Chapter 16.40 ECDC:
A. Promote downtown Edmonds as a setting for retail, office, entertainment and associated
businesses supported by nearby residents and the larger Edmonds community, and as a
destination for visitors from throughout the region.
B. Define the downtown commercial and retail core along streets having the strongest
pedestrian links and pedestrian-oriented design elements, while protecting downtown’s identity.
C. Identify supporting arts and mixed use residential and office areas which support and
complement downtown retail use areas. Provide for a strong central retail core at downtown’s
focal center while providing for a mixture of supporting commercial and residential uses in the
area surrounding this retail core area.
D. Focus development between the commercial and retail core and the Edmonds Center for
the Arts on small-scale retail, service, and multifamily residential uses. [Ord. 3700 § 1, 2008].
16.43.010
Subdistricts.
The “downtown business” zone is subdivided into five distinct subdistricts, each intended to
implement specific aspects of the comprehensive plan that pertain to the Downtown Waterfront
Activity Center. Each subdistrict contains its own unique mix of uses and zoning regulations, as
described in this chapter. The five subdistricts are:
BD1 – Downtown Retail Core;
BD2 – Downtown Mixed Commercial;
BD3 – Downtown Convenience Commercial;
BD4 – Downtown Mixed Residential;
BD5 – Downtown Arts Corridor. [Ord. 3700 § 1, 2008].
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16.43.020
Uses.
A. Table 16.43-1.
Permitted Uses

BD1

BD2

BD3

BD4

BD5

Retail stores or sales

A

A

A

A

A

Offices

A

A

A

A

A

Service uses

A

A

A

A

A

Retail sales requiring intensive outdoor display or storage
areas, such as trailer sales, used car lots (except as part of a
new car sales and service dealer), and heavy equipment
storage, sales or services

X

X

X

X

X

Enclosed fabrication or assembly areas associated with and
on the same property as an art studio, art gallery, restaurant
or food service establishment that also provides an on-site
retail outlet open to the public

A

A

A

A

A

Automobile sales and service

X

A

A

X

X

Dry cleaning and laundry plants which use only
nonflammable and nonexplosive cleaning agents

C

A

A

A

X

Printing, publishing and binding establishments

C

A

A

A

C

Community-oriented open air markets conducted as an
outdoor operation and licensed pursuant to provisions in the
Edmonds City Code

A

A

A

A

A

Single-family dwelling

A

A

A

A

A

Multiple dwelling unit(s)

A

A

A

A

A

Bus stop shelters

A

A

A

A

A

Churches, subject to the requirements of ECDC 17.100.020

A

A

A

A

A

Primary and high schools, subject to the requirements of
ECDC 17.100.050(G) through (R)

A

A

A

A

A

Local public facilities, subject to the requirements of ECDC
17.100.050

C

C

C

A

C

Neighborhood parks, natural open spaces, and community
parks with an adopted master plan subject to the
requirements of ECDC 17.100.070

A

A

A

A

A

Commercial Uses

Residential Uses

Other Uses
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Permitted Uses

BD1

BD2

BD3

BD4

BD5

Off-street parking and loading areas to serve a permitted use

B

B

B

B

B

Commuter parking lots in conjunction with a facility
otherwise permitted in this zone

B

B

B

B

X

Commercial parking lots

C

C

C

C

X

Wholesale uses

X

X

C

X

X

Hotels and motels

A

A

A

A

A

Amusement establishments

C

C

C

C

C

Auction businesses, excluding vehicle or livestock auctions

C

C

C

C

C

Drive-in businesses

C

C

A

C

X

Laboratories

X

C

C

C

X

Fabrication of light industrial products not otherwise listed as
a permitted use

X

X

C

X

X

Day-care centers

C

C

C

A

C

Hospitals, health clinics, convalescent homes, rest homes,
sanitariums

X

C

C

A

X

Museums and art galleries of primarily local concern that do
not meet the criteria for regional public facilities as defined
in ECDC 21.85.033

A

A

A

A

A

Zoos and aquariums of primarily local concern that do not
meet the criteria for regional public facilities as defined in
ECDC 21.85.033

C

C

C

C

A

Counseling centers and residential treatment facilities for
current alcoholics and drug abusers

X

C

C

A

X

Regional parks and community parks without a master plan
subject to the requirements of ECDC 17.100.070

C

C

C

C

C

Outdoor storage, incidental to a permitted use

D

D

D

D

D

Aircraft landings as regulated by Chapter 4.80 ECC

D

D

D

D

D

A = Permitted primary use
B = Permitted secondary use
C = Primary uses requiring a conditional use permit
D = Secondary uses requiring a conditional use permit
X = Not permitted

For conditional uses listed in Table 16.43-1, the use may be permitted if the proposal meets
the criteria for conditional uses found in Chapter 20.05 ECDC, and all of the following criteria
are met:
1. Access and Parking. Pedestrian access shall be provided from the sidewalk. Vehicular
access shall only be provided consistent with ECDC 18.80.060. When a curb cut is necessary, it
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shall be landscaped to be compatible with the pedestrian streetscape and shall be located and
designed to be as unobtrusive as possible.
2. Design and Landscaping. The project shall be designed so that it is oriented to the street
and contributes to the pedestrian streetscape environment. Fences more than four feet in height
along street lot lines shall only be permitted if they are at least 50 percent open, such as a lattice
pattern. Blank walls shall be discouraged, and when unavoidable due to the nature of the use
shall be decorated by a combination of at least two of the following:
a. Architectural features or details;
b. Artwork;
c. Landscaping. [Ord. 3700 § 1, 2008].
16.43.030
Site development standards.
A. Table 16.43-2.

Sub
District

Minimum Lot
Area

Minimum
Lot Width

Minimum
Street
Setback

Minimum
Side
Setback1

Minimum
Rear
Setback1

Maximum
Height2

Minimum
Height of
Ground Floor
within the
Designated
Street Front4

BD15

0

0

0

0

0

25'30'

15'

BD25

0

0

0

0

0

25'30'

12'

BD35

0

0

0

0

0

25'30'

12'

BD43,5

0

0

0

0

0

25'30'

12'

BD55

0

0

0

0

0

25'

12'

1

The setback for buildings and structures located at or above grade (exempting buildings and structures entirely below the
surface of the ground) shall be 15 feet from the lot line adjacent to residentially (R) zoned property.
2 Specific provisions regarding building heights are contained in ECDC 16.43.030(C).
3 Within the BD4 zone, site development standards listed in Table 16.43-2 apply when a building contains a ground floor
consisting of commercial space to a depth of at least 45 feet measured from the street front of the building. If a proposed
building does not meet this ground floor commercial space requirement (e.g., an entirely residential building is proposed), then
the building setbacks listed for the RM-1.5 zone shall apply. See ECDC 16.43.030(B)(8) for further details.
4 “Minimum height of ground floor within the designated street-front” means the vertical distance from top to top of the
successive finished floor surfaces for that portion of the ground floor located within the designated street front (see ECDC
16.43.030(B)); and, if the ground floor is the only floor above street grade, from the top of the floor finish to the top of the
ceiling joists or, where there is not a ceiling, to the top of the roof rafters. “Floor finish” is the exposed floor surface, including
coverings applied over a finished floor, and includes, but is not limited to, wood, vinyl flooring, wall-to-wall carpet, and
concrete, as illustrated in Figure 16.43-1. Figure 16.43-1 shows an example of a ground floor height of 15 feet; note that the
“finished” ceiling height is only approximately 11 feet in this example.
5 Site development standards for single-family dwellings are the same as those specified for the RS-6 zone.
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Map 16.43-1: Designated Street Front for BD Zones
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Figure 16.43-1: Ground Floor Height Measurement
B. Ground Floor. This section describes requirements for development of the ground floor of
buildings in the BD zones.
1. For all BD zones, the ground floor is considered to be that floor of a building which is
closest in elevation to the finished grade along the width of the side of the structure that is
principally oriented to the designated street front of the building (this is normally the adjacent
sidewalk). For the purposes of this section, the ground “floor” is considered to be the sum of the
floor planes which, in combination, run the full extent of the building and are closest in elevation
to one another. For the purposes of this chapter, the definition of “ground floor” contained in
ECDC 21.35.017 does not apply.
2. Designated Street Front. Map 16.43-1 shows the streets that define the designated street
front for all properties lying within the BD zones. The designated street front is defined as the 45
feet measured perpendicular to the street front of the building lot fronting on each of the mapped
streets.
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3. Minimum Height of the Ground Floor within the Designated Street Front. The minimum
height of the ground floor specified in Table 16.43-2 only applies to the height of the ground
floor located within the designated street front established in subsection (B)(2) of this section.
4. Access to Commercial Uses within the Designated Street Front. When a commercial use
is located on the ground floor within a designated street front as defined in subsection (B)(2) of
this section, the elevation of the ground floor and associated entry shall be within seven inches of
the grade level of the adjoining sidewalk. “Grade” shall be as measured at the entry location.
Portions of the ground floor outside the designated street front of the building need not comply
with the access requirements specified in this section.
5. When the designated street front of a building is on a slope which does not allow both
the elevation of the entry and ground floor within the designated street front to be entirely within
seven inches of the grade level of the sidewalk, as specified in subsection (B)(4) of this section,
the portion of the ground floor of the building located within the designated street front may be
designed so that either:
a. The entry is located within seven inches of the grade of the adjacent sidewalk, and the
commercial portion of the ground floor located within the designated street front is within seven
inches of the grade level of the entry; or
b. The building may be broken up into multiple frontages, so that each entry/ground
floor combination is within seven inches of the grade of the sidewalk.
c. For corner lots, a primary entry shall be established for the purposes of determining
where the ground floor entry rules detailed in this section shall apply. The first choice for the
primary entry shall be either 5th Avenue or Main Street. In the case of the BD5 zone, the primary
entry shall always be on 4th Avenue.
6. Within the BD1 zone, development on the ground floor shall consist of only commercial
uses, except that parking may be located on the ground floor so long as it is not located within
the designated street front.
7. Within the BD2 and BD3 zones, development on the ground floor shall consist of only
commercial uses within the designated street front. Any permitted use may be located on the
ground floor outside of the designated street front.
8. Within the BD4 zone, there are two options for developing the ground floor of a
building. One option is to develop the ground floor with commercial space, meeting the same
requirements detailed for the BD2 and BD3 zones in subsection (B)(7) of this section. As a
second option, if more residential space is provided so that the ground floor does not meet the
commercial use requirements described in subsection (B)(7) of this section, then the building
setbacks listed for the RM-1.5 zone shall apply. In the case where RM-1.5 setbacks are required,
the required street setback shall be landscaped and no fence or wall in the setback shall be over
four feet in height above sidewalk grade unless it is at least 50 percent open, such as in a lattice
pattern.
9. Within the BD5 zone, one option is to develop the ground floor with commercial space,
meeting the same requirements detailed for the BD2 zone in subsection (B)(7) of this section.
When development of the ground floor does not conform to these requirements, then
development within the BD5 zone shall meet the following requirements:
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Figure 16.43-2: BD5 Development
Building at right (foreground) shows
landscaping located between building and
street.

Building at left (background) shows
commercial space integrated with
residential uses, and the entry oriented to
the street.

a. The building shall be oriented to 4th Avenue. “Orientation to 4th Avenue” shall mean
that:
i. At least one building entry shall face 4th Avenue.
ii. If the building is located adjacent to the public right-of-way, architectural details
and/or applied art shall be incorporated into the building design to add interest at the pedestrian
(i.e., ground floor) level.
iii. If the building is set back from the street, landscaping and/or artwork shall be
located between the building and the street front.
b. Live/work uses are encouraged within the BD5 zone, and potential live/work space is
required for new residential buildings if no other commercial use is provided on-site.
i. If multiple residential uses are located on the ground floor, the building shall
incorporate live/work space into the ground floor design in such a way as to enable building
occupants to use portion(s) of their space for a commercial or art/fabrication use. “Live/work
space” means a structure or portion of a structure that combines a commercial or manufacturing
activity that is allowed in the zone with a residential living space for the owner of the
commercial or manufacturing business, or the owner’s employee, and that person’s household.
The live/work space shall be designed so that a commercial or fabrication or home occupation
use can be established within the space.
10. Exceptions and Clarifications. The regulations for the ground floor contained in
subsections (B)(1) through (9) of this section apply with the following exceptions or clarifications:
a. That in all areas the provision of pedestrian access to permitted residential uses is
allowed as a permitted secondary use.
b. The restrictions on the location of residential uses shall not apply when a singlefamily use is the only permitted primary use located on the property.
c. Existing buildings may be added onto or remodeled without adjusting the existing
height of the ground floor to meet the specified minimum height, so long as the addition or
remodel does not increase the building footprint or its frontage along a street by more than 25
percent. Permitted uses may occupy an existing space regardless of whether that space meets the
ground floor requirements for height.
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d. Parking is not considered to be a commercial use for the purposes of satisfying the
ground floor commercial use requirement within the designated street front (e.g., when the first
45 feet of a building are within a designated street front in the BD1 zone, parking may not be
located within that 45 feet).
e. For properties within the BD2 or BD3 zone which have less than 90 feet of depth
measured from the street front, parking may be located in the rearmost 45 feet of the property,
even if a portion of the parking extends into the first 45 feet of the building. In no case shall the
depth of commercial space as measured from the street front of the building be less than 30 feet.
f. Within the BD2, BD3 and BD4 zones, if the first 45 feet of the building as measured
perpendicular to the street consist only of commercial uses and permitted secondary uses, then
permitted multiple-family residential unit(s) may be located behind the commercial uses.
g. Recodified as ECDC 22.43.050(B)(4).
h. Within the BD1 zone, each commercial space located on the ground floor within the
designated street front shall be directly accessible by an entry from the sidewalk.
C. Building Height Regulations.
1. The basic height limit for each BD zone is described in Table 16.43-2 25 feet (see
definition of “height” detailed in ECDC 21.40.030).
2. Step-Back Rules. The following rules apply when calculating the maximum building
height for any building in the specified zone(s) (see Figures 16.43-3 and 16.43-4 for illustrated
examples).
a. Within the BD2, BD3, or BD4 zones, an additional five feet of building height, not to
exceed 30 feet, may be obtained if the building is designed to meet all of the following
conditions:
i. A building step-back is provided within 15 feet of any street front. Within the 15foot step-back, the maximum building height is the lesser of 25 feet above grade at the property
line (normally the back of the sidewalk) or 30 feet above the “average level” as defined in ECDC
21.40.030. For corner lots, a 15-foot step-back is required along both street fronts. If a building
located on a corner lot has insufficient lot width (i.e., less than 40 feet of lot width) to enable it to
provide the required step-back on both street fronts, then the step-back may be waived facing the
secondary street. This waiver may not be granted for building step-backs required from Fifth
Avenue, Dayton Street, or Main Street.
ii. A 15-foot step-back is provided from the property line opposite the street front.
Within the 15-foot step-back, the maximum building height is the lesser of 25 feet above grade
or 30 feet above the “average level” as defined in ECDC 21.40.030. For corner lots for which a
15-foot step-back is required on more than one street front, there is no 15-foot step-back required
from the property line opposite each street front. For the purpose of determining step-back
requirements, alleys are not considered to be streets.
iii. A building setback, in which the entire building is set back from the property line,
may be substituted on a foot-for-foot basis for the required building step-back. For example, a
five-foot building setback can be combined with a 10-foot building step-back to meet the 15-foot
step-back requirement.
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b. Within the BD1 zone, building height may be a maximum of 30 feet in order to
provide for a minimum height of 15 feet for the ground floor. The allowable building height is
measured from the “average level” as defined in ECDC 21.40.030.

10 | P a g e
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32. Within the BD5 zone, the maximum height may be increased to 30 feet if the building
meets one of the following conditions. In addition, if the building is located within 15 feet of the
public right-of-way, architectural details and/or applied art shall be incorporated into the building
design, and the ground floor shall be distinguished from the upper portions of the building
through the use of differences in materials, windows, and/or architectural forms.
a. All portions of the building above 25 feet consist of a pitched roof such that the pitch
of all portions of the roof is at least six-by-12 and the roof includes architectural features, such as
dormers or gables of a steeper pitch, that break up the roof line into distinct segments.
b. If the building does not make use of a pitched roof system as described in subsection
(C)(3)(a) of this section, step-backs shall be required the same as for the BD2 zone, as described
in subsection (C)(2) of this section. a building step-back shall be provided within 15 feet of any
street front. Within the 15-foot step-back, the maximum building height is the lesser of 25 feet
above grade at the property line (normally the back of the sidewalk) or 30 feet above the
“average level” as defined in ECDC 21.40.030. For corner lots, a 15-foot step-back is required
along both street fronts. If a building located on a corner lot has insufficient lot width (i.e., less
than 40 feet of lot width) to enable it to provide the required step-back on both street fronts, then
the step-back may be waived facing the secondary street.
43. Height Exceptions. In addition to the height exceptions listed in ECDC 21.40.030, the
following architectural features are allowed to extend above the height limits specified in this
chapter:
a. A single decorative architectural element, such as a turret, tower, or clock tower, may
extend a maximum of five feet above the specified height limit if it is designed as an integral
architectural feature of the roof and/or facade of the building. The decorative architectural
element shall not cover more than five percent of the roof area of the building.
b. Roof or deck railings may extend a maximum of 42 inches above the specified height
limit within any building step-back required under subsection (C)(2)(b) of this section; provided,
that the railing is constructed so that it has the appearance of being transparent. An example
meeting this condition would be a railing that is comprised of glass panels.
D. Off-Street Parking and Access Requirements. The parking regulations included here apply
specifically within the BD zone. Whenever there are conflicts between the requirements of this
chapter and the provisions contained in Chapter 17.50 ECDC, Off-Street Parking Regulations,
the provisions of this chapter shall apply.
1. Within the BD1 zone, no new curb cuts are permitted along 5th Avenue or Main Street.
2. No parking is required for any commercial floor area of permitted uses located within
the BD1, BD2, BD4, and BD5 zones.
3. No parking is required for any floor area in any building with a total building footprint of
less than 4,800 square feet.
E. Open Space Requirements.
1. For buildings on lots larger than 12,000 square feet or having an overall building width
of more than 120 feet (as measured parallel to the street lot line), at least five percent of the lot
area shall be devoted to open space. Open space shall not be required for additions to existing
buildings that do not increase the building footprint by more than 10 percent. Open space shall
be provided adjacent to the street front (street lot line). Such open space may be provided as any
combination of:
a. Outdoor dining or seating areas (including outdoor seating or waiting areas for
restaurants or food service establishments);
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b. Public plaza or sidewalk that is accessible to the public;
c. Landscaping which includes a seating area that is accessible to the public.
2. Required open space shall be open to the air and not located under a building story.
3. In overall dimension, the width of required open space shall not be less than 75 percent
of the depth of the open space, measured relative to the street (i.e., width is measured parallel to
the street lot line, while depth is measured perpendicular to the street lot line).
F. Historic Buildings. The exceptions contained in this section apply only to buildings listed
on the Edmonds register of historic buildings.
1. If a certificate of appropriateness is issued by the Edmonds historic preservation
commission under the provisions of Chapter 20.45 ECDC for the proposed project, the staff may
modify or waive any of the requirements listed below that would otherwise apply to the
expansion, remodeling, or restoration of the building. The decision of staff shall be processed as
a Type II development project permit application (see Chapter 20.01 ECDC).
a. Building step-backs required under subsection (C)(2)(b) of this section.
b. Open space required under subsection (E) of this section.
2. No off-street parking is required for any permitted uses located within a building listed
on the Edmonds register of historic buildings. Note that additional parking exceptions involving
building expansion, remodeling or restoration may also apply, as detailed in ECDC
17.50.070(C).
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3. Within the BD5 zone, if a building listed on the Edmonds register of historic buildings is
retained on-site, no off-street parking is required for any additional buildings or uses located on
the same property. To obtain this benefit, an easement in a form acceptable to the city shall be
recorded with Snohomish County protecting the exterior of the historic building and ensuring
that the historic building is maintained in its historic form and appearance so long as the
additional building(s) obtaining the parking benefit exist on the property. The easement shall
continue even if the property is subsequently subdivided or any interest in the property is sold.
G. Density. There is no maximum density for permitted multiple dwelling units.
H. Screening. The required setback from R-zoned property shall be landscaped with trees and
ground cover and permanently maintained by the owner of the BD lot. A six-foot minimum
height fence, wall or solid hedge shall be provided at some point in the setback, except for that
portion of the BD zone that is in residential use.
I. Signs, Parking and Design Review. See Chapters 17.50, 20.10, and 20.60 ECDC. Sign
standards shall be the same as those that apply within the BC zone.
J. Satellite Television Antennas. In accordance with the limitations established by the Federal
Communications Commission, satellite television antennas greater than two meters in diameter
shall be reviewed in accordance with the provisions of ECDC 16.20.050. [Ord. 3865 § 1, 2011;
Ord. 3736 § 10, 2009; Ord. 3700 § 1, 2008].
16.43.035
Design standards – BD1 zones.
Design standards for the BD1 zones are contained in Chapter 22.43 ECDC. [Ord. 3700 § 1,
2008].
16.43.040
Operating restrictions.
A. Enclosed Building. All uses shall be carried on entirely within a completely enclosed
building, except:
1. Public uses such as utilities and parks;
2. Off-street parking and loading areas, and commercial parking lots;
3. Drive-in businesses;
4. Plant nurseries;
5. Seasonal farmers’ markets;
6. Limited outdoor display of merchandise meeting the criteria of Chapter 17.65 ECDC;
7. Bistro and outdoor dining meeting the criteria of ECDC 17.70.040;
8. Outdoor dining meeting the criteria of Chapter 17.75 ECDC.
B. Nuisances. All uses shall comply with Chapter 17.60 ECDC, Performance Standards. [Ord.
3700 § 1, 2008].
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Title 22
DESIGN STANDARDS
Chapters:
22.43 Design Standards for the BD1 Zones .................................................3
22.100 Firdale Village Site Design Standards ................................................8
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Chapter 22.43
DESIGN STANDARDS
FOR THE BD1 ZONES
Sections:
22.43.000
22.43.010
22.43.020
22.43.030
22.43.040
22.43.050
22.43.060
22.43.070

Applicability.
Massing and articulation.
Orientation to street.
Ground level details.
Awnings/canopies and signage.
Transparency at street level.
Treating blank walls.
Building HVAC equipment.

22.43.000
Applicability.
The design standards in this chapter apply to all development within the BD1, BD2, BD3,
and BD4 downtown retail core zones, except for multifamily buildings in the BD4 zone.
[Ord. 3697 § 2, 2008].
22.43.010
Massing and articulation.
A. Intent. To reduce the massiveness and bulk of large box-like buildings, and articulate
the building form to a pedestrian scale.
B. Standards.
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1. Buildings shall convey a visually distinct base and top. A “base” can be emphasized
by a different masonry pattern, more architectural detail, visible plinth above which the wall
rises, storefront, canopies, or a combination. The top edge is highlighted by a prominent
cornice, projecting parapet or other architectural element that creates a shadow line.

Buildings should convey a distinct base and top.
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The base can be emphasized by a different material(s).
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Buildings shall be oriented
to the street.

22.43.020
Orientation to street.
A. Intent. To reinforce pedestrian activity and orientation and enhance the liveliness of
the street through building design.
B. Standards.
1. Buildings frontages shall be primarily oriented to the adjacent street, rather than to a
parking lot or alley.
2. Entrances to buildings in the BD1, BD2 and BD4 zones shall be visible from the
street and accessible from the adjacent sidewalk.
3. Entrances shall be given a visually distinct architectural expression by one or more
of the following elements:
a. Higher bay(s);
b. Recessed entry (recessed at least three feet);
c. Forecourt and entrance plaza.

Entrances shall be given visually
distinct expression.
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22.43.030
Ground level details.
A. Intent. To reinforce the character of the streetscape by encouraging the greatest
amount of visual interest along the ground level of buildings facing pedestrian streets.
B. Standards.
1. Ground-floor, street-facing facades of commercial and mixed-use buildings shall
incorporate at least five of the following elements:
a. Lighting or hanging baskets supported by ornamental brackets;
b. Medallions;
c. Belt courses;
d. Plinths for columns;
e. Bulkhead for storefront window;
f. Projecting sills;
g. Tile work;
h. Transom or clerestory windows;
i. Planter box;
j. An element not listed here, as
approved, that meets the intent.
2. Ground floor commercial space is
intended to be accessible and at grade with
the sidewalk, as provided for in ECDC
16.43.030.

Ground floor details encourage
visual interest along the ground
level of buildings facing pedestrian
streets.
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22.43.040
Awnings/canopies and signage.
A. Intent.
1. To integrate signage and weather protection with building design to enhance business visibility and the public streetscape.
2. To provide clear signage to identify each business or property, and to improve wayfinding for visitors.
3. To protect the streetscape from becoming cluttered, and to minimize distraction
from overuse of advertisement elements.
B. Standards.
1. Structural canopies are encouraged along pedestrian street fronts. If a canopy is not
provided, then an awning shall be provided which is attached to the building using a metal
or other framework.
2. Awnings and canopies shall be open-sided to enhance visibility of business signage.
Front valances are permitted. Signage is allowed on valances, but not on valance returns.
3. Marquee, box, or convex awning or canopy shapes are not permitted.
4. Retractable awnings are encouraged.
5. Awnings or canopies shall be located within the building elements that frame storefronts, and should not conceal important architectural details. Awnings or canopies should
be hung just below a clerestory or transom window, if it exists.
6. Awnings or canopies on a multiple-storefront building should be consistent in
character, scale and position, but need not be identical.

Open-sided nonstructural awning
with front valance.

Open-sided structural canopy.
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7. Nonstructural awnings should be constructed using canvas or fire-resistant acrylic
materials. Shiny, high-gloss materials are not appropriate; therefore, vinyl or plastic awning
materials are not permitted.
8. Signage should be designed to integrate with the building and street front. Combinations of sign types are encouraged, which result in a coordinated design while minimizing the size of individual signs.
9. Blade or projecting signs which include decorative frames, brackets or other design
elements are encouraged preferred. Projecting signs (including blade signs) of four square
feet or less are permitted and are not counted when calculating the amount of signage
permitted for a business in ECDC 20.60. This type of detail can be used to satisfy one of the
required elements under ECDC 22.43.030(B).
10. Use graphics or symbols to reduce the need to have large expanses of lettering.
11. Instead of broadly lighting the face of the sign, signage should be indirectly lit, or
backlit to only display lettering and symbols or graphic design.
12. Signage should be given special consideration when it is consistent with or contributes to the historic character of sites on the National Register, the Edmonds Register of
Historic Places, or on a city council-approved historic survey.
13. Signage shall include decorative frames, brackets or other design elements. An
historic sign may be used to meet this standard.

Retractable and open-sided awnings allow signage to be visible.
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Awning or canopy shapes:

Examples of projecting signs using
decorative frames and design elements.
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22.43.050
Transparency at street level.
A. Intent. To provide visual connection between activities inside and outside the building.
B. Standards.
1. The ground level facades of buildings that face a designated street front are oriented
to streets shall have transparent windows covering with a minimum of 75 percent
transparency of the building façade that lies between an average of two feet and 10 feet
above grade.
2. To qualify as transparent, windows shall not be mirrored or darkly tinted glass, or
prohibit visibility between the street and interior.
3. Where transparency is not provided required, the facade shall comply with the
standards under ECDC 22.43.060.
Ground level facades of buildings
should have transparent windows
between two to 10 feet above
grade.

Windows shall provide a visual
connection between activities inside
and outside the building, and
therefore should not be mirrored or
use darkly tinted glass.

4. Within the BD1 zone, ground floor windows parallel to street lot lines shall be
transparent and unobstructed by curtains, blinds, or other window coverings intended to
obscure the interior from public view from the sidewalk.* [Ord. 3697 § 2, 2008].
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22.43.060
Treating blank walls.
A. Intent. To ensure that buildings do not display blank, unattractive walls to the abutting
street.
B. Standards.
1. Walls or portions of walls on abutting streets or visible from residential areas where
windows are not provided shall have architectural treatment (see standards under ECDC
22.43.050). At least four five of the following elements shall be incorporated into any
ground floor, street-facing facade:
a. Masonry (except for flat, nondecorative concrete block);
b. Concrete or masonry plinth at the base of the wall;
c. Belt courses of a different texture and color;
d. Projecting cornice;
e. Decorative tile work;
f. Medallions;
g. Opaque or translucent glass;
h. Artwork or wall graphics;
i. Lighting fixtures;
j. Green walls;
jk. An architectural element not listed above, as approved, that meets the intent.
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Buildings shall not display blank, unattractive walls to the abutting street.
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22.43.070
Building HVAC equipment.
A. Intent. To ensure that HVAC equipment, elevators, and other building utility features
are designed to be a part of the overall building design and do not detract from the
streetscape.
B. Standards.
1. Rooftop HVAC equipment, elevators and other rooftop features shall be designed to
fit in with the materials and colors of the overall building design. These features shall be
located away from the building edges to avoid their being seen from the street below. If
these features can be seen from the adjoining street, building design shall use screening,
decoration, plantings (e.g., rooftop gardens), or other techniques to integrate these features
with the design of the building.
2. When HVAC equipment is placed at ground level, it shall be integrated into building design and/or use screening techniques to avoid both visual and noise impacts on
adjoining properties.

Rooftop equipment
should be screened
from view.
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The building on the northeast corner of 5th and Walnut is 35 feet above 5th Avenue.
The building on the northeast corner of 3rd and Dayton is a little over 35 feet above 3rd Avenue.
The building on the northeast corner of 3rd and Bell is 32 feet above the street.
The building near the southeast corner of 3rd and Bell is just under 35 feet above 3rd Avenue.
Several condominium buildings have also capitalized from being on sloping lots. For example, the building that he
lives in is as much as 39 feet above Dayton Street.

Mr. Wambolt summarized that because of topography in the downtown area, it is likely that the vast majority of the
redevelopment exceeds 30 feet, which means that the minority who build on relatively flat lots have a height disadvantage. If
they want three floors of development, they can’t also get the higher ceilings that buyers prefer. The availability of a
development agreement could remedy the disadvantage. However, he encouraged the Board to consider expanding the menu
of three criteria, of which two must be met, in order to receive a development agreement. He also encouraged them to add a
fourth criteria that reads, “The development is on property that currently would allow a maximum height of no more than 32
feet.”
PUBLIC HEARING: Draft proposal to amend the Edmonds Community Development Code (ECDC) to apply design
standards to the BD2, BD3 and BD4 zones to replace the requirement for building setbacks. The proposal also
includes a provision exempting small decorative “blade signs” from sign code area calculation limitations.
Mr. Chave advised that this is a continued public hearing on a draft proposal to amend the ECDC to apply design standards to
the BD2, BD3 and BD4 zones to replace the requirement for building stepbacks. He reminded the Board that mandatory
design standards are already in place for the BD1 zone, but there are currently no design standards for the BD2, BD3 and
BD4 zones. Instead, there is a stepback provision that requires the portion of a building greater than 25 feet in height to be
stepped back 15 feet. This provision is problematic in that some of the historic buildings people value in the downtown do
not meet the stepback requirement. The provision is also counterproductive to the City’s desire to achieve buildings that are
consistent with the historic character of the existing building types. Although stepbacks are required, the current code does
not provide any specific design standards to encourage building features that are typical of the downtown.
Based on the Planning Board’s recommendation in 2011, the City Council expressed interest in eliminating the stepback
requirement in the BD2, BD3 and BD4 zones; but they wanted to make sure design standards were in place prior or at the
same time the stepback requirement is removed. They referred the issue back to the Planning Board for a recommendation as
to the appropriate design standards for the three zones. The Board reviewed the current BD1 design standards and
determined that, with some slight changes, they could be applied to the BD2, BD3 and BD4 zones, as well. The BD5 zone is
the 4th Avenue Arts Corridor, which has its own unique design parameters. Implementing the 4th Avenue Arts Corridor plan
will require more tailored design standards. He referred the Board to the draft language for ECDC 16.43 (BD – Downtown
Business) and ECDC 22:43 (Design Standards for the BD Zones). He advised that, as currently proposed, the current BD1
Design Standards would be applied to the BD2, BD3 and BD4 zones, but the stepback requirement would be retained for the
BD5 zone until more specific standards can be crafted. He reviewed that the design standards address such things as
emphasizing the ground floor, preventing blank walls, insuring that the overall design of the building is oriented towards
pedestrians, and providing pedestrian amenities. He advised that the design standards are specific in some ways, but they
also provide some flexibility so buildings do not look exactly alike.
Mr. Chave said the proposal also includes a provision that would exempt small “blade signs,” such as those than hang or
project from a building. He explained that businesses in the downtown are restricted to a maximum sign area that can be
apportioned amongst the different types of signs. It can be a challenge, particularly with the smaller storefronts in the
downtown, to have enough sign area for a standard sign with space remaining for a small blade sign to draw pedestrian
attention. The small blade signs near the pedestrian level can be decorative in design, and the proposed provision would
exempt small blade signs from the sign code area calculation limitations. That means that blade signs of four square feet or
less would be allowed even if the sign area allowed has been used for other signage. He summarized that the intent of the
provision is to encourage more creativity and signage that is appropriate at the pedestrian level.
Mr. Chave noted that a few changes were made to the draft language as per the Board’s direction on February 13th. The most
significant was related to the requirement for transparency and windows. He recalled that at their last meeting, there was
some confusion about when transparency would be required versus dealing with blank walls. As discussed by the Board, the
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language was changed so that the transparency requirement is tied to facades located on designated street fronts where
pedestrian activity is expected. The provisions that are designed to prevent blank walls would apply to the remaining
facades.
Chair Reed clarified that the Board first discussed the proposal on January 9th, and a public hearing was held on February
13th. However, because of a glitch in posting all of the information regarding the proposal, the Board decided to error on the
side of caution and continued the public hearing to February 27th. Staff has made the changes discussed by the Board on
February 13th, and the public will be invited to comment once more before the Board forwards a recommendation to the City
Council.
Mr. Chave explained that blade signs are not addressed elsewhere in the current code. Instead, they are considered a type of
projecting sign. He suggested that rather than introducing the new term “blade signs,” the language in ECDC
22.43.040(B)(9) could simply say that projecting signs of four feet or less are exempt from the overall sign area calculation.
This would be consistent with the existing sign code language. He suggested that a footnote could also be added to the sign
code that refers to the design standards for the BD zones.
Ron Wambolt, Edmonds, recalled that on June 8, 2011, the Board unanimously passed a motion recommending that the
City Council make a number of changes to the BD zoning regulations. The recommendation included eliminating the
stepback requirement for the BD2, BD3 and BD 4 zones. The City Council reviewed the recommendation, but decided not to
act upon the stepback provision until design standards are in place for the BD2, BD3 and BD4 zones. The issue was
remanded back to the Board. The Board reviewed the existing BD1 Design Standards and determined that they would be
appropriate to apply to the BD2, BD3 and BD4 zones, as well. He said he hopes the Board can complete their discussion
tonight and forward a recommendation back to the City Council. He pointed out that, since the BD1 design standards were
implemented seven years ago, there has been very little construction in the BD zones. He recalled that at the February 13th
hearing, Mr. Spee, a developer, expressed his belief that the design standards are fair and easy to understand. He said he
hopes Mr. Spee is given an opportunity to put them to use.
Roger Hertrich, Edmonds, expressed his belief that design standards in the City have gotten out of hand. He referred to the
new development that took place on Edmonds Way near the new veterinary clinic. He expressed his belief that the new
buildings are totally out of scale and are placed too close to the street. He said he supports the provision that requires the
portion of a building greater than 25 feet in height to be stepped back. He said the original intent was that buildings in the
downtown would be primarily two story, so the stepback provision would not be utilized significantly. He urged the Board to
retain the stepback requirement for the BD zones. He noted that the streetscape in downtown Edmonds allows the sun to
come into the pedestrian area. If a third story is allowed without a stepback, the buildings would start to close in and create a
walled effect.
THE PUBLIC PORTION OF THE HEARING WAS CLOSED.
Vice Chair Stewart asked how other jurisdictions address the issue of blade signs. If “blade signs” is a common term,
perhaps it would be appropriate to use the term in the proposed language and then define it as “a type of projecting signs.”
Board Member Cloutier suggested a better approach would be to change “Decorative blade signs” in ECDC 22.43.040(B)(9)
to “Projecting signs (including blade signs).”
Board Member Clarke referred to a projecting sign attached to the awning on the front of the new UPS store at Westgate
Village. The sign is used to indicate the length of time a person can park in front of the building. While this sign is less than
four square feet in size, it is out of character. Mr. Chave said he has not seen the sign, so he could not comment on whether it
would be exempt from the total sign area by the proposed new provision.
Mr. Chave referred to the pictures submitted by a sign company to illustrate good examples of projecting signs. The
projecting signs that currently exist in the downtown are permitted under the existing code. He explained that the sign code
allows businesses to have one square foot of signage for each linear foot of building frontage. Window signs are not
calculated as part of the total sign area. He emphasized that the proposed provision would not alter the sign code standards.
However, the provision would allow a business to have one small projecting sign regardless of the total amount of sign area,
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as long as it meets the height requirement in the sign code, and is no greater than four square feet in size. This change will
encourage blade signs where they might not otherwise be located.
The Board agreed that the second sentence in ECDC 22.43.040(B)(9) should be changed to read, “Projecting signs (including
blade signs) of four square feet or less are permitted and are not counted when calculating the amount of signage permitted
for a business in ECDC 20.60.” They also agreed that a definition for “blade signs” could also be added to the sign code.
Chair Reed asked if it would be possible to change the language in ECDC 22.43.040(B)(9) to address Board Member
Clarke’s earlier concern about the parking sign at the new UPS store. Mr. Chave said it is not possible to change the
language to regulate sign content.
Chair Reed pointed out that the correct title for ECDC 16.43.035 is “Design standards – BD zones.” He also noted that the
term “stepback” is used consistently throughout ECDC 16.43.030(C)(2)(b). He asked if that means that, absent of a sloped
roof, a stepback would still be required for the portion of a building above 25 feet in height. Mr. Chave answered
affirmatively. Chair Reed suggested the language should be clarified. Chair Reed said the drawings shown in Figure 16.43-3
are intended to illustrate how the stepbacks were originally designed to be applied. He asked if the drawings are still
necessary if the stepback requirement is eliminated. Mr. Chave advised that the stepback requirement would still apply in the
BD5 zone.
Chair Reed asked if the City Council considered retaining or at least encouraging the stepback for the portion of buildings
over 25 feet or for a third story when they made the decision to eliminate the stepback requirement or if they were satisfied
that adequate design standards would address their concerns. Mr. Chave answered that they did not. He explained that
stepbacks are potentially counterproductive, considering some of the other building design in the downtown.
Chair Reed asked if the language in ECDC 22.43.060(B)(1)(j) was updated to incorporate the Board’s February 13th
comments. Mr. Chave recalled that the Commission discussed whether this item should include both “green walls” and
“living walls.” Board Member Duncan pointed out that green walls can be accomplished in several different ways. He
suggested that perhaps the language should be a little more specific to require that the plant material must cover a certain
amount of the wall upon installation. Chair Reed recalled that at the last meeting, Vice Chair Stewart suggested a definition
for “green walls” and pointed out that “living walls” is another name for “green walls.” At that time, she recommended that
both “green walls” and “green facades” should be used in Item J. Mr. Chave suggested that Board Member Duncan’s
concern could be addressed by adding a footnote that requires a minimum coverage of 25% of the wall at the time of
installation.
Regarding Mr. Hertrich’s comment about whether or not the stepback requirement should be eliminated, Chair Reed clarified
that the City Council has already made the decision to eliminate the stepback requirement, but they decided not to take
formal action until design standards are in place to guide future development. They tasked the Board with making a
recommendation regarding the appropriate design standards for the BD2, BD3 and BD4 zones. The Board has decided the
best approach would be to simply apply the existing BD1 Design Standards to the other BD zones, with some minor changes.
Board Member Clarke added that the Board has already forwarded a recommendation to the City Council that the stepback
requirement be eliminated for the BD2, BD3 and BD4 zones, and the City Council concurred.
Board Member Clarke asked if projecting signs would be limited to one per building. Mr. Chave answered that the limit
would be one projecting sign per business. He emphasized that the sign code would still limit the maximum amount of sign
area allowed for each building, and the property owner would be responsible for parceling out the allowed sign area amongst
the businesses located in the building. He said that, typically, projecting signs are placed near the street front entries where
the pedestrian activity occurs. The businesses located on upper floors typically use window signs to identify their businesses.
Board Member Clarke referred to the picture provided of the Dayton Place Building, which has multiple slats at the corner of
the building to identify the various businesses located inside. Mr. Chave advised that this signage would be included as part
of the overall sign area allowed for the building. However, he pointed out that directional signs, such as those at the corner of
the Dayton Place Building are encouraged.
Mr. Clifton said that a lot of jurisdictions include pictures in their code to illustrate what a blade sign is. They are typically
relatively thin compared to other signage. He encouraged the Planning Board to use the term “blade sign” rather than the
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more generic term of “projecting sign.” He explained that blade signs can either project out from a building or hang from an
awning. He noted that several business owners in the downtown have expressed a desire to install blade signs. It is
important to allow both projecting and hanging blade signs to meet the needs of each individual building. Board Member
Cloutier pointed out that the actual code language states that projecting signs are “attached to or affixed to a building or wall
in a manner that is no more than 12 inches from the surface of the building or wall.” Mr. Chave explained that, traditionally,
awnings are considered part of a building, which means that hanging signs would also be allowed. He cautioned against
making more extensive changes to the sign code now, given that it will be reorganized and updated later in the year.
Board Member Duncan referred to ECDC 22.43.060(B)(1)(h) and asked if the design standards require artwork and wall
graphics to cover a certain percentage of a wall. Mr. Chave answered that there is no minimum coverage for artwork and
wall graphics. Given that there is no minimum coverage requirement for the other elements in ECDC 22.43.060(B)(1),
Board Member Duncan questioned the appropriateness of identifying a minimum coverage for green walls. The Board
remainder of the Board agreed.
CHAIR REED MOVED THAT THE BOARD FORWARD ECDC 16.43 (BD—DOWNTOWN BUSINESS) AND
ECDC 22:43 (DESIGN STANDARDS FOR THE BD ZONE) TO THE CITY COUNCIL WITH A
RECOMMENDATION OF APPROVAL AS REVISED PER THE BOARD’S DISCUSSION. BOARD MEMBER
CLARKE SECONDED THE MOTION.
Board Member Lovell referred to the comments he made at the last meeting regarding the proposal. Since that time, he has
listened to the comments and suggestions that have been offered and has read the various emails and written materials
pertaining to the proposal once again. He reiterated his belief that the City does not need to adopt additional design standards
for the BD2, BD3 and BD4 zones because the design guidelines set forth in the Comprehensive Plan are adequate. In
addition, he believes the staff and developers have the ability to figure out what is appropriate for downtown Edmonds, given
the design guidelines contained in the Comprehensive plan and the zoning regulations. He said he supports the proposed
provision that would exempt blade signs from the sign code area calculation limitations, but he will abstain from voting on
the motion because he believes the recommendation the Board forwarded to the City Council in 2011 is very adequate and
appropriate.
THE MOTION CARRIED 5-0-1, WITH BOARD MEMBER LOVELL ABSTAINING.
DISCUSSION ON INCREASING TIME FRAME FOR VALIDITY OF PRELIMINARY SHORT PLAN
APPROVAL (FILE NUMBER AMD20130002)
Ms. Machuga said the purpose of this discussion is to consider the option of increasing the time frame for validity of
preliminary short plat approval for subdivisions of fewer than five lots. She briefly reviewed the current short plat process,
which consists of three phase:




During the Preliminary Review, the City reviews the proposal based on the zoning regulations, critical areas
regulations, etc. and identifies the conditions necessary for the subdivision to comply with the code. This process
takes about three to five months to complete.
As part of the Civil Review, an applicant provides more detailed engineer drawings showing the proposed civil
improvements. This process usually takes three months to complete.
During the Final Review, the City reviews the final documents to make sure all of the conditions from the
preliminary approve are met. This process typically takes about a month to complete.

Ms. Machuga explained that the current code causes preliminary approval of short plats to expire after five years. That
means an applicant has five years after preliminary approval to complete the civil and final review processes and for the
subdivision to be recorded. She advised that in 2010 and 2012, the State extended the time frame for formal subdivisions
(five or more lots) to allow up to seven years for final approval if preliminary approval is issued on or before December 31,
2014. The time frame for final approval for formal subdivisions that received preliminary approval before December 31,
2007 was extended to nine years. The time frame reverts back to five years for final approval when preliminary approval is
issued on or after January 1, 2015. However, state law does not mandate a deadline for short plats, so it is up to each
jurisdiction to determine the appropriate time frame. She advised that some jurisdictions have changed their time frames for
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Approved February 27th

CITY OF EDMONDS
PLANNING BOARD MINUTES
February 13, 2013

Chair Reed called the meeting of the Edmonds Planning Board to order at 7:00 p.m. in the Council Chambers, Public Safety
Complex, 250 – 5th Avenue North.
BOARD MEMBERS PRESENT
John Reed, Chair
Valerie Stewart, Vice Chair
Bill Ellis
Philip Lovell
Neil Tibbott

STAFF PRESENT
Rob Chave, Development Services Director
Karin Noyes, Recorder

BOARD MEMBERS ABSENT
Kevin Clarke (excused)
Todd Cloutier (excused)
Ian Duncan (excused)
READING/APPROVAL OF MINUTES
VICE CHAIR STEWART MOVED THAT THE MINUTES OF JANUARY 23, 2013 BE APPROVED AS
SUBMITTED. BOARD MEMBER TIBBOTT SECONDED THE MOTION. THE MOTION CARRIED
UNANIMOUSLY.
ANNOUNCEMENT OF AGENDA
The agenda was accepted as presented.
AUDIENCE COMMENTS
No one in the audience indicated a desire to address the Board during this portion of the meeting.
PUBLIC HEARING ON DRAFT PROPOSAL TO AMEND THE EDMONDS COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
CODE (ECDC) TO APPLY DESIGN STANDARDS TO THE BD2, BD3 AND BD4 ZONES TO REPLACE THE
REQUIREMENT FOR BUILDING STEPBACKS.
THE PROPOSAL ALSO INCLUDES A PROVISION
EXEMPTING SMALL DECORATIVE “BLADE SIGNS” FROM SIGN CODE AREA CALCULATION
LIMITATIONS
Mr. Chave reviewed that in 2011 the Planning Board recommended that the City Council remove the stepback requirement
from the Downtown Business (BD) zones as part its recommendation on a package of BD zoning amendments. The City
Council reviewed the amendments and conducted a public hearing. They indicated an inclination to support the
recommendation to eliminate the setback requirement but wanted to make sure adequate design standards were in place
before doing so. They asked the Planning Board to recommend design standards for the BD zones. On January 9, 2013, the
Planning Board and members of the Architectural Design Board reviewed the existing design standards for the BD1 zone
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(retail core), which do not require stepbacks. They determined that, with the exception of the BD5 zone, it would make sense
to apply the same standards to the other BD zoning districts so that the stepback requirement could be eliminated. He pointed
out that no buildings in the BD zones have stepbacks at this time, which suggests that good design has less to do with
stepbacks and more to do with architectural features.
Mr. Chave referred the Board to the draft amendment language for Chapter 16.43 (zoning provisions) and Chapter 22:43
(design standards), which was included in the Staff Report as Attachment 1. He advised that the amendment proposes to
apply the design standards adopted for the BD1 zone to development in the BD2, BD3 and BD4 zones, with the incorporation
of some minor improvements to the design standard language. He explained that Chapter 22.43 addresses a number of
things, including massing, articulation, orientation to the street, façade details, pedestrian-friendly features and appropriate
signage. It also addresses avoiding blank walls and windows, which are very important on retail streets to ensure the
streetscape is attractive. There is also language regarding screening for mechanical equipment.
Mr. Chave said staff recommends the Planning Board forward a recommendation to the City Council to apply the existing
BD1 Design Standards to the BD2, BD3, and BD4 zones, as well. He explained that the proposed amendment would not
apply to the BD5 zone (4th Avenue Arts Corridor) where the stepback requirement is consistent with the overall character of
the street. Because development along 4th Avenue is intended to be smaller in scale, he suggested that further investigation is
needed before establishing design standards for the BD5 zone. He reminded the Board that the City recently conducted a
study of the corridor, which suggests that design standards for development closer to Main Street could be somewhat
different than the design standards for properties further north on 4th Avenue where development is smaller and spaced
further apart. He expressed his belief that the proposed amendment to apply the BD1 Design Standards to the BD2, BD3 and
BD4 zones could go forward with the understanding that the Board would want to take another look at the BD5 zone at some
point in the future based on the new information contained in the 4th Avenue Study. He reminded the Board that property
owners on 4th Avenue were heavily involved in the Arts Corridor planning process, and they will likely have a strong interest
in making sure the zoning follows through with what the plan says.
Chair Reed recalled that a very specific preliminary design plan for the 4th Avenue Arts Corridor was presented to the
Planning Board over a year ago. He asked if this plan would be resurrected at some point in the future to address specific
zoning issues related to 4th Avenue. Mr. Chave answered affirmatively and advised that the zoning should closely represent
the plan.
Mr. Chave advised that due to a website glitch, the Staff Report and attachments were not posted on the City’s website until
late on Monday (February 11th). Therefore, the Board has agreed to continue the public hearing to February 27th to make sure
all interested members of the public have had an opportunity to review and comment on the proposal.
THE PUBLIC HEARING WAS OPENED. AS NO ONE IN THE AUDIENCE INDICATED A DESIRE TO
PARTICIPATE, THE PUBLIC PORTION OF THE MEETING WAS CLOSED.
Board Member Lovell pointed out that the BD1 zone requires a ground floor height of 15 feet, and the ground floor height
requirement in the other BD zones is only 12 feet. He referred to Figure 16.43-1, which illustrates how ground floor height
would be measured. He noted that the figure identifies a 15-foot height requirement, which could lead to some confusion.
He suggested the drawing could be relabeled to make the different ground floor height requirements clear. For example, the
illustration could simply refer to Figure 16.43-2, which identifies the minimum ground floor height requirement for each of
the BD zones. Board Member Ellis clarified that Figure 16.43-1 is intended to provide an example of how ground floor
height would be measured, and it just happens to use the 15-foot height required in the BD1 zone. The Board agreed it would
be appropriate for staff to add clarifying language in either Figure 16.43-1 (Page 6) or Footnote 4 under Table 16.43-2 (Page
4).
Board Member Lovell referred to Subsection 16.43.030(C)(2)(b) (Page 11) and asked if the term “stepback” refers to the total
building stepback. Mr. Chave answered affirmatively. Chair Reed agreed that this language is confusing and could be
further clarified.
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Board Member Lovell pointed out that Subsection 16.43.030(C)(3) (Page 11) refers to a list in ECDC 21.40.030. Mr. Chave
explained that this list is found in the definition for height, which is located elsewhere in the code. The list includes such
things as stand pipes, elevator shafts, etc. He noted that no changes have been proposed to this section of the code.
Board Member Lovell pointed out that the title on the cover page of Chapter 22.43 needs to be updated to “Design Standards
for the BD Zones.” Mr. Chave agreed. Board Member Lovell referred to Subsection 22.43.060(B)(1), which lists a number
of architectural treatments that could be used on walls or portions of walls that abut streets or are visible from residential
areas. He specifically referred to Item J (Green Walls) and the question raised by staff about whether the term “green walls”
would include living walls in which the plants are rooted in a structural support fastened to the wall, green facades with
climbing plants rooted in the ground, or both. Board Member Lovell pointed out that walls facing the street are supposed to
be 75% glass on the ground floor. Mr. Chave explained that Subsection 22.43.060(B)(1) is intended to address blank walls
on facades that abut streets or public ways or are visible from residential properties. No treatment would be required for
facades that are not visible to the public. He suggested the language could be clarified by eliminating the words “streetfacing.”
Board Member Ellis noted that the term “green walls” has also been used in other City documents, and it would be helpful to
add a definition to clarify what a “green wall” is. Vice Chair Stewart suggested the Board consider incorporating the
following definition: “Living walls or green walls are self-sufficient, vertical gardens that are attached to the exterior or
interior of a building. They differ from green facades (e.g. ivy walls) in that the plants root in a structural support, which is
fastened to the wall itself. The plants receive water and nutrients from within the vertical support instead of from the
ground.” In answer to staff’s question regarding Item J, Vice Chair Stewart pointed out that “living walls” is another name
for “green walls.” She recommended, and the Board concurred, that both “green walls” and “green facades” should be used
in Item J.
Board Member Ellis questioned if the proposed new language in Subsection 16.43.060(C)(2)(b) (Page 11) is necessary. Mr.
Chave explained that this subsection would only apply to the BD5 zone, as stepbacks would no longer be required in the
other BD zones. He agreed to consider the impacts of eliminating this language and report back to the Board. Board
Member Ellis pointed out that if Subsection 16.43.060(C)(2)(b) is eliminated, Subsection 16.43.060(F)(1)(a) (Page 12)
should either be eliminated or cross referenced to the correct subsection that deals specifically with stepbacks in the BD5
zone.
Chair Reed referred to Table 16.43-2 (Page 4), which proposes a maximum height limit of 30 feet in the BD1, BD2, BD3 and
BD4 zones. He recalled that the Board previously agreed that if the stepback requirement is eliminated, the provision for an
additional five feet in height for development that meets the requirements enumerated in ECDC 16.43.030(B) would be
irrelevant. Therefore, the maximum height limit for the BD1, BD2, BD3 and BD4 zones should be set at 30 feet, and the
design standards should apply to all development in these zones, regardless of height. He asked if changing the maximum
height to 30 feet would create a conflict with other sections of the Code. Mr. Chave answered that he does not anticipate any
conflicts. The provisions for an additional five feet in height would still be applicable to the BD5 zone.
Board Member Lovell said he recently had an opportunity to review the background materials related to the proposed
amendments. He reminded the Board that they spent a considerable amount of time and effort during the second quarter of
2011 reviewing the proposed change and forwarding a recommendation to the City Council. He expressed frustration that
the issue still has not been resolved nearly two years later. Based on statements made by various City Council members at
previous meetings, he said he is hesitant to endorse a further recommendation at this time. He said it is his impression that
the City Council is in no hurry to change any provisions regarding zoning in downtown Edmonds. He specifically noted:


On August 21, 2012 some Council members indicated a desire to defer a decision on the proposed amendments until the
matter of development agreements could be concurrently addressed. It was stated that elimination of the stepback
requirement for buildings 30 feet high, regardless of roof configuration, would essentially allow 30-foot high “boxy
buildings” to be constructed in the downtown.



On October 2, 2012, the City Council generally agreed that the design criteria should be similar throughout all of the BD
zones. They emphasized that it was not the intent to increase allowable building heights, but only to eliminate the
stepback requirement. However, some City Council Members suggested that the discussion about stepbacks and design
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standards should be deferred until the matter of development agreements has been discussed and determined. Some City
Council Members expressed a concern that eliminating the stepback provisions would merely comprise a shortcut
towards building 30-foot tall “boxes” in the downtown. While some members of the Council expressed their belief that
“boxy buildings” should not be built in the downtown, an actual review of current building stock within the downtown
zones confirms the fact that a large quantity of “boxy” buildings already exist. Some of them are even considered
“historic.”


On October 16, 2012, some City Council Members further expressed their desire that the matter of development
agreements be undertaken before dealing with BD zone design standards. However, to his knowledge, the City Council
has yet to determine the matter of development agreements.

Board Member Lovell questioned if the Planning Board should make a recommendation to the City Council regarding design
standards for the BD2, BD3 and BD4 zones. He questioned the Council’s desire to resolve the issue at this time. If the
Board recommends that the BD1 Design Standards be applied to the BD2, BD3 and BD4 zones and the City Council rejects
the recommendation, would that decision imply that they no longer support the BD1 Design Standards? He noted that no
public comment was received during the hearing, and he is hesitant for the Board to go through the extra work of forwarding
a recommendation to the City Council when he believes the recommendation the Board put forth in 2011 is perfectly
adequate.
Chair Reed reminded the Board that the City Council did take action on some of the elements contained in the Board’s 2011
recommendation. In addition, they generally agreed to eliminate the stepback requirement, but they wanted to have adequate
design standards in place before adopting the change. The Board has discussed that the BD1 Design Standards, with some
minor modifications, would provide adequate and enforceable standards if applied to the BD2, BD3 and BD4 zones. While
he understands Board Member Lovell’s frustration, he felt it would be appropriate for the Board to continue the hearing to
February 27th, and then formulate a recommendation to the City Council.
Mr. Chave reported that the City Council has met with the City Attorney to discuss development agreements and incentive
zoning. He also reminded the Board that the majority of City Council Members appear to support the proposal to eliminate
the stepback requirement, but they are hesitant to do so absent strong design standards in the code. He agreed with Chair
Reed that it would be appropriate for the Board to respond to the City Council’s direction by forwarding a recommendation
for their consideration. He clarified that the City Council’s decisions regarding the stepback requirement would not be
predicated on their future discussions about development agreements and incentive zoning. Therefore, the Planning Board’s
recommendation regarding design standards for the BD zones could be presented to the City Council in March.
A MEMBER OF THE AUDIENCE REQUESTED AN OPPORTUNITY TO ADDRESS THE BOARD, AND THE BOARD
AGREED THAT WOULD BE APPROPRIATE.
Doug Spee said he owns property in the BD2 zone, and he has been following the stepback and design standard issue closely.
He said he supports the City Council’s desire for adequate design standards before eliminating the stepback requirement, and
the proposed amendment is fair and easy to understand. He commented that the City Council appears to be terrified of
approving any change that is complicated, and they use their fear and paranoia to delay decisions. While he finds this
inexcusable, the fact is that any proposal that comes before the City Council must be simple and easy to understand. He
expressed his belief that the current proposal meets this requirement and does not include anything new or complicated.
Mr. Spee voiced frustration that the City Council does not have confidence in the City staff’s ability to interact with
developers to address issues and come up with good design. They also do not acknowledge the capabilities of the
Architectural Design Board. The architectural design review process is grueling and a major component of approval. He
encouraged the Board to stay positive. The proposed amendments are fair, easy to follow, and needed right now.
Mr. Spee commented that the Designated Street Front Map that was recently incorporated into the ECDC is fabulous and
helps both staff and developers understand exactly what is required. However, he is disappointed that the City Council still
has not taken action on the Planning Board’s recommendation related to development agreements, which was forwarded to
them more than 18 months ago. He felt the City Council tabled the issue too easily. He summarized that the stepback issue
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is critical for anyone wanting to try new design.
recommendation to the City Council.

He encouraged the Board to continue to move forward with a

Regarding the Board’s earlier discussion about Subsection 20.43.060, Mr. Chave suggested that if the transparency (window)
requirement is specifically tied to the street level on the designated street front, which is where transparency really matters, it
would be clear that the language in this subsection would apply to the portions of the street front façade that are not part of
the pedestrian designated street front. The Board concurred.
Once again, Chair Reed advised that the public hearing would be continued to February 27th.
DISCUSSION ON WESTGATE PLAN AND FORM-BASED CODE
Mr. Chave referred the Board to the document titled, “Revisioning Westgate: A District Plan and Form-Based Code” dated
August 29, 2012. He advised that the plan has not changed in recent months. While staff believes the form-based code
approach is appropriate to apply to zoning in both Westgate and Five Corners, it is also important to address the differences
between the two locations. For example, the Five Corners plan could focus more on external orientation, and the Westgate
plan could be more internally oriented. He explained that while there is some pedestrian activity on SR-104, 9th Avenue and
100th Avenue, there is more opportunity for walking within the quadrants rather than between the quadrants. This is
particularly true when crossing SR-104. Going forward, staff believes it would make sense to reconfigure the Westgate
material to place more emphasis on internal circulation elements. While maintain a connection between the sidewalk and the
building is important, locating buildings against the sidewalk may not be as important. Connections within the quadrants will
be more important than connections between the quadrants.
Although different in scale, Mr. Chave referred to University Village as a good example of the concept staff is proposing.
There are different activity areas within the large development. It is easy to walk between buildings in each of the activity
areas because there are good internal connections. While there is also access to the wide and busy streets, the external access
is less important. The strong internal connections provide an opportunity for pedestrian-friendly access for people to walk
within the activity areas. He suggested this same concept would make sense for Westgate where orientation towards the
perimeter of the development is important, but less important than strong internal connections.
Mr. Chave recalled that the University of Washington team had some concern about using the same approach for both Five
Corners and Westgate. They did their best to provide good ideas that can apply to both areas such as incentives tied to
height, Green Factor elements, and guidelines related to building design, building orientation, frontage improvements, etc.
However, the plan calls for buildings to be located at the street front. Staff is recommending that setbacks of up to ten feet be
allowed in the Westgate area to take into account the speed and quantity of traffic on the roadways. He reminded the Board
that the larger setbacks identified in the current code result in planting strips along the sidewalk with an expanse of asphalt
between the building and sidewalk to accommodate parking. Retailers and developers typically want buildings to be more
visible from the streets rather than set back behind parking lots. When buildings are set too far back, larger signs are
necessary in order make the business visible for people passing by on the street.
Chair Reed asked if staff’s recommendation is to address the four quadrants differently to emphasize certain elements that are
different. Mr. Chave answered affirmatively. He pointed out that building type options are different, depending on the
quadrant. In addition, the maximum height limit should vary, depending on the topography of the area. He also noted that
while there is significantly more developable land in the northwest and northeast quadrants, there is significantly less depth in
the southwest quadrant, and space in the southeast 1uadrant is severely limited. Internal orientation will be less important in
the southeast quadrant, but it will be critical in the northeast and northwest quadrants.
Mr. Chave invited the Board Members to provide feedback and direction for staff to begin to prepare a more detailed plan for
the Board’s consideration. He reminded the Board that the hallmark of the proposed plan and form-based code is to provide
both predictability and flexibility. While the plan includes a lot of detail, it also provides a lot of options. This is important
so that development does not all look the same. If the Board agrees with the direction proposed by staff, the language and
diagrams could be modified accordingly.
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important to the success of a sustainable building design program. He summarized that the bottom line is paramount to
developers. If the City offers economic incentives, developers will be encouraged to utilize “green” building techniques.
Board Member Guenther added that private owners have a financial stake in how efficient a building operates. If the City
can convince them that doing sustainable building design up front will save money in the long run, they will be more able to
recognize the value of implementing sustainable building design elements. Board Member Duncan emphasized that peer
pressure is also a big motivator for property owners to “go green.”
Chair Reed thanked Vice Chair Stewart and Board Member Duncan for their presentation. He suggested it would be
appropriate for them to make a similar presentation to the City Council, Economic Development Commission and
Architectural Design Board. He suggested it would be helpful for them to include examples of how sustainable building
design has been financially feasible and successfully incorporated into development in the community.
Board Member Cloutier commented that while it is great to talk about how to implement sustainable building design in new
or redevelopment projects, they do not have any numbers or goals in place to clearly identify the benefits. Implementing
sustainable building design to make them feel good is the wrong reason. Builders will not support it and neither should the
Board. Because the City is primarily built out, simple behavior changes could have an immediate and significant impact on
the consumption of materials and energy. For example, if every homeowner in Edmonds switched to dual-flush toilets, there
would be a significant reduction in water usage. Significant energy would be saved if every homeowner lowered their
thermostat by 2 degrees. Before they spend a lot of time changing the Development Code to implement “green” elements, he
suggested they should compare the impact the code changes would likely have on energy consumption with the impact of
changing behaviors. Vice Chair Stewart agreed that starting with the “low-hanging fruit” would be the best way to start, but
they should also move towards greater programs.
REFERRAL FROM CITY COUNCIL: CONSIDERATION OF EXPANDING DESIGN STANDARDS TO ENABLE
REMOVAL OF STEPBACK REQUIREMENTS IN DOWNTOWN BUSINESS (BD) ZONES
Mr. Chave reviewed that in 2011 the Planning Board recommended that the City Council remove stepback requirements from
the BD zones as part of its recommendation on a package of BD zoning amendments. The City Council indicated their
general support but asked the Planning Board to recommend design standards that would provide design parameters for
downtown development prior to removing the stepback provision. He reminded the Board that design standards are only in
place for the BD1 zone. Staff believes that these existing standards offer a good starting place for the discussion of what
design standards should apply to the remaining BD zones.
Mr. Chave recalled that a study was completed in 2005 to identify potential design standards for the BD zones. The Planning
Board spent many months reviewing the study. While the study was never formally adopted, some of its general design
objectives were incorporated into the Downtown/Waterfront portion of the Comprehensive Plan and apply to all of the BD
zones. Subsequent to the study, the City worked with Mark Hinshaw, an Urban Designer, to further discuss the issue of
design objectives and guidelines. To address specific concerns about building heights and design, the City Council agreed
with Mr. Hinshaw’s strong suggestion that the City establish firm design standards for the BD1 zone in particular. Because
the design standards offered enough assurance that good design would be required, the City Council agreed that no stepback
requirement would be necessary in the BD1 zone. The current proposal is to eliminate the stepback requirement for the other
BD zones and apply the design standards, instead.
Mr. Chave explained that the BD zones are all very similar. The BD1 zone is considered the downtown retail core. The BD2
zone is the downtown mixed-commercial zone and is the largest in the downtown business area. The BD3 zone is the
downtown convenience commercial zone located on the southern end of the downtown area. Existing development in the
BD3 zone includes the Petosa’s Grocery Store and Baskin Robbins. While the uses allowed are similar to the other BD
zones, it does not have the same level of pedestrian activity and drive though uses are allowed. The BD4 zone is located in
the southwest corner of the downtown area and is currently developed with primarily residential uses. It allows mixed use
development similar to the BD2 zone, but requires that commercial development be located at the street front. It also allows
multi-family residential development with a standard setback requirement. The BD1 design standards could apply to all
mixed-use and commercial developments in the BD4 zone. However, simple multi-family residential development that is
setback from the street 15 feet could be exempt from the design standards. The BD5 zone (4th Avenue Cultural Corridor) is
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different than the other BD zones. Design standards for the BD5 zone will be taken up as a separate issue. He referred to the
4th Avenue Arts Corridor Study, which ads emphasis on historic elements of building design.
Mr. Chave said he and Mr. Clifton reviewed the BD1 design standards. With just a few exceptions, they believe they could
be applied to the BD2, BD3 and BD4 zones, as well. However, they recommend that ECDC 22.43.060 should be changed to
increase the number of elements an applicant must incorporate into any ground-floor, street-facing façade. He expressed his
belief that the number could be increased to five or six without any significant cost. It would simply mean that buildings
must look better. Again, he suggested that the BD1 standards could be applied uniformly across the BD1, BD2, and BD3
zones where buildings are required to locate within 10 feet of the street front. However, the standards should only apply to
mixed-use commercial development in the BD4 zone. Strictly multi-family residential development requires a 15-foot
setback, making the design standards unnecessary.
Chair Reed questioned why the multi-family development on 5th Avenue near Howell Way was included in the BD3 zone.
He asked if the intent is for the BD3 zone to eventually extend further south 5th Avenue. Mr. Chave said the BD3 zone
mirrors the extent of the previous Community Business (BC) zone. He said some people have questioned whether the
southernmost end of the BD3 zone should be changed to multi-family residential (RM) zoning at some point in time. He
agreed that because of its location outside of the walking area of downtown it is different. The existing development in this
zone is generally uses that people drive to.
Board Member Guenther said that rather than creating separate design standards for each of the BD zones, he would prefer to
apply to the existing BD1 design standards to the BD2, BD3 and BD4 zones, with some minor adjustments. Mr. Chave
agreed that this would be the simplest approach to implement and administer. He said that, based on recent projects in the
City and elsewhere, staff believes the existing BD1 design standards are still applicable and appropriate and could be easily
applied to the BD2, BD3 and BD4 zones, as well. However, multi-family residential development in the BD4 zone could be
exempt from the design standard requirement.
Mr. Chave said staff also discussed the BD3 zone, where existing development is set back from the street. If the Board
decides they want to encourage more pedestrian activity in the BD3 zone, they could insist that any new development be
located at the street front, and the design standards would apply. If development is not required to be at the street front in this
zone, then developments that are set back from the street could be exempted from the design standards.
Board Member Ellis said he reviewed the City Council minutes and learned that their major concerns\ was that square
monolithic buildings could be developed if the City removes the stepback requirement without having sufficient design
standards in place. He agreed with staff that the simplest way to address this concern is to apply the BD1 standards to all BD
zones. He suggested the Board should concentrate their discussion on whether or not this approach is appropriate.
Board Member Ellis said the City Council also raised concern about the BD5 zone. He asked if some other document would
address design in the BD5 zone if the stepback requirement is eliminated. Mr. Chave said the same concept staff proposed
for the BD4 zone could be applied to the BD5 zone, requiring mixed-use commercial development to abide by the design
standards. Design requirements for other types of development in the BD5 zone could be addressed by the 4th Avenue
Cultural Corridor Plan.
Mr. Clifton expressed his belief that the arbitrary stepback requirement does not make a building more attractive.
Architectural embellishments such as recessed entries, pronounced windows, and cornices are what make a building
attractive. To say that removing the stepback requirement would result in ugly, box development is irrational. It is possible
to have an unattractive building with stepbacks, as well. The stepback requirement arbitrarily cuts off a much needed portion
of the building. He said he supports applying the existing BD1 design standards to the BD2, BD3 and BD4 zones, as well.
He said he was discouraged in 2005 when the City Council chose not to incorporate design standards in the other BD zones
because the development community did not support the concept.
Board Member Duncan asked if staff supports the concept of requiring all buildings in the BD2, BD3 and BD4 zones to be
located on the street. Mr. Clifton said he would prefer that structures be located against the street, with parking in the back of
the site. Mr. Chave recommended that ECDC 22.43.020.B.1 be amended to change “buildings” to “building frontages.” He
explained that if ECDC 22.43.020.B.1 were applied to properties in the BD3 zone, all new buildings would be required to
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locate at the street front, with parking at the back of the property. Board Member Duncan asked at what point a major
renovation becomes reconstruction. Mr. Chave said they do not have a threshold for making this determination.
Chair Reed noted that the Downtown/Waterfront Plan in the Comprehensive Plan states that auto-oriented uses are allowed in
the BD3 zone. He asked if applying the BD1 design standards to require development to locate on the street front would be
inconsistent with the Comprehensive Plan. Mr. Chave explained that requiring a building to be located on the street front
would not prohibit auto-oriented uses. However, driveways and parking would not be allowed to locate between the building
and the street. He emphasized that the design standards do not insist that the entire length of the streetscape has to be a
building. However, he agreed that a footnote could be added to the design standards to make this clear.
Board Member Tibbott said his understanding of the current code is that the additional height (from 25 feet to 30 feet) could
only be achieved with a stepback. Eliminating the stepback requirement, as proposed, would mean that a developer could
achieve the maximum height with certain design accommodations. He asked what a developer might provide in terms of
amenities or design features in order to obtain the maximum height. Mr. Chave answered that the BD1 design standards
provide illustrations that give a good idea of what would be expected.
Chair Reed noted that, as currently proposed, ECDC 16.43.030.C would allow an additional five feet of building height in the
BD1, BD2, BD3 and BD4 zones if a development meets the requirements enumerated in ECDC 16.43.030.B. He suggested
the best approach would be to simply change the height limit to 30 feet in the BD zones, eliminate the stepback requirement,
and require all development to be consistent with the design standards. Mr. Chave agreed that would be the best approach.
He pointed out that, as currently written, a building that meets the 25-foot height limit would be exempt from the design
standards, and that is not the City Council’s intent. He expressed his belief that all buildings in the BD1, BD2, BD3 and BD4
zones should be required to meet the design standards regardless of their height. Mr. Clifton also agreed that this approach
would be the simplest for developers to understand and staff to administer.
Mr. Clifton recalled that Mr. Chave provided a lengthy presentation to the City Council to illustrate the types of development
that has occurred in Edmonds based on different codes in place at the time. Many of the existing buildings would not be
allowed under the current code, yet they are some of the most interesting and compelling buildings in the downtown. Mr.
Chave specifically pointed out that the stepback requirement does not necessarily result in good design. Good design can be
accomplished better through design standards.
The Board agreed that if the stepback requirement is eliminated, the provision for an additional 5 feet in height would be
irrelevant. The maximum height limit for the BD1, BD2, BD3 and BD4 zones should be set at 30 feet. The design standards
would apply to all development in these zones, regardless of height. Mr. Clifton clarified that the Board is not proposing to
increase building height in the BD zones. The maximum building height would remain at 30 feet, which is the height of most
of the existing development. The difference is instead of requiring sloped roofs to achieve the maximum height, developers
could use other architectural features to make the buildings more interesting.
Chair Reed commented that in all their discussions about stepbacks, neither the City Council nor the Planning Board talked
about how the concept would be applied to sloped lots that can accommodate three-story development. Mr. Chave said it is
difficult to predict where these situations will occur. He explained that the design standards would apply to all buildings
regardless of whether they are one, two or three stories. The design of a building must still address the horizontal and vertical
elements identified in the design standards. While there is some variation in height along the streetscape, the streetscape
should be fairly uniform if development is consistent with the design standards. He summarized that the streetscape should
be pedestrian friendly, and buildings should be oriented towards the street.
Board Member Tibbott asked if there is anything that would compel, encourage or entice a developer to offer open space as
part of a project. Mr. Chave answered that developments that exceed a certain threshold would be required to provide open
space. Board Member Tibbott asked if elements such as elevator shafts and mechanical equipment would be allowed to
exceed the 30-foot height limit. Mr. Chave answered that rooftop equipment is addressed elsewhere in the code, but the
design standards require that it be screened.
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Board Member Lovell referred to the illustration provided in ECDC 22.43.010.B.1, which does make it clear that a building
could potentially be three stories. Mr. Chave said the picture is intended to illustrate the concept of a distinct base and top
and would apply whether the building is two or three stories.
Board Member Lovell asked how ECDC 22.43.020.B.A would be applied to buildings located on corner lots. He recalled
that, as per language elsewhere in the code, a building on a corner lot would only have one designated street front. Mr.
Clifton agreed this is addressed elsewhere in the code. To clarify the issue, he suggested that ECDC 22.43.020.B.1 be
amended to read, “Building frontages shall be primarily oriented to the adjacent street, rather than the parking lot and/or
alley.
Board Member Lovell suggested that ECDC 22.43.030.B.1 be amended to reduce the number of criteria that ground-floor,
street-facing facades of commercial and mixed-use buildings must meet from five to three. Mr. Chave cautioned against
reducing this requirement. He noted that the elements are not hard to incorporate into a design, and multiple elements are
needed to contribute to the overall look of the building. The majority of the Board concurred.
Vice Chair Stewart asked staff to provide pictures of buildings in the BD zones that illustrate the current code requirements
for setbacks, stepbacks and height and how they would be altered by the current proposal. She expressed her belief that
people would only walk in areas where there is something interesting to look at, which does not include parking lots. The
said she supports encouraging pedestrian-scale development that is closer to the street whenever possible. Board Member
Guenther said the intent of the standards is to improve connections up and down the street by bringing storefronts out to the
sidewalk to engage people in what is going on inside the buildings. Mr. Chave noted that applying the BD1 design standards
to the BD3 zone would accomplish this goal.
Board Member Lovell referred to ECDC 22.43.030.B.2 and suggested it would be appropriate to require that entry areas be
level with the sidewalk. However, they should not preclude the remainder of first floor retail area from being out of parallel
with the sidewalk. Board Member Guenther agreed it is highly desirable to have at-grade entrances. Chair Reed pointed out
that this issue is sufficiently addressed in ECDC 16.43.030. However, to clarify the intent, the Board agreed to change
ECDC 22.43.030.B.2 to read, “ground floor commercial space is intended to be accessible and at grade with the sidewalk. . .”
Board Member Lovell suggested that the provision in ECDC 22.43.050.B.2 requiring transparent windows could be reduced
for buildings located on corner lots where only one elevation would be considered the street front. Chair Reed pointed out
that the other street-facing façade would still be required to meet the requirements in ECDC 22.43.060.B.1 regarding blank
wall treatments. Mr. Chave referred to the map of designated street fronts. He suggested the requirement in ECDC
22.43.050.B.2 could be tied to the façade located on the designated street front only. However, if a corner building is located
on two designated street fronts, transparent windows would be required on both facades. Mr. Clifton pointed out that the
transparency requirement would only apply to the portions of buildings between 2 and 10 feet in height and not 75% of the
entire street facing façade.
Mr. Clifton recalled that the recent presentation by Roger Brooks stressed the value of blade signs in the downtown area.
Several property owners have expressed a desire to put up blade signs, but they are hesitant to go through the lengthy sign
permit process. Staff is recommending that ECDC 22.43.040B.9 be amended to allow blade signs up to a certain size and
exempt them from being counted as part of the overall sign area allowed. The Board agreed that would be appropriate. They
also agreed that the word “encouraged” should be changed to “preferred.” Vice Chair Stewart suggested that the size limit
for blade signs should not be too small. The larger ones in the illustrations provided are attractive and add architectural detail
to the street front. In answer to Board Member Tibbott’s question, Mr. Chave said safety issues related to blade signs are
covered in the City’s right-of-way standards.
The majority of the Board agreed to change ECDC 23.43.060.B.1 to require at least five (not four) of the listed elements into
the ground-floor, street-facing façade. They also agreed to add another element, “green walls.” Board Member Walker
pointed out that it is more about quality than numbers when it comes to elements on the street-facing façade. Using three
elements might result in a great development, and using seven may look ridiculous. He asked if there is a way to prevent the
design from being “tacky.” Mr. Clifton suggested the design standards could provide more illustrations of good architecture
to motivate, promote and encourage the design of more interesting buildings. Board Member Ellis noted that this approach is
consistent with a design-based code.
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Councilmember Bloom noted the problem of the railroad tracks blocking the beach and emergency access
has existed for many years. She was concerned including this large project on the CFP commits the City
to addressing the emergency access issue via an underpass. She suggested an alternate project that would
address emergency access separate from ferry loading. Mr. Williams answered the CFP is a 20-year plan
and it is not unreasonable to take a visionary approach. Including the project in the CFP does not commit
the City to anything; the City is not seeking design and construction funds for an undercrossing but rather
funds for a conceptual analysis of viable alternatives. If the solution also addresses ferry loading, the City
is much more likely to acquire funding with WSDOT Ferries Division as a partner.
Councilmember Bloom questioned how the emergency access problem will be addressed in the short
term, envisioning there was a less expensive alternative to addressing emergency access. Mr. Williams
answered knowing that train traffic will increase, the problem will worsen in the future. He suggested it is
possible to continue to live with the problem now while trying to identify a visionary solution without
doing an interim solution.
Mayor Earling advised the next step is a public hearing at the Planning Board.
COUNCIL PRESIDENT PETERSON MOVED, SECONDED BY COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON,
TO EXTEND THE MEETING FOR 45 MINUTES. MOTION CARRIED (4-2),
COUNCILMEMBERS BLOOM AND FRALEY-MONILLAS VOTING NO.
13.

CONTINUED DISCUSSION REGARDING STEP-BACKS.

Interim Development Services Director Rob Chave commented when discussing step-backs, the real issue
is design. He pointed out there have been distinct periods in the history of downtown buildings:
• Prior to 1956 adoption of zoning code
• 1956 to 1981
• 1981 to 1997
• 1997 to 2005
• 2005 to Now
Height limits have also changed over time:
• First zoning code in 1956: 45 feet
• 1964: 35 feet
• 1981: 30 feet
o Pitched roof / modulated design / step-backs
• Codes since 1981 have addressed what happens in the 5 feet above 25 feet, but the 30-foot height
limit has remained unchanged
• 2005 - step-back required to increase building height from 25 to 30 feet
Mr. Chave displayed photographs of buildings constructed prior to 1956: historic forms that still exist,
some are on the Historic Register, buildings that are important factors in the feel and design of downtown.
He displayed photographs of buildings constructed 1956 to 1981 that he termed as the “simple box,”
unadorned with little architectural character. The solution when the height limit was lowered to 30 feet in
1981 was a pitched roof but still no design guidance. He displayed photographs of building constructed
1981 to 1997, commenting the buildings tended to be a box with a “hat” on top. Beginning in 1997 there
was a requirement for modulated buildings. He displayed photographs of buildings constructed 19972005, explaining the result was different roof forms and some attempt to differentiate vertical forms with
a lot of repetitive elements.
He summarized:
• Buildings prior to 1956
o Pedestrian scale & orientation
o A richness of materials & architectural detail
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•

•

•

o Vertical detailing
1956 to 1981
o Larger scale, very simple buildings
o Lacking in architectural detail
1981 to 1997
o Some improvement in architectural detail
o Pitched roofs as an add-on or afterthought
1997 to 2005
o More architectural elements included
o More attention to vertical elements
o “Busy” horizontal elements

Mr. Chave summarized the code today requires:
• Retail core / BD1:
o No step-backs
o Mandatory design standards
• Other BD zones
o Mandatory 15-foot step-backs
o Design objectives (not design standards)
Mr. Chave commented it was difficult to find examples of 15-foot step-backs. He provided photographic
examples of 15-foot step-backs in downtown Kirkland and Old Town Bellevue, noting they were on
much taller buildings. He displayed photographs of Chanterelle’s and the Edmonds Theater, commenting
step-backs do not complement traditional commercial building styles. Using Chanterelle’s as an example,
he pointed out step-backs would not allow traditional buildings to be built. He displayed photographs of
buildings that echo traditional building styles and new construction that often tries to duplicate traditional
building styles such as Mill Creek Town Center.
Mr. Chave relayed the Planning Board recommendation to eliminate the step-back requirement in the
downtown (BD) zones. Staff supports this recommendation and believes stronger design standards are
needed that will produce good building design, such as currently exist in the BD1 zone.
If a maximum building height of 30 feet is allowed, Councilmember Buckshnis asked whether an
overhang could be required on the first level. Mr. Chave responded the BD1 zone design standards
address an overhang. There is design guidance for the other zones.
Councilmember Buckshnis referred to the zoning map and asked how the location of BD2, 3, 4 and 5
zones was determined. Mr. Chave answered BD1 is the retail core, BD3 is an auto-oriented area, BD4
already has a fair amount of multi-family therefore mixed use and multi-family are allowed, and BD5
recognized the planning done for the 4th Avenue Corridor. Everything else was zoned BD2. Most of
downtown is zoned BD1 and BD2.
Councilmember Fraley-Monillas thanked Mr. Clifton and Mr. Chave for meeting with her and providing
her the history. She expressed interest in similar design criteria throughout downtown in all the BD zones,
noting other tourist towns she has visited have the same design throughout. She agreed the intent was not
to change the height, only remove the step-back requirement. Mr. Chave commented there has been a
great deal of focus on height over the years but little focus on design.
Motion #1
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON MOVED, SECONDED BY COUNCILMEMBER BUCKSHNIS,
TO ACCEPT THE PLANNING BOARD’S RECOMMENDATION TO REMOVE THE STEPBACK REQUIREMENT OF 15 FEET FROM THE CODE.
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For Councilmember Petso, Mr. Chave explained the Planning Board was essentially saying a 30-foot
building could be constructed without a step-back. Councilmember Petso recalled the step-back provision
allowed an increase in height from 25 feet to 30 feet. She observed the motion would allow a 30 foot
building rather than requiring a step-back to obtain a height of 30 feet. Mr. Chave answered yes, although
there is still the requirement for a 12-foot ground floor.
Councilmember Fraley-Monillas agreed with removing the requirement for a step-back but wanted to
have design standards as part of the package, otherwise there would be no step-back and 30 foot boxes.
Mr. Chave stated there is general guidance in the Comprehensive Plan but no specific standards.
Councilmember Fraley-Monillas recommended removing the step-back requirement at the same time
design guidelines are adopted. Mr. Chave advised that would require referring it back to the Planning
Board.
Councilmember Bloom did not support the motion as she agreed design standards were needed in
conjunction with removing the requirement for a step-back.
Council President Peterson noted step-backs are a major component of design; in this case a horrible
component. He asked if requiring BD1 design standards throughout downtown would require Planning
Board review. Mr. Chave answered it would. Council President Peterson expressed support for the motion
and then directing the Planning Board to implement design standards throughout the downtown.
Councilmember Johnson asked when the Planning Board made this recommendation. Mr. Chave
answered over a year ago. Councilmember Johnson explained a key consideration by the Planning Board
at that time was that a 15-foot step-back after 25 feet on a building on a flat lot with a flat roof would not
produce any usable space. Mr. Chave added there are a large number of narrow lots downtown and a 15foot step-back would result in the loss of a lot of practical building space without achieving any benefit in
design. Councilmember Johnson explained that was especially true on a lot with two street frontages. She
recommended making a decision on step-backs separate from any additional work the Planning Board
does with regard to design standards as that decision is long overdue.
Councilmember Fraley-Monillas did not object to removing the requirement for a step-back; the question
was whether to remove the step-back and risk the construction of box buildings until design standards are
developed. Mr. Chave suggested as an intermediary the Council could reduce the step-back to a more
reasonable amount such as 5 feet while the Planning Board considers specific design standards. He
anticipated it would take the Planning Board until early 2013 to consider design standards.
Councilmember Buckshnis asked if the Council could implement BD1 design standards in addition to
removing the 15-foot step-back. Mr. Chave answered that was beyond the scope of what the Planning
Board considered.
Councilmember Petso suggested removing the step-back requirement with a maximum building height of
25 feet rather than 30 feet. She noted the agenda memo stated the Council would provide direction to staff
to prepare an ordinance. When the Council last discussed this, Councilmember Fraley-Monillas requested
it be discussed after development agreements and Councilmember Johnson asked that it be discussed after
incentive zoning, neither of which have been discussed by the Council. She asked whether reducing the
step-back to 5 feet rather than 15 feet was within the scope of what the Planning Board considered. Mr.
Chave answered yes; the Planning Board discussed reduced step-backs.
Amendment #1
COUNCILMEMBER PETSO MOVED, SECONDED BY COUNCILMEMBER BUCKSHNIS, TO
AMEND THE MOTION TO REDUCE THE STEP-BACKS TO 5 FEET WHILE DESIGN
STANDARDS ARE REVIEWED.
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Councilmember Bloom commented it has been suggested by some that the Council is losing the City
money because there are developers who would like to develop properties if not for the step-back
requirement. She asked if there were properties that would develop with a 5-foot step-back at 25 feet
versus a 15-foot step-back. Mr. Clifton was unsure with a 5-foot step-back but there were if the 15-foot
step-back were removed. He agreed there is a perception among developers that the Council is stalling.
Councilmember Bloom asked what kind of buildings could be constructed if the Council reduced the
step-back to 5 feet or eliminated the 15-foot step-back without design standards. Mr. Clifton agreed it
would be preferable to have BD1 design standards also apply to the BD2 – 5 zones. He also supported the
Planning Board’s recommendation to remove the 15-foot step-back requirement. Mr. Chave commented
the design review chapter states developers must abide by the Comprehensive Plan guidance in the
Downtown Waterfront Plan which includes design guidance. They are not as specific as design standards
that apply to BD1. At the time, the Council did not want specific design standards to apply to BD2 – 5
zones and were comfortable with the design objectives in the Comprehensive Plan. Staff’s intent would
be to apply the design guidance to the BD2 – 5 zones.
If the Council eliminated or reduced the step-back, Councilmember Bloom questioned how many
developers would proceed with projects before design standards could be adopted. Mr. Clifton answered
it was impossible to know how many developers would utilize the elimination of the 15-foot step-back in
their design. There is potential for one property owner to possibly move forward with a development
although no final plans have been submitted.
Council President Peterson said he will not support the amendment as a 5-foot step-back did not appear to
be a positive design element although it was better than a 15-foot step-back. He did not fear a 1979 design
because there are design guidelines in the Comprehensive Plan.
Councilmember Johnson recalled there was a 25-foot height limit in the BD zones and an additional 5 feet
if the ground floor facing the street frontage had a 15-foot ceiling height. Mr. Chave answered that was
required in BD1. There is a 12-foot ground floor requirement in BD2; that would still exist with or
without the step-back requirement.
Councilmember Fraley-Monillas would not object to eliminating the 15-foot step-back if the motion was
clear that the Planning Board would immediately begin work on design standards for BD2 – 5. She was
not comfortable with a 5-foot step-back and waiting until the Planning Board could get to the design
standards. Mr. Chave responded if the Council indicates it is a priority, staff will inform the Planning
Board and schedule it on their agenda. He anticipated the Planning Board could begin well before year
end. Councilmember Fraley-Monillas preferred that direction be in the form of a motion.
Councilmember Johnson commented problems still exist with a 5-foot step-back.
If the amendment failed, Council President Peterson offered to make an amendment to make the
development of design standards a priority.
Vote on Amendment #1
UPON ROLL CALL, THE VOTE ON THE AMENDMENT FAILED (2-4), COUNCILMEMBERS
BLOOM AND PETSO VOTING YES; AND COUNCIL PRESIDENT PETERSON AND
COUNCILMEMBERS JOHNSON, BUCKSHNIS, AND FRALEY-MONILLAS VOTING NO.
Amendment #2
COUNCIL PRESIDENT PETERSON MOVED, SECONDED BY COUNCILMEMBER
BUCKSHNIS TO AMEND THE MOTION TO INCLUDE LANGUAGE THAT DESIGN
STANDARDS FOR THE BD2, 3 AND 4 BE PUT ON THE PLANNING BOARD’S SCHEDULE AS
SOON AS POSSIBLE AS A PRIORITY OF THE CITY COUNCIL.
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Council President Peterson explained he did not include BD5 as that is the Arts Corridor where there are
primarily single family homes and it is a separate issue.
Councilmember Petso asked why design standards for BD5 were not a priority. Mr. Chave agreed design
standards for BD5 are on a separate track. The 4th Avenue Corridor Plan includes language regarding
historic preservation. Councilmember Petso asked if a 30-foot mixed use box could be constructed in the
BD5 if the step-back is eliminated. Mr. Chave commented the BD5 zone has some unique characteristics.
Councilmember Bloom did not support the motion because she preferred to have design standards in
place before making this change. There are many buildings that people are not happy with because 3
stories rather than 2 can be achieved on a slope and 3 stories are more likely to be achieved with a 25 plus
5 foot height limit with some modulation. She was concerned with massing and design and the possibility
that someone could slip in and construct a 30-foot box without appropriate design standards.
Councilmember Fraley-Monillas asked what would prevent someone from building a box before design
standards were adopted. Mr. Chave stated there are design guidelines in the form of design objectives in
the Downtown Waterfront section of the Comprehensive Plan that apply throughout downtown. They are
not as specific as the BD1 design standards. Under the design objectives, he was certain there would not
be buildings like those constructed 1956-1981 or 1981-1997; he could not rule out a building that was
similar to buildings constructed 1997 and later. The design guidelines adopted in 2004-2005 address
vertical detail; any building construction now would look much different than those constructed in the late
1990s.
COUNCIL PRESIDENT PETERSON MOVED, SECONDED BY COUNCILMEMBER FRALEYMONILLAS, MOVED TO EXTEND THE MEETING FOR 15 MINUTES. MOTION CARRIED
UNANIMOUSLY.

Councilmember Petso referred to Anderson v. Issaquah and the ability to enforce design guidelines. City
Attorney Jeff Taraday answered he had not had an opportunity to study the City’s current design
guidelines and the extent to which they are enforceable under Anderson v. Issaquah. From what Mr.
Chave said, the guidelines are not as enforceable as staff would like and to some extent the City may be
relying on a cooperative developer to provide what the City wants.
Councilmember Petso asked whether it made a difference whether the design guidelines were in the code
versus the Comprehensive Plan. Mr. Taraday answered yes. Councilmember Petso asked whether their
being in the Comprehensive Plan made them less enforceable. Mr. Chave answered the code points to the
objectives in the Comprehensive Plan as criteria for approval.
Vote on Amendment #2
THE VOTE ON THE AMENDMENT CARRIED (5-1), COUNCILMEMBER BLOOM VOTING
NO.

Mayor Earling clarified the main motion was to direct the City Attorney to prepare an ordinance.
Vote on Motion #1 as amended:
THE VOTE ON THE MAIN MOTION CARRIED (4-2) COUNCILMEMBERS PETSO AND
BLOOM VOTING NO.
14.

MAYOR'S COMMENTS

Mayor Earling had no report.
15.

COUNCIL COMMENTS

Councilmember Johnson thanked Planning Board Vice Chair Val Stewart for her presentation and for
staying during the Council’s discussion regarding step-backs. Councilmember Johnson encouraged the
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water system and other structures are approved and the subject final plat is authorized for recording by the
City of Edmonds Engineering Division. Although that statement does use the word “recommend,” stating
it is authorized for recording necessarily implies that he is recommending the City Council approve the
plat. The Development Services Director or the Community Development Director as stated in the code,
Mr. Chave, signed the statement on the face of the plat that states the subject final plat conforms to the
approved preliminary plat and all conditions of the preliminary approval and is approved and authorized
for recording by the City of Edmonds Planning Division. Again, although the word recommend is not
used, authorized for recording clearly implies Mr. Chave recommends the City Council approve the plat.
COUNCILMEMBER YAMAMOTO MOVED, SECONDED BY COUNCIL PRESIDENT
PETERSON, TO APPROVE RESOLUTION NO. 1283, A RESOLUTION OF THE CITY OF
EDMONDS, WASHINGTON, APPROVING THE TEN LOT STONEBRIDGE COURT FINAL
PLAT AND PLANNED RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT (PRD) (P-2007-21; PRD-2007-20).
COUNCIL PRESIDENT PETERSON MOVED, SECONDED BY COUNCILMEMBER FRALEYMONILLAS, TO EXTEND THE MEETING FOR 45 MINUTES. MOTION CARRIED
UNANIMOUSLY.

Councilmember Buckshnis referred to concerns citizens raised regarding potential drainage issues which
were the reason the buffers were increased. Mr. Clugston responded the final plat review is to ensure the
conditions of preliminary plat approval have been met, bonds taken, civil documents approved, etc. Issues
addressed at preliminary plat in 2007 and 2011 were ruled on by the Hearing Examiner and the applicant
has met the conditions imposed by the Hearing Examiner.
Councilmember Buckshnis referred to the Hearing Examiner’s statement that the City Council may want
to dedicate land for parks. Mr. Clugston responded areas were set aside for open space as part of the PRD
and as required by the code.
Councilmember Buckshnis asked whether citizens’ concerns with regard to water have been addressed.
Mr. Clugston referred to Exhibit 6, the Engineering Program Manager’s statement that the civil
subdivision improvements were reviewed and approved by Engineering. Civil construction plans were
submitted to Engineering in February 2012 and approved for construction in June 2012. That approval
indicates all engineering code requirements were met for stormwater, utilities, etc.
Councilmember Johnson inquired about the status of the Planning Board updating/combining the PRD
and subdivision code. Mr. Clugston answered that issue was delayed due to other work. Next year staff
plans to have the Planning Board review and update the subdivision code in Chapter 75.
Councilmember Johnson asked if there are any covenants regarding the PRD restrictions. Mr. Clugston
referred to the Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions (CC&Rs) in Exhibit 3. A homeowners association
will be established as part of the plat to address maintenance of private utilities on the site.
Councilmember Johnson commented a homeowner in the Shell Creek PRD, constructed in the 1970s,
discovered the CC&Rs had never been filed and the rules were not enforceable if the homeowners
association did not meet annually. She asked how guarantees could be provided via a homeowners
association. Mr. Taraday advised the CC&Rs in Exhibit 3 will be recorded against the title; all
prospective purchasers of lots in the subdivision will see the CC&Rs on their title report.
THE VOTE ON THE MOTION CARRIED (6-0).

Councilmember Petso returned to the dais.
9.

ORDINANCE REGARDING STEP BACKS AND DESIGN STANDARDS

Interim Development Services Director Rob Chave explained the ordinance was drafted in accordance
with Council action at the October 2, 2012 meeting. The proposed ordinance eliminates the step-back
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requirement; Section 3 on page 9 of the ordinance addresses building heights in the BD5 zone. Section
3(a) states the maximum height may be increased to 30 feet with a pitched roof, Section 3(b) would allow
a building height of 30 feet regardless of the roof type. He suggested the Council clarify that contradiction
by striking Section 16.43.030(C)(3)(b) in its entirety. The effect would be a pitched roof would be
required to achieve a building height of 30 feet in BD5. That would defer the step-back discussion until
the Planning Board works with the Historic Preservation Commission on more specific design guidelines
for BD5.
Councilmember Petso suggested there was a similar contradiction between Section C(1) that states the
base height limit is 25 feet and C(2) states the building height is 30 feet. She suggested the ordinance be
referred to the Planning Board to discuss how to address these conflicts.
Main Motion
COUNCILMEMBER PETSO MOVED, SECONDED BY COUNCILMEMBER BLOOM, TO
REFER THE STEP-BACK ORDINANCE TO THE PLANNING BOARD FOR EXPEDITED
REVIEW PREFERABLY IN CONNECTION WITH THE EXPEDITED REVIEW OF DESIGN
GUIDELINES.

Councilmember Buckshnis recalled the Council agreed at the August 21 meeting to discuss development
agreements and step-backs. She asked the status of development agreements and why step-backs and
development agreements have not been addressed together as the Council agreed at the August 21
Council meeting. Mr. Chave responded development agreements and step-backs are two separate and
different issues and are not necessarily linked. He recalled when the Community Services/Development
Services Committee discussed four amendments (step-backs, retail only, designated street fronts and
development agreements), the Committee uncoupled development agreements from the other three
amendments. The City Attorney is preparing a memo regarding development agreements and incentive
zoning.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON MOVED, SECONDED BY COUNCILMEMBER BUCKSHNIS,
TO TABLE THE FINAL DECISION ON STEP-BACKS TO A DATE CERTAIN WHEN THE
REVIEW OF DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENTS AND INCENTIVE ZONING HAS BEEN
COMPLETED.
UPON ROLL CALL, THE VOTE ON THE MOTION CARRIED (4-3), COUNCILMEMBERS
PETSO, BLOOM, JOHNSON AND BUCKSHNIS VOTING YES; AND COUNCILMEMBERS
FRALEY-MONILLAS AND YAMAMOTO AND COUNCIL PRESIDENT PETERSON VOTING
NO.*
*(City Attorney Taraday later determined a motion to table requires a majority vote plus one to pass.)

Council President Peterson commented the Council had this discussion last week and directed staff to
provide an ordinance. He recalled at that Council meeting, there was a 5-2 vote to move forward, now
Councilmembers are changing their minds. It was unfair to staff and the Council and he found it
ridiculous for this type of decision to be made at this late hour.
Councilmember Fraley-Monillas asked the status of the architectural design standards. Mr. Chave
responded the Planning Board can review the Council minutes to determine the Council’s priorities but it
would be helpful if the Council provided specific direction. The Planning Board is unable to begin
discussing design standards this month or next due to other agenda items.
City Attorney Jeff Taraday read from Resolution No. 292 regarding Council procedures that passage of a
motion to table requires the vote of one more than the majority of members present. He summarized a
vote of at least five members was required to pass a motion to table.
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MAYOR EARLING RULED THE ABOVE MOTION TO TABLE FAILED DUE TO LACK OF A
MAJORITY PLUS ONE.
Amendment #1
COUNCILMEMBER FRALEY-MONILLAS MOVED, SECONDED BY COUNCILMEMBER
BUCKSHNIS, TO AMEND THE MAIN MOTION TO INCLUDE ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
CODES FOR THE BD1-4 ZONES.

Council President Peterson advised he would not support the amendment or the motion as the Council
had already had this discussion. He urged the Council to make a decision, commenting the Council kicks
things back to the Planning Board constantly because they do not have the courage to make a decision.
Councilmember Buckshnis recalled she made a motion at the August 21 meeting to discuss step-backs
and development agreements prior to making a decision. At that meeting, Councilmember FraleyMonillas expressed her preference for discussing development agreements prior to removing the 15 foot
step-backs. She summarized the Council needed to follow through with that direction. Council President
Peterson expressed frustration that the Council gave staff direction to proceed on October 2.
Councilmember Bloom recalled discussion regarding development agreements was to be scheduled on the
September 25 meeting but that was not done. She supported Council doing what they said they will do.
COUNCILMEMBER FRALEY-MONILLAS MOVED, SECONDED BY COUNCIL PRESIDENT
PETERSON, TO ADJOURN.

Councilmember Fraley-Monillas commented that 10:25 p.m. is too late to be determining the future of the
City.
Mr. Taraday advised Resolution No. 292 is silent on a motion to adjourn.
MAYOR EARLING RULED THE MOTION TO ADJOURN OUT OF ORDER.
Vote on Amendment #1
UPON ROLL CALL, THE VOTE ON THE AMENDMENT CARRIED (4-3),
COUNCILMEMBERS BLOOM, BUCKSHNIS, PETSO AND FRALEY-MONILLAS VOTING
YES; AND COUNCILMEMBERS JOHNSON AND YAMAMOTO AND COUNCIL PRESIDENT
PETERSON VOTING NO.
Vote on Main Motion
UPON ROLL CALL, THE VOTE ON THE MAIN MOTION CARRIED (4-3),
COUNCILMEMBERS BUCKSHNIS, FRALEY-MONILLAS, BLOOM AND PETSO VOTING
YES; AND COUNCIL PRESIDENT PETERSON AND COUNCILMEMBERS JOHNSON AND
YAMAMOTO VOTING NO.
COUNCILMEMBER FRALEY-MONILLAS MOVED, SECONDED BY COUNCIL PRESIDENT
PETERSON, TO MOVE AGENDA ITEMS 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 AND 15 TO WHENEVER COUNCIL
PRESIDENT PETERSON CAN SCHEDULE THEM.

CIO Carl Nelson stated Agenda Item 10, Indefeasible Right of Use Agreement, is time sensitive as Black
Rock is being acquired by Wave Division Holdings at the end of November. Having the IRU in place
before then would guarantee the quoted prices.
COUNCILMEMBER FRALEY-MONILLAS RESTATED HER MOTION, NOT TO INCLUDE
RESCHEDULING ITEM 10.
THE VOTE ON THE MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.
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13.

City Council Meeting
Meeting Date:
10/02/2012
Time:
45 Minutes
Submitted For:
Rob Chave

Submitted By:

Department:
Planning
Review Committee: Planning/Parks/Public Works

Type:

Sandy Chase

Committee Action: Recommend
Review by
Full Council

Action
Information

Subject Title
Continued discussion regarding step-backs.
Recommendation
Provide direction to staff to develop an ordinance for consideration.
Previous Council Action
This item was scheduled on the August 6, 2012 City Council Agenda, however, due to the late hour, the
item was forwarded to the Parks, Planning & Public Works Committee on August 20, 2012. Full Council
discusion followed on August 21, 2012, with a follow-up scheduled for October 2nd.
Narrative
PLEASE REFER TO THE AGENDA MEMO AND ATTACHMENTS SUBMITTED FOR THE
AUGUST 6, 2012 CITY COUNCIL MEETING.
Previous discussion focused on the relationship of step-backs to height and building design and the
appropriate building design standards for downtown buildings. The current regulations in the BD zones
do not require step-backs for buildings in the retail core (BD1 zone), but do for certain circumstances in
other BD zones.
Attached as Exhibit 1 is the staff presentation from the 8/21/2012 Council work session, with Exhibit 2
containing the minutes of that meeting.
Exhibit 3 provides the design standards that apply to buildings in the BD1 zone. These standards are
requirements for buildings constructed in that zone, and do not apply to buildings in any of the other BD
zones. Current guidance for the other BD zones is contained in more generalized Comprehensive Plan
language -- the Downtown Design Objectives contained in the Downtown Waterfront Plan section of the
plan (see Exhibit 4).
Depending on the types of buildings the city wants to see, staff believes it would make more sense to rely
on specific design standards (similar to those that apply to the BD1 zone) rather than the current more
generalized system applicable to everything but the BD1 zone. Specific design standards should promote
better building design than mandatory step-backs that don't acknowledge historic building types present in
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the downtown (and on the city's Historic Register). The intent of this work session is to further discuss
this idea.

Attachments
Exhibit 1: Staff presentation from 8/21/2012
Exhibit 2: City Council minutes of 8/21/2012
Exhibit 3: ECDC BD1 design standards
Exhibit 4: Comprehensive Plan downtown design objectives
Form Review
Inbox
Mayor
Finalize for Agenda
Form Started By: Rob Chave
Final Approval Date: 09/28/2012
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EXHIBIT 1

Step‐backs
Step
backs in BD Zones
Pl
Planning
i Board
B d recommendation:
d i
 Eliminate the step‐back requirement in the

downtown (BD) zones.
 There is no step‐back requirement for BD1.
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Traditional Commercial
Building Styles
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Traditional Commercial
Building Styles
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Edmonds Historic Downtown
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“Chanterelle”
Chanterelle – 316 Main
15 ft.

30 ft.

30 ft. 6 in.
25 ft.
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Comprehensive Plan
Downtown Design Objectives
 Site Design
 Pedestrian access, entries, setbacks, identity,

weather protection, signage…

 Building
g form
 Height/pedestrian scale, massing, modulation…

 Building facades
 Façade requirements & materials, accents/trim…
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Sample Design Guidance
Massing
a. Large building masses shall be avoided in the downtown
waterfront activity center. Large building masses should be
subdivided verticallyy and/or horizontallyy to replicate
p
the smaller
scale streetscape elements found along downtown’s pedestrian
streets.
b. Require human scale elements in building design that reinforce
the difference between the pedestrian streetscape and the upper
levels of a building.
c. Use combinations of other techniques, such as roof and wall
modulation or combinations of different wall materials with
windows and trim, to break up apparent building masses into
smaller elements. When the size or configuration of a site does
not lend itself to varying building mass, these alternative
techniques
tec
ques should
s ou d be eemployed
p oyed to obtain
obta a pedestrian‐friendly
pedest a
e dy
result.
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Edmonds City Council Meeting | August 6, 2012

THANK YOU!
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Councilmember Bloom commented the amendment is titled retail only but the uses being considered are
nail salons, banks, real estate, etc. She suggested the definition not be retail only but a prohibition on
offices. Mr. Clifton agreed this proposal was about the uses that would not be allowed.
Councilmember Bloom asked who and how property owners and/or businesses were surveyed and how
the conclusion was reached that they were all supportive of the proposed change. Mr. Clifton responded
not all property owners were surveyed. His conversations with a few major property owners indicated
they were supportive. Councilmember Bloom recalled one of the reasons this amendment was delayed
was to ensure property owners and tenants were supportive of the proposal. Mr. Clifton commented more
outreach could be done as part of the EDC process. Councilmember Bloom shared other
Councilmembers’ concern with buildings in the BD1 zone that are not suitable for retail.
Councilmember Johnson recalled the EDC and Planning Board discussed this issue approximately a year
ago. She referred to the Planning Board’s recommendation to prohibit drive-through services in the BD1
zone. She recalled one of the questions at that time was what services would be allowed and how
appropriate services would be determined. She recommended this issue be remanded to the Planning
Board and EDC for further discussion along with additional research by staff.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON MOVED, SECONDED BY COUNCILMEMBER FRALEYMONILLAS, TO REFER THIS ISSUE TO THE PLANNING BOARD AND ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION TO LOOK AT RETAIL ONLY IN THE BD1 ZONE FURTHER,
SPECIFICALLY SERVICE USES, AND ANY OTHER RESTRICTIONS THAT THEY FEEL ARE
APPROPRIATE.

As this had been considered by the EDC and Planning Board previously, Council President Peterson
preferred it be referred to only the EDC. This has been before the Council previously and is the Council’s
decision to make. One of the reasons it has been before the Council a number of times is to ensure
property and business owners were aware of the proposal; there has not been a huge outcry from property
or business owners.
Councilmember Johnson relayed she has been involved in the discussion at both the EDC and Planning
Board. The EDC has approximately 50% new members and the Planning Board is well versed on the
subject. She suggested a joint EDC/Planning Board meeting.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON MOVED TO AMEND THE MOTION, SECONDED BY
COUNCILMEMBER BUCKSHNIS, TO HAVE THIS ISSUE CONSIDERED AT A JOINT
MEETING OF THE PLANNING BOARD AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION.
MOTION CARRIED (6-1), COUNCIL PRESIDENT PETERSON VOTING NO.
THE VOTE ON THE MAIN MOTION AS AMENDED CARRIED (6-1), COUNCIL PRESIDENT
PETERSON VOTING NO.

It was the consensus of the Council to move the executive session regarding labor negotiations to next
week prior to the City Council meeting.
COUNCIL PRESIDENT PETERSON MOVED, SECONDED BY COUNCILMEMBER
BUCKSHNIS, TO EXTEND THE MEETING FOR 45 MINUTES. MOTION CARRIED
UNANIMOUSLY.
12.

DISCUSSION REGARDING STEP-BACKS

Interim Development Services Director Rob Chave explained the difference between a setback and stepbacks; a setback is the entire building is set back a distance from the property line; a step-back is a portion
of the building is stepped back at a certain height, providing a notch in the building. In most of the BD
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EXHIBIT 2

zones, there is a 15-foot step-back requirement at 25 feet for a maximum building height of 30 feet above
the average grade. That provision was inserted in approximately 2006, until that time the height limit was
30 feet with pitched roof or modulated building façade. No buildings have been constructed using the
step-back regulations. Step-backs are not required in the BD1 zone.
He relayed the Planning Board’s recommendation:
• Eliminate the step-back requirement in the downtown BD zones
Mr. Chave displayed a map identifying the BD1 zone (downtown core), BD2 zone (surrounding the retail
core), BD3 (auto oriented retail uses south up 5th Avenue), BD 4 (contains a substantial number of
residential uses) and BD5 (along 4th Avenue). The step-back requirement allows building height to be
increased from 25 feet to 30 feet. He displayed photographs of traditional commercial building styles,
pointing out there are a variety of ornamentation and detail but they have a common pedestrian scale
street front.
He provided photographs of historic downtown Edmonds buildings, pointing out there are no setbacks or
step-backs. He highlighted the false front on the Chanterelle building to create a block presence at the
street front. He identified the location of a 15-foot step-back at 25-feet on the Chanterelle building, noting
that requirement would make it difficult to reproduce historic downtown buildings. He provided
photographic examples of pedestrian street fronts, commenting the upper stories are less obvious to
pedestrians, they notice the street level. The Comprehensive Plan contains design objectives related to
downtown site design, building form, building facades, etc. He suggested revisiting the design objectives.
Councilmember Petso relayed the Public Works, Planning, and Parks Committee discussed her perception
that the amendment as drafted resulted in a 5-foot building height increase for most of the BD2 – BD5
because the language is a 25-foot height plus an additional 5 feet with a step-back. She suggested
removing the building height issue and focusing on the step-back language by redrafting the amendment
so that it eliminated the step-back and the extra 5 feet. Mr. Chave answered if the Council wanted a 25foot building height, the height discussion could be eliminated. A 25-foot building would be lower than
the City has had in the past; the building height has essentially been 30 feet. The Chanterelle building is
approximately 30 feet. Lowering the building height to 25 feet may eliminate some historical options.
One option would be a 30-foot height limit with design parameters to achieve 30 feet.
Councilmember Petso recalled the Public Works, Planning and Parks Committee discussed alternatives to
the 15-foot step-back such as reducing the size of the step-back, stepping back the entire floor or making
the additional 5-foot height dependent on something other than the step-back. Mr. Chave answered there
are many options such as allowing a 30-foot building height but with more specificity regarding the street
front at the pedestrian level. He referred to drawings and diagrams provided by Mr. Hinshaw that could
be reintroduced into the design guidelines to provide more clarity.
Councilmember Petso referred to Comprehensive Plan general objectives, observing not all of them
would be required for a single development. Mr. Chave answered some are worded as shall, others are
encouraged. They apply to any proposal in the downtown area and are part of the criteria that downtown
building designs are viewed against. The design review chapter in the code refers to the design objectives
in the Downtown Waterfront Plan.
Councilmember Petso asked whether the City could be sued for applying guidelines that use words such
as minimize, optimize or improve. Mr. Chave answered application of the guidelines is defensible.
Councilmember Yamamoto noted existing height limits already limit development downtown and
limiting building heights to 25 feet would further limit development. Developers need to have the
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opportunity to propose a building with 30-foot height limit; that cannot be done with the current stepback.
Councilmember Buckshnis did not object to eliminating the required step-back. She disagreed with
Councilmember Petso that it was an increase in the building height as the building height was already 30
feet. She suggested language that states the overall building height in the BD1 – 4 zones is a maximum of
30 feet. Mr. Chave agreed that was an option. He agreed essentially the building height was 30 feet now;
the code describes what happens between 25 feet and 30 feet. Developers have a right to a 30-foot
building height as long as they meet the requirements.
Councilmember Buckshnis pointed out the 15-foot step-back was a change in the architectural design. Mr.
Chave commented height is a surrogate for design in discussions in Edmonds; height is a poor arbiter of
design and does not automatically result in good design. It provides a certain scale but not necessarily a
desirable streetscape. The 30-foot building height has worked reasonably well but the 30-foot buildings
that have been constructed have not always been what the community wanted. A number of revisions
were made to the code in 2006 to encourage viable building design for a pedestrian environment. He
noted historic buildings do not have a step-back.
Councilmember Buckshnis commented requiring a step-back would change the architectural design of
buildings. Mr. Chave commented step-backs are typically required on much taller buildings to reduce the
apparent mass of the building.
Councilmember Bloom relayed her understanding was the building height was 25+5 in the BD zones and
the +5 feet could be achieve with modulation and now with a step-back. In the BD1 zone, a 15-foot
ground floor was required to achieve a 30 foot building height which she noted that precludes three
stories. Mr. Chave answered it would depend on topography.
Councilmember Bloom agreed with Councilmember Petso that eliminating the step-back would allow a
30-foot building without modulation or step-back. Recognizing citizens’ sensitivity regarding building
heights, she suggested a public hearing.
Councilmember Fraley-Monillas recalled the Committee discussed a 5-foot step back. Mr. Chave offered
to provide photographs of buildings with a 5-foot step-back. Typically 5-foot step-backs are at the 4-5
story level to make the lower portion of the building more prominent. Councilmember Fraley-Monillas
recalled discussion regarding step-backs at Firdale Village. Mr. Chave explained step-backs at Firdale
Village were intended to provide a reduction in building mass adjacent to residential. The Planning
Board’s concern with a 15-foot step-back downtown was it would make residential uses on upper stories
very challenging on narrow lots.
Councilmember Petso clarified she viewed this as a height increase because the existing code states the
base height is 25 feet; a developer can construct a 25-foot box without a step-back or pitched roof. The
code as proposed would allow a 30-foot box without a step-back or modulated roof which she equated to
a height increase. She preferred to develop options for achieving a 30 foot building height.
Councilmember Petso expressed concern with the language for the BD5 zone if the step-back requirement
were removed. Mr. Chave agreed the BD5 zone is unique and establishing a historic corridor will require
the involvement of the Historic Preservation Commission. Councilmember Petso recommended
beginning that process along with this amendment. Mr. Chave answered that was a long term process that
will require a great deal of public input, workshops, etc.
For Councilmember Fraley-Monillas, Mr. Chave offered to return with drawings and language for
increasing building heights in BD zones from 25 to 30 feet to reinforce the pedestrian scale. He also
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offered to provide photographs of 5-foot step-back. He asked whether the intent was to review that
information at a full Council work session.
Councilmember Buckshnis agreed with Mr. Chave providing the information at a Council work session.
She supported including language regarding building architecture. Mr. Chave pointed out in 2005 a
developer could build a 30-foot box with a modulated façade. He referred to examples such as the 3rd &
Bell building that was constructed under those regulations.
Councilmember Petso preferred this be referred to the Planning Board.
Councilmember Johnson commented when this was first presented to the Planning Board, it was one of
four items that were considered together. The fourth item, performance standards, is scheduled for the
September 25 Council meeting. She suggested combining this discussion with the discussion on
September 25. She recalled the Planning Board unanimously found the 15-foot step-back not
architecturally desirable but there was no discussion regarding building heights. Mr. Chave responded a
September work session would be acceptable to staff.
COUNCILMEMBER FRALEY-MONILLAS MOVED, SECONDED BY COUNCILMEMBER
BUCKSHNIS, TO MOVE THIS ITEM TO THE SEPTEMBER 25 WORK SESSION.

Council President Peterson agreed this discussion dovetails with development agreements; however,
when the previous items were on the same Council agenda, the Council requested they be separated. City
Attorney Jeff Taraday is preparing a white paper on development agreements and incentive zoning.
Council President Peterson preferred the two topics not be combined. The September 25 Council meeting
already includes a one hour budget review and a one hour discussion regarding incentive zoning.
Mayor Earling suggested delaying this discussion until the end of October. Council President Peterson
suggested September 18.
Councilmember Johnson commented it would be more productive to have the incentive zoning discussion
occur prior to the 25-foot versus 30-foot building height discussion. As the code currently exists,
additional building height can be achieved via a step-back; there may be other tradeoffs that are more
desirable.
COUNCILMEMBER FRALEY-MONILLAS
AGREEMENT OF THE SECOND.

WITHDREW

HER

MOTION

WITH

THE

COUNCILMEMBER
BUCKSHNIS
MOVED,
SECONDED
BY
COUNCILMEMBER
YAMAMOTO, TO DISCUSS STEP-BACKS ON SEPTEMBER 18 AND DEVELOPMENT
AGREEMENTS/INCENTIVE ZONING ON SEPTEMBER 25.

Councilmember Petso preferred to delay the discussion to October 23 or the fifth Tuesday, October 30.
Councilmember Fraley-Monillas preferred to discuss development agreements prior to removing the 15foot step-back requirement
Councilmember Johnson asked Mr. Taraday to describe the white paper he is preparing for the September
25 presentation regarding incentive zoning. Mr. Taraday stated his office is preparing a memo that will
explain terminology in more detail. When the Council has discussed development agreements, it appeared
what the Council really wanted was incentive zoning. The Council wants to allow flexibility in
development regulations in exchange for a developer providing certain types of public benefits.
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UPON ROLL CALL, THE VOTE ON THE MOTION FAILED (3-4), COUNCILMEMBERS
YAMAMOTO AND BUCKSHNIS AND COUNCIL PRESIDENT PETERSON VOTING YES; AND
COUNCILMEMBERS JOHNSON, BLOOM, PETSO AND FRALEY-MONILLAS VOTING NO.
COUNCIL PRESIDENT PETERSON MOVED, SECONDED BY COUNCILMEMBER BLOOM,
TO MOVE THE DISCUSSION REGARDING STEP-BACKS TO OCTOBER 2. MOTION
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.
COUNCIL PRESIDENT PETERSON MOVED, SECONDED BY COUNCILMEMBER PETSO, TO
EXTEND THE MEETING FOR 15 MINUTES. MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.
13.

REPORT ON CITY COUNCIL COMMITTEE MEETINGS OF AUGUST 14, 2012

Finance Committee
Councilmember Buckshnis reported the majority of items discussed by the Committee were approved on
the Consent Agenda or discussed by the Council tonight. Public comment addressed the reserve policy,
REET revenue and the WCIA presentation.
Public Works, Parks, and Planning Committee
Councilmember Petso reported most agenda items were on tonight’s Consent Agenda. The Committee
discussed whether the City is interested in subsidizing solar panel projects by waiving the permit fee; that
item is scheduled for full Council discussion. At yesterday’s meeting, the Committee discussed retail only
in BD1 and step-backs; the Committee did not provide a recommendation to Council.
Public Safety and Personnel Committee
Councilmember Bloom reported the Committee discussed renewal of the Domestic Violence Coordinator
Interlocal Agreement with the City of Mill Creek which was approved on the Consent Agenda. The
Domestic Violence Coordinator, Kari Hovorka, works 19 hour/week, divided 2/3 to Edmonds and 1/3 to
Mill Creek. She and Councilmember Johnson were impressed with the amount of work done by Ms.
Hovorka.
14.

MAYOR'S COMMENTS

Mayor Earling reported students from Hekinan, Japan, visited Edmonds this week. He found the students
to be extremely polite and full of energy. He recognized Parks & Recreation Director Carrie Hite, her
staff and the Sister Cities Commission for organizing the event, and the families who hosted students.
Mayor Earling referred to trees cut last week on the hillside below Pt. Edwards. An arborist report was
due today. Trees were definitely cut and there may be fines imposed or replanting required.
Mayor Earling referred to yesterday’s Public Works, Parks and Planning Committee meeting, noting
committee meetings are intended to be two Councilmembers; four Councilmembers attended yesterday’s
meeting. Although it was legal to have four Councilmembers attend because the meeting was noticed, he
expressed concern with what appeared to be a robust discussion between four Councilmembers that
excluded three Councilmembers. He encouraged the Council to avoid that situation in the future,
preferring to have full Council discussion occur at a regular Council meeting.
Councilmember Fraley-Monillas responded the two Councilmembers who do not serve on the Committee
were allowed to provide input as was staff and the guest but Councilmember Petso and she tried to limit
discussion. She questioned what could have been done differently other than ask one of the
Councilmembers to leave. Mayor Earling answered that option should have been considered.
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Chapter 22.43 DESIGN STANDARDS

Chapter 22.43
DESIGN STANDARDS
FOR THE BD1 ZONE
Sections:
22.43.000
22.43.010
22.43.020
22.43.030
22.43.040
22.43.050
22.43.060
22.43.070

Applicability.
Massing and articulation.
Orientation to street.
Ground level details.
Awnings/canopies and signage.
Transparency at street level.
Treating blank walls.
Building HVAC equipment.

22.43.000 Applicability.
The design standards in this chapter apply to all development within the BD1 downtown retail
core zone. [Ord. 3697 § 2, 2008].
22.43.010 Massing and articulation.
A. Intent. To reduce the massiveness and bulk of large box-like buildings, and articulate the
building form to a pedestrian scale.
B. Standards.
1. Buildings shall convey a visually distinct base and top. A “base” can be emphasized by
a different masonry pattern, more architectural detail, visible plinth above which the wall
rises, storefront, canopies, or a combination. The top edge is highlighted by a prominent
cornice, projecting parapet or other architectural element that creates a shadow line.

Buildings should convey a distinct base and top.
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Chapter 22.43 DESIGN STANDARDS

The base can be emphasized by a different material.
[Ord. 3697 § 2, 2008].
22.43.020 Orientation to street.
A. Intent. To reinforce pedestrian activity and orientation and enhance the liveliness of the
street through building design.
B. Standards.
1. Buildings shall be oriented to the adjacent street, rather than to a parking lot.
2. Entrances to buildings shall be visible from the street and accessible from the adjacent
sidewalk.
3. Entrances shall be given a visually distinct architectural expression by one or more of
the following elements:
a. Higher bay(s);
b. Recessed entry (recessed at least three feet);
c. Forecourt and entrance plaza.
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Chapter 22.43 DESIGN STANDARDS

Buildings shall be oriented to the street.

Entrances shall be given visually distinct expression.
[Ord. 3697 § 2, 2008].
22.43.030 Ground level details.
A. Intent. To reinforce the character of the streetscape by encouraging the greatest amount of
visual interest along the ground level of buildings facing pedestrian streets.
B. Standards.
1. Ground-floor, street-facing facades of commercial and mixed-use buildings shall
incorporate at least five of the following elements:
a. Lighting or hanging baskets supported by ornamental brackets;
b. Medallions;
c. Belt courses;
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Chapter 22.43 DESIGN STANDARDS

d. Plinths for columns;
e. Bulkhead for storefront window;
f. Projecting sills;
g. Tile work;
h. Transom or clerestory windows;
i. Planter box;
j. An element not listed here, as approved, that meets the intent.
2. Ground floor commercial space is intended to be at grade with the sidewalk, as
provided for in ECDC 16.43.030.

Ground floor details encourage visual interest along the ground level of buildings facing
pedestrian streets.
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Chapter 22.43 DESIGN STANDARDS

[Ord. 3697 § 2, 2008].
22.43.040 Awnings/canopies and signage.
A. Intent.
1. To integrate signage and weather protection with building design to enhance business
visibility and the public streetscape.
2. To provide clear signage to identify each business or property, and to improve wayfinding for visitors.
3. To protect the streetscape from becoming cluttered, and to minimize distraction from
overuse of advertisement elements.
B. Standards.
1. Structural canopies are encouraged along pedestrian street fronts. If a canopy is not
provided, then an awning shall be provided which is attached to the building using a
metal or other framework.
2. Awnings and canopies shall be open-sided to enhance visibility of business signage.
Front valances are permitted. Signage is allowed on valances, but not on valance
returns.
3. Marquee, box, or convex awning or canopy shapes are not permitted.
4. Retractable awnings are encouraged.
5. Awnings or canopies shall be located within the building elements that frame
storefronts, and should not conceal important architectural details. Awnings or canopies
should be hung just below a clerestory or transom window, if it exists.
6. Awnings or canopies on a multiple-storefront building should be consistent in
character, scale and position, but need not be identical.

Open-sided nonstructural awning with front valance.
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Chapter 22.43 DESIGN STANDARDS

Open-sided structural canopy.
7. Nonstructural awnings should be constructed using canvas or fire-resistant acrylic
materials. Shiny, high-gloss materials are not appropriate; therefore, vinyl or plastic
awning materials are not permitted.
8. Signage should be designed to integrate with the building and street front.
Combinations of sign types are encouraged, which result in a coordinated design while
minimizing the size of individual signs.
9. Blade or projecting signs which include decorative frames, brackets or other design
elements are encouraged. This type of detail can be used to satisfy one of the required
elements under ECDC 22.43.030(B).
10. Use graphics or symbols to reduce the need to have large expanses of lettering.
11. Instead of broadly lighting the face of the sign, signage should be indirectly lit, or
backlit to only display lettering and symbols or graphic design.
12. Signage should be given special consideration when it is consistent with or
contributes to the historic character of sites on the National Register, the Edmonds
Register of Historic Places, or on a city council-approved historic survey.
13. Signage shall include decorative frames, brackets or other design elements. An
historic sign may be used to meet this standard.
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Retractable and open-sided awnings allow signage to be visible.
Awning or
canopy
shapes:

Examples of projecting signs
using decorative frames and
design elements.
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[Ord. 3697 § 2, 2008].
22.43.050 Transparency at street level.
A. Intent. To provide visual connection between activities inside and outside the building.
B. Standards.
1. The ground level facades of buildings that are oriented to streets shall have
transparent windows with a minimum of 75 percent transparency between an average of
two feet and 10 feet above grade.
2. To qualify as transparent, windows shall not be mirrored or darkly tinted glass, or
prohibit visibility between the street and interior.
3. Where transparency is not provided, the facade shall comply with the standards under
ECDC 22.43.060.

Ground level facades of buildings should have transparent windows between two to 10 feet
above grade.

Windows shall provide a visual connection between activities inside and outside the building,
and therefore should not be mirrored or use darkly tinted glass.
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4. Within the BD1 zone, ground floor windows parallel to street lot lines shall be
transparent and unobstructed by curtains, blinds, or other window coverings intended to
obscure the interior from public view from the sidewalk.* [Ord. 3697 § 2, 2008].
*Code reviser’s note: Subsection (B)(4) of this section was formerly codified as ECDC
16.43.030(B)(10)(g).
22.43.060 Treating blank walls.
A. Intent. To ensure that buildings do not display blank, unattractive walls to the abutting
street.
B. Standards.
1. Walls or portions of walls on abutting streets or visible from residential areas where
windows are not provided shall have architectural treatment (see standards under ECDC
22.43.050). At least four of the following elements shall be incorporated into any ground
floor, street-facing facade:
a. Masonry (except for flat, nondecorative concrete block);
b. Concrete or masonry plinth at the base of the wall;
c. Belt courses of a different texture and color;
d. Projecting cornice;
e. Decorative tile work;
f. Medallions;
g. Opaque or translucent glass;
h. Artwork or wall graphics;
i. Lighting fixtures;
j. An architectural element not listed above, as approved, that meets the intent.
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Buildings shall not display blank, unattractive walls to the abutting street.
[Ord. 3697 § 2, 2008].
22.43.070 Building HVAC equipment.
A. Intent. To ensure that HVAC equipment, elevators, and other building utility features are
designed to be a part of the overall building design and do not detract from the streetscape.
B. Standards.
1. Rooftop HVAC equipment, elevators and other rooftop features shall be designed to fit
in with the materials and colors of the overall building design. These features shall be
located away from the building edges to avoid their being seen from the street below. If
these features can be seen from the adjoining street, building design shall use screening,
decoration, plantings (e.g., rooftop gardens), or other techniques to integrate these
features with the design of the building.
2. When HVAC equipment is placed at ground level, it shall be integrated into building
design and/or use screening techniques to avoid both visual and noise impacts on
adjoining properties.

Rooftop equipment should be screened from view.
[Ord. 3697 § 2, 2008].
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This page of the Edmonds City Code is current through Ord.
3868, passed December 20, 2011.
Disclaimer: The City Clerk's Office has the official version of the
Edmonds City. Users should contact the City Clerk's Office for
ordinances passed subsequent to the ordinance cited above.

City Website: http://www.ci.edmonds.wa.us
(http://www.ci.edmonds.wa.us)
City Telephone: (425) 771-0245
Code Publishing Company
(http://www.codepublishing.com/)
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a transition between the more intensive commercial uses along Main Street and the residential
uses along Sunset Ave. Because the area of this designation is located adjacent to commercial
development to the south, the railroad to the west, and is near both multiple family and singlefamily residential development, this area should act as a transition between theses uses. Building
design for this area should be sensitive to the surrounding commercial, multiple family and
single-family character.

Downtown Design Objectives. As a companion to the districts outlined above, general design
objectives are included for the downtown waterfront area. These objectives are intended to
encourage high quality, well designed projects to be developed in the downtown waterfront area
that reflect the values of the citizens of Edmonds.
1. SITE DESIGN
The development of parking lots, pedestrian walkways and landscaping features is an integral
part of how a building interacts with its site and its surrounding environment. Good design and
site planning improves access by pedestrians, bicycles and automobiles, minimizes potential
negative impacts to adjacent development, reinforces the character and activities within a
district and builds a more cohesive and coherent physical environment.
Vehicular Access and Parking
a. Minimize the number of driveways (curb cuts) in order to improve pedestrian, bicycle and auto
safety by reducing the number of potential points of conflict. When alleys are present, these are
the preferred method of providing vehicular access to a property and should be used unless there
is no reasonable alternative available.
b. Design site access and circulation routes with pedestrians’ comfort and ease of access in mind.
c. Provide adequate parking for each development, but keep cars from interfering with the
pedestrian streetscape.
d. In the Retail Core, adopt a “park and walk” policy to reinforce pedestrian safety and ease of
access. Within the Retail Core, new curb cuts should be discouraged and there should be no
requirement to provide on-site parking.
e. Create parking lots and building service ways that are efficient and safe for both automobiles
and pedestrians, but that do not disrupt the pedestrian streetscape.
f. Provide safe routes for disabled people.
Pedestrian Access and Connections
a. Improve streetscape character to enhance pedestrian activity in downtown retail, general
commercial, and residential areas.
b. Improve pedestrian access from the street by locating buildings close to the street and
pedestrian sidewalks, and defining the street edge. Cross walks at key intersections should be
accentuated by the use of special materials, signage or paving treatments.
c. In all of the retail and commercial downtown districts, pedestrian access to buildings should be
maximized, enabling each retail or commercial space at street level to be directly accessed from
the sidewalk.
d. Encourage the use of mass transit by providing easy access to pleasant waiting areas.
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EXHIBIT 4

Building Entry Location
a. Create an active, safe and lively street-edge.
b. Create a pedestrian friendly environment.
c. Provide outdoor active spaces at the entry to retail/commercial uses.
d. Commercial building entries should be easily recognizable and oriented to
the pedestrian streetscape by being located at sidewalk grade.
Building Setbacks
a. Provide for a human, pedestrian-friendly scale for downtown buildings.
b. Create a common street frontage view with enough repetition
to tie each site to its neighbor.
c. Provide enough space for wide, comfortable and safe
pedestrian routes to encourage travel by foot.
d. Create public spaces to enhance the visual attributes of the
development and encourage outdoor interaction.
Building/Site Identity
a. Do not use repetitive, monotonous building forms and
massing in large mixed use or commercial projects.
b. Improve pedestrian access and way-finding by providing variety in building forms, color,
materials and individuality of buildings.
c. Retain a connection with the scale and character of the Downtown Edmonds through the use of
similar materials, proportions, forms, masses or building elements.
d. Encourage new construction to use design elements tied to historic forms or patterns found in
downtown.
Weather Protection
a. Provide a covered walkway for pedestrians
traveling along public sidewalks in
downtown.
b. Protect shoppers and residents from rain
or snow.
c. Provide a covered waiting area and
walkway for pedestrians entering a building,
coming from parking spaces and the public
sidewalk.
Lighting
a. Provide adequate illumination in all areas used by pedestrians, including building entries,
walkways, bus stops, parking areas, circulation areas and other open spaces to ensure a feeling of
security.
b. Special attention should be paid to providing adequate public lighting to encourage and
support nighttime street activity and safety for pedestrians.
c. Minimize potential for light glare to reflect or spill off-site.
d. Create a sense of welcome and activity.
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Signage
a. Protect the streetscape from becoming cluttered.
b. Minimize distraction from the overuse of advertisement elements.
c. Provide clear signage to identify each distinct property or business and
to improve orientation and way-finding downtown.
d. Use graphics or symbols to reduce the need to have large letters.
e. Lighting of signs should be indirect or minimally backlit to display
lettering and symbols or graphic design instead of broadly lighting the
face of the sign.
f. Signage and other way-finding methods should be employed to assist
citizens and visitors in finding businesses and services.
g. Signage should be given special consideration when it is consistent
with or contributes to the historic character of sites on the Edmonds Register of Historic Places.
Site Utilities, Storage,
Trash and Mechanical
a. Hide unsightly utility boxes, outdoor storage of equipment, supplies, garbage, recycling and
composting.
b. Minimize noise and odor.
c. Minimize visual intrusion.
d. Minimize need for access/paving to utility areas
Art and Public Spaces
a. Public art and amenities such as mini parks, flower baskets, street furniture, etc., should be
provided as a normal part of the public streetscape. Whenever possible, these elements should be
continued in the portion of the private streetscape that adjoins the public streetscape.
b. Art should be integrated into the design of both public and private developments, with
incentives provided to encourage these elements.
c. In the Arts Center Corridor, art should be a common element of building design, with greater
design flexibility provided when art is made a central feature of the design.
2. BUILDING FORM
Building height and modulation guidelines are essential to create diversity in building forms,
minimize shadows cast by taller buildings upon the pedestrian areas and to ensure compliance
with policies in the city’s Comprehensive Plan. Protecting views from public parks and building
entries as well as street views to the mountains and Puget Sound are an important part of
Edmonds character and urban form.
Height
a. Maintain the human, pedestrian scale and character of historic Edmonds.
b. Create and preserve a human scale for downtown buildings. Unless more specific provisions
are contained in the descriptions for specific downtown districts, buildings shall be generally two
stories in exterior appearance, design and character. However, incentives or design standards
may be adopted which are consistent with the pedestrian scale of downtown Edmonds and which
allow for additional height that does not impact the generally two-story pedestrian-scale
appearance of the public streetscape. Note that the Downtown Master Plan district described on
pages 36-37 could allow a design which provides for higher buildings outside current view
corridors.
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c. Preserve public view corridors along east-west downtown streets – such as Main Street and
Dayton Street – that afford views to the mountains and Puget Sound to the west.
Massing
a. Large building masses shall be avoided in the downtown waterfront activity center. Large
building masses should be subdivided vertically and/or horizontally to replicate the smaller scale
streetscape elements found along downtown’s pedestrian streets.
b. Require human scale elements in building design that reinforce the difference between the
pedestrian streetscape and the upper levels of a building.
c. Use combinations of other techniques, such as roof and wall modulation or combinations of
different wall materials with windows and trim, to break up apparent building masses into
smaller elements. When the size or configuration of a site does not lend itself to varying building
mass, these alternative techniques should be employed to obtain a pedestrian-friendly result.
Roof Modulation
a. Use combinations of roof types and decorative elements such as parapets or architectural
detailing to break up the overall massing of the roof and add interest to its shape and form.
b. Create and reinforce the human scale of the building.
c. Use roof forms to identify different programs or functional areas within the building.
d. Provide ways for additional light to enter the building.
e. Encourage alternate roof treatments that improve and add interest to building design. Features
such as roof gardens, terraces, and interesting or unique architectural forms can be used to
improve the view of buildings from above as well as from the streetscape.
Wall Modulation
a. Create a pedestrian scale appropriate to Edmonds.
b. Break up large building masses and provide elements that accentuate the human scale of a
facade.
c. Avoid blank, monotonous and imposing building facades.
d. Design the building to be compatible with the surrounding built environment.
e. Encourage designs that let more light and air into the building.
3. BUILDING FAÇADE
Building facade guidelines ensure that the exterior of buildings, the portion of buildings that
defines the character and visual appearance of a place, is of high quality and demonstrates the
strong sense of place and integrity valued by the residents of the City of Edmonds.
Facade Requirements
a. Improve the pedestrian environment in the Downtown retail/commercial area by differentiating
the pedestrian-oriented street level of buildings from upper floors.
b. Ensure diversity in design.
c. Reinforce historic building patterns found in Downtown Edmonds.
d. Provide a human scale streetscape, breaking up long façades into defined forms that continue a
pattern of individual and distinct tenant spaces in commercial and mixed use areas.
e. Improve the visual and physical character and quality of Downtown Edmonds.
f. Create individual identity in buildings.
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Window Variety and Articulation
a. Windows help define the scale and character of the building. In the
retail and mixed commercial districts, building storefronts must be
dominated by clear, transparent glass windows that allow and
encourage pedestrians to walk past and look into the commercial space.
b. Upper floors of buildings should use windows as part of the overall
design to encourage rhythm and accents in the façade.
Building Façade Materials
A. The materials that make up the exterior facades of a building also
help define the scale and style of the structure and provide variation in
the facade to help reduce the bulk of larger buildings. From the foundation to the roof eaves, a
variety of building materials can reduce the scale and help define a building’s style and allows
the design of a building to respond to its context and client’s needs. It is particularly important to
differentiate the lower, street level of a building from the upper floors that are less in the
pedestrian’s line of sight.
Accents/Colors/Trim
A. Applied ornament and architectural detail, various materials and
colors applied to a façade as well as various decorative trim/surrounds
on doors and windows provide variation in the scale, style and
appearance of every building facade. Awnings and canopies also add to
the interest and pedestrian scale of downtown buildings. The objective
is to encourage new development that provides:
• Compatibility with the surrounding environment,
• Visual interest and variety in building forms,
• Reduces the visual impacts of larger building masses,
• Allows identity and individuality of a project within a neighborhood.
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Downtown Waterfront Districts. In addition to the goals and policies for the downtown
waterfront area, the Comprehensive Plan Map depicts a number of districts in the downtown
waterfront area. These districts are described below.
Retail Core. The area immediately surrounding the fountain at 5th and Main and extending along
Main Street and Fifth Avenue is considered the historic center of Edmonds and building heights
shall be pedestrian in scale and compatible with the historic character of this area. To encourage
a vibrant downtown, first floor spaces should be designed with adequate ceiling height to
accommodate a range of retail and commercial uses and the entry situated at street level. Uses are
encouraged to be retail-compatible (i.e. retail or compatible service – e.g. art galleries,
restaurants, real estate sales offices and similar uses that provide storefront windows and items
for sale to the public that can be viewed from the street). The street front façades of buildings
must provide a high percentage of transparent window area and pedestrian weather protection
along public sidewalks. Design guidelines should provide for pedestrian-scale design features,
differentiating the lower, commercial floor from the upper floors of the building. Buildings
situated around the fountain square must be orientated to the fountain and its associated
pedestrian area.
Arts Center Corridor. The corridor along 4th Ave N between the retail core and the Edmonds
Center for the Performing Arts. To encourage a vibrant downtown, first floor spaces should be
designed with adequate ceiling height to accommodate a range of retail and commercial uses,
with commercial entries being located at street level. Building design and height shall be
compatible with the goal of creating a pedestrian oriented arts corridor while providing
incentives for the adaptive reuse of existing historic structures. Building entries for commercial
buildings must provide pedestrian weather protection. Design guidelines should provide for
pedestrian-scale design features, differentiating the lower floor from the upper floors of the
building. The design of interior commercial spaces must allow for flexible commercial space, so
that individual business spaces can be provided with individual doorways and pedestrian access
directly to the public sidewalk. The streetscape should receive special attention, using trees,
landscaping, and public art to encourage pedestrian activity. Private development projects should
also be encouraged to integrate art into their building designs. Where single family homes still
exist in this area, development regulations should allow for “live-work” arrangements where the
house can accommodate both a business and a residence as principal uses. Uses supporting the
arts center should be encouraged – such as restaurants, cafés, galleries, live/work use
arrangements, and B&Bs.
Downtown Mixed Commercial. To encourage a vibrant downtown, first floor spaces should be
designed with adequate ceiling height to accommodate a range of retail and commercial uses.,
with commercial entries at street level. Buildings can be built to the property line. Building
heights shall be compatible with the goal of achieving pedestrian scale development. The first
floor of buildings must provide pedestrian weather protection along public sidewalks. Design
guidelines should provide for pedestrian-scale design features, differentiating the lower,
commercial floor from the upper floors of the building. The design of interior commercial spaces
must allow for flexible commercial space, so that individual business spaces can be provided
with individual doorways and pedestrian access directly to the public sidewalk. When the rear of
a property adjoins a residentially-designated property, floor area that is located behind
commercial street frontage may be appropriate for residential use. Where single family homes
still exist in this area, development regulations should allow for “live-work” arrangements where
the house can accommodate both a business and a residence as principal uses.
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Downtown Mixed Residential. In this area, commercial uses would be allowed but not required
(i.e. buildings could be entirely commercial or entirely residential, or anything in between).
Height and design of buildings shall conform to the standards of the Downtown Mixed
Commercial District. Buildings facing the Dayton Street corridor should provide a pedestrianfriendly streetscape, providing pedestrian amenities and differentiating the ground floor from
upper building levels.
Downtown Master Plan. The properties between SR-104 and the railroad, including Harbor
Square, the Edmonds Shopping Center (former Safeway site), and extending past the Commuter
Rail parking area up to Main Street. This area is appropriate for design-driven master planned
development which provides for a mix of uses and takes advantage of its strategic location
between the waterfront and downtown. The location of existing taller buildings on the
waterfront, and the site's situation at the bottom of “the Bowl,” could enable a design that
provides for higher buildings outside current view corridors. Any redevelopment in this area
should be oriented to the street fronts, and provide pedestrian-friendly walking areas, especially
along Dayton and Main Streets. Development design should also not ignore the railroad side of
the properties, since this is an area that provides a “first impression” of the city from railroad
passengers and visitors to the waterfront. Art work, landscaping, and modulated building design
should be used throughout any redevelopment project.
Shoreline Commercial. The waterfront, west of the railroad tracks between the public beaches
and the Port (currently zoned CW). Consistent with the City's Shoreline Master Program, this
area should allow a mix of public uses, supporting commercial uses, and water-oriented and
water-dependent uses. Building heights shall be compatible with the goal of achieving pedestrian
scale development while providing incentives to encourage public view corridors. Roof and
building forms should be an important consideration in design guidelines for this area, because of
its high sensitivity and proximity to public open spaces. Redevelopment should result in singular,
landmark buildings of high quality design which take advantage of the visibility and physical
environment of their location, and which contribute to the unique character of the waterfront.
Pedestrian amenities and weather protection must be provided for buildings located along public
walkways and street fronts.
Master Plan Development. The waterfront area south of Olympic Beach, including the Port of
Edmonds and the Point Edwards and multi modal developments. This area is governed by master
plans for the Port of Edmonds, Point Edwards, and the Edmonds Crossing project as described in
an FEIS issued on November 10, 2004. These areas are also developed consistent with the City's
Shoreline Master Program, as it applies.
Downtown Convenience Commercial. This is the south end of 5th Ave, south of Walnut.
Commercial uses would be required on the first floor, but auto-oriented uses would be permitted
in addition to general retail and service uses. To encourage a vibrant downtown, first floor spaces
should be designed with adequate ceiling height to accommodate a range of retail and
commercial uses. Weather protection would still be required, but to a lesser degree than the retail
core and only when the building was adjacent to the sidewalk. Height and design of buildings
shall conform to the standards of the Downtown Mixed Commercial District. When the rear of a
property adjoins a residentially-designated property, floor area that is located behind the
commercial street frontage may be appropriate for residential use.
Planned Residential-Office. Several properties lie along the railroad on the west side of Sunset
Ave between existing commercial zoning and Edmonds Street. This area is appropriate for smallscale development which provides for a mix of limited office and residential uses which provide
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a transition between the more intensive commercial uses along Main Street and the residential
uses along Sunset Ave. Because the area of this designation is located adjacent to commercial
development to the south, the railroad to the west, and is near both multiple family and singlefamily residential development, this area should act as a transition between theses uses. Building
design for this area should be sensitive to the surrounding commercial, multiple family and
single-family character.

Downtown Design Objectives. As a companion to the districts outlined above, general design
objectives are included for the downtown waterfront area. These objectives are intended to
encourage high quality, well designed projects to be developed in the downtown waterfront area
that reflect the values of the citizens of Edmonds.
1. SITE DESIGN
The development of parking lots, pedestrian walkways and landscaping features is an integral
part of how a building interacts with its site and its surrounding environment. Good design and
site planning improves access by pedestrians, bicycles and automobiles, minimizes potential
negative impacts to adjacent development, reinforces the character and activities within a
district and builds a more cohesive and coherent physical environment.
Vehicular Access and Parking
a. Minimize the number of driveways (curb cuts) in order to improve pedestrian, bicycle and auto
safety by reducing the number of potential points of conflict. When alleys are present, these are
the preferred method of providing vehicular access to a property and should be used unless there
is no reasonable alternative available.
b. Design site access and circulation routes with pedestrians’ comfort and ease of access in mind.
c. Provide adequate parking for each development, but keep cars from interfering with the
pedestrian streetscape.
d. In the Retail Core, adopt a “park and walk” policy to reinforce pedestrian safety and ease of
access. Within the Retail Core, new curb cuts should be discouraged and there should be no
requirement to provide on-site parking.
e. Create parking lots and building service ways that are efficient and safe for both automobiles
and pedestrians, but that do not disrupt the pedestrian streetscape.
f. Provide safe routes for disabled people.
Pedestrian Access and Connections
a. Improve streetscape character to enhance pedestrian activity in downtown retail, general
commercial, and residential areas.
b. Improve pedestrian access from the street by locating buildings close to the street and
pedestrian sidewalks, and defining the street edge. Cross walks at key intersections should be
accentuated by the use of special materials, signage or paving treatments.
c. In all of the retail and commercial downtown districts, pedestrian access to buildings should be
maximized, enabling each retail or commercial space at street level to be directly accessed from
the sidewalk.
d. Encourage the use of mass transit by providing easy access to pleasant waiting areas.
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Building Entry Location
a. Create an active, safe and lively street-edge.
b. Create a pedestrian friendly environment.
c. Provide outdoor active spaces at the entry to retail/commercial uses.
d. Commercial building entries should be easily recognizable and oriented to
the pedestrian streetscape by being located at sidewalk grade.
Building Setbacks
a. Provide for a human, pedestrian-friendly scale for downtown buildings.
b. Create a common street frontage view with enough repetition
to tie each site to its neighbor.
c. Provide enough space for wide, comfortable and safe
pedestrian routes to encourage travel by foot.
d. Create public spaces to enhance the visual attributes of the
development and encourage outdoor interaction.
Building/Site Identity
a. Do not use repetitive, monotonous building forms and
massing in large mixed use or commercial projects.
b. Improve pedestrian access and way-finding by providing variety in building forms, color,
materials and individuality of buildings.
c. Retain a connection with the scale and character of the Downtown Edmonds through the use of
similar materials, proportions, forms, masses or building elements.
d. Encourage new construction to use design elements tied to historic forms or patterns found in
downtown.
Weather Protection
a. Provide a covered walkway for pedestrians
traveling along public sidewalks in
downtown.
b. Protect shoppers and residents from rain
or snow.
c. Provide a covered waiting area and
walkway for pedestrians entering a building,
coming from parking spaces and the public
sidewalk.
Lighting
a. Provide adequate illumination in all areas used by pedestrians, including building entries,
walkways, bus stops, parking areas, circulation areas and other open spaces to ensure a feeling of
security.
b. Special attention should be paid to providing adequate public lighting to encourage and
support nighttime street activity and safety for pedestrians.
c. Minimize potential for light glare to reflect or spill off-site.
d. Create a sense of welcome and activity.
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Signage
a. Protect the streetscape from becoming cluttered.
b. Minimize distraction from the overuse of advertisement elements.
c. Provide clear signage to identify each distinct property or business and
to improve orientation and way-finding downtown.
d. Use graphics or symbols to reduce the need to have large letters.
e. Lighting of signs should be indirect or minimally backlit to display
lettering and symbols or graphic design instead of broadly lighting the
face of the sign.
f. Signage and other way-finding methods should be employed to assist
citizens and visitors in finding businesses and services.
g. Signage should be given special consideration when it is consistent
with or contributes to the historic character of sites on the Edmonds Register of Historic Places.
Site Utilities, Storage,
Trash and Mechanical
a. Hide unsightly utility boxes, outdoor storage of equipment, supplies, garbage, recycling and
composting.
b. Minimize noise and odor.
c. Minimize visual intrusion.
d. Minimize need for access/paving to utility areas
Art and Public Spaces
a. Public art and amenities such as mini parks, flower baskets, street furniture, etc., should be
provided as a normal part of the public streetscape. Whenever possible, these elements should be
continued in the portion of the private streetscape that adjoins the public streetscape.
b. Art should be integrated into the design of both public and private developments, with
incentives provided to encourage these elements.
c. In the Arts Center Corridor, art should be a common element of building design, with greater
design flexibility provided when art is made a central feature of the design.
2. BUILDING FORM
Building height and modulation guidelines are essential to create diversity in building forms,
minimize shadows cast by taller buildings upon the pedestrian areas and to ensure compliance
with policies in the city’s Comprehensive Plan. Protecting views from public parks and building
entries as well as street views to the mountains and Puget Sound are an important part of
Edmonds character and urban form.
Height
a. Maintain the human, pedestrian scale and character of historic Edmonds.
b. Create and preserve a human scale for downtown buildings. Unless more specific provisions
are contained in the descriptions for specific downtown districts, buildings shall be generally two
stories in exterior appearance, design and character. However, incentives or design standards
may be adopted which are consistent with the pedestrian scale of downtown Edmonds and which
allow for additional height that does not impact the generally two-story pedestrian-scale
appearance of the public streetscape. Note that the Downtown Master Plan district described on
pages 36-37 could allow a design which provides for higher buildings outside current view
corridors.
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c. Preserve public view corridors along east-west downtown streets – such as Main Street and
Dayton Street – that afford views to the mountains and Puget Sound to the west.
Massing
a. Large building masses shall be avoided in the downtown waterfront activity center. Large
building masses should be subdivided vertically and/or horizontally to replicate the smaller scale
streetscape elements found along downtown’s pedestrian streets.
b. Require human scale elements in building design that reinforce the difference between the
pedestrian streetscape and the upper levels of a building.
c. Use combinations of other techniques, such as roof and wall modulation or combinations of
different wall materials with windows and trim, to break up apparent building masses into
smaller elements. When the size or configuration of a site does not lend itself to varying building
mass, these alternative techniques should be employed to obtain a pedestrian-friendly result.
Roof Modulation
a. Use combinations of roof types and decorative elements such as parapets or architectural
detailing to break up the overall massing of the roof and add interest to its shape and form.
b. Create and reinforce the human scale of the building.
c. Use roof forms to identify different programs or functional areas within the building.
d. Provide ways for additional light to enter the building.
e. Encourage alternate roof treatments that improve and add interest to building design. Features
such as roof gardens, terraces, and interesting or unique architectural forms can be used to
improve the view of buildings from above as well as from the streetscape.
Wall Modulation
a. Create a pedestrian scale appropriate to Edmonds.
b. Break up large building masses and provide elements that accentuate the human scale of a
facade.
c. Avoid blank, monotonous and imposing building facades.
d. Design the building to be compatible with the surrounding built environment.
e. Encourage designs that let more light and air into the building.
3. BUILDING FAÇADE
Building facade guidelines ensure that the exterior of buildings, the portion of buildings that
defines the character and visual appearance of a place, is of high quality and demonstrates the
strong sense of place and integrity valued by the residents of the City of Edmonds.
Facade Requirements
a. Improve the pedestrian environment in the Downtown retail/commercial area by differentiating
the pedestrian-oriented street level of buildings from upper floors.
b. Ensure diversity in design.
c. Reinforce historic building patterns found in Downtown Edmonds.
d. Provide a human scale streetscape, breaking up long façades into defined forms that continue a
pattern of individual and distinct tenant spaces in commercial and mixed use areas.
e. Improve the visual and physical character and quality of Downtown Edmonds.
f. Create individual identity in buildings.
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Window Variety and Articulation
a. Windows help define the scale and character of the building. In the
retail and mixed commercial districts, building storefronts must be
dominated by clear, transparent glass windows that allow and
encourage pedestrians to walk past and look into the commercial space.
b. Upper floors of buildings should use windows as part of the overall
design to encourage rhythm and accents in the façade.
Building Façade Materials
A. The materials that make up the exterior facades of a building also
help define the scale and style of the structure and provide variation in
the facade to help reduce the bulk of larger buildings. From the foundation to the roof eaves, a
variety of building materials can reduce the scale and help define a building’s style and allows
the design of a building to respond to its context and client’s needs. It is particularly important to
differentiate the lower, street level of a building from the upper floors that are less in the
pedestrian’s line of sight.
Accents/Colors/Trim
A. Applied ornament and architectural detail, various materials and
colors applied to a façade as well as various decorative trim/surrounds
on doors and windows provide variation in the scale, style and
appearance of every building facade. Awnings and canopies also add to
the interest and pedestrian scale of downtown buildings. The objective
is to encourage new development that provides:
• Compatibility with the surrounding environment,
• Visual interest and variety in building forms,
• Reduces the visual impacts of larger building masses,
• Allows identity and individuality of a project within a neighborhood.
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7.

City Council Meeting
Meeting Date:
04/02/2013
Time:
90 Minutes
Submitted By:
Stephen Clifton
Department:
Community Services
Review Committee:
Type:
Action

Committee Action:

Information
Subject Title
Edmonds Strategic Action Plan – Presentation of Draft Final Report
Recommendation
Beckwtih Consulting Group is recommending the City Council approve the Strategic Action Plan in
order to move forward with implementation.
Previous Council Action
City Council, Planning Board and Economic Development joint meetings:
September 14, 2011 – Strategic Planning and Visioning Retreat #1 (Kickoff)
January 24, 2012- Strategic Planning and Visioning Retreat #2
February 28, 2012 - Strategic Planning and Visioning Retreat #3
April 24, 2012 - Strategic Planning and Visioning Retreat #4
May 22, 2012 - Strategic Planning and Visioning Retreat #5
July 31, 2012 – Strategic Planning and Visioning Retreat #6
January 23, 2013 - Presentation of Draft Strategic Action Plan to the Planning Board and Economic
Development Commission
Narrative
Under the guidance of Beckwith Consulting Group (BCG), Edmonds citizens and representatives of
businesses and land owners, community organizations and elected officials have been collaborating to
help set the course for the city over the coming years. This set of priorities and actions is being
encompassed in a Strategic Action Plan which serves as a road map by identifying city priorities and
possible actions to address pressing community needs, how tax dollars will/should be spent, and what can
be done to move Edmonds forward.
Many ideas, opinions and recommendations have been gathered over the past year and one-half during
various activities which have included:
1. Interviews conducted by Tom Beckwith and Steve Price, both with BCG, of the City’s last and current
Mayors, City Council members, and department directors.
2. Stakeholder Meetings - 20 discussion groups organized around subjects of interests were held with
service clubs, young adult outreach organizations, senior center, individuals-at-large, environmental,
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parks and recreation, arts – performing, arts – visual, transportation, economic development, waterfront,
downtown - retailers, downtown – property owners, business districts – Perrinville, Westgate, Firdale
Village and Highway 99, hospital and medical, developers, and governance.
3. Surveys:
a. Adult (681 responses)
b. Young Adult (119 responses)
c. Business Owner (219 responses)
d. Customer (484 responses)
e. Employee (86 responses)
4. Community Charrettes (brainstorming sessions) were held at Edmonds Conference Center and
Edmonds Library Plaza Meeting Room and Frances Anderson Center (140+ attendees) – March 14 and
19, 2012. An additional charrette focusing on youth related issues was held on April 30, 2012 at
Edmonds Woodway High School (approximately 10 high school students attended).
5. Open House held at the Edmonds Library Plaza Meeting Room (80+ attendees) – May 3, 2012
a. Tom Beckwith and his team provided the following documents to attendees during this event:
i. Actions, Responsibilities and Performance Measures (copy attached to May 22, 2012
Strategic Planning and Visioning Retreat #5 Agenda Packet) – described potential action
items that were identified from interviews, adult, young adult, employee, customer, and
business owner surveys, 20 focus group sessions, and two Charrettes. This document lists the
parties who would potentially be responsible for implementing them along with example
performance measures by which to measure progress. The document includes examples of
some of the potential actions that have been undertaken by other jurisdictions along with
graphics illustrating the areas of potential application in Edmonds.
ii. Preliminary Draft Actions Survey/Rating Sheets (hard copies and electronic form) –
contained descriptions of the above referenced potential actions. The rating sheets/survey
were/was indexed to the more detailed Actions, Responsibilities and Performance Measures.
During the Open House, attendees were provided the rating sheets/survey and asked to rate
the importance of actions within the document indicating the level of priority they would
assign each of the preliminary strategic planning actions on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is a
very low or no priority and 5 a very high or the highest priority. An identical rating
sheets/survey was created using Survey Monkey and a link to the rating sheets/survey was
posted to the City’s website. An e-mail blast to over 9,000 e-mail addresses and notification
to media entities was also used to announce the electronic method of rating the draft actions.
iii. Open House Rating Sheets/Survey Results (copy attached to May 22, 2012 Strategic
Planning and Visioning Retreat #5 Agenda Packet) - based on returns for 213 persons who
either attended the open house and/or completed the web based rating sheets/survey. The
document lists the results by category for the 72 potential action items - which are described
in the original survey document and expanded Strategic Plan Actions, Responsibilities, and
Performance measures.
During the Strategic Planning process, the City Council, Planning Board and Economic Development
Commission conducted six joint retreats or workshops in the City Council Chambers; each was open to
the public and aired on the City’s government channel. The following summarizes each retreat.
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Retreat #1 – was conducted on the 14th of September, 2011 and served to define objectives for the
strategic planning process, review the scope of work and schedule, and define issues of interest to the
members of the Joint Committee.
Retreat #2 – was conducted on the 24th of January, 2012. BCG presented and the Joint Committee
reviewed/discussed Edmonds demographic and socioeconomic profile based on the results of the 2010
US Census, American Community Survey (ACS) 2005-2009, Environmental Systems Research Institute
(ESRI) 2005-2015 projections, and Puget Sound Regional Council (PSRC)economic projections through
2040 and their implications to the city.
Retreat #3 – was conducted on the 28th of February, 2012. BCG presented, and the Joint Committee
reviewed/discussed, fiscal conditions of Washington cities in general and Edmonds in particular based on
the results of the State of Washington Cities 2005-2010 by the Association of Washington Cities (AWC),
the State of Edmonds 2001-2021 based on Edmonds Finance Director’s projections, and a Budgeting for
Objectives (BFO) approach to fiscal sustainability.
Retreat #4 – was conducted on the 24th of April, 2012. BCG presented and the Joint Committee
reviewed/discussed the results of stakeholder focus group sessions, surveys of young adults, customers,
employees, business owners, and adult residents, a public charrette, and what would be presented during
an open house conducted on the 3rd of May. This was followed by BCG presenting draft potential action
tasks.
Retreat #5 – was conducted on the 22nd of May, 2012. BCG presented and the Joint Committee
reviewed/discussed implementation of evolving strategic plan’s actions, survey results from the May 3,
2012 open house, process for the upcoming survey of registered voter households, and draft registered
voter survey contents.
Retreat #6 – was conducted on the 31st of July, 2012. BCG presented and the Joint Committee
reviewed/discussed the characteristics of registered voter households and their representativeness, rank
order priorities established by the results of earlier surveys, and implementation process for the strategic
plan.
NOTE: The contents of all six retreats/workshops are provided in full in Appendix A.
BDG submitted a draft Strategic Action Plan dated December 21, 2012 to the City on January 4, 2013.
The document was then then forwarded to the Strategic Action Plan Subcommitee consisting of City
Council/Planning Board/EDC members and City staff on December 22, 2012; comments received were
then forwarded to Mr. Beckwith for review and his consideration.
The Planning Board and Economic Development Commission conducted a joint meeting open to the
public on January 23, 2013. The City Council was also invited. The purpose of the meeting was to
provide an opportunity for Beckwith Consulting Group to present information related to a Draft Strategic
Action Plan Report dated December 21, 2013. Planning Board and Economic Development Commission
members asked questions and discussed next steps with Mr. Beckwith.
Following the January 23, 2013 joint Planning Board/EDC meeting, Mr. Beckwith submitted a revised
Draft Strategic Action Plan dated February 8, 2013 to the City. The document was forwarded to the City
Council, Planning Board and EDC members, City staff, Chamber, Senior Center, etc. The document was
also provided to the Strategic Action Plan subcommittee consisting of City Council/Planning Board/EDC
members and City staff. All entities were asked to review the document and provide comments.
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On March 5, 2013, the Strategic Action Plan Committee met to discuss the February 8, 2013 document.
During the meeting, the committee focused primarily on BCG's proposed five strategic objectives,
related plan actions, who/which entity would perform in a lead capacity and as participants, etc. Using
comments provided during the meeting, revisions were made to the document and clean/relined versions
were provided to City Council, Planning Board and EDC members, City staff, Chamber of Commerce,
Senior Center, and others and each was asked to provide comments by Friday, March 22, 2013. The
red-lined document and comments submitted by reviewers were then sent to BCG to give them time to
review and prepare the final draft products for the April 2, 2013 City Council meeting.
The purpose of the April 2, 2013 meeting is to provide an opportunity for Tom Beckwith to present
information related to the Final Draft Strategic Action Plan.

Attachments
Overview of the Strategic Action Planning Process - Presentation Slides
Strategic Action Plan - Final Draft Version
Appendix A Joint CC-PB-EDC Retreats 1-6
Appendix B - Topic group results
Appendix C - Adult resident survey results
Appendix D - Business owner survey results
Appendix E - Employee survey results
Appendix F - Customer survey results
Appendix G - Young adult survey results
Appendix H - Public charrette results
Appendix I - Open house survey results
Appendix J - Registered voter survey results
Registered Voter Survey Questions
Form Review
Inbox
City Clerk
Mayor
Finalize for Agenda
Form Started By: Stephen Clifton
Final Approval Date: 03/29/2013
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Reviewed By
Sandy Chase
Dave Earling
Sandy Chase

Date
03/28/2013 03:20 PM
03/28/2013 05:36 PM
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Agenda - Council Review/Adoption of Strategic Action Plan
7:00 pm Tuesday 2 April - Council Chambers
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Overview of the Strategic Action Planning Process
Results of the Strategic Action Planning Process
Strategic Action Plan Implementation Particulars
Initiating the Strategic Action Plan – what to do next
Examples from the Chehalis Renaissance Project
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1: Overview of the Strategic Action Planning Process
Purpose
Why?
Economic trends impacted Edmond’s fiscal sustainability requiring the
city to make strategic decisions about services and projects that reflect
citizens desires and aspirations.
What?
Short (3-5 year) and midterm (5-10 year) actions by the city and all other
possible participant parties with which to integrate Comprehensive Plan,
Capital Facility Program (CFP), and annual city budgets.
Who?
Everyone including community organizations and interest groups,
business owners, employees, customers, young adults, the public at
large, and finally a random survey of registered voter households.
How?
Overview by 31 member Joint Committee composed of City Council,
Economic Development Commission (EDC), and Planning Board (PB).
Result?
86 specific actions with citywide priorities, lead agents and participants,
schedules, and performance measures (plus 2 added but not ranked).
2
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Process – 6 Joint Committee retreats (Appendix A)
Retreat #1
Validated the process and scope of work
Retreat #2
Reviewed demographic/socioeconomic scans
Retreat #3
Reviewed fiscal trends in Edmonds and Washington cities and Budgeting
for Objectives (BFO) approach
Retreat #4
Reviewed results of the focus group sessions, surveys of businesses,
employees, customers, young adults, and residents; the 3 public
charrettes, and the open house
Retreat #5
Reviewed results of the open house survey and refined the contents of
the random sample survey of registered voter households
Retreat #6
Reviewed results of the random sample survey of registered voter
households and the implementation process

3
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Process – Public outreach
Focus group
sessions
Adult resident
survey
Business owner
survey
Employee survey
Customer survey
Young adult
Charrettes
Open house
Voter survey
Total

20 focus group sessions (Appendix B)

96

mail-back and internet (Appendix C)

681

mail-back survey (Appendix D)

219

mail-back and internet (Appendix E)
mail-back and internet (Appendix F)
mail-back and internet (Appendix G)
2 adult and 1 young adult (Appendix H)
hand-back and internet (Appendix I)
random sample controlled mail-back and
internet (Appendix J)
Participations (including some multiple
events per person)

86
484
119
150
213
466
2,514

4
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2: Results of the Strategic Action Planning Process
Strategic objectives (organization of 66 action tasks)
1. Economic health, vitality, and sustainability
a. Foster a dynamic and diverse economy
b. Take advantage of special and unique characteristics
c. Enhance economic and employment opportunities
d. Build on the community’s history, heritage, natural resources, and
livability to promote Edmonds as a tourist destination
e. Effectively develop, market, and promote Edmonds arts and cultural
heritage and brand (Arts & Culture)
f. Promote a permit and licensing process to promote business
recruitment, expansion, and retention
2. Maintain, enhance, and create a sustainable environment
a. Build a community that balances protection, economic health, and
social needs
3. Maintain and enhance Edmonds community character and quality
of life

5
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4. Develop and maintain a transportation and infrastructure system
to meet current and future needs
a. Create efficient, effective, and balanced transportation system to meet
current and future needs
b. Provide quality services, facilities, and infrastructure
5. Responsible, accountable, and responsive government
a. Provide efficient and effective delivery of service
b. Promote and encourage an active and involved community
c. Ensure a safe and secure environment for residents, businesses, and
visitors

6
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Action 1a.1 (4): Economic sustainability
Lead
Economic Development Dept
Port of Edmonds
Chamber of Commerce
Strategic objective
Recruit businesses that employ
technical, professional, and
managerial skills offered by
Edmonds residents to facilitate
live/work sustainability in Edmonds.
Implementation schedule
Economic sustainability
Potential performance measures
% of overall technical (high tech,
nursing, etc) jobs within Edmonds
% of overall professional (lawyers,
accountants, doctors) jobs within
Edmonds

Rank
Very high

Complexity
Low

Months
On-going

Participants
Downtown Merchants Assn
Edmonds Community College
Edmonds School District
Edmonds property owners
Edmonds brokers
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018+

7
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3: The Strategic Action Plan Implementation Particulars
Strategic actions and priority or rank
Who defined the strategic action tasks?
Public input from focus group sessions, surveys, and charrettes defined
the actions that were desired to be accomplished within the next 10 years
in the city regardless of who would be the implementing agent.
Who defined the priorities and what were they?
Voter household survey ranked each and every action on a scale of 1-5
where 1 was the lowest and 5 the highest priority. The scores were
grouped into 1-2, 3, and 4-5 scores than ranked where 4-5 scores were:
68%-50% = very high
29 = 34%
49%-40% = moderate-high
24 = 28%
39%-32% = moderate-low
15 = 17%
32%-21% = low
15 = 17%
21%-13% = very low
3 = 3%
What are the financial implications of the task priorities?
The action tasks, including some of the city tasks, do not compete for the
same source of funds. Many of the action tasks will be accomplished by
parties with funds other than the city – Port, WSDOT, Chamber, etc.
8
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What do the priorities signify?
The priorities indicate voter household opinions of the overall priority of
each and all actions on a citywide basis (e.g., the survey sample) for
accomplishment within the next 10 years regardless of who would be the
implementing agent or the source of financing.
How will the city use the priorities for city actions?
Where the city is the lead agent, the priorities will be used in the Budget
for Objectives (BFO) process to determine how the city’s limited financial
and staff resources will be budgeted or allocated amongst the city’s lead
actions.
How will the priorities be used where the city is not the lead?
Depending on who the lead agent(s) is, the organization will likely follow
the same process as the city in determining how to allocate resources to
accomplish the action tasks.
Will the action tasks be accomplished in rank order?
Not likely nor should that be an objective. Some of the action tasks will
require lead times necessary to form participant groups, secure outside
funding, conduct environmental reviews, etc. Consequently, even if a task
is a high priority it may take a number of months or years to fully initiate
and achieve results.
9
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Should a low priority task be ignored or deferred?
Not if the lead agent is successful in getting it accomplished or primed
for accomplishment. The Strategic Action Plan is opportunistic and
multifaceted looking to implement as many community desired actions as
possible involving as many participant interests in the community as
possible as events and circumstances allow.
Should the list of action tasks be reduced or tasks eliminated?
It is not necessary to eliminate an action if it scores a moderate-low to
very low priority if there is an interest group who is will to take the lead
and implement the action without unduly using city funds or resources.
The Strategic Action Plan is holistic defining all actions city residents
wished to see accomplished within the next 6-10 years without
limitations on who would be the party to implement or fund them.

10
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Complexity
What does complexity mean?
Complexity refers to the degree of ease or difficulty that may be involved
in implementing each action task. Low complexity tasks may involve a
single implementing agent following a simple process. High complexity
tasks may involve multiple agents, including where the city is not the lead
or the authorizing agent, and a complex process that involves public
participation, environmental assessments, permits, hearings, and other
procedures.
Who determined complexity?
A subgroup of the Joint Committee and Department Directors determined
the complexity assessments ranging from low, moderate, high, and very
high.

11
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Months and implementation schedule
What do months mean?
Months refer to the probable production time involved in implementing
an action task accounting for the specific steps that would be involved in
implementing an action task and its degree of complexity. An ongoing
entry indicates the action task is a continuous activity.
Who determined months?
A subgroup of the Joint Committee and Department Directors determined
the probable number of months that would be involved in each task.
How do months relate to an implementation schedule?
The Strategic Action Plan defines the action tasks desired to be
implemented within the next 6-10 years. The schedules shown assume
each task would be initiated as soon as possible and extend through the
number of months assigned to the task. In reality, actual schedules will
depend on who the lead agent is, how many other tasks they are
responsible for, what complexities are involved in the implementation,
when funding is available, and other opportunistic variables.

12
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Participants and lead participants
Who are the participants and how were they determined?
The participant lists include all parties who will be affected by or on an
individual action task. The lists were determined from the focus group
sessions, survey comments, charrettes, and by the consultants and staff.
Who are the lead agents?
The lead agents are assumed to be the primary implementing party,
where there is a single agent, or the facilitating and implementing parties
where there are multiple leads. In some instances the lead agent may be
the authorizing or approving agent – as in City Council.
How were the lead agents selected?
In some instances lead agents were self-selected based on the actions
they proposed during the focus group sessions, survey comments, or
charrettes. In other instances, the lead agents are presumed to be the
most likely party who has the predominant interest and benefit in the
action, and the resources with which to accomplish or facilitate the action
with other affecting or affected participants.

13
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How are the lead agents distributed between the city and others?
Though Edmonds elected officials and staff are involved in a large
number of action tasks, they are not the lead or primarily implementing
party in a large number of them – such as in the business district
development, arts and culture, hospital, etc.
Who are the other lead agents?
There are a large number of other public agents (Port of Edmonds,
WSDOT, Sound Transit) and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs –
Downtown Edmonds Merchants Association, Chamber of Commerce)
listed as lead agents who have authority, responsibility, or benefit from
an action task for which they are listed as lead.
Will this require additional organizations?
It could, depending on who the participants and the lead agents
determine will be most effective and representative of the costs and
benefits.
What will result if the lead is not interested or able?
Then the lead will pass to another interested party or parties or the action
will not be accomplished.

14
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Performance measures
What are the performance measures?
The performance measures are indicators or benchmarks by which to
measure the progress and effectiveness of the implementation of each
action task. A low score on a performance measure indicates the action
task is not achieving the desired result and may need to be reassessed or
revised to achieve the results listed in the performance measure.
How were the performance measures determined?
The performance measures were defined by existing city benchmarks, by
comparison with benchmarks from other cities, and from objective
parameters defined by the nature of the action task function.
How will the performance measures be gauged?
Some of the performance measures are objective measurements – i.e.,
the number of tons recycled per year, miles to the nearest park, etc.
Others depend on community surveys where the public indicates the
degree to which they are satisfied with various conditions – such as
perception of safety, access to jobs, satisfaction with appearances, etc.

15
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Strategic Action Plan Updates
When will the Strategic Action Plan be updated?
Ideally, this Strategic Action Plan defines key objections, tasks,
responsibilities, schedules, performance measures, and other particulars
for the next 6-10 years concurrent with updates to the Comprehensive
Plan, Capital Facilities Program (CFP), and annual city budgets. However,
should an unforeseen event require, the Strategic Action Plan can be
updated if and when City Council deems necessary.

16
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4: Initiating the Strategic Action Plan – what to do next
Finalize the draft document and complete Council hearings.
Review and confirm action task complexity, months, lead agents,
participating parties, schedules, performance measures, and other
particulars with which to initiate action.
Confirm lead agents and participants.
Assign the action tasks to the lead agents and work with them, city
included, in formulating detailed contents, schedules, funds, and other
particulars. Where necessary, create new ad hoc groups to take the lead
on tasks involving multiple lead agents and interests.
Coordinate with other city, public agency, and NGO programs.
Update city documents including the Comprehensive Plan, CFP, annual
city budgets, and other agency and NGO plans, projects, and programs to
reflect the strategic objectives, action tasks, and performances defined in
the Strategic Action Plan,
Monitor performance and adjust particulars as necessary.
Score and evaluate performance of each lead agent and participants on
the accomplishment of the action tasks using the performance evaluation
measures or benchmarks to make adjustments, revise approaches, and
other particulars.
17
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5: Examples from the Chehalis Renaissance Project
What is the Chehalis Renaissance Plan?
A citywide plan with projects in community building, economic
development, quality design, traffic and parking, and downtown
development.
What is the overall goal – the bottom line?
Make the Chehalis area a more attractive place in which to live, enhance
job opportunities and involvement of youth, increase tourism traffic, and
grow the retail base to enhance local shopping.
What is the mission of the Chehalis Community Renaissance Team
(CCRT)?
Driven by voluntary leadership, broad community participation, and using
disciplined project management - implement the Council-approved plan.
http://ci.chehalis.wa.us/renaissance

18
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What is different about the Chehalis Renaissance Project and
the Chehalis Community Renaissance Team (CCRT)?
Driven by volunteers – the city is a partner.
Counts on and encourages citizens to provide leadership and work in
partnership with CCRT.
Relies primarily upon private investments and donations.
Success is a combination of many small, some medium, and a few large
projects.
A chance for citizen volunteers to put a permanent stamp on the Chehalis
area.

19
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Who are the CCRT members?
21 active members including:
 Security State Bank
 Timberland Regional Library
 Bicoastal Media
 DeVaul Publishing
 Chehalis City Council member
 Book ‘n Brush
 Tires, Inc
 Lewis County EDC
 Arch-Eco Design LLC
 Centralia College
 Cheh-Cent Airport
 Port of Chehalis
 Board of County Commissioners
 The Industrial Commission
 Cent-Cheh Chamber of Commerce

20
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What has the CCRT achieved to date?
21 completed action tasks including:
 New logo and tagline
 Young Professionals of Lewis County formed
 SCORE (Senior Core of Retired Executives) chapter formed
 Historic walking tour – 5th printing
 Friends of the Chehalis Community Renaissance 501(c)(3) formed
 50+ wayfinding signs installed
 Historic signage on I-5 installed by WSDOT
 CCRT and Friends installed offices in historic St Helens Hotel
 Chehalis Avenue streetscape completed
 New Auto Festival event initiated at airport
 New website developed and launched
 Incubator feasibility study completed
 Children’s Museum pilot project initiated
 Gateways installed
 Louisiana Avenue roundabout enhanced

21
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What is the CCRT working on?
15 projects in progress including:
 Downtown parking strategy under development
 Restoration of historic St Helens Theatre
 Chehalis Storefront Art Project initiated for empty storefronts
 Vacant and for sale property database under development
 Tourism marketing program under development
 Urban design guidelines under review
 Chehalis-Centralia Railroad expansion north to Great Wolf Lodge
 Market Boulevard streetscape enhancements underway
 Dillenbaugh Creek gateway conservancy park under study

22
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Overview of the Edmonds Strategic Action Plan
What is Edmonds Strategic Action Plan?
The Edmonds Strategic Action Plan identifies
short (3-5 years) and mid-term (5-10 years)
community strategic objectives and identifies
specific action tasks and responsible and lead
participants, schedules, and performance
measures to achieve them.
How is the Strategic Action Plan different than
other plans Edmonds develops?
The Edmonds Strategic Action Plan is intended
to integrate with other city plans including the
Comprehensive Plan, Capital Facility Program
(CFP), and annual city budgets to make sure
they are consistent with and implement
Edmonds’ strategic short and mid-term
objectives.
Why did/does Edmonds need a strategic
action plan?
Economic conditions and trends impact the City
of Edmonds’ ability to project short and long
range fiscal sustainability. Edmonds, like other
cities in Washington State, needed/needs to
analyze financial prospects and make strategic
decisions about city services and capital
projects that reflect Edmonds citizens’ desires
and aspirations.
Who developed the Edmonds Strategic Action
Plan?
Participants include elected officials,
community organizations and interest groups,
property and business owners, employees,
business district customers, young adults, the
public-at-large, and finally a random sample of
registered voter households.
The City Council with the assistance of the
Economic Development Commission (EDC),
Planning Board (PB), city staff, and Beckwith
Consulting Group (BCG) oversaw the strategic
planning process and its ultimate contents.
How did the City Council, Economic
Development Commission (EDC) and Planning
Board (PB) oversee the Edmonds Strategic
Action Plan process?
A Strategic Planning Joint Committee composed
of 31 representatives of the City Council,
Economic Development Commission (EDC), and
Planning Board (PB) hosted six public retreats or

workshops during evening hours in the City
Council Chambers to hear presentations by
Beckwith Consulting Group. Information
gathered and generated by BCG was provided
prior to each retreat/workshop to review and
evaluate progress on the plan’s development.
Retreat #1 – was conducted on the 14th of
September, 2011 and served to define objectives
for the strategic planning process, review the
scope of work and schedule, and define issues
of interest to the members of the Joint
Committee.
Retreat #2 – was conducted on the 24th of
January, 2012. BCG presented and the Joint
Committee reviewed/discussed Edmonds
demographic and socioeconomic profile based
on the results of the 2010 US Census, American
Community Survey (ACS) 2005-2009,
Environmental Systems Research Institute (ESRI)
2005-2015 projections, and Puget Sound
Regional Council (PSRC) economic projections
through 2040 and their implications to the city.
Retreat #3 – was conducted on the 28th of
February, 2012. BCG presented, and the Joint
Committee reviewed/discussed, fiscal
conditions of Washington cities in general and
Edmonds in particular based on the results of
the State of Washington Cities 2005-2010 by the
Association of Washington Cities (AWC), the
State of Edmonds 2001-2021 based on Edmonds
Finance Director’s projections, and a Budgeting
for Objectives (BFO) approach to fiscal
sustainability.
Retreat #4 – was conducted on the 24th of
April, 2012. BCG presented and the Joint
Committee reviewed/discussed the results of
stakeholder focus group sessions, surveys of
young adults, customers, employees, business
owners, and adult residents, a public charrette,
and what would be presented during an open
house conducted on the 3rd of May. This was
followed by BCG presenting draft potential
action tasks.
Retreat #5 – was conducted on the 22nd of May,
2012. BCG presented and the Joint Committee
reviewed/discussed implementation of evolving
strategic plan’s actions, survey results from the
May 3, 2012 open house, process for the
upcoming survey of registered voter
households, and draft registered voter survey
contents..
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Retreat #6 – was conducted on the 31st of July,
2012. BCG presented and the Joint Committee
reviewed/discussed the characteristics of
registered voter households and their
representativeness, rank order priorities
established by the results of earlier surveys, and
implementation process for the strategic plan.
The contents of all six retreats are provided in
full in Appendix A.
How was the public informed throughout the
Edmonds strategic action planning process?
Strategic planning webpages were established
on the city’s website which included a calendar
schedule of events, minutes, memorandums and
presentation materials used for Council retreats,
and results, summaries and findings from
interviews, surveys, an open house, and
charrettes. Additionally, throughout the
process, press releases and e-mail blasts were
issued to inform the public about surveys and
public events related to the strategic action plan
process.
How was the public involved in Edmonds
strategic action planning process?
The public was offered opportunities to
participate in an extensive series of outreach
events during the strategic action planning
process beginning with:
Stakeholder (Focus Group) opinions and
suggestions – were obtained from 96
individuals, some of which were representatives
of public and nonprofit organizations, during 20
sessions covering the topics of government,
economic development, transportation,
historical and special events, environmental,
parks and recreation, visual arts, literary arts,
performing arts, young adults and education,
seniors, service clubs, hospital district,
waterfront district, downtown and the 5Corners, Firdale, Westgate, Perrinville, and
Highway 99 business districts.
Stakeholder opinions and suggestions helped to
frame specific strategic action plan task
contents and responsibilities. Focus group
results are summarized in Appendix A,
beginning on page A-201, and fully documented
in Appendix B.
Adult resident’s opinions – were obtained from
681 residents using a mail-back and internet
survey process. Participants were asked to rate
existing conditions of City governance,
employment, safety and security, education,
transportation, housing market options, parks
2
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and recreation facilities, arts and cultural
programs, special events, design conditions and
appearances, level of development, and
sustainability. Adult residents rated priorities
for the types of businesses to recruit, types of
households to attract, and maintenance of City
buildings, infrastructure (roads, sidewalks,
stormwater) and parks/recreation facilities.
Adult resident assessments helped define
proposed strategic action plan tasks. Adult
resident survey results are summarized in
Appendix A, beginning on page A-169, and fully
documented in Appendix C.
Business owner opinions – were obtained from
219 business owners using a mail-back survey
process. Participants were asked how long their
business has existed, about business profiles,
labor force characteristics, market conditions,
existing and projected trade area and customer
profiles, in addition to rating the existing image
of, and conditions in, Edmonds, types of
businesses to recruit, marketing and promotion
programs, City/Port/Chamber development
efforts, planning priorities for possible
economic development actions, and interest in
participating in the implementation of the
strategic action plan.
Business owner opinions helped define strategic
action plan tasks, particularly those dealing
with business district development and
development regulations. Business owner
survey results are summarized in Appendix A,
beginning on page A-148, and fully documented
in Appendix D.
Employee opinions – were obtained from 86
employees using a mail-back and internet
survey process. Participants were asked to rate
their concerns about employment opportunities,
transportation and housing market conditions,
use of city and business facilities and reasons
by nonresidents for not living in Edmonds.
Employee opinions helped define strategic
action plan tasks, particularly those dealing
with housing and transportation. The employee
survey results are summarized in Appendix A,
beginning on page A-127, and fully documented
in Appendix E.
Customer opinions – were obtained from 484
customers using a mail-back and internet survey
process. Participants were asked to rate their
concerns about shopping behaviors in Edmonds
versus competitive city business districts and
regional malls, where they are most likely to
shop for specific goods and services, what
factors affect a decision to not purchase in

Edmonds, ratings of Edmonds conditions, and
use of Edmonds facilities, e.g., parks, trails,
Senior Center, Edmonds Center for the Arts, etc.
Customer opinions helped define strategic
action plan tasks, particularly those dealing
with business district development,
transportation, and arts and culture. The
customer survey results are summarized in
Appendix A, beginning on page A-111, and fully
documented in Appendix F.
Young adult opinions – were obtained from 119
young adults using a mail-back and internet
survey process. Participants were asked to rate
their concerns about activities they currently
participate in, activities they would like to
participate in, the kind of public service or
community activity of interest, employment
interests, the best way of communicating with
peers, how conditions in Edmonds rate, whether
they would recommend Edmonds to others, and
plans or not for living in Edmonds in the future.
Young adult opinions helped define strategic
action plan tasks, particularly those dealing
with young adult outreach, employment, and
community service opportunities. The young
adult survey results are summarized in
Appendix A, beginning on page A-100, and fully
documented in Appendix G.
Public charrettes – were conducted with 140
people participating on the 14th and 19th of
March, 2012 at the Edmonds Conference Center.
10 young adults attend a third charrette held on
the 30th of April, 2012 at the EdmondsWoodway High School.
Charrette participants expressed their likes and
dislikes about Edmonds in general, identified
priorities, results, and measurements related to
the highest priority topics identified from the
results of the stakeholder focus groups
sessions, and surveys of adult residents,
business owners, employees, customers, and
young adults.
The results of the charrettes defined the
specific action tasks included in a draft strategic
plan. The charrette results are summarized in
Retreat #4 in Appendix A and fully documented
in Appendix H.
Public open house – conducted on the 3rd of
May 2012 at the Plaza Room at the Library
during which 89 participants completed a
survey during the event and 114 completed the
survey on-line following the open house for a
total of 213. The survey asked the open house
participants to comment on and rank possible

priorities for the draft action tasks emerging for
the strategic action plan from the public
charrettes and the preceding stakeholder focus
group sessions and adult resident, business
owner, employee, customer, and young adult
surveys,
The results of the open house refined the
proposed action tasks included in a draft
strategic plan. The open house results are
summarized in Appendix A, beginning on page
A-212, and fully documented in Appendix I.
Registered voter household priorities –
obtained from a telephone recruited random
sample of 466 completed mail-back and internet
surveys concerning their priorities for the 60
proposed strategic planning action tasks
concerning employment, business district
development, young adults, housing, catalytic
projects, arts and culture, parks and recreation,
sustainability, transportation, fiscal
sustainability, development regulations, and
communications.
Registered voter household priorities refined
the final priorities assigned to the strategic
action plan tasks and task scheduling. The
registered voter household survey results are
summarized in Appendix A, beginning on page
A-296, and fully documented in Appendix J.
Public hearings – as part of finalizing the draft
Strategic Action Plan, a joint meeting between
the Planning Board and Economic Development
Commission took place on January 23, 2013.
During the meeting, BCG presented information
on the contents of a nearly final draft Strategic
Action Plan including all task proposals,
priorities, lead and participant responsibilities,
schedules, and performance measures.
Based on feedback from Planning Board,
Economic Development Commission members,
City staff, Council members and others, the plan
was revised and the contents of a final draft
Strategic Action Plan was presented by BCG to
the City Council on April 2, 2013.
Summary of public outreach events
Event
Documentation
Stakeholder
20 focus group
Focus group
sessions – Appendix B
sessions
Adult resident mail-back and
survey
internet – Appendix C
Business
mail-back survey –
owner survey
Appendix D
Employee
mail-back and
survey
internet – Appendix E

Nmbr
96
681
219
86
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Customer
survey
Young adult
survey
Charrettes
Open house
Voter
household
survey
Total

mail-back and
internet – Appendix F
mail-back and
internet – Appendix G
2 adult and 1 youth –
Appendix H
hand-back and
internet – Appendix I
random sample
controlled mail-back
and internet –
Appendix J
Nmbr of Participants

484
119
150
213
466

2,514

Note – participation includes some multiple
events per person

Who defined the Strategic Action Plan tasks?
Public input from the focus group sessions,
surveys, and charrettes were used to help define
actions that are desired to be accomplished
within the city regardless of who would be the
implementing agent.
What action task priorities and how was the
Edmonds Strategic Action Plan process used
to identify them?
Public input, the results of the registered voter
household survey in particular, identified and
determined the priority of all 86 specific tasks
included in this Strategic Action Plan.
Priorities were defined for each specific task
from the results of the statistically
representative phone/internet survey where the
survey participants ranked proposals on a scale
of 1 to 5 where 1 was the lowest and 5 the
highest priority.
During presentations at public retreats /
workshops, rating scores were grouped into,
and presented as, 1-2 (very low and low), 3
(neutral) and 4-5 (high and very high). The
groupings below were created using the
percentage results from the random sampling
registered voter survey.
Example: Plan actions where the combined
percentages of 4 (high) and 5 (very high) range
from 50-60% are categorized as Very High
below. Plan actions where the combined
percentages of 4 and 5 range from 40-49% are
categorized as Moderate-High below, etc.
Very High (VH)
Moderate-High (MH)
Moderate-Low (ML)
Low (L)
Very Low (VL)
4
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68%-50%
49%-40%
39%-32%
32%-21%
21%-13%

What are Edmonds Strategic Action Plan’s
objectives and related action tasks?
The Edmonds strategic action planning process
identified 86 specific tasks. Using the
categories above, the plan actions have been
ranked in order of priority from very highest
(VH), to moderately high (MH), moderately low
(ML), low (L), to very lowest (VL) within 5 overall
Strategic Objectives.
In September of 2012, BCG presented a draft
proposal to place the 86 proposed plan actions
under 10 Strategic Objectives categories, e.g.,
“We want full, local, sustainable employment for
all Edmonds residents! (Employment)”, “We want
functional, viable, energetic business districts!
(Economic Development)”, etc.
Upon Review by the Strategic Action Plan Subcommittee, a recommendation was sent to BCG
to create instead five broader overall strategic
objectives (no changes were made to the plan
actions themselves). BCG reviewed the
recommendation and expressed support and
included five strategic objective categories…
each of which are followed by plan actions
relating to each.
Strategic Objective 1: Create economic health,
vitality & sustainability – diversify and
stabilize the Edmonds economy to achieve
sustainability for businesses, employment, and
commercial services; create quality mixed use
development within Edmonds business districts
in ways that preserve and conserve the city’s
unique heritage and natural context.
1a
1a.1
1a.2
1a.3
1a.4
1a.5
1a.6
1a.7
1a.8
1a.9
1a.10
1a.11
1a.12
1a.13
1a.14

Foster dynamic/diverse economy
Economic sustainability (VH)
Marketing business districts (VH)
Interim storefronts (VH)
Promotion for business development
(VH)
Business outreach (VH)
Design of storefronts (MH)
Mixed use standards for the
International District (MH)
Mixed use standards for ground floor
retail requirements (ML)
Mixed use standards for Westgate (ML)
Mixed use standards for the
downtown/waterfront (ML)
Mixed use standards for Perrinville (L)
Mixed use standards for Firdale Village
(L)
Mixed use standards for 5 Corners (L)
Mixed use standards for other
commercial districts (L)

1b
1b.1
1b.2
1b.3
1b.4
1b.5
1b.6
1b.7
1b.8
1b.9
1b.9
1c
1c.1
1c.2
1c.3
1d

1d.1
1d.2
1e
1e.1
1e.2
1e.3
1e.4
1e.5
1e.6
1e.7
1f

1f.1

1b: Take advantage of special/unique
characteristics of areas
Health and medical industries (VH)
High tech industries (VH)
Harbor Square (VH)
Shoreline/waterfront (VH)
Antique Mall (VH)
Swedish Hospital (VH)
Organization Main Street (H)
International District (ML)
Financing (BID) (ML)
Car dealerships (VL)
Enhance economic and employment
opportunities
Employment for youth (VH)
Participation for youth (VH)
Database for business recruitment (ML)
Build on the community’s heritage,
natural resources, and livability to
promote Edmonds as a tourism
destination
Design for arts and culture (L)
Marketing for arts and culture (L)
Effectively develop, market, and
promote the City’s arts and cultural
heritage and brand (Arts & Culture)
Organization for arts and culture (MH)
Promotion for arts and culture (MH)
Edmonds Center for the Arts - ECA
(MH)
4th Ave Cultural Corridor (MH)
Artists live/work (L)
Art and history walking tours (L)
Fine arts museum (L)
Promote a permit and licensing
process to promote business
recruitment, expansion, and
retention
Economic incentives (MH)

Strategic Objective 2: Maintain, enhance, and
create a sustainable environment – focusing
on the sustainability of natural systems and
processes in Edmonds.
2a
2a.1
2a.2
2a.3
2a.4
2a.4
2a.5
2a.5
2a.6

Build a community that balances
environmental protection, economic
health, and social needs
Recycling (VH)
Farmers/Public Market (VH)
Stormwater at SR-104 and Dayton (VH)
Native habitat (MH)
Stormwater for the flooding of Lake
Ballinger (MH)
Energy (MH)
Food production (MH)
Stormwater and habitat along Willow
Creek (ML)

2a.7
2a.8

Stormwater and habitat in a green
features code (ML)
Coordination of environmental
outreach (L)

Strategic Objective 3: Maintain and enhance
Edmonds’ community character and quality of
life – conserving and enhancing community
activities/facilities and recreational amenities
that service and define the city, and that
support residents’ needs, e.g., housing, parks,
and interests.
3a.1
3a.2
3a.3
3a.4
3a.5
3a.6
3a.7
3a.8
3a.9
3a.10
3a.11
3a.12
3a.13
3a.14
3a.15

3a.1 Senior Center rehabilitation (VH)
3a.2 Downtown restrooms (VH)
3a.3 Anderson Center (VH)
3a.4 Greenways and Parks (VH)
3a.5 Activities for youth (VH)
3a.6 Yost Pool financing (VH)
3a.7 Public view preservation (MH)
3a.8 Yost Pool improvement (ML)
3a.9 Civic Field (ML)
3a.10 Design standards (ML)
3a.11 Diversify housing options (ML)
3a.12 Affordable housing (L)
3a.13 Woodway athletic fields (L)
3a.14 Dog Park relocation (L)
3a.15 Senior Center relocation (VL)

Strategic Objective 4: Develop and maintain a
transportation and infrastructure system to
meet current and future demand – providing
multimodal balance and integration of
pedestrians, bicycles, vehicles, transit,
railroads, and the ferry system.
4a
4a.1
4a.2
4a.3
4a.4
4a.5
4a.6
4a.7
4a.8
4a.9
4a.10
4a.11
4a.12
4a.13
4a.14
4a.15
4a.16

Build a community that balances
environmental protection, economic
health, and social needs
BNSF Railroad coal trains (VH)
Street maintenance (VH)
Walkways (VH)
Sounder Train (MH)
Sound Transit Link (MH)
Trails (MH)
Highway 99 enhancement (MH)
Intermodal Station development (MH)
Waterfront connection (MH)
Ferry Terminal loading strategy (MH)
Crosswalks (ML)
SR-104 transit service (ML)
Bikeway network (L)
Shuttle service between downtown and
Highway 99 (L)
Swift Bus Rapid Transit – SBRT (L)
Shuttle service between the waterfront
and downtown (L)
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4b
4b.1

Provide quality services, facilities,
and infrastructure
Provide quality services, facilities, and
infrastructure

Strategic Objective 5: Provide responsible,
accountable, and responsive government –
expanding outreach and communication,
creating sustainable fiscal strategies, and joint
venturing with other local public and nonprofit
partners.
5a
5a.1
5a.2
5a.3
5a.4
5as.5
5a.6
5b
5b.1
5b.2
5c
5c.1

Provide efficient and effective
delivery of services
Fiscal sustainability (VH)
Permitting process (VH)
Assess performance results (VH)
Strategy development for
public/private investments (VH)
Non-governmental organization (NGO)
participation (MH)
Fiscal sustainability for funding Parks
and Recreation (MH)
Promotion and encouragement of an
active and involved community
Public access (MH)
Public communication (MH)
Ensure a safe and secure
environment for residents,
businesses, and visitors
Safe and secure environment (VH)

The 5 strategic objectives listed above and the
86 related specific action tasks involved in
realizing the strategic objectives are described
within the following sections of this document.
What are the financial implications of the
action task priorities?
The plan action tasks, including some where the
City serves as the lead, may not compete for the
same source of funds. Many of the action tasks
will be accomplished by parties with funds
other than Edmonds including the Port of
Edmonds, Washington State Department of
Transportation, Sound Transit, and Chamber of
Commerce, among others.
Each proposed action may have a different
sponsor, funding source and schedule. The goal
of this Strategic Action Plan is to organize and
coordinate all actions and participants – not
select winners and losers or determine which
goes first and which goes last.
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What do the priorities signify?
Voters that participated in the random sampling
survey expressed their opinions on the overall
priority of each and all actions on a citywide
basis to be accomplished within the next 10
years regardless of who will be the
implementing agent or the source of financing.
How will the City of Edmonds use the
priorities for city actions?
Where the city is identified as the lead agent,
the priorities could be used in a Budget for
Objectives (BFO) process to help in determining
how Edmond’s limited financial and staff
resources could be budgeted or allocated.
Will the action tasks be accomplished in rank
order?
Not likely, nor should that be an objective. Some
of action tasks will require lead times necessary
to form participant groups, secure outside
funding, conduct environmental reviews, etc.
Consequently, even if a task is a high priority, it
may take a number of months or years to fully
initiate and achieve results.
In actuality, most action task priorities will be
opportunistic rather than rank ordered. The
overall goal is to achieve all proposed action
tasks as soon as each action is feasible and
accomplishable.
Should a low priority task be ignored or
deferred?
Not if the lead agent is able to implement or the
task is primed for implementation. The Strategic
Action Plan is intended to be implemented on an
opportunistic and multifaceted basis, i.e., lead
agents and participants should/can look for
ways to implement as many community desired
actions and involve as many participant
interests in the community as possible as events
and circumstances allow.
Therefore, if a low priority action has a sponsor
and funds, it could be accomplished by the
sponsor with the support of the community so
long as the task action does not interfere with
accomplishing higher priority task actions.

Should the list of action tasks be reduced or
tasks eliminated?
It is not necessary to eliminate an action if it
scores a moderate-low to very low priority if
there is an interest group willing to take the
lead and implement the action without unduly
using city funds or resources.

are not the lead or primary implementing party
in a large number of them, e.g., business district
development, arts and culture, hospital, etc.
What non-City lead agents have been
identified?

The Strategic Action Plan is holistic defining all
actions city residents wish to see accomplished
within the next 6-10 years without limitations
on who or which entity would serve as lead
agent or participant to implement or fund them.

There are a large number of non-City lead
agents including the Port of Edmonds, WSDOT,
Sound Transit, nongovernmental organizations
(NGOs) such as Downtown Edmonds Merchants
Association, and the Chamber of Commerce who
have authority, responsibility, or benefit from
an action task for which they are listed as lead.

Who are the participants and how were they
determined?

Will additional organizations be required to
implement the Strategic Action Plan?

Participant lists include all parties who may be
affected by an individual action task. The lists
were created using information provided during
focus group sessions, survey comments, open
house, charrettes, and by the consultants and
Strategic Action Plan sub-committee.

It could, depending on who the participants and
the lead agents determine will be most effective
and representative of the costs and benefits.

Who are the lead agents?

Then the lead agent designation and
responsibilities could pass to another interested
party or parties or the action will not be
accomplished.

Lead agents are assumed to be the primary
implementing party or parties. In some
instances the lead agent may be the authorizing
or approving agent – as in City Council.
How were lead agents identified?
In some instances, lead agents were selfselected based on the actions they proposed
during the focus group sessions, survey
comments, or charrettes. In other instances,
lead agents are presumed to be the most likely
party that has the predominant interest and
benefit in the action, and the resources with
which to accomplish or facilitate the action.

What if a lead agent is not interested or able
to facilitate an action task accomplishment?

What does complexity mean?
Complexity refers to the degree of ease or
difficulty that may be involved in implementing
each action task. Low complexity tasks may
involve a single implementing agent following a
simple process. High complexity tasks may
involve multiple agents, including where
Edmonds is not the lead or the authorizing
agent, and a complex process that involves
public participation, Environmental Impact
Statements, permits, hearings, and other
procedures.

How are lead agents distributed between the
City and other entities/agents?

Who determined complexity?

Though Edmonds elected officials and staff are
involved in a large number of action tasks, they

A Strategic Action Plan subgroup made up of
members from the City Council, Planning Board
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and Economic Development Commission in
addition to City staff determined the complexity
assessments ranging from low, moderate, high,
and very high.
What do months mean?
Months refer to the probable production time
involved in implementing an action task
accounting for the specific steps involved in
implementing an action task and its degree of
complexity. An ongoing entry indicates the
action task is a continuous activity.
Who determined months?
A Strategic Action Plan subgroup made up of
members from the City Council, Planning Board
and Economic Development Commission in
addition to City staff determined the probable
number of months that would be involved in
each task.
How do months relate to an implementation
schedule?
The Strategic Action Plan defines the action
tasks desired to be implemented within the next
6-10 years. The schedules shown assume each
task would be initiated as soon as possible and
extend through the months assigned to the task.
In reality, actual schedules will depend on the
lead agent, how many other tasks they are
responsible for, complexities involved in the
implementation of each task, when funding is
available, and other opportunistic variables.
What are performance measures and what
function do they serve?
Performance measures are indicators or
benchmarks by which to measure the progress
and effectiveness of implementing each action
task. A low score on a performance measure
indicates the action task is not achieving the
desired result and may need to be reassessed or
revised to achieve the results listed in the
performance measure.
How were performance measures determined?
Performance measures were defined by existing
city benchmarks, comparison with benchmarks
from other cities, and from objective
parameters defined by the nature of the action
task function.
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How will performance measures be gauged?
Some performance measures are objective
measurements, i.e., the number of tons recycled
per year, miles to the nearest park, etc. Others
depend on community surveys where the public
indicates the degree to which they are satisfied
with various conditions – such as perception of
safety, access to jobs, satisfaction with
appearances, etc.
Will the Strategic Action Plan be updated?
This Strategic Action Plan defines key
objections, tasks, responsibilities, schedules,
performance measures, and other particulars for
the next 6-10 years and could be updated
concurrent with updates to the Comprehensive
Plan, Capital Facilities Program (CFP), and
annual budgets.
However, should an unforeseen event arise that
might necessitate an update, the Strategic
Action Plan can be updated if and when City
Council deems necessary.
What needs to be done to initiate the Strategic
Action Plan?
Finalize the draft document and complete
Council hearings - review and confirm action
task lead agents, participating parties,
complexity, months, schedules, performance
measures, and other particulars with which to
initiate action
Confirm lead agents and participants - assign
the action tasks to the lead agents and work
with them, city included, in formulating detailed
contents, schedules, funds, and other
particulars. Where necessary, create new ad hoc
groups to take the lead on tasks involving
multiple lead agents and interests.
Coordinate with other city, public agencies,
and NGO programs - update city documents
including the Comprehensive Plan, CFP, Annual
Budgets, and other agency and NGO plans,
projects, and programs to reflect the strategic
objectives, action tasks, and performances
defined in the Strategic Action Plan,
Monitor performance and adjust particulars
as necessary - score and evaluate performance
of each lead agent and participants on the
accomplishment of the action tasks using the
performance evaluation measures or
benchmarks to make adjustments, revise
approaches, and other particulars.

Strategic Objective 1: Create economic health, vitality & sustainability
1a: Foster dynamic/diverse economy
Action 1a.1 (4): Economic sustainability
Lead
Rank
Economic Development Department
Very high
Port of Edmonds
Chamber of Commerce
Strategic objective
Recruit businesses that employ technical,
professional, and managerial skills offered by
Edmonds residents to facilitate live/work
sustainability in Edmonds.
Implementation schedule
Economic sustainability
Potential performance measures
% of overall technical (high tech, nursing, etc.) jobs
within Edmonds
% of overall professional (lawyers, accountants,
doctors) jobs within Edmonds

Complexity
Low

Months
On-going

Participants
Downtown Edmonds Merchants Assn
Edmonds Community College
Edmonds School District
Edmonds property owners
Edmonds brokers
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Action 1a.2 (8): Marketing – business districts
Lead
Rank
Economic Development Department
Very high
Port of Edmonds
Chamber of Commerce
Strategic objective
Identify and recruit retailers to fill critical gaps in
retail sales and services such as basic needs (clothing
downtown, professional services) within the business
districts of downtown, Westgate, Firdale Village, 5Corners, and Perrinville, as well as larger department
stores and specialty retailers on Highway 99.
Implementation schedule
Marketing – business districts
Potential performance measures
# new retail businesses established
% increase in retail sales overall

Complexity
Low

Months
Ongoing

Participants
Downtown Edmonds Merchants Assn
International District
Edmonds property owners
Edmonds brokers
Edmonds Downtown BID
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018+

2017

2018+

Action 1a.3 (13): Interim storefronts
Lead
Rank
Economic Development Department
Very high
Downtown Edmonds Merchants Assn
Strategic objective
Encourage temporary artist exhibits or similar uses in
vacant storefronts or buildings in order to provide
visual interest and activity while the building is being
marketed for a future tenant or owner.
Implementation schedule
Interim storefronts
Potential performance measures
# empty storefronts filled with temporary exhibits
per year
% temporary tenants become permanent tenants

Complexity
Low

Months
Ongoing

Participants
Cultural Service Division
Chamber of Commerce
Edmonds Downtown BID
Edmonds Business Owners
Edmonds Property Owners
2013 2014 2015 2016
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Spaceworks Tacoma

Spaceworks Tacoma is a creative,
maybe even utopian response to
economic hard times. The goal of
Spaceworks is to transform empty
storefronts and vacant space into
dynamic points of interest through
artistic energy and enterprise,
making Tacoma a stronger, more
active city.
Spaceworks is a joint initiative of
the City of Tacoma, Shunpike, and
the Tacoma-Pierce County Chamber
of Commerce. In exchange for
creatively activating unused
spaces, artists are temporarily
provided no- and low-cost rent,
exposure and business
consultation.
http://spaceworkstacoma.wordpr
ess.com/
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Action 1a.4 (10): Promotion – business development
Lead
Downtown Edmonds Merchants Assn
Chamber of Commerce

Rank
Very high

Strategic objective
Initiate and expand retail sales and other events and
activities including sidewalk cafes and vendors
within the business districts of downtown, Westgate,
Firdale Village, 5-Corners, Perrinville, Highway 99.
Implementation schedule
Promotion – business development
Potential performance measures
# retail oriented events per year in each business
district
# customers participating in events
# of merchants participating in events
$ sales and sales tax revenue generated by events

Complexity
Medium

Months
Ongoing

Participants
Edmonds Downtown BID

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018+

Participants
Downtown Edmonds Merchants Assn
Edmonds Community College
Edmonds School District
Edmonds property owners
Edmonds commercial brokers
Downtown Edmonds BID
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Action 1a.5 (2): Business outreach
Lead
Rank
Economic Development Department
Very high
Port of Edmonds
Chamber of Commerce
Strategic objective
Integrate City, Port, Chamber, Edmonds Community
College, Edmonds School District, and private
business efforts and communications for the benefit
of economic recruitment.
Implementation schedule
Business outreach
Potential performance measures
# of business recruited as a result of collective
efforts
# programs initiated related to business recruitment

Complexity
Low

Months
Ongoing

Action 1a.6 (9): Design - storefronts
Lead
Rank
Edmonds Chamber of Commerce
Mod-high
Downtown Edmonds Merchants Assn
Strategic objective
Develop a process to identify ways to enhance retail
storefronts within the business districts of
downtown, Westgate, Firdale Village, 5-Corners,
Perrinville and Highway 99. For example, this could
include identifying competitive grants and low cost
loan programs.
Implementation schedule
Design - storefronts
Potential performance measures
# rehabilitated/enhanced storefronts and building
projects
# new façade, sign, window display projects
% customers rate appearances as good and high
quality
% businesses rate appearances as good and high
quality

Complexity
Low-medium

Months
1-36

Participants
Economic Development Department
Edmonds Downtown BID
Business owners
Edmonds banks and savings
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018+
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Action 1a.7 (66a3): Development regulations
Lead
Development Services Department

Rank
Mod-high

Highway 99 Task Force
Strategic objective
Amend mixed use development standards to allow
higher, mixed use density in the Highway 99 area.

Implementation schedule
Development regulations
Potential performance measures
#permits applied for following adoption of new
development standards
#projects constructed incorporating a mix of uses
following adoption of new development
standards
# variances sought since code update
# issues taken to Hearing Examiner, Council, courts
since code update

Complexity
Medium-high

Months
12-36

Participants
City Council
Planning Board
Architectural Design Board
Chamber of Commerce
Swedish Hospital
Property owners
Developers
Business owners
Economic Development Commission
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Complexity
Months
Medium
1-24
Participants
City Council
Planning Board
Architectural Design Board
Port of Edmonds
Chamber of Commerce
Downtown Edmonds Merchants Assn
Economic Development Commission
Property owners
Developers
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Action 1a.8 (66b): Development regulations
Lead
Rank
Development Services Department
Mod-low
Strategic objective
Address ground floor retail requirements to reflect
demand in different retail corridors and locations.

Implementation schedule
Development regulations
Potential performance measures
#projects that include ground floor retail
%increase/decrease of retail square footage
% participants rating requirements, standards to be
relevant
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Action 1a.9 (66a2): Development regulations
Lead
Rank
Development Services Department
Mod-low
Strategic objective
Amend mixed use development standards to allow
higher, mixed use density in the Westgate area.

Implementation schedule
Development regulations
Potential performance measures
# permits applied for following adoption of new
development standards
% projects constructed incorporating a mix of uses
following adoption of new development
standards
# variances sought since code update
# issues taken to Hearing Examiner, Council, courts
since code update

Complexity
Months
Medium-high
1-12
Participants
City Council
Planning Board
Architectural Design Board
Port of Edmonds
Chamber of Commerce
Property owners
Developers
Business owners
Economic Development Commission
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Action 1a.10 (66a1): Development regulations
Lead
Rank
Development Services Department
Mod-low
Strategic objective
Amend mixed use development standards to allow
higher, mixed use density in the
Downtown/Waterfront area.

Implementation schedule
Development regulations
Potential performance measures
# permits applied for following adoption of new
development standards
# projects constructed incorporating a mix of uses
following adoption of new development
standards
# variances sought since code update
# issues taken to Hearing Examiner, Council, courts
since code update

Complexity
Months
Medium-high
24-36
Participants
City Council
Planning Board
Architectural Design Board
Port of Edmonds
Chamber of Commerce
Downtown Edmonds Merchants Assn
Property owners
Developers
Business owners
Economic Development Commission
Senior Center
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+
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Action 1a.11 (66a5): Development regulations
Lead
Rank
Development Services Department
Low
Strategic objective
Amend mixed use development standards to allow
higher, mixed use density in the Perrinville area.

Implementation schedule
Development regulations
Potential performance measures
# permits applied for following adoption of new
development standards
# projects constructed incorporating a mix of uses
following adoption of new development
standards
# variances sought since code update
# issues taken to Hearing Examiner, Council, courts
since code update

Complexity
Months
Low
12-24
Participants
City Council
Planning Board
Architectural Design Board
Chamber of Commerce
Property owners
Developers
Economic Development Commission
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Action 1a.12 (66a6): Development regulations
Lead
Rank
Development Services Department
Low
Strategic objective
Amend mixed use development standards to allow
higher, mixed use density in the Firdale Village area.

Implementation schedule
Development regulations
Potential performance measures
# permits applied for following adoption of new
development standards
# projects constructed incorporating a mix of uses
following adoption of new development
standards
# variances sought since code update
# issues taken to Hearing Examiner, Council, courts
since code update
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Complexity
Months
Low
Complete
Participants
City Council
Planning Board
Architectural Design Board
Chamber of Commerce
Property owners
Developers
Business Owners
Economic Development Commission
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Action 1a.13 (66a4): Development regulations
Lead
Rank
Development Services Department
Low
Strategic objective
Amend mixed use development standards to allow
higher, mixed use density in the Five Corners area.

Implementation schedule
Development regulations
Potential performance measures
# permits applied for following adoption of new
development standards
# projects constructed incorporating a mix of uses
following adoption of new development
standards
# variances sought since code update
# issues taken to Hearing Examiner, Council, courts
since code update

Complexity
Months
Medium-high
1-12
Participants
City Council
Planning Board
Architectural Design Board
Chamber of Commerce
Property owners
Developers
Business owners
Economic Development Commission
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Action 1a.14 (66a): Development regulations
Lead
Rank
Development Services Department
Low
Strategic objective
Amend mixed use development standards to allow
higher, mixed use density in the commercial
districts.

Implementation schedule
Development regulations
Potential performance measures
# permits applied for following adoption of new
development standards
# projects constructed incorporating a mix of uses
following adoption of new development
standards
# variances sought since code update
# issues taken to Hearing Examiner, Council, courts
since code update

Complexity
Months
Low
12-36
Participants
City Council
Planning Board
Architectural Design Board
Port of Edmonds
Chamber of Commerce
Downtown Edmonds Merchants Assn
Swedish Hospital
Property owners
Developers
Business owners
Economic Development Commission
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+
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Strategic Objective 1: Economic Health, Vitality & Sustainability
1b: Take advantage of special/unique characteristics of areas
Action 1b.1 (6): Health and medical industries
Lead
Rank
Economic Development Department
Very high
Swedish Hospital
Strategic objective
Retain and recruit businesses that support and can
expand health related services and products within
the general area of Swedish Hospital Edmonds.

Implementation schedule
Health and medical industries
Potential performance measures
# Swedish Hospital and related employees
# businesses who locate in Edmonds citing Swedish
Hospital
# new employees involved in new health related
businesses

Action 1b.2 (5): High tech industries

Lead
Rank
Economic Development Department
Very high
Chamber of Commerce
Port of Edmonds
Strategic objective
Retain and recruit businesses that depend on, and
can take advantage of, Edmonds superior fiber optics
capability.

Implementation schedule
Tech/Design/Medical industries
Potential performance measures
# new businesses defined as tech/design/medical,
etc. attracted to locate in Edmonds as result of
fiber optic service
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Complexity
Low

Months
Ongoing

Participants
Chamber of Commerce
Edmonds Community College
Edmonds School District
Edmonds property owners
Edmonds commercial brokers
Business owners
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

Complexity
Medium

2018+

Months
Ongoing

Participants
Edmonds Community College
Edmonds School District
Edmonds property owners
Edmonds commercial brokers
Edmonds Community Technology Committee
Economic Development Commission
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018+

Action 1b.3 (20): Harbor Square
Lead
Rank
City of Edmonds
Very high
Port of Edmonds
Strategic objective
Review and approve a long term master plan and
agreement for the Port of Edmonds Harbor Square
property that enhances the waterfront environment,
public access and promotes mixed use development.

Implementation schedule
Harbor Square
Potential performance measures
@ date Council approves a Harbor Square Master Plan
@ date Council approves a site development
agreement
# of public benefits and amenities resulting from
implementation of a new Harbor Square Master
Plan
# developers recruited submitting RFPs post adoption
of a Harbor Square Master Plan
# projects constructed incorporating following
adoption of a Harbor Square Master Plan
% public indicating Port’s implementation of plan is
successful

Complexity
High

Months
1-12

Participants
Economic Development Department
Development Services Department
Public Works Department
Parks & Recreation Department
Citizens
Community Transit
Sound Transit
Friends of Edmonds Marsh
Waterfront property and business owners
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018+

Action 1b.4 (19): Shoreline/waterfront
Lead
Rank
Economic Development Department
Very high
Development Services Department
City Council
Port of Edmonds
Strategic objective
Develop a strategy for the combined shoreline
(east/west of rail lines) from the Port to the
Underwater Dive Park and from the waterfront to the
downtown that increases public access and
recreational opportunities.

Implementation schedule
Shoreline/waterfront
Potential performance measures
@ date shoreline/waterfront planning process
completed
% property and business owners participating in plan
# residents participating in plan development
# catalytic projects identified – that are accomplished
post adoption of a plan
% property, business, residents indicating plan
priorities have been accomplished annually and
within 5 years

Complexity
Medium

Months
12-60

Participants
Citizens
Public Works Department
Parks & Recreation Department
WA State Ferries (WSF)
WA Department of Ecology
BNSF Railroad
Edmonds Senior Center
Edmonds Yacht Club
Waterfront property and business owners
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018+
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Action 1b.5 (21): Antique Mall aka Salish Crossing
Lead
Rank
Property Owners
Very high
Economic Development Department
Port of Edmonds
Strategic objective
Encourage packaging the Safeway/Antique Mall aka
Salish Crossing and nearby properties for the
purpose of enhancing redevelopment opportunities
of this significant gateway site.

Implementation schedule
Antique Mall
Potential performance measures
@ date properties are successfully packaged
% public indicating process is successful as a result
of post packaging development

Complexity
Medium-high

Months
1-36

Participants
City Council
Cultural Service Division
Development Services Department
Public Works Department
Parks & Recreation Department
Antique Mall aka Salish Crossing owners
Edmonds Senior Center
Community Transit
Sound Transit
BNSF Railroad
WSDOT and Washington State Ferries
Developers
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018+

Action 1b.6 (23): Swedish Hospital
Lead
Rank
Swedish Hospital
Very high
Development Services Department
Strategic objective
Update the Hospital District master plan to meet
hospital needs while mitigating impacts to adjacent
nonmedical land uses.

Implementation schedule
Swedish Hospital
Potential performance measures
@ date city initiates master planning process
# residents and organizations involved in process
@ Council adopts development criteria
# quality developers recruited
% public indicating process is successful
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Complexity
High

Months
12-36

Participants
City Council
Planning Board
Highway 99 Task Force
Health & Wellness Center
Aldercrest Health & Rehab Center
Economic Development Department
Economic Development Commission
Public Works Department
Community Transit
WSDOT
Property owners and residents
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Swedish Hospital

International District

Auto Row

Top – current development pattern on Highway 99 in Edmonds
Right top– current conditions on Auto Row
Right middle – approach to Swedish Hospital from Highway 99
Right bottom – business signage at Ranch Market 99 in
International District on Highway 99
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Action 1b.7 (11): Organization – Main Street
Lead
Rank
Economic Development Department
Mod-high
Chamber of Commerce
Downtown Edmonds Merchants Assn
Strategic objective
Institute the “Main Street” Program 4-Point approach
which includes economic restructuring, promotion,
design and organization for the downtown and
Highway 99 business districts.
Implementation schedule
Organization – Main Street
Potential performance measures
@ Main Street approach adopted in each business
district
# of merchants and businesses participating in Main
Street
% of all eligible merchants and businesses
participating in Main Street program
% participating members rating program and events
to be productive

Complexity
Low

Months
1-24

Participants
Edmonds Downtown BID
Business owners
Institutions
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018+

Participants
City Council
Highway 99 Task Force
Economic Development Commission
Public Works Department
Parks & Recreation Department
Community Transit
WSDOT
Developers
Property Owners
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Action 1b.8 (22): Highway 99 International District
Lead
Rank
Business Owners
Mod-low
Development Services Department
Economic Development Department
Cultural Services Department
Property Owners
Strategic objective
Create a plan and design theme for this unique area,
initiate promotional events and activities, and recruit
additional anchors or destination stores.

Implementation schedule
Highway 99 International District
Potential performance measures
@ International District property and business owner
organization established
@ planning process initiated
# residents and organizations involved in process
@ Council adopts plan
# plans projects completed within 1-5 years of
adoption
% property and business owners satisfied with results
$ increase in retail sales and retail sales tax revenues
% increase in property values and property tax
revenue
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Complexity
Medium-high

Months
21-26

National Trust for Historic
Preservation’s Main Street Program
Main Street’s 4-Point Approach encompasses work in 4 distinct areas –
Design, Economic Restructuring,
Promotion, and Organization – that are
combined to address all of a commercial
district’s needs. The philosophy behind
this methodology makes it an effective
tool for community-based, grassroots
revitalization efforts.

The Main Street approach is also
incremental; it is not designed to produce
immediate change. Because they often fail
to address the underlying causes of
commercial district decline, expensive
improvements, such as pedestrian malls
do not always generate the desired
economic results. In order to succeed, a
long-term revitalization effort requires
careful attention to every aspect of a
business district – a process that takes
time and requires leadership and local
capacity building.
The Washington State Downtown
Revitalization/Main Street Program
(WSMP) - has been helping communities
revitalize the economy, appearance, and
image of downtown commercial districts
using the Main Street Approach since
1984.
www.mainstreet.org
www.downtown.wa.gov
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Action 1b.9 (12): Financing
Lead
Rank
Edmonds Downtown BID
Mod-low
City Council
Strategic objective
Create a downtown Business Improvement District
(BID) to benefit properties and businesses for the
purpose of instituting marketing, design, and
promotional activities within the downtown business
district.
Implementation schedule
Financing
Potential performance measures
@ date Council adopts BID
$ raised by BID
# programs or projects funded by BID revenue
% BID revenue obtained by leveraging against other
funding sources
% businesses attending annual BID members
meetings

Complexity
Medium

Months
Ongoing

Participants
Economic Development Department
Finance Department
Downtown Edmonds Merchants Assn
Chamber of Commerce
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018+

2017

2018+

Action 1b.10 (7): Car dealerships
Lead
Rank
Economic Development Department
Very low
Highway 99 Car Dealerships
Strategic objective
Encourage development of auto sales facilities that
include decked display and storage lots, multistory
sales and service facilities in order to retain this
important source of retail sales revenue in the city
and maximize land use.
Implementation schedule
Car dealerships
Potential performance measures
$ volume of retail sales taxes generated for the City
of Edmonds
# building permits issued per year for auto related
developments
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Complexity
Low

Months
Ongoing

Participants
Chamber of Commerce
Highway 99 Task Force

2013

2014

2015

2016

Auto Row
“Auto row” – is a concentration of new
and used auto dealerships traditionally
located on adjacent properties along
major arterial roadways with easy
access and high visibility from the
surrounding community. When
development patterns were relatively
low density and land relatively
inexpensive, the dealerships built low
rise buildings with large surface
parking and display lots.
As urban development intensified and
land value increased, some dealers
moved into auto parks or malls – multidealer facilities organized around
central access roads located along
freeway or major highway corridors.
Others, however, developed more
intensive sales facilities with multiple
floors and even indoor auto display
and storage facilities – as well as
diversifying their products.
Shown are some of “auto row’s” urban
dealer strategies including the Lexus
Dealer in downtown Bellevue (top left)
and Veterans Ford in Tampa, Florida
(bottom left).
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Strategic Objective 1: Economic Health, Vitality & Sustainability
1c: Enhance economic and employment opportunities
Action 1c.1 (14): Employment - youth
Lead

Rank
Very high

Chamber of Commerce
Edmonds School District
Edmonds Community College
Strategic objective
Create a young adult job placement service to help
find part and full-time employment opportunities
with Edmonds businesses, schools and organizations.
Implementation schedule
Employment - youth
Potential performance measures
% of all young adults living in Edmonds employed in
part or full-time positions
% of young adult that can find work that want work
% of employers who have hired young adults
# of employers who have hired young adults

Complexity
Medium

Months
12-18

Participants
Economic Development Department
Business owners
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018+

Participants
City of Edmonds
Cultural Service Division
Chamber of Commerce
Downtown Edmonds Merchants Assn
Port of Edmonds
Swedish Hospital
Kiwanis Club
Key Club
Rotary Club
Exchange Club
Edmonds Senior Center
Edmonds Library
Edmonds Arts Festival
Summer Market
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Action 1c.2 (15): Participation - youth
Lead
Rank
Parks & Recreation Department
Very high
Edmonds School District
Edmonds Community College
Strategic objective
Work with public and private organizations to
provide mentoring opportunities for young adults
through events or social outreach, projects,
environmental stewardship, arts and culture and
job/career networking.

Implementation schedule
Participation - youth
Potential performance measures
# of all young adults that participate in community
events and organizations
% of all young adults that participate that indicate
they want to participate
% of community organizations that can find young
adults to participate that want young adults to
participate
# of service programs young adults are involved in
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Complexity
Low-medium

Months
Ongoing

Action 1c.3 (1): Database – business recruitment
Lead
Rank
Economic Development Department
Mod-low
Chamber of Commerce
Port of Edmonds
Edmonds Commercial Brokers
Strategic objective
Create and maintain a database to identify
opportunities for business and developer recruitment
efforts. The database may include an inventory of
available properties, buildings, and resources in
Edmonds business districts and zones.
Implementation schedule
Database – business recruitment
Potential performance measures
# of local property owners and brokers participating
% all available properties on local listing
# hits database receives from property owners and
brokers
# hits database receives from interested businesses

Complexity
Low-medium

Months
6-18

Participants
Development Services Department
Downtown Edmonds Merchants Assn
Edmonds property owners
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018+

Strategic Objective 1: Economic Health, Vitality & Sustainability
1d: Build on the community’s heritage, natural resources, and livability
to promote Edmonds as a tourism destination
Action 1d.1 (25): Design – arts and culture
Lead
Rank
Cultural Services Division
Mod-high
Economic Development Department
Chamber of Commerce
Strategic objective
Continue to include arts and historical themes in the
Edmonds brand and install artworks, gateways,
wayfinding signage, and streetscape improvements at
key entrances to Edmonds, e.g., the waterfront,
downtown, Highway 99, State Route-104 and other
business districts.
Implementation schedule
Design – arts and culture
Potential performance measures
@ new comprehensive branding ideas revealed
% organizations and public that validate new brand
approach
@ gateways and wayfinding signs installed in city
% cost funded by business and art related groups
% customers rate brand unique and successful

Complexity
Low-medium

Months
On-going

Participants
Arts Commission
Historic Preservation Commission
Economic Development Commission
Downtown Edmonds Merchants Assn
Business owners
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018+
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Skagit Young Professionals

Young professionals are vital to every city by
giving time, money, and energy that supports
local charitable and civic activities. They are
the local community’s entrepreneurs
innovating and bringing new ideas into the
marketplace. They are, however, the most
likely age group able and willing to move away.
The Mount Vernon Chamber of Commerce
recognized that young professionals are
valuable for their social, civic, and tax
contributions to the local community but are
easily lost to other areas that provide more
jobs, more pay, or more fun. To encourage
young professionals to stay, the Chamber
realized it needed get young professionals
involved with Mount Vernon.
The Chamber provided financial and
administrative support to start the Skagit
Young Professionals (SYP). The purpose of SYP
is to build the business relationships and
friendships that will help this age group
become the leaders of Skagit County. The SYP
realized this age group responds more easily
to like-minded peers using internet and other
tools to initiate contacts and network
relationships.
SYP’s goal is to develop and guide events and
projects that young professionals find
engaging and worthwhile. SYP programs events
to include civic programs, professional
networking, career development, social mixers,
and public service.
SYP also encourages its members to take
advantage of the great programs the Mount
Vernon Chamber of Commerce has to offer –
though SYP members can participate in any of
the other Skagit County chambers as well.
In addition, the Chamber works with corporate
sponsors to recruit young professionals for job
openings and start-up business opportunities.
www.mountvernonchamber.com
www.skagityoungprofessionals.com
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Action 1d.2 (24): Marketing – arts and culture
Lead
Rank
Economic Development Department
Low
Cultural Services Division
Chamber of Commerce
Strategic objective
Conduct surveys of visitors to determine their
characteristics, expenditure patterns, sources of
information, and other behavior to better understand
the economic benefits and what attracts visitors to
Edmonds.

Implementation schedule
Marketing
Potential performance measures
# survey responses received from outreach events
% of expenditures tracked to local Edmonds
businesses
# new email addresses added to outreach list
% survey respondents indicating they will increase
visits/spending as result of outreach proposals
# organizations indicating market results are useful

Complexity
Low-medium

Months
On-going

Participants
Edmonds Center for the Arts
Summer Market
Edmonds Art Festival
Edmonds Historical Museum
Artworks
Art GalleriesArt
Seaview Weavers
Cascade Symphony Orchestra
Olympic Ballet Theatre
Cascade Youth Symphony
Driftwood Players
Phoenix Theatre
Seattle Jazz Singers
Ballet Academy of Performing Arts
Write on the Sound
Port of Edmonds
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+
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Gateways and wayfinding
Gateways - establish the entrances
into a special area or district using
graphic and artwork images that
represent the area’s brand.
Wayfinding signs - which can be
derivations of gateway images, are
designed to complement the area’s
brand and provide out-of-area
customers and tourists directions
to facilities and destinations of
interest. To be effective,
wayfinding signage must be
designed in scales appropriate for
pedestrians, bicyclists, and
vehicles.
Designed and used appropriate,
gateways and wayfinding can
establish an effective brand at a
relatively low cost.
Inserts – Edmonds Wayfinding
Signage designed by FORMA
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Strategic Objective 1: Economic Health, Vitality & Sustainability
1e: Effectively develop, market, and promote the City’s arts and cultural
heritage and brand (Arts & Culture)
Action 1e.1 (27): Organization – arts and culture
Lead
Rank
Chamber of Commerce
Mod-high
Cultural Service Division
Strategic objective
Create a central clearinghouse to coordinate
scheduling and promotion of events in Edmonds.

Implementation schedule
Organization
Potential performance measures
% art related organizations participating in
clearinghouse
% all local artists participating in clearinghouse
# coordinated promotions conducted by
clearinghouse
% outreach participants indicating clearinghouse
successful and useful

Complexity
Low-medium

Months
On-going

Participants
Edmonds Arts Commission
Edmonds Center for the Arts
Summer Market
Edmonds Art Festival
Edmonds Historical Museum
Art Galleries
Seaview Weavers
Cascade Symphony Orchestra
Olympic Ballet Theatre
Cascade Youth Symphony
Driftwood Players
Phoenix Theatre
Seattle Jazz Singers
Ballet Academy of Performing Arts
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Action 1e.2 (26): Promotion – arts and culture
Lead
Rank
Chamber of Commerce
Mod-high
Cultural Services Division
Strategic objective
Create an Edmonds arts website and utilize social
media including Google maps, Facebook, and Twitter
to promote and attract visitors to an expanded yearround calendar of events and festivals for
performing, literary, culinary, fine, and other arts
interests.
Implementation schedule
Promotion
Potential performance measures
# art and culture events conducted per year
# new or additional events introduced
# new event participants who did not engage before
# hits to central arts website
% outreach survey participants indicating website to
be source of info

Complexity
Medium

Months
12

Participants
Economic Development Department
Edmonds Center for the Arts
Summer Market
Edmonds Art Festival
Edmonds Historical Museum
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018+
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Downtown Elgin Association (DNA)

DNA of Elgin, Illinois has developed an
interactive website that employs low-cost
and no-cost tools to provide online services
to provide promotional information,
directories, schedules, and other materials
to interested downtown residents,
customers, and tourists.
DNA redesigned their website to rely on
free and inexpensive online
communications to connect with as many
people as possible. Blogs, online calendars,
Facebook, Flickr, and others are tools that
young adults use to communicate every
day.
By incorporating these tools into the DNA
website, the downtown reached a
generation of customers that it would not
effectively reach otherwise. And, DNA
found that as young adults became
knowledgeable of what the downtown had
to offer, they also became interested in
working with the DNA on downtown
development and promotional issues.

www.downtownelgin.org
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Action 1e.3 (28): Edmonds Center for the Arts (ECA)
Lead
Rank
Edmonds Center for the Arts
Mod-high
Strategic objective
Complete a strategic plan identifying financial
strategies for debt payment, redevelopment and
reuse of the remaining un-renovated property,
including a potential parking garage.

Implementation schedule
Edmonds Center for the Arts (ECA)
Potential performance measures
@ ECA strategic planning effort initiated
# programs or projects completed within 1-5 years
post adoption of strategic plan
% PFD and ECA Boards indicating plan and
improvements successful
% ECA attendees rate improvements successful

Complexity
Months
Medium-high
1-12
Participants
City Council
Economic Development Department
Cultural Service Division
Parks & Recreation Department
Adjacent property owners and residents
Business community
Arts community
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018+

Action 1e.4 (29): 4th Avenue Cultural Corridor
Lead
Rank
Cultural Service Division
Mod-low
City Council
Public Works Department
Strategic objective
Fund and complete construction of a linear park
streetscape between the downtown and Edmonds
Center Arts in order to create a walkable corridor that
preserves the historical character of the area, and
promotes retail/art opportunities.
Implementation schedule
4th Avenue Cultural Corridor
Potential performance measures
@ project funded in phases or full
@ construction initiated in phases or full
% adjacent property owners indicate result successful
% public indicates result successful
# new galleries or businesses locate along corridor

Complexity
Medium-high

Months
24-60

Participants
Economic Development Department
Chamber of Commerce
Downtown Edmonds Merchants Assn
Adjacent property owners and residents
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018+
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Top – 4th Avenue Cultural
Corridor
Above right – historical landmarks
map
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Action 1e.5 (31): Artist live/work
Lead
Rank
Chamber of Commerce
Low
Economic Development Department
Cultural Services Division
Strategic objective
Explore ways to develop affordable artist live-workteach-display-sell spaces to attract young and
emerging talent to Edmonds similar to the Schack
Center in Everett.

Implementation schedule
Artist live/work
Potential performance measures
# artists desiring expressing interest in live/work
units/spaces
@ site selected and project initiated
# live/work units created
# persons attend art exhibitions at site
# persons attend art classes at site
@ Level of funding generated by nonprofit or private
sources

Complexity
Medium

Months
12-36

Participants
City Council
Arts Commission
Snohomish County Housing Authority
Port of Edmonds
Downtown Edmonds Merchants Assn
Artspace – developers
Property Owners
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018+

Action 1e.6 (30): Art and history walking tours
Lead
Rank
Cultural Service Division
Low
Strategic objective
Create signage, audio and phone apps, and web
based information to expand art and history walking
tours of waterfront and downtown historical sites
and buildings, artworks, and other visually
interesting and significant landmarks.
Implementation schedule
Art and history walking tours
Potential performance measures
# historical buildings located on tour
# tourists requesting maps or apps for tour
% historical property owners indicating successful

Complexity
Months
Low-medium
6-12
Participants
Parks & Recreation Department
Art Commission
Historic Preservation Commission
Edmonds Historical Museum
Chamber of Commerce
Edmonds Arts Festival Foundation
Edmonds Community College
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+
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Working Artists Ventura (WAV)
The Working Artists Ventura (WAV) project is a
state-of-the-art, sustainable village designed for
artists and creative businesses. Located in the
cultural district of downtown Ventura, California,
WĀV provides affordable living and working
space for over 100 artists of every kind; painters,
sculptors, dancers, poets, musicians, filmmakers
and more.
The WAV Theater Gallery offers performances, art
openings and public gatherings. Arts-friendly
small businesses include coffee houses, galleries,
cafes, wine bars and jazz clubs that will draw
foot traffic and contribute to the vitality of the
neighborhood.
With the community involved in every phase of
development, the WAV project is filled with
diverse, mixed-income families and individuals.
Supportive Housing provides homes and services
to those at the lowest end of the income scale.
Solar-powered, ocean-view condominiums that
come with a hybrid car bring higher income
households to the community and help to crosscapitalize the affordable components.
The entire community is designed and built to
the highest standards of green building
technology (seeking LEED Gold Award), including
recycled building materials, car sharing, water
and energy conservation, and renewable power
from the sun.
The City of Ventura worked with PLACE (Projects
Linking Art, Community & Environment) a
nonprofit organization based in Minnesota.
www.placeonline.us
http://welcometoplace.com/projects/wav
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Action 1e.7 (32): Fine Arts Museum
Lead
Rank
Cultural Services Division
Low
Strategic objective
Explore ways to develop a museum to exhibit local,
emerging, and traveling fine arts possibly in
combination with Edmonds Center Arts and/or the
proposed artist live/work project.

Implementation schedule
Fine Art Museum
Potential performance measures
@ sponsor group established to develop/operate
museum
@ site/project selected and museum constructed
# exhibitions conducted per year
# persons visiting museum
$ sales attributed to museum store and exhibited art

Complexity
Months
Medium-high
36-72
Participants
Edmonds Historical Museum
Art Galleries
Economic Development Department
Arts Commission
Edmonds Arts Festival/Foundation
Chamber of Commerce
Downtown Edmonds Merchants Assn
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Strategic Objective 1: Economic Health, Vitality & Sustainability
1f: Promote a permit and licensing process to promote business
recruitment, expansion, and retention
Action 1f.1 (3): Economic incentives
Lead
Rank
City Council
Mod-high
Development Services Department
Economic Development Department
Economic Development Commission
Strategic objective
Adopt economic incentives for key business or
development recruitment targets. These may include
reduced or deferred business license fees, permit
fees, utility connection charges, latecomer fees, park
or traffic impact fees, property tax reduction or
deferral, and/or expedited building permit review.
Implementation schedule
Economic incentives
Potential performance measures
# new businesses locating in Edmonds who attribute
reason to incentives
# businesses on strategic recruitment list who
attribute reason to incentives
% of new businesses remaining in Edmonds after 5
years
# new jobs created as result of incentive programs

Complexity
Medium-high

Months
12-24

Participants
Public Works Department
Parks & Recreation Department
Finance Department
Chamber of Commerce
City Clerk’s Office
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018+
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Strategic Objective 2: Maintain, enhance, and create a sustainable
environment
2a: Build a community that balances environmental protection,
economic health, and social needs
Action 2a.1 (47): Recycling
Lead
Rank
Public Works Department
Very high
Sustainable Edmonds
Strategic objective
Expand reuse and recycling programs in current city
operations and in waste management outreach
activities by Edmonds households and businesses.
Implementation schedule
Recycling
Potential performance measures
# tons of garbage and waste picked up per household
per year
% tons of waste reduced per household per year
# tons of recycled materials picked up per year in
city

Complexity
Low-medium

Months
On-going

Participants
Waste Management
Sound Disposal
Edmonds Climate Protection Committee
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018+

Action 2a.2 (33): Farmers’/Public Market
Lead
Rank
Edmonds Summer Market
Very high
Strategic objective
Expand into a year-round activity with available allweather structures, available parking, and increased
visibility to attract out-of-area customers and
tourists.

Implementation schedule
Farmers’/Public Market
Potential performance measures
@ permanent site selected and all-weather shelter
built
# new vendors added to market
# market days conducted year-round
# market customers per year
% public indicating results successful
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Complexity
Months
Medium-high
12-36
Participants
Economic Development Department
Cultural Service Division
Parks & Recreation Department
Public Works Department
Edmonds Historical Museum
Chamber of Commerce
Property owners
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Action 2a.3 (45c): Stormwater
Lead
Public Works Department
Strategic objective
Resolve flooding on SR-104 and Dayton.

Rank
Very high

Implementation schedule
Stormwater
Potential performance measures
@ Willow Creek daylighted
@ Edmonds Marsh natural flow restored
# demonstration rain gardens, bio-swales installed
# complaints related to flooding

Complexity
Months
Medium-high
24-48
Participants
Olympic Water District
Salmon Recovery Board
WA Department of Ecology
WA Department of Fish & Wildlife
WA Department of Natural Resources
People for Puget Sound
Friends of Edmonds Marsh
Sustainable Edmonds
Property owners
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Action 2a.4 (43): Native habitat
Lead
Rank
Parks & Recreation Department
Mod-high
Backyard Wildlife Habitat
Strategic objective
Plant street trees, restore native habitat in disturbed
areas, remove invasive species and update the
landscape ordinance to promote use of native and
drought resistant plants and restoration of wildlife
habitat.

Implementation schedule
Native habitat
Potential performance measures
% acreage impacted by invasive species
# acres cleared of invasive species per year
# volunteers involved

Complexity
Medium

Months
On-going

Participants
Public Works Department
Tree Board
Frog Watch
Sustainable Edmonds
Friends of Edmonds Marsh
Pilchuck Audubon Society
Edmonds in Bloom
Floretum Garden Club
2013 2014 2015 2016

2017

2018+
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Action 2a.4 (45b): Stormwater
Lead
Rank
Public Works Department
Mod-high
Strategic objective
Resolve on-going flooding and water quality issues in
Lake Ballinger.

Implementation schedule
Stormwater
Potential performance measures
# demonstration rain gardens, bio-swales installed
% stormwater volume treatable by green methods
% realized by green methods
# complaints received

Complexity
Months
Medium-high
On-going
Participants
Olympic Water District
Salmon Recovery Board
WA Department of Ecology
WA Department of Fish & Wildlife
WA Department of Natural Resources
People for Puget Sound
Sustainable Edmonds
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Action 2a.5 (46): Energy
Lead
Rank
Public Works Department
Mod-high
Sustainable Edmonds
Strategic objective
Reduce Edmond’s carbon footprint through solar
installations and other energy conservation practices
in current city operations, updating development
codes, and utilizing Sustainable Works energy audits
and retrofits.
Implementation schedule
Energy
Potential performance measures
% city energy reduced at WWTP, city buildings, and
city fleet
# energy audits/retrofits completed per year
# alternative energy projects/programs completed in
Edmonds
% power consumption reduced per household in
Edmonds
# miles driven per household
% miles reduced per year
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Complexity
Medium

Months
On-going

Participants
Development Services Department
Puget Sound Energy
Snohomish County PUD
Community Transit
Sound Transit
WA Department of Transportation
Edmonds Climate Protection Committee
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018+

Solar applications

Solar panels harness the energy of the sun,
converting it into energy that can be stored
and used. The type of solar panel known as a
solar thermal collector works by absorbing the
energy into a liquid medium, such as water, to
later use as heat energy. The type of solar
panel known as a photovoltaic module
converts this energy into electricity, which can
then be stored in battery bays to be used at a
later date.
Most commonly, solar roof panels are of the
solar thermal collector variety. Many buildings
line their roofs with hot water panels to collect
heat energy. These panels contain a liquid
which runs through pipes that are attached to
an absorber panel. This absorber panel is
coated with a deep black coloring, to help it
absorb as much sunlight as is possible. The
sunlight strikes this panel, and heats it up, in
turn heating up the liquid, which can then be
pumped elsewhere for use.
Bullitt Center
Bullitt Center is shown on the left – Seattle’s
first completely self-sufficient application of
solar and other energy saving building
applications – “the greenest commercial
building in the world”.
The goal of the Bullitt Center is to change the
way buildings are designed, built and operated
to improve long-term environmental
performance and promote broader
implementation of energy efficiency,
renewable energy and other green building
technologies in the Northwest.
The building is seeking to meet the ambitious
goals of the Living Building Challenge, the
world’s most strenuous benchmark for
sustainability.
For example, a solar array will generate as
much electricity as the building uses and rain
will supply as much water, with all wastewater
treated onsite.
By creating a place where every worker has
access to fresh air and daylight, the Bullitt
Center will create a healthy, human
environment that is more pleasant and more
productive than most commercial buildings.
http://bullittcenter.org/building
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Action 2a.5 (44): Food production
Lead
Rank
Parks & Recreation Department
Mod-high
Edmonds Tree Board
Sustainable Edmonds
Strategic objective
Encourage community gardens and pea patches,
plant fruit tree orchards, harvest and deliver food
products to food banks and other sources to promote
natural systems in Edmonds.
Implementation schedule
Food production
Potential performance measures
# acreage committed to community gardens
# persons involved in gardens
# pounds of food grown and donated per year
# persons served by food donations per year

Complexity
Low-medium

Months
On-going

Participants
Floretum Garden Club

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018+

Complexity
Months
High
24-60
Participants
Olympic Water District
Salmon Recovery Board
WA Department of Ecology
WA Department of Fish & Wildlife
WA Department of Natural Resources
People for Puget Sound
Friends of Edmonds Marsh
Sustainable Edmonds
WRIA 8
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Action 2a.6 (45a): Stormwater and habitat
Lead
Rank
Public Works Department
Mod-low
Strategic objective
Daylight Willow Creek to help with restoring
saltwater access to Edmonds Marsh.

Implementation schedule
Stormwater and habitat
Potential performance measures
@ Willow Creek daylighted
% Edmonds Marsh natural flow restored
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Community Gardens

Community gardening improves people’s
quality of life by providing a catalyst for
neighborhood and community development,
stimulating social interaction, encouraging
self-reliance, beautifying neighborhoods,
producing nutritious food, reducing family
food budgets, conserving resources and
creating opportunities for recreation,
exercise, therapy and education.
Any piece of land gardened by a group of
people is a community garden. A community
garden can be urban, suburban, or rural. It
can grow flowers, vegetables or community.
It can be one community plot, or can be
many individual plots. It can be at a school,
hospital, or in a neighborhood. It can also be
a series of plots dedicated to "urban
agriculture" where the produce is grown for a
market.
Benefits of Community Gardens:
 Improves the quality of life for people in
the garden
 Provides a catalyst for neighborhood and
community development
 Stimulates social interaction
 Encourages self-reliance
 Beautifies neighborhoods
 Produces nutritious food
 Reduces family food budgets
 Conserves resources
 Creates opportunity for recreation,
exercise, therapy, and education
 Reduces crime
 Preserves green space
 Creates income opportunities and
economic development
 Reduces city heat from streets and
parking lots
 Provides opportunities for
intergenerational and cross-cultural
connections
The American Community Gardening
Association (ACGA) is a bi-national nonprofit
membership organization of professionals,
volunteers and supporters of community
greening in urban and rural communities.
ACGA and its member organizations work to
promote and support all aspects of
community food and ornamental gardening,
urban forestry, preservation and
management of open space, and integrated
planning and management of developing
urban and rural lands.
www.communitygarden.org
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Action 2a.7 (45a): Stormwater and habitat
Lead
Rank
Public Works Department
Mod-low
Strategic objective
Encourage the development of rain gardens, green
roofs and walls, bio-filtration swales, and other green
development features in Edmonds projects and
development codes.

Implementation schedule
Stormwater and habitat
Potential performance measures
@ Willow Creek daylighted
% Edmonds Marsh natural flow restored
# demonstration rain gardens, bio-swales installed
% stormwater volume treatable by green methods
% realized by green methods
@ green incorporated into Edmonds development
code

Complexity
Months
Low-medium
On-going
Participants
Olympic Water District
Salmon Recovery Board
WA Department of Ecology
WA Department of Fish & Wildlife
People for Puget Sound
Friends of Edmonds Marsh
Sustainable Edmonds
Edmonds Climate Protection Committee
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018+

Action 2a.8 (42): Coordination - environment
Lead
Rank
Parks & Recreation Department
Low
Sustainable Edmonds
Strategic objective
Establish a central clearinghouse to coordinate
environmental education and sustainability funding,
programs, and volunteers.

Implementation schedule
Coordination - environment
Potential performance measures
% environmental organizations participating in
clearinghouse
$ funds secured by non-city sources or volunteers
# programs conducted per year
# persons participating in clearinghouse activities
% users indicate success
% public indicates success
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Complexity
Low-medium

Months
On-going

Participants
Friends of Edmonds Marsh
Pilchuck Audubon Society
Edmonds in Bloom
Floretum Garden Club
Tree Board
Edmonds Climate Protection Committee
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018+

Rain gardens
Nearly 70% of the pollution in surface
waters gets there through stormwater
runoff, according to studies by the
Environmental Protection Agency. And
50% of that pollution is chemical
pollution from products used for yard
care and household activities and from
yard waste.
A rain garden is a shallow depression
that is planted with deep-rooted native
plants and grasses and positioned near a
runoff source like a downspout, driveway
or sump pump to capture rainwater
runoff and stop the water from reaching
the sewer system.
A rain garden will:

help reduce pollution in lakes, rivers
and streams

help recharge groundwater

keep rainwater on property where it
naturally belongs

create native habitat for wildlife and
butterflies

beautify the landscape
A rain garden can mimic the natural
absorption and pollutant removal
activities of a forest, or a meadow or a
prairie and can absorb runoff more
efficiently, sometimes as much as 30% 40% more than a standard lawn.
Capturing rainwater in a rain garden,
holding the water for a short time and
then slowly releasing it into the soil can
reduce the rush of a large storm –
quickly, neatly and naturally.
Because rain gardens are dug 4" to 8"
deep, and in some cases 1' - 2' deep, they
hold larger quantities of rainwater
making their overall construction more
cost efficient then other green
alternatives. Rain gardens also need less
technical experience to install and can be
installed without permits or heavy
equipment.
Rain gardens are one very good option
that helps to lower the impact of
impervious surfaces and polluted runoff
because they are low-tech, inexpensive,
sustainable and esthetically beautiful.
http://www.raingardennetwork.com/
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Green/Smart Development

Stormwater management - green
roofing systems retain 60-100% of the
rainfall they receive. Stormwater
retention relieves excess volume from
overburdened sewer systems and filters
stormwater pollutants. By replacing the
footprint of vegetation that was
removed by buildings and associated
impermeable pavement surfaces, green
roofs mitigate impacts of stormwater
runoff from urban development.
Reduce energy costs - green roofs
provide the ecologically and
economically important benefit of
rooftop insulation to reduce the amount
of energy used for building air
conditioning. Green roofing acts as a
barrier to thermal transfer of the sun's
energy through the roof. Plants recirculate water from the root zone,
cooling the air above the roof and
absorb or deflect incoming solar
radiation.
Reduce urban heat island effect cities can be up to 5-7º C hotter than
their surrounding rural areas. Living
green roofs help mitigate this effect by
cooling the air over congested urban
environments.
Improve air quality - tests show that
increased urban vegetation habitats
helps reduce atmospheric pollutants
and the levels of CO, NO2, O3, PM10,
SO2.
Green walls - the benefits of green
walls are similar to green roofs in that
green walls covered in vegetation are
25% cooler than regular buildings walls
in summer, remove air pollutants, and
look great.
www.xeroflor.ca/types-andsystems/green-roof-types.html
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Strategic Objective 3: Maintain and enhance Edmonds’ community
character and quality of life
Action 3a.1 (41a): Senior Center
Lead
Rank
Edmonds Senior Center
Very high
Parks & Recreation Department
Strategic objective
Develop long term solution for maintaining and
updating the Senior Center.
Implementation schedule
Senior Center
Potential performance measures
@ long range plan/project completed for center
$ funding secured
# new programs realized as result of plan/project
# new users added by implementing plan
% users indicate project success
% public indicate project success

Action 3a.2 (37): Downtown restrooms
Lead
City of Edmonds
Chamber of Commerce

Rank
Very high

Strategic objective
Develop a public restroom facility to serve
pedestrians, customers, and tourists in the
downtown district.

Implementation schedule
Downtown restrooms
Potential performance measures
@ site selected and restrooms constructed
% downtown businesses indicate successful
% downtown customers indicate restrooms successful

Complexity
High
Participants
City Council
Citizens
2013 2014

Months
12-72

2015

Complexity
Medium-high

2016

2017

2018+

Months
12-48

Participants
City Council
Economic Development Department
Chamber of Commerce
Downtown Edmonds Merchants Assn
Edmonds Downtown BID
Downtown businesses and property owners
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018+

Action 3a.3 (40): Anderson Center
Lead
Rank
Park & Recreation Department
Very high
Strategic objective
Refine long range strategy to enhance, maintain and
update life cycle maintenance, repair requirements
and functional program needs.
Implementation schedule
Anderson Center
Potential performance measures
@ facility renovation and retrofit accomplished
% funding secured
# life cycle years added to facility as result of project
# increased programs and events possible
# increased center users
% users indicate upgrade successful
% public indicates upgrade successful

Complexity
Medium
Participants
City Council
Planning Board
2013

2014

Months
12-60

2015

2016

2017

2018+
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Edmonds Senior Center

Harbor Square

Ferry terminal

Amtrak/Sounder Train Station

Safeway/Antique Mall

Top – aerial view of waterfront, ferry landing, Senior Center, Antique Mall, and Harbor
Square
Bottom left– frontage of Antique Mall
Bottom right – north end of Antique Mall
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Action 3a.4 (35): Greenways and Parks
Lead
Rank
Parks & Recreation Department
Very high
Sustainable Edmonds
Strategic objective
Develop a system of coordinated open spaces,
conservation corridors, and greenways with trail
access along the shoreline, waterfront, wetlands,
hillsides, and parks to preserve the natural setting
and increase public awareness and access.
Implementation schedule
Greenways
Potential performance measures
# acres of parkland
# acres representing natural/protected/conservation
status land
# miles of extended greenway or corridors in city
% accessible by trail or walkway
% public indicates greenways are sufficient

Complexity
Medium-high

Months
12-60

Participants
City Council
Planning Board
Development Services Department
Friends of Edmonds Marsh
Edmonds in Bloom
Pilchuck Audubon Society
Floretum Garden Club
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Action 3a.5 (16): Activities - youth
Lead
Rank
Parks & Recreation Department
Very high
Edmonds School District
Strategic objective
Create young adult social and recreation oriented
activities and facilities that offer evening and after
school peer group interactions and events.
Implementation schedule
Activities - youth
Potential performance measures
@ facilities available for young adults
# increased programs and events possible
# increased center users
% young adults using facilities
% users indicate upgrade(s) successful
% public indicates upgrade(s) successful

Complexity
Low-medium

Months
On-going

Participants
Edmonds Community College
Edmonds Boys & Girls Club
SnoKing Youth Association
Young Life Edmonds
Jeremiah Center
2013 2014 2015 2016

2017

2018+
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Action 3a.6 (38a): Yost Pool - financing
Lead
Rank
Parks & Recreation Department
Very high
Strategic objective
Create and implement a long term financial and
operational strategy for the updating/upgrading,
refurbishment and retrofitting of the current Yost
Pool facility.

Complexity
Months
Medium-high
12-36
Participants
City Council
Planning Board
Edmonds School District
Edmonds Boys & Girls Club
Pool users

Implementation schedule
Yost Pool - financing
Potential performance measures
@ funding strategy resolved for Pool upgrades and
possible expansion
% funding provided by non-city sources
% operating costs recovered by user fees and
schedules
# annual pool users
% annual increase in pool utilization
# events at pool

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018+

2017

2018+

Action 3a.7 (65): Public view preservation
Lead
Development Services Department

Rank
Mod-high

Strategic objective
Identify public view corridors and view sheds in the
Bowl and create appropriate public view protection
overlay districts, ordinances, and other measures to
preserve and protect them.

Implementation schedule
Public view preservation
Potential performance measures
% of Bowl field surveyed and mapped for viewscapes
@ viewscape maps developed as part of city GIS
system
@ view overlay zones and ordinances adopted by
Council
% residents indicate success of view preservation
efforts
% developers indicate success of view preservation
efforts
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Complexity
High

Months
12-24

Participants
City Council
Planning Board
Architectural Design Board
Port of Edmonds
Chamber of Commerce
Property owners
Citizens
2013 2014 2015 2016

Action 3a.8 (38b): Yost Pool - improvement
Lead
Rank
Parks & Recreation Department
Mod-low
Strategic objective
Develop and/or expand Yost Pool to include outdoor
and indoor leisure pool elements, therapy pool, party
rooms and concessions, and possibly other
recreation physical conditioning, courts, and
gymnasium uses.

Complexity
Months
High
60-120
Participants
City Council
Planning Board
Edmonds School District
Edmonds Boys & Girls Club
Edmonds Senior Center
Nearby residents

Implementation schedule
Yost Pool - improvement
Potential performance measures
@ funding strategy resolved for Pool upgrade and
expansion
% funding provided by non-city sources
% operating costs recovered by user fees and
schedules
# annual pool users
% annual increase in pool utilization
# events at pool

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018+

Action 3a.9 (39a): Civic Field
Lead
Rank
Parks & Recreation Department
Mod-low
Edmonds School District
Strategic objective
Address long term property ownership and upgrade
field, stadium, lighting, and other features to support
competitive play including tournaments.

Implementation schedule
Civic Field
Potential performance measures
@ ownership status resolved for properties
% of planned projects completed
% funding provided by non-city sources
# annual events conducted at fields
% use by out-of-area visitors or tourists

Complexity
High

Months
24-96

Participants
City Council
Planning Board
Economic Development Department
Economic Development Commission
Edmonds Boys & Girls Club
Snohomish County Sports Tourism
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018+
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Action 3a.10 (67): Design standards
Lead
Rank
Development Services Department
Mod-low
Strategic objective
Illustrate site, building, landscape, and signage
design objectives using examples to achieve public
quality design objectives.

Implementation schedule
Design standards
Potential performance measures
@ design standards updated to include illustrations
and form-based examples
% developers rating standards to be understandable
and fair
% Architectural Design Board rating standards
effective
# variances sought post adoption of updated
standards

Complexity
Months
Medium
12-24
Participants
City Council
Planning Board
Architectural Design Board
Property owners
Citizens
Business owners
Architects
Developers
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Action 3a.11 (17): Diversify housing options
Lead
Rank
Development Services Department
Mod-low
Strategic objective
Increase housing choice by type, price, and proximity
to employment centers, transit corridors, and
recreational sites in order to provide live/work/play
opportunities in Edmonds.
Implementation schedule
Diversify housing options
Potential performance measures
# new urban housing starts by type, price, location
% vacancy and occupancy rate of new urban housing
products

Complexity
Months
Medium
12-24
Participants
Port of Edmonds
Community Transit
Chamber of Commerce
Sound Transit
Edmonds property owners
Developers
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Action 3a.12 (18): Affordable housing
Lead
Rank
City Council
Low
Development Services Department
Strategic objective
Promote the creation of rental and sale workforce
housing for moderate income working households
through incentives that may include additional
density, reduced parking requirements, reduced
permit fees, and/or other measures.
Implementation schedule
Affordable housing
Potential performance measures
# new housing starts affordable to Edmonds
households at 80% of Family Median Income (FMI)
% of all new housing projects participating in
affordable housing
% of occupants that work in Edmonds
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Complexity
Medium

Months
12-24

Participants
Planning Board
Economic Development Department
Snohomish County Housing Authority
Edmonds property owners
Developers
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018+

Form-Based Codes

Form-Based Codes (FBCs) are clear and
precise standards that offer
predictability. FBCs are developed to
create a specific place that residents
can desire. Both the vision and FBCs
are developed with citizen input.
Citizens have a higher comfort level
with the end result the standards is
likely to produce.
City staff gets a streamlined and easy
to administer review process. FBCs
also create more choices, more
opportunities and options for the
property owner. Typically, developers
borrow money to pursue preconstruction work. For developers,
time is money. The biggest incentive
that cities can offer is not money, but
clear and predictable development
standards. Most developers are willing
to build to higher standards if the
rules are clear and the process is
predictable. By offering a predictable
environment FBCs reduce risks where
banks in a credit-starved economy
may be more willing to loan
construction money.

Flex Blocks – mixed use

Flex Block is a vertical mixed-use
building typically of a single massing
element, designed for occupancy by
retail, service, or office uses on the
ground floor, with upper floors
configured for retail, service, office,
and/or residential uses. Second floor
units may be directly accessed from
the street through a stair. Upper floors
are accessed through a street level
lobby.
This building type is typically found
in town centers and neighborhood
main streets. The building can be
owned by one entity, or divided into
several individually owned
commercial and residential condos.
Shown are examples of mixed use
developments around Puget Sound.
http://www.formbasedcodes.org/
http://www.smartcodecentral.org/
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Action 3a.13 (39b): Woodway Fields
Lead
Rank
Parks & Recreation Department
Low
Strategic objective
Address long term property ownership and upgrade
field, lighting, and other features to support
competitive play including tournaments.
Implementation schedule
Woodway Fields
Potential performance measures
@ ownership status resolved for property
@ improvement projects completed for site
% funding provided by non-city sources
# annual events conducted at fields
% of use by out-of-area visitors or tourists

Complexity
Months
Medium-high
36-48
Participants
Edmonds School District
City Council
Planning Board
Edmonds Boys & Girls Club
Snohomish County Sports Tourism
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Action 3a.14 (36): Dog Park
Lead
Rank
OLAE Stewardship
Low
Parks & Recreation Department
Strategic objective
Identify a suitable relocation site and develop a
dedicated dog park consisting of fenced social yards
with spectator seating and amenities, and off-leash
exercise areas and trails.
Implementation schedule
Dog Park
Potential performance measures
@ site selected and park constructed
# dog park users
% dog park users indicate park is successful

Complexity
Medium

Months
36-60

Participants
City Council
Planning Board
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018+

Participants
City of Edmonds
Planning Board
Development Services Department
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Action 3a.15 (41b): Senior Center
Lead
Rank
Edmonds Senior Center
Very low
Parks & Recreation Department
Strategic objective
Relocate the Senior Center to another location.
Implementation schedule
Senior Center
Potential performance measures
@ long range plan/project completed for center
% funding provided by non-city sources
# new programs realized as result of plan/project
# new users added by project
% users indicate project success
% public indicate project success
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Complexity
High

Months
60-96

Strategic Objective 4: Develop and maintain a transportation and
infrastructure system to meet current and future demand
4a: Build a community that balances environmental protection,
economic health, and social needs
Action 4a.1 (62): BNSF Railroad
Lead
Rank
City Council
Very high
Strategic objective
Participate in the environmental impact assessment
process related to a proposal to build a coal export
terminal at Cherry Point in Bellingham. Identify
required improvements in Edmonds to mitigate extra
tracks, train volumes, dust, noise, and potential
conflicts with ferry terminal and waterfront
pedestrian, bike, and vehicular traffic.
Implementation schedule
BNSF Railroad
Potential performance measures
# coal trains
# ferry loading/unloading delayed due to coal train
traffic
# complaints filed due to dust, noise, horns
$ mitigation provided to minimize/eliminate impacts
created by coal trains

Complexity
Months
Medium
12-18
Participants
Economic Development Department
Development Services Department
Public Works Department
WA Department of Transportation
WA State Ferries
WA Department of Ecology
Port of Edmonds
Chamber of Commerce
Downtown Edmonds Merchants Assn
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Action 4a.2 (53): Street maintenance
Lead
Rank
City Council
Very high
Public Works Department
Strategic objective
Create a financing mechanism to generate
approximately $1,400,000 per year which is needed
annually to maintain city streets.

Implementation schedule
Street maintenance
Potential performance measures
@ funding strategy resolved and approved by Council
and/or voters
# complaints pavement or pot holes per year
# street miles pavement overlaid per year
% street pavement life cycle met
% all street pavement rated as good or better
% public indicating success

Complexity
Medium-high

Months
12-18

Participants
WA Department of Transportation
Snohomish County Infrastructure
Coordination Committee (ICC)
Economic Development Commission
Community Transit
Chamber of Commerce
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+
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Action 4a.3 (49): Walkways
Lead
Rank
Public Works Department
Very high
Strategic objective
Institute sidewalk maintenance and construction
program to complete key connections to the
waterfront, downtown, business districts, schools,
parks, and other major walking destinations.
Implementation schedule
Walkways
Potential performance measures
% of Edmonds street lane miles with sidewalks on
one side
% of Edmonds residents that walk to work
% of Edmonds residents that walk to transit

Complexity
Months
Medium-high
On-going
Participants
City Council
Community Transit
WA Department of Transportation
Edmonds School District
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Complexity
Months
High
On-going
Participants
City of Edmonds
Port of Edmonds
Chamber of Commerce
Community Transit
WA Department of Transportation
WA State Ferries
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Complexity
Months
Medium-high
1-132
Participants
Public Works
Community Transit
Chamber of Commerce
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Action 4a.4 (58): Sounder Train
Lead
Rank
South Transit
Mod-high
Strategic objective
Increase the schedule and number of Sound Transit
commuter rail trains between downtown Seattle and
Edmonds to promote development of transit oriented
development at Harbor Square, the waterfront, and
downtown.
Implementation schedule
Sounder Train
Potential performance measures
# riders using Sounder Edmonds Station due to
increase in Sounder service
% increase in boardings at the Sounder Edmonds
Station due to increase in Sounder service

Action 4a.5 (59): Sound Transit LINK
Lead
Rank
Sound Transit
Mod-high
Strategic objective
Develop Community Transit links with the proposed
Sound Transit LINK light rail corridor alignment
along Interstate 5.
Implementation schedule
Sound Transit LINK
Potential performance measures
# Edmonds riders forecast to use transit as result of
LINK corridor development
# new mixed use and transit-oriented development
(TOD) likely along Highway 99 corridor due to
LINK connection
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Action 4a.6 (48): Trails
Lead
Rank
Parks & Recreation Department
Mod-high
Strategic objective
Complete an off-road multipurpose trail network
linking the shoreline and waterfront, Edmonds
Marsh, downtown, business districts, parks and open
spaces, bus and rail transit connections, and the
Interurban Trail in Edmonds.
Implementation schedule
Trails
Potential performance measures
# miles of off-road trails in Edmonds
# sites and facilities connected to or by off-road
trails
# of people living within 0.25 miles of an off-road
trail
% people stating they use trails during peak summer
weekend
% public indicating trails success

Complexity
Months
Medium
On-going
Participants
Planning Board
Development Services Department
Public Works Department
Community Transit
Sound Transit
Edmonds Bike Group(s)
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Action 4a.7 (54): Highway 99
Lead
Rank
Economic Development Department
Mod-high
Public Works Department
Strategic objective
Create transportation improvement program and
project for Highway 99 to improve traffic flow,
transit connections, pedestrian streetscape and to
encourage mixed use project developments similar to
what has been recently completed in Shoreline and is
planned in Everett and Lynnwood.

Implementation schedule
Highway 99
Potential performance measures
@ planning process initiated
% traffic flow LOS improved
% transit ridership increase
# new projects attributed to corridor improvement
% increase in property value and property tax
revenue
% increase in retail sales and retail sales tax revenue
% public indicates success

Complexity
Medium-high

Months
12-60

Participants
City Council
Planning Board
Washington State Legislature
Police Department
Cultural Service Division
WA Department of Transportation
Community Transit
Swedish Hospital
Highway 99 property and business owners
Citizens
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018+
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Wayfinding signage

Top – existing conditions on Highway 99 in
Edmonds
Center – completed Highway 99
improvements in Tukwila
Bottom – completed Highway 99
improvements in Des Moines

Interurban Trail
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Gateways

Action 4a.8 (61): Intermodal Station
Lead
Rank
City of Edmonds
Mod-high
Sound Transit
Community Transit
WSDOT
WA State Ferries
Amtrak
Strategic objective
Develop an integrated Amtrak, Sounder, Community
Transit, shuttle, ferry, bike, and pedestrian transfer
facility on the waterfront to promote accessibility
and connectivity to and within Edmonds.
Implementation schedule
Intermodal Station
Potential performance measures
@ intermodal station funded and developed on
waterfront
# new riders on trains and transit
% new riders indicating use of transit over vehicles as
result of station
% new residents indicating sought to live in Edmonds
due to station development
% residents walk to ride bikes to station

Complexity
High

Months
60+

Participants
Port of Edmonds
Economic Development Department
Development Services Department
Port of Edmonds
Public Works Department
BNSF Railroad
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Action 4a.9 (51): Waterfront connection
Lead
Rank
Public Works Department
Mod-high
BNSF Railroad
WA State Ferries
Strategic objective
Work to establish an emergency and everyday access
over the railroad tracks and ferry terminal lanes for
pedestrians bound for shoreline and waterfront
attractions from Harbor Square, Salish Crossing, and
the downtown.
Implementation schedule
waterfront connection
Potential performance measures
@ agreement reached with BNSF and WA Department
of Transportation
@ crossing constructed to improve access/safety for
pedestrians and vehicles
% waterfront users indicating success

Complexity
High

Months
60+

Participants
Sound Transit
Amtrak
Community Transit
WA Department of Transportation
Port of Edmonds
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+
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Action 4a.10 (60): Ferry Terminal
Lead
Rank
WSDOT
Mod-high
WA State Ferries
Strategic objective
Create an interim ferry waiting and loading strategy
that reduces conflicts between trains, automobiles
and pedestrians while improving ferry rider access to
the waterfront and downtown services and amenities.

Implementation schedule
Ferry Terminal
Potential performance measures
# new customers in waterfront and downtown
businesses due to staging improvement
$ spent in businesses as result of improvement
% ferry riders indicating success of improvement
% local businesses indicating staging success

Complexity
High

Months
60+

Participants
City of Edmonds
Sound Transit
Amtrak
BNSF Railroad
Port of Edmonds
Community Transit
Public Works Department
2013 2014 2015 2016

2017

2018+

Action 4a.11 (50): Crosswalks
Lead
Rank
Public Works Department
Mod-low
Strategic objective
Install special paving materials, flashing light
crossing strips, pedestrian activated signals, median
and curb extensions as appropriate to improve
pedestrian safety, increase visibility, and calm traffic
at major intersections on SR-104 and Highway 99.
Implementation schedule
Crosswalks
Potential performance measures
# crosswalks improved along SR-104 and Highway 99
# pedestrian/vehicle accidents at locations where
improvements are made
% reduction in accident rate
% users, customers indicating improvement

Complexity
Months
Medium-high
24-60
Participants
Police Department
Community Transit
WA Department of Transportation
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018+

Complexity
Months
Low
On-going
Participants
City of Edmonds
Chamber of Commerce
Port of Edmonds
Property and business owners
Community Transit riders
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Action 4a.12 (57): SR-104 Transit
Lead
Rank
Community Transit
Mod-low
Strategic objective
Expand Community Transit’s schedule and hours to
support Edmonds employees and residents,
particularly at the waterfront, downtown, Westgate,
and Highway 99 including connections to the
Highway 99 International District.
Implementation schedule
SR-104 Transit
Potential performance measures
# riders boarding or departing in Edmonds
% public indicating use of transit over vehicles due to
schedule improvements
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Action 4a.13 (52): Bikeway network
Lead
Rank
Public Works Department
Low
Edmonds Bike Group
Strategic objective
Institute an on-street network of bike lanes,
shoulders, and sharrows (shared lanes) to complete
key connections to the waterfront, downtown,
business districts, schools, parks, and other major
commuter and recreational destinations including the
interurban trail.
Implementation schedule
Bikeway network
Potential performance measures
% of Edmonds residents that ride bikes to work
% of Edmonds school students that ride bikes to
school
% of Edmonds residents that ride bikes using
Edmonds roads and trails for recreational
purposes, daily, weekly, monthly, etc.

Complexity
Medium

Months
12-60

Participants
Development Services Department work
Edmonds School District
WA Department of Transportation
WA State Ferries
Community Transit
Sound Transit
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018+

Action 4a.14 (55b): Shuttle service
Lead
Rank
Highway 99 Business Owners
Low
Downtown/Waterfront Business
Community
Strategic objective
Initiate seasonal or possibly year-round shuttle
service between downtown and Community Transit’s
Swift BRT transit stations along Highway 99.
Implementation schedule
Shuttle service
Potential performance measures
@ trolley service initiated
% trolley operating funds provided by non-city
sources
% trolley cost recovered from fares
# trolley riders per year
% businesses indicate trolley success

Complexity
Low

Months
12

Participants
Chamber of Commerce
Community Transit
2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018+

Action 4a.15 (56): Swift Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
Lead
Rank
Community Transit
Low
Strategic objective
Enhance Community Transit’s route along Highway
99 from Everett to the King County Metro transfer
station at Aurora Village by designating transit lanes
and pull-outs, transit traffic signal activation, allweather shelters, and other improvements.
Implementation schedule
Swift Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
Potential performance measures
# riders on Swift boarding and departing at Edmonds
stations along Highway 99 corridor
% rider increase due to improvements project and
mixed use developments
% new residents living within ¼ mile of Highway 99

Complexity
Months
Low
On-going
Participants
Chamber of Commerce
Highway 99 Property and Business owners

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018+
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Capital Bikeshare
Capital Bikeshare puts over 1,670 bicycles at any of
the 175 stations across Washington, DC, Arlington
and Alexandria, Virginia and allows riders to return it
to any station near the destination. Bikes can be
checked out for a trip to work, Metro, run errands, go
shopping, or visit friends and family.
Capital Bikeshare can be joined for 24 hours, 3 days,
30 days, or a year, and provide access to the fleet of
bikes 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. The first 30
minutes of each trip are free. Each additional 30
minutes incurs an additional fee.
Annual or 30-day memberships are available online.
Members must be at least 16 years of age. Infrequent
users may choose to purchase a 24-hour membership
for $5 or 3-day membership for $15 by using the
kiosk located at each Capital Bikeshare station.
Capital Bikeshare bikes step-thru frames have 3
speeds, front and rear flashing LED lights and a front
rack as well as chain guard and fenders.
The stations are solar-powered and modular to allow
for easy installation. Each station consists of a
variable number of docking ports for the bikes based
on demand, plus a kiosk for the purchase of 24-hour
and 3-day memberships. There is also a two-sided
information panel which displays a local and regional
map with usage instructions on the kiosk.
However, Capital Bikeshare bike can only be taken out
for a maximum of 24 hours. If the bike has not been
returned and correctly docked at a station after 24
hours the bike is considered stolen and a fee of
$1,000 is charged to the credit card.
The Capital Bikeshare system is self-service to
empower users to make relatively quick, short
distance rides around town – as a similar system
could in and between MLK and the South Downtown
subareas.
http://www.capitalbikeshare.com/
Pedicabs
Portland Pedicab and PDX Pedicab operate 35
pedicabs, and PDX operates 8 pedicabs in the
downtown Portland area. Pedicabs offer safe, fun, and
environmental transportation. Pedicabs are also used
for tours, special events, and weddings.
Pedicabs also collaborate with local public agencies
such as the Portland Office of Transportation, the
Portland Old Town Arts & Culture Foundation, and the
Old Town Chinatown Neighborhood Association to
provide pedicab-led audio tours.
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Action 4a.16 (55a): Shuttle service
Lead
Rank
Downtown Edmonds and Highway 99
Very low
Business Community and Residents
Strategic objective
Initiate seasonal or possibly year-round shuttle
service between the waterfront area and downtown.
Implementation schedule
Shuttle service
Potential performance measures
@ trolley service initiated
% trolley operating funds provided by non-city
sources
% trolley cost recovered from fares
# trolley riders per year
% businesses indicate trolley success

Complexity
Low

Months
12

Participants
Chamber of Commerce
Community Transit
International District
2013 2014 2015 2016

2017

2018+

Strategic Objective 4: Develop and maintain a transportation and
infrastructure system to meet current and future demand
4b: Provide quality services, facilities, and infrastructure
Action 4b.1
Lead
Public Works Department
Strategic objective

Implementation schedule

Rank

Complexity

Months
On-going

Participants
WA Department of Transportation
WA State Ferries
Community Transit
Sound Transit
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Potential performance measures
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Trolley

A tourist trolley, also called a road
trolley, is a rubber-tired bus (usually
diesel fueled, sometimes compressed
natural gas), which is made to resemble
an old-style streetcar or tram. These
vehicles are not actually trolleys, and to
avoid confusion with trolley buses, the
American Public Transportation
Association (APTA) refers to them as
"trolley-replica buses".
Tourist trolleys are used by both
municipal and private operators.
Municipal operators may mix tourist
trolleys in with the regular service bus
fleet to add more visitor interest or
attract attention to new routes. In many
cities tourist trolleys are used as
circulators. A circulator operates a
simplified route limited to popular
destinations on a fixed schedule with a
reduced or free fare. Tourist trolleys are
also run by private operators to carry
tourists to popular destinations.
RIPTA trolley transportation
Rhode Island Trolleys are an
environment-friendly way of going
around and seeing the sights. This mode
of transportation was introduced by the
Rhode Island Public Transit Authority or
RIPTA in 1999. RIPTA’s trolleys are
produced by the Chance Coach & Optima
Bus Company. They make use of
compressed natural gas or CNG for fuel.
The trolley services Providence’s historic
sites, universities, restaurants, shopping
places and cultural spots without the
problems of parking. Its 91 Gold Line
services the Providence Marriott
throughout the week. One-day, 10-ride
and 15-ride passes are available at stop
and shop outlets. Seniors and persons
with disabilities are given discounts.
http://www.islandrhode.com/trolley.html
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Strategic Objective 5: Responsible, accountable, and responsive
government
5a: Provide efficient and effective delivery of services
Action 5a.1 (63): Fiscal sustainability
Lead
Rank
City Council
Very high
Strategic objective
Implement Budgeting for Objectives (BFO) process
that incorporates public input to establish
community priorities, resolves a balance between
revenues and expenditures, and encourages
innovative and alternative delivery methods.
Implementation schedule
Fiscal sustainability
Potential performance measures
% of priorities accomplished annually
% completed within budget parameters
$ set aside in rainy day reserve
% of public rating BFO results to be satisfactory
# rating by bond agencies of city solvency
$ leveraged ratio of city funds to state and federal
grants

Complexity
Months
Medium-high
12-24
Participants
Finance Department
Economic Development Department
Public Works Department
Parks & Recreation Department
Police Department
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Action 5a.2 (68): Permitting processes
Lead
Rank
City Council
Very high
Development Services Department
Strategic objective
Consolidate and simplify the business license, land
use and building permit review process to
incorporate electronic application procedures, presubmittal workshops, and concurrent reviews.

Implementation schedule
Permitting processes
Potential performance measures
@ on-line applications available
# on-line applications filed annually
% users indicating on-line applications useful
% review process developers indicating new process
predictable and fair
% public indicating new process provides adequate
input and review

Complexity
Medium-high

Months
12-18

Participants
Planning Board
Architectural Design Board
Chamber of Commerce
City Clerk’s Office
Property owners
Architects
Developers
2013 2014 2015 2016

2017

2018+
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Action 5a.3 (72): Assess performance results
Lead
Rank
City Council
Very high
Strategic objective
Assess, on an annual basis, State of the City
programs, projects, and budget. Regularly conduct
public, customer, and business surveys to determine
the effectiveness, performance, and priorities of
adopted Strategic Plan actions.

Implementation schedule
Assess performance results
Potential performance measures
% businesses satisfied with strategic plan results
% public satisfied with strategic plan results
% young adults satisfied with strategic plan results
% of Council satisfied with strategic plan results

Complexity
Months
Medium
On-going
Participants
All Departments
Port of Edmonds
Swedish Hospital
Edmonds School District
Edmonds Community College
Chamber of Commerce
Downtown Edmonds Merchants Assn
Edmonds Downtown BID
Sustainable Edmonds
Citizens
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Action 5a.4 (71): Strategy development
Lead
Rank
City Council
Very high
All Departments
Strategic objective
Adopt and implement a Strategic Plan in partnership
with public and private organizations.

Implementation schedule
Strategy development
Potential performance measures
# of organizations involved in strategic plan
implementation actions
$ combined to fund marketing, promotion actions
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Complexity
Medium

Months
12

Participants
Port of Edmonds
Swedish Hospital
Edmonds School District
Edmonds Community College
Sound Transit
Senior Center
Community Transit
WA Department of Transportation
WA State Ferries
Chamber of Commerce
Downtown Edmonds Merchants Assn
Edmonds Downtown BID
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Budgeting for Outcomes (BFO)

How is BFO different?
Traditional budgeting

Budgeting for Outcomes

Budget begins with

Last year’s budget

Community priorities

Focuses on

Cost of services

Value of services

Is organized by

Department

Priority

Encourages

Low risk “same as before” approach

New ideas, innovation, cooperation, and
improvement

Motivation

Be fair to all, avoid pain

Get the best results that match priorities

BFO is also called Priority-Driven Budgeting (PDB) or Budgeting by Priority (BP) or Performance Based
Budgeting (PBB)

Budgeting for Outcomes (BFO)
BFO is one form of priority based budgeting
where spending is linked to overall
community results. Using BFO, the
government identifies its most important
priorities for its citizens. Services are then
ranked according to how well they align with
the priorities, and resources are allocated in
accordance with the ranking.
Budgeting for Outcomes is drastically
different than a traditional incremental
approach to budgeting where decreases in
revenue often lead to across the board cuts
limiting results that can be achieved for both
low and high priority services. Rather than
having the starting point be what was funded
by department in the previous budget, the
starting point with BFO becomes what results
the jurisdiction wants to achieve.
Elected officials spend more of their time
making decisions on how much revenue
citizens can afford to provide and on
choosing results and less time on deciding
how much money to cut from the budget and
where to cut. The incentives for agencies and
departments change from making it difficult
for the budget office to find places to cut
their budgets to figuring out what activities
work best to achieve results and how to
provide those activities at lower cost.
BFO is an innovative approach to budgeting
that acts as a catalyst for additional
improvements in efficiency and the ability to
deliver results for citizens.
http://www.gfoaconsulting.org/downloads/
GFOAWhitepaper_AnatomyofaPriorityDriven%20BudgetProcess_March2011.pdf
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Action 5a.5 (64): NGO participation
Lead
Rank
Chamber of Commerce
Mod-high
Strategic objective
Integrate NGOs such as the Chamber of Commerce,
Downtown Edmonds Merchants Association, Business
Improvement District, and others into the operation
and implementation of BFO and Strategic Plan
actions.
Implementation schedule
NGO participation
Potential performance measures
% organizations who feel city government is giving
good service
% organizations who feel city government is listening
to them and keeping them involved
% organizations involved in policy development and
implementation

Complexity
Months
Medium
12-18
Participants
Downtown Edmonds Merchants Assn
Edmonds Downtown BID
Edmonds Center for the Arts
Sustainable Edmonds
Edmonds School District
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Complexity
Months
Medium
12-24
Participants
Parks & Recreation Department
Finance Department
Port of Edmonds
Economic Development Commission
Citizens
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Action 5a.6 (34): Fiscal sustainability
Lead
Rank
City Council
Mod-high
Strategic objective
Create an alternative mechanism other than the City
of Edmonds General Fund with which to finance
parks and recreation programs and services.
Implementation schedule
Fiscal sustainability
Potential performance measures
@ levy or bond referendum successful for park
projects
$ raised by above over current funding amounts
% cost recovery of recreational programs
% life cycle facility requirements funded per year
% capital projects funded in 6-10 year planning
period
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Strategic Objective 5: Responsible, accountable, and responsive
government
5b: Promotion and encouragement of an active and involved community
Action 5b.1 (70): Public access
Lead
Rank
City Council
Mod-high
Strategic objective
Conduct frequent town halls, public open houses,
and other events at locations throughout the city to
improve public access and facilitate dialogue on
policies, programs, projects, and budgets.
Implementation schedule
Public access
Potential performance measures
# outreach events per year
% outreach events conducted throughout the City
# persons participating in outreach events
# persons on outreach contact lists
% eligible voters who participated in last general
election

Complexity
Months
Low-medium
On-going
Participants
Economic Development Department
Finance Department
Parks & Recreation Department
Development Services Department
Public Works Department
Police Department
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Complexity
Months
Low-medium
On-going
Participants
Economic Development Department
Finance Department
Parks & Recreation Department
Development Services Department
Public Works Department
Police Department
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Action 5b.2 (69): Communication
Lead
Rank
City Council
Mod-high
Strategic objective
Establish effective public information and feedback
methods including websites, blogs, Facebook,
Twitter, and other social media outreach.

Implementation schedule
Communication
Potential performance measures
% residents who feel that Edmonds listens to them,
keeps them informed, and seeks their
involvement
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Strategic Objective 5: Provide responsible, accountable, and responsive
government
5c: Ensure a safe and secure environment for residents, businesses, and
visitors
Action 5c.1: Safe and secure environment
Lead
Police Department
Strategic objective

Rank

Implementation schedule
Safe and secure environment
Potential performance measures
% of residents who feel safe in their neighborhood
# reported part 1 crimes per 1,000 population
% of part 1 crimes cleared by arrest or exceptional
means
# reportable traffic collisions per 1,000 population
% of residents who rate their neighborhood condition
good or excellent
% of residents who rate their overall quality of life as
good or excellent
# active Community Emergency Response Team
(CERT) volunteers
# of residents trained in CERT
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Complexity
Months
Low
On-going
Participants
City Council
Parks & Recreation Department
Development Services Department
Public Works Department
2013 2014 2015 2016 2017

2018+

Agenda - Strategic Planning Retreat #1
6:30 pm Wednesday 14 September, Council Chambers
1 Introduction
City Council
Economic Development Commission (EDC)
Planning Board (PB)
Staff and consultant team
2 Define a strategic plan
Objectives and scope
Content and particulars
3 Review scope of work concerning:
Task sequence
Calendar schedule
4 Identify issues of interest
City Council
Economic Development Commission (EDC)
Planning Board (PB)
Others
5 Review content in regard to item #3 for:
Task 2 – internal/external scans
Task 3 – stakeholders to be interviewed
Task 5 – owner, employee, customer mail-back surveys
Task 6 – student hand-back/internet survey
Task 7 – resident internet survey #1
Task 9 – charrette delegate recruitment
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A-1
Appendix A. Joint Committee Retreats 1-6
Edmonds Strategic Action Plan

1: Our consulting team

1

2

3

4

5

6

1 Team Leader – Tom Beckwith FAICP
2 Economics – Eric Hovee
3 Community Development – Steve Price
4 Economics – Andrea Logue
5 Economics – Paul Dennis
6 Community Development – Nancy Jordan
7 Planning/GIS – David Schroedel AICP
8 Communications – Aimee Beckwith

5

7
7
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A-2
Appendix A. Joint Committee Retreats 1-6
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2a: What is unique about Edmonds?
Waterfront – including amenity opportunity and access limitations
Tourism – arts potential and gateway to the Kitsap and Olympic
Peninsulas
Small businesses – sustainable already with large number of selfemployed and small business who live/work in city
Multiple economic centers – Waterfront, Downtown, Westgate, 5 Corners,
Highway 99, Hospital
Demographics – aging households who may want to stay but have
different life/housing needs
“Built-out” status – presumption by some that there is no remaining
capacity
Number of players/partners – Port, Edmonds School District, Swedish
Edmonds Hospital, WSDOT
Fiscal – overt dependence on retail sales tax
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A-3
Appendix A. Joint Committee Retreats 1-6
Edmonds Strategic Action Plan

2b: Why does Edmonds need a strategic plan – what will it
resolve?
Trends – what will Edmonds become if current conditions and policies
continue unchanged – especially fiscal?
Vision – what does Edmonds want to be?
Feasibility – what is Edmonds capable of being given current conditions
and recent economic trends?
Constraints – what limitations will Edmonds need to resolve in order to
realize the strategic vision?
Coordination – what plans, programs, and projects need to be
coordinated to realize the strategic plan?
Participants – who should be involved in deciding the vision and strategic
plan?
Agents – who should implement the strategic plan once it has been
resolved?
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A-4
Appendix A. Joint Committee Retreats 1-6
Edmonds Strategic Action Plan

2c: What is a strategic plan?
Organizes and prioritizes - initiatives and resources to achieve specific
goals within next 3-5 and mid 5-10 year time periods
Establishes - near/mid-term goals, tactical approaches, and performance
measures
Coordinates - other city plans and programs to conform to the strategic
plan
Achieves consensus - from public and Council on strategic plan vision
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A-5
Appendix A. Joint Committee Retreats 1-6
Edmonds Strategic Action Plan

2d: What is a strategic planning process?
Analytically based process – incorporating data on conditions and trends
Involving multiple publics – property and business owners, community
organizations, city employees, youth, and public-at-large
Utilizing multiple inputs – interview, focus groups, workshops, open
houses, surveys, and Council/EDC/PB retreats
Coordinating governing response – of plans, projects, finances by city
staff and Council
Analyzing finances – necessary to realize optimal strategies and
directions
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3a: How are we going to do it?
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A-7
Appendix A. Joint Committee Retreats 1-6
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3b: How are we going to involve the public?
6 Retreats–with you, your Directors, Economic Development Commission
(EDC), Planning Board (PB)
Stakeholder interviews and focus groups
Mail-back and intercept surveys of business owners, employees, and
customers
Mail-back/ internet survey of middle and high school students
Website pages and linkages
E-newsletters
Internet surveys of all interested parties
Strategic planning charrette.
Open houses
Phone/internet controlled statistical sample
Planning Board and City Council public hearings
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3c: What is our schedule?
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A-9
Appendix A. Joint Committee Retreats 1-6
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4: What specific issues do we want the strategic plan to
address?
Branding – what is it and how can we enhance it?
Retail sales – how can we increase it?
Business – how do we sustain and expand them?
Tourism – how do we increase expenditures?
Housing – how do we meet changing life-styles?
Affordability – how do we house service workers?
Land use – what are our opportunities?
Sustainability – what green and smart measures, and energy, GHG
reductions can we make?
Services – what LOS do we need/desire?
Fiscal – how can we finance our services?
Partnerships – what are the options?
Milestones – how do we program/measure our progress?
Are these the correct issues or do we want to modify or add others – if so,
what are they?
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5a: What should we assess in task 2 – internal/external scans?
2010 Comprehensive Plan – including environment, economic, housing,
land use, transportation, parks and recreation, and public facilities goals
and projects
2011 Budget, Annual Financial Statement, and Capital Improvements
Program – including near term and future cost, revenue, and capital
financing projections
Census – comparative data from the 2000 and 2010 census, American
Community Survey (ACS), ERSI, and other sources on socioeconomic
characteristics and changes in Edmonds, Puget Sound, Washington, US
OFM, DOR, and Snohomish County data - on retail sales, property
values, buildable lands, housing market conditions, etc
Other? -
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5b: Who should we interview in task 3 – stakeholders?
Key officials – City Council, Port of Edmonds, Edmonds School District,
Swedish Edmonds Hospital, Edmonds Community College, Snohomish
County …
Property and business owners Public organizations –
User groups –
Other parties of interest -
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5c: What should we ask in task 5 – owner, employee, customer
mail-back surveys?
Business owner surveys
 reasons - for locating in Edmonds,
 business trends - including impact of internet and finance,
 suggestions and recommendations - concerning market possibilities,
 willingness to participate - or commit to possible strategic planning
opportunities.
Employee surveys
 opinions of existing conditions - including job opportunities, housing
conditions and costs, training, childcare,
 perceptions - of economic problems or opportunities, and
 characteristics - including place of residence, education, income, household
status
Customer surveys
 where customers shop - within the city and with major competitors,
 opinions of existing conditions - including available products and services,
parking access and capacities, building conditions, and images,
 perceptions – of problems or opportunities,
 characteristics - including place of residence, employment, income,
household status
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5d: What should we ask in task 6 – school student handback/internet survey?
Workforce participation – including their volunteer, internship, or
employment with city organizations, businesses, or other enterprises
during the school year, vacations, or summer.
Vocational interests – in occupations or professions offered in high
school, vocational school, college, or other instructional programs and the
extent to which they believe the city provides opportunities to learn, work,
or practice in such.
Job and volunteer desires – on the students part for volunteer,
internship, or employment activities which are not currently offered by
local organizations or businesses.
Characteristics – including place and length of residence, age and class,
and home school.
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5e: What should we ask in task 7 – resident internet survey?
Existing conditions, strengths, and problems - of the downtown,
Westgate, Five Corners, Highway 99 commercial districts, each
neighborhood, and city in general,
Possible approaches - concerning environmental protections, economic
opportunities, land use developments, housing conditions, traffic and
transit, parks and recreation, general appearances, fiscal concerns, and
other particulars,
Characteristics - including age, household type, length of residence,
place of work, and other particulars for sample control purposes.
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5f: Who and how should we recruit for task 9 – charrette?
Who?
Key officials – City Council, Port of Edmonds, Edmonds School District,
Swedish Edmonds Hospital, Edmonds Community College, Snohomish
County …
Property and business owners Public organizations –
User groups –
Other parties of interest –
Public-at-large –
How?
Letters and emails of invitation –
Newspaper, posters, and open advertisement –
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Agenda - Strategic Planning Retreat #2
6:30 pm Tuesday 24 January - Council Chambers
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

Edmonds US Census 2010
Edmonds ACS 2005-2009
Edmonds ESRI 2005-2015
PSRC Economic & Demographic Forecast 1970-2040
Startup Strategic Plan Public Outreach Activities – Early Returns
Future Strategic Plan Public Outreach Activities
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1: Edmonds – US Census 2010

Age distribution

2010

 US – age triangle imbalanced due to

 Edmonds – age triangle is exaggerated by

combined impacts of World War 2 baby boom
and declining birth rate due to desire for
smaller families, working women, divorce,
and contraception, as well as increased life
expectancies.

increased proportion of baby boom middle
family and empty nester populations moving
into older age groups and the impacts of
urban house values on the ability of younger
families to buy into the area.

2
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Households

2010

 Percent in families – households include

 Percent in nonfamily – Edmonds also has

single individuals, co-habitation, and families
defined my marriage and/or blood. Edmonds
has slightly lower concentration of family
households compared to others due likely to
urban setting and older population.

a slightly higher percent of nonfamily
households – i.e., single adults and cohabitation households due likely to urban
setting and older population.

3
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Household type and size

2010

 Married couple – Edmonds has a higher

 Median age – Edmonds has a significantly

percent of all family households that are
married couples rather than single-headed or
co-habitation households compared to
others.

higher median age due to the high
proportion of baby boomers moving into
older ages and staying residents of the city
compared to others.

4
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Household size and tenure

2010

 Average household size – Edmonds has a  Owner occupied – Edmonds has a higher
lower number of people per household due
to the higher proportion of older adults
including empty nesters and nonfamily
households compared to others.

percent of owner-occupied households likely
due to the older age households who have
lived in the city for a length of time
compared to others.

5
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2: Demographics of Edmonds – ACS 2005-2009

Employment

2005-2009

 Percent employed – of age 16+ persons is  Employed in services (of persons who
typical of Puget Sound, an urban area, and
reflects the city’s concentration of working
age adults.

reside in Edmonds) – is considerably higher
in Edmonds likely reflecting the lack of
industrial land uses within the city and the
professional and managerial skills that reside
in the city.

6
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Commuting/available vehicles

2005-2009

 Travel time – is similar to Puget Sound in

 Vehicles available – indicates Edmonds,

general indicating most jobs are within
and/or closer to the city compared to
Snohomish County. Edmonds and Puget
Sound in general have longer commuting
times than the rest of Washington and the
S

like Snohomish County, is heavily reliant on
private vehicle commuting.

7
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Residency/housing type
Residency in same house – indicates
Edmonds residents have lived in the city a
relatively longer term and are relatively
stable compared to others.

2005-2009

 Detached single family – indicates
Edmonds residents live in more urban
housing common of Puget Sound rather than
Snohomish County or other less urban areas.

8
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Owned housing cost/value

2005-2009

 Percent owner occupied – is higher in

 Median house value – is higher in

Edmonds than surrounding areas reflecting
older, established households for single
family and some condos.

Edmonds than surrounding areas due to the
desirability of the area and the relatively
close-in urban location.

9
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Rental housing cost/value

2005-2009

 Percent renter occupied – is lower in

 Median rent – is somewhat lower in

Edmonds than surrounding areas due to the
stable, older, established households who
own housing.

Edmonds than comparable areas likely due to
the age of some of the rental units and the
location in the city.

10
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Wages and self employed

2005-2009

 Percent private wage and salary – is

 Self employed in own business – is

lower in Edmonds compared with Puget
Sound and Snohomish County.

higher in Edmonds than surrounding areas
reflecting the city’s attractive living
environment and concentration of
professional and managerial skills.
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Income

2005-2009

 Median family income – is higher in

 Median per capita income – is higher in

Edmonds due likely to the proportion of
professional and managerial skills resident in
the city and the lower number of persons per
household .

Edmonds due likely to the proportion of
professional and managerial skills resident in
the city and the lower number of nonworking or dependent persons in the
household and population.
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Poverty

2005-2009

 Percent of population in poverty – is

 Total families in poverty – is lower in

lower in Edmonds compared with Puget
Sound and Snohomish County due likely to
the low number of non-working or dependent
persons in the population, the higher
incomes associated with professional and
managerial skills, and the older, established
nature of the resident population.

Edmonds than surrounding areas due likely
to the higher proportion of married couples
in the population and the older, established,
empty-nester status of family households in
the city.
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Language and race

2005-2009

 Language other than English – is lower in  Hispanic or Latino population – is lower
Edmonds compared with Puget Sound and
Snohomish County due likely to the older,
established nature of the resident population
when in-migrants to other areas of the region
may speak other languages.

in Edmonds than surrounding areas due
likely to the more urban job market and
context though Edmonds does have
concentrations of Asian and Pacific
populations in the city.

14
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3: Edmonds – ESRI 2010

ESRI 2010

 Educational attainment – is higher in Edmonds for bachelors, graduate, and
professional degrees than elsewhere in Puget Sound and Washington State.

15
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ESRI 2010

 Employment by occupation – a greater percent of Edmond workers are employed in
white collar than elsewhere in Puget Sound and Washington State reflecting the higher
educational levels of city residents.
16
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ESRI 2010

 Employment by industry – a greater percent of Edmond workers are employed in retail
trade, finance, insurance, real estate, and services than elsewhere in Puget Sound and
Washington State reflecting the higher educational levels of city residents and the lack of
industrial land uses within the city.
17
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Trends

ESRI 2000-2010

 Median household income – increased at

 Median home value – increased at a

a lower rate in Edmonds even though city
residents have higher education and
occupation levels compared with Puget
Sound and Washington State.

higher rate than comparable areas even
during the recession and housing bubble
burst likely reflecting the city’s continued
livability.
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ESRI 2010

 Retail sales leakage by gross volume – city residents purchase significant portions of
all sales for all retail categories other than dining, grocery, and motor vehicle and parts
from vendors located outside of the city “leaking” sales potential out of the city.
19
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ESRI 2010

 Sales leakage (percent) by industry subsector – city residents purchase almost all
retail products and services from vendors located outside of the city “leaking” sales
potential out of the city. Only motor vehicle and parts dealers that are concentrated on
Highway 99 are attracting sales volumes in excess of local resident spending potentials.
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ESRI 2010

 Sales leakage (percent) by NAICS industry group – with the exception of autos, books
and music, used merchandise, full service restaurants, and drinking places, Edmonds
businesses are losing sales to vendors located outside of the city in all other categories of
products and services.
21
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4: PSRC Forecast - 1970-2040

PSRC Economic & Demographic Forecast

2006

 Population and households - continue to

 Household size - continue to decline as a

increase due to in-migration and some
natural change.

larger proportion of all households age
beyond childbearing.
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PSRC Economic & Demographic Forecast

2006

 Percent of population under 4 – will

 Population over age 65 – will continue to

fluctuate due to the “ripple” affects of the
baby boom generation but is expected to
eventually stabilize between 6-7%.

increase due to the aging of the baby boom
generation and declining mortality rates.
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PSRC Economic & Demographic Forecast

2006

 Ratio of population to employees – will

 Percent of all housing multifamily – will

gradually decline as a larger proportion of
adults age beyond working age and a lesser
proportion of working adults emerge in the
workplace.

continue to increase as empty nester and
older households as well as nonfamily
households increase as a proportion of the
population and the region continues to
urbanize.
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PSRC Economic & Demographic Forecast

2006

 Base vs service employment – will

 Government employment as a percent

gradually decline as employment
opportunities shift from traditional resource
and manufacturing to service industries.

of total employment – will continue to
decline due somewhat to increased
productivity but possibly also due to
declining public revenues.
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5: Startup Strategic Plan Public Outreach Activities
Initial outreach events

 Focus groups – 18 sessions involving up to 150 people discussing government,
economic development, transportation, historical, environmental, parks, senior and young
adult, hospital, waterfront, downtown, business district, highway 99, and development
opportunities and issues.
 Business surveys – sent to over 1,800 businesses licensed in the city concerning
business and city conditions, trends, and issues.
 Employee surveys – encouraged of every employee in the businesses surveyed in the
city concerning where they live, shop, play and how they view Edmonds opportunities and
issues.
 Customer surveys – of downtown and business district customers concerning where
they live, work, play and how they view Edmonds services and conditions.
 Adult resident internet survey – concerning existing conditions and priorities.

 Young adult resident internet survey – concerning existing conditions and
opportunities affecting young adult residents and students

26
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Adult resident internet survey – early returns

 Condition assessment ratings – survey respondents were asked to rate a variety of
existing conditions on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is the very lowest and 5 the very highest.
The graphics depict the results thus far where 5 or the highest rating is shown in dark red
on the left of the bar and 1 the very lowest is show on the right of the bar. The results thus
far can be assessed visually by scanning the dark red to light pink rankings.
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6: Future Strategic Plan Public Outreach Events & Surveys
Future outreach events

 Charrette/brainstorming session – to develop priorities and proposals dealing with the
issues and opportunities that emerge from the above.
 Open houses – to review emerging proposals with the public and all interested parties
to obtain feedback and suggestions.
 Website postings – of the emerging strategic plan contents along with survey and open
house comments.
 Registered voter survey – to test support and priority for the proposals that emerge
from the charrette and subsequent strategic planning.
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Agenda - Strategic Planning Retreat #3
6:30 pm Tuesday 28 February - Council Chambers
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

State of Washington Cities AWC reports 2005-2010
State of Edmonds 2001-2021
Budgeting for Outcomes (BFO)
Status report on focus group sessions and surveys
Outline of public charrette process and agenda
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1: The State of Washington Cities
What services do cities provide?
Mandatory

Discretionary



Public safety – police, fire, planning
and permitting, municipal court



Parks – creation, maintenance, and
operations



Streets – maintenance and operations



Recreation – for youth, adults, and
seniors



Utilities – sewer, water, and storm
drainage



Arts and culture – historical, fine and
performing arts, and civic activities



General administration – of the
above



Library – typically part of a branch
system

Source: AWC 2005 State of the Cities
Note: AWC conducted surveys in 2005, 2009, and 2010. The contents were most
comprehensive in 2005. The 2009 and 2010 surveys updated summary issues only.
Note: The mandatory/discretionary categories were AWC classifications based on RCW
definitions in 2005. The AWC 2009 survey redefined the classifications based on city
input to add “Essential Services” which included parks and recreation and economic
development.
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How do cities measure performance?
Public safety

Streets
Parks and
Planning
Public Works

level of service

% budget

Response time, patrol level, traffic control, property
surveillance, animal control, officer/population ratio,
24 hour staffing
Sidewalks, street lighting, traffic signals, signage,
and increased maintenance
Manicured lawns, paved parking, irrigation,
restrooms, recreation programs, enforcement,
current plans and projects
Centrally-treated water supply, sewer systems,
curbside refuse collection

43%

23%
20%

n/a

Source: AWC 2005 State of the Cities

3
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What pressures are impacting cities?


Unfunded mandates – from state and
federal government



Downtown vitality – big box and
internet retail, absentee or
disinterested landlords, aging and
outmoded structures and land uses



Budget conditions – lack of revenue
and revenue raising options



Affordable housing – costs beyond
what critical skills (police, fire,
teachers) can pay



Infrastructure – aging and
deteriorating streets, roads, utilities,
and buildings



General economic conditions – jobs
and employment opportunities for all
citizens of all ages and skills



Staff benefits – cost of health
insurance and pensions

Source: AWC 2005 State of the Cities
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How bad is it?
US impacts

WA city problems



Worst economic turmoil since the
great Depression



Operating budget revenues are not
sufficient to support level of services
required to meet federal and state
mandates, citizen expectations, and
community priorities



Burst of a nation-wide housing bubble



Aging infrastructure systems
inadequate to meet current needs of
businesses and residents, or sustain
and attract growth



Sky-rocketing infrastructure material
costs, health insurance, and volatile
energy costs

Source: AWC 2009 State of the Cities

5
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What have cities been doing about impacts?
Reactive

Proactive



Delaying maintenance – including
cyclical or life cycle to the point of
deterioration



Economic development – promoting
retail, office, industrial, and other
nonresidential property and sales tax
bases



Delaying capital investments –
including new or replacement utilities,
facilities, and equipment



Increasing user fees and charges –
for utilities, recreation, permits,
licenses, and other services



Reducing programs – including
recreation, library, and other services



Adopting new (dedicated) revenue
sources – real estate excise taxes
(REET), transportation benefit districts
(TBD), public facility districts (PFD),
business improvement districts (BID)



Cutting staff – not filling planning,
parks, public works, police, fire, and
other functions



Increasing taxes – resetting property
tax, increasing sales tax, levy lid lifts,
special maintenance and operating
levies



Using reserves – tapping rainy day
and emergency reserve funds

Source: AWC 2005/2009 State of the Cities
6
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What do US cities expect in the future?

National trends (2005 before recession)

73%
73%
82%

Worse financial condition than 5 years ago
Conditions will be worse next year
Conditions will worsen in next 5 years

Factors

 Narrowing of tax base as economy
 Tax limiting initiatives
transitions to a service base
 Technology shifts to internet sales and  Increased service demands on cities
other uncollectible forms
Source: AWC 2005 State of the Cities
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What are WA cities negative budget influences?

% of Washington cities citing negative budget influences (2005 before recession)

61%
56%
33%
29%
18%
17%

Tax limiting voter initiatives (especially 695 and 747)
Cost of employee health benefits
Infrastructure needs
Amount of state aid to city - declining
State and federal unfunded mandates
Inadequate/declining sales tax base

Source: AWC 2005 State of the Cities
Note – these issues influence city budgets in different proportions since 2005
8
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What are WA cities positive budget influences?

% of Washington cities citing positive budget influences (2005 before recession)

44%
43%
39%
36%
21%
20%

Availability of reserves
Reliance on user fees
Growing property tax base
Growing city sales tax revenues
Healthy local economy
Business and economic development

Source: AWC 2005 State of the Cities
Note – these issues influence city budgets in different proportions since 2005
9
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What have WA cities done about tax limiting initiatives?

% of Washington cities responding

54%
46%
39%
30%
17%
13%
12%

Tapped reserves
Increased user fees
Eliminated staff positions
Reduced services
Adopted new user fees
Used service alternatives
Eliminated services

Source: AWC 2009 State of the Cities
10
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What are WA cities source of revenues?

Average Washington city

22%
21%
21%
10%

General property taxes
Sales and use taxes
Business and utility taxes
Interest and investment earnings

9%
7%
6%
4%

Intergovernmental revenues
Charge and fees for services
Other local taxes
Licenses and permits

Source: AWC 2009 State of the Cities
11
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What are WA cities revenue limitations?
Unrestricted revenues
Property taxes (I-747 1% limitation)
Basic and optional sales taxes
Business and utility taxes

Restricted revenues
Gas tax
Impact fees
Criminal justice sales tax
Lodging taxes

Source: AWC 2009 State of the Cities
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What are WA cities share of property taxes?

Average Washington city

$0.13 City share
$0.16 Junior taxing districts
$0.17 County

$0.22 State
$0.32 Local schools

Source: AWC 2009 State of the Cities
13
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What are WA cities share of sales taxes?

Based on city sales tax average of 8%

$.0085 City share**
$.0015 County share**

$.0050
$.0650

Local option (cities, counties, etc)
State

** For sales sourced to unincorporated areas, counties receive the full 1 cent
Source: AWC 2009 State of the Cities
14
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What are US & WA cities conditions in 2010?

US
7% Improved
18% No change
75% Worsened

WA
5% Improved
21% No change
74% Worsened

Source: AWC October 2010
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What are WA cities doing in 2011 to services as a result?

Source: AWC 2010 State of the Cities
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What are WA cities doing in 2010 to staff as a result?

Percent of cities responding to survey

75%
65%
60%

Eliminating salary increases
Imposing travel/training cuts
Implementing hiring freezes

60% Increasing health costs
50% Laying off employees

Source: AWC 2010 State of the Cities
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What are the red flags and what do you do as a result?
AWC 15 red flag checklist

5 City has limited economic
development options
6 One-time revenues not sufficient to
manage long term consequences
10 Growing expenses from mandatory
programs with few discretionary
programs left to cut
11 City is heavily dependent on
property taxes for basic services

12 Annual expenses outpacing
revenue
13 City has declining unrestricted
fund balance
14 Limited capital for new facilities
and significant deferred
maintenance

6-10 flag response

1 Need long range financial planning
that includes analysis of potential
impacts to service levels
2 Identify new sources and potential
partners

3 Communicate with citizens about
potential impacts on services

Source: AWC 2010 State of the Cities
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2: The State of Edmonds
Edmonds governmental revenue sources in 2009

Source: Edmonds Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR) 2009
19
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Edmonds tax composition in 2009

Source: Edmonds Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR) 2009
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Edmonds property tax rates 2000-2009

 Property tax rate includes bonds,
EMS, and regular property.

 The rate is going up as a result of EMS
passage and to retain 1% revenue
growth as assessed value declined.

Source: Edmonds Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR) 2009
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Revenue and expenditures 2001-2010

 Governmental funds include General
Fund, special revenue funds, debt
service funds, and capital project
funds.

 Capital projects have been funded by
special revenue funds – which will be
difficult to increase to finance capital
needs only from these sources.

Source: Edmonds Finance Department January 2012
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Total fund balance – governmental funds 2001-2010

 While total revenues have increased  Total fund balances have been kept
over past 10 years, expenditures are
stable by issuing debt and transferring
growing faster than revenues.
in monies from other funds – one-time
actions that are not sustainable.
Source: Edmonds Finance Department January 2012
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Total fund balance – 2009-2021

 Revenue will grow 1.4% per year and  General Fund will be depleted.
expenditures 3.2% resulting in
Changing growth rates will only change
deficit of $6,685,037 by year 2021.
the timing of when depletion occurs.
Source: Edmonds Finance Department January 2012
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Total fund balance – 2009-2021 - $1,000,000 scenario

 Were $1,000,000 in new revenue
 Balanced approach required involving
added in 2013 the ending fund
revenue enhancements, cost
balance will be depleted in 2017 rather
reductions, and temporary use of
than 2016.
fund balance.
Source: Edmonds Finance Department January 2012
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3: Budgeting for Outcomes (BFO)
How is BFO different?
Budget begins
with
Focuses on
Is organized by
Encourages
Motivation

Traditional budgeting
Last year’s budget

Budgeting for Outcomes
Community priorities

Cost of services
Department
Low risk “same as before”
approach
Be fair to all, avoid pain

Value of services
Priority
New ideas, innovation,
cooperation, and improvement
Get the best results that match
priorities

BFO is also called Priority-Driven Budgeting (PDB) or Budgeting by Priority (BP) or
Performance Based Budgeting (PBB)
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How do budget roles change with BFO?

Analysts

Traditional budgeting
Build up costs, make cuts
difficult
Find unnecessary costs

Elected officials

Cut costs or raise taxes

Citizens
Motivation

Rally behind special interests
Be fair to all, avoid pain

Departments

Budgeting for Outcomes
Link expenditures to results
and priorities
Improve links between results
and services. Facilitate
department cooperation.
Identify efficiencies.
Choose services that provide
results citizens are willing to
pay for.
Help determine priorities
Get the best results that match
priorities

BFO has been implemented by Washington State, Snohomish County, Redmond, and
Bellevue, and is being considered in Lynnwood, among others.
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What are the tasks involved in BFO?
1

Task
Identify available resources

2

Identify priorities

3

Define priority results

4

Evaluate services against
priority results
Score proposals against
priority results
Compare scores
Allocate resources*

5
6
7

Result
A common understanding about the maximum
amount of resources available to fund
operations, one-time initiatives, and capital
expenditures
A set of priorities that are expressed in
measurable results that are of value to the
public and are widely agreed to be legitimate
Reveal Edmonds identity and the objective
meaning of what is relevant
Inventory current and proposed programs
compared to the priority results
Evaluate proposed programs and projects for
their ability to achieve priority results
Rank order proposals based on their results
Fund proposals according to rank order to the
extent allowable with maximum amount of
resources

*BFO allocations subject to final City Council resolution and action
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What BFO tasks will completed in this Strategic Plan?
1
2

3
4
5
6
7

BFO task
Identify available resources
Identify priorities

Define priority results
Evaluate services against
priority results
Score proposals against
priority results
Compare scores
Allocate resources*

Strategic Plan task
Internal scan – retreat #2 Jan/Feb 2012
Surveys – retreat #3 February 2012
Charrette – retreat #4 March 2012
Survey voter households – retreat #6 May 2012
City Council 2014 Budget process
City Council 2014 Budget process
City Council 2014 Budget process
City Council 2014 Budget process
City Council 2014 Budget process

*BFO allocations subject to final City Council resolution and action
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How will the Strategic Plan define priorities?

2

Example priorities
Clean and green
environment
Arts and culture

3

Parks and recreation

4

Economic development

5

Community

6

Infrastructure

7
8

Safety
Responsible government

1

Example statements
I want to live, learn, work, and play in a clean
and green environment!
I want a community that develops and
showcases art and culture!
I want access to quality open spaces, parks,
and recreational facilities and programs!
I want a diverse and vibrant range of jobs,
businesses, and services!
I want an urban environment with a sense of
community and connections with others!
I want a well-maintained city whose
transportation and other infrastructure keeps
pace with growth!
I want to be safe where I live, work, and play!
I want a city government that is responsible
and responsive to its residents and businesses!

Examples above are from Bellevue and Redmond. Edmonds will be identified from the
focus group sessions, surveys of employees, customers, and students, and charrette.
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How will the Strategic Plan define results?
Example priority
Green environment

Example results when Edmonds:
Plans and designs the city’s growth to minimize
emissions, energy usage, and other environmental
impacts!
Promotes and supports resource conservation
through leadership, regulation, education, and
incentives!
Minimizes use of natural resources through reuse
and recycling!
Manages factors, facilities, and programs that
mitigate the city’s environmental impact on air,
land, and water quality!
Promotes new technology and business solutions to
environmental challenges!

Charrette question - “We achieve a clean and green environment when ________ (fill in the
blank with any of the result definitions).”
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How will the Strategic Plan measure progress?
Priorities
Green environment

Economic development

Safety

Example benchmarks
Percent of city with overhead tree canopy
Percent of streams with a Benthic Index of Biotic
Integrity (B-B1) of 35 or better
Tonnage of garbage per capita going to landfill
Number and percent of businesses by category
Number of businesses with city license over 7 years
Percent of community satisfied with the range of
businesses and services available in city
Crime index for crimes against persons and
property per 1,000 persons
Police response time to critical emergencies
Percent of residents who indicate city is a safe
community
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4: Status report of focus groups and surveys
Participation in outreach events
Outreach
Focus groups
Adult residents
Business owners
Employees
Retail customers
Young adults
Chamber survey

Participation
18 subject/interest group sessions involving 80
participants
590 adult residents thus far
214 business owners thus far
70 employee surveys thus far
312 customers thus far
32 young adults thus far
82 members participated in Oct 2011survey

Adult, business owner, employee, retail customer, and young adult surveys are still active
and receiving responses at www.EdmondsWa.gov
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Emerging priorities and issues
Priorities
1 Environment
2 Economic Development
3 Community Development
4 Arts & Culture

5 Parks & Recreation

6 Transportation
7 Safety
8 Governance

Key issues
Sustainability, low to no impact, native habitat,
community gardens, food production
Employment, Highway 99, Antique Mall, Westgate,
fiber optics, approval process, business recruitment
Mixed use requirements, waterfront/downtown
linkage, diversity of age, income, housing, jobs
Marketing arts and culture, economic impacts and
relationships, wayfinding and gateways, 4th Ave
corridor, ECA strategic plan, fine arts gallery
Yost Pool, Civic Field, Senior Center, aging facilities,
public restrooms, underused shoreline, followthorough, trail linkages
Pavement conditions, transit services – bus and rail,
non-motorized roadways, trails, funding
Coal train impacts
Fiscal strategy, transparency, integrating districtsneighborhoods with basin, entrenched positions,
utilizing nongovernmental entities
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5: Public charrette process and agenda
Charrette workshops
Date
Wednesday 14 March

Time
6:30-8:30 pm

Monday 19 March

6:30-8:30 pm

Where
Edmonds Community College Conference
Center
Plaza Room, Edmonds Library

Each facility has a maximum seating capacity, therefore, participants must
sign up in advance to participate on www.EdmondsWa.gov to reserve a space
and receive agenda materials.
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Charrette workshop process
Sequence
Introduction

Purpose
Review purpose, advance materials, outline process,
disperse into small groups (12-20) to work with facilitators.
Like/dislike exercise Each group will identify characteristics they like and dislike
(need improvement) then rank order the needs
improvement issues.
Brainstorm
Each group will identify the desired end state or result
mandatory 4 topics
they would like to see for the mandatory topic; then define
required actions to realize the result including
responsible parties; then define performance measures
or benchmarks by which to measure progress.
Brainstorm optional
Each group can continue brainstorming working on highest
topic
ranked improvement issue from the like/dislike exercise.
Rank order all
Charrette workshop participants and anyone else interested
priorities at public
will reconvene on Wednesday 2 May in the Plaza Room to
open house
critique and rank order a composite list of priority end
results, required actions, responsible parties, and
performance measures.
Staff and consultant will follow the same process for all identified priority
topics that cannot be brainstormed in a time-limited public session for a
public review and critique at the May Open House.
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An example brainstorming topic
Elements
Desired end state or
result
Required actions

Illustrative example for typical parks priority
Access to quality open spaces, parks, and trails!

An action plan that integrates and plans public, school,
nonprofit, and private resources into a unified, cohesive,
and publicly accessible park and trails network.
Responsible parties
City, county, state, port, school district, college, hospital,
community organizations, homeowners associations, …
Performance measure Every neighborhood has access to a park and trail within a
or benchmark
0.5 mile radius.
If the strategic plan is to be representative - it must define the desired end
state through performance measures or benchmarks for every priority
identified from the public outreach events.
If the Strategic Plan is to be effective – it must rank order the resulting
priorities with the public and elected officials in the subsequent open house,
internet, and voter registration surveys.
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Agenda - Strategic Planning Retreat #4
6:30 pm Tuesday 24 April - Council Chambers
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Survey results - young adult, customer, employee, business, adult
Focus group results
Charrette results
Draft strategic plan themes and actions
Open house May 3rd

1
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1: Survey results – young adults
Young adult residents – characteristics (119 responses)

26+
5%

22-25
7%

19-21
8%

14-18
79% Age group
2
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Young adult residents - characteristics

yes

looking

30%

41%

20+
4%

16-20
31%

no
29%

Employed

11-15

6-10

19%

22%

2-5
15%

0-1
9% Long lived in Edmonds
3
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Young adult residents – future plans

yes

maybe

no

81%

18%

28%

56% 15% Plan on coming back after working elsewhere

13%

59% 28% Plan on living in Edmonds after graduation

2% Enjoyable place to live

4
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Young adult residents – recommendations for Edmonds

a lot

some

little

66%

21%

8%

13%

44%

28%

40%

45%

8%

no
5% Visit Edmonds
15% Work in Edmonds
7% Live in Edmonds
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Young adult residents – current activities

yes

some

no

38%

10%

52% Athletic – participate in school or league athletics

14%

21%

65% Arts – create/show and assist with activities

55%

13%

33% Social – member of school club or organization

27%

13%

60% Employment – internship, part or full-time job

24%

32%

44% Public service – volunteer with community organization
6
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Young adult residents – like to activities

yes

maybe

no

28%

31%

41% Arts – crate/show artworks and assist with activities

50%

37%

13% Social – special events and group activities

32%

39%

30% Public service – on community projects or programs

68%

17%

14% Employment – for internships or part or full-time jobs

32%

37%

31% Career – meet community leaders and network
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Young adult residents – public service interests

yes maybe

no

29%

36% 35% Construction – plant street trees, build festival booths

38%

37% 24% Mentoring – work with youth in programs or educational

22%

40% 37% Outreach technology – develop websites, facebook

16%

33% 51% Outreach – conduct surveys, interviews, other

24%

31% 45% Promoting – develop posters, newspapers, websites

19%

42% 40% Organizing – set up social or public service
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Young adult residents – employment interests

yes

maybe

no

18%

16%

65% Full-time

26%

22%

52% Full-time weekends – Saturday, Sunday, and holidays

59%

26%

15% Part-time weekends

63%

18%

19% Part-time weekdays

9
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Young adult residents – method of contact

yes

maybe

no

18%

35%

47% Website posting

61%

28%

11% Facebook

35%

20%

45% Twitter

39%

40%

21% Email

13%

37%

50% Mail

60%

16%

25% Smart phone

78%

16%
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Young adult residents – evaluation of Edmonds

5

4

3

2

1

15% 23% 22% 23% 17% Social activities for persons of your age group
7% 31% 44% 11%

6% Public service opportunities – on community

6% 28% 44% 12%

9% Employment opportunities after graduation

5% 20% 49% 18%

8% Employment opportunities part of full-time

24% 38% 30%

6%

2% Educational opportunities at EdCC or nearby

30% 47% 20%

3%

0% Educational opportunities at High School
11
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Young adult residents – strategic recommendations
Edmonds youth are a significant resource that needs to be
optimized for civic and economic development!
Action
Participation – create opportunities
to participate in community
organizations and events

Performance





Employment – create youth job
placement service






Activities – create youth-oriented
programs and places




% of youth that participate in
organizations and events
% that participate that indicate they want
to
% organizations that can find youth to
participate
# of projects completed by youth
% of youth employed
% that can find work that want work
% employers that can find youth that want
youth employees
% youth that frequent or participate
% youth indicate they are satisfied
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1: Survey results - customers
Customers – characteristics (484 responses)

13
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Customers – characteristics of age

65+
21%

55-64
27%

45-54

35-44

25-34

19-24

27%

17%

8%

1%

14-18
0% Age group
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Customers – characteristics of source of survey

99

Prnv

Fir

West

5 cr

Dwn

6%

7%

3%

11%

17%

51%

Wtrft
5% Location
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Customers – retail behavior

Daily Weekly Monthly Yearly Never
0%

1%

6%

21%

71% Perrinville

3%

36%

37%

14%

11% Highway 99

1%

1%

10%

25%

63% Firdale Village

14%

42%

22%

8%

3%

12%

15%

25%

8%

44%

35%

11%
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44% Five Corners
3% Downtown Edmonds
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Customers – behavior in other cities

Daily Weekly Monthly Yearly Never
1%

4%

14%

32%

50% Mill Creek

2%

19%

34%

21%

23% Shoreline

2%

4%

18%

25%

51% Mountlake Terrace

1%

2%

7%

26%

63% Bothell

4%

42%

42%

9%

3% Lynnwood
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Customers – behavior in regional malls

Daily Weekly Monthly Yearly Never
0%

2%

20%

50%

0%

10%

59%

28%

28% Northgate Mall
4% Alderwood Mall
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Customers – behavior in CBDs

Daily Weekly Monthly Yearly Never
2%

9%

30%

40%

19% Seattle

0%

2%

6%

28%

65% Everett
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Customers – behavior for specific services

CBDs

Malls

Cities

Edmonds

0%

0%

12%

88% Outdoor markets

0%

0%

18%

81% Eating and drinking

3%

1%

28%

68% Galleries and artworks

4%

0%

56%

40% Professional and legal

1%

0%

54%

45% Dental
20
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Customers – behavior for specific services

CBDs

Malls

Cities

Edmonds

2%

0%

32%

66% Bank and financial

1%

1%

52%

46% Automobile service and gas

1%

6%

83%

10% Hardware

1%

23%

48%

28% Housewares
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Customers – behavior for specific services

CBDs

Malls

Cities

Edmonds

0%

3%

23%

74% Cards, flowers, and gifts

3%

3%

36%

58% Barber and beauty shops

3%

46%

39%

12% Clothing and accessories

0%

0%

23%

77% Food and drug
22
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Customers – reasons for behavior

5

4

3

2

1

7%

6% 21% 22% 44% Lack of public restrooms

2%

5% 16% 21% 55% Cleaner, more pleasant looking stores

11% 13% 19% 21% 35% More parking
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Customers – reasons for behavior

5

4

3

2

1

18% 24% 29% 15% 14% Lower prices
4%

5% 21% 25% 45% Better service

24% 40% 25%

6%

5% Better selection goods and services

41% 31% 16%

7%

5% Goods and services not available in Edmonds
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Customers – rate conditions

5

4

3

17% 39% 32%

2

1

8%

3% Streetscape and public improvements

12% 30% 42% 11%

4% Building design and appearances

22% 46% 28%

0% Park and recreational conditions

4%

12% 30% 40% 13%

4% Transportation services – roads, buses, trains

29% 45% 24%

1% Safety and security measures – police and fire

1%

14% 37% 36% 10%

2% Maintenance of public roads, parks, and facilities
25
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Customers – use public facilities

Daily Weekly Monthly Yearly Never
9%

25%

32%

23%

10% Park and trail facilities

14%

3%

3%

9%

0%

2%

13%

51%

34% Edmonds Center for the Arts

0%

3%

7%

12%

78% Senior Center

71% School district buildings
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Customers – use public facilities

Daily Weekly Monthly Yearly Never
0%

0%

5%

31%

63% Wade James Theatre

1%

0%

1%

4%

3%

9%

17%

39%

33% Frances Anderson Center

1%

23%

26%

25%

24% Edmonds Library

93% Boys & Girls Club
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Customers – strategic recommendations
Edmonds retailers provide important community services
and create significant public revenue that needs to be
enhanced and expanded!
Action
Market – identify and recruit
retailers to fill critical gaps in retail
sales and services – women’s
clothing, professional, and dental
downtown, Uwajimaya, Ikea,
hardware on Highway 99, etc
Design – enhance retail frontage in
downtown, develop more retail on
Highway 99, Westgate, Firdale,
Perrinville, Waterfront
Promote – initiate retail sales and
other events and activities
Organize – coordinate retail related
organizations and resources

Performance














# new retail businesses established
% increase in retail sales overall
% increase in target retail sales – clothing,
hardware, housewares
% increase in sales of local residents
# new/rehabilitation building projects
# building façade improvement projects
% customers rate high quality appearances
# retail oriented events per year
# customers participating in events
$ of sales generated by events
Main St concept – DEMA/Chamber/City
Approval of BID or similar funding
28
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1: Survey results - employees
Employees – source of survey (86 responses)

Other Hosp PCC Arnie Anthony School
38%

1%

0%

0%

0%

0%

City
60% Source of survey
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Employees – years worked in city

20+
15%

16-20 11-15 6-10
10%

7%

24%

2-5

0-1

33%

10% Years worked in city
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Employees – employment sector

Hosp Govt Rctn Food Finance Retail Whole Trans Aviation Mfg Const
18%

43%

7%

5%

11%

9%

1%

4%

0%

0%

2% Sector
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Employees – occupation

Other Office Labor Tech Prof Mgr
13%

16%

5%

7% 37% 22% Occupation
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Employees – method getting to work

Bus Rail Car pool Car Bike Walk
0%

0%

4% 90%

0%

6% Method getting to work
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Employees – years of school

Grad schl College Some col Tech High sch Grade schl
31%

42%

16%

5%

5%

1% Years school
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Employees – age group

65+ 55-64 45-54 35-44 25-34 19-24 16-18
9%

15%

28%

29%

15%

3% 0%

Age group
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Employees – marital status

Co-habitat Married Single
7%

75%

18% Marital status
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Employees – gender

Female Male
67%

33% Gender
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Employees – employed persons in household

6+

5

4

3

2

1

0

0% 2% 2% 6% 44% 35% 11% Employed persons in household
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Employees – household income

$100+ $75-99 $50-74 $30-49 $20-29 <$20
46%

17%

17%

13%

4%

2% Household income
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Employees – own or rent

Rent Own
16%

84% Tenure
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Employees – average Edmonds monthly expenditures

$1000+
8%

$7501000
4%

$500750
2%

$250500
21%

$100250
29%

$50100
20%

$1- $0
50
15% 0% Average monthly
expenditure
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Employees – place of residence

Other

King
Co

3%

1%

Sno Seattle Shoreline
Co
22%

8%

6%

Lk
Mtlake Lynnwood Edmonds
For
st
1%
5%
14%
40% Residence
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Employees – tried to live in Edmonds

No

Yes

44% 56% Tried to live in Edmonds
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Employees – reasons for not living in Edmonds

5

4

3

2

1

4%

6% 27% 20% 43% Quality of police, fire, and other services

2% 19% 15% 26% 38% Quality of parks, trails, and recreational facilities
9% 15% 17% 17% 42% Quality of school district
9% 13% 30% 17% 30% Quality of residential neighborhood
7% 26% 26% 15% 26% Preferred housing choice – type, design
50% 22% 11%
11%
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2% 15% Price of housing – rents and purchase price
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Employees – rate job conditions in Edmonds

5

4

3

0%

8% 58% 18% 15% Job support services (childcare/daycare)

9% 37% 47%

2
1%

1
6% Working conditions

0% 19% 57% 18%

6% Job benefits (heal insurance)

1% 13% 63% 16%

8% Pay or wage scales

1% 18% 54% 23%

5% Quality of jobs available

0%

1% 45% 36% 18% Number of jobs available
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Employees – rate transportation system in Edmonds

5

4

3

2

1

3% 14% 43% 31%

9% Bike routes

1% 14% 54% 26%

4% Trail systems

11% 56% 31%

1%

0% Ferry Terminal and schedules

5% 43% 33% 17%

1% Train routes, stops, and schedule

5% 20% 47% 24%

4% Bus routes, stops, schedules

4% 26% 45% 18%

8% On and off-street parking

3% 30% 55% 10%

3% Traffic controls and measures
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Employees – rate housing market in Edmonds

5

4

3

2

11% 39% 32% 12%

1
7% Owner housing – prices

0% 29% 59% 11%

1% Owner housing – availability

1% 26% 51% 19%

3% Rental housing – rent levels

0% 18% 59% 20%

3% Rental housing – availability

13% 51% 33%

1%

1% Neighborhood selection – quality and location

4% 38% 51%

3%

4% Housing selection – type and design
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Employees – use community facilities in Edmonds

daily weekly monthly yearly never
2%

16%

35%

29%

12%

50%

31%

7%

7%

34%

36%

22%

2%

4%

24%

40%

30% Medical, dental, legal services

1%

7%

40%

27%

25% Barber, beauty, personal services

1%

0%

25%

73%

1% Attend festivals in Edmonds

5%

29%

28%

30%

9% Recreational facilities and services

6%

22%

32%

28%
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16% Frequent a drinking establishment
0% Eat at restaurants and coffee shops
1% Shop in retail stores

11% Park and trail systems
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Employees – strategic recommendations
Edmonds employees provide important community services
and create significant public revenue that needs to be
retained and expanded!
Action
Diversify housing – increase
housing choice by type, price,
tenure, and location to house
current and potential employees
Incentivize affordable housing –
promote workforce and rental
housing along Highway 99 to young
adult households
Expand opportunity – recruit
businesses and employees to retain
and capture high quality workforce
Diversity transportation systems –
improve trail, bike, and bus access
to employment centers

Performance






# new urban housing starts by type, price
on waterfront, downtown, SR-104,
Highway 99
# vacancy and occupancy rates
% new housing starts affordable to FMI
% of younger workforce reside in Edmonds




# new business startups/recruitments
% employees reside in Edmonds




% walk, bike, ride bus to work in Edmonds
% walk, bike, ride bus in general
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1: Survey results - businesses
Businesses – source of survey (219 responses)
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Businesses – years in Edmonds

50+ 25-50 21-25 16-20 11-15 6-10

1-5

3%

24%

8%

11%

18% 14% 22% Years owned/operated business

2%

21%

7%

8%

21% 14% 27% Years located in Edmonds

0%

11%

4%

9%

22% 14% 38% Years located at this location Edmonds
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Businesses – own, improvements, parking

No

Yes

50% 50% Own your property
76% 24% You or owner plan on making improvements
17% 83% Have adequate parking for customers
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Businesses – number of full-time employees

100+ 51-100 26-50 16-25 6-15 1-5
1%

1%

2%

3% 11% 82% Years located at this location Edmonds
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Businesses – part-time and seasonal workers

50+ 26-50 16-25 6-15

1-5

0

1%

0%

1%

6% 47% 46% Part-time, year-round employees

0%

0%

0%

2% 11% 88% Seasonal workers
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Businesses – recruit qualified workers

No

Yes

18% 82% Able to recruit qualified workers
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Businesses – years in Edmonds

None Few Some Everyone
13% 11%

44%

31% Live in the Edmonds area

2% 4%
2% 14%

15%
32%

80% Have access to adequate transportation
51% Have good management skills

3%

8%

32%

56% Have good office administration skills

2%

7%

19%

72% Have good technical training and skills

2%

3%

25%

70% Have good computer skills

1%

1%

9%
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89% Have good reading and writing skills
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Businesses – market conditions

Stay same

Decline

29%

6%

26%

36%

Improve
65% In next 5 years
38% In last 5 years
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Businesses – expand product line or services

No

Yes

52%

48% Plan on expanding product or service line

55%

45% Added or expanded product or service line
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Businesses – internet markets

100%

75%

50%

3%

8%

5%

2%

5%

5%

25%

15%

5%

0%

10% 16% 20% 38% Percent on internet in next 5 years
6%

8% 19% 55% Percent on internet at present
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Businesses – trade area

100%

75%

50%

25%

15%

5%

0%

1%

1%

4%

1%

2% 16% 75% Foreign

2%

5%

3%

6%

8% 28% 48% Other in US

0%

3%

7%

2%

6%

14%

30% 21% 19%

8% King County

2%

8%

17%

31% 24% 10%

8% Snohomish County other than Edmonds

3%

22%

22%

21%

14% 11% 38% 27% Other in Washington State

6% 13% 12% Edmonds
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Businesses – customer more likely to be

Yes

No

45%

55% Likely to be local - rather than regional

78%

22% Established - rather than startup

15%

85% Large - rather than small

81%

19% Traditional – rather than internet
61
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Businesses – rate city brand or image

5

4

3

2

1

8% 13% 34% 24% 22% City regulatory environment and procedures
4% 11% 40% 26% 18% Ability to get projects approved
8% 20% 39% 21% 12% Climate for business development in general
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Businesses – rate City Council management policies

5

4

3

2

1

3% 21% 42% 18% 16% Communicating with the public
4% 15% 40% 25% 16% Managing public finances
3% 17% 39% 27% 14% Completing or following through with plans
2% 15% 37% 30% 16% Developing plans
3% 19% 35% 27% 15% Developing a vision for the city
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Businesses – rate development in Edmonds areas

5

4

3

2

1

1% 10% 36% 32% 21% Perrinville
2% 15% 43% 25% 15% Highway 99
1% 12% 48% 25% 13% SR-104
1%

4% 39% 33% 22% Firdale

4% 14% 48% 19% 15% Westgate
4% 10% 42% 27% 17% Five Corners
4% 20% 44% 17% 14% Downtown
1%

6% 30% 31% 32% Safeway/Antique Mall

2% 16% 47% 26%

9% Harbour Square

7% 22% 40% 19% 13% Puget Sound waterfront
3% 17% 49% 21% 10% Overall city in general
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Businesses – rate actions for business development

5

4

3

2

1

34% 42% 19%

2%

3% Recruit, retain, expand restaurants and entertainment

35% 35% 23%

4%

3% Recruit, retain, expand tourist and art services

25% 37% 31%

4%

3% Recruit, retain, expand professional services

26% 29% 34%

9%

2% Recruit, retain, expand hospital and medical services

6% 17% 38% 26% 13% Recruit, retain, expand auto sales and services
33% 39% 23%

3%

3% Recruit, retain, expand retail businesses

22% 33% 32%

7%

6% Recruit, retain, expand high tech businesses

36% 36% 21%

4%

4% Establish business retention program
65
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Businesses – rate marketing and promotion programs

5

4

3

2

1

24% 25% 32% 13%

5% Install directional and wayfinding tourist signage

26% 26% 31% 10%

7% Package and promote property development

24% 30% 30% 10%

6% Inventory and identify available properties

21% 33% 33%

4% Target and recruit selected businesses

9%

16% 33% 35% 11%

4% Develop promotional materials and advertising

19% 29% 37% 12%

3% Expand city and chamber tourist web pages

13% 26% 43% 14%

4% Expand city and chamber business web pages

29% 31% 29%

3% Develop and identify an Edmonds brand and image

8%
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Businesses – rate city, port, chamber efforts

5

4

3

2

1

3% 12% 51% 19% 15% Previous 6-10 years
4% 16% 48% 25%

7% Previous 3-5 years

4% 18% 49% 20%

8% Previous 1-2 years
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Businesses – interest in being involved

No

Yes

66% 34% Currently or willing to become involved
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Businesses – strategic recommendations
Edmonds businesses are critical to the city’s economic
development and must be effectively supported and
promoted!
Action
Performance
Regulatory procedures – simplify
 # days required to process permit
process and update policies and
 % rating process fair, understandable
standards to relate to key objectives
 % rating requirements, standards to be
and subarea relevance
relevant
Fiscal sustainability – adopt
 % priorities accomplished
Budgeting for Objectives (BFO) with
 % completed within budget parameters
community prioritization and
 $ set aside in rainy day reserve
alternative delivery methods
Business outreach – integrate city,  # parties involved in economic strategies
chamber, port, and private
 $ combined to fund marketing, promotion
businesses efforts, communications
 # businesses recruited/retained
 # employees recruited/retained
Complete plans – for waterfront,
 % waterfront plan objectives completed
Highway 99
 % Highway 99 plan objectives completed
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Action
Business promotion – update
Edmonds brand, promotional
materials, market outreach, image
Promote projects – review and
approve key economic development
projects
Initiate proactive projects –
package key sites, develop project
criteria, conduct competitive RFPs

Visual enhancements – install
gateways, wayfinding signage,
streetscapes
Assess results – for all of above

Performance

















# webpage hits on city, chamber business
# businesses visit, tour Edmonds sites
% captured to locate/develop in Edmonds
% rating Edmonds desirable location
Harbour Square master plan approved
Harbour Square RFP conducted
% Harbour Square project completed
Safeway/Antique Mall site procured
Safeway/Antique Mall master plan
approved
Safeway/Antique Mall RFP conducted
% Safeway/Antique Mall project completed
% gateway project completed
% wayfinding signage project completed
% business owner approval of results
% city resident approval of results
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1: Survey results – adult residents
Adult residents – place of work (681 responses)
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Adult residents – persons, employed in household

5+

4

3

7%

22%

14%

0%

0%

2%

2

1

42% 16%

0
0% People in household

32% 40% 26% Employed people in household
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Adult residents – occupation

Hsewfe Const/mfg Retail Office Tech Prof Mgt
6%

2%

1%

9%

8% 56% 17% Occupation
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Adult residents – education

Grad Schl College Some coll Tech High schl Grade schl
37%

41%

17%

2%

2%

1% Education
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Adult residents – zone of residence

4

3

2

1

25% 21% 30% 24% Zone of residence
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Adult residents – length of residence

21+ 11-20 6-10
39%

2-5

0-1

23% 19% 14% 4% Years of residency
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Adult residents – type of housing

Rent Own
9%

91% Type of housing
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Adult residents – gender

Female Male
68%

32% Gender
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Adult residents – age group

65+ 50-64 45-49 25-34 18-24 <18
24%

38%

31%

7%

0%

0% Age group
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Adult residents – household income

$100 $76-100 $51-75 $41-50 $31-40 $21-30 <$20
45%

22%

18%

7%

4%

4% 1%

Household income
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Adult residents – source of information

5

4

3

2

1

15% 17% 38% 13% 18% Other
10% 30% 37% 16%
1%

7% Neighbors/friends

4% 15% 33% 47% Radio

5% 18% 37% 24% 16% City website
3% 11% 23% 25% 37% City television channel
12% 33% 34% 12%

8% Newspapers
81
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Adult residents – rate city governance

5

4

3

2

4% 22% 40% 26%

1
7% Providing information to the public

3% 14% 48% 24% 10% Managing public finances
2% 17% 51% 22%

8% Completing or following thorough with plans

2% 20% 44% 24% 10% Creating or communicating a vision for the city
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Adult residents – rate employment conditions

5

4

3

2

0% 7% 49% 34%

1
9% Quality of jobs available

0% 2% 45% 42% 11% Number of jobs available
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Adult residents – rate safety and security

5

4

3

2

1

5% 29% 42% 18% 7% Pedestrian crosswalks and intersections
4% 23% 44% 22% 7% Streets, sidewalks, and roadway lighting
13% 44% 33%

9% 2% Hospital services

20% 53% 25%

1% 0% Ambulance and paramedic services

17% 56% 24%

2% 1% Fire protection

13% 52% 30%

4% 1% Police protection
84
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Adult residents – rate educational services

5

4

3

2

1

9% 40% 42% 8% 1% Adult continuing education
8% 44% 43% 5% 1% Technical and college
8% 42% 41% 6% 3% Public grades K-12
5% 28% 57% 8% 3% Preschools
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Adult residents – rate transportation conditions

5

4

3

2

1

2% 15% 47% 24% 11% Bike routes
13% 51% 33%

3%

0% Ferry terminal and schedules

7% 37% 40% 12%

4% Train station, stops, and schedules

3% 23% 47% 20%

7% Bus routes, stops, and schedules

4% 24% 44% 22%

5% On and off-street parking

3% 22% 62% 10%

2% Traffic controls and management

3% 15% 53% 25%

5% Traffic congestion
86
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Adult residents – rate housing market

5

4

3

2

1

4% 32% 47% 14% 3% Owner housing – prices
3% 27% 60%

8% 1% Owner housing – availability

2% 24% 58% 13% 3% Rental housing – rent levels
1% 17% 62% 16% 3% Rental housing – availability
9% 50% 36%

4% 1% Neighborhood selection – quality and location

4% 34% 51%

9% 1% Housing selection – type and design
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Adult residents – rate parks and recreation

5

4

3

2

1

3%

9% 38% 36% 14% Public restrooms

9% 38% 42%

9%

1% Historical museum

19% 52% 23%

5%

1% Arts and theater buildings

8% 30% 43% 16%

3% Large meeting and conference facilities

7% 34% 45% 11%

2% Community center classrooms and meeting rooms

4% 25% 43% 22%

6% Indoor physical conditioning and gymnasiums
88
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Adult residents – rate parks and recreation

5

4

3

2

1

4% 16% 41% 29% 10% Aquatic facilities
6% 33% 44% 13%
12% 49% 33%

5%

7% 35% 40% 16%

4% Athletic courts and fields
1% Parks with picnicking and playgrounds
2% Trail systems

21% 57% 15%

5%

1% Beach and shoreline access

11% 49% 33%

6%

1% Conservation areas and open spaces
89
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Adult residents – rate arts and cultural programs

5

4

3

2

1

14% 43% 34%

8% 2% Public art – fountain, sculptures

11% 37% 44%

7% 1% Art classes

15% 37% 37% 10% 2% Jazz festivals
30% 51% 16%

2% 0% Arts festival

20% 55% 22%

3% 0% Performing arts events – concerts, theater, dance

15% 52% 27%

5% 1% Visual arts – exhibits and galleries
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Adult residents – rate special events

5

4

3

2

1

29% 47% 20% 3% 1% Festivals – Taste, Car Show, Waterfront, Birdfest
46% 42% 11% 1% 0% Summer Market
29% 46% 23% 1% 0% Community celebrations – July 4th, Halloween, Tree Lighting
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Adult residents – rate design conditions, appearances

5

4

3

2

1

1%

8% 51% 30% 10% SR-104 corridor

0%

4% 32% 44% 21% Highway 99

1%

8% 37% 38% 16% Perrinville

1%

6% 34% 44% 14% Firdale

2% 16% 54% 24%

3% Westgate

2% 10% 46% 33%

9% Five Corners

22% 53% 21%

4%

0% Downtown
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Adult residents – rate design conditions, appearances

5

4

3

37% 47% 14%

2

1

1% 1% Artworks and beautification – flower baskets

11% 36% 41% 11% 1% Public spaces and plazas
16% 48% 29%
6% 32% 54%
14% 60% 23%

6% 1% Streetscape – street lights, trees, landscaping
7% 1% Advertising signage – location and number
3% 1% General cleanliness

3% 38% 45% 11% 2% Building appearances in general
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Adult residents – rate level of development

5

4

3

2

1

0%

4% 42% 39% 16% Highway 99

1%

5% 49% 36%

0%

5% 32% 40% 23% Perrinville

0%

3% 34% 43% 20% Firdale

0% 13% 51% 28%
0%

9% SR-104

7% Westgate

4% 38% 46% 12% Five Corners
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Adult residents – rate level of development

5

4

3

2

3% 24% 46% 21%
0%

1
5% Downtown

4% 18% 40% 38% Safeway/Antique Mall

2% 13% 41% 34% 10% Harbour Square
5% 25% 38% 23%

9% Puget Sound waterfront

1% 14% 59% 21%

4% Overall city development
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Adult residents – rate sustainability

5
2%

4

3

2

1

9% 34% 38% 17% Economic self-sufficiency – live/work within the city

3% 11% 52% 25%

9% Fiscal sustainability of city services

4% 16% 55% 20%

4% Greenhouse gas reduction measures

9% 36% 43%

3% Recycling programs

9%

5% 22% 57% 13%

3% Power conservation programs

5% 26% 55% 11%

3% Water conservation programs

7% 34% 48%

3% Environmental protections

9%
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Adult residents – rate business development proposals

5

4

3

19% 38% 31%

2

1

9%

2% Recruit more restaurants

20% 37% 30% 11%

3% Recruit more tourist and art services

9% 38% 38% 12%

3% Recruit more professional services

7% 21% 40% 25%

7% Recruit more hospital and medical services

3%

6% 18% 39% 34% Recruit more auto sales and services

16% 37% 34% 10%

3% Recruit more retail businesses

18% 34% 31% 13%

5% Recruit more high technology businesses
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Adult residents – attract household types

5

4

3

2

1

8% 25% 35% 21% 13% Older empty-nester households
20% 44% 31%

4%

1% Middle age families with children

26% 45% 24%

4%

2% Young families with children

16% 37% 34% 10%

3% Young adult households
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Adult residents – rate maintenance

5

4

3

8% 36% 50%

2

1

5% 1% Maintaining public buildings

9% 25% 39% 22% 6% Maintaining local streets and roads
10% 35% 37% 13% 6% Maintaining sidewalks and pedestrian areas
14% 48% 32%
9% 35% 48%

5% 1% Maintaining parks and recreation facilities
7% 2% Maintaining stormwater systems
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Adult residents – strategic recommendations
Edmonds residents indicate there are key issues the
strategic plan should address and provide actions on!
Action
Communication – establish
effective public information and
feedback methods
Fiscal sustainability – adopt
Budgeting for Objectives (BFO) with
community prioritization and
alternative delivery methods
Infrastructure maintenance –
subject to BFO, create sufficient
funds with which to maintain city
infrastructure

Performance















#
#
#
#

persons on newsletter contact list
persons involved in volunteer efforts
of outreach events per year
persons who participate in outreach

# public involved in setting priorities
% priorities accomplished
% completed within budget parameters
$ set aside in rainy day reserve
%
%
%
%
%

streets maintained within life cycle
key walking routes provided sidewalks
key biking routes provided designation
parks maintained within life cycle
city facilities maintained within life cycle
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Infrastructure development –
subject to BFO, identify sufficient
funding sources with which to
develop key city infrastructure

Economic sustainability – retain
and recruit businesses to service
high quality workforce

Social sustainability – diversify age,
income, household, race, ethnic mix



















@
@
@
@
@
@

public restrooms opened downtown
Yost Pool renovated/expanded
Senior Center retrofit/relocated
Anderson Center retrofit funded
ECA parking resolved
future of Civic Field/Woodway resolved

% of existing businesses retained
# new business startups/recruitments
% businesses locally owned, operated
% retail sales gaps reduced
% residents work in Edmonds
% placement of young adults with jobs
% distribution by age group
% distribution by household group
% distribution by income group
% distribution by race, ethnic group
# years average household resides in city
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Initiate proactive projects –
package key sites, develop project
criteria, conduct competitive RFPs
Complete plans/projects – for
waterfront, Highway 99, Perrinville,
Firdale










Visual enhancements – install
gateways, wayfinding signage,
improve streetscapes, create design
plans
Assess results – for all of above






Safeway/Antique Mall site procured
Safeway/Antique Mall plan approved
Safeway/Antique Mall RFP conducted
% Safeway/Antique Mall project completed
# public, property owners, businesses
involved in subarea plans
% to which property owners, businesses,
Port, Chamber, and other nongovernment
parties involved in implementation
% of key waterfront projects funded,
accomplished – i.e., railroad crossing
% of key Highway 99 projects funded,
accomplished – i.e., median, turnouts
% gateway project completed
% wayfinding signage project completed
% 4th Avenue corridor completed
% city resident approval of results
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2: Focus group results
Participants –
96 persons and
representatives

Identified and recruited by the Strategic Planning Committee
composed of City Council, Planning Board, and Economic
Development Commission – though the public was also advised
and able to request to participate on subjects of particular
interest
Topics – 20
Service clubs, young adult outreach organizations, senior center,
individuals-at-large, environmental, parks and recreation, arts –
discussion
performing, arts – visual, transportation, economic development,
groups
waterfront, downtown - retailers, downtown – property owners,
organized
around subjects business districts – Perrinville, Westgate, Firdale, hospital and
medical, Highway 99, developers, governance
of interest
Results
13 pages of statements, observations, and suggestions
organized by topic
Qualifications
Comments represent opinions voiced by the participants and
have not been censored, edited or necessarily truth-tested.
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Some example comments – 1 for each topic
Service clubs



Clubs have long history and were originally created to service
particular interest or need – but may not be best coordinated
to meet current city needs.

Young adult
sponsors



Edmonds lacks activities (including employment opportunities)
that might attract young adult households.

Seniors



Existing Senior Center building has settlement and structural
problems – needs to be retrofit or center function relocated –
possibly to Antique Mall site.

Individuals-atlarge



Edmonds needs to attract a diverse age, income, and cultural
population to be sustainable and interesting.

Environmental



Detailed sustainability matrix developed by volunteers and city
agencies including performance measures that should be
incorporated into the Strategic Plan.

Parks and
recreation



Edmonds lacks sustainable financial strategy for acquiring,
developing, and maintaining the parks system.

Arts performing



Arts community would benefit from organizing a central
clearinghouse to coordinate events scheduling and promotion.

Arts - visual



Safeway/Antique Mall would work well as an artist live/work
project providing affordable space for new artists and a
destination for the waterfront and downtown.
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Transportation



Access over the railroad tracks is problem that will get worse
with increasing rail traffic and track expansion.

Economic
development



Edmonds residents and Council too often consider economic
development to be solely the city staff’s responsibility when to
be effective, it must involve every organization within the city.

Waterfront



Edmonds needs to develop a comprehensive waterfrontshoreline development strategy that would include the Port,
WSDOT, DOE, private property owners, and the public.

Downtown



The 4-Point Main Street Program (marketing, promotion,
design, and organization) has merit and should be
investigated for application to the downtown.

Business
districts



Mixed use zoning should require developments to be mixed
use to avoid having chain stores, like Bartells, develop key
sites for single use, non-residential activity.

Hospital



Swedish needs to update the hospital master plan to reflect its
objectives and address some of the property’s development
issues – including relationship with adjacent non-medical land
uses, a presence on Highway 99, parking, and stormwater
management.
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Highway 99



International District designation is important but should not
be limited to physical improvements only. Local Highway 99grown organizations should be developed to implement a
more comprehensive approach – like Main Street’s 4-Point
program.

Developers



Edmonds development process needs to be streamlined and
possibly with concurrent reviews; the requirements made
more predictable including possible use of form-based
examples; and transparent.

Governance



Edmonds does not have a transparent public governance
process that effectively engages residents and therefore
cannot establish long range polices and projects.
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3: Charrette results
Participants

140+ persons recruited from:
 persons who completed surveys;
 general public via notices on website and in newspapers; and
 parties identified by the Strategic Planning Committee
composed of City Council, Planning Board, and Economic
Development Commission
Topics
Defined into 10 groups over 2 evenings to brainstorm:
 Economic development – the Highway 99 corridor
 Community development – the waterfront
 Arts and culture
 Governance
Results
Each group defined:
 Desired end-state or result for each topic
 Parties who should be responsible for implementing
 Performance measures concerning accomplishment
Documentation Matrix of proposals by each group to be reviewed at 3 May Open
House
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4: Draft strategic plan themes and actions
Theme
Economic
development

Possible action topics
 Marketing strategy – retain and recruit new business
 Recruit workforce – mixed use and affordable housing
 Young adult employment

Community
development















Culture

Environment

Downtown – Main Street
Harbour Square – master plan
Safeway/Antique Mall – proactive strategy
Highway 99 – subarea plan and International District
Hospital – master plan
Tourism - market analysis and strategy
Branding - image and visual enhancements
Promotion – coordinated and mixed media
Artist live/work – destination activity
Sustainability – water, power, air
Parks – funding life cycle requirements
Trails – accessing greenways and facilities
Transportation – bus, rail, bikes, and walkways
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Infrastructure

Governance










Streets and pavements – funding life cycle
Bikes and walkways – funding improvements
Railroad – overcrossing and mitigations
Public facilities – funding life cycle/replacements
Fiscal sustainability - Budgeting for Objectives (BFO)
Nongovernmental entities - involvement and implementation
Young adults - civic engagement
Annual assessments – performance measures and surveys
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5: Open House May 3rd
When and
where
Purpose

Plaza Room of the Library
5:30-8:30 Drop in self-guided
Consultant and staff Q&A
Review and critique proposed draft Strategic Plan’s including a
survey about:
 Actions or desired end-states
 Implementing parties
 Performance measures
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Agenda - Strategic Planning Retreat #5
6:30 pm Tuesday 22 May - Council Chambers
1:
2:
3:
4:

Strategic Plan - implementation
May 3rd open house survey – qualifications
May 3rd open house survey - results and refinements
Registered voter survey – process
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1: Strategic Plan – implementation
Considerations
Responsibilities – a large number of the potential Strategic Plan actions
will be assumed by parties other than the city (with city concurrence)
Financial implications – the 72 potential actions outlined in the survey
will not compete for the same source of city funds - many of the potential
actions will be accomplished by parties with funds other than the city
Rank order prioritization – it is not necessary, based on the above, to
rank order the entire list assuming that there are not enough responsible
parties or funds with which to implement all 72 potential actions were
they all to be indicated to be of priority importance
Elimination – it is not necessary to eliminate an action if it scores a
moderate to low priority if there is an interest group who is willing to
implement the action without unduly using city funds or resources
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Implementation process
Responsibilities – determine who will be affected and therefore who
should be included in implementing a proposed action
Assign lead role – determine who will be the lead agent(cies) who be
responsible for coordinating the work and parties necessary to complete
a proposed action including agents other than the city
Schedule - organize the actions for each lead agent into a 6 year work
program accounting for actions which can be accomplished immediately
and those which will require longer, possibly ongoing, processes
Financing – budget the 6 year work program for each lead and
supporting agent using non-city funds as well as city funds allocated
from the Budgeting for Objectives (FBO) process
Performance – conduct annual performance measurements to determine
progress and consider whether proposed actions need to be refined to be
effective
Update – refine the Strategic Plan based on annual performance
measurements and conduct a comprehensive reassessment at the end of
6 years prior to initiating an update to the Comprehensive Plan
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2: May 3rd open house
Survey qualifications
Response – 89 persons completed the survey at the open house or by
mail afterwards; 114 persons completed the survey on the internet for a
total of 213 completed surveys
Previous involvement – 45% of survey respondents had not participated
in previous surveys, focus groups, or charrettes and therefore, formed
their opinions based on the open house exhibits or their reading of the
survey on the internet
Source - 54% completed the survey on-line likely without benefit of the
background exhibits or discussions with consultants or staff
Representation – open house participants are not random
representatives of the city at-large or even of registered voters but of
persons who were interested enough to attend the open house and/or
complete the detailed survey
Viewpoints – based on the written comments, survey participants
reflected all opinions ranging from most positive to most negative
Question design – a few questions had multiple subjects and need to be
refined prior to being used in the registered voter survey
4
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3: May 3rd open house - results and refinements
Characteristics
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Characteristics
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Characteristics
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Characteristics
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Characteristics
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Characteristics
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Characteristics
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Characteristics
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Characteristics
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1: Economic development - employment
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2: Economic development - employment
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3: Economic development - employment
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4: Economic development - employment
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5: Economic development - employment
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6: Economic development - employment
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7: Economic development - employment
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8: Economic development – business district
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9: Economic development – business district
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10: Economic development – business district
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11: Economic development – business district
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12: Economic development – business district
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13: Economic development – business district
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14: Community development – young adults
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15: Community development – young adults
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16: Community development – young adults
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17: Community development – housing
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18: Community development – housing
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19: Community development – catalytic projects
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20: Community development – catalytic projects
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21: Community development – catalytic projects
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22: Community development – catalytic projects
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23: Community development – catalytic projects
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24: Arts and culture
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25: Arts and culture
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26: Arts and culture
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27: Arts and culture
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28: Arts and culture – catalytic projects
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29: Arts and culture – catalytic projects
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30: Arts and culture – catalytic projects
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31: Arts and culture – catalytic projects
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32: Arts and culture – catalytic projects
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33: Arts and culture – catalytic projects

Error – multiple questions. Year-round market with all-weather structure is the question.
Antique Mall is a site specific question that should be eliminated from the question.
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34: Parks and recreation

Error – multiple questions. Find a funding source is the question. Metro Park District is a
separate question that requires background in order to get a clear answer and should be
eliminated from the question.
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35: Parks and recreation
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36: Parks and recreation
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37: Parks and recreation
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38: Parks and recreation – catalytic projects
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39: Parks and recreation – catalytic projects
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40: Parks and recreation – catalytic projects
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41: Parks and recreation – catalytic projects

Error – multiple questions. Fix or relocate the Senior Center is the question. Antique Mall is
a site specific issue which should be addressed separately and eliminated from this
question.
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42: Environment - sustainability
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43: Environment - sustainability
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44: Environment - sustainability
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45: Environment - sustainability
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46: Environment - sustainability
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47: Environment - sustainability
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48: Transportation - pedestrian
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49: Transportation - pedestrian
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50: Transportation - pedestrian
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51: Transportation - pedestrian
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52: Transportation - bicycle
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53: Transportation - vehicle
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54: Transportation – vehicle
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55: Transportation - transit

Error – multiple questions. Operate a trolley between the waterfront and downtown is the
question. Extending trolley service to Highway 99 is a separate site specific issue that
should be addressed separately and eliminated from this question.
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56: Transportation - transit
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57: Transportation - transit
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58: Transportation - transit
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59: Transportation - transit
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60: Transportation - transit
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61: Transportation - transit
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62: Transportation - railroad
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63: Governance – fiscal sustainability
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64: Governance – fiscal sustainability
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65: Governance – development regulations
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66: Governance – development regulations
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67: Governance – development regulations
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68: Governance – development regulations
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69: Governance - communications
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70: Governance - communications
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71: Governance - communications
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72: Governance - communications
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4: Registered voter survey – process and options
Participants – randomly recruit by telephone (land line and cell)
registered voters from the voter registration list to participate in the
survey equal to at least twice the number of desired completions
Background – post the survey and background in the “Actions,
responsibilities, and performance” document on-line for public review
Distribution – depending on participant preference:
a) mail a hardcopy of the survey to be completed and returned by mail or
b) be sent an email that provides access to the survey on line
Return – send reminder postcards or emails until the desired completion
quota (600) is achieved or unless a time limit (3 weeks) has expired
Notification – mail a letter or email informing all participants that the
quota has been achieved or the time limit has expired and that the
results will be posted on-line and reviewed by the Committee
Content – options include:
a) conducting the complete survey including all 72 refined questions;
b) eliminating any unnecessary or redundant questions so long as the
result remains useful to the Strategic Planning process and Committee
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Agenda - Strategic Planning Retreat #6
6:30 pm Tuesday 31 July - Council Chambers
1:
2:
3:
4:

Registered voter survey – process
Registered voter survey – respondent characteristics
Strategic Plan Actions – by ranked priorities (4-5 score) and lead agent
Strategic Plan Actions – implementation
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1: Registered voter survey – process
Participants – 1,383 registered voters were randomly recruited by
telephone (land line and cell) from the voter registration list (17,846
unique households(2,546 with cell phones) in Edmonds = 8%)
Refusals – 188 registered voters (14%) contacted refused to participate
for a variety of reasons ranging from too old, not informed, don’t have
time, don’t think it will make a difference, do not wish to disclose
address, and no reason given
Background – posted “Actions, responsibilities, and performance
measures” document on-line for survey participant review
Distribution – depending on participant preference:
 806 were mailed a hardcopy of the survey to be completed and
returned by mail (provided return envelope and stamp) and
 577 were sent an email that provided access to the on-line survey
Return – 466 or 34% surveys were completed including:
 255 or 32% by mailed-back (12 returned for address problems)
 211 or 37% by completion on-line
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2: Registered voter survey – respondent characteristics
Respondent personalities – included:
 Pollyanna – agree with everything giving high scores to all questions there were very few in this sample
 Grinch – disagree with everything giving low scores to all questions there were quite a few in this sample
 Typical – responses were generally measured including lowest and
highest depending on question.
Characteristics – generally respondents were:
 New to the process – had not participated before
 Retired – though some responded with multiple answers likely
including previous place of work or other household members
 Smaller households – individuals, couples
 Long to very long time residents
 Home owners
 Older – 50 years and up
 Of all income ranges
Representative – of citizens who will likely vote or participate in
implementation issues of the Strategic Plan compared with general
population
3
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Have you participated in this process before?

4
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Where do you work?

A number of survey respondents gave multiple answers including
retired and another city. Presumably they were trying to indicate
where they worked before and/or to include other household
members who may still be working.
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How many people in your household?
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Where do you live in Edmonds?
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How many years have you lived in Edmonds?
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What type of housing do you live in?
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What is your gender?
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In which age group are you in?

11
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What is your household income range?
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3: Strategic Plan Actions
In rank order by 4-5 scores with possible lead agent(s)
1-2
3
4-5

Lead
agent(s)

Strategic Plan Actions

Very high priority
12%
20%
68%
8%
24%
67%
9%
24%
66%

Economic
dvptemployment

4: Economic sustainability – recruit
businesses that employ technical,
professional, and managerial skills
offered by Edmonds residents to facilitate
live/work sustainability in Edmonds.
Economic
6: Medical and health industries – retain
dvptand recruit businesses that support and
employment
can expand health related services and
products within the general area of
Swedish Hospital Edmonds.
Governance63: Fiscal sustainability – implement
fiscal
Budgeting for Objectives (BFO) process
sustainability that incorporates public input to establish
community priorities, resolves a balance
between revenues and expenditures, and
encourages innovative and alternative
delivery methods.

PortChamber

ChamberSwedish
Hospital
City
Council

13
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12%
26%
63%

11%
26%
62%
22%
16%
62%

Governance
–dvpt
regulations

68: Permitting processes – consolidate
and simplify the business license, land
use, and building permit review process
to incorporate electronic application
procedures, pre-submittal workshops, and
concurrent reviews.
Economic
5: High tech industries – retain and
dvptrecruit businesses that depend on, and
employment can take advantage of, Edmonds superior
fiber optics capability.
Transportat 62: BNSF – participate in the
ion-railroad environmental impact assessment process
related to a proposal to build a coal
export terminal at Cherry Point in
Bellingham. Identify required
improvements in Edmonds to mitigate
extra tracks, train volumes, dust, noise,
and potential conflicts with ferry terminal
and waterfront pedestrian, bike, and
vehicular traffic.

City

PortChamber
City
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15%
25%
60%

Community
dvpt–young
adults

12%
30%
59%

Parks and
recreation–
catalytic
projects
Community
dvpt–young
adults

14%
27%
59%

15%
26%
59%

14: Employment - create a young adult job
placement service to help find part and
full-time employment opportunities with
Edmonds businesses, schools and
organizations.
41a: Senior Center – develop long term
solution for maintaining and updating the
Senior Center.

Chamber

15: Participation – work with public and
private organizations to provide
mentoring opportunities for young adults
through events or social outreach,
projects, environmental stewardship, arts
and culture and job/career networking.
Community
20: Harbor Square – review and approve a
dvpt–catalytic long term master plan and agreement for
projects
the Port of Edmonds Harbor Square
property that enhances the waterfront
environment, public access and promotes
mixed use development.

Chamber

CitySenior
Center

Port

15
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13%
29%
58%

18%
24%
58%

15%
29%
57%

Governance–
communicati
ons

72: Assess performance results – assess,
on an annual basis, State of the City
programs, projects, and budget.
Regularly conduct public, customer, and
business surveys to determine the
effectiveness, performance, and priorities
of adopted Strategic Plan actions.
Community
19: Shoreline/Waterfront – develop a
dvpt–catalytic strategy for the combined shoreline
projects
(east/west of rail lines) from the Port to
the Underwater Dive Park and from the
waterfront to the downtown that
increases public access and recreational
opportunities.
Economic
8: Marketing - identify and recruit
dvpt–
retailers to fill critical gaps in retail sales
business
and services such as basic needs (clothing
district
downtown, professional services) within
the business districts of downtown,
Westgate, Firdale Village, 5-Corners, and
Perrinville, as well as larger department
stores and specialty retailers on Highway
99.

City

City-Port

PortChamberDwntwn
Edmonds
Merchant
Assn-99
Intl
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15%
28%
57%
17%
26%
57%
18%
27%
56%

18%
26%
56%

Transportatio 53: Street maintenance – create a
n-vehicle
financing mechanism to generate
approximately $1,400,000 per year
which is needed annually to maintain
city streets.
Environment- 47: Recycling –expand reuse and
sustainability recycling programs in current city
operations and in waste management
outreach activities by Edmonds
households and businesses.
Economic
13: Interim storefront uses – encourage
dvpt–
temporary artist exhibits or similar
business
uses in vacant storefronts or buildings
district
in order to provide visual interest and
activity while the building is being
marketed for a future tenant or owner.
Parks and
37: Downtown restrooms – develop a
recreation
public restroom facility to serve
pedestrians, customers, and tourists in
the downtown district.

City

Sustainable
Edmonds

Downtown
Edmonds
Merchants
Assn
Downtown
Edmonds
Merchants
Assn
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19%
25%
56%
11%
35%
54%
15%
32%
54%

16%
30%
54%

Community
21: Antique Mall – encourage packaging
dvpt–catalytic the Safeway/Antique Mall and nearby
projects
properties for the purpose of enhancing
redevelopment opportunities of this
significant gateway site.
Parks and
40: Frances Anderson Center – refine
recreation–
long range strategy to enhance,
catalytic
maintain and update life cycle
projects
maintenance, repair requirements and
functional program needs.
Transportatio 49: Walkways – institute sidewalk
n-pedestrian maintenance and construction program
to complete key connections to the
waterfront, downtown, business
districts, schools, parks, and other
major walking destinations.
Parks and
35: Greenways – develop a system of
recreation
coordinated open spaces, conservation
corridors, and greenways with trail
access along the shoreline, waterfront,
wetlands, hillsides, and parks to
preserve the natural setting and
increase public awareness and access.

City-Port

City

CityEdmonds
School Dist

Sustainable
Edmonds
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23%
23%
54%
17%
31%
53%
16%
31%
53%
17%
30%
53%
12%
36%
52%

Arts and
culture–
catalytic
projects

33: Farmers/Public Market – expand into a
year-round activity with available allweather structures, available parking, and
increased visibility to attract out-of-area
customers and tourists.
Community
23: Swedish Hospital –update the Hospital
dvpt–catalytic District master plan to meet hospital
projects
needs while mitigating impacts to
adjacent nonmedical land uses.
Parks and
38a: Yost Pool - create and implement a
recreation–
long term financial and operational
catalytic
strategy for the updating/upgrading,
projects
refurbishment and retrofitting of the
current Yost Pool facility.
Community
16: Activities - create young adult social
dvpt–young
and recreation oriented activities and
adults
facilities that offer evening and after
school peer group interactions and
events.
Governance– 71: Strategy development – adopt and
communicati implement a Strategic Plan in partnership
ons
with public and private organizations.

Edmonds
Summer
Market
Swedish
Hospital
City

Boys &
Girls
Club
City
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17%
31%
52%

17%
33%
51%
17%
32%
51%

Economic
dvpt–
business
district

10: Promotion – initiate and expand retail
sales and other events and activities
including sidewalk cafes and vendors
within the business districts of
downtown, Westgate, Firdale Village, 5Corners, Perrinville and Highway 99.
Environment- 45c: Stormwater – resolve flooding on SRsustainability 104 and Dayton.
Economic
dvptemployment

Dwntwn
Edmonds
Merchant
Assn-99
Intl
City

2: Business outreach – integrate City, Port, PortChamber, Edmonds Community College,
Chamber
Edmonds School District, and private
business efforts and communications for
the benefit of economic recruitment.

High-moderate priority
19%
31%
49%

Arts and
culture

25: Design – continue to include arts and
historical themes in the Edmonds brand
and install artworks, gateways,
wayfinding signage, and streetscape
improvements at key entrances to
Edmonds, e.g., the waterfront, downtown,
Highway 99, State Route-104 and other
business districts.

City-Arts
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21%
30%
49%

22%
30%
48%
25%
27%
48%

Transportatio 58: Sounder – increase the schedule and
n-transit
number of Sound Transit commuter rail
trains between downtown Seattle and
Edmonds to promote development of
transit oriented development at Harbor
Square, the waterfront, and downtown.
Transportatio 59: Sound Transit – develop Community
n-transit
Transit links with the proposed Sound
Transit LINK light rail corridor alignment
along Interstate 5.
Economic
3: Economic incentives – adopt economic
dvptincentives for key business or
employment
development recruitment targets. These
may include reduced or deferred business
license fees, permit fees, utility
connection charges, latecomer fees, park
or traffic impact fees, property tax
reduction or deferral, and/or expedited
building permit review.

Sound
Transit

Sound
Transit
City
Council
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14%
39%
47%

22%
30%
47%

23%
30%
47%

Governance–
communicati
ons

70: Public access – conduct frequent town
halls, public open houses, and other
events at locations throughout the city to
improve public access and facilitate
dialogue on policies, programs, projects,
and budgets.
Environment- 43: Native habitat – plant street trees,
sustainability restore native habitat in disturbed areas,
remove invasive species and update the
landscape ordinance to promote use of
native and drought resistant plants and
restoration of wildlife habitat.
Transportatio 48: Trails – complete an off-road
n-pedestrian multipurpose trail network linking the
shoreline and waterfront, Edmonds
Marsh, downtown, business districts,
parks and open spaces, bus and rail
transit connections, and the Interurban
Trail in Edmonds.

City

Backyard
Wildlife
Habitat

City
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20%
35%
46%

21%
33%
46%
25%
30%
46%

21%
35%
45%

Governance64: Non-Governmental Organization (NGO)
fiscal
participation – integrate NGOs such as the
sustainability Chamber of Commerce, Downtown
Edmonds Merchants Association, Busing
Improvement District, and others into the
operation and implementation of BFO and
Strategic Plan actions.
Parks and
34: Fiscal sustainability – create an
recreation
alternative mechanism other than the City
of Edmonds General Fund with which to
finance parks and recreation programs
and services.
Transportatio 54: Highway 99 – create transportation
n-vehicle
improvement program and project for
Highway 99 to improve traffic flow,
transit connections, pedestrian
streetscape and to encourage mixed use
project developments similar to what has
been recently completed in Shoreline and
is planned in Everett and Lynnwood.
Arts and
27: Organization – create a central
culture
clearinghouse to coordinate scheduling
and promotion of events in Edmonds.

Chamber

City
Council

CityWSDOTCmmnty
Transit

City-ArtsChamber
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25%
31%
45%

18%
38%
44%
22%
34%
44%
25%
31%
44%

Governance–
dvpt
regulations

65: Public view corridors and visual
preservations – identify public view
corridors and view sheds in the Bowl
and create appropriate public view
protection overlay districts, ordinances,
and other measures to preserve and
protect them.
Governance– 69: Communication – establish effective
communicati public information and feedback
ons
methods including websites, blogs,
Facebook, Twitter, and other social
media outreach.
Environment- 45b: Stormwater – resolve on-going
sustainability flooding and water quality issues in
Lake Ballinger.
Environment- 46: Energy – reduce Edmond’s carbon
sustainability footprint through solar installations
and other energy conservation practices
in current city operations, updating
development codes, and utilizing
Sustainable Works energy audits and
retrofits.

City

City

City
Sustainable
Edmonds
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22%
35%
43%

27%
29%
43%

29%
28%
43%

Arts and
culture

26: Promotion – create an Edmonds arts
website and utilize social media
including Google maps, Facebook, and
Twitter to promote and attract visitors to
an expanded year-round calendar of
events and festivals for performing,
literary, culinary, fine, and other arts
interests.
Transportatio 61: Intermodal Station – develop an
n-transit
integrated Amtrak, Sounder, Community
Transit, shuttle, ferry, bike, and
pedestrian transfer facility on the
waterfront to promote accessibility and
connectivity to and within Edmonds.
Transportatio 51: Waterfront connection – work to
n-pedestrian establish an emergency and everyday
access over the railroad tracks and ferry
terminal lanes for pedestrians bound for
shoreline and waterfront attractions
from Harbor Square, Antique Mall, and
the downtown.

City-ArtsChamber
Commerce

Sound
TransitCmmnty
TransitAmtrak
CityWSDOT
Ferry-BNSF
Railroad
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22%
36%
42%

26%
32%
42%

26%
34%
41%

Arts and
culture–
catalytic
projects

28: Edmonds Center for the Arts –
complete a strategic plan identifying
financial strategies for debt payment,
redevelopment and reuse of the
remaining un-renovated property,
including a potential parking garage.
Transportatio 60: Ferry terminal – create an interim
n-transit
ferry waiting and loading strategy that
reduces conflicts between trains,
automobiles and pedestrians while
improving ferry rider access to the
waterfront and downtown services and
amenities.
Economic
9: Design – develop a process to identify
dvpt–
ways to enhance retail storefronts within
business
the business districts of downtown,
district
Westgate, Firdale Village, 5-Corners,
Perrinville and Highway 99. For example,
this could include identifying competitive
grants and low cost loan programs.

Edmonds
Center
Arts

WSDOT
Ferry

Dwntwn
Edmonds
Merchant
Assn-99
Intl
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31%
27%
41%

25%
35%
40%

Environment- 44: Food production – encourage
Sustainable
sustainability community gardens and pea patches,
Edmonds
plant fruit tree orchards, harvest and
deliver food products to food banks and
other sources to promote natural
systems in Edmonds.
Governance– 66a3: Development regulations –
City
dvpt
Highway 99
regulations

Moderate-low priority
22%
39%
39%
30%
31%
39%

Environment- 45a: Stormwater and Habitat - daylight
sustainability Willow Creek to help with restoring
saltwater access to Edmonds Marsh.
Environment- 45d: Stormwater – encourage the
sustainability development of rain gardens, green
roofs and walls, bio-filtration swales,
and other green development features
in Edmonds projects and development
codes.

City
City
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33%
27%
39%

23%
41%
37%
28%
34%
37%

Parks and
recreation–
catalytic
projects

38b: Yost Pool - develop and/or expand City
Yost Pool to include outdoor and indoor
leisure pool elements, therapy pool,
party rooms and concessions, and
possibly other recreation physical
conditioning, courts, and gymnasium
uses.
Governance– 66b: Development regulations – address City
dvpt
ground floor retail requirements to
regulations
reflect demand in different retail
corridors and locations.
Transportatio 50: Crosswalks – install special paving
City
n-pedestrian materials, flashing light crossing strips,
pedestrian activated signals, median
and curb extensions as appropriate to
improve pedestrian safety, increase
visibility, and calm traffic at major
intersections on SR-104 and Highway
99.
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33%
30%
37%

Arts and
culture–
catalytic
projects

21%
43%
36%

Economic
dvpt–
business
district

23%
41%
36%

Economic
dvptemployment

29: 4th Avenue Cultural Corridor/Linear
Park – fund and complete construction of
a linear park streetscape between the
downtown and Edmonds Center Arts in
order to create a walkable corridor that
preserves the historical character of the
area, and promotes retail/art
opportunities.
11: Organization – institute the “Main
Street” Program 4-Point approach which
includes economic restructuring,
promotion, design and organization for
the downtown and Highway 99 business
districts.
1: Database – create and maintain a
database to identify opportunities for
business and developer recruitment
efforts. The database may include an
inventory of available properties,
buildings, and resources in Edmonds
business districts and zones.

City

Dwntwn
Edmonds
Merchant
Assn-99
Intl
Chamber
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25%
39%
36%
27%
38%
36%
30%
34%
36%

28%
36%
35%

Parks and
recreation–
catalytic
projects

39a: Civic Field – address long term
property ownership and upgrade field,
stadium, lighting, and other features to
support competitive play including
tournaments.
Governance– 67: Design standards – illustrate site,
dvpt
building, landscape, and signage design
regulations
objectives using examples to achieve
public quality design objectives.
Transportatio 57: SR-104 transit – expand Community
n-transit
Transit’s schedule and hours to support
Edmonds employees and residents,
particularly at the waterfront, downtown,
Westgate, and Highway 99 including
connections to the Highway 99
International District.
Community
22: Highway 99 International District –
dvpt–catalytic create a plan and design theme for this
projects
unique area, initiate promotional events
and activities, and recruit additional
anchors or destination stores.

CityEdmonds
School
Dist
City

Cmmnty
Transit

City-99
Intl
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28%
38%
34%

Economic
dvpt–
business
district

31%
35%
34%
44%
24%
33%
30%
38%
32%

Governance–
dvpt
regulations
Governance–
dvpt
regulations
Community
dvpt–housing

12: Financing – create a downtown
Business Improvement District (BID) to
benefit properties and businesses for the
purpose of instituting marketing, design,
and promotional activities within the
downtown business district.

City
CouncilDwntwn
Business
Improve
ment
District
66a2: Development regulations – Westgate City
66a1: Development regulations –
Downtown/Waterfront

City

17: Diversify housing options – increase
housing choice by type, price, and
proximity to employment centers, transit
corridors, and recreational sites in order
to provide live/work/play opportunities
in Edmonds.

City

Low priority
33%
35%
32%

Governance–
dvpt
regulations

66a5: Development regulations –
Perrinville

City
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33%
34%
32%

Arts and
culture–
catalytic
projects

34%
36%
31%
43%
26%
31%

Governance–
dvpt
regulations
Community
18: Affordable housing – promote the
dvpt–housing creation of rental and sale workforce
housing for moderate income working
households through incentives that may
include additional density, reduced
parking requirements, reduced permit
fees, and/or other measures.
Parks and
39b: Woodway Fields - address long term
recreation–
property ownership and upgrade field,
catalytic
lighting, and other features to support
projects
competitive play including tournaments.
Governance– 66a4: Development regulations – Five
dvpt
Corners
regulations

29%
41%
30%
34%
36%
30%

31: Artist live/work – explore ways to
Housing
develop affordable artist live-work-teach- Authority
display-sell spaces to attract young and
emerging talent to Edmonds similar to the
Schack Center in Everett.
66a6: Development regulations – Firdale
City
Village
City
Council

CityEdmonds
School
Dist
City
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32%
38%
29%

43%
29%
28%
43%
28%
28%

Arts and
culture

24: Marketing – conduct surveys of
visitors to determine their
characteristics, expenditure patterns,
sources of information, and other
behavior to better understand the
economic benefits and what attracts
visitors to Edmonds.
Governance– 66a: Development regulations - amend
dvpt
mixed use development standards to
regulations
allow higher, mixed use density in
general and in each of the following
commercial districts:
Transportatio 52: Bikeway network – institute an onn-bicycle
street network of bike lanes, shoulders,
and sharrows (shared lanes) to
complete key connections to the
waterfront, downtown, business
districts, schools, parks, and other
major commuter and recreational
destinations including the interurban
trail.

City-ArtsEdmonds
Center Arts

City

City-Bike
Groups
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46%
27%
28%

43%
30%
27%
41%
35%
24%

35%
43%
23%

Parks and
recreation

36: Dog park – identify a suitable
relocation site and develop a dedicated
dog park consisting of fenced social
yards with spectator seating and
amenities, and off-leash exercise areas
and trails.
Transportatio 55b: Shuttle service – initiate seasonal
n-transit
or possibly year-round shuttle service
between downtown and Community
Transit’s Swift BRT transit stations
along Highway 99.
Arts and
30: Art and history walking tours –
culture–
create signage, audio and phone apps,
catalytic
and web based information to expand
projects
art and history walking tours of
waterfront and downtown historical
sites and buildings, artworks, and
other visually interesting and
significant landmarks.
Environment- 42: Coordination – establish a central
sustainability clearinghouse to coordinate
environmental education and
sustainability funding, programs, and
volunteers.

OLAE
Stewardship

Dwntwn
Edmonds
MerchantAs
sn
City

Sustainable
Edmonds
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42%
35%
23%

43%
37%
21%

Arts and
culture–
catalytic
projects

32: Fine Arts Museum – explore ways to
develop a museum to exhibit local,
emerging, and traveling fine arts
possibly in combination with Edmonds
Center Arts and/or the proposed artist
live/work project.
Transportatio 56: Swift Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) –
n-transit
enhance Community Transit’s route
along Highway 99 from Everett to the
King County Metro transfer station at
Aurora Village by designating transit
lanes and pull-outs, transit traffic
signal activation, all-weather shelters,
and other improvements.

Edmonds
Arts
Foundation

Cmmnty
Transit

Very low priority
63%
19%
19%

Parks and
recreation–
catalytic
projects

41b: Senior Center – relocate the Senior City-Senior
Center to another location.
Center
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51%
31%
18%

60%
27%
13%

Economic
dvptemployment

7: Car dealerships – encourage
development of auto sales facilities that
include decked display and storage lots,
multistory sales and service facilities in
order to retain this important source of
retail sales revenue in the city and
maximize land use.
Transportatio 55a: Shuttle service - initiate seasonal or
n-transit
possibly year-round shuttle service
between the waterfront area and
downtown.

Auto
dealers

Dwntwn
Edmonds
Merchant
Assn
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4: Strategic Plan Actions – implementation
Considerations
Responsibilities – a large number of the potential Strategic Plan actions
will be assumed by parties other than the city (with city concurrence)
Financial implications – the 72 potential actions outlined in the survey
will not compete for the same source of city funds - many of the potential
actions will be accomplished by parties with funds other than the city
Elimination – it is not necessary to eliminate an action if it scores a
moderate to low priority if there is an interest group who is willing to
implement the action without unduly using city funds or resources
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Implementation process
Responsibilities – determine who will be affected and therefore who
should be included in implementing a proposed action
Assign lead role – determine who will be the lead agent(cies) who be
responsible for coordinating the work and parties necessary to complete
a proposed action including agents other than the city
Schedule - organize the actions for each lead agent into a 6-year work
program accounting for actions which can be accomplished immediately
and those which will require longer, possibly ongoing, processes
Financing – budget the 6 year work program for each lead and
supporting agent using non-city funds as well as city funds allocated
from the Budgeting for Objectives (BFO) process
Performance – conduct annual performance measurements to determine
progress and consider whether proposed actions need to be refined to be
effective
Update – refine the Strategic Plan based on annual performance
measurements and conduct a comprehensive reassessment at the end of
6 years prior to initiating an update to the Comprehensive Plan
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Appendix B. Topic group results
A series of 20 focus group sessions were
conducted over a 4 day period involving 96
representatives of commercial hospital, young
adult, service clubs, environmental, parks and
recreation, waterfront, performing and fine arts,
transportation, government, economic
development, downtown, seniors, individualsat-large, and Highway 99.
Focus group participants were indentified and
recruited by the Strategic Planning Committee
composed of City Council, Planning Board, and
the Economic Development Committee – though
the public was also advised and able to request
to participate on subjects of particular interest.
Participants shared concerns, hopes, issues and
visions for Edmonds during the hour and a half
long sessions including follow up questions
asked by the consultant team seeking additional
clarification. Following is a brief summary of
the results by major topic of interest based on
the discussions generated by the participants.

General themes
The following general themes were identified as
a result of discussions in all 20 focus groups.

Downtown Edmonds is unique and needs to
be preserved and protected.

The waterfront is important and needs to be
better utilized especially:

Old Safeway /Antique Mall site,

Harbour Square,

Senior Center, and

Public parks and landings (with better
public access).

The question of building heights in
downtown and the waterfront is controversial
and seems to be a never ending and unresolved
issue.

Waterfront and mountain views are
important and need to be preserved through
public corridors and for private residential
developments.

Westgate and Highway 99 have significant
economic potential and should be increased in
density and infill development.

Public decision making appears to be
dysfunctional resulting in fragmented policies

and programs, especially concerning fiscal
issues.

City approval, permitting and inspection
process is considered to be flawed as a result of
outmoded or inappropriate policies and
application procedures.

Current levels of park upkeep are adequate
but future parks and recreation facilities need
attention particularly:

Civic Field reuse and ownership,

Yost Pool renovations including options
for an indoor pool, and

city-wide and waterfront trail and
walkway network development.

The arts community is important to the
Edmonds “brand” and should be valued and
better promoted.

Capital improvement funds for city
transportation need to be addressed
immediately, especially the maintenance of city
street pavements.

Service Clubs

Edmonds positives include the mix of
buildings, history, physical setting, views,
homey, year round activity, and safety. The”
bowl” is the real draw of the community and
needs to be preserved.

Edmonds negatives include the lack of
downtown parking. Firdale is under appreciated.

The downtown includes many absentee
landowners who are no longer intimately
involved or interested in Edmonds affairs.

The city needs to get more local developers
interested in developing or redeveloping
underutilized properties and buildings.

Edmonds should promote locally owned
businesses rather than pursue chain stores or
franchised businesses.

Subareas like Westgate, Firdale, Harbour
Square, etc, should develop into specialized
areas that market specific types of uses and
activities.

New development projects should be
designed and developed to fit the needs of the
community.
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Service clubs and organizations have a long
history in Edmonds, and were originally created
to serve particularly needs or interests. As a
consequence, most are not especially connected
with each other or city government.

Young Adult Sponsoring Organizations

Edmonds community strengths are
considered to be its small town features,
educated population, and older age group
households.

On the other hand, Edmonds has little night
life, little diversity, and lacks clear municipal
leadership – attributes which do not attract
young adult households or professionals.

Washington State Ferry traffic is not
effectively tapped for business or integrated
into the community – creates waterfront and
downtown barriers.

WSDOT should consider creating a different
ferry parking scheme rather than using SR-104
that would allow tourist riders to park and walk
into downtown or the waterfront.

Library space is limited and dedicated –
library staff would program more youth and
young adult activities if they had the space
available.

A wayfinding signage system is needed to
provide directions to major city attractions and
destinations for tourist and out-of-town visitors.

The waterfront is not effectively utilized for
or by the public – and needs to be reconfigured
and reprogrammed for shoreline activities.

The Senior Center building has serious
structural and settling problems that should be
resolved and/or the center should be moved to
a different location.

Seniors

Edmonds Senior Center was originally part
of Snohomish County’s countywide senior
facility and outreach program but has evolved
into its own separately operating organization.
The Center serves more than senior or elderly
age groups and in recent years has begun
evolving into a full community center providing
programs for all age and income groups.

Most Center users are drop-ins rather than
daily or regular users, often retirees rather than
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the elderly. Approximately 3,500 users of which
$47% are from Edmonds and another 1500
members who pay $25 per person. Center
provides 700 lunch programs from the
Lynnwood facility.

The Center recently established a Bastyr
Clinic involving outreach trainers of natural
pathology solutions for health and wellness
issues. Bastyr is the oldest such natural
pathology program in the country and is all age
friendly. The Center has also initiated programs
to teach English as well as foreign languages to
all ages.

The Center’s current building is owned by
Edmonds and leased for $10 a year to the Senior
Center – a 501©3 organization that operates
with an annual budget of $500,000 - $60,000 of
which is provided from the city to fund senior
programs. The Center Board considers the
organization to be more viable as a 501©3 than
if it were part of Edmonds Parks.

The 150,000 square foot lot has been
improved with the 28,000 square foot 1-2 story
cement block building and 85 parking stalls.
The site and building provide visual and
physical access to the waterfront that is unique
to Edmonds making the site special to its users.
Though the building is in poor condition with
structural and settling problems, it would be a
shame to lose the waterfront location and
appeal. The Board is concerned that climate
change could eventually raise water levels with
adverse impacts to the building and site.

The Center retail store operation sells used
clothing, housewares, furniture, and other
donated items to help finance programs and
operations. The store is popular with seniors,
but also with residents in general and could use
more sales and storage space. The store
generates about $135,000 in annual sales and
has not been adversely affected by the recent
opening of Goodwill Industries in the city.

The building is used during the day for
senior oriented programs and activities but
rented in the off-hours for a variety of activities,
particularly weddings given its waterfront
location and access.

Emergency access over the railroad tracks is
an issue particularly with the increase in train
traffic by Sound Transit, AmTrak, and the
forecasted coal trains as well as continued
increase in ferry traffic and loading times. If the
Center is to remain on the waterfront, some
form of emergency as well as convenient access

needs to be developed across the railroad
tracks.

Conversely, were the Center to be relocated,
it could possibly be housed in a redevelopment
of the Safeway/Antique Mall where it would
remain centrally and conveniently located in the
bowl area possibly retaining some form of
overhead crossing of the railroad track to access
the current waterfront site as a public beach.
Some usable portion of the existing Center
could retained and reused as an interpretive
center which volunteers would staff.

Individuals-at-large

The community is very concerned about the
way Council makes and does not make decisions
– particularly about short range fiscal issues and
long range economic development and
sustainability. The problem may not be limited
to how Council operates, but more broadly to
the way the city in total has fragmented about
key issues and strategies prior to the initiation
of this strategic planning process.

Edmonds has attracted and continues to
attract, primarily in the “bowl” area, older
working and retired households without
children. Families continue to be attracted to
the affordable areas of the “bowl”, to the upland
neighborhoods without views, and to the
Highway 99 corridor, especially emigrant and
young adult households. Edmonds needs to
attract a diverse age, income, and cultural
population to be sustainable.

Even so, older and retired households are a
source of volunteers, experienced mentors, and
financial investment potential that should be
more effectively utilized.

Edmonds’ waterfront setting, views,
compact downtown needs to be preserved and
enhanced. Residents, particularly newcomers,
don’t want Edmonds to become Kirkland where
new 5-story mixed use developments block the
views of the downtown and waterfront. The city
should take a more proactive approach,
identifying public and private view corridors
and instituting design overlays or other
measures to preserve and enhance viewscapes.

The proposed redevelopment of Robin
Hoods Lanes for a single story, single use
Bartells is entirely inappropriate to what the
Westgate plan aimed to achieve. Mixed use
zoning regulations should require developments
to be mixed use.


Safeway/Antique Mall site redevelopment
potentials need to be realized – the current use
and structure is a drag on the city’s image and
brand. The site could be turned into a Granville
Island, Vancouver, BC public market type of
development with open vendor stalls as well as
a permanent indoor farm and artist market. The
Granville site includes a mix of restaurants, arts
supply stores, retail shops, a hotel, and a
community center. Likewise, the
Safeway/Antique Mall redevelopment needs a
public function like a community center, park,
and possibly even an amphitheater with a direct
connection over the railroad tracks to the
waterfront

The city needs to take a proactive not
reactive approach to the Safeway/Antique Mall
redevelopment directly involving the
community in the process of deciding what is
included, how it is designed, and who and how
it is developed and funded.

The Highway 99 corridor is significantly
underutilized and is the last major location for
higher density development with retail and
employment opportunities in the city. It should
also contain higher density and affordable
housing for young adult and workforce
households provided transit services to regional
as well as Edmonds destinations.

Edmonds has number of significant
organizations that have been active in the city
for very long times. Most were started to
accomplish a specific purpose or interest. They
do not appear to be well coordinated, however,
and some may have become a bit stodgy or too
satisfied with the status quo to be effective.
They need to reinvent themselves and
participate in the implementation of the
Strategic Plan.

Environmental

Environmental awareness is fractured and
unclear in Edmonds due partly to lack of
interest and education. However, a substantial
portion of the population particularly younger
ages are tuned in and active in local
environmental programs and projects thorough
the schools and volunteer organizations.

More coordination is needed in the area of
transportation planning – particularly for
enhancing rail and rubber-tire transit and
bicycle commuting. Plant overgrowth impacts
sidewalk maintenance on SR-104 and should be
addressed in similar corridors throughout the
city.
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Edmonds is not really a walkable community
– there are not enough on and off-road trails and
paths, and too many fragmented and
underdeveloped sidewalks. The Interurban Trail
will soon be complete through the area and
Edmonds should tie local trails networks into it.

Edmonds should promote more home
gardening and the Farmer’s Market. It should
also organize a fruit tree gleaning program and
promote street trees – perhaps fruit trees.

Critical Areas Ordinance is not routinely
enforced unless complaints filed.

A demonstration rain garden, bio-swale, and
other green stormwater drainage project should
be developed in the city.

A demonstration garden of native and
drought resistant plants is proposed to be
planted at Pine Street possibly near the fish
hatchery on Edmonds Marsh. Community
gardens with over 24 individual planting plots
have already been established on church and
other properties with the food going to local
food banks. More gardens should be established
throughout the city including on public
properties that have good southern sun
exposure.

Difficult to communicate environmental
issues with the community at large – there is no
communitywide forum on environmental issues.

An Environmental Coordinator position
should be added to Parks to increase outdoor
education and programs. There are a lot of
volunteers but not central coordination or
focus.

A Volunteer/Grants Coordinator should also
be added to city staff somehow to assist with
public and nonprofit grant applications. For
example, the daylighting of Willow Creek in
Edmonds Marsh is a result of a $100,000 People
for Puget Sound grant for a feasibility
assessment grant. The Salmon Recovery Board
hired biologists to do the feasibility assessment,
the city provided matching grants for the
remaining costs. There are likely other similar
opportunities available were someone able to
follow up with the potential applications.

Wildlife and greenway corridors should be
established and enhanced to link natural areas,
parks, trails, and community facilities. An
invasive plant removal program should be
initiated particularly in the city’s natural areas
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and open spaces. A tree canopy program should
also be instituted to enhance native wildlife
habitat, increase visual interest, and reduce
summer heat gains from surface materials.

Edmonds Marsh should be preserved and
enhanced with native plant restorations, Willow
Creek daylighting, trail networks, and
interpretive signage and programs. There is not
overall conservation plan or strategy for the
Marsh and related areas.

Edmonds Tree Board should help update the
city landscape ordinance to include a definition
of recommended and approved native and
drought resistant plants and a list of noxious
plants or weeds to avoid and be removed. The
Board could also host a series of workshops to
educate citizens of the advantages of local
native plants and methods for reintroducing
them.

Edmonds has solar energy production
potentials due to south and western exposures
but has not to date tapped into such
opportunities with public or private
developments.

Sustainable Works performed a year-long
demonstration project of sustainable benefits in
2009-2010 in Edmonds involving 10 homes and
5 businesses. Sustainable Works also does
retrofits and has completed 300 energy
assessments and 60 retrofits to date. The effort
was an outgrowth of the Mayor’s 2008 Climate
Protection Committee.

A detailed sustainability matrix was
previously developed by volunteers, working
with city agencies, including performance
measures similar to what should be
accomplished by this Strategic Plan. Most if not
all of the performance measures identified
should be directly incorporated into the
Strategic Plan.

Parks and Recreation

Edmonds has a great parks system which is
generally well maintained. However, the city
lacks an overall sustainable financial strategy
for developing, operating, and maintain the
system. The city has focused on the acquisition
of small parks and projects in recent years as a
consequence.

Yost Pool’s outdoor facility needs to be
repaired and the facility expanded to include a
year-round indoor pool with leisure and
recreational elements. Parks has completed

numerous studies for the pool and other
facilities but has never followed up with any
financing proposal including any bond or levy
referendums.

Civic Field, which is leased from the
Edmonds School District for $1 a year, should
be acquired from the School District and
improved to competitive game quality.
Otherwise, the school district could potentially
decide the sell the property to a private
developer as a means of raising funds for school
applications. The storage areas under the
stadium are leased and create some annual
revenue.

Woodway Elementary/High School field,
which is currently used by city, is located on
federal land (former missal control site) and
managed by the school district. Edmonds
bought 50% of the original 11 acre site for
Hickiman Park with the remaining 50% to be
developed for housing. Like Civic Field, the site
should be acquired and completely developed
for a public park, possibly including soccer
fields and/or even a pool, by Edmonds.

Edmonds has some valuable but aging
facilities including Anderson Center, Boys &
Girls Club, and Senior Center which need
extensive upgrades but which have not been
provided funding.

More athletic fields and courts should be
developed in the city to competitive play quality
to support league activities and promote sports
tourism.

The flower basket program, which was
started by a city employee then transferred to
private sponsors, provides a quality amenity
and city image which must be maintained.

More community meeting places should be
made available from a variety of public,
nonprofit, and private operators or developed in
the city. Edmonds Community College’s (EdCC)
conference center at 3rd and Bell is a significant
meeting facility asset that should be better
utilized by Edmonds organizations.

Public bathrooms should be developed to
serve downtown customers and users.

The shoreline is underutilized and
inaccessible due to railroad and ferry traffic. An
access system, possibly involving overhead
crossing, must be developed to link the
waterfront with the rest of the downtown and
city.


The Safeway/Antique Mall site should be
redeveloped possibly including a public
gathering and open space.

A better, dedicated dog park facility should
be developed in the city to serve resident
interests. The existing off-leash area on the
waterfront conflicts with the sanctuary and
creates a dog waste problem. A proposed dog
park facility should be a social dog park with
dedicated and fenced play areas and trails.

On and off-road biking routes and use
should be promoted for commuting and
recreational purposes.

Covered outdoor sport courts including
potelko and bocce ball, should be developed at
Francis Anderson Center in the city for resident
and sports tourism.

Arts – Performing

Parking is a major problem for the Edmonds
Center for the Arts (ECA). A parking garage is a
major, but unfunded, component of the ECA
strategic and long range plan.

Existing on-street parking coupled with poor
sidewalks is a problem for ECA attendees,
particularly during evening and bad weather
events.

ECA is about to begin a strategic planning
process to resolve future uses of the remaining
school facilities, including the gymnasium, the
parking garage, and other unfunded capital and
operating expense requirements. Past funding
by city bonds paid by sales tax which has fallen
off during recession. Current options include
naming rights, tax levy as a Public Facilities
District (PFD), refinancing the bond, and
donations (which have been high from
residents).

Francis Anderson Center is a great
community asset providing space for art
education and workshops, dance and music
instruction and performances, and other
cultural uses. However, Anderson is aging and
will need to be upgraded.

Varied and viable community theaters
operate in Edmonds including music, plays, and
even cinema. For example, Olympia Ballet
Theatre and school which performs at ECA,
Everett, and in schools – is 30 years old, has 120
students. Most shows are sold out with 600-700
seats. Other performers include Driftwood
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Theatre that performs in Wade James Theater –
250 seats, and the Phoenix Theater with 100
seats. Sno-King Community Chorus conducts 4-6
performances a year as does Seattle Jazz
Singers. However, events and resources could be
better coordinated between the various
organizations including joint promotion.

The 4th Avenue Cultural Corridor project
was envisioned to preserve some Edmonds
historical residential structures; provide a
central artist and gallery focal point; and
enhance the linkage between ECA and the
downtown. Schematic designs have been
completed for the project but construction
funds have not been identified.

The Safeway/Antique Mall site would work
well as an artist live/work project providing
affordable space for new artists and a
destination activity for the waterfront and
downtown.

Write on the Sound (WOTS), a literary group
has promoted writers interests and activities in
Edmonds for 27 years. A writer’s studio needs
to be established in Edmonds to augment
literary interests and potential similar to Hugo
House in Seattle.

Arts – Visual

Edmonds’ visual arts community is very
large (about 150 of which 80% are local) and
important to the city’s brand and reputation.
Most artists located in the city when it was still
a sleepy waterfront community with great
views, cheap housing, and studios. Housing and
studio costs, however, have increased
considerably since then where young and
emerging artists cannot afford to locate in the
city.

Edmonds has a number of privately owned
and operated art studios (about 40) and galleries
but needs a central public or nonprofit fine arts
gallery with which to showcase emerging artists
work as well as visiting exhibitions. (Firdale
used to have an arts center.)

Edmonds could use an affordable artist
live/work project similar to what Artspace, a
nonprofit developer of artists housing, has
developed recently in Seattle and Everett. The
Safeway/Antique Mall site could be a possible
location combining artist live/work with sales
galleries, classrooms and instruction
workshops, a public market, and other
destination activities.
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There are a number of visual artist
organizations and informal artist groups that
are active in the community – some for a very
long time. (The Sculptors Workshop is 45 years
old; the Pottery Studio has 40 members.) The
Edmonds Arts Festival, Arts Walk, Francis
Anderson Center arts workshops, school district
programs, and other outreach and educational
activities are a result of these involvement and
support, along with the city’s decision to fund
an Arts Coordinator on city staff and an Arts
Commission which is 35 years old.

The Arts Festival has a junior art component
for school age youth that keeps the youth
interest and talent alive. City youth outreach
programs in visual and literary arts are
conducted each summer. Edmonds Community
College also supports a diverse and large arts
program.

Even so, the arts community could benefit
from organizing a central clearinghouse to
coordinate events scheduling and promotions.

Edmonds would benefit from a coordinated
marketing effort to determine where art
patrons, customers, and even other artists live,
obtain information about Edmonds events, visit
the city, and where and how they spend money
in local stores and enterprises. The arts are an
important economic development strategy but
the city currently lacks the marketing data with
which to determine and enhance its applications
or potentials. Store and business owners
appreciate and approve of the city’s brand as an
arts community, but see no direct benefit in
their sales or other business activity from it.

Based on the results of the market analysis,
the arts community could benefit from a
coordinated arts promotion program
coordinating websites and social media
outreach as well as traditional print media
campaigns and costs.

Edmonds would benefit from a gateway and
wayfinding signage system that directs out-ofarea residents and tourists to city destinations
including theaters, galleries, downtown,
waterfront, and other attractions. The
gateway/wayfinding signage and improvements
should be very graphic and artsy and uniquely
appropriate to the Edmonds branding.

Transportation

City transportation funding, particularly for
street and pavement maintenance, is in an

emergency state and will reach a critical point
where the pavement cannot be preserved.

There are no capital funds available or set
aside to improve SR-104 or Highway 99 or other
arterial roadway traffic management needs.

There are no funds available or identified to
repair, replace, or complete sidewalk
developments in the downtown, along major
arterials, or for school walking routes.

A Safe Routes to School program needs to be
initiated and funded to identify and designate
walking and biking routes to city schools.
Edmonds Bicycle Club initiated bike instruction
in the schools and has money to acquire bikes.
Should know whether state and federal sources
can fund the Bikes to School program by the end
of 2012. Key bike commuter routes at the
present time include Edmonds Way, Marine
Drive, and Woodway.

Sound Transit will require a larger layover
and transfer space in the downtown/waterfront
area in the near future if heavy rail transit is to
realize higher rider volumes between Edmonds
and Seattle. Heavy rail transit is currently not
meeting rider potential due to the low number
and day-only schedules possible with existing
funds.

LINK Light rail corridor development has
been recently decided and will locate the
proposed north route from Seattle along I-5 by
year 2023 rather than Highway 99. Densities
along Highway 99 are too low, even with
maximum capacity build out to support a light
rail corridor.

Community Transit (CT) operates Swift Bus
Rapid Transit (BRT) route on Highway 99 from
Everett Station south to Aurora Village, where it
transfers to Metro and an expedited service to
downtown Seattle. Due to budget problems (20%
of all revenue is from rider fares), CT will soon
reduce schedules on this express service route.
CT does not envision extending Swift BRT to the
bowl or waterfront, or of operating a downtown
shuttle route due to low rider volume
projections for these routes.

Washington State Ferries does not have
funds available to improve the existing landing
terminal, railroad crossing, or for parking or
holding area enhancements. WSDOT acquired
the proposed new ferry terminal site adjacent to
Point Edwards to accommodate a 2 ferry
terminal with an overcrossing of the railroad
track but lacks the long range funds with which

to implement development. Tribes objected to
the ferry relocation as it affects traditional
fishing grounds.

The Edmonds ferry has second highest
ridership in the state system and is expected to
continue to increase rider volume for
commuting and tourist use. Vehicular emissions
are a current problem, particularly due to the inlane, on-road ferry holding pattern on SR-104.

A Transportation Benefit District (TBD) has
been identified that would involve 7
surrounding cities. The TDB would provide
funds for the above but will require Council and
voter approval. The TBD could adopt an
optional license fee up to $100, a 10%-20% sales
tax addition, and/or a 1% property tax addition
to be used for maintenance and construction.

In the meantime, Edmonds is dependent on
General Fund sales and property tax allocations,
$1,049 dwelling unit transportation impact fee,
and whatever portion of Real Estate Excise Tax
(REET) is available which is not shared with
Parks or for other city facilities.

Edmonds current transportation
requirements include $2,500,000 per year which
should be expensed for maintenance to preserve
pavement of the existing street system, and
$60,000,000 in backlogged capital development
requirements for roads, bikeways, and
sidewalks.

The controversy about the 5 Corners
roundabout is affecting public support and
funds for other projects.

Heavy rail train traffic is increasing to about
34 trains a day including Sound Transit,
AmTrak, and BNSF freight. Volumes could
increase even more due to the proposed coal
terminal in Blaine that could add around 30
more trains per day. Waterfront access by car
and pedestrian, and ferry loading have and will
be affected as is noise impact. The coal train EIS
process does not presently include impacts
beyond Blaine or Whatcom County – an issue
Edmonds should join with to see about train
impacts and possible local mitigations.

BNSF will add another track to the west of
the current track to manage the additional
traffic – further reducing vehicular access to the
shoreline properties.
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Economic Development

The fiber optics service located in SR-104 to
the waterfront and downtown area should be
used as an economic development tool to attract
businesses oriented to internet service.

The Burlington Coat Factory building on
Highway 99 is one of the few large and highly
visible sites that should be packaged for more
intense employment and retail related
development. Possible tenant prospects could
include Costco, Ikea, or Uwajimaya.

Edmonds economic development outreach
strategies should be more focused on retaining
and expanding existing businesses than on
trying to attract new enterprises.

City Council does not appear to be really
interested or committed to promoting economic
development given recent decisions concerning
the future of the Economic Development
Committee and recent project development
proposal rejections.

Permitting and approvals very hard to get in
Edmonds giving the city a negative image and
reputation with reputable, regional developers
and businesses.

The redevelopment of Harbor Square into a
more intense mixed use development with
office, retail, and affordable housing should be
a city economic development priority.

Affordable or workforce housing should be a
priority at Harbour Square, on Highway 99, and
in other mixed use centers in Edmonds if the
city is to attract and retain young adult
households that will provide much of the future
workforce the city needs to sustain its
education, health, retail, and professional
industries.

The Safeway/Antique Mall site casts a
negative image on the city and waterfront and
must be effectively redeveloped for a more
appropriate and effective development if the
city is to effectively market the remaining
waterfront and downtown.

The existing Senior Center building is
structurally unsound and settling and the
building should be demolished and the activity
should be moved to a more appropriate
location.
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The acquisition and enhancement of Civic
Field should be pursued to create sports
tourism opportunities.

While there are a number of organizations
involved in Edmonds economic development
activities such as the city, Port, Chamber, DMA,
and the like, their programs and outreach
activities do not appear to be coordinated or
effective on their own.

Edmonds residents and Council too often
consider economic development to be solely the
city staff’s responsibility when to be effective, it
must involve every organization within the city
including the Port, Chamber, School District,
EdCC, Hospital, etc.

Waterfront

Building height limits are the limiting factor
on the waterfront, particularly for Harbour
Square. Port does not consider it feasible to
redevelop the property with less than 5 story
buildings. Ports proposed development would
be for 30-10-10 year lease options with some
ground floor retail as well as other peoplefriendly uses, and between 900-1200 dwelling
units. The proposal is based on a detailed
feasibility analysis by LMN/Berk Associates.

Harbour Square and Safeway/Antique Mall
need to be redeveloped to create destination
activities and uses that draw residents and
tourists to the sites and rest of town.

Edmonds should take advantage of the
pending foreclosure of Safeway/Antique Mall to
institute redevelopment with or without private
involvement. The city should assume a
proactive rather than a reactive strategy for the
site.

Washington State Department of Ecology
(DOE) is a major player on waterfront
development that typically gets involved after
the fact or when project approvals are
submitted. DOE is primarily concerned with
setbacks from the shoreline that preserve native
habitat.

The Port and City need to move forward
together to identify a common vision and
program to redevelop Harbour Square and
Safeway/Antique Mall.

Best Western Harbour Square was developed
in 1983 with an addition in 2000. Hotel has an 8
month season due primarily to leisure visitor
travel. Occupancy rates are declining –

waterfront needs a destination use to draw
travelers. Downtown and arts events should try
to package “come-and-stay” packages to see if
this would boost occupancy.

The Edmonds Yacht Club was developed in
the 1950s – the original building currently
houses Anthony’s Restaurant. The club lost
members, and then the building to Anthony’s.
The club has since reactivated and developed
the current building that is on a 30-15-15 year
lease agreement with the Port. The club derives
some revenue from club rentals for parties and
weddings. An issue with the city during building
development was the desire to raise the
lighthouse element of the new building 5 feet
above height limit for prominence – which city
denied. Under the Port’s lease agreement, the
club must continually occupy over 50% of the
building to avoid creating a mixed use structure.

Other than Port and city properties, there
are only 4 private properties located west of the
railroad tracks along the shoreline – including a
couple private office buildings and condos
subject to a maximum height limit of 30 feet.

Washington State Department of Ecology
(DOE) controls all development within 200 feet
of the high tide mark along the shorelines in
addition to the regulations contained within
each city’s Shoreline Management Act (SMA).
DOE concerns include environmental issues,
water dependent uses, and public access – and a
maximum height of all structures of 35 feet.
DOE reviews occur during final design rather
than during project applications for city and
other local approvals, creating an extended
review and application process that hinders
shoreline development projects.

Edmonds needs to develop a comprehensive
waterfront development strategy that would
include the Port, WSDOT, DOE, private property
owners, and the public. The last concept was
developed in 2005. If publicly owned park uses
are proposed to be increased raises question of
how to finance acquisition and development as
well as maintenance.

Downtown

Edmonds is not perceived to be a business
friendly city – permits and project approvals
take long lead times and decisions are
frequently turned over between the
Architectural Design Board (ADB –a quasi-legal
role similar to a Hearing Examiner), Planning
Commission, and City Council.


Farmer’s Market is a very important
community activity but generates very little
sales for retailers in the downtown. Customers
use downtown parking spaces to frequent the
market and often have their hands too full with
market merchandise to also shop other
downtown stores or businesses.

The Market’s current location adjacent to
the police station and council chamber provides
convenient parking and vendor booth staging.
However, this may not be the best long range
solution since the site is not visible for
outsiders, congests downtown streets, and
absorbs downtown parking spaces. Other
locations to consider could include the
Safeway/Antique Mall site which is more visible
with less impact on downtown retailers.

Downtown properties are a little dowdy and
outdated and could use a façade improvement
program with public grants and/or low-cost
bank loans to make signage, awning, paint, and
other superficial but necessary enhancements –
particularly new business startups.

The National Trust for Historical
Preservation’s 4-Point Main Street program that
emphasizes promotion, marketing, design, and
organization has merit and should be
investigated for application to the downtown by
the Downtown Edmonds Merchants Association
(DEMA – which is 25 years old), Chamber of
Commerce (established 1907), Downtown
Business Improvement District (BID)
organization, and city Economic Development
Department.

Downtown business development and
promotion activities have generally depended
on the interests, actions, and funds of a limited
number of volunteers – even though the entire
district benefits from the results. For example,
there are 325 businesses of which 100 are retail
of which 15-20 actively participate in DEMA. As
a result, downtown programs have suffered
from a lack of funds, full-time attention and
support, and continuity. For this reason, some
downtown retail interests have proposed
Edmonds establish a Business Improvement
District (BID),

The proposed downtown Business
Improvement District (BID) would include
properties and businesses from the Library on
Main Street west to the Ferry landing, and 1-2
blocks deep on 5th Avenue/Roslyn Summers
Boulevard from Baskins Robbins north to City
Hall. The BID would assess business and
property owner differential rates depending on
B-9
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their orientation (retailers more, service
businesses less) and size (larger more, smaller
less).

The BID could generate $80-100,000 per
year of which 35% would be spent on marketing,
35% on infrastructure, 15% on promotional
events, and 15% on administration. Key
objectives could include development and
implementation of a market recruitment
strategy, wayfinding signage, retail directories,
and other actions of interest to the BID Board –
which could include Chamber, DEMA, and/or
other representatives of downtown interests.

At minimum, the BID requires the support of
60% of the property owners located within its
proposed boundaries before City Council can
adopt it. Once adopted, Council will have to
decide if and how it obtains BID payments from
property owners including owners who fail to or
cannot afford to pay the assessment.

The proposed Point Wells high density
residential development in Woodway will
favorably impact downtown restaurants, stores,
and other businesses by creating more potential
customers within a short commuting distance.

Edmonds small town downtown
characteristics should be preserved even though
the downtown would benefit from more
residential development within its walkable
customer and resident boundaries.

Key downtown properties are owned by a
small number of original long time resident
families, a number of whose heirs no longer live
in the city or participate in city organizations.

Downtown parking is perceived to be a
problem though 3-hour on-street allowance is
generous for retail customers. Issue seems to be
where downtown employees park since most
park on-street close to their stores.

While some key vacant properties are listed
with brokers with regional multi-list contacts,
most are listed by the individual owners with no
central or visible networking accessible to outof-town interested businesses.

Edmonds could adopt artists as temporary
users of vacant storefronts similar to the
programs initiated in Seattle and Tacoma. The
artists are provided free or very low cost space
until the owner procures a permanent tenant.
The temporary artist gallery provides visual
interest in what would otherwise be an empty
and uninteresting storefront.
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Current mixed use zoning regulations
require retail to be located on all ground floors
throughout the mixed use zoning district. There
is not enough demand to fill this much space
nor is it appropriate to locate more retail space
on side rather than key street corridors. The
mixed use zoning requirements should be
revised to specify important retail corridors and
allow ground floor residential and other
appropriate people-oriented activity that does
not dilute retail potential or adversely inhibit
mixed use development opportunities.

Height limits were recently increased from
30 to 35 feet in the downtown area to allow
ground floor retail to effectively front onto
sidewalks without being recessed below the
pedestrian sight line. Any additional increase in
height may limit sight lines of uphill properties.

Edmonds has not effectively inventoried
visual sight lines or public view corridors within
the “bowl” or along the waterfront causing
continued confusion about what impacts higher
density developments could have on current or
potential views and how best to protect them.

Downtown cafes, restaurants, coffee shops,
and other retail uses, including vendors, should
be allowed to flow out of the storefronts onto
the sidewalk during summer months to increase
visual interest and pedestrian visibility.

Downtown would benefit from a wayfinding
signage system directing out-of-area visitors
and tourists to downtown destinations,
including ECA, Anderson, Library, City Hall,
historical buildings, etc, from SR-104, the ferry
terminal, and other waterfront areas. Downtown
sidewalks and street corners could also be
furnished with artworks, painted sidewalks, or
other improvements to help designate the
district.

Edmonds has a number of significant
historical buildings and locations within and
directly adjacent to the downtown district. In
addition to wayfinding signage, a walking tour
of historical buildings, including building
plaques and interpretive signage, should be
added to incorporate this interest and potential
into district promotions.

Business Districts – Perrinville,
Westgate

Westgate is not a pedestrian friendly area –
the streets are too wide and the crossing times
to long and dangerous, especially SR-104.


Recent new property developments
(Walgreens, Key Bank) are single use, single
story constructions which do not provide the
mixed use opportunities envisioned in recent
plans. Mixed use zoning should require
developments to be mixed use.

Existing transit service is limited, and likely
to be further reduced, and does not meet the
needs of Westgate employees – particularly
those that work early and late hours at PCC (30%
of PCC employees ride buses).

Edmonds land use and building permitting
process is very slow and unpredictable at the
department and City Council.

Current city policies place too much
emphasis on the “bowl” and not on the rest of
the city including Westgate and Highway 99 in
particular.

The University of Washington student plan
had some good ideas but was generally
reviewed as being slightly unrealistic
economically.

Perrinville has very limited opportunities
for redevelopment and was adversely affected
by the city’s failure to annex the entire
commercial area.

Hospital/Medical Community

Swedish (which recently combined with
Providence) has a 30-year lease of the property
and buildings from the Stevens Hospital District
which extends north to 148th and south to King
County, and east to I-5. The Stevens Hospital
District submits levies for operating expenses
and can bond on its junior taxing district
property tax revenues for facility development.

Swedish captures about 20% of the local
hospital service market sharing with Evergreen,
Providence NW, and Everett. Swedish will open a
new cancer center to serve the surrounding area
and expand its services north. Swedish is one of
the few hospitals in the area that takes Medicare
and serves a large percent of the local Hispanic
and Korean populations.

Hospitals and medical services are evolving
such that most service, staff, and equipment
growth will occur within the hospital building
and campus proper rather than in separate
outlying building developments. Future building
developments will likely occur in the

neighborhoods providing preventative rather
than emergency care services.

Hospital expansion could be problematic
requiring additional parking and expanded
stormwater retention.

The hospital district’s master plan is old
and not public but allows 9 story buildings.
Swedish needs to develop a new master plan
and possibly an EIS that reflects its objectives
and addresses some of the property’s
development issues – including relationship
with adjacent non-medical land uses, a presence
on Highway 99, parking, and stormwater
management.

Swedish sponsors the arts in their public
spaces and has acquisition and display
programs in other facilities.

Swedish considers Edmonds cooperation has
been good. Positive attributes include the
downtown, schools, waterfront, and parks –
negative attributes include Highway 99
development and appearances, and the city’s
fiscal weakness.

Highway 99

Purpose of Aurora/Highway 99 is to move
traffic through the city and to access
commercial businesses along the corridor –
particularly car dealers, equipment rentals, and
other long established enterprises.
Beautification efforts should not hinder
business development efforts or a requirement
for ingress and egress. The Shoreline project
took too long with too many disruptions.

Shoreline, Everett, Tukwila, Des Moines, and
Federal Way have all improved Highway 99
traffic channelization, transit services,
pedestrian enhancements, gateway and
wayfinding signage in order to better manage
vehicular traffic, appearances, and related
economic development opportunities using a
combination of federal, state, and local funds.
Edmonds has not initiated a similar effort and
risks presenting a passed-over image and
economic development opportunities if it does
not act while funds are still available from state
and federal sources.

Zoning and signage regulations on Highway
99 were designed for the “bowl” area and do not
reflect the business character or development
potential of the corridor. Digital signage, for
example, is not allowed in the city even though
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it is standard practice in other cities located
along Aurora/Highway 99.

A subarea plan should be developed for the
corridor that directly involves corridor property
owners and businesses and creates appropriate
implementing zoning and design standards.

Significant portions of the corridor could
and should be redeveloped for high density (5-6
stories over platform buildings) mixed use
including ground floor retail or people-oriented
activities similar to what has been developed in
Shoreline at the south end of Echo Lake.

Behar Company has proposed Edmonds
Green, a transit and medical-oriented
development on the corner of Highway 99 and
220th Street with potential similar to that
included in Shoreline’s Echo Lake development.
Edmonds Green could provide over 300,000
square feet of mixed use with up to 300
apartments when the market improves. (A
similar transit oriented development (TOD) is
proposed on Highway 99 at 76th Avenue.)
www.beharcompany.com/Edmonds_Green.html

The recent grant to develop unique gateway
standards for the International District will be a
valuable addition to the corridor, particularly in
identifying the boundaries of the district.
However, the city should also establish
gateways to mark entry into the city in general
on Aurora as the public perception now is that it
is Lynnwood.

The cluster of Korean, Japanese, Chinese,
Thai, and other Asian businesses is unique to
Edmonds – and becoming one of the larger
concentrations along Aurora. Customers come
from a very wide market area, including
Bellevue, to buy imported goods and eat in the
restaurants. Emigrant families are also settling
in the surrounding neighborhoods as a result of
the business concentration.

The International District designation is
important but should not be limited to physical
improvements only. The Main Street 4-Point
program involving marketing, promotion, and
organization as well as design could be a useful
model. Local Highway 99-grown organizations
should be developed to implement a more
comprehensive approach. Such groups may or
may not be formally incorporated into existing
Edmonds organizations depending on their
interests and membership.

Swedish Hospital will be a significant
presence on Highway 99 particularly if it
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develops new entrances and buildings on the
hospital campus. Swedish, the city, and the rest
of Highway 99 property and business owners
need to jointly participate in or be aware of
hospital needs and master planning efforts.

Car dealers are and will remain a vital part
of Highway 99’s development. Dealers are
intensifying or urbanizing their facilities adding
parking, storage, and display decks and
multistory buildings to maximize property
investments. Car sales provide a significant
portion of Edmonds sales tax receipts and will
remain a vital part of its economic development.

Developers

Edmonds has a reputation among area and
regional developers for being difficult and
unpredictable to develop projects in. This has
likely affected the type of developers and
projects the city has or has not been able to
attract.

The current development process involves
separate reviews by the Architectural Review
Board (ARB), Planning Commission, and City
Council – any one of which can disapprove what
the others have reviewed – particularly City
Council. The process needs to be streamlined
and possibly with concurrent reviews; the
requirements made more predictable including
possible use of form-based examples; and
transparent.

Edmonds codes reflect a protectionist
approach to development specifying what
cannot be developed rather than what should be
developed to satisfy the city’s unique context
and public acceptance. The codes should be
updated to more overtly illustrate desired
results and allow more flexibility when a
development proposes solutions that will
provide higher quality results.

The city should assume a more proactive
approach to Harbour Square, Safeway/Antique
Mall, and Highway 99 by resolving with the
public, staff, and officials; as well as property
owners and developers exactly what is desired
and will be approved if the city is to attract
quality and timely development and salvage its
reputation.

Governance

Edmonds does not have a transparent public
governance process that effectively engages
residents and therefore cannot establish long
range policies and projects.


A couple of civic oriented watchdog groups
like the Alliance of Citizens for Edmonds (ACE –
founded in 2004 with 20-60 members), Second &
James (Karen Wiggins) monitor civic affairs and
decisions posting their comments and
suggestions on their own blog sites. There is,
however, no public social media counterpart
sponsored by the city where an average citizen
may view or comment on current city activities
or proposals.

Staff and council have not effectively
engaged the public in fiscal issues – particularly
the impact of limited property tax referendums,
sales tax dependencies, etc. Consequently, a
large portion of the public tends to think the
fiscal crisis is “manufactured” to protect staff
and past/current budgeting practices. This has
affected the city’s ability to effectively respond
to the current fiscal crisis and pass necessary
levies and other measures.
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Adult Resident
How would you rate Edmonds city governance?
Answer Options

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
655
24

26%

7%

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

10%
8%
10%
7%

24%
22%
24%
26%

44%
51%
48%
40%

20%
17%
14%
22%

2%
2%
3%
4%

Creating or communicating a vision for the city
Completing or following through with plans?
Managing public finances?
Providing information to the public?

How would you rate Edmonds city governance?

Providing
information to the
public?

4%

Managing public
finances?

3%

Completing or
following through 2%
with plans?
Creating or
communicating a 2%
vision for the city

0%

22%

40%

14%

48%

17%

51%

20%

10%

20%

30%

40%

4 - high

10%

22%

44%

5 - very high
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24%

8%

24%

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

70%

80%

10%

90%

100%

1 - very low
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How would you rate existing employment conditions in Edmonds?
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

11%
9%

42%
34%

45%
49%

2%
7%

0%
0%

Number of jobs available?
Quality of jobs available?

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
592
87

How would you rate existing employment conditions in Edmonds?

Quality of jobs
0% 7%
available?

49%

Number of jobs
0%
2%
available?

0%

45%

10%

20%
5 - very high
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34%

9%

42%

30%

40%

4 - high

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

70%

11%

80%

90%

100%

1 - very low
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How would you rate existing safety and security measures in Edmonds?
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

1%
1%
0%
2%
7%
7%

4%
2%
1%
9%
22%
18%

30%
24%
25%
33%
44%
42%

52%
56%
53%
44%
23%
29%

13%
17%
20%
13%
4%
5%

Police protection?
Fire protection?
Ambulance and paramedic services?
Hospital services?
Streets, sidewalks, and roadway lighting?
Pedestrian crosswalks and intersections?

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
665
14

answered question
skipped question

How would you rate existing safety and security measures in Edmonds?

Pedestrian
crosswalks and
intersections?

5%

Streets, sidewalks,
and roadway
lighting?

4%

29%
23%

Ambulance and
paramedic
services?

0%

10%

9%

53%
56%

13%

52%

20%
5 - very high

30%

7%

33%

17%

Police protection?

7%

22%

44%

20%

Fire protection?

18%

44%

13%

Hospital services?
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42%

4 - high

25%

1%
0%

24%

2%
1%

30%

40%

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

70%

80%

2%

4% 1%

90%

100%

1 - very low
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How would you rate existing educational services and opportunities in the local Edmonds area?
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

3%
3%
1%
1%

8%
6%
5%
8%

57%
41%
43%
42%

28%
42%
44%
40%

5%
8%
8%
9%

Preschools?
Public grades K-12?
Technical and college?
Adult continuing education?

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
635
44

answered question
skipped question

How would you rate existing educational services and opportunities in the local Edmonds
area?

Adult
continuing
education?

9%

Technical and
college?

8%

44%

Public grades
K-12?

8%

42%

Preschools?

40%

5%

0%

10%

20%

8%

43%

6%

57%

30%

40%

4 - high

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

1%

5% 1%

41%

28%

5 - very high
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42%

8%

70%

80%

90%

3%

3%

100%

1 - very low
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How would you rate existing transportation conditions, facilities, and services in Edmonds?
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

5%
2%
5%
7%
4%
0%
11%

25%
10%
22%
20%
12%
3%
24%

53%
62%
44%
47%
40%
33%
47%

15%
22%
24%
23%
37%
51%
15%

3%
3%
4%
3%
7%
13%
2%

Traffic congestion?
Traffic controls and management?
On and off-street parking?
Bus routes, stops, and schedules?
Train station, stops, and schedules?
Ferry terminal and schedules?
Bike routes?

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
662
17

answered question
skipped question

How would you rate existing transportation conditions, facilities, and services in
Edmonds?
Bike routes? 2%
Ferry terminal and
schedules?

15%

47%

13%

Train station,
stops, and…
Bus routes, stops,
and schedules?

51%

7%

4%

Traffic controls
and management?

3%

Traffic
congestion? 3%

0%

24%

20%

44%

22%

20%

30%

40%

4 - high

5%
10%

53%

25%

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

70%

80%

4%
7%

22%
62%

15%

3%
0%
12%

47%

5 - very high
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40%

23%

10%

11%
33%

37%

3%

On and off-street
parking?

24%

2%
5%

90%

100%

1 - very low
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How would you rate existing housing market options in Edmonds?
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

1%
1%
3%
3%
1%
3%

9%
4%
16%
13%
8%
14%

51%
36%
62%
58%
60%
47%

34%
50%
17%
24%
27%
32%

4%
9%
1%
2%
3%
4%

Housing selection - type and design?
Neighborhood selection - quality and location?
Rental housing - availability?
Rental housing - rent levels?
Owner housing - availability?
Owner housing - prices?

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
641
38

answered question
skipped question

How would you rate existing housing market options in Edmonds?

Owner housing prices?

4%

Owner housing availability?

3%

Rental housing 2%
rent levels?

Neighborhood
selection - quality
and location?
Housing selection
- type and design?

0%

10%

20%
5 - very high
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9%

51%

34%

4%

4% 1%

36%

50%

9%

30%

3%

16%

62%

17%

40%

4 - high

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

70%

80%

1%
3%

13%

58%

24%

Rental housing 1%
availability?

8%

60%

27%

3%

14%

47%

32%

90%

1%

100%

1 - very low
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How would you rate existing park and recreational facilities and opportunities in Edmonds?:
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

1%
1%
2%
1%
4%
10%
6%
2%
3%
1%
1%
14%

6%
5%
16%
5%
13%
29%
22%
11%
16%
5%
9%
36%

33%
15%
40%
33%
44%
41%
43%
45%
43%
23%
42%
38%

49%
57%
35%
49%
33%
16%
25%
34%
30%
52%
38%
9%

11%
21%
7%
12%
6%
4%
4%
7%
8%
19%
9%
3%

Conservation areas and open spaces?
Beach and shoreline access?
Trail systems?
Parks with picnicking and playgrounds?
Athletic courts and fields?
Aquatic facilities?
Indoor physical conditioning and gymnasiums?
Community center classrooms and meeting rooms?
Large meeting and conference facilities?
Arts and theater buildings?
Historical Museum?
Public restrooms?

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
664
15

answered question
skipped question

How would you rate existing park and recreational facilities and opportunities in
Edmonds?:

Public restrooms?

3%

9%

Arts and theater
buildings?
Large meeting and
conference facilities?
Community center
classrooms and…
Indoor physical
conditioning and…
Aquatic facilities?

38%

9%

Historical Museum?

8%

Trail systems?
Beach and shoreline
access?
Conservation areas
and open spaces?

0%

23%

30%

43%

34%

16%

22%

41%

7%

13%
33%

35%

16%

57%

11%

15%

49%

20%
5 - very high

30%

4 - high

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

70%

80%

2%
5% 1%

33%

40%

4%
5% 1%

40%

21%

10%

10%

44%
49%

2%
6%

29%

33%
12%

3%
11%

43%

16%

6%

1%
5% 1%

45%

25%

4%

9%

52%

7%
4%

14%

42%

19%

Athletic courts and
fields?
Parks with picnicking
and playgrounds?
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36%

38%

6% 1%

90%

100%

1 - very low
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How would you rate existing arts and cultural programs in Edmonds?
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

1%
0%
0%
2%
1%
2%

5%
3%
2%
10%
7%
8%

27%
22%
16%
37%
44%
34%

52%
55%
51%
37%
37%
43%

15%
20%
30%
15%
11%
14%

Visual arts(exhibits,galleries)?
Performing arts events (concerts, theater, dance)?
Arts Festival?
Jazz Festivals?
Art Classes?
Public art (fountain, sculptures)?

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
652
27

answered question
skipped question

How would you rate existing arts and cultural programs in Edmonds?

Public art
(fountain,
sculptures)?

Jazz Festivals?

Performing arts
events (concerts,
theater, dance)?

0%

10%

20%
5 - very high
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30%

40%

4 - high

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

70%

80%

0%
2%

5% 1%

27%

52%

15%

2%

3%0%

22%

55%

20%

Visual
arts(exhibits,galler
ies)?

16%

51%

30%

Arts Festival?

10%

37%

37%

15%

2%

7% 1%

44%

37%

11%

Art Classes?

8%

34%

43%

14%

90%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Adult Resident
How would you rate other existing special events in Edmonds?
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

0%
0%
1%

1%
1%
3%

23%
11%
20%

46%
42%
47%

29%
46%
29%

Community Celebrations (July 4th, Halloween, Tree
Summer Market?
Festivals (Taste, Car Show, Waterfront, Birdfest)?

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
661
18

How would you rate other existing special events in Edmonds?

Festivals (Taste,
Car Show,
Waterfront,
Birdfest)?

29%

Summer
Market?

47%

20%

46%

Community
Celebrations
(July 4th,
Halloween,
Tree Lighting)?

42%

29%

0%

10%

5 - very high
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11%

46%

20%

30%

40%

4 - high

3%1%

23%

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

70%

80%

90%

1%
0%

1%
0%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Adult Resident
How would you rate existing design conditions and appearances in Edmonds?
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

2%
1%
1%
1%
1%
1%
0%
9%
3%
14%
16%
21%
10%

11%
3%
7%
6%
11%
1%
4%
33%
24%
44%
38%
44%
30%

45%
23%
54%
29%
41%
14%
21%
46%
54%
34%
37%
32%
51%

38%
60%
32%
48%
36%
47%
53%
10%
16%
6%
8%
4%
8%

3%
14%
6%
16%
11%
37%
22%
2%
2%
1%
1%
0%
1%

Building appearances in general?
General cleanliness?
Advertising signage - location and number?
Streetscape - street lights, trees, landscaping?
Public spaces and plazas?
Artworks and beautification (flower baskets)?
Downtown in general?
Five Corners in general?
Westgate in general?
Firdale in general?
Perrinville in general?
Highway 99 corridor in general?
SR-104 corridor in general?

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
664
15

answered question
skipped question

How would you rate existing design conditions and appearances in Edmonds?

SR-104 corridor …
1%

Perrinville in…
1%

Public spaces…

General…

0%

10%

20%
5 - very high
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11%

45%

38%

30%

40%

4 - high

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

70%

80%

1%
3%1%

23%

60%

14%

Building… 3%

7%

54%

32%

1%

6% 1%

29%

48%

16%

Advertising… 6%

11%

41%

36%

11%

Streetscape -…

1%
1%

14%

47%

37%

4%0%

21%

53%

22%

Artworks and…

9%

33%

46%

10%

3%

24%

54%

16%

Downtown in…

14%

44%

34%

Westgate in…2%

16%

38%

37%

8%

Five Corners in…2%

21%

44%

32%

Firdale in general? 1% 6%

10%

30%

51%

8%

Highway 99…
0%4%

90%

2%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Adult Resident
How would you rate the level of existing development in Edmonds?
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

4%
9%
10%
38%
5%
12%
7%
20%
23%
9%
16%

21%
23%
34%
40%
21%
46%
28%
43%
40%
36%
39%

59%
38%
41%
18%
46%
38%
51%
34%
32%
49%
42%

14%
25%
13%
4%
24%
4%
13%
3%
5%
5%
4%

1%
5%
2%
0%
3%
0%
0%
0%
0%
1%
0%

Overall city development?
Puget Sound waterfront development?
Harbor Square development?
Safeway/Antique Mall development?
Downtown development?
Five Corners development?
Westgate development?
Firdale development?
Perrinville development?
SR-104 corridor development?
Highway 99 corridor development?

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
654
25

answered question
skipped question

How would you rate the level of existing development in Edmonds?

Highway 99…
0%4%

42%

SR-104…1% 5%

49%

Perrinville…
0% 5%

0%

12%

46%

18%

21%

40%

13%

34%
38%

14%

10%
23%

59%

20%

30%

5%

38%

41%
25%

10%

7%

46%

24%

5 - very high
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28%

38%

Puget Sound… 5%
Overall city…1%

20%

51%

Downtown … 3%

Harbor Square…2%

23%

43%

13%

Five Corners…
0%4%

9%

40%

34%

Safeway/Antiq…
0%4%

16%
36%

32%

Firdale…
0%3%
Westgate…
0%

39%

40%

4 - high

9%
21%

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

70%

80%

4%

90%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Adult Resident
How would you rate existing sustainability conditions in Edmonds?
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

3%
3%
3%
3%
4%
9%
17%

9%
11%
13%
9%
20%
25%
38%

48%
55%
57%
43%
55%
52%
34%

34%
26%
22%
36%
16%
11%
9%

7%
5%
5%
9%
4%
3%
2%

Environmental protections?
Water conservation programs?
Power conservation programs?
Recycling programs?
Greenhouse gas reduction measures?
Fiscal sustainability of city services?
Economic self-sufficiency (live/work within the city)?

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
647
32

How would you rate existing sustainability conditions in Edmonds?

Economic selfsufficiency
2%
(live/work …

9%

Fiscal
sustainability of 3%
city services?
Greenhouse gas
reduction
measures?

Power
conservation
programs?

5%

Water
conservation
programs?

5%

16%

55%

13%

55%

34%

10%

20%

11%

48%

30%

40%

4 - high

4%

9%

57%

26%

9%

20%

43%

22%

5 - very high
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25%

36%

7%

0%

17%

52%

9%

Environmental
protections?

38%

11%

4%

Recycling
programs?

34%

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

9%

70%

80%

90%

3%

3%

3%

3%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Adult Resident
Please rate the following short-term (strategic) planning priorities for Edmonds using a 1 to 5 scale where 1 is a very low and 5 is a very high priority? How
would you rate the need to attract the following types of new business development to Edmonds?
Response
Answer Options
1 - very low
2 - low
3 - moderate
4 - high
5 - very high
Count
Recruit more high technology businesses?
5%
13%
31%
34%
18%
100%
Recruit more retail businesses?
3%
10%
34%
37%
16%
100%
Recruit more auto sales and services?
34%
39%
18%
6%
3%
100%
Recruit more hospital and medical services?
7%
25%
40%
21%
7%
100%
Recruit more professional services?
3%
12%
38%
38%
9%
100%
Recruit more tourist and arts services?
3%
11%
30%
37%
20%
100%
Recruit more restaurants and entertainment?
2%
9%
31%
38%
19%
100%
answered question
657
skipped question
22

Please rate the following short-term (strategic) planning priorities for Edmonds using a 1
to 5 scale where 1 is a very low and 5 is a very high priority? How would you rate the
need to attract the following types of new business development to Edmonds?
Recruit more
restaurants…

19%

Recruit more
tourist and…

20%

Recruit more
professional…
Recruit more
hospital and…

Recruit more
retail…

0%

10%

5 - very high
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30%
4 - high

40%

50%

3 - moderate

3%
7%

13%

31%

34%

20%

12%

10%

34%

37%

18%

3%

34%

39%

18%

6%

11%

25%

40%

21%

7%

16%

Recruit more
high…

38%

38%

9%

Recruit more
3%
auto sales and…

30%

37%

2%

9%

31%

38%

60%
2 - low

70%

80%

90%

3%
5%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Adult Resident
How important is it to attract the following types of households to live in Edmonds?
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - moderate

4 - high

5 - very high

3%
2%
1%
13%

10%
4%
4%
21%

34%
24%
31%
35%

37%
45%
44%
25%

16%
26%
20%
8%

Young adult households?
Young families with children?
Middle age families with children?
Older empty-nester households?

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
657
22

answered question
skipped question

How important is it to attract the following types of households to live in Edmonds?

Older emptynester
households?
Middle age
families with
children?
Young families
with children?

Young adult
households?

0%

10%

20%
5 - very high
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30%
4 - high

10%

34%

37%

16%

40%

50%

3 - moderate

4% 2%

24%

45%

26%

4% 1%

31%

44%

20%

13%

21%

35%

25%

8%

60%
2 - low

70%

80%

90%

3%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Adult Resident
How would you rate the following maintenance conditions overall in Edmonds?
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

2%
1%
6%
6%
1%

7%
5%
13%
22%
5%

48%
32%
37%
39%
50%

35%
48%
35%
25%
36%

9%
14%
10%
9%
8%

Maintaining stormwater systems?
Maintaining parks and recreation facilities?
Maintaining sidewalks and pedestrian areas?
Maintaining local streets and roads?
Maintaining public buildings?

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
660
19

How would you rate the following maintenance conditions overall in Edmonds?

Maintaining
public
buildings?

8%

Maintaining
local streets
and roads?

9%

Maintaining
sidewalks and
pedestrian
areas?
Maintaining
parks and
recreation
facilities?

36%

25%

10%

35%

0%

22%

37%

32%

35%

10%

20%
5 - very high

6%

13%

48%

9%

5% 1%

39%

14%

Maintaining
stormwater
systems?
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50%

5% 1%

48%

30%

40%

4 - high

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

70%

6%

7%

80%

90%

2%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Adult Resident
To what extent do the following sources provide you information about the City of Edmonds government?
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - moderate

4 - high

5 - very high

8%
37%
16%
47%
7%
18%

12%
25%
24%
33%
16%
13%

34%
23%
37%
15%
37%
38%

33%
11%
18%
4%
30%
17%

12%
3%
5%
1%
10%
15%

Newpapers?
City television channel?
City website?
Radio?
Neighbors/friends?
Other?

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
656
23

To what extent do the following sources provide you information about the City of
Edmonds government?

Other?

15%

Neighbors/frien
ds?

10%

City website?

Newpapers?

18%
23%

20%
5 - very high
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24%
25%

33%

10%

30%
4 - high

7%

47%
37%

11%

18%
16%

33%

12%

0%

13%
37%

15%

5%
3%

38%

30%

Radio? 1%4%

City television
channel?

17%

16%
37%

34%

40%

50%

3 - moderate

60%
2 - low

12%

70%

80%

8%

90%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Adult Resident
Please provide the following characteristics so that we may compare your opinions with
others in the survey sample. Where do you work?
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Retired?
29%
Edmonds?
23%
Seattle?
23%
Elsewhere in Snohomish County?
16%
Elsewhere in King County?
8%
Elsewhere outside of Sno-King Counties?
1%
answered question
652
skipped question
27
Elsewhere
outside of
Sno-King
Counties?,
1%

Elsewhere in
King County?,
8%
Elsewhere in
Snohomish
County?, 16%

Retired?, 29%
Seattle?, 23%
Edmonds?,
23%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Adult Resident
How many people in your household?
Answer Options
Number household members?

0

1

2

3

4

0%

16%

42%

14%

22%

5+
7%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
664
15

How many people in your household?

Number
household
members?

7%

0%
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22%

10%

20%
5+

14%

30%
4

42%

40%
3

50%
2

60%
1

16%

70%
0

80%

90%

0%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Adult Resident
How many people in your household are employed on a full-time basis?
Answer Options
Number employed?

0

1

2

3

4

26%

40%

32%

2%

0%

5+
0%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
662
17

How many people in your household are employed on a full-time basis?

Number
0%
0%
2%
employed?

0%
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32%

10%

20%
5+

26%

40%

30%
4

40%
3

50%
2

60%
1

70%
0

80%

90%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Adult Resident
What is (or was if retired) your occupation?
Answer Options

Management

Professional

Technical

Office worker

Retail worker

Your occupation?

17%

56%

8%

9%

1%

Const
manufacturing?
2%

Housewife
husband
6%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
651
28

What is (or was if retired) your occupation?

Your occupation?

6%

2%1%

9%

8%

0%
10%
20%
30%
40%
Housewife husband
Const manufacturing?
Retail worker
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56%

50%
60%
70%
Office worker
Technical

17%

80%
Professional

90%
100%
Management
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Adult Resident
How many years of school have you completed?
Answer Options

Grade school

High school

Years of school?

1%

2%

Technical
school
2%

Some college
17%

College
graduate
41%

Graduate
school
37%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
664
15

How many years of school have you completed?

Years of school?

37%

0%

10%
Graduate school
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20%
30%
College graduate

41%

40%
50%
Some college

17%

60%
70%
80%
Technical school
High school

2%2%1%

90%
100%
Grade school
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Adult Resident
Which zone do you live in?
Answer Options
Survey Zone?

Zone 1

Zone 2

Zone 3

24%

30%

21%

Zone 4
25%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
659
20

Which zone do you live in?

Survey Zone?

25%

0%
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10%

21%

20%
30%
Zone 4

40%
Zone 3

30%

50%
60%
Zone 2

24%

70%
Zone 1

80%

90%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Adult Resident
How many years have you lived in the Edmonds area?
Answer Options

0-1

2-5

6-10

11-20

Years?

4%

14%

19%

23%

21+
39%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
667
12

How many years have you lived in the Edmonds area?

Years?

39%

0%
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10%

20%
21+

23%

30%

11-20

40%

50%
6-10

19%

60%
2-5

70%
0-1

14%

80%

90%

4%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Adult Resident
What type of housing do you live in?
Answer Options

Own

Current residence?

91%

Rent
9%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
663
16

What type of housing do you live in?

Current
residence
?

9%

0%
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91%

20%

Rent

40%

60%
Own

80%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Adult Resident
What is your gender?
Answer Options

Male

Gender?

32%

Female
68%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
658
21

What is your gender?

Gender?

68%

0%
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20%

40%
Female

32%

60%
Male

80%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Adult Resident
In which age group are you in?
Answer Options

<18

18-24

25-34

35-49

50-64

Age group?

0%

0%

7%

31%

38%

65+
24%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
659
20

In which age group are you in?

Age group?

24%

0%
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10%

38%

20%
65+

30%
50-64

40%
35-49

0%
7% 0%

31%

50%
25-34

60%
18-24

70%
<18

80%

90%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Adult Resident
What is your household income range?
Answer Options

$0-20,000

$21-30,000

$31-40,000

$41-50,000

$51-75,000

$76-100,000

$100,000+

Income range?

1%

4%

4%

7%

18%

22%

45%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
605
74

What is your household income range?

Income range?

45%

0%
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10%

20%
$100,000+

22%

30%

40%
$76-100,000

50%
60%
$51-75,000

18%

70%
$41-50,000

7%

80%

90%

4%

4% 1%

100%
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Adult resident survey – comments
We plan to move back to Seattle next year. Edmonds politics are surprisingly small town. The
interests of the seniors seem to rule. We can't even go in a city park for a walk with our dog on a
leash. There is no walk friendly path near the beach; sidewalk is narrow forcing pedestrians to pass
in the street. The bike/pedestrian path at Alki is a good example of what a healthy, people friendly
area should be. Need to attract some large employer so that the mix of age groups is more balanced
within Edmonds. 25 miles an hour on 9th Ave is not needed- it should be 30 all the way to Casper.
Ant infestations at bus shelter above Pine Street and 5th Ave. S during the summer. Sometimes
there are numerous dog droppings on sidewalk of 5th Ave. S. Traffic is getting faster and faster,
more cops where there is speeding and the 4 way stops in downtown. There should be tickets for
unsafe driving--or convert Main Street into a pedestrian mall, route the traffic around Main Street.
There is more to Edmonds than the bowl.
Better sidewalks further removed from streets.
Underground utilities in "the bowl". Small dog park at Elm Street Park.
Replace present Planning Department.
Put this in the Beacon and My Edmonds News for maximum citizen input.
Waterfront/beach access parks would be higher on my list than a "mall" or business park.
These questions were written with a specific purpose in mind. It seems you already know what
direction you would like to take. I had a difficult time answering these questions...they are open to
interpretation.
I see a lot of projects get started, but take too long to finish. I would say have an end goal in mind
when starting the project and work it until it is finished. For example they are trying to improve
the store fronts across the street from the downtown Tully’s. I hardly ever see anybody working on
it and for what they have planned it should have been done long ago.
Edmonds needs to turf some soccer fields. OEWHS or Civic Field area (so does Lynnwood).
Shoreline attracts so many families because of how well they've done this (so many!). It would
bring a lot of business into Edmonds to eat, spend money at stores, etc. It is a family-friend,
healthy-lifestyle promoting money making decision. Adults love to play soccer--they'd play at night
& then have a brew in downtown Edmonds every night of the week! Just do it--PLEASE!!! Then we
need to talk Lynnwood into doing the same!
Active in the youth sports community for 35+ years and would like to see youth and adult soccer
field development. Specifically the Civic Center site. Create a year round revenue stream from
rental of the site year round.
Scale back to stay in budget.
better soccer fields, turf
I would like the city to develop a sustainable athletic field option for soccer and baseball.
Questions about development are too vague. Not even sure what you are asking.
Survey map could be enhanced.
Don’t add a bunch of mall like businesses or businesses that would attract so many people that I
could never get a parking space again. I.e. Fremont used to be this great place to go and now with
big tech businesses, I never go there because there is never anywhere to park and it's irritating to
be there, the "quality" of the area is lost.
opt out answers should of been provided as an option or a don't know box
Maintain existing image in the downtown area and build out in surrounding areas. 5 corners,
Perrinville and Firdale village should not be expanded without infrastructure expansion paid for by
the developers at no cost to the City. Infrastructure issues in this area include water, sewer, storm
water and roads but also include pedestrian links to adjoining areas and downtown. Being careful
to link key surrounding retail areas with downtown is essential. Downtown needs an overpass to
the Port area also.
We need a clear VISION for what we want Edmonds to stand for and mean to the people who live
here and then we need to prioritize the strategies and tactics that get us there. We must commit
and stick to our goals and share that vision with the community constantly.
Please provide the public with more info on how much money is spent on police protection and
28
Survey Adult Residents
Edmonds Strategic Plan
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how many burglaries they solve.
You need to include the Swam Creek and Western Railroad Association in the planning process as
this could become something of use to the city as an attraction.
Cost of real estate question is ambiguous. Is the price too high, or are the high prices worthy of a
"low' response.
Continue to put a high priority on Edmonds as an arts community
Please support our Mayor while he tries to set an agenda for our City and figures out how to
prioritize our surveys so as to create a roadmap as to how to get each item accomplished.
Edmonds needs better soccer fields. We need an indoor public pool/rec center!!! Great job
attracting better restaurants/wine bars/yogurt shop in the past few years. Downtown Edmonds is
much more "hip" and active now. Need a few more "hip" clothing stores.
Keep the downtown as local and small-business friendly as possible.
Please keep the "small town" feeling in Edmonds. We love walking to our bank, shopping, coffee
shop, summer market, etc. We LOVE life in Edmonds!
I feel that we need progressive development in order to change with the times. The current set up
is stuck in the past.
Soccer field need drastic improvements. Great city but fields make us look bad to outsiders.
I am a teacher in the ESD and a volunteer soccer coach in Edmonds. I believe we need more and
better fields, particularly soccer fields. I have seen the soccer facilities in most of the other cities in
the Puget Sound region and our soccer facilities are some of the worst in condition and fewest in
number. Our city is ripe for hosting soccer tournaments which bring in hundreds of families for
days at a time. Not only that, the soccer fields will get use daily all year long...the construction of
these fields will be supported by fee payers, tournaments, and economic growth. Also, there are
many grants and corporate sponsorships that would help kick start the effort. Let's tear down the
1970s civic field that only serves a purpose 4 days per year-4th of July and the Taste. What a waste
of space. Build an athletic complex with 2-4 soccer fields and there will be teams on those fields
every day. Talk about a great way to attract young families and create economic growth.
More turf fields for organized sports
The inclusion of the Esperance neighborhood in developmental and community discussions.
I would prefer that we don't look to downtown Edmonds to give us the revenue we may need...it is a
lovely and unique environment that should be preserved basically as is. Some things, like
downtown and the waterfront, should be simply left alone for their already natural beauty rather
than seen & used as the cash cow to keep things operating.It is BECAUSE we haven't overdeveloped
it (so far) that people like it so much.
However, our strip of 99 has a lot of potential to attract revenue to the city...and if we emulated the
city of Shoreline and cleaned it up like they have, we might find that we could attract desired
businesses (you know...something besides pawn shops & tattoo parlors) that would help pay our
bills.
Keep Edmonds small town; keep the trees that are left.
1) Cut police spending. You don't need a cop on every corner & they really don't need all the
"coolest" gear.
2) Businesses in downtown need to be open from at least 9-5 and on weekends.
3) revoke your ban on "Green Alternative" medical dispensaries- you can use the tax money & this is
not the middle ages.
4) Put a red light camera at the intersection of 220th & Hwy 99
5) with these cost cutting moves and new revenue sources, repair Robin Hood Dr. It is a disgrace to
the modern world.
I think the highest priority would be adding sidewalks throughout Zone 4. Edmonds is, surprisingly,
not pedestrian/wheelchair friendly. The few sidewalks we have often don't have wheelchair access
or end suddenly.
A second priority would be having more bus access through zone 4 for those that choose not to use
a car. With the number of steep hills, more bus stops near the Westgate area would be helpful.
The survey was worded strangely in some parts. I wasn't sure what I was rating as High or Low? A 15 High-Low rating may not be appropriate for all questions; different wording or clarification may
be required.
Be thorough: Don't rush! Be inclusive: Don't stop until the NIMBY's have spoken. Relax: Help people
enjoy the process.
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Be less vague. More specific feedback needed.
Please install bike paths, using a sidewalk is not safe feasible solution, i.e. Olympic Drive.
I would like to see the city use resources to first maintain and improve existing parks, buildings
and businesses. City Park could desperately use some attention and updating. The wading pool has
become an eyesore.
Do not put a round-about at 5 corners. Complete waste of money. Use Federal dollars where we
need it.
Quit bickering and do your job.
The visioning process sounds good. I participated in one in my previous community in Michigan
and it was quite successful at capturing the wants and needs of the community and translating that
into specific changes in building code, traffic flow, parking, parks, etc. I'm concerned that many of
the questions in the survey are ambiguous and the checked box will not communicate what was
behind the answer.
Would like more areas to walk dogs. Improving train service to Seattle during non commuting
hours.
Some questions are ambiguous.
Number 11 particularly, is I rating how extensively I think it is developed or am I rating the quality
of the development.
Also a "No Opinion" alternative would be good, beyond just leaving the question blank.
Strategic Planning website is valuable. Please assure it is kept current.
Modify codes to allow forward-looking long-term development projects within the city (building
heights MUST be allowed to vary!!)
Nice Job!
Preserve the quality of Edmonds as a livable small community with reasonable amenities to attract
visitors.
Do not change or relocate the Summer Market.
Work with the organizations to find a space to store and display the two antique fire trucks that the
Fire District wants to rid themselves of.
Be very careful about new things that are permitted in Edmonds. I reference Old Milltown in
particular which no longer resembles anything other than a new building. Gone is all character.
Some stress must be put on the character of Edmonds. That's what everyone associates with our
town. It isn't cookie cutter like so many others but if all you do is permit high buildings and change
the skyline; you might as well just call us Anywhere, USA.
Keep the small town atmosphere.
Survey should include greater number than 400
Do NOT raise the building height limit!!
Increase retail tax base by attracting businesses. Rely less on property taxes. Increase sidewalks in
residential neighborhoods for safe pedestrian travel and reduce open ditches that do not provide
adequate drainage.
Functional does not have to be synonymous with ugly.
I love Edmonds - I just do not want a lot of tall buildings built along the waterfront and in the old
Safeway lot. I think one should consider how many vacant homes and businesses there are before
considering more construction and potentially creating even more vacant properties. I don't think
the overall economy supports constructing more properties right now - and possibly for the
foreseeable future, except in maybe very conservative ways. I would prefer we develop what we
have in the form of improvements. I would like to see focus on helping property owners attract
businesses; for example, the vacant property at 5 corners where the hair salon used to be and old
Milltown.
Please add a light and crosswalk for pedestrians at the top of the hill by the fire station at 196th
and 84th Ave W. Bus riders run across 196th ST day and night, very dangerous.
No more BIG building right ON SR-104
Need more noise and traffic control for pedestrians
It would have been nice for a population of our size to have more than what has showed up on the
survey results so far & planning sessions with public... I think maybe the City should have sent out
a link or survey/letter to ALL Edmonds residents if possible...
I'm amazed I had to hear of this through a member of the City Council instead of it being mailed
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out to the residents of our fine city.
Keep heights at three stories for Harbor Square and the Old Safeway area. If you want a mixed use
project there you must have enough parking and with the high water table this is difficult. You can
build it but with no parking no one will come to a restaurant. With multi condos you must have
parking for them. Where will THAT be?
We do NOT need the roundabout at Five Corners. It is not too late to change that.
When Firdale is rebuilt keep an eye on trees removed. They WILL take out more then allowed as a
"mistake".
Make builders only build as high as allowed and if they build it higher make them take it back
down. We don't have to pander to them.
There should have been a "don't know" or "don't mess with it" option on the survey. This forced
answer survey may result in wrong impressions.
Move slowly on "big" changes without a lot of public input. Westgate and 5 Corners plans disaster!
Cost!
Follow through; City Council must take it seriously.
I found this survey challenging because there is much to be loved about Edmonds and I'm not one
to vision change well. We don't want to look like another "Bellevue", but we also need to go
forward. TWO areas for me are 1) we need a PUBLIC RESTROOM in Milltown as previous -- especially
with the new park 2) Milltown needs some vitalization -- not the same place. Starbucks does not
"work" as a restroom for the city!! Maybe Santa visiting Milltown & a Snowflake Lane at Xmas time??
I would take the Westgate area slow, as SR104 traffic, but Firdale could be spruced up. Attracting
new business along SR99 would be very helpful - wish we could get a Target..... Maybe it's time to
think Casino along SR99 -- sure brings $$ to other cities. I enjoy the Waterfront (beaches, as is.) As
you can see my visioning is limited, but I can get excited and onboard by other peoples' visions.
Maybe this isn't the place, BUT NO ROUNDABOUT at 5 corners -- that money can be spent for
something useful & needed for Edmonds!!!
Make reasonable accommodation on building heights to attract developers to bring life to
development within the city. We need the revenue from growth.
There should be a "No opinion" option
Traffic and parking has become a problem. We don't have infrastructure for more downtown
growth.
The city needs to attract basic needs retail downtown; hardware, drugstore, woman's store for
everyday items. City is losing lots of business tax when one must go to the mall for basic needs.
I think Edmonds has a good start at reducing GHG emissions and attracting more environmentally
conscious citizens, but it could do a lot more to make renewable energy installations more
attractive to residents and business owners. Edmonds has some of the highest permit fees in the
state and their fire code relating to solar installations is not conducive to more installations. If they
want high tech types to move here, they need to support high tech endeavors like solar energy use.
Is your zone map N-S or S-N? You might write it on it?
Correct the underground water drainage problems that continuously cause home damage.
I truly feel there needs to be a bike lane on Olympic View drive! It is not safe for bikers or drivers
the way it is now.
Harbor Square was mentioned above but that is a Port planning effort/ it should be coordinated
with the City but it is a separate plan. I've been connected with the Parks system for years and it is
a great system - It just needs to stay on track.
A "not applicable" selection should have been available for many of the questions. For instance, if
I'm not currently renting or looking for rental property... how would I am aware of availability and
rates? Also, if "other" was a selection there should have been an opportunity to describe. For
instance, if info about the city government is found via on-line blogs... are these "newspapers" or
"other".
Partner with My Edmonds News.com for information dissemination
Encourage more business development and extend height limits. We have too many empty business
spaces at basement level because of building heights.
We need more businesses in Edmonds to bring in more sales tax. City needs to work on the wages
of its employees. They are far higher than businesses.
Prefer no high-rise buildings. No round-a-bout at 5 corners or elsewhere.
Standards for the upkeep of abandoned properties would help the city look nicer. Adding
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sidewalks along more side streets would make things safer. Also, and more short term, please add
several new gates in the fencing around the field where the fireworks are held. It is such an
incredible safety hazard to have so many people pinned in the way it is set up now.
It would be nice to know more about the plans/visions that are currently being discussed, and in
what areas. Ethical research.
Including "I don't know" in some categories would be helpful.
Don't ask if we agree on a project when it is already in the "started" category. What's the point?
Our opinions are of no consequence!
It would be great to see more crosswalks around the city and not just main streets. This provides
safe walking areas for pedestrians, especially children, in lieu of walking on the side of the street.
Edmonds will never grow with a 30 foot height limit. Will the city have to be sued to raise the
limits?
I am AGAINST the roundabout at 5 Corners. That is a ridiculous idea. I am against buildings up to
the road with parking behind - the new apt/building on S104 -right on the road is also ridiculouswho wants an apt overlooking a highway! Should be built back off the roads. I am against the
buildup of 5 corners also-that is a neighborhood -not a business intersection. Keep the tall
buildings down in the bowl (OH! Someone's view might be blocked!) Or develop Hwy 99 more-not
family home areas
Finish & repave roads downtown
Get dogs on leashes. Create public parking at very low rate so that business can have more buyers
Moved here for excellent public facilities (parks, Yost pool, and waterfront) & schools. Those need
to be maintained at high level to protect my investment in city. High property tax O.K. or better
commercial development (standard height limit), but get the money to maintain the city's quality of
amenities & services!
Hard to rate Yost Pool. When it's open, it's the best anywhere, I love it, but it's only open a few
months a year. I would love access to a year round public pool in Edmonds. Also, don't know if
this is the place to say it, but a roundabout at Five Corners is just silly. I've lived immediately
north of Five Corners since 1989, sometimes go through it ten times a day, and there's never been a
wait like you're quoting. Maybe 30 seconds on a really bad day. Much worse problem is the people
who zoom through without stopping.
City trees should be carefully maintained or replaced to avoid ruining expensive views people have
purchased when they bought a home.
Edmonds is great because it's a livable, safe community. Focus on keeping it that way -- roads well
paved, police & fire well funded, parks maintained.
Do not put six five story buildings at Harbor Square. Then you will be obligated to put more and
more. Also, what happens to HS Athletic Club? It did not appear on the mailer. Do not block views
and drag down property values, we implore you!!
We do not need a traffic circle at 5 Corners, or any more multi-family dwellings, as added
population only means more congestion. Large businesses such as Walmart are horrible; "ma and
pa" operations are attractive.
More parks and open spaces with trails. More bus service. New aquatic facility.
Edmonds needs to get away from the term "DEADMONDS" we need to generate more good quality
restaurants and places to go to in the evenings rather than heading Downtown Seattle. We have
enough nail and beauty salons within blocks of each other. Parking is another problem, how about
having the City Employees not park on the streets so that our visitors can park.
Am dead set AGAINST roundabout at 5 Corners.
You are doing a very poor job of building a decent plan reasonably quickly and then MAKING IT
HAPPEN reasonably quickly. The government staff is typical government drones who take pleasure
in slowing down people with real jobs. Try getting permission to take down a sick tree; try getting
approval for signage for a small business. Edmonds city employees (not police and fire dept, who
are great) are badly managed and show it.
Existing sidewalks need to be protected from encroachment of vegetation and displays.
Please keep the existing height limit to 35 feet for business development in the downtown area,
including Harbor Square. We moved here because of the beautiful views and would hate to see
them ruined. We encourage new business development downtown and would like to see the
downtown area revitalized, but not at the cost of eliminating the beautiful Puget Sound viewscape.
As a college administrator, I have been involved in several public surveys in the past. You should
know that you need to have a 6th column ("I don't know") for those of us who have no knowledge of
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this area. Otherwise, we'd be guessing.
I only found out about this survey because I am on the board of the Floretum Garden Club and
Diane Buckshnis forwarded it to us. I am also on the board of Edmonds in Bloom and you evidently
sent us information about the upcoming meetings. I found out about this AFTER asking at City Hall
about future meetings or information about the Harbor Square Development and the front desk
person didn't have any information. Please make sure your staff is informed so they can give out
appropriate information to the public. Finally, and the most important point, is that after looking
at your website (www.portofedmonds.org/harborsquare_meetings.html), I also didn't see any
information about scheduled meetings in February. If you advertise a website, that should be of
primary importance.
If you are looking for additional focus group members, I would like to be included. Thank you.
Yes, disband it
The continued lack of public bicycle facilities is a travesty, especially as bikes are an affordable,
environment friendly option that works very well with the train & bus transit systems. Every
neighboring city has extensive bike lanes and sharrows; the comparison when entering Edmonds
from Lynnwood is especially dramatic and pathetic. Shoreline and Mountlake Terrace also have
heavily developed trails. Public bike racks are virtually nonexistent along commercial areas.
Olympic View Drive is a deathtrap.
The city should make it more transparent and easy to access. I seldom remember to go to the
website. However, I used to receive a newsletter in the mail, which stopped. If problem is budget,
I recommend an e-mail newsletter.
would it be possible to send flyers via email or mail similar to the oil company land near waterfront
some time back....that was helpful
Develop creative initiatives for walkability along waterfront and other parts of Edmonds. Develop
Harbor Square with major public amenities.
Keep up the good work maintaining parks. My family is very pleased with Edmonds parks and uses
them regularly year round. We appreciate the clean facilities, and the high availability of restrooms.
Please improve pedestrian services such as adding crosswalks and sidewalks, particularly near
Sherwood elementary school.
pay attention to downtown retail sustainability; put more emphasis on waterfront walking paths;
support beautification efforts to make all of Edmonds an attractive destination for visitors and new
residents; overbuilding the downtown and losing its character is a big mistake
No, so far it seems good.
improvements on maintenance roads 76th Olympic View Dr holes in roads
The strategic plan should include the entire city, not just downtown as tends to be the case 99.9%
of the time
In the past talking about the Safeway property, I remember having the feeling that some people
were of the mindset that the City could do just about anything it wanted to. The property owners
need to get a bang for their buck; No one can dictate what kind of business will go in. The
character of the downtown core is vital but we must move into the eye of the future. Building
heights and design must be fodder for talk
I felt some the survey questions are confusing - when you say "how do you rate the level of
existing..." I'm assuming you mean what I feel is happening with it NOW, not the level of what I
want to happen with it in the future. Hopefully this is correct or my answers would have been
different.
I think you are moving it the right direction. Get as much input as you can and keep the citizens
informed as you progress.
include the schedule for the whole process at the beginning of this survey
There are roads which need some maintenance such as the pitfalls on 184th W.
Keep building height as it is.
Increase sculptures in downtown Edmonds.
There are too many food/advertising vendors at Taste of Edmonds. I expected it to be an
opportunity to eat food from local eateries.
Better integration of the waterfront with the downtown. stricter controls on number and appearance
of signs
Edmonds has so much going on right now that I think the planning and vision process can build on
the solid foundation that exists. Keep the character of Edmonds; don't try to change what is good
about Edmonds.
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Cut planning & design costs and maintain what we have. We do not need new roundabouts; we
need our infrastructure maintained. Keep the downtown as it is and declare the entire area a
historical district. Entice the tourists to come and spend money at retail shops. Reduce the amount
of professional services at the store front elevations. Link Perrinville, 5 corners, Firdale and
Westgate with a series of standalone walking and riding trails. Harbor Square, Antique Mall and
Water Front need to directly link to the City core with rail over crossing for peds and aid vehicles. I
can go on.............
I would like to see a continued effort to fill these vacant buildings in downtown Edmonds with
office & retail businesses. Edmonds seems to have a "run down" feel when every other retail & office
building is vacant. It seems there are too many road blocks in the way for new businesses to open
up in downtown Edmonds, for example, Bill the Butcher... whatever happened to that opening up?
Now that Old Mill Town has been "restored" where are all the businesses? There's only a dental,
barber shop, flying pig & a nail place... I would like to see an extra effort towards growth (not
necessarily people but businesses) rather than resistance to change... Edmonds has so much to
offer and I just want to see Edmonds flourish with excitement and activity, kind of like Ballard is
now...
I worry that the Harbor Square vision won't come to fruition. I worry that 5 corners won't get a
round-about & remain a nightmare to navigate. I worry that our kids will get hit by cars while
walking without sidewalks around our neighborhood.
Edmonds natural beauty and charm is visible throughout the city and you can enjoy a breathtaking
view from almost anywhere. Love downtown, the arts, the waterfront, ferry, beach, bird sanctuary;
it is the best place to live.
We love Edmonds. My only complaint as it relates to this survey is the lack of sidewalks in local
neighborhoods.
Delay Harbor Square Redevelopment
Provide an uninterrupted pathway from the ferry terminal to Marina Park. It is now interrupted by
one condo development near the senior center.
Need to recruit local living wage businesses to Edmonds, Currently main focus has been service
industry, minimum wage, which isn't sustainable as a tax base.
Should ask citizens more about their priorities, instead of rating current services, and have an
option of "not familiar" many services I have no personal experience. The questions having to do
w/age income, etc is intrusive - what does it matter- I live here. I would like more proactive
recycling/compost/waste disposal at festivals.
This survey should be used cautiously as I have a very limited frame of reference, although I have
lived and been active in the community over 40 years. I live in Edmonds because it is a great
community. Why I think it is great. Because of the setting, great friends, ease of walking to
everything, and community events. I use the parks, swim with grandchildren in Lynnwood and
Mountlake Terrace, go to arts events, use medical facilities, enough shopping, The main thing I
would like the mayor and council to do is to use money "wisely" have a vision for the undeveloped
property (Safeway and Port) considering the impacts: environmental, visual, and infrastructural.
You have a big job; I appreciate your time and effort.
Keep the quoin, small town feeling downtown and build taller building for greater density in the
other areas mentioned. Better public transportation connection to these main areas is important.
Have the Safeway area be a wonderful public drawing card.
Please don't completely change the city with out of place architecture which will ruin the town
original feel - i.e. the Gregory and others.
No roundabout at 5 Corners
Lighting at Marina Beach Park so we can walk there at night.
The City needs to get beyond a focus on the bowl. Despite protests to the contrary the City Council
spends its time primarily focused on the bowl and protecting the residents there from any change.
Height limits have become the single driver for the community and result from a culture of "view
protection." As a result, studies like this one have become a means of 'kicking the can," or in other
words giving the illusion of moving forward while doing nothing substantive. Frankly I think this
study is headed the same way.
No development
My strongest wish for Edmonds is to have a continuous walkway along the beach. Can we ever have
one past the current stumbling block-the condo? That situation should never have been allowed. I
hope to live long enough to see the old Safeway site developed.
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Because of the wording of some of the questions, it was difficult to determine how to score them.
In terms of planning, I would like to see Edmonds become more "walk able." There are many areas
of Edmonds without sidewalks or where homeowners have allowed plantings to take up a large part
of the sidewalk. I would also like to keep the small town feeling downtown Edmonds has and make
it a visitor destination. It would be great to attract a smallish boutique hotel and more restaurants.
One hopes that Old Milltown will someday have shops again. I don't know if the city can do
anything to keep retail rents reasonable in order to fill storefronts, but that would seem a priority.
More flexibility on mixed used buildings in the bowl.
Please direct a substantial portion of planning and resources to sustainability and maintaining the
clean, healthy city we have now. No coal trains!!!
city council should not stick their heads in the sand when it comes to allowing development of
buildings a little taller so as to allow reasonable economic return
I do not think you should have lumped music, concerts, theatre, dance into one category of
"performing arts." There is a huge variety of concerts in Edmonds at the ECA (and all appealing to
completely different people) but very few serious theatre plays offered. The data you get won't tell
you much.
This survey is far too long and I believe that people who fill this out will be fatigued and give
superficial answers and/or leave sections entirely blank. I really believe that it would be better to
start with asking a few people representative of different segments of the community what their
ideas are for improving Edmonds in the future and then doing a survey of how people feel about
those ideas. One specific idea would be to make better use of the gym at the ECA - it largely
underused! The ECA is also largely underused. Another idea is to do better advertising of
community forums. And yet another consideration is that housing costs in Edmonds are so high
that better outreach of renters in the area could help the city government in planning events, etc.
I know extremely few professionals who work in Edmonds and everybody commutes. Would be nice
to have more opportunities locally. It is also extremely difficult to get my children into swim
lessons; I would love to have a year-round pool in Edmonds.
LOVE the Frances Andersen center - awesome. Staff is wonderful - great place for kids. Wish that
more of the parks for kids had swings. Would like if you got paddling pool at city park fixed and
working.
Let's not get caught up in political correctness but focus on ways to maintain financial vaib8ility
with quality of life.
More sidewalk construction.
I stopped part way through because the questions are ambiguous. For instance when being asked
about traffic congestion, does "1 - low" mean "I think we have few problems with congestion in
Edmonds" or "I give Edmonds a low rating on their handling of traffic conditions."?
NO big chains in Edmonds. PLEASE!
I am very glad to see this kind of information gathering technique. Edmonds people do care and
want to be involved in decision making about changes in our community. I feel strongly that there
must be a balance between maintaining the current small town closeness that is unique to Edmonds
and the need to bring more money into the economy. I do not want to see us grow just for the sake
of growing because we are close to downtown Seattle. There must be ways to attract the financing
we need yet maintain the "friendliest town" atmosphere we are known for.
Drop the plan to put a round-about at 5 corners. The needs but forth are stupid and don't make
sense. His best argument against it is the pedestrian needs. THEY MUST HAVE STOPLIGHTS TO
CROSS!
We need sidewalks on 228th!!!
Keeping Edmonds quaint gives its appeal, keeping the reminders of what was while allowing for
change. It is an interesting mix I grew up and came back because of the community, the resources
and people. Appealing to all ages is critical! The idea of addressing Harbor Square as well as the
old Safeway are the perfect places to start...these areas look dreary and dated even in the summer.
The plans for Harbor Square seem spot on!
Survey questions were too vague.
whatever development is done, should be similar to buildings already in Edmonds to keep the same
small town feel - too much development of the wrong type will ruin this
There should be a circle to click on, if you don't have an answer for the question. If I didn't know, I
usually checked average.
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Some questions such as 11 are a bit ambiguous. Not sure if it is asking what I quess the level of
development to be, or if it is asking what my opinion is on how important develop should be in
each area.
Edmonds has high potential to becoming the Art Center of the Northwest. I would try to attract
industries that promote Tourism, Arts, and Entertainment. It is exemplified during the Street
Market that if you build it they will come. The retail stores in Edmonds are empty and drive a
"Dead-man" mentality where people do not support high prices due to high-rent/lease values. We
need to review the reasons people come to Edmonds. It is the Restaurants, Bars, and Arts. We need
to convert these empty buildings into smaller "mall" type retails where the rents are less, the
occupancy is greater. Like bringing in the Street Market indoors. Some of the older larger buildings
could easily be subdivided into smaller "studios" for artist to rent and craft their wares and or
galleries, or classrooms for discovery. We need to light up these empty buildings with high energy
social driving venues.
keep Robin Hood bowling alley
This survey needs N/A or "don't know" response options.
I am concerned at the large number of high (5 stories) buildings going up downtown and potentially
along the waterfront. I think 5 stories at the waterfront will be too high and close off the open
outdoor feeling of the area making it yet another corridor city. I think the two large buildings
currently under construction downtown take away from the "classic" small-town kitschy trademark
look that many homeowners and tourists love. I don't want the view or even the sky blocked out
from the street due to high buildings. Lord knows we have enough condos in the city and they are
where they should be - - update the older ones E of 5th rather than build new high ones. We moved
out of Seattle to a smaller city on purpose. I would hate to see our investment compromised.
Sounds good in print but need to wait and see if it is really utilized or if this is just a feel good
thing to make us think our thoughts really count.
I think the traffic circle at Five Corners is a HUGE waste of money
Keep up the good work in keeping us informed. I would have liked to have attended public
meetings with regard to the new Harbor Square development planning but wasn't aware that they
have already taken place........Any more in the near term so I could attend??
Please consider minimal development of multi-story adult apartment/condominiums, as it creates
congestion, and, very importantly, obstructs the view of the Sound and Olympics which gives
Edmonds its special charm. This multi-story packing in of more building and people is a very
disturbing trend.
You need to improve facilities at parks and improve upkeep. Public access is often blocked by
residents when it is supposed to be open to the public. Park attention and care is pathetic
My biggest suggestion is to put some work into the city of Edmonds website, it’s terrible.
Look into why we have so many empty store fronts. The business landowners of this area may be
charging too much for space and dictating unreasonable terms to business owners. I suggest you
survey business owners or create a business environment friendly to business owners. Promote
useful businesses. Why did ACE hardware store close and learn from that lesson. Why did West
Marine close? Why did Main Street Optical close?
I would exit survey the businesses as they close. Survey successful businesses. There is a need to
balance.
1. I love and appreciate the flowers, flags and lights that decorate downtown.
2. I am so grateful for our emergency services!
2. My HUGEST concern about our town is that it could become a strip mall just like everywhere
else. Panera, Subway, Starbucks, big banks, and most especially, losing Robin Hood Lanes for a
Walgreens?! I moved to Edmonds to get away from areas where there were 6 Walgreens and
Subways and Starbucks within 5 miles, but that is where our city seems to be heading. It breaks my
heart to imagine our Bedford Falls turning into Pottersville.
I miss Old Milltown and can't believe that it's practically empty. The Edmonds City park (play
equipment) needs repair. Perrinville is practically a ghost town, with numerous empty buildings.
We value the coffee shops, restaurants, parks, and our club at Harbor square most of all because
this is where we socialize with our neighbors every day, so we suggest that priority be given to
these community resources.
Edmonds residents should be considered residents at the Lynnwood rec. center instead of
nonresident
At some point you HAVE to address the trees that are allowed to grow over 70 feet in height. Storms
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fell power lines and are a danger to pedestrians and drivers.
Work on having year round market.
You have a great opportunity to turn/keep Edmonds a leading community in the area. It already is
a tourist destination for all the great events that occur here. Please do everything you can to keep
Edmonds accessible and improve opportunities for Live/Work in Edmonds. Thanks
Keep Walgreens out of Edmonds. Save Robin Hood Lanes!
Underground power lines from 9th Ave down. No more Condo developments. Preserve lot lines and
keep residential areas in town. Zoning laws to preserve the traditional buildings and historical
cites/homes in Edmonds. No more condos that are squeezed onto former residential lots and reach
the sidewalks.
Parking is an issue for gathering folks together at any one place.
A public, visible recycling center and more recycling options or containers from waste management
Please look at retro-fitting neighborhoods with sidewalks. I'm a Realtor and this issue is the leading
reason my clients don't want to live in Edmonds. They love everything else about the city, but the
fact that many of the communities aren't "walkable" stops them from investing in our city.
Eliminate the office of permits and restructure it. It costs a fortune in time and money just to build
or remodel any structure in this town. No one wants to build here b/c of it. 2) There needs to be
blinking lights and a hospital speed limit on 76th in front of Swede/Eds. 3) There needs to be
pedestrian lights blinking in general. At night, they are not seen and easily in accidents 4) Enclose
Yost or plan for an aquatic center
Do something with the old Safeway area to make it more appealing. The buildings in Harbor square
seem fine as is.
Your planning should cater to the MAJORITY of Edmonds citizens...not a few vocal special interest
groups who seem to get the most press. We need less regulation, less taxes, less time spent on
social issues....more time on creating an environment conducive to attracting business and JOBS
and a city with a "visioning process" to live within the revenues it has....and the knowledge that
increased revenues will come with increased GROWTH!
Get a vision for Edmonds that is acceptable to the masses of people instead of developers who want
to push the limit and leave us with a hodgepodge of buildings and ugly (some flat) roof lines.
We relocated to Edmonds from CA. We love it here, I do think that the new building put up in
Perrinville is ugly and I wonder how anyone from the town council could have allowed that ugly
design of a building go up in such a charming area, it really destroyed the quaintness of the area
with a big modular cinder block building in front, if the building had kept the theme of the area it
would have been more successful, better not to cut corners. Hold builders accountable.
Two things: incorporate Esperance and PLEASE do not allow Walgreens into Edmonds. It's akin to
letting Walmart into Edmonds and cheapens the whole small/local community feel of our wonderful
city.
Have more areas to write in, as certain questions could not be answered with the allotted ratings.
An emphasis on educational services from k-12 is highly recommended as I believe our current
structure lacks in providing children with the adequate class size recommended for successful
learning.
need to attract high quality shops to the downtown and the antique mall
Andersen center needs a new building
snow removal is terrible -- just compare Edmonds with Shoreline on this issue.
No high-rises, keep the feel of the Edmonds as a nice day vacation town... "Edmonds-by-the-sound"
to improve local tourism
Encourage younger families to move in, revamp the waterfront area by getting rid of the antique
market structure and creating a waterfront area with enjoyable restaurants to visit, ice cream shops,
housing, and seating areas.
I would like to see the downtown corridor sidewalks fixed so that people don't trip! And do away
with 3 hour parking in the neighborhoods surrounding downtown,
More inexpensive restaurants and casual bars
Get a real city council
More people would go downtown and spend more money if the access to downtown was more
pedestrian friendly. Many of the streets are already wide enough to allow for this. We also need a
comprehensive street maintenance plan that is funded and carried out in a timely manner.
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Don't make it another Kirkland. Keep the small town feel.
Build on strengths. Live within your budget and keep the budget limited.
Balance the budget, number one!!!
Would encourage more restaurants - more emphasis on green and sustainability.
Nicer lower priced housing for families. It seems all the nice housing in Edmonds is for older
retired people.
I would have liked to have an option like "not qualified to say" on many of the questions as I didn't
feel comfortable rating some things.
Forget a round-about at 5 corners and forget a signal light at Casper’s St and Ninth Avenue
Keep Yost Pool open and put a roundabout at Five Corners.
Think outside of the box.
Keep downtown Edmonds the quaint city it has always been increasing the small businesses
downtown and bringing in larger businesses to the Hwy 99 corridor.
Stop bickering over building heights and start working on a growth plan for this city! We need more
business in general.
We need to revitalize Edmonds -- bring in business and professionals, additional entertainment to
ensure people will live, work and come to Edmonds.
Please let them build taller buildings in Edmonds! We need more people to have more businesses.
Sand our street during snow. Very frustrating.
More sidewalks are needed on 7th Ave N. People have to walk in the street along with police and
fire and emergency vehicles responding to emergency calls. (Also, it is a school zone)
Get some development into the old Goldie’s/Safeway and Harbor Square Development. Something
likes University Village or Redmond Town Center. It is such a waste in its current condition. Mixed
use condo/retail with public space would be great for access to the sounder.
Should have boxes for comments next to questions. Also n/a as some topics, the survey
respondent may not know about.
1. There absolutely needs to be a crosswalk and light or pedestrian overpass at SR104/Pine Street.
Someone is going to be killed at that intersection while crossing 104. It is not reasonable for
someone to have to walk 1/2 mile to a cross walk at Dayton.
2. Whoever approved the hideous monstrosity being built approximately SR 104/232 St SW should
feel very ashamed. It is the ugliest most imposing thing that I have seen in Edmonds in all 50 years
I have lived here. It totally detracts from the appearance of the area. Shame on you!
Improving existing parks to make them better for families. More restaurants, the area where the
Antique Mall is could be improved. Who shops there anyway...loll...?
I think there should have been a button for "unable to comment" or "do not know."
I would like us to have a goal. For example to be Washington's most walkable city or most green
city or Most Alternative Energy city... Then go after it. The city feels unfocused. In addition, 8th
Ave from 220th to 15th is a MAJOR pedestrian walkway without sidewalks. We need to consider
putting sidewalks in on that stretch. It is a busy road for cars and people.
Forget the rotary at 5 corners. I like it as is. We use it almost daily at different times. Never saw a
problem. Some rotaries work well; others do not, based on my East coast experience, and travels
overseas...P.S...I voted FOR all the local levies, which did not pass (car fees, Street maintenance etc.)
1] year round farmers market with accessible parking
2] tourism development
a] weekend
b] destination footprint to visit Pacific NW
c] more special event draws e.g.,
writers on the sound
art show
I suggest intensive art classes - pottery, mixed media, jewelry, small art quilts, textiles,
batik etc. Plus check out Hollyhock events in Canada.
I also suggest a lecture series akin to Seattle's Town Hall series. Start with John Medina - local
famous brain researcher/author. We already have the facilities in place.
3] PLEASE bring in high quality retail to fill up empty spaces e.g., Glassybaby, Fireworks, JMatheson,
a toy store for all ages selling kites etc, a Salami type deli etc. Read: incentives.
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4] And, really, finish what you start like the mess in front of the Flying Pig and Mill Town Nails!!
5] Install a city Permit Process that works! Whoever approved the Mill Town renovation and the
Bennett building on corner of 3 and Dayton needs to move on. God help us if this same process
and people are a part of the Harbour Square development.
6] More walking [complete with benches] friendly areas and more parking lots for all those week
end tourists. Potential parking = buy the American Legion property and convert it to open parking
and Former Ace Hardware parking.
7] And, when the above is in place, institute a national broader marketing e.g., in Sunset magazine,
National Geographic Traveler. With the Sounder, Edmonds can support convention visitors in
Seattle. The goal is to have folks come in to visit and spend money and leave appreciating and
supporting a high and delightful quality way of living for our residents and businesses.
Continue efforts in making the city sustainable with a strong environmental concern.
I would like to see Edmonds create an effective tree preservation policy so that lots are not cleared
of every tree before construction begins. I would also like to see new buildings in Edmonds have
landscaping around them - too many of those being built downtown have little/no green space
around the edges.
1. Ferry parking: Suggest working with state to establish ferry lanes where people can leave their
vehicles and have easy pedestrian access to go eat, shop etc while they wait. The current set up is
not friendly to business or visitors. Please set up so majority of vehicles exit Edmonds via SR 104
to help business development along that corridor and reduce congestion going through
neighborhoods up to Lynnwood. 2. Consider Safeway redevelopment with ferry traffic in mind.
Consider thinking out of the box and losing a street or two and having one story high buildings for
businesses that can serve visitors and locals alike. Look at train stops in Sydney Australia for an
example.
3. Consider La Jolla CA type height restrictions in bowl. The views will maintain property values
and tax revenue, and the thing that Edmonds is known for... a beautiful city located on Puget Sound.
4. Business Development. Evaluate each sector with appropriate market analysis and then recruit
businesses that can thrive. Small businesses don't have the cash to do that type of analysis. The
City can muster resources that will be paid back in increased taxes.
5. Please protect and continue public access to the city beaches.
6. Consider rethinking city services by considering outcomes. This will help evaluate services and
identify services that are no longer needed, and it gets to the "why" are we doing this. 7. Consider
using more internet marketing/communications rather than sending printed materials. It seems like
a waste of postage & glossy full color brochures. Example: arts brochures and postcards. It is a
small example that comes to mind and probably doesn't cost that much. Another example... why
not uses the internet for sending the form to update a business license rather than sending a letter?
The state does this. I think you get the point. These are small changes that require investment in IT
services and might not save much in the short term, but will be much more customer friendly.
8. Create a base line budget that maintains infrastructure and basic business operational needs of
each department. Then, budgeting is much easier. This requires the city to decide what businesses
it will be in, do the work to figure out what they cost to build/implement and the cost to maintain
over time. This keeps policy makers and staff accountable to know their business, what the costs is
that is associated with the business and make decisions that are well educated
8. On future surveys, consider questions that include a "do not know" option. Also, limit each
response to one question. Consider contacting Ron Vine at rvine@etcinstitute.com. For future
surveys. They produce very well written surveys are good to work with etc. (I’m not affiliated with
Vine; I just know their work is excellent and competitively priced.)
5th avenue really needs to be smoothed out after all the road work that was just done in 2011 its
sooooooo bumpy!!!!
Fix roads, sidewalks. Make sure kids are getting home safe.
I am a member of the Edmonds Community Solar Cooperative. I would like to see the City of
Edmonds more involved in not only solar power but other green activities for the future. I am
delighted that plastic bags were outlawed.
More communications to the residents
Harbor Square development needs to link with the Antique Mall area and it needs to reflect the
quaintness of the Edmonds Community. Harbor Square development looks to out of place, too
large while the sight next door is shabby. No buildings over 4 stories. Their needs to be more
facilities for boaters to walk to, a grocery store and better facilities.
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Good process, please keep us informed. Also, in the last survey that I completed, great gains were
actualized. Please note, that the 76 street parks has safety concerns: slide is dangerous- too steep,
the fallen down wharf is a disgrace to the city, please remove the debris. When sanding roads,
please consider the hills on 164th Street and 165th as families with children, elderly have trouble
accessing services in bad weather. Also, sidewalks are of concerns on 72nd. Please check the
street/lane width on 164th street, cars going uphill often cross into the downhill traffic and I have
witnessed near misses on multiple occasions. Thank you.
Focus on long term planning/initiatives. It’s not just about jobs and tax revenue NOW...it about
creating a community that is sustainable and has character that will continue to attract people for
decades. Preservation of the landscape is very important in this respect. For example, every year
our landscape becomes more like Ballard (fewer trees). Also, the character of new architecture
should be carefully controlled to support creativity and beauty as well as sustainability and
function. No more box buildings! An architectural board and environmental board with enforcement
power could be good.
Local govt. should do its best to let the private sector have the vision and the city should help
them.
The waterfront is severely underdeveloped. The Antique Mall need to go away.
Use the Mill Creek Town Center as an example of a type of space that we could use in Edmonds.
"One-stop-shop" for high quality, relevant, contemporary businesses that attract people to the area
that are willing to pay for those types of services and retails.
Continue waterfront walkway in front of condos just south of senior center to connect existing
walkways north and south of condos.
Strategic planning is a great idea. Please to include a realistic look at where the city can generate
additional income. Raising property taxes is not the answer. Our house values have plummeted.
Expand "adopt a brick" type programs for public works and look into a sewer insurance program as
part of the water bill. Our sewers are old and insurance is a lot cheaper than individual
homeowners footing the repairs.
Improve Public Works handling of streets in winter, street repair. Finish the park by Milltown!
They've been working on it FOREVER and made no progress - damaging the businesses there.
Improved parks and off leash parks
No more bike lanes if it means losing on street parking. We have the interurban trail and bikers
should use it.
City spends too much on beautification and five corners should not be a spending priority.
Improve pedestrian/bike connections between neighborhoods (i.e. to allow youth to safely move
around the whole town.)
The City Council needs to make economic development a priority. For example, the potential
Harbor Square redevelopment is a great opportunity to increase residential and commercial
potential for Edmonds. Also, commercial development should be diversified to attract different
types of businesses. We don't need any more banks!
I have been a Snohomish County resident for the past 16 years and always wanted to live in
Edmonds. After moving to Edmonds 7 years ago, I have watched politics get in the way of the great
potential that our city has. In our coming years, I hope to see Edmonds improve on our assets and
develop into a more wonderful Northwest town where I can raise my family.
Great place to live, wonderful schools. Please, no more zero lot-line housing developments! And no
more condos higher than 2 stories.
Spend less public money
I hope you honor a lower height restriction when you develop the waterfront. The Safeway/antique
store mall is the biggest eyesore and holds much potential for development...What is being
considered there?
I'd like to be able to take my child and my dog to the same park, like I can in Shoreline.
I wish we had more availability for K-8, less competition for a few spots at only 2 schools. A better
middle school option.
Please keep attracting quality businesses and entertainment that appeal to a variety of ages. I've
seen huge improvements over the past five years in the local businesses in Downtown Edmonds
from shops to restaurants, and I think it is wonderful! There has been a definite revitalization in
downtown. I want to see that continue, and hopefully spread to the other areas in Edmonds that are
still lacking as far as variety and attractiveness goes.
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Keep the current building height restrictions -this helps strike a superb balance of
commerce/residential quaintness that we moved back here for. Unfortunate that Old Mill Town was
a squandered opportunity for a "Mill Town Days" type festival for community and 'Leavenworthesqe' tourism. Important to celebrate the foundation of our community and its roots! Kudos to all
of our continued festivals and arts programs however! LOVE it!
City of Edmonds puts a lot of resources into downtown Edmonds as well as keeping up city parks
consistently. Other lower income areas are without sidewalks, bike lanes and seem neglected by the
city.
Help keep Meadowdale County Park from residential encroachment.
5 corners is one of the main routes into Edmonds and could definitely do with a facelift/
improvement/ and a light!
How visionary to employ this survey to reach out to the Edmonds community, Brava! Bravo! To
whoever initiated THIS exercise? Is this an initiative of the Dave Earling administration? If so, it
bodes well for the city.
Some survey questions are ambiguously worded and will yield useless data. Q5, "How would you
rate existing transportation facilities in Edmonds?" is an example. If you think traffic congestion is
non-existent, are you supposed to tick "1", for very low, or "5", for very high, meaning you rate the
situation very positively? I would discard your Q5 data as unreadable on this basis. For similar
reasons I think parts of Q6 and Q12 are problematic. If in Q6 the respondent rates Edmonds rent
levels as "low," does that mean he thinks rents are low or that he has low satisfaction with rent
levels? In Q12 are you asking the respondents' opinion of sustainability programs, or his opinion
of their effectiveness? The ambiguity of the "setup phrase" makes it unclear. I'm glad you are
surveying the public but I sure hope you didn't pay too much to have this drawn up, as it's of
amateurish design and will yield data that is too easy to argue about, therefore of reduced utility.
Yes make an emphasis on cultural activities that keep the area special and encompass a high
standard of a quality community including the parks and rec offerings. Maintain our public spaces
and places and roads
Sidewalks are needed down 84th.
The downtown area needs some change>Same old' restaurants and business. I have lived here for
over 40 years and I still call it Deadmonds!
I rated Aquatic facilities lower than I would like to, simply because the only public facility is Yost
Pool. Yost Pool is fantastic; LOVE IT; however it's only opens for 3 months a year. The rest of the
year, I'm forced to go to nearby cities (Shoreline, Mountlake Terrace or Lynnwood).
The Highway 99 development recently undertaken by Shoreline should serve as a model for
Edmonds development of our section of that highway. Sidewalks and pedestrian/bike friendly roads
should be a priority going forward. Be careful with our historic buildings. I cringe every time I walk
past the now stripped main building of the Old Milltown complex, sitting half-completed and
completely out of character with that stretch of the downtown core. I grew up here and returned
here to raise my family. Families like mine are drawn to Edmonds because of the historic character
and walkable downtown and the great publicly available natural resources. Be very careful to
preserve these things as you plan future development.
Focus on the future - families. Keep taxes as low as possible so not to tax people out of their homes.
Leave 5 corners alone and focus on bringing the
downtown core back to life.
Would really like to see the downtown area, harbor square developed in a very thoughtful way.
Think Edmonds has a lot of potential and would like to see it modeled after Kirkland downtown
Secure the budget and emergency funds confirming all money spent is needed prior to taking on
other responsibilities. Then focus on maintenance before expanding services
The rating scale makes some of the questions a little vague. For instance, when asking about traffic
congestion are we rating the amount of traffic congestion or how we feel the city manages it?
Downtown needs a vision. Not everyone needs to agree but someone needs to take leadership of
the vision and make a decision.
II thoughtfully filled out this entire survey and when I pressed done message up came web page not
responding.
I think the downtown height limits should be raised to a height that allows developers to show a
profit.
Questions are not clear. For instance, question 11, rating the level of existing development, does
the question mean, "do we think it is a heavily developed area?" or does it mean "what do we think
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of the development in the area?"
Do not raise height limits.
get rid of bogus ticket lights... it is un American
none
I'm in favor of the roundabout at 5 corners - frequently I travel thru that intersection on the way to
work and it could use some help. Roundabout would also serve as a focal point for the
neighborhood. And we could try out a temporary mid-intersection installation (barrels? planters?)
to give it a try. We've never done it before? So what? Give it a try!
In short. Get new business in Edmonds areas in survey, and get your city council in order. Like
serve us, and not your petty needs. Thanks.
The answer choices to some questions were misleading. For example: The question # 12 about
sustainability conditions. Missing was the correct answer: "A complete waste of Council and City
time"
Edmonds needs more than tourist and entertainment businesses. The City needs to do better at
taking care of streets, especially snow removal and flood issues. It is not a walker friendly
community and the roundabout at five corners is a disaster. The only reason I can get anyone on
the city to give for having it is that they got some money from the feds and need to spend it! No
one can tell me how someone (school children, condo residents, the disabled folks at Smithwright
Home) are going to cross that street! I worked in local schools here for 14 years-they are not the
top notch schools that made us move here 30 years ago. How is the city a part of the schools and
vice versa?
Edmonds policies and decisions based on a small number of outspoken older individuals. In order
for the city to grow we MUST attract younger working families. The Safeway/Antique Mall property
is an embarrassment! That site must be developed to attract young adults and families with money
to spend to growth our City. Majority of development is focused on downtown; other areas of the
city are struggling to keep tenants. The Edmonds murals are ugly and embarrassing to our city only one that faces an alley celebrates the history of our town. Again, a small group of people
allowed making bad decisions that affect many.
Stop City Council squabbling; aid business development; upgrade and/or add to parks; try and have
more courteous and less badge heavy police officers
Secure Council buy-in or this will be yet another strategic plan waste of time.
Five Corners was a high crime area 35 years ago, was developed then with new housing, business,
etc. and is still NOW a high crime area because of its proximity to Aurora avenue. No amount of
landscape architecture/development at Five Corners will change that......It is what it is. One would
have to remove Aurora the "highway" and that area west of Aurora to change what goes on at Five
Corners. I've been in the Pacific Northwest for 62 years, and THIS is very obvious.
Build bike lanes in the city. Put in the roundabout at 5 Corners. Fix the stop light system at 220 and
84. Improve all city streets, with increased maintenance for wear and tear.
Add police officers on duty, to help prevent home burglaries in the City.
Share the results in local newspaper. Most senior adults still use the written media for information.
The elementary and middle school systems need to be strongly enhanced!! Test scores and
facilities are not adequate. Many of my neighbors go to private schools. That is unacceptable to
me. Edmonds should have a top notch school system. Having a highly rated school system will
bring in families, which will raise house values and ultimately bring business and jobs.
There needs to be the option "Don't Know" or answers are skewed due to guessing.
The number one things that will ensure that we buy our next house outside of Edmonds are the
schools. For an area with so much money, I find it pitiful that the schools are so poorly run.
Don't need a roundabout at Five Corners. Spend the money on a year round swimming pool.
Permitting process should not be painful. Allow building height to increase but not beyond 3
stories. Parking needs to be a consideration. We need a garage. Would something underground be
feasible? Lastly, please do something with the information you are gathering.
Look at road safety. In particular we NEED a light at the corner of 196th/Puget and 88th. Too many
accidents and deaths there.
Get on with it! For years and years the City Council has talked but done absolutely nothing because
a number of council members don't want any change.
There is always garbage on the streets anywhere other than downtown. Maplewood, my
neighborhood houses half million dollar plus homes, and there is always debris.
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Clearest possible communication, widely distributed, is the key to citizen alignment in the process
Make 5- Corners, Westgate and Perrinville urban villages with viable businesses and multi level
(high rise) condos, apts. What a bad idea for the Walgreens at the bowling alley...should have
housing and shops, underground parking and a park light plaza area where the bowling area
parking lot is. Perhaps an overpass pedestrian bridge to the QFC area....same at 5 corners and
Perrinville, Firdale. We need to increase the building height in urban centers and keep the building
height at the current level in the bowl. Need more mixed housing prices in the urban areas and
make sure that these areas are served by public transportation. We also need a better aquatic
facility in Edmonds.
Do it and don't just store it on a shelf like all the other studies done through the years.
We pride ourselves on being a waterfront community, yet the waterfront is one of the most
underdeveloped and underused part of the city. Would love to see more tourist/family focus put on
that area of the city. Would also like to have some bike/walking trails around the city.
Use strategic planning in a series of town hall formats to develop consensus.
NO to Walgreens!
Yes. Regarding this survey, I am a market research professional; I own and operate COMQuest
Research. I think it is fantastic that you are gathering information from residents using Survey
Monkey. It is cost effective. However, there are many improvements that can be made to this
survey instrument. I know that this one is 'set in stone'. In the future, I would be happy to help
you develop survey questions in order to improve them. Please feel free to contact me at
gocher@comquestresearch.com.
City council getting clue that the city is dying and actually doing something about it rather than
talk about everything else except fiscal health and renewing the decaying DT
Establish what the vision of the City really is and communicate that to the citizens and businesses.
Sidewalks need maintenance and some are dangerous as my wife tripped over a bad section and
nearly broke a bone. DO NOT put the round-about at 5 corners; it is not needed and would be a
waste of money.
Find a way to include comments from all. Don't just listen to the naysayers. Improve traffic at 5
Corners. OK to increase taxes to pay for amenities which help improve our community.
Vision: Get rid of the majority of the Planning Department and the Building Department is not
much better. It's an absolute crime that these people get away with what they do!!!!
prioritize street paving and cut non necessities of which there are many
Stop providing the elderly with a tax break so they can stay in their homes. Maintain the codes of
the city so that people with trash and junk have to clean it up.
Be reasonable about change, and don't impose foolish hardships on the residents that support
Edmonds, please.
Preserve downtown-- no more condos
Open it up for comments and opinions on each topic. Obtain citizen input in addition to statistical
evaluation of data.
Maintaining Yost Pool is of utmost importance
Solutions for 5 corners - traffic
Edmonds needs politicians who have the courage to make difficult decisions without hiding behind
the desire for ever more public involvement. While citizen input is crucial to any public decision
making process, you can have too much of a good thing. We often do. Take the results of this
process and the recommendations of the experts and implement them. It isn't rocket science.
Continue to encourage public participation
Do not change 5 corners traffic flow, it is fine and a waste of money to change, it shows that
Edmonds is a polite area, how many accidents are there anyway, compared to other needs? Just
because we have matching funds does NOT mean we can afford to spend the money. Perrinville, 4
corners are completely underutilized and unattractive and needs help. Also parking at the beaches,
we need a more!
Tear down the antique mall and develop that area to bring in tax revenue
I hear we are getting a traffic circle at 5 corners. I think it would be a BIG mistake.
I live in Emerald Hills and we have a mini round about. People don't really get the yield to whoever
is in the circle before you enter.
We need to keep the charm of a small town with interesting shops and a destination place like
travel -food - art and sport!......
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Be sure that there is plenty of opportunity for citizen forums & hearings to discuss the final results
of this survey.
Move city operations included PD to the hwy 99 corridor and develop vacated area into studio retail
and/or art.
I would like to see Pine Ridge Park improved since it’s a great open area to see bird, walk trails, etc.
It looks a bit neglected.
Think long term...look at what other successful cities have done to rebrand their image as a place to
visit, live, raise a family, work, AND establish a business. Strive to make Edmonds better for ALL
residents...not just the ones in Condos or downtown. We need a convention center. We need a
class hotel. I like the survey and think it adequately covers many of the important issues the city
council must confront and deal with in a professional and equitable manner.
Raise height limits somewhat in downtown area in exchange for set-backs for wider sidewalks.
Stop putting money into neighborhoods. Edmond's charm is Down Town. Not Westgate (I own
there). Not 5 Corners. Not Perrinville. Not Firdale. Develop the water front (antique mall) with some
shops, restaurants, and places for summer outdoor seating. I'm a 25 year old Edmonds Home Owner
and I worry that Edmonds only sees the next few years, not the next few decades.
As a city I believe we are attempting to get our citizens to participate more in how they want the
city to function and what they feel would be used by their family.
Think out of the box. Develop sidewalk cafes, public plazas, get empty store fronts leased,
encourage development, renovations, and new business...
There should be an option for I don't know for some of the survey questions.
Kill the 5 corners circle
The city needs to stop talking and take some action. Turf the Old Woodway fields and Civic field.
Sit back down with owners of Antique Mall property and shake hands and present a compromise to
get that property developed into an open waterfront park with hotel/retail/access to beach. Take
the historic gym out of the ECA control and give it back to the city where it can be used as a
cornerstone for downtown sports tourism. Meet with the Microsoft folks or others on the eastside
and offer them a west side solution for their employees traveling from west of I-5. Stop the political
bickering and meet half way on projects and ideas.
Be prepared to get things done with less money and fewer resources each year. Localize
(decentralize) control of Energy, Fresh Water and Food.
This survey is very poorly designed. I suggest hiring people with more experience in designing
effective surveys.
Use techniques to maximize participation. We need to avoid ONLY the traditional "nay sayers" from
controlling the discussion and outcomes.
Keep Edmonds moving forward by attracting high-tech, medical/pharmaceutical, high-end smallscale manufacturing (e.g. aerospace electronics & machine shops) industries and professional
services (accounting, attorneys, etc.). Keep and enhance the arts, festivals, and culture making it an
awesome place for the residents and for tourists. Attract restaurants and brew pubs, nice ones.
Don't bother with big box retail; it's already overbuilt in Lynnwood. Don't listen to the smallminded Luddites who live in the past and have no vision for the future (e.g. opponents of the 5Corners roundabout).
Please stop allowing business owners to build "non-conforming" businesses. Perrinville was uglyenough and THEN the property owner built a huge cement (still empty) monster and blocked the
other business?!? HWY.99 is hooker central and "our" part is turning into the seedy-look of shoreline
to Settle! I wish there was a "code" that kept business all more uniform, but I am from Orange
County, Ca. so maybe I’m just more "conservative" and "cookie-cutter"? But having said that, I also
am more "aware" of signs of gangs and hookers and Edmonds people seem unaware of that stuff.
Need to keep and enhance small town charm generated from farmers market, local theaters,
performing arts center, public use of Anderson center and library
Edmonds has become stagnate. There is no draw anymore. I live close to Perrinville - one big
empty strip mall - it's sad. I wish there were services close to home, but it's easier and quicker to
go to Lynnwood and get my errands completed.
Worry less about environmental concerns and spend more time worrying about filling up retail
space, doing maintenance repairs and protecting the city. In these economy solar panels, relighting
Main Street, building additional sculptures and parks seems an unnecessary use of public money.
Also, the 5 corners project I see as doing more harm to the local businesses at present than helping.
I would like to see a round-a-bout at five corners.
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No. would like to know the results
The questions in this survey were ill worded and meaningless. They do not address my concerns
but merely ask for an assessment.
Find more ways to include the homeowners and businesses outside the bowl. They make up more
of the population then the bowl does and we feel left out of the decisions that are put on us.
Having a "city meeting" would be great to learn about the historical issues, current state and future
ideas. This could be recorded and/or reported on to help disseminate info for those who can't
attend.
-Please limit road work in the downtown area to the months outside the holiday shopping season.
It looked terrible to have the streets torn up when we should have been welcoming people into the
downtown core to dine and shop. It will drive away retail and restaurants if nothing is done about
this. -Provide adequate policing for speeding on non-arterial roads such as 8th Ave. S... We
regularly see speeds over 40MPH in a 25MPH zone. - Do everything you can to save the Robin Hood
Lanes Bowling Alley. Young families like ours are drawn to the area by such amenities.
Great idea. Glad you are doing this. We need better community input to the direction/emphasis of
the city.
As we get to detailed discussion of what people would like to see it will be important to make sure
the cost element is also included in the work.
Keep Robin Hood Lanes
Stop the roundabout at Five Corners; repair the public sidewalks in Downtown Edmonds
More direct citizen involvement. More direct involvement with "planning" departments. Less
closed door planning. Listen more.
I find the "development" questions misleading. I think that the downtown core which is home to so
many aging or elderly condo owners ought to recruit a drug store what is walkable (Bartells being
only drivable) and should at all costs retain Petosa's. The survey has no option for "not applicable"
or unqualified to comment" which occur frequently, of course. The survey, like most is primarily
offered "on line”, Although Edmonds is a wealthy area it is not ALL wealthy and if you wish to
canvass a true representative sample you will need to consider canvassing households by mail or in
person. Also the only way I knew of this significant survey was from a chance reading in the
Beacon. Although I shop regularly downtown I never saw the least indication of an effort to
distribute the survey. I fear that your results will only cull retired persons like me with time to
seek it out...and my input, while valuable, does not represent the needs of the people who will live
in the Edmonds 30 years from now.
This is a waste of time and public funds. Why is there a $100 drawing? There is no money in the
City to cover the basics. Edmonds will grow and change organically as it has been doing. To date
the "planning and Visioning" processes have resulted in roundabouts no one wants, development
agreements (aka spot zoning) and a general deterioration of what has been a lovely sleepy suburb
of Seattle.
Seaview Park looks run down with many years of neglect. i.e.: Leaves just blown off to the side with
unkempt landscaping that hasn't been trimmed in 5 or more years. Just looks like the City Of
Edmonds has abandoned this park altogether. Don’t Believe me? Check it out for yourself and while
you’re at it check out the curbs, that is what’s left of them. Maybe it's time to do away with City
Unions and hire private sector workers for half the cost like they did in similar small town in NC.
That's My two cents worth for whatever good this does.
Fix the current codes and ordinances.
no
Protect the quality of life (i.e., views, sound access, etc.) but draw in more technology companies
paying higher salaries, requiring a more educated workforce, and more likely to be committed to
and invested in the community.
Get real about building height so the town is NOT filled with limited 2 story boxes.
Put survey in Beacon so people can mail it in. Not everyone has internet access. Also, make sure
surveys can be accessed in Spanish or other predominant first language speakers
My #1Priority: Do not make Edmonds into a Kirkland. Preserve the sky-views & water access/views.
Do the growth/expansion outside of the core "little town feeling" center of Edmonds, which is what
attracted many/most of the folks who are living closest to it (we are only 1.2 miles fm ferry dock).
This survey: Q #11 was poorly worded. It was unclear what you were asking to have rated by "level
of existing development". Did you mean 1) my satisfaction with the current Amount (level) of
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development at this time? Or 2) was I to rate what I thought of the level of the Quality of
development? I rated on my satisfaction with the AMOUNT of development.
Sustainable and green -- neighborhood gathering places --more places for teens to hang out -another Ace Hardware store in downtown Edmonds please --tidal power station -ease the laws for
those MANY Edmonds residents who are artisans and would like to be able to sell their work in
Edmonds. An indoor year long artisans (Saturday) market might be wonderful for bringing people
into Edmonds as well as help artists and others.
Reduce and streamline government. Eliminate regulations for development. Train the staff for
efficiency of permitting, set goals and enforce them.
Improve the Antique Mall and Harbor Square area. We need more places like Aurora Village (but I
don't shop there) I try to shop local.
Drop the round-about plans for 5-Corners. It isn't necessary and will waste good money needed
elsewhere for the City to operate. The existing 5-way stops are working just fine; the proposal
doesn't even provide for such stop signs - ridiculous!
We have some of the best waterfront property of any municipality, arguably, on the West Coast. It
is an absolute FAILURE that the city of Edmonds has not utilized this property from the Northern
Intersection of Sunset/Casper’s all the way to the Dog Park South of the Marina. How there is not a
10-12ft Boardwalk spanning and connecting this entire area for bikers, joggers, walkers, sightseers,
nature lovers, etc. is beyond me, how economic development has barely ventured away from the
fountain, how this real estate is completely under-developed and virtually inconsequential in our
city is an absolute travesty, disappointment, let down, and a total waste of an opportunity to put
Edmonds on the map and attract those businesses and visitors that will not only net the city much
needed tax revenue, but attract the “next generation” residents that will carry Edmonds for the
next 30 years.
Please beautify 5 Corners and add a roundabout.
220th could have more senior adult care housing. Downtown should somehow encourage the major
landlord to help small business owners buy property and add dynamism.....
Forget the round-about at Five Corners and get the intersection at 80th & 220th marked for safety this is a SCHOOL ZONE CROSSING. Cars speed through this intersection and stop for NOBODY.
no
I think surveying the population is always good. Thank you. The Edmonds website is not very
informative. The City of Shoreline has an excellent website by comparison. Channel 21, although I
don't refer to it often, looks very outdated. A monthly or bi monthly city magazine would be
helpful, even if just available electronically. I wouldn't want the City of Edmonds spend the money
to circulate a newsletter via US post. Thanks for asking!
Get your finances in order first. Stop spending. Start cutting salaries and benefits. Contract out
services like parks cleanup. Lower our property taxes in line with our evaluations.
Attract a different kind of nightlife to Edmonds downtown. The Loft is great, and more like that
would be nice, maybe some live music that isn't a concert format, but more of a bar venue. This
doesn't have to be a big change, just one or two venues, maybe even replacing some existing
businesses. Definitely attracting high tech companies and continuing to build medical industry
would be great strategic moves. Being a retirement and tourist center is great too, but we need to
maintain a balance. I see Edmonds as a fantastic place for families with kids. I have raised my son
here in Edmonds for his whole life, and am committed to keeping him here through HS because
overall we're a great community, but as a single, educated parent, if I could have afforded to buy a
home in Seattle, I have to be honest, I would have moved there for the social/night life/more hip
environment. Edmonds is awesome for certain groups, and a very solid community. While we
should maintain that, we should also be open to being a little upscale, modern, and hipper and
reach more of the needs of the 18 - 50 demographic. Robinhood lanes are great, but what about
something like "The Garage" in Seattle? Or what about a McMinnamins type movie theater? Or 88
keys piano bar? Or Improv? Young (and not so young) parents need to go out too, and it would be
nice to be able to stay in the neighborhood to do this. :-) (Kirkland is successful at this)
It is time to look beyond height limits as the only criteria used in development. Edmonds may have
a quaint down tone area but it is a city of 40,000 people and needs to be governed as such. We can
keep the quaint downtown without destroying the rest of the city with squat, slab-sided, property
line to property line buildings that reflect a box store more than a desirable city.
More publicity on this survey... tries to get as many residents as you can to take the survey.
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Business Owner Survey
What is the nature of your business (select one)?
Response
Percent
9.7%
13.4%
0.0%
2.8%
4.6%
14.8%
15.3%
29.2%

Answer Options
Construction
Manufacturing
Aviation oriented
Transportatio/utilities
Wholesale trade
Commercial/retail trade
Finance/real estate/business services
Services
Services food motel
Recreation/tourism
Government/education/nonprofit
Hospital/health care

5.1%
0.5%
4.2%
0.5%

answered question
skipped question
Government/educ
ation/nonprofit,
4.2% Recreation/touris
m, 0.5%
Services - food
motel, 5.1%

Hospital/health
care, 0.5%

216
3

Construction,
9.7%

Manufacturing,
13.4%
Aviation
oriented, 0.0%

Services, 29.2%

Transportatio/uti
lities, 2.8%
Wholesale
trade, 4.6%

Finance/real
estate/business
services, 15.3%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Business Owner Survey
How many years have you owned or operated your business?
Answer Options

1-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

21-25

25-50

Years?

22%

14%

18%

11%

8%

24%

50+
3%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
214
5

How many years have you owned or operated your business?

Years?

3%

0%

24%

10%

20%
50+
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8%

11%

30%

40%

25-50

21-25

14%

18%

50%
16-20

60%
11-15

22%

70%
6-10

80%

90%

100%

1-5
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Business Owner Survey
How many years have you been located in Edmonds?
Answer Options

1-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

21-25

25-50

Years?

27%

14%

21%

8%

7%

21%

50+
2%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
203
16

How many years have you been located in Edmonds?

Years?

2%

0%

21%

10%

7%

20%
50+
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8%

30%
25-50

14%

21%

40%
21-25

50%
16-20

60%
11-15

27%

70%
6-10

80%

90%

100%

1-5
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Business Owner Survey
How many years have you operated a business at this location in Edmonds?
Answer Options

1-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

21-25

25-50

Years?

38%

14%

22%

9%

4%

11%

50+
0%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
201
18

How many years have you operated a business at this location in Edmonds?

Years? 0%

0%

11%

4%

10%

9%

20%
50+
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14%

22%

30%
25-50

40%
21-25

50%
16-20

38%

60%
11-15

70%
6-10

80%

90%

100%

1-5
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Business Owner Survey
Do you own or rent your property?
Answer Options

Own

Tenure?

50%

Rent
50%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
206
13

Do you own or rent your property?

Tenure?

50%

0%

20%

50%

40%
Rent
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60%

80%

100%

Own
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Business Owner Survey
Do you or the owner plan on making improvements to the property?
Answer Options

Yes

Improvements?

24%

Response
Count
100%
187
32

No
76%

answered question
skipped question

Do you or the owner plan on making improvements to the
property?

Improvem
ents?

76%

0%

20%

40%
No
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24%

60%

80%

100%

Yes
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Business Owner Survey
Do you have adequate parking for your customers?
Answer Options

Yes

Adequate parking?

83%

No
17%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
192
27

Do you have adequate parking for your customers?

Adequate
parking?

17%

0%

83%

20%

40%
No
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60%

80%

100%

Yes
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Business Owner Survey
How many employees work in your Edmonds business full-time (year round)?
Answer Options

1-5

6-15

16-25

26-50

51-100

Number employees?

82%

11%

3%

2%

1%

100+
1%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
188
31

How many employees work in your Edmonds business full-time (year round)?

Number
1%
1%2% 3%
employees?

0%
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82%

11%

10%

20%
100+

30%
51-100

40%
26-50

50%
16-25

60%
6-15

70%
1-5

80%

90%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Business Owner Survey
How many work part-time (year round) in your Edmonds business?
Answer Options
Part-time employees?

0

1-5

6-15

16-25

26-50

46%

47%

6%

1%

0%

50+
1%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
191
28

How many work part-time (year round) in your Edmonds business?

Part-time
1%
0%
1% 6%
employees?

0%

10%

20%
50+

30%
26-50

87
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46%

47%

40%
16-25

90

50%

6-15

11

60%

1-5

2

70%

80%

0

0

90%

1

100%

191
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Business Owner Survey
How many work seasonal workers in your Edmonds business?
Answer Options
Seasonal employees?

0

1-5

6-15

16-25

26-50

88%

11%

2%

0%

0%

50+
0%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
177
42

How many work seasonal workers in your Edmonds business?

Seasonal
0%
2%
employees?

0%
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88%

11%

10%

20%
50+

30%
26-50

40%
16-25

50%

6-15

60%

1-5

70%

0

80%

90%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Business Owner Survey
Are you able to recruit qualified workers?
Answer Options

Yes

Recruit qualified workers?

82%

No
18%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
164
55

Are you able to recruit qualified workers?

Recruit
qualified
workers?

18%

0%
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82%

20%

No

40%

60%
Yes

80%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Business Owner Survey
What are your workforce characteristics - do your workers:
Answer Options
Have good reading and writing skills?
Have good computer capability?
Have good technical training and skills?
Have good office administration skills?
Have good management skills?
Have access to adequate transportation?
Live in the Edmonds area?

Everyone

Some

A few

None

89%
70%
72%
56%
51%
80%
31%

9%
25%
19%
32%
32%
15%
44%

1%
3%
7%
8%
14%
4%
11%

1%
2%
2%
3%
2%
2%
13%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
210
9

What are your workforce characteristics - do your workers:

Live in the
Edmonds area?
Have access to
adequate…

3%

Have good
computer…

2%3%

0%

72%

19%

70%

25%
89%

9%

20%
None
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56%

32%

8%

2% 7%

51%

32%

14%

Have good
technical…

Have good reading
1%
and writing skills? 1%

80%

15%

2% 4%

Have good
management…2%
Have good office
administration…

31%

44%

11%

13%

40%
A few

60%
Some

80%

100%

Everyone
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Business Owner Survey
What are your market conditions?
Answer Options

Improve(d)

Decline(d)

Stay(ed) same

38%
65%

36%
6%

26%
29%

In the last 5 years, has your business:
In the next 5 years, do you expect your business will:

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
215
4

What are your market conditions?
In the next
5 years, do
you expect
your
business
will:

29%

In the last 5
years, has
your
business:

26%

0%
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6%

65%

36%

20%
40%
Stay(ed) same
Decline(d)

38%

60%
Improve(d)

80%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Business Owner Survey
What about your business products or services?
Answer Options

Yes

No

Did you add or expand your product line or services in
Do you plan on expanding your product line or services

45%
48%

55%
52%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
211
8

What about your business products or services?
Do you plan
on
expanding
your…

52%

Did you add
or expand
your
product…

55%

0%
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48%

20%

45%

No

40%

60%
Yes

80%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Business Owner Survey
What about your internet business markets?
Answer Options

0%

5%

15%

25%

50%

75%

100%

What percent of your business is presently done on the
What percent do you think you will do on the internet in

55%
38%

19%
20%

8%
16%

6%
10%

5%
5%

5%
8%

2%
3%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
216
3

What about your internet business markets?
What percent do you
think you will do on
the internet in the
next 5 years?

3%

What percent of
your business is
2% 5%
presently done on
the internet?

0%
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8%

5%

5%

10%

6%

10%

38%

19%

8%

20%
100%

20%

16%

30%
75%

40%
50%

55%

50%
25%

15%

60%

5%

70%
0%

80%

90%

100%
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What is your business trade area - what percent of your business is from residents or businesses of:
Answer Options

0%

5%

15%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Edmonds?
Snohomish County other than Edmonds?
King County?
Other in Washington State?
Other in US?
Foreign?

12%
8%
8%
27%
48%
75%

13%
10%
19%
38%
28%
16%

6%
24%
21%
11%
8%
2%

21%
31%
30%
14%
6%
1%

22%
17%
14%
7%
3%
4%

22%
8%
6%
3%
5%
1%

3%
2%
2%
0%
2%
1%

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
206
13

answered question
skipped question

What is your business trade area - what percent of your business is from residents or businesses of:

Other in US? 2% 5%
Other in Washington
0%3%
State?
King County? 2%
Snohomish County
other than
2%
Edmonds?
Edmonds?

3%

6%

7%

6%
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30%

31%

22%

20%

30%

100%

75%

40%
50%

10%

24%

22%

21%

50%
25%

6%

60%
15%

70%
5%

8%

19%

21%

17%

10%

27%

38%

11%

14%

8%

48%

28%

8%

14%

3%

0%

75%

16%

Foreign? 1%
1% 4% 1%2%

12%

13%

80%

8%

90%

100%

0%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Business Owner Survey
What is your emerging or future customer profile?
Answer Options

Regional

Business customer more likely to be?

55%

Local
45%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
163
56

What is your emerging or future customer profile?
Business
customer
more
likely to
be?

45%

0%
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20%

55%

Local

40%

60%
Regional

80%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Business Owner Survey
What is your emerging or future customer profile?
Answer Options

Startup

Business customer more likely to be?

Established

22%

78%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
113
106

What is your emerging or future customer profile?

Business
customer
more
likely to
be?

78%

0%
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20%

40%
Established

22%

60%
Startup

80%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Business Owner Survey
What is your emerging or future customer profile?
Answer Options

Small

Business customer more likely to be?

85%

Large
15%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
121
98

What is your emerging or future customer profile?

Business
customer
more
likely to
be?

15%

0%
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85%

20%

40%
Large

60%
Small

80%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Business Owner Survey
What is your emerging or future customer profile?
Answer Options

Traditional
oriented
81%

Internet

Business customer more likely to be?

19%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
123
96

What is your emerging or future customer profile?

Business
customer
more
likely to
be?

81%

0%
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20%

40%
Traditional oriented

19%

60%
Internet

80%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Business Owner Survey
Existing conditions - how would you rate the following city image or brand to outsiders on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is the lowest quality and 5 the highest?
Answer Options
Climate for business development in general?
Ability to get projects approved?
City regulatory environment and procedures?

1-very low

2-low

3-moderate

4-high

5-very high

12%
18%
22%

21%
26%
24%

39%
40%
34%

20%
11%
13%

8%
4%
8%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
186
33

Existing conditions - how would you rate the following city image or brand to outsiders
on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is the lowest quality and 5 the highest?
City regulatory
environment
and procedures?
Ability to get
projects
approved?

8%

4%

Climate for
business
development in
general?

13%

11%

8%

0%
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34%

40%

20%

10%

24%

22%

26%

39%

20%
30%
40%
50%
5-very high
4-high
3-moderate

18%

21%

60%
2-low

70%
1-very low

80%

12%

90%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Business Owner Survey
Existing conditions - how would you rate the following City Council management policies?
Answer Options

1-very low

2-low

3-moderate

4-high

5-very high

15%
16%
14%
16%
16%

27%
30%
27%
25%
18%

35%
37%
39%
40%
42%

19%
15%
17%
15%
21%

3%
2%
3%
4%
3%

Developing a vision for the city?
Developing plans?
Completing or following through with plans?
Managing public finances?
Communicating with the public?

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
183
36

Existing conditions - how would you rate the following City Council management policies?

Communicating
with the public?
Managing public
finances?

4%

15%

Completing or
following
through with…

3%

17%

Developing
2%
plans?
Developing a
vision for the
city?

3%

0%

10%

5-very high
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4-high

40%

15%

27%

35%

30%

16%

30%

37%

20%

14%

27%

39%

19%

16%

25%

40%

15%

16%

18%

42%

21%

3%

50%

3-moderate

60%
2-low

70%

80%

90%

100%

1-very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Business Owner Survey
Existing conditions - how would you rate the level of existing development in Edmonds?
Answer Options

1-very low

2-low

3-moderate

4-high

5-very high

10%
13%
9%
32%
14%
17%
15%
22%
13%
15%
21%

21%
19%
26%
31%
17%
27%
19%
33%
25%
25%
32%

49%
40%
47%
30%
44%
42%
48%
39%
48%
43%
36%

17%
22%
16%
6%
20%
10%
14%
4%
12%
15%
10%

3%
7%
2%
1%
4%
4%
4%
1%
1%
2%
1%

Overall city development?
Puget Sound waterfront development?
Harbor Square development?
Safeway/Antique Mall development?
Downtown development?
Five Corners development?
Westgate development?
Firdale development?
SR-104 corridor development?
Highway 99 corridor development?
Perrinville development?

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
179
40

answered question
skipped question

Existing conditions - how would you rate the level of existing development in Edmonds?

Westgate… 4%
Five Corners… 4%

Harbor Square…2%
Puget Sound…

0%

10%

20%
5-very high
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19%

40%

30%
4-high

40%

13%
10%

21%

49%

17%

9%

26%

47%
22%

7%

Overall city…3%

32%

31%

30%
16%

14%

17%

44%

20%

Safeway/Antique…
1% 6%

17%

27%

42%

10%

15%

19%

48%

14%

Downtown… 4%

22%

33%

39%

Firdale…
1% 4%

13%

25%

48%

12%

SR-104 corridor …
1%

15%

25%

43%

15%

Highway 99…2%

21%

32%

36%

10%

Perrinville…
1%

50%

3-moderate

60%
2-low

70%

80%

90%

100%

1-very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Business Owner Survey
Planning priorities - how would you rate the following actions for business development?
Answer Options

1-very low

2-low

3-moderate

4-high

5-very high

4%
6%
3%
13%
2%
3%
3%
3%

4%
7%
3%
26%
9%
4%
4%
2%

21%
32%
23%
38%
34%
31%
23%
19%

36%
33%
39%
17%
29%
37%
35%
42%

36%
22%
33%
6%
26%
25%
35%
34%

Establish business retention programs?
Recruit, retain, expand high tech businesses?
Recruit, retain, expand retail businesses?
Recruit, retain, expand auto sales and services?
Recruit, retain, expand hospital and medical services?
Recruit, retain, expand professional services?
Recruit tourist and art services?
Recruit, retain, expand restaurants and entertainment?

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
196
23

answered question
skipped question

Planning priorities - how would you rate the following actions for business development?

Recruit, retain,
expand restaurants…

34%

Recruit tourist and
art services?

35%

Recruit, retain,
expand…

Recruit, retain,
expand retail…
Recruit, retain,
expand high tech…
Establish business
retention programs?

0%

20%
5-very high
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32%
36%

30%
4-high

40%

50%

3-moderate

3% 3%
7%

21%

60%
2-low

70%

2%

13%
23%

33%
36%

10%

9%

26%
39%

22%

4% 3%

34%

38%

33%

4% 3%

31%

29%

17%

2% 3%

23%

37%

26%
6%

19%

35%

25%

Recruit, retain,
expand hospital…
Recruit, retain,
expand auto sales…

42%

80%

6%
4% 4%

90%

100%

1-very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Business Owner Survey
Planning priorities - how would you rate the following actions for marketing and promotional programs?
Answer Options

1-very low

2-low

3-moderate

4-high

5-very high

3%
4%
3%
4%
4%
6%
7%
5%

8%
14%
12%
11%
9%
10%
10%
13%

29%
43%
37%
35%
33%
30%
31%
32%

31%
26%
29%
33%
33%
30%
26%
25%

29%
13%
19%
16%
21%
24%
26%
24%

Develop and identify an Edmonds brand and image?
Expand city and chamber business web pages?
Expand city and chamber tourist web pages?
Develop promotional materials and advertising?
Target and recruit selected businesses?
Inventory and identify available properties?
Package and promote property redevelopments?
Install directional and wayfinding tourist signage?

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
187
32

Planning priorities - how would you rate the following actions for marketing and
promotional programs?
Install directional
and wayfinding…
Package and
promote…
Inventory and
identify…
Target and recruit
selected…
Develop
promotional…
Expand city and
chamber tourist…
Expand city and
chamber…
Develop and
identify an…

0%

10%

20%
5-very high
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30%
4-high

40%

8%

29%

31%

29%

50%

3-moderate

60%
2-low

70%

80%

4%
4%
3%
4%

14%

43%

26%

13%

12%

37%

29%

19%

11%

35%

33%

16%

9%

33%

33%

21%

6%

10%

30%

30%

24%

7%

10%

31%

26%

26%

5%

13%

32%

25%

24%

90%

3%

100%

1-very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Business Owner Survey
Planning priorities - how would you rate the following city, port, and chamber economic development efforts?
Answer Options
Past 1-2 years?
Previous 3-5 years?
Previous 6-10 years?

1-very low

2-low

3-moderate

4-high

5-very high

8%
7%
15%

20%
25%
19%

49%
48%
51%

18%
16%
12%

4%
4%
3%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
160
59

Planning priorities - how would you rate the following city, port, and chamber economic
development efforts?
Previous 6-10
years?

3%

Previous 3-5
years?

4%

Past 1-2 years?

4%

0%
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12%

51%

16%

18%

10%

19%

48%

25%

49%

20%
30%
40%
50%
5-very high
4-high
3-moderate

15%

7%

20%

60%
2-low

70%
1-very low

80%

8%

90%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Business Owner Survey
What is your interest or possible involvement?
Answer Options

Yes

Are your currently or are you willing to become involved

34%

No
66%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
186
33

What is your interest or possible involvement?
Are your
currently
or are
you
willing to
become
involved
in
Edmonds
strategi…

66%

0%
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20%

No

34%

40%

60%
Yes

80%

100%
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Survey Business Owner - comments
Survey #
0001
0002
0004

Quest. #
52
42 - 57
78

0006

25
36 - 37
39 - 76
78
16 - 22
78

0007
0009

0013

78

0015

5
After 77
78

0021

12
16
35
39

0022

12 - 22
31
78

0023

5
78

0025

49
71
73?
78

0026

5
15
36
38
49
51
52 - 57
58
64
66
74

-
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15
22
38
57

Comments
Leave it along
N/A
Need to increase height restrictions to attract more development in
downtown area. Would be great to become as vibrant as Kirkland
waterfront area.
N/A
N/A
Don't know
Delete anti-business codes & requirements
N/A
You make it very hard for professionals to use their own homes - a
Massage Therapist, or Councilor shouldn't need to worry about parking
issues when they only have 1 client at a time.
City council needs to have priorities in order - plastic bag bans &
TAKING A POSITION ON GAY MARRIAGE? Waste of time....(to name two)
Pat McDevitt c-425-772-0848
Motel
I've been there! Done that!
Too many focusing downtown but not many issues are solving.
Highway 99 area of Edmonds is not developing much.
solo
Just me
Individuals
City council is, for the most part, afraid to do much without the
direction of non-elected attorneys
N/A
Sometimes
Yes! The added coal trains going through Edmonds is of grave concern
to me. Health - Environmental - Noise Pollution Coal dust. Beverly
Rogers
Art classes
Don't overlook the importance of the great branding that we as a city
have as an "Arts Town." The arts consistently bring us quality tourists,
customers who frequent all the businesses. Continue to build what we
have! Add more parking & more quality retail.
Great brochure!
Done! Thanks!
Contact Bill Lambert of Edmonds Historical Society
1) We need good signage on SR104 & entry to Edmonds promoting the
Edmonds Historical Museum. We also need it on SR524.
2) 4th Avenue is treacherous for those walking at night to & from the
ECA. Please repair the sidewalk & add more lighting! -- At least on the
eastside. Even a little fluorescent paint on sidewalk would help.
3) I very much appreciate everything that the chamber and DEMA are
doing to promote downtown business!
4) Beautiful presentation of Harbor Square plans.
Mental health
N/A
N/A
Individuals
Concerned. Do not want tall buildings. But urban center is good
?? old mill town
No continuity
parking
☺
Edmonds kind of day
Port is beautiful!!
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77
78

0028

78

0029
0031

10
37
38
78

0034

78

0035

15 - 22
53
78

0037

78

0039

5
24
50
72
78

0040
0041
0042
0043

77
78
5
29 - 34
78
78

0045
0046

5
78
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Maybe
Wetlands & wildlife protection. Keep the birds & bald eagles here. The
need trees. We are such lucky American's to have bald eagles right in
our home town. We need to preserve our environmental charm &
uniqueness as much as "develop" a charm or slogan.
Overall I have been quite pleased with Edmonds as a city but I feel very
negative about the closing and sale of the bowling alley "Robin Hood
Lanes." I love Edmonds local and small business mentality but this goes
against that 100%. We DO NOT need another drug store, we need more
social places for family and kids to get off the couch or computers and
go out for entertainment. Regardless if it is the city or counties fault.
So much more could be done on the cities side. Matt Artim, Another
Castle Video Games, 23303 Highway. 99,Ste. C
Unknown
?Nedivn (I can't read writing)
?
My comments - having callghess (?) for 17 years. We moved after 15
years because of the greed of the banks - we did need more space.
But if we don't get the banks to work harder to lease for reasonable Edmonds will be empty forever. So much empty space & the port wants
to expand - Edmonds needs to lease the empty spots they already have.
People have to be able to make a living not pay 1/2 of what they make
to rent.
Please stop poisoning our water with industrial waste byproduct:
sodium fluoride. It's not preventing cavities - research it.
Edmonds will be sued when a pedestrian is killed at your messed-up
traffic signal on Hwy. 99 and 238th Street SW. East bound 238th lines
up 8 cars deep out of Safeway, attempting to turn North onto 99 have to
yield to West bound 238th AND the crosswalk lets people cross a six
lane highway while cars are turning into them.
N/A
No Walgreens
As most will tell you Walgreens is a move downward just as goodwill
was. You want Edmonds to be a high quality community not just a dime
store/trashy area which is what you have started. Take a look at who is
shopping the goodwill..... I believe that there are many mistakes like
how many hair salons & nail places do we need. It's a joke. I talk to my
customers and 90% of them were absolutely disgusted with the
goodwill. Now Walgreens, we need the bowling alley. It's an Edmonds
landmark. We have as many RX's as we need for our population. Tell
the "no tax."
Service & retail businesses often are not well located for customers, and
wholesale, warehouse space is also inaccessible.
Law office
Nearing retirement, working less
No high rise please!
Not by waterfront however
I am not happy with my office at 410 Dayton being included in the
zoning or special business development fees which apply to Main Street
& 5th Avenue. I am about the only site not on those streets included!
?
Parking improve it
Taxes
Only 95% since you don't have a 10% answer
3 different entities - Chris Fleck
City gout bit incestuous meaning we need outsiders and insiders to
really create & grow.
Engineering Consultant
The chamber is very active and inclusive.
The development related services at the city treat development as the
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0050

78

0055
0056
0060

78
5
78

0061

0064

40
45
48
53
58
16
5
15
16
78

0067

78

0070

78

0071
0072
0073

11
10
11
78
78

0074

78

0075

7
8
11
15
40
74 - 76
78

0062
0063

-

41
46
50
55
76
22

- 22
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enemy.
The council is dysfunctional and does zero for economic development.
Wake up!
Edmonds could be a tourist destination - it is beautiful - need hotel
rooms - we're a one motel town
I have heard from several existing businesses & start-ups how difficult
it is to get approvals on construction (just small remodels!) and they are
telling their friends not to open kitchens/restaurants/offices in
Edmonds.
None
Healthcare
Concerned with street development next fall. Will inquire A.S.A.P. about
this. Thank you
?
?
?
?
?
N/A
Fitness Health Services
N/A
N/A
We need a community recreational facility. The Francis Anderson
Center is wonderful, as far as it goes; great classes & community art
events. But with no public rec. facility year-round, we lose our
residents' dollars and outside dollars to Lynnwood & Mountlake Terrace.
We support developing Yost Park & Pool into a year pool and major rec.
facility!
The city has no incentive for new businesses or growth of existing
businesses. The fiscal house is a shambles & pursuing tax wasting
projects tells residents & businesses that their $ will be wasted while
rates continue to increase. We business owners are working our butts
off while city workers get full benefits, raises & job security. Rather
than vilify businesses, developers & production, encourage them!
Staff is rude - very hard to get help - unpleasant to work with.
Reputation of being very restrictive & hostile to business.
Not at this location
Already done
We are wholesale
Let's make Edmonds a fiscally responsible city ☺
Actually follow through with the strategic plan and make it happen.
Have all city, port, chamber and other interested parties work more
closely together to back common goals.
How is the business license helping business?
Does it provide "net" revenue to the city or does it cover program
administration costs?
Are you "signed on" to climate control?
If so, in what direction have you tried to make the "climate" go?
What have been the costs of those programs, if any?
Less than 1
Less than 1
Not allowed
Not allowed
No experience other than license
No idea
Process for getting valid business license difficult, whether in-person
info or via US Post, or e-mail. Home-based occupation license
particularly restrictive. Realtors & property managers need to be better
informed of restrictions on zoning. I would not have signed a lease if I
had known in advance that complete redesign of my tax practice would
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0078
0081

78
23 - 24
78

0082
0083

78
29 - 34
78

0084

10
35 - 38
78

0085

0087

11
12
15
16
25
35
5
16
78

0093

78

0097

48 & 50

0086

- 22
& 26
- 38
- 22

78

0098

78

0099

78

0101

78

0102

5
12
16 - 22
25
78

0104

74 - 76
78
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be required. Absurd.
None
N/A
The Taste of Eden does more to hurt business than help - get rid of the
deer garden. Get more garbage cans for main street.
Five corners development has great potential.
It does not add up to 100% the 5% is actually less.
Edmonds downtown has a lot of empty offices. To attract accounting
firms, law firms, small clinics & other business that need office space,
downtown needs to have an office supply store where people can get
paper, recycled ink etc. I think the planning has overlooked this issue.
Did already
N/A
I own 5 properties in downtown area, our company brings in 30 - 40 out
of state clients weekly - we spend large amounts with Edmonds
merchants - I've experienced a very difficult city to deal with.
N/A
Zero
n/a
n/a
n/a
?
Instruction
Yes
The city cannot be everything to everybody. With that in mind the city
can endeavor to keep a financial surplus while balancing income and
expenses. Finally, the current tax rate is sufficient to enable the city to
supply the needs of Edmonds residents. Any balancing that needs to be
done should be done on the expense side. Regards, Fran Lucas 206-5502318
City needs to be much more pro-active to develop and upgrade
downtown business area.
Development at the waterfront & Safeway sites could even mean fewer
buildings! Let's make it attractive!!
Visitors come to Edmonds because of its small town charm, on the
waterfront. As you plan for economic growth do everything possible to
maintain and enhance the existing charm of the city. Let's follow
Leavenworth, not Kirkland!
What's the hold up with the butcher store?
Is the holdup permits from city?
Edmonds should be a destination for tech research etc. Currently we
have some, but should zone for more w/some kind of incentives.
Hwy. 99 corridor so often neglected and treated as step-child, home
based business is restrained & discouraged, mother-in-law units not
allowed, no positive vision for Hwy. 99 corridor.
I won & maintain myself rental property in Edmonds.
-0n/a
All rental ads on internet
1) Edmonds is a lovely place to live, therefore don't lose that!
2) I own a single piece of rental property (a four-plex) so many
questions do not apply.
3) Overall, I think Edmonds is very well run. No complaints here!
Greg Huber 206-730-3377
Separate city, Port 8, chamber - they are different entities
The City of Edmonds, i.e. the City Council needs to take serious steps to
make this city more economically viable. This includes changes in the
attitude to height limits so we can develop beautiful buildings that are
architecturally attractive and financially sound. There also needs to be
plans in place to encourage new business to come to town. We have a
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0105
0107

77
78

0108

78

0109
0110

36 - 38
12
78

0111

36
78

0112

35 - 38
78
Before 35
66
77
78

0114

0116
0117

0120
0121

0123
0125
0126
0127
0129

10
78
15
35 - 38
40
78
10 - 11
12, 13 & 15
16 - 22
35 - 38
40
11
52
78
10
77
78
12
38
78

0130

78

0131

Before 39
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natural Town Canter and a beautiful setting by the sea, and it is
imperative that we keep this updated to attract visitors and citizens.
No available time to volunteer at this time.
1) Do not believe a round-about is needed for 5 corners.
2) City needs to be responsible for getting back to people in a
reasonable amount of time. Communication from city is horrible.
3) Partitions need to be removed in building department. It feels like a
customer is being ignored and the building department employees are
hiding.
The main issue I have is parking for my clients. All the lots are
privately owned and street parking is impossible. Especially when
Saturday market is here. Thanks!
n/a
No employees
Important to maintain small town downtown. Let's not have any more?
Like the Old Milltown "Improvement" - Look at how many small shops
were obliterated in that maneuver. We don't need Glitz & Bling.
Either
Re-develop Antique Mall; allow a 5-10 story building. Hotel's bring
people into city for retail, restaurants etc. Expand week-end market.
Edmonds does do a beautiful job with flowers.
All
The status Quo isn't "Free." Doing nothing is expensive.
I have no idea what this word means! emerging or
!!!
Am already w/bid
Nicer police! Routine traffic stops and rude cops have caused one
person to quit and customers not to make the drive into Edmonds
Ongoing
Roundabout not needed at Five Corners
n/a
n/a
n/a
You don't allow development downtown - then you bitch about not
having a tax base so you can't build the projects you'd like to.
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
Does not need development
Please don't waste tax payers money on a 5 Corners round about plan. I
drive that way many times a day. The 5 way stop is NOT a problem.
I already did
Possibly but right now have 2 small children
Need responsive police/safety
Only a few work/live in Edmonds
50/50
The strategic planning process needs to include the entire council and
all department heads. Dept. heads do their own planning with their
staff. I would like to serve on both the Economic Development
Commission and the Strategic Planning Committee. Dave Page 425-3191234
We need another hotel where businesses can plan conferences with
large enough space for 50 to 100 people, with at least 2 of these
conferences going on at a time. Like Embassy Suites Hotel in
Lynnwood. A small restaurant and hotel rooms. Preserve hotel
conference room is too small in Edmonds - seats twenty
Ambiguous! Does "rate" mean:
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78
0132
0133
0135
0135

0136

0137

0139

0143
0144

74 - 76
5
35 - 38
5
12
15
16 - 22
52
78

5
11
15
35 - 38
10
61
78

77
Before 47
58
60
78

0146

63 - 65
78

0147

5
11
78

0148

11
21
27
60
78
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1) how is current condition or
2) Is it important for the future? (very different meanings)
There should be way more focus on energy conservation as a means of
economic development.
Not sure
Legal
n/a
4 - plex
None
n/a
No workers
No round about
I find it sad that the Milltown project has been a disaster. I had a friend
who does not live in Edmonds say to me recently, "you know, I had
some friends visiting over the holidays and I thought I would take them
downtown to Edmonds for shopping. We were disappointed so many
shops are no longer there."
Creative Services
n/a
n/a
All
New building
?
Building in Edmonds is very expensive. Drags forever attitude is
"Couldn't care less." Puts a very heavy burden on businesses who try to
build in Edmonds. Awful experiences & expensive just to build in
Edmonds. Would advise to build somewhere else!
No money and no time
Not sure if you think that (development) means using what we have or
tearing down & starting over.
Not sure the city should be doing this?
Don't know if city should do this or if landlords, fellow businesses
should make this a priority.
I am one of those anti-development types. I believe the charming
character of Edmonds is integral to our cities success. Sprucing up,
painting buildings something other than beige, getting rid of ugly
awnings go a long way in enhancing our downtown. Big buildings and
more condos may end up degrading the things that make Edmonds
attractive to businesses & residences.
Not the city's job
I am a "smaller" government person. It would be great if city could stay
out of the way and not be a "business prevention" bureau.
Constructing
n/a
Relocated my consulting business to Edmonds from the city of Seattle
to escape erroneous business climate? I have no trouble here but I
understand from associates that this is a difficult environment for
establishing and operating a business.
n/a
Home business
& e-mail
small
Thank you for asking for input. Since we run a home-based business,
and we do our work entirely via e-mail, the business element is perfect
for us.
However, as residents of Edmonds we are frustrated by the effort spent
on redevelopment plans but go nowhere. Several years ago there was a
contest for ideas to redevelop the waterfront. Some high school
students won with a very interesting plan. For some reason, that was
rejected and it's "back to the drawing board." The residents of Edmonds
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0149
0150
0151

0153

27
28
16
11
25
35
40
75
10
35
78

- 22
- 26
- 38
- 76
- 37

0157

10
12
38
78

0158

65
78

0160
0162
0163

24
10
5

0164

12 - 15
16 - 22
35 - 38
78

0165

78

0166

10
12 - 22
23
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have clearly said time and again that they do NOT want tall buildings in
the waterfront/downtown area robbing Edmonds of what makes it
unique and draws tourists to the town. The model of "condos
above/businesses below” is not working. The Gregory is a perfect
example. Downtown and our waterfront are what make Edmonds
unique. Efforts like the mural project are great; they enhance Edmonds
unique flavor. The new Edmonds Yacht Club building is attractive and
fits perfectly into our atmosphere of our waterfront what else could add
to that? A year-round farmers/craft market? Certainly Edmonds needs
large businesses to generate income and provide employment, but they
should not be located in the downtown waterfront area at the expense
of the tourist industry and small businesses/retailers.
95%
95%
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
Not known
Just finished
n/a
We just built a new restaurant on Hwy. 99 Corridor. City of Edmonds
people were very helpful - from helping us find a good parcel to getting
the permits needed.
Wish they would!
Volunteers
1/2
- need to connect waterfront better with downtown retail and user
friendly kiosk signage.
- Better waterfront retail development.
* Recycle trash cans - compact ones like Kirkland.
!!! Especially in the "bowl" downtown
I am focused on downtown Edmonds. I think we lack advertisement to
visit our beautiful downtown to eat, play & stay. We have lots of empty
Main street businesses and very few restaurants or activities that would
attract visitors or even residents to spend their time and $ locally. I
think an arcade would attract a younger group and bring locals out at
night. Similar to the block long arcade at Seaside, Oregon. Also,
another upscale Pub would be ideal. The old waterfront building could
be torn down and rental condos or a nice hotel with beach views could
be another tourist draw.
End
Minor as needed
I'm a glass artist selling my work both retail, wholesale and donations to
Non Profits
Just myself
Yes to all
n/a
In regards to "employee parking permits" for the city, I would encourage
info to be improved or put into a computer. I was frustrated when they
did go into the system, they couldn't find my business license number.
The map on parking places the city gives out is wrong in some places;
the signs have been changed to 3 hours only but have not changed on
the map.
More communication about why choices are made - run article in Beacon
once in a while
We rent from the city - Francis Anderson Center
Non profit pottery studio co-op - 40 members
Slight
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60
78
0168
0169

78
12
15
78

0170

78

0171
0172

10
5
6
8
66
78

0175
0177
0178
0180

25 - 26
39 - 62
5
48
78

0181

10
12 - 22
12
15 - 22
57
78

0183

0184

62

0187
0188

72
74
78
Before 12
78

0190
0191

10
35,36 & 38
49
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We loved Ace Hardware
Need better restaurants - healthy affordable family friendly no parking
limit close to Anderson Center would like to see a public restroom in
the shopping core. We will be sad to see the bowling alley go away.
Edmonds is a great place to live and work
0
n/a
Maintain the waterfront - park - the buoys are ugly + the people putting
them there do not live in Edmonds. Get a clue.
Get some development going plus get out of the 1950's mentality.
Be realistic - it’s 2012, not 1953. Bring Edmonds into the current
millennium and stop trying to keep it in the 50's
?
10 minute oil change, service retail. Located 150th & Highway. 99
Lynnwood - Retail Services
4 this location
Located Lynnwood but our marketing area includes 98026
The arts
Comments: do the elected officials have their own vision statements?
There are probably 3 or 4 plans floating around do they get
incorporated?
Suggestion: pull the tapes on the comments made by the 14 candidates
for appointive council person and 8 mayor candidates. There were
many good ideas generated.
n/a
No opinion
Rental apartment
n/a
No one cares. It's all about $ nothing else. Edmonds planning dept.
allowed a development that encroached on our property lines and
undermined our trees. When the development first started we showed
the 4 ft. set back (should be 5 ft). When we called a person from your
dept. said there was nothing we could do about it and refused to help.
We now are suffering financially and mentally. Edmonds does not care
about its small business or safe planning.
?
n/a
0
n/a
?
I live in King County and work in Edmonds. Edmonds is going in a good
direction. I think sidewalks all around would be good.
Since Kitsap doesn't have a good medical center/hospital access to a top
tier medical center/hospital will positively impact a medical/hospital is
important! My child encountered a major pepper spray incident in the
lunch area. She was transported to Overlake emergency? In? 2008
because Stowens at time could only handle a handful of the 13 or so
students impacted by the fight between 2 students. There are over
1900 students at E/W High - what if there was a major outbreak. I
called Stowens at time to confirm that they could only take about 5
students - other was ambulanced to 3 other hospitals!
Owners choice NOT job of City
Fiscal responsibility
Catherine Kennedy 206-963-9866 kennedymba@gmail.com
Home business - no employees
Tenant improvement permit process should be stream lined and less
expensive for start-up businesses.
Home office
Both
3 stores?
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53
57
After 62
78
0192
0196

15
Before 16
48 - 57

0197

78

0200

78

0202

10
Before 58
77
78

0207
0208

16 - 22
11
15
36
66
78

0209

0210
0212

0214

29 - 34
10
15
16 - 22
31
5
10

0215

0216

0217
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High rises and the sidewalk?
Dead zone - no more buildings!
Not Walmart type please - stay unique.
Yes the Harbor Square/Old Safeway are ugly but this is once in a
lifetime. Stay with the 3 stories limit. No more baloney like Point
Edwards, the trees all cut down and the city did not notice? bull
n/a
Me
Don't know. I had a difficult time getting my new building approved &
built. It happened but the way we were treated took the wind out of us.
Sometimes staff very unfriendly. Tried to tie us up to not finish. It was
not a pleasant experience.
City council needs to work together
Tax increase for roads & sidewalks
1 identify/involve professional service
Businesses already located in the city - reduce concentration
on
retail businesses
Promote some reason for folks to come to Edmonds downtown besides
banks and coffee - winter farmers fair? A green grocer? A pharmacy?
As requires
With responsible leadership!
Too old
1 - keep up the fine work
2 - keep up the fine police protection
3 - keep up the fine fire
PP
Only me
Most of the time
Haven't needed to
Both - new to Edmonds, or newly discovering as
Need much more
Priorities for small business development:
1 - Fix the degraded roads!
2 - less government rules & regulations
3 - Lower taxes by spending cuts in local government - this is a city that
charges a fee to do business here - how stupid is that!
Not sure
n/a
n/a
n/a
10%
Tax preparation
Don't know
The worst I’ve experienced in the X-ray business in the past half century
due to Obama and liberal fools that put him in office.
Edmonds is a great retirement community and scenic if you can stand
the regulations and high taxes. We couldn’t twenty years ago and
purchased a new home fifteen miles out in the country.
Sincerely Dave Marte.
The biggest obstacle lies at the City Council level. When the Planning
Board and/or Economic Development Committee make
recommendations, they simply are rejected, tables, or ignored by the
Council. Total waste of everyone’s time. The staff is completely
demoralized and ineffective, and any developer loses all desire to try
and get a project approved. 18 months so far in make case.
Do not develop turnaround at 5 Corners.
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Employee Survey
Where did you get this survey?
Answer Options

City

School District

Anthony's

Arnie's

PCC Market

Hospital

Survey source?

60%

0%

0%

0%

0%

1%

Other
38%

Response
Count
100%

answered question
skipped question

Where did you get this survey?

Survey source?

1%
0%

38%

0%
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10%

20%
Other

30%
Hospital

60%

40%
50%
60%
70%
PCC Market
Arnie's
Anthony's

80%
90%
100%
School District
City
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86
0

Edmonds Strategic Plan Employee Survey
How would you rate the following existing conditions in Edmonds on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is very low and 5 is very high?
Answer Options

1 very low

2 low

3 average

4 high

5 very high

18%
5%
8%
6%
6%
15%

36%
23%
16%
18%
1%
18%

45%
54%
63%
57%
47%
58%

1%
18%
13%
19%
37%
8%

0%
1%
1%
0%
9%
0%

Number of jobs available?
Quality of jobs available?
Pay or wage scales?
Job benefits (health insurance, etc)?
Working conditions?
Job support services (child/daycare)?

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

answered question
skipped question

82
4

How would you rate the following existing conditions in Edmonds on a scale of 1 to 5
where 1 is very low and 5 is very high?
Job support
services… 0%

8%

Working
conditions?

9%

Job benefits
(health… 0%
Pay or wage
1%
scales?
Quality of jobs
1%
available?

58%
37%

18%

63%

18%

36%

30%

40%

4 high

8%

23%

45%

20%

6%

16%

54%

5 very high
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1% 6%

57%

13%

10%

15%

47%

19%

Number of jobs
0%
1%
available?

0%

18%

50%
3 average

60%
2 low

5%
18%

70%

80%

90%

100%

1 very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Employee Survey
How would you rate existing transportation conditions on a scale of 1 to 5?
Answer Options

1 very low

2 low

3 average

4 high

5 very high

3%
8%
4%
1%
0%
4%
9%

10%
18%
24%
17%
1%
26%
31%

55%
45%
47%
33%
31%
54%
43%

30%
26%
20%
43%
56%
14%
14%

3%
4%
5%
5%
11%
1%
3%

Traffic controls and measures?
On and off-street parking?
Bus routes, stops, and schedules?
Train routes, stops, and schedules?
Ferry terminal and schedules?
Trail systems?
Bike routes?

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

answered question
skipped question

81
5

How would you rate existing transportation conditions on a scale of 1 to 5?

Bike routes? 3%
Trail systems? 1%
Ferry terminal and
schedules?

43%

14%

5%

Bus routes, stops,
and schedules?

5%

26%

24%
45%

30%

10%

20%

40%

4 high

50%
3 average

60%
2 low

8%
10%

70%

80%

1%
4%

18%
55%

30%

1%
0%
17%

47%

5 very high
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33%

20%

4%

31%

43%

Traffic controls
and measures? 3%

9%
26%

56%

4%

0%

31%
54%

11%

Train routes,
stops, and…

On and off-street
parking?

14%

90%

3%

100%

1 very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Employee Survey
How would you rate the existing housing market on a scale of 1 to 5?
Answer Options

1 very low

2 low

3 average

4 high

5 very high

4%
1%
3%
3%
1%
7%

3%
1%
20%
19%
11%
12%

51%
33%
59%
51%
59%
32%

38%
51%
18%
26%
29%
39%

4%
13%
0%
1%
0%
11%

Housing selection - type and design?
Neighborhood selection - quality and location?
Rental housing - availability?
Rental housing - rent levels?
Owner housing - availability?
Owner housing - prices?

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

answered question
skipped question

76
10

How would you rate the existing housing market on a scale of 1 to 5?
Owner housing prices?

11%

39%

Owner housing availability? 0%

29%

Rental housing 1%
rent levels?

26%

Rental housing availability? 0%
Neighborhood
selection -…
Housing selection
- type and design?

59%
51%

20%
5 very high
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3%

20%

3%
1%
1%

51%

30%

40%

4 high

50%
3 average

60%
2 low

70%

1%

19%

33%

38%

10%

7%
11%

51%

18%

4%

12%

59%

13%

0%

32%

3% 4%

80%

90%

100%

1 very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Employee Survey
How often do you use the following facilities in Edmonds?
Answer Options
Park and trail facilities?
Recreational facilities and services?
Attend festivals in Edmonds?
Barber, beauty, personal services?
Medical, dental, legal services?
Shop in retail stores?
Eat at restaurants and coffee shops?
Frequent a drinking establishment?

never

yearly

monthly

weekly

daily

11%
9%
1%
25%
30%
1%
0%
16%

28%
30%
73%
27%
40%
22%
7%
29%

32%
28%
25%
40%
24%
36%
31%
35%

22%
29%
0%
7%
4%
34%
50%
16%

6%
5%
1%
1%
2%
7%
12%
2%

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

answered question
skipped question

85
1

How often do you use the following facilities in Edmonds?
Frequent a
16%
drinking… 2%
Eat at restaurants
12%
and coffee shops?
Shop in retail
34%
7%
stores?
Medical, dental,
24%
legal services? 2% 4%
Barber, beauty,
40%
personal services? 1% 7%
Attend festivals in
25%
0%
1%
Edmonds?
Recreational
29%
facilities and… 5%
Park and trail
22%
6%
facilities?

0%

10%

20%
daily
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16%

29%

35%

30%
weekly

7% 0%

31%

50%

1%

22%

36%

30%

40%

25%

27%

1%

73%

11%

28%

32%

40%

9%

30%

28%

50%

monthly

60%
yearly

70%

80%

90%

100%

never
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Employee Survey
How much do you spend in Edmonds during an average month?
Answer Options

$0

$1-50

$50-100

$100-250

$250-500

$500-750

$750-1000

$1000+

Average month expenditure?

0%

15%

20%

29%

21%

2%

4%

8%

Response
Count
100%

answered question
skipped question

84
2

How much do you spend in Edmonds during an average month?

Average month
expenditure?

8%

0%
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4% 2%

10%

21%

20%
$1000+

20%

29%

30%
$750-1000

40%
$500-750

50%

$250-500

60%

70%
$100-250

15%

80%
$50-100

90%
$1-50

0%

$0

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Employee Survey
How long have you worked in the city?
Answer Options

0-1

2-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

Years?

10%

33%

24%

7%

10%

Response
Count
100%

20+
15%

answered question
skipped question

86
0

How long have you worked in the city?

Years?

15%

0%
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10%

10%

20%
20+

7%

30%
16-20

24%

40%
11-15

10%

33%

50%
6-10

60%
2-5

70%
0-1

80%

90%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Employee Survey
What employment sector do you work in?
Response
Percent
2.4%
0.0%
0.0%
3.7%
1.2%
8.5%
11.0%
4.9%
7.3%
42.7%
18.3%

Answer Options
Construction?
Manufacturing?
Aviation related?
Transportation/utilities?
Wholesale trade?
Retail trade?
Finance/insurance/real estate?
Services - food/motel?
Recreation/tourism?
Government/education/nonprofit?
Hospital/health care?

answered question
skipped question
Manufactur
ing?, 0.0%
Hospital/healt
h care?, 18.3%

Construction?,
2.4%

Government/e
ducation/non
profit?, 42.7%
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82
4

Aviation
Transportatio
related?, 0.0% n/utilities?,
3.7%
Wholesale
trade?,
1.2%
Retail
Finance/insur trade?,
ance/real
8.5%
estate?, 11.0%
Services food/motel?,
4.9%
Recreation/to
urism?, 7.3%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Employee Survey
What is your occupation?
Answer Options
Occupation?

manager

professional

technical

laborer

office worker

other

22%

37%

7%

5%

16%

13%

Response
Count
100%

answered question
skipped question

86
0

What is your occupation?

Occupation?

13%

0%
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16%

10%

20%
other

5%

7%

30%
40%
office worker

22%

37%

50%
laborer

60%
technical

70%
professional

80%

90%
manager

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Employee Survey
How do you typically get to work?
Answer Options
Transport?

walk

bike

car

car/van pool

rail

6%

0%

90%

4%

0%

Response
Count
100%

bus
0%

answered question
skipped question

84
2

How do you typically get to work?

Transport? 0%4%

0%
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0% 6%

90%

10%

20%
bus

30%
rail

40%
car/van pool

50%

car

60%
bike

70%
walk

80%

90%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Employee Survey
How many years of school have you completed?
Answer Options
Grade level?

grade school

high school

1%

5%

technical
school
5%

some college
16%

college
graduate
42%

graduate
school
31%

Response
Count
100%

answered question
skipped question

85
1

How many years of school have you completed?

Grade level?

31%

0%
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10%

42%

20%
30%
graduate school

40%
50%
college graduate

16%

60%
70%
some college

80%

5%

90%

5% 1%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Employee Survey
What is your primary language?
Answer Options
Language?

English

Spanish

Other

100%

0%

0%

Response
Count
100%

answered question
skipped question

86
0

What is your primary language?

Language? 0%

0%
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100%

20%

Other

40%
Spanish

60%
English

80%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Employee Survey
What age group are you in?
Answer Options
Age?

16-18

19-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

0%

3%

15%

29%

28%

15%

65+
9%

Response
Count
100%

answered question
skipped question

86
0

What age group are you in?

Age?

9%

0%
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15%

10%

20%
65+

28%

30%
55-64

45-54

40%

29%

35-44

50%

25-34

60%
19-24

15%

70%
16-18

80%

90%

3%0%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Employee Survey
What is your marital status?
Answer Options
Marital status?

single

married

18%

75%

co-habitat
7%

Response
Count
100%

answered question
skipped question

85
1

What is your marital status?

Marital
status?

7%

0%
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75%

20%
co-habitat

40%

18%

60%
married

80%

100%

single
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Employee Survey
What is your gender?
Answer Options

male

Gender?

33%

female
67%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
84
2

What is your gender?

Gender?

67%

0%
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20%

40%
female

33%

60%
male

80%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Employee Survey
How many people in your household are employed on a full-time basis?
Answer Options
Number employees?

0

1

2

3

4

5

11%

35%

44%

6%

2%

2%

Response
Count
100%

6+
0%

answered question
skipped question

85
1

How many people in your household are employed on a full-time basis?

Number
0%
2% 2%
employees?

0%
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6%

10%

35%

44%

20%
6+

30%
5

40%
4

3

50%

2

60%

1

70%
0

11%

80%

90%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Employee Survey
What is your household income?
Answer Options
Household income?

<$20,000

$20-29,999

$30-49,999

$50-74,999

$75-99,999

$100,000+

2%

4%

13%

17%

17%

46%

Response
Count
100%

answered question
skipped question

82
4

What is your household income?

Household
income?

46%

0%
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10%

20%
30%
40%
$100,000+
$75-99,999

17%

50%
$50-74,999

17%

60%
70%
$30-49,999

13%

80%
$20-29,999

4% 2%

90%
100%
<$20,000
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Employee Survey
Do you own or rent your residence?
Answer Options

own

Tenure?

84%

rent
16%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
86
0

Do you own or rent your residence?

Tenure?

16%

0%
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84%

20%

40%
rent

60%
own

80%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Employee Survey
Where do you live?
Answer Options

Edmonds

Lynnwood

40%

14%

Live in?

Mountlake
Terrace
5%

Lake Forest
Park
1%

Shoreline

Seattle

6%

8%

Other
Snohomish Co
22%

King County

Other

1%

3%

Response
Count
100%

answered question
skipped question

86
0

Where do you live?

Live in?

3% 1%

0%

22%

10%

20%
Other
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8%

King County

30%

6%

1%

5%

40%

Other Snohomish Co

14%

50%
Seattle

40%

60%
Shoreline

70%
Lake Forest Park

80%
Mountlake Terrace

90%
Lynnwood

100%
Edmonds
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Employee Survey
If you are not a resident of Edmonds - have you tried to live within the city?
Answer Options

yes

Tried to live in Edmonds?

56%

no
44%

Response
Count
100%

answered question
skipped question

55
31

If you are not a resident of Edmonds - have you tried to live
within the city?

Tried to
live in
Edmonds
?

44%

0%
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20%

56%

no

40%

60%
yes

80%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Employee Survey
How important were the following factors in your decision to NOT LIVE IN THE CITY?
Answer Options

1 very low

2 low

3 average

4 high

5 very high

15%
26%
30%
42%
38%
43%

2%
15%
17%
17%
26%
20%

11%
26%
30%
17%
15%
27%

22%
26%
13%
15%
19%
6%

50%
7%
9%
9%
2%
4%

Pirce of housing - rents and purchase price?
Preferred housing choice - type, design, etc?
Quality of residential neighborhood?
Quality of school district?
Quality of parks, trails, and recreational facilities?
Quality of police, fire, and other services?

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

answered question
skipped question

54
32

How important were the following factors in your decision to NOT LIVE IN THE CITY?
Quality of police,
fire, and other…

Quality of parks,
2%
trails, and…
Quality of school
district?
Quality of
residential…
Preferred housing
choice - type,…
Pirce of housing rents and…

0%

10%

20%
5 very high
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11%

22%

50%

30%

40%

4 high

50%
3 average

26%

15%

26%

26%

7%

30%

17%

30%

13%

9%

42%

17%

17%

15%

9%

38%

26%

15%

19%

43%

20%

27%

6%

4%

60%
2 low

70%

80%

2%

15%

90%

100%

1 very low
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Survey Employee – Suggestions or recommendations
Rework of ordinances to encourage building owner to make improvements- main street looks awful
these days.
I have a daughter who, due to circumstances out of her control, cannot drive. She attends ECC and
needs to take the bus. Unfortunately the bus schedule has been so scaled back that she now has to
walk over a mile just to catch a bus. I will encourage her to fill out the survey.
Need better playfields. Need indoor public pool / better recreation center. Attract more retail
stores, less antique/consignment stores. Need a coffee shop w/big kid's play area.
Need a public parking garage building
Perhaps more street parking or better management of parking violations, restaurants open later on
the weekend, better cleaning of streets when snowing, move cars that violate the 3 hour limit or
park overnight for the ferry along Sunset, let’s get the Milltown shops open again.
No
Arts are important. Strive to support them.
Develop the waterfront along the lines of what Harbor Square plans, even if the height restrictions
are increased.
Disband
Strong need for economic development to provide revenue to support government services.
Controlled development is key. We can be better than Kirkland if there was a clear vision and
execution. The problem is that the vision is not communicated to population, developers or code
enforcers. City workers are trying but are not rewarded. They are more scared to make a visible
error than actually make a sound decision. Covering the ass is the norm because the city lacks
direction.
I'm a retired person who has studio space for weaving in downtown Edmonds. I love the city and
enjoy participating in the arts events and patronizing the various local stores and summer market. I
really don't have enough information on which to base most answers, and you haven't a 'don't
know' category. Sorry - I hope my response will still be helpful.
Allow dogs in parks but enforce a scoop and leash law.
Edmonds Center for the Arts is an economic driver for the downtown restaurants and businesses
and should be supported by the City.
Don't let Walgreens tear down our bowling arena.
The civic field and area is a joke. The money in Edmonds and no pride in An area we use for so
much is a disgrace. The terrible condition of so many roads. It's a shame. I can't imagine were all
the money has gone. It's also disgusting every year the dust bowl around the food vendors At the
taste of Edmonds. That field and the quality of that track should long since been improved. The
area parks in Redmond are gorgeous and a wonderful reflection of the community and family Edmonds has missed the boat.
Employment sector is incomplete. I work in high tech, so there should be an Other category at least.
You did not ask what I liked best or wanted when I am in Edmonds, nor the kind or quality of the
'events' that would draw me to Edmonds.
Question #8 was too limiting. I work in high tech consulting and did not fit the response profile.
Many answer choices did not map clearly to the question being asked. Example #4 How do you
rate??? Prices availability very confusing and will throw off the results.
Keep the high quality parks, recreation, arts, beachfront, pedestrian walkways. Need more bike
trails.
Keep focus on goals that continue beyond tough economic times.
Suggestions in no particular order:
1) Create a transit oriented development overlay for Harbor Square and the old Safeway site. Could
even develop a form-based code for the area. This would likely help in attracting a small- to
medium- sized high tech company.
2) Focus investments on core government functions - infrastructure, parks, development, etc. Get
rid of the flower program. While providing an attractive benefit to the downtown core, this is not a
service City government should provide. If the downtown business owners want to continue it, set
up a business improvement district. They can contribute toward running the flower program if
they think it is in their interest. Maybe the Floretum Club could do the work or a local landscaping
company. The BID could also raise and use funds for sidewalk improvements, street furniture, or
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whatever else the downtown merchants feel would improve their ability to attract customers.
3) Establish form-based zoning along Highway 99. This would likely make 99 a more attractive
place to develop.
4) Completely reorganize and update city codes. Many portions of the code are decades old and are
no longer relevant. Other sections simply need to be updated to reflect current trends or changes
in the state codes. In any case, reorganization would make them easier to understand and use.
Grants are still sometimes available to help with this but funding would likely come from the City money well spent for creating a more usable framework for the future.
5) Implement the 5 Corners and Westgate programs when the UW work is finished. Here are two
great and inexpensive opportunities to show that Edmonds really is preparing for the future as
opposed to yearning to maintain a past that can no longer be sustained.
6) Set up a task force to find money or sponsors to get rid of Meadowdale Marina - it's a crumbling
eyesore that is despoiling Edmonds and the Puget Sound.
7) Use existing fiber to establish an Edmonds wireless network. Other large cities have done this doing so here would signal to a small- to medium-sized tech company that we are serious about
tech. Fiber/wireless is an important piece of infrastructure just like sewer pipes and streets.
8) Support local developers by adopting and using development agreements. These will provide
flexibility from the onerous development standards that exist, particularly downtown, and result in
projects that fit in with the scale and fabric of the existing community because the Council would
have the final say on what the agreement says.
Edmonds needs to attract some quality jobs. Edmonds is essentially a bedroom community.
Harbor Square and the antique mall site provides great opportunity for redevelopment and
potential location of high quality employment with location on transit lines.
It would be great to see more economic development within the city, especially new businesses
downtown and throughout the rest of the city.
Update our city to make it more economically viable. Have City council listen to the business
community and change some of the old-fashioned stagnant approach.
Should add "Ferry" to the commute mode question? I know of at least 8 people that commute to
work in Edmonds on the Ferry.
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Customer Survey
Where did you take this survey?
Answer Options

Waterfront

Downtown

Five Corners

Westgate

Firdale

Perrinville

Highway 99

Survey location?

5%

51%

17%

11%

3%

7%

6%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
362
120

Where did you take this survey?

Survey location?

6%

0%

7%

10%

3%

11%

20%
Highway 99
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51%

17%

30%
Perrinville

40%

50%
Firdale

60%

Westgate

70%
Five Corners

5%

80%
Downtown

90%

100%

Waterfront
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Customer Survey
How often does your household shop at the following retail areas in Edmonds?
Answer Options
Edmonds downtown district?
Five Corners?
Westgate?
Firdale Village?
Highway 99?
Perrinville?

never

yearly

monthly

weekly

daily

3%
44%
15%
63%
11%
71%

11%
25%
8%
25%
14%
21%

35%
15%
22%
10%
37%
6%

44%
12%
42%
1%
36%
1%

8%
3%
14%
1%
3%
0%

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
479
3

answered question
skipped question

How often does your household shop at the following retail areas in Edmonds?

Perrinville? 0%
1% 6%
Highway 99?

Firdale Village? 1%
1%

10%

Westgate?

14%
3%

Edmonds
downtown…

0%

12%

20%

30%
weekly

11%

35%

44%

10%

40%

15%

44%

25%

15%

8%

22%

42%

daily
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63%

25%

8%

11%

14%

37%

36%

3%

Five Corners?

71%

21%

50%

monthly

60%
yearly

70%

80%

90%

3%

100%

never
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Customer Survey
How often does your household shop at the following retail areas in other cities?
Answer Options
Lynnwood?
Bothell?
Mountlake Terrace?
Shoreline?
Mill Creek?

never

yearly

monthly

weekly

daily

3%
63%
51%
23%
50%

9%
26%
25%
21%
32%

42%
7%
18%
34%
14%

42%
2%
4%
19%
4%

4%
1%
2%
2%
1%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
476
6

How often does your household shop at the following retail areas in other cities?

Mill Creek? 1%4%
Shoreline? 2%

Bothell? 1%2%
Lynnwood?

10%

20%

9%

42%

42%

daily
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63%

26%

4%

0%

51%

25%

18%
7%

23%

21%

34%

19%

Mountlake
2% 4%
Terrace?

50%

32%

14%

30%
weekly

40%

50%

monthly

60%
yearly

70%

80%

90%

3%

100%

never
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Customer Survey
How often does your household shop at the following regional malls?
Answer Options

never

yearly

monthly

weekly

daily

Alderwood Mall?
Northgate Mall?

4%
28%

28%
50%

59%
20%

10%
2%

0%
0%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
478
4

How often does your household shop at the following regional malls?

Northgate Mall? 0%
2%

Alderwood
0%
Mall?

0%
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20%

50%

10%

28%

59%

10%

20%
daily

30%
weekly

40%
50%
monthly

28%

60%
yearly

70%
never

80%

4%

90%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Customer Survey
How often does your household shop at the following central business districts?
Answer Options
Everett?
Seatle?

never

yearly

monthly

weekly

daily

65%
19%

28%
40%

6%
30%

2%
9%

0%
2%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
473
9

How often does your household shop at the following central business districts?

Seatle? 2%

9%

30%

Everett? 0%
2% 6%

0%
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40%

28%

10%

20%
daily

19%

65%

30%
weekly

40%
50%
monthly

60%
yearly

70%
never

80%

90%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Customer Survey
Where is your household most likely to shop or seek services for the following businesses?
Answer Options
Food and drug?
Clothing and accessories?
Barber and beauty shops?
Cards, flowers, and gifts?
Housewares?
Hardware?
Automobile service and gas?
Bank and financial?
Dental?
Professional and legal?
Galleries and artwork?
Eating and drinking?
Outdoor markets?

Edmonds

Other cities

Regional malls

CBDs

77%
12%
58%
74%
28%
10%
46%
66%
45%
40%
68%
81%
88%

23%
39%
36%
23%
48%
83%
52%
32%
54%
56%
28%
18%
12%

0%
46%
3%
3%
23%
6%
1%
0%
0%
0%
1%
0%
0%

0%
3%
3%
0%
1%
1%
1%
2%
1%
4%
3%
0%
0%

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
479
3

answered question
skipped question

Where is your household most likely to shop or seek services for the following
businesses?

Outdoor markets? 0%

12%

Eating and
0%
drinking? 0%
Galleries and
3%1%
artwork?
Professional and
4%0%
legal?

88%

18%

81%
28%

68%
56%

Dental? 1%
0%
Bank and
0%
financial? 2%
Automobile
1%
1%
service and gas?
Hardware? 1%
Housewares?

Cards, flowers,
3%
and gifts? 0%
Barber and beauty
3%
3%
shops?
Clothing and
3%
accessories?

0%

32%

66%
52%

46%
83%

23%

10%

48%

28%

23%

74%
36%

58%

46%

39%

23%

12%

77%

20%
CBDs
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45%

6%

1%

Food and drug? 0%

40%

54%

40%
Regional malls

60%
Other cities

80%

100%

Edmonds
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Customer Survey
What factors affect your decision NOT to purchase in Edmonds on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is the least importand and 5 the most important?
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

5%
5%
45%
14%
35%
55%
44%

7%
6%
25%
15%
21%
21%
22%

16%
25%
21%
29%
19%
16%
21%

31%
40%
5%
24%
13%
5%
6%

41%
24%
4%
18%
11%
2%
7%

Goods and services not available in Edmonds?
Better selection of goods and services offered
Better service provided elsewhere - friendly, helpful, etc?
Lower prices provided elsewhere?
More parking elsewhere?
Cleaner, more pleasant looking stores elsewhere?
Lack of public restrooms?

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
471
11

What factors affect your decision NOT to purchase in Edmonds on a scale of 1 to 5 where
1 is the least importand and 5 the most important?
Lack of public
restrooms?

7%

Cleaner, more
pleasant looking…2%
More parking
elsewhere?

5%

21%

13%

Better selection of
goods and services…

5%

0%

19%

21%

24%

15%

25%
40%

20%

25%
31%

30%

40%

4 - high

14%

45%

41%

10%

35%

29%

24%

5 - very high
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55%

21%

Goods and services
not available in…

44%

21%

18%
4%

22%

16%

11%

Lower prices
provided elsewhere?
Better service
provided elsewhere…

6%

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

70%

6%

16%

7%

80%

90%

5%
5%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Customer Survey
How would you rate existing conditions in Edmonds on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is the lowest quality and 5 the highest?
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

2%
1%
4%
0%
4%
3%

10%
1%
13%
4%
11%
8%

36%
24%
40%
28%
42%
32%

37%
45%
30%
46%
30%
39%

14%
29%
12%
22%
12%
17%

Maintenance of public roads, parks, and facilities?
Safety and security measures - police and fire?
Transportation services - roads, buses, trains?
Park and recreational conditions?
Building design and appearances?
Streetscape and public improvements?

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
477
5

How would you rate existing conditions in Edmonds on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is the
lowest quality and 5 the highest?
Streetscape and
public
improvements?
Building design and
appearances?

17%
12%

0%

28%

30%

13%

45%

14%

24%

37%

20%

30%

36%

40%

4 - high

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

70%

4%

4%
1%
1%

10%

80%

3%

4%0%

40%

29%

10%

11%

46%

12%

8%

42%

22%

5 - very high
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32%

30%

Park and recreational
conditions?
Transportation
services - roads,
buses, trains?
Safety and security
measures - police
and fire?
Maintenance of
public roads, parks,
and facilities?

39%

90%

2%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Customer Survey
How often does your household use the following Edmonds facilities?
Answer Options
Edmonds Library?
Frances Anderson Center?
Boys & Girls Club?
Wade James Theatre?
Senior Center?
Edmonds Center for the Arts?
School district buildings?
Park and trail facilities?

never

yearly

monthly

weekly

daily

24%
33%
93%
63%
78%
34%
71%
10%

25%
39%
4%
31%
12%
51%
9%
23%

26%
17%
1%
5%
7%
13%
3%
32%

23%
9%
0%
0%
3%
2%
3%
25%

1%
3%
1%
0%
0%
0%
14%
9%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
479
3

How often does your household use the following Edmonds facilities?
Park and trail
facilities?

9%

School district
buildings?

25%

14%

Edmonds Center for
0%
2%
the Arts?
Senior Center? 0%3%

3% 3%

Frances Anderson
Center?

51%

7%

Edmonds Library?

1%

0%

34%

12%

78%
31%

63%
93%

9%

17%

39%

23%

10%

26%

20%
daily
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10%

71%

1%
0%
1% 4%
3%

23%

9%

13%

Wade James Theatre? 0%
0% 5%
Boys & Girls Club?

32%

30%
weekly

33%
25%

40%

50%

monthly

60%
yearly

24%

70%

80%

90%

100%

never
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Customer Survey
Please provide the following characteristics so that we may compare your opinions with
others in the survey sample. Where do you live?
Response
Response
Answer Options
Percent
Count
Edmonds
81.4%
Lynnwood
5.0%
Mountlake Terrace
2.1%
Lake Forest Park
0.8%
Shoreline
1.5%
Seattle
1.9%
Other Snohomish County
4.8%
Other King County
1.3%
Other
1.3%
answered question
479
skipped question
3
Lake Shoreline, Other
Forest 1.5% Snohomish
Seattle, 1.9%
Park, 0.8%
County, 4.8%

Other, 1.3%

Other King
County,
1.3%

Mountlake
Terrace, 2.1%
Lynnwood,
5.0%
Edmonds,
81.4%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Customer Survey
What age group are you in?
Answer Options
Age group?

14-18

19-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

0%

1%

8%

17%

27%

27%

65+
21%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
472
10

What age group are you in?

Age group?

21%

0%
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10%

27%

20%
65+

30%
55-64

45-54

27%

40%

35-44

50%

25-34

60%
19-24

17%

70%
14-18

80%

8%

90%

1%
0%

100%
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Customer survey – What is Edmonds best feature?
Waterfront park, restaurants, downtown.
Walkability
Waterfront and downtown
Setting
Quiet, small town, attractive (flowers, fountain, walkability)
Quaint downtown district of specialty shops.
Unique, specialized, locally owned stores (did I mention friendly) and being "on the sea".
The bars and restaurants.
Local restaurants
Beaches, pier
Restaurants
Its small town charm, original (non-chain) businesses and restaurants.
Location, location, location
Location, off Highway 99, charm
Waterfront
The people - local merchants, clerks, tellers, post office carriers.
Arts activity, ECA, Art Walks, Farmers' Market, Taste of Edmonds, theater
Convenient to doctors, hospital, groceries, and facilities.
Small town atmosphere
Waterfront, parks, flower baskets, friendly people.
Walking around Edmonds - great atmosphere!
Beautiful flowers and well maintained city - very clean downtown. I love the "small" town feel of
downtown and parks and recreation classes.
Friendly, quaint, warm. It is nice to have more restaurants in town - it brings people in.
Waterfront and views
Locally owned businesses, flowers
Community feel, families, schools, education level, income level
The past. Focus should be on community not $$$$.
Small town atmosphere.
Small town, local shops, friendly.
Small town atmosphere.
Walkable, small town, the shops, no big box stores.
Small village feel - restaurant, arts, market, theater.
Location with small town image and reality.
Excellent central downtown, excellent bank, park, barber
View, atmosphere, charm
Quaint town
The small shops - friendliness - more like a friendly town near the water.
It's waterfront, its family-oriented character.
Small town downtown
It's charm, closeness, summer flowers, facilities
The art galleries and Art Walk.
Easy to walk places.
I always ate in Edmonds when Sahib was there. Revelations Yogurt, waterfront, Anthony's Beach
Cafe.
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Waterfront
Downtown within 2 blocks of fountain.
Saturday Market
Small town attitude. Love the flower baskets and corners.
Downtown, waterfront park
Downtown
Clean, friendly salespersons and enjoy flower displays.
Downtown - shops, theater, restaurants, post office.
Small town feel with big town offerings - location and view too.
Waterfront, downtown, small businesses, dog park, Yost Park, flowers.
Hanging baskets! Waterfront location, small town feel (i.e., 4th of July parade).
Small town atmosphere, low density, opens to waterfront, clean, building height limit.
Friendliness
Great downtown.
It is a charming, vibrant city with a great waterfront appeal.
Real sense of community. People care!
The waterfront and downtown and homes with views.
Restaurants, art galleries, waterfront
Downtown area shopping, restaurants
Water
Retail shopping and waterfront
Resort like
Small town charm of downtown.
Keeping the attractive small town atmosphere. Keeping out the big box stores and saving the view
of the Sound.
Boutique shopping and great restaurants.
Beach, water, views, parks, small town, friendliest. Current height limits
Waterfront
Murals, shopping that you do have and restaurants.
Water and mountain views, safety, friendly people
Petosa's Food Store
Cozy downtown area, but too many vacant stores.
Friendly people, beautiful setting.
Waterfront
The view of ferry and water and mountains.
Coop produce department
Waterfront walks
Art festival
Location, arts community, beauty
Village atmosphere, low rises, trees, easy parking.
Main Street, downtown
Quaintness and charm.
Arts scene, waterfront, and parks.
waterfront
Small town feel with a strong community atmosphere
Location and community
Me
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sorry, that was supposed to make you smile, or frown,
I grew up here-went to the old Woodway Elementary School. I came back after 25 years in Seattle
Marina/Park and downtown area. Overall, I love Edmonds and enjoy living in this area and being
close to the beach with the nice walking area. Appreciate the "no wheels" at the Marina walking area.
The old buildings and theater which add charm & appeal to people as a destination rather that just
spending time in another new town square!
Every year, we do the Edmonds Arts Walk & the festivals! I love the flower baskets, too. My favorite
thing is feeling safe walking by myself around the waterfront park and marina in the evening.
Small town feeling in a spectacular setting.
The shore, the beach.
1. Location. 2. The dazed and confused attitude that vacant retail space is a sign of Good Times in
Edmonds. 3. No NEW TAXES, No NEW BUILDINGS, No NEW IDEAS. 4. Lets form another committee to
study it...before doing nothing.
Cute waterfront town
Beauty, art opportunities, safety
Waterfront
Small town on the waterfront, friendly people
Quaint downtown. Waterfront. Anderson Center. Saturday Market. The best feature of Edmonds is
standing on the shore, breathing in a calm open space.
ambience
The waterfront and public viewing accessibility...
The waterfront park.
we love the schools (Madrona K-8), the parks, the community, Fabric of Life, and the streetscape especially the flower boxes in the summer
Nice people, cute downtown, views of water, good restaurants/wine bars, great summer market.
View, waterfront, local small town "downtown," friendly and welcoming merchants and businesses,
flowers and plantings throughout town.
Waterfront activities, dog park, restaurants, parks and views!
Downtown, beaches, parks, downtown and beach atmosphere is generally upbeat and friendly. I
can let my children go down town and know they will be safe. Edmonds is getting more places for
kids to hang out, i.e.: Main street Burgers and the Yogurt shop, coffee shops. Edmonds parks,
mainly Yost and Pine Ridge Park.
Being in such a beautiful location.
Proximity to the Sound
Waterfront
Pleasant atmosphere, variety
small town feel of community
Beautiful city, especially the downtown area. Great small town feel while still close to larger cities.
Walkability - not really a word, but it's the best way to describe it.
Small town charm with up to date amenities
Small town feel with easy access to jobs outside of Edmonds.
Waterfront location with quaint downtown area and its fabulous flower baskets & gardens. Nice mix
of shops that isn’t tacky.
The waterfront and the downtown shopping district. Plus, PCC.
Movie theater and the local places that we can visit before and eat at before and after. The beauty
of the plants and the waterfront, the character.
Waterfront, parks
Safety, waterfront, parking.
People in the community. Beauty of waterfront views
Downtown and waterfront
Waterfront
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core downtown - beaches - areas to walk - coffee places
The downtown area with its mixture of shops, restaurants, and events.
ferry
The overall location: near the water facing west. A small, uncrowded town. A blessing.
Walkable waterfront, farmer's market and unique shops in a compact, quaint downtown - a weekend
afternoon destination
Cleanliness
Downtown looks like a town. Love the flowers. Like the Ferry. Great places to eat. Good window
shopping. Rick Steves. Lovely Library.
Friendly.
A growing bedroom community that increases it arts program to an international level, creates a
vibrant waterfront, links each community with a bike running trail that highlights the beauty of this
town.
The strong community atmosphere. There are always fun things to do here: summer
market, concerts in the park, low tide beach walks, festivals, movie nights, etc.
The walkable downtown area and the waterfront.
It still has a small town feel with enough businesses and services to support most of my
daily/weekly needs.
Waterfront
Historic downtown look, water & mountain views, waterfront & other natural parks
I love the downtown area, so close to the beach. The old theatre, unique shops, my church, the
flowers. I also really like the cemetery and the Memorial Day celebration there.
Waterfront. Small town charm.
Saturday market
friendly
proximity to the sound
The flower baskets in the summer, the Saturday market.
Waterfront and the people
Small town feeling yet close to Seattle
Sense of community
active retail stores
THE PEOPLE!!!
sense of community (knowing people when in town) and charming layout of downtown
Ambience. Quaintness, small town feel, flowers in the summer, abundance of good restaurants,
clean, nice shops, not crowded
It is a relaxing, safe, natural area. (might be slowly changing; break=ins and robberies increased,
(for safety) and for maintaining natural look, there will soon be a GINORMUS apartment or
something on Edmonds Way....say hello to even MORE cars trying to move about.)
the waterfront areas, including the off leash park
small town
Small town feel in the Downtown area.
It's beauty, walkability, friendly services, small hometown feel
I love the [lace. Grew up there and have a lot of great memories. My family has had someone living
there since the mid 30's. Saturday market is one of the best around.
Waterfront, downtown restaurants & shops.
Waterfront
Safety, cute downtown this shops and restaurants and bars.
waterfront
waterfront access (unused)
The small town feeling that you get when you enter the downtown area. You know that people care
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and want to share our lovely city and all of its beauty.
Small town atmosphere - friendly - smaller shops - summer market
Walkability downtown
Waterfront
Nice street appeal, for visitors
Sound and ferry view
Waterfront
small town touches, walkable down town, flowers, murals, nice people
Waterfront
Water and mountain views and shopping access within walking distance
Waterfront & quaint downtown core
waterfront
friendly, convenient, affordable
I have lived in Edmonds for 29 years--its best feature is still some of the charm that attracted me to
it in 1984.
Safe, friendly community.
Geographic location
Waterfront
Waterfront, lack of congestion on roads. Nice homes. Good services for public.
Waterfront
Small town feel.
The ferry.
Sense of community and walkable downtown
Amazing waterfront views
Fabulous marina
The pier on the waterfront.
Location on Puget Sound
Waterfront
Community
beautiful environment
many services close by
It is quaint, access-able, unique, and friendly.
It's small town, ferry/waterfront appeal. Wonderful restaurants and gathering places.
The Bowling Alley and Movie Theater
Water front and Parks.
Our environmental assets. Wetlands, the sound, beautiful trees. The setting is amazing.
The beaches
waterfront, beach, plenty of parking
small town atmosphere, friendly people and of course, the beautiful scenery
It's walkable downtown area
Walkability and access to diverse transit options.
Cozy Downtown Atmosphere & the Waterfront
Appearance of the downtown area.
small town feel
Accessible waterfront
Dog park
small town atmosphere
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Parks and Recreation facilities, Library
Walkable downtown corridor
The waterfront and downtown flowers.
Waterfront, view of Olympics & pedestrian friendly
waterfront
Downtown walkability.
The water!
Waterfront, Downtown are (bowl)
Edmonds Movie Theater
The Waterfront.
beach
Waterfront, walking thru downtown on a sunny day.
waterfront
The people and merchants
Downtown
waterfront
It's a pretty city.
The waterfront and downtown area.
The waterfront and the quaintness of the town. Movie theater and restaurants. Ferry terminal, nice
people.
Waterfront views
The waterfront
Charming downtown
The waterfront!
Small town feel, walkability, restaurants and waterfront access
The feeling of community especially in the downtown area.
Downtown Core with the community activities, the beauty and the friendliness. We eat, go to the
theater and make purchases in Edmonds
downtown and waterfront
Beach and downtown
I enjoy living by the Sound. The small town community feeling, Friendly people. I love living in
Edmonds.
Downtown business district and the waterfront.
Flower baskets...waterfront!!
Quaint downtown
Proximity to the water!
The people are generally friendly and not in a hurry.
Edmonds is in a great location with close proximity to many wonderful amenities, such as the
waterfront, parks, access to surrounding cities, etc.
The waterfront.
Waterfront and parks
The charming downtown and the City Hall employees.
waterfront, walkable downtown (except dicey roundabout)
village atmosphere, waterfront location
Quaintness, small town feeling.
Waterfront & mountain views.
Location of being on the waterfront and flowers lining the streets!
Home town feel that is close to Seattle. Tons of family things to do.
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Hometown feels, like that you know who you’re buying from and sometimes they know you.
small, easy to find things in the stores
Restaurants and shops on/just off Main street all the way down to the waterfront and Brackett's
landing for picnics, pictures, and exploration.
Picturesque.
Livability
The downtown district is a great place to walk, shop, eat and meet friends.
Small town feel
Without a doubt the Waterfront
The waterfront being right in the downtown area.
Waterfront
Please spell Edmonds correctly!! Beautiful scenery and friendly people.
Natural Beauty coupled with a sense of peace and safety.
The Waterfront
Small seaside town feel...quaint and beautiful. I like that there are more diversity in shops coming
to town...i.e. a butcher, an Irish pub, etc. We need more night life with live music. My favorite thing
about Edmonds is our own little movie theater....historic, reasonably priced, and top release
movies...yeah!
Scenic location
water front
Friendly people, lovely flowers and artwork. I love the murals.
Waterfront
Proximity, beaches, views, ambiance
Waterfront facilities and downtown
Water front views and small community feel
The "it's an Edmonds kind of day" appeal.
It character in each neighborhood. The water and parks.
The view.
still has small town feel
The arts, location, and people.
Pedestrian friendly waterfront and downtown offering great views and beach experiences.
waterfront, beaches
Edmonds is a clean and friendly town.
scenery and friendly atmosphere
It's overall friendly nature
Great neighborhoods, beautiful views. Good downtown.
Waterfront
waterfront
waterfront
Location, views scenery. Core business shops and pubs. Beach access.
Actual downtown business core provides a sense of a community.
Sense of community
View and beauty
The downtown core and the Outdoor Movies in the Summer!
Beautiful view of water and mountains with easy access for the public.
Good mix of these positive factors: picturesque location and setting, friendly independent
shopkeepers, good schools, nearly all needs can be met locally, convenient Seattle commute,
emerging community identity.
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Waterfront
the Waterfront
Its small town feel and the diversity of shops.
downtown
The waterfront. Summer market.
Friendly welcoming
Small town atmosphere
View of the Sound
Waterfront.
small hometown feel
It is a safe family friendly environment.
Charming buildings and planting beds, friendly shopkeepers, variety of businesses, emphasis on
arts and culture, and beautiful views of the mountains and sound all make Edmonds a desirable
location to visit and shop.
Small town feel in a waterfront location.
The art district
Waterfront
Lovely downtown and mostly very nicely kept homes and yards.
location
The store owner's passion for their business
I like that you can walk to everything.
people who live there
Flower baskets
Sense of community, shops and restaurants for just about everyone.
Beautiful city surrounded by water and mountains and easy to walk in
I love City of Edmonds, the flowers, market, decorations at Christmas
Waterfront view next to a small, but busy town
Quaint small town feel, gorgeous views, vicinity to water, great places to walk, mostly dog friendly,
unique shops (though it's been sad watching many of them close down) and a growing number of
nice restaurants that stay open for more than an hour after sunset. Love the Saturday market and
wish it ran longer during the year,
close to Puget Sound
Close to Seattle and Asian grocery stores
The waterfront.
Small town feel
Waterfront
Nice friendly waterfront town
Waterfront, safe place to walk around
Several answers: the summer market, the downtown core, the beaches, the restaurants, the theater,
the library, Old Milltown when it's populated. The things that make the city center feel like a
community, in other words.
The quaint, small town, welcoming atmosphere. We have the best residents and businesses.
Walkable with many services and things to do.
Waterfront
Waterfront
Smaller town feel
Natural setting and downtown area.
Small town feel, friendly people, flowers in summer
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The Edmonds view of the water & mountains
Outdoor activities with walking and shopping
Location, beauty, and charm
natural setting, waterfront, international district
Central location
Waterfront
The view of the sound and the summer Farmer's Market.
Downtown and waterfront
waterfront
downtown area has the charm of a New England Village
Waterfront, Farmer's Market
waterfront
waterfront
Rick Steves is located here and ECA is pretty terrific waterfront & Marsh of course...
Beautiful surroundings, fantastic restaurants, wonderful stores and friendly people.
Short older buildings in downtown. Newer buildings lack character or are just plain ugly.
Downtown
Its people and artistic environment.
Small town feel.
Edmonds has a wonderful warm, family friendly feeling. I love living here.
Good community feel, off leash dog park, farmers market and good arts scene.
The availability of everything you would need is in Edmonds somewhere.
The vibrant arts community.
Beauty
Friendly, small-town feeling
It has a great downtown for wandering around, but I don't do a lot of shopping there.
Historical buildings with a lot of charm in the bowl & great shopping.
It's beautiful setting, with the Puget Sound and mountains it is a wonderful place to live.
Waterfront
Downtown/Waterfront area. Independent retailer
Flower baskets. Scenic downtown.
The beautiful location. Some very nice dining choices. Some nice shops.
Waterfront
Small-town atmosphere, friendliness
Quaintness
Waterfront and downtown shops
The peaceful, small town vibe and the beaches.
small town feel
Waterfront
Waterfront
Small town feeling
Being right on the water- dog beach and lots of parks
Walkability, friendliness, waterfront, proximity to home.
Clean and friendly
Location
Waterfront and Parks
Waterfront and small town feel.
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The spectacular views, the Off Leash Area Dog Park
The waterfront and ferry terminal's breath-taking view is what makes this city Resplendent!
I love the recreational activities and artsy fun stores plus good places to eat and drink
Waterfront and small downtown feeling
Fairs, Historical structures, Weekly Market
Locations
Downtown Edmonds shops and restaurants
Compact retail and services area.
The downtown area is pretty. There are a good variety of shops. The Milltown block is being fixed
up, need to have some shops in there.
The total uniqueness of the city and the friendly people.
The view
Ambience
waterfront
Downtown Edmonds is the best - it's walkable, the businesses and restaurants are great, it's well
maintained.
The Waterfront
The small town feel.
Small Community Feeling
Waterfront, Rory's ,American Brewing, Anthonys
The downtown area
Quaint shopping district, plus waterfront.
Charm, waterfront, flowers and arts community
It offers a lot. It may not have everything, but it has options.
Its citizens and all of the natural beauty!!!
marina beach, boardwalk
View
The prompt and attentive police force!
Small home town feel and lovely shops. A family feel to it.
It's uniqueness. No chain stores! Waterfront.
Scenery, the beaches, the ferry.
The beaches
The downtown shops and cafes.
Views
Safety, convenience, charm, variety
Edmonds' best feature is the downtown shopping district. While the outlying neighborhoods are key
sources for tax revenue, it's the downtown core that gives Edmonds its unique charm that sets it
apart from other surrounding towns and gives us the community small-town feel that draws people
to our city.
Water, public art, parks, variety of shops all within walking distance.
Waterfront walk from Marina park to Brackett's Landing
The waterfront and parks
The waterfront.
There are so many great things about Edmonds. Edmonds is close to all that Seattle has to offer yet
still maintains its own vibrant community. The festivals are great. The views of the water &
mountains are breathtaking. The "downtown" is lovely & vibrant. There is a good mix of
architectural styles in the neighborhoods (new construction, 20'c cottages, 70's split levels, well
built condos). I love walking my dog by the marina most evenings. I grew up in NE Seattle and my
husband is from a smaller city in Australia. Since buying our home in Edmonds in 2009 we have
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really fallen in love with the place and the community.
The beauty. Friendliness. Ease of the downtown area. Activities. People-centered.
the view, waterfront
downtown area
Sense of community and having a downtown
Quaint, small town feel yet close to big city
downtown water, most needs are met
Quaint functional downtown with key transportation access.
location
waterfront
Quiet, quality secure services
waterfront - beach and marina, ferry service, downtown area, farmers market
Waterfront
Waterfront

Customer survey – What would you like to improve?
Government, communications, development
Youth-oriented shops, activities, filling vacant storefronts.
More small, quality businesses in empty storefronts. Invite with incentives.
No fee parking - no limit.
Create another Mill Town. Encourage small businesses to open retail stores for greater variety, ie.,
lingerie, shoes
No comment
The Antique Mall is an embarrassment - do something.
Roads
Radio reception.
Local government
Parking - local government
Building department
In favor of roundabout - let’s give it a try with temporary barriers.
Road maintenance and Edmonds Police are rude to older females.
We do not need a roundabout at 5 Corners. Craft store and hardware store.
Need hardware, craft stores
The Council decisions - have their own agendas, not the residents. Too many potholes. Eliminate 5
Corners roundabout.
Fast food spots for lunch time - restaurants take too long.
City Council and their attitudes towards city employees - every single employee I have met has
been an absolute delight. And always helpful! If it wasn't for those employees, this city would not
be what it is.
It will be nice to fill empty retail space. Also we need more public parking.
Parking - more 15 minute spaces
Parking, library resources, rooms, Fund for FAC
New council - no contractors.
New mayor - no realtors.
Sidewalks
Restrooms, parking
Greater range of stores.
Leave 5 Corners as is, do not plan and implement roundabout. No high buildings.
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Get hardware store back
Central parking
parking
Curb new condo building that is causing infrastructure overload resulting in clogged traffic and
parking shortage.
"Mom & Pop" restaurant, hardware store, better architecture planning for waterfront.
More wayfinding signage and more retail stores and more parking.
Annual price for city limits only - bus pass for shopping in Edmonds. Hate parallel parking - I am
not willing to drive up and down Main Street to buy anything! Lower prices, angle parking, off-street
parking, and youthful boutiques.
Nothing
Get rid of the Antique Mall Building - horrendous - anything would be better.
City hall's ability to work with citizens - know of many people who have been treated with
disrespect by the city.
Shops close too early or closed on Sundays! Would keep them open longer.
Urban density increased and building heights.
Antique mall area is awful - could be great!
Less empty businesses.
More advertising for our city in Seattle magazines and newspapers - let’s make Edmonds a
destination and keep our small businesses in business.
Parking, we need a hardware store and pharmacy downtown - but not too gig. Sorry Ace had to
leave.
Building conditions, variety of services, waterfront.
Zoning laws - allow more variations so developers can afford to build on their properties.
Add a hardware store and more great shopping and kid activities.
Always look for existing business to expand and bring in new business (create jobs locally),
Roads - the anella at Denton is full of holes. Large holes are very dangerous and cars can get
damaged. Please take a look. This road in disrepair is a disgrace to the city.
Better parking
5 Corners
Parking
Sidewalk and road safety for pedestrians.
Sept 9 took a bad fall in Milltown when a raised curb met sidewalk - shattered ball in should, now
have artificial one with a year or more recovery - lots of medical bills and unable to work. One week
after my injury another woman fall in same spot. One week later, they tore up Mill Town though not
accepting liability other than to say they tried to keep park bench at that spot and people kept
moving it. Very disappointed the way the city handled my accident,
Moore good quality restaurants
Keeping an "old town feel". New buildings are too modern - should keep "older" look while new.
Very happy as it is.
More trees and leave the waterfront as it is.
Roundabout at 5 Corners
Parking
New look and businesses at 5 Corners, think downtown Kirkland. Stop tall buildings. Stop corporate
invasion (Starbucks, etc) downtown.
Need hardware store
Help Firdale to be included in Edmonds.
Turn waterfront Antique Mall into Pike Market food and pedestrian court.
Parking - need more, 4 hour not 3 hour parking.
Drugstore downtown.
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Improve neighborhoods, flowers, and sidewalks.
Streetscape, transportation, street sidewalks, bicycle.
Eliminate city planning
More free parking
$5 matinee for seniors as a comeback
Make developers leave trees and shrubbery and provide setback from sidewalks and streets.
Better grocery stores downtown
Stability of what is here.
streets and sidewalks
More general shops with lower prices.
Yost pool
no buildings close right up against the sidewalk
Keep building height limits, make the sounder train available for commuters who head north for
work, re-pave some of the roads by Hickman Park (they need it), more education on invasive plants
(ivy) in the wooded areas and homeowner education about cutting down trees. (Limit it).
Need more parking. Shops should be open longer on the weekdays for people that live in Edmonds,
but work outside the city.
Shuttle and free parking for the festivals. Less spending on monolithic signage and roundabouts.
Keep building height limits. Fix the new old Milltown. Why isn't it occupied?!
Repair the salt water marsh behind Harbour Square
more bus service from my house ( southwest corner of Edmonds)
Who designed this "survey"? Q.#1. Where? Online. #6. What is a CBD? #6. Shopped at Ace until the
floor cracked! #8. TO DO: Clean the toilets at the Sunday Concerts in the Park. Leave the restrooms
open at the Police Station during the Summer Market, the plastic potties are gross. Merchants are
not responsible to provide public restrooms for market patrons. Don't feel too bad, Seattle does not
have restrooms at its South Lake Union Park either.
Better restaurants; improve the corner of 5th and Main by having amazing restaurants on that
corner.
Downtown retail needs MASSIVE redesign and upgrade.
council needs to be more open to business development
1-Better linkage to waterfront - Antique Mall public space/park 2-better focus by city council and
staff on impactful issues as opposes to trivial - trivial = roundabout, sunset ave walkway w loss of
parking, police monitoring stop signs instead of crime fighting/break-in prevention, plastic bag ban
Encourage, family, teenage friendly places to go. Third Place commons type place? We miss Ace
Hardware. Love downtown Edmonds. Could Perrinvile ever be vibrant? Firdale? There was a fun
and funky coffee shop in Perrinville for a while, I liked the atmosphere there, would go there over
Starbucks. Locally owned places versus corporate, prefer local but they can't always afford the rent
downtown. I go to Walnut Cafe over Starbucks. We buy books in Edmonds, would not consider
going anywhere else. Personally, I like the quaint, relaxed, friendly, locally owned places. Edmonds
could cater to that perhaps. Love our old movie theater. Not opposed to three stories as long as I
can still see the water from the library. Would rather see tall buildings on highway 99 than Harbor
Square. I would not encourage over developing the water front. Our view is what we are all about,
don't care to lose it. Encourage tall buildings on 99; mixed use, tall, the upper floors will have an
awesome view. 5 corners could be a destination if there were something interesting. We
occasionally go to Ladro, & Pho.
Check into incorporating that little bit of 99 that is unincorporated county. Look at what Shoreline
did on 99, follow their lead, encourage Lynnwood and County to do the same. The services are
there, take advantage of what is already in place, redevelop 99. That's our best tax base isn't it?
Come up with a plan and implement it.
More businesses, no parking czar!
Stop all condo and multifamily growth projects, they are already overloading the infrastructure,
and will only add an additional burden to taxpayers. They never pay their way.......
Add some waterfront cafes that are similar to Walnut Street Cafe (my favorite place).
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We need many more casual dining - sandwich and soup type places
Need public indoor pool, better play fields, better recreation center, more retail stores(boutique
clothing), less antique/consignment stores, farmer's market year-round.
Stop big square "box" developments such as Bob Gregg's properties (Old Milltown, etc.). It is ugly,
an eyesore, and it is empty. While I appreciate that signage is not overwhelming downtown, I feel
that it is hard to know what businesses are and where they are because signs are so minimal.
Nightlife
Having more basic stores would be a great improvement. The hardware store was wonderful when
it was here. It would be so wonderful to have another type of store in downtown Edmonds or closer
to us than Shoreline!!! I don't shop at the clothing shops because of pricing. There are a lot folks
in Edmonds who have to watch their budgets. It would be nice to have some shops that could
reflect this.
More places for teenagers.
Public Restrooms!
With the explosion of DYI, it would be great to have a yearlong crafters market to support our many
Edmonds crafters and artists.
Bus service and availability. It has recently worsened.
Number of fine dining restaurants; number and quality of art galleries
Attract employers (e.g. Amazon and Amazon Juniors etc.)
need hardware store, less empty spaces and offices
I love Edmonds, but there is not a lot marketed toward my age group (I am 24).
Parking - allow longer stays or provide all day areas.
More parking?
Street mess on 5th Ave. Also, we need to get going on some kind of decision on the old Safeway lot.
I may not agree with everything about Harbor Square redevelopment but at least there is movement
forward. I have lived here for 7.5 years and nothing has happened to improve those areas, although
it is an ongoing issue.
The roads - potholes are getting awful
Parks-no full-size ball fields in Edmonds' parks,
More ball fields need to be purchased
More bike paths, and lanes
The parks. The equipment needs to be updated.
This survey should have something between monthly and weekly. Improve city's encouragement of
businesses.
street conditions, waterfront shops
Friendliness of merchants, quantity/quality of landscaping around new buildings.
Sherwood elementary building and parking lot. Find occupants for the many vacant retail
Remove the ban on plastic bags at grocery outlets.
Waterfront development (the antique mall area)
store variety
I'd like to see the entire ferry terminal area incorporated more with the downtown to encourage
ferry riders to walk into town and enjoy a lot of what Edmonds has to offer. I'd also like to see
more night-life things encouraged from the waterfront all the way up to 5th Avenue. Business
owners could have a lot more people buy from them if more thought were put into attracting
people into the entire downtown core of Edmonds.
street repair and replacement
More space for farmer's market. It can be very crowded.
Preservation of Edmond's charm - Old Mill was a great place with a historic ambience to spend a
rainy Saturday browsing the shops and antiques strolling on creaky wood floors - a biweekly
shopping destination until it was destroyed by a developer - NEVER go there now. Don't try to be
Lynnwood or Kirkland - we already have those. You will never be able to compete with Lynnwood's
larger retail selection and discount pricing for everyday needs. But if I want something special,
something upscale, something unique or just an escape from the daily grind - Edmonds downtown
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and waterfront is where I go. If it starts to look like every other retail place with chain stores and
big buildings it won't be worth the drive and parking hassle and Edmond's will have lost the ONE
thing that sets it apart - charm.
Public transportation -- especially CT with its recent cuts needs improvement everywhere. Bus
service on Sunday, later at night and more often.
A bike trail on Olympic View Drive that connects to al zones of Edmonds. Make Edmonds a biking
destination like Marymoor Park!
City Park needs more attention. It needs updating and the old wading pool looks horrible! This park
is heavily used and deserves attention.
Perrinville - more stores, more lively.
a little more public parking for summer market days
Alleys need to be repaved-horrible! More restaurants downtown.
1. Better bus service to eastside (Redmond, Kirkland, Bellevue.) 2. Why do we allow such UGLY
condos? They look so cheap & detract from the beautiful setting.
Milltown is no good since the renovation; The front area is a mess. Unless you have paved it
recently Dayton is a mess down by the railroad tracks.
Safer streets, need speed bumps on side streets, on 8th Ave in particular.
roads/buses
public transportation (better train and bus schedules), more permeable surfaces to help with run off
Merchants being open on the weekends and staying open longer. The Merchants in this town close
up shop way too early.
The buckling sidewalks downtown and road conditions
Store hours - I can only shop on weekends because the stores are closed by the time I get home
from work during the week.
CBD residential density
complete Milltown, fill vacant shops in downtown
THE HOURS THAT SHOPS STAY OPEN...
look of downtown shopping buildings by possibly going to a cape cod dark grey white trim uniform
look
also frustrating inconsistent retail hours (closed Monday or Sunday etc)
More shops
How community services treat community members for example some bus drivers can be very
rude. (I get they need to do their jobs, and I get people can probably be hard to deal with, but these
aren't the drivers I'm talking about. I'm talking about the ones who really are rude for no reason,
and seem to enjoy it (and they love taking off when they see you running or even hear you slapping
the side of the bus to get them to stop)
although more options have become available, I wish there was a wider selection of ethnic foods,
restaurants with lower average price points, and more motivating factors NOT to go into Seattle for
an afternoon or evening of activities
over building... we need to improve and use what is already there and not build more at this time
Integrating more businesses downtown so that more options are available. For example, men's
clothing.
Filling the empty store fronts...too many are empty, especially the fiasco of Old Milltown.
Put Milltown back to the way it was. It was the best place in town and now I would never go there.
They ruined one of the best things Edmonds had downtown.
Sidewalks leading to Hickman Park from 100th, along 238th.
Get the cop off the road who sits by the fountain all day giving out lame tickets
Longer hours for shops, more outdoor spaces, need more of a younger population downtown
downtown parking
Waterfront: add shops, restaurants, parking
Need more parking and the roads need to be repaved in areas.
Ensuring Edmonds maintains the small town atmosphere. Not afraid of change - but we don't need
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to be a 'big' city.
This survey. I work and live in Edmonds and I took this survey from my office by Edmonds
Woodway HS. The choices seem poorly thought out. I chose never for some because I haven't
shopped there in a couple years. Plus there was no option for "internet shopping" as a competitor
and what is a CBD? Yearly versus Monthly? What do I choose if I use the facility 6 times a year?
Make it easier from people to connect from the city center to the waterfront without having to drive
(to far of a walk). Reinstating the trolley from waterfront to downtown.
Sidewalks - many are narrow and LOTS of them are 1/2 blocked by vegetation or other impediments
More retail development downtown and on the waterfront
Downtown parking stinks, kill the traffic circles. make the down town 1 block a no-car area, put
something interesting on Edmonds Way besides more dull housing
I cannot think of a thing at the moment.
Escalate waterfront mall facility to give some diversity.
better variety of businesses
fill vacant stores
parking...especially at the train station
Eliminate the murals--or at least some of them. When I saw the first couple my reaction was...how
nice--however--now that they are on nearly every empty wall--they look ridiculous. We look like
some kind of hokey kitschy town. Some of the murals are downright unattractive--especially the
one on the wall at 4th and Main behind Housewares. Please remove some of them and stop painting
anymore.
Allow taller buildings. Up to 6 stories.
Would be nice to have sidewalks in the neighborhood.
Allow big box retail stores.
The questions on these surveys - it doesn't seem to me that they were well thought out, explained
or tested. 'How often I shop somewhere' is asking a question that requires a numeric response, not
one based on the calendar. Should I average the number of times I go to the park in a year?
Streets
Parking downtown, make more free spaces so that people can park and shop. Have downtown
stores open on Mondays and Sundays. More variety in the stores, too many "special" and arts stores.
Change the waterfront antique mall to shops with more interesting stores. Too many antique stores,
no draw for new customers. Edmonds is pretty boring for people with money to spend. Shops are
pretty pricey too. Overall, Edmonds is a great bedroom community, but no one comes here to spend
much money.
Update the downtown area with more selection of shops (like Mill Creek Town Center). Also make it
more attractive to businesses to come into Edmonds. Provide a larger variety of stores.
More restaurants.
The overall look and feel.
More business downtown
Better, more reliable bus transportation. Also, more bars.
Highway 99 is not very attractive.
Available businesses
would like more information about city government especially finances
I'd love to do all my shopping in the Edmonds downtown district and surroundings but some goods
and services are not available. I was SO disappointed when Ace Hardware left because I would
much rather shop in a small store than go to a big box store. I now shop at the Ace in Shoreline.
Too many empty store fronts and what a disaster the old mill town building is. Such a waste.
Building a park in front of an eyesore seems like a waste of funds, even if it is partially funded
privately.
I would like to have seen it stay as unique as it was when I first moved here 10 years ago, without
all of the new architecture and condo/multi-use buildings. Would like to see more of the great,
unique retail businesses come back.
No Walgreens
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Parking
More community gathering spots. More family and young people friendly entertainment, housing,
eateries, gathering spots. Rain gardens and water conservation measures. A hardware store, to
replace the one we lost, would be a plus. Not thrilled with the idea on an urban village as it would
likely end up serving those who could afford high priced condominiums, rather than the
community.
The waterfront businesses and link to 5th/Main
Shops that people want to go in the downtown area. Just old stuff. new restaurants are a good
start
Need more services that are not just in Westgate area...(ie) gas station, drug store
Connection between downtown and waterfront with improvements to Harbor Square and Antique
Mall property.
Rail needs to be better utilized to provide more opportunities to travel to downtown Seattle during
evening hours. People would much rather take a train than drive, and would be willing to pay for
the privilege.
More available parking
More parking
Sidewalks/walkability in areas of Edmonds outside of the downtown area and Edmonds Bowl.
More variety and lower prices in the downtown area shopping.
Public safety, parking, roads, sidewalks, city services such as permitting and daily access to civil
services, ferry traffic
More money for Parks. Better planning to avoid eyesore areas (Old Milltown, Antique Mall, etc.)
Middle class retail prices.
More public restrooms downtown.
More central location for needed amenities i.e. hardware, drugstore, affordable household goods.
more restaurants/stores/casino at the waterfront, less banks more retail
Redo the waterfront.
Clean up the waterfront area!
Roads, increase in diversity of downtown shops, Change intersections at 4th and 2nd on Dayton to
4 way stop. Change 2nd and Main to a 4 way stop.
Public restrooms for downtown and market.
The Waterfront and Downtown area.
Raise heights minimally to encourage development
City Streets! Stop buying more PARKS!
antique mall area
Variety of shops. Drug store in the bowl, hardware store
Shopping, the retail downtown corridor is ugly and there is no nightlife. I go to Kirkland ALOT.
LOVE KIRKLAND. Will buy a condo in Kirkland, not here.
Parking and need a convenience store in downtown.
Edmonds is stagnant with no growth downtown. The growth limits and constant bickering over
inches of building height and no seemingly viable growth plan means families like mine will simply
shop elsewhere.
Highway 99, especially the motels and hotels are a pit. Trailer Lane at 236th needs removed.
Many of the buildings need to be upgraded. A facelift.
Too many vacant buildings, and offices, storefronts.
Roads need repair. More shops that are other than spas,
hair salons, nail salons, and consignment shops.
Restaurant that is consistent. Meaning when I return I want the same quality of food I had the last
time. That is why I came back.
Parking
Upkeep of roads, sidewalks, and CODE ENFORCEMENT for people who are not keeping up their
homes.
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More financially accessible and trendy clothing and home decor retail. Most of the downtown
stores are best suited for middle age+ and/or tourists. I would love to see shops that cater to
young families, like those that have opened in Ballard over the past 5 years.
I think an eatery that has toys for kids to play with while caregivers socialize and relax would be
wonderful! I am sick of driving to The Village Bean in Bothell and Mosaic in Ballard to have play
dates.
We need a tenant in the new "old pioneer village" building!
Downtown "core"... no parking...no cars! Walking only allowed. Move city buildings to 99 and
change to parking.
Additional Services, more unique/specialty shops, a hardware store, Trader Joe's, better promotion
of existing shops. Helping more businesses get started in Edmonds (Fill the store fronts). Offer
incentives to small business to locate in Edmonds.
More variety - clothing, entertainment and more professional services.
more bike lanes
Parking-sometimes hard to get
Bring more retail, restaurants and other types of business into Edmonds.
Roads
Vacancies in downtown businesses.
PARKING!!!!
City government financial condition needs to be sustainable
More business in the downtown core that I could use on a day to day basis...i.e. a drug store. I stop
in Lynnwood on my way home from work if I need to grab something at Rite Aid, it would be much
more convenient if there was something like that downtown.
The whole downtown area needs a personality in the buildings. Go with a theme (western, old style
buildings, 1950's design modern, naturalistic, etc) and stick with it.
Attract a larger variety of businesses and start a "shop local" campaign. We need to find sources of
economic development both downtown and throughout the city.
The greatest draw that Edmonds has is the waterfront yet it is the most under-utilized. Failing to
develop the waterfront and to capitalize on its draw is the biggest institutional flaw of Edmonds
Politics. Hotels, shops, restaurants should line our waterfront with the parks mixed in. Like it or
not, that is the only way the city I grew up in will be sustainable in the future. The mindset has to
change in Edmonds and move toward a more business friendly, pro-economic development position
or Edmonds will die a slow painful death. You cannot continue to simply rely upon property taxes
to exist. The saying goes, if you always do what you always did, and then you'll always get what
you always got. Unfortunately in this case, if Edmonds continues to do what it's always done, what
it will get is bankruptcy.
Downtown is old and tired. More could be done to attract more diverse businesses.
Prohibit banks as a land use to encourage more retail and less office space.
I wish there was a bus route within a mile of my house.
Relationship between community and city officials.
Improve the area by the ferry...the old Safeway lot
Get a hardware store back. More events like fun runs.
Shops are often too expensive and are just not willing to pay that much more for similar items. A
little more I would be willing but often things are 40% more than at a big box type store.
more businesses, better parking
Free multi-level parking garage?
A different variety of business and at all price points. Fill the empty spaces in downtown Edmonds!!
Too much prime parking is occupied by city and business employees during business hours making
is difficult for shoppers to find parking. I understand that it's there is little choice for the
employees because there is no other option open to them. The point being that a dedicated parking
facility for these employees, be that a building or open space, perhaps should be explored.
Streets, parking
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Edmonds is great! I can't think of anything it really needs to improve on.
Definitely keep the building height limits in place -- no exceptions -- and still make better use of the
former Safeway location.
Weekend train service, bus drivers are dreadfully rude, more diverse shopping keep the bowling
alley
Economic opportunities for job seekers; more amenities downtown, such as hardware stores, gas
stations and affordable shops.
Zoning to support business projects that can pencil out financially to encourage a wider range of
retail stores especially on Hwy 99. I now have to shop outside the city for clothes, household items
and hardware. I would also improve the gym at ECA so it could be marketed for sports events that
would increase tourism. That was part of the restoration plan, but hasn't happened. There is great
potential there that needs to be capitalized on. It is a shame to be wasting the opportunity to utilize
that prototype floor to bring new groups to Edmonds for competition events. And I would revisit
the idea of a private company establishing an indoor competition swim facility in the city. This city
is a great, close to Seattle destination for weekend events. The best economic development efforts
would foster the creation of facilities to house events that would draw visitors to see what we have.
Harbour Square could be a great location for a sports center that would draw lots of groups to
Edmonds.
Number 1 is Transportation Connectivity to I-5 Corridor. Propose bring back streetcars, which
increases the chances of investment, as well as quality projects in the community.
Road maintenance in the winter...very bad. And what is plowed is not plowed close enough to the
pavement...causing thin ice.
Strict coding and enforcement of building heights.
Store Hours--I tried to shop during Christmas, but stores were never open when I was there on
Sunday and at 9 am.
Parking is an issue.
Consistency in building to create a community. Have you ever been to Boulder, CO? Their building
codes require commercial buildings to conform to the Boulder theme.
Traffic flow...use one-way streets, speed bumps, roundabouts, etc to divert traffic away from
residential areas and business core...make the city more walkable and pedestrian-friendly, convert
arterials that currently cut neighborhoods into pieces into residential streets.
Waterfront (old Safeway building)
If it could be done on a viable scale...improves retail market variety.
The area around the ferry - what an absolute eyesore and a missed opportunity for revenue
hwy 99, the marsh, old buildings that need painting, no more murals
Improve and simplify the permits process! Put a round-about in at Five Corners for God's sake.
Roundabout by Vision Quest.
Business climate. Enact economic development programs.
Comprehensive plan/big picture plan for the City of Edmonds
road surfaces, NO ROUNDABOUTS
The downtown area is not open for people who work. The streets "roll up" for retail at 5:30pm
Parking is a nightmare.
more parking
The roads
Public restrooms downtown. City council getting along with each other.
Can't think of anything
city government
Do whatever it takes to attract more variety of small business -- e.g. less expensive clothing stores.
Pave 5th avenue. A shuttle that costs $1 that would take you anywhere from Casper’s to Edmonds
way and from 76th Ave to the waterfront.
Gradual expansion of the local business core in a way that complements existing downtown
atmosphere while providing mixed use, high density office and residential space. Contemporary
condos delineate where downtown ends and prevent tourist and Saturday shopping gaggles from
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moving past the one street.
Attract businesses to the central business district that will draw others to the city.
Improve sidewalks and add public pathways by re-establishing public access to alleys and rite-ofways.
Access from the downtown to the waterfront. Tie them together better.
Variety and type retail businesses downtown - to attract tourist and to provide unique shopping
experience for local people. Specifically family friendly restaurants that adults would enjoy as well.
Strengthen five core business districts named in this survey through more effective marketing, new
shops/services, collaborative leadership, and continued community identity-building.
Antique Mall area
Decrease the focus on retail and work to develop more industrial projects that provide jobs and
dollars in Edmonds.
Parking as always been an issue. Also, Milltown needs to be refurbished but not as a Kirkland
"wanna be"- there was a wonderful selection of shopsThe walkability of Edmonds. Having moved here from Alki it really is disappointing to me.
Also, not being able to walk your dog on a leash in a park is just silly.
Too many trinket shops, and we need a pharmacy.
fill empty retail stores with variety of shops
Public restrooms for tourists
I would have better restaurants move in. And quality bakeries. No big chains.
Keep Edmonds small, avoid the Lynnwood strip malls. Cater to small retailers to help keep them in
Edmonds
Lower prices and easier parking. I don't shop in Edmonds very much because the prices are too
high and it's hard to find parking.
Getting more people inside and outside the community to visit and shop in downtown Edmonds.
Tighten zoning laws, Set an architectural tone and require compliance by builders.
Parking
I would go back in time and prevent that "developer" from destroying our Old Mill building,
previously Edmonds best feature.
Nothing. Love it here. Please don't increase building heights.
parking for the dog beach
Sweep up all the cigarette butts DAILY in front of the Taki Tiki
It would be nice to add a pharmacy to the area of downtown Edmonds.
Get a hardware store back in downtown. Get a Bartells in Downtown, and if not Bartells another
drug store.
hardware and retail services
The big NUMBER ONE PARKING, fix the sidewalks & streets
Some retail shops are considerably over priced. I would do a LOT more gift and home shopping DT
if that were not the case.
Attract good merchants
Parking is difficult and I go to bank and post office then I want to stop at Comstock or Papery...or
browse...no parking. Also, I walk thru Edmonds every morning
Get rid of the ban on plastic bags, and I will return to shop at Westgate QFC
lowering the rents on small businesses so that people can stay in business and there are not so
many vacant storefronts
Attract new merchants to decrease the number of empty storefronts. We also really need a nice
hotel downtown! We recently had a family wedding at a venue in a neighboring community and
brought many out-of town guests to the area; most of them stayed at a really wonderful hotel in
Mukilteo (Staybridge Suites), and a few stayed in Everett, because there was nothing decent in
Edmonds. And...Keep the bowling alley!
The downtown core needs to make you want to go there - make it dynamic - restaurants open later
etc... i.e. the new Ballard,
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More parking
Traffic at 5 corners. Parking at the ferry terminal & train station.
Businesses in Edmonds
Walkway and stuff on West side of sunset with better walking connection to the Ferry area.
Keep as much nature as possible in the city.
Some sort of open but rain-covered space or walkways?
Roundabout at 5-corners-Yes!
Keep friendly and accommodating about traffic and parking and walking and bicycling and
shopping.
Better business environment to bring in better professional jobs.
Access to more retail variety. Mostly I'd like to maintain the quality of downtown, and limit high
rises and in-your-face buildings right up to the sidewalk. Also, more literary events. The city of art
could also support literature.
Make it more attractive for small businesses to make Edmonds their choice. We need to fill up
empty retail space in downtown before spending money developing other areas. The
downtown/main street area is the draw for tourism and we need to make sure there is plenty of free
parking and shops/galleries/restaurants to make people want to spend their money and time here.
Empty store fronts are bad for everyone.
Climate for businesses - City needs to do everything reasonable to help small businesses succeed like not closing off their access for months at a time.
Building up downtown corridor
You need a public restroom
More sidewalks in my neighborhood
I think Edmonds should bring in more businesses that cater to social interactions - places to hang
out, have fun, and meet people. We need less of cookie-cutter chains as that don't really add value
to the community (or perhaps only one-dimensional value). We should be fostering a local business
community where people want to come and hang out.
Some of the older buildings need freshening up, new paint, etc. Don't like the newer modern
buildings, they don't fit in.
More shopping opportunities downtown
shopping options,
Budget priorities should put basic services first. Serve the whole city and not just downtown.
I would encourage more store growth in town making Edmonds a more appealing destination.
Harbor square, antiques mall,
more outdoor dining
Wider variety of restaurants and shops.
waterfront
Downtown building design and more emphasis on historic preservation/charm. Need another public
restroom downtown.
Small Town feeling
I would love to see one or two streets closed to traffic in the summer, more parking, and
restaurants with tables in the streets and people enjoying our fantastic town.
Bring back parking for pickup and drop off at ferry landing. Removal of convenient parking is so
annoying that I've reduced downtown purchases and now shop more outside city! Now have to
fight for space to park on street outside of view of ferry lobby.
MORE shops and restaurants
Permitting processes and less greedy landlords to get the empty black retail holes in Edmonds
filled.
Would like to see more boutiques and restaurants downtown like they have done in Ballard's Old
Town neighborhood.
Restaurants that are nicer yet family friendly. Epulo type places. Get something in Old Mill Town!
The "improvement" of that has been a disaster as far as I'm concerned.
Better/more local (non chain) dining options. Hardware store (very sorry to see Ace gone). Bike
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lanes.
The unsightly vacant and rundown buildings
More affordable living options in the Bowl, more high-paying employment options throughout
Edmonds.
Move building heights up a bit
Clean up retail buildings and parking facilities near the ferry landing (Harbor square?)
Downtown Edmonds needs more free parking lots. Very difficult to find parking when shopping in
Edmonds.
I would shop more in downtown Edmonds but the stores seemed more geared towards senior
citizens not someone who is 27
The area around Dayton and the railroad tracks (antique mall & the area around Las Brisas) is ugly
and too industrial. Need more green space and less asphalt.
Additional goods and services citywide and more retail in the downtown core. More mixed use.
Developments.
Better selection of stores. More restaurants.
Parking. For example, why not just charge at the horizon bank building instead of security watch.
How about more civic buy in as the lady who owns the pet store won't let people park in her lot
even after her shop is closed!!!!!!!
I just moved to Edmonds and don't have children; sorry that my answers appear negative. My health
care providers and my vet are in Edmonds, and I shop at the PCC all the time.
Bring back old mill town!!
building appearances, encourage shops downtown
Retail diversity
Parks
Add sidewalks to neighborhoods
Another off leash dog park or trail
Wider shopping options at different price points.
I would speak to property owners of commercial buildings to help create a consistent "look” to the
downtown area. We have a lot of great stores but frankly some of the buildings look old (not in a
good way) and inconsistent. Think of seaside, Canon beach or even LaConner for an example. Also
we need a hardware store and drug store in the downtown area and other essentials. Gifts and
boutiques are great but additional essential item stores would be helpful.
Continue the Farmer's Market throughout the year.
*Connect the downtown core to the waterfront in a compelling manner.
*end the moratorium on Medical Marijuana Dispensaries
"Clean-up, fix-up" highway 99 as a more defined shopping area. Fill the storefronts in downtown.
More handicapped parking-some on each side of the street, on each block, between 3rd & 6th, &
from Bell St. to Walnut. Make it possible for physically challenged people to visit & shop in
downtown Edmonds bowl area. Please!
The Roads! As residents we are in Dire need of improvements as well as additional parking spaces.
I would like to see more stores or at least A store that sells more fitness clothing and equipment,
also beach equipment would be great too.
More grocery and multi-function stores. Another hardware store
Sidewalks, bike lanes, safe pedestrian crossings between neighborhoods (i.e. Seaview to Maplewood;
Maplewood to Yost.)
Stores offering more variety - like men's clothing.
More shops, an area where no cars were allowed so that pedestrians could walk around without
traffic. Too bad the hardware store closed, that was very handy to have so close. The only other
hardware store is Home Depot that is close.
Sunset Avenue needs to be more walker friendly,
also more places to be able to sit and enjoy the views.
Carefully selected regional or national chain stores. Too many expensive indie shops.
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city communication
Edmonds isn't as walkable as when our family moved here 25 years ago from Seattle .Newer
buildings, such as 3rd and Dayton, are too close to sidewalk. Prefer buildings setback.
This last election actually resolved much of what needed improvement. Edmonds is a nice place.
Edmonds needs to remain a nice place. This town has little tolerance for bad behavior.
Adding a bicycle lane on Olympic View between Portofinos and Perrinville.
Keep out big name retail businesses! Keep it small with a sense of community
More parking at downtown waterfront parks.
More free parking
Building design of new condos boring... Pt. Edwards especially. What a waste of a beautiful site.
I would like the city improve on business in the downtown area. The old Safeway is basically empty,
that should be hub of economic development and business for sales tax growth for the city. An
Antique Mall does not cut it; it should have a business like a Walmart or Target, for all the people
who live downtown and a Pharmacy. You would get biz from the Ferry traffic, and the commuter
traffic using the trains.
The hours that the retail shops and restaurant's stay open!!!
Merchants -- more convenient and consistent hours. Less 'hobby shop' attitude, more friendly and
serious about earning business and serving customers.
Help small businesses getting recognized.
less focus on downtown; more in the suburbs
Update areas in downtown area and the antique mall area by the train station. That needs
improvement more so than Harbor Square area.
Would love to see a high end restaurant.
The Full summer market opening in May.
Edmonds has turned into a weekend destination area which has brought a lot of visitors in. Lots of
hoity-toity shops and restaurants/wine bars. The locals who aren't out for a special occasion are
forced to go elsewhere for a good deal.
More variety of goods and services, and more advertisement for them
The roads...5th Ave is a mess. I would also like to see no dogs at the Saturday Market.
Unfortunately, I've seen dogs liking fruits and vegetables, leashes tripping people, and owners
defensive all the way. Dogs have kept many people I know from the Saturday Market which hurts
the vendors.
Variety in retail opportunities down town.
Information! It is hard to dig up information on trails in Edmonds, on events, committees, and so
on. Real information on place, time, and up-to-date information. People seem to think everyone is
an old-timer and already knows!
I would like to see more done to draw in tourist business to the downtown shopping district in
Edmonds. Advertising, assistance with websites for local businesses, or things like that would help
local business owners, and, in turn, build tax revenue for the city.
Pavement on 5th is a mess. Both hardware stores, office supplies would be helpful. Bus service
MUST improve to keep young people in the community. I have two college students who will move
after graduation because of the lack of bus service. They do not want to own cars, but cannot get
to and from jobs on the bus from Edmonds.
More retail options, really miss Ace Hardware, realistic public policy to promote economic
development
More boutiques
The economy has taken its toll with many empty business fronts in town, which is a shame. It
would also be nice if there were a few more shops and eateries along the waterfront.
more businesses in empty storefronts, develop "antique mall" area into something more widely
usable
transportation
We're starting to get more graffiti & tags. The city & Police need to crack down on this before it gets
too widespread. Nothing trashes up a city faster than tags.
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Outside of "the bowl" in nice, other neighborhoods, there is a tremendous amount of litter and
dumping that needs to be addressed.
More young families
safer community
Easier access to express busing to Seattle and east side.
more shops on the waterfront
parking
Business districts
1. I would LOVE to see Ace Hardware open back up!
2. Utilization of current vacant building space vs. knocking down and building new
3. Bicycle parking throughout the downtown/waterfront area - currently there are very few places to
secure my bicycle and it deters me from soliciting businesses.
Highway 99 appearance and shopping
Shops and restaurant in downtown. Bigger stage for ECA.
Please don’t make Edmonds a cookie cutter city. I went downtown more when had specialty shops.
Nothing really comes to mind. We just live too far away to come often. Mainly for PCC and for a
couple of restaurants.
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Young Adult
What kind of activities do you currently participate in?
Answer Options

not at all

some

yes

44%
60%
33%
65%
52%

32%
13%
13%
21%
10%

24%
27%
55%
14%
38%

Public service - volunteer with community organization?
Employment - internship, part or full-time job?
Social - member of school club or organization?
Arts - create/show and assist with activities?
Athletic - participate on school or league athletics?

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
115
0

What kind of activities do you currently participate in?
Athletic participate…
Arts create/sho…

38%
14%

10%
21%

Social member of…
Employment internship,…

33%
60%

32%

20%
yes
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24%
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65%

55%
27%

Public service
- volunteer…

52%

40%
some

44%

60%
not at all

80%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Young Adult
What kind of activities would you like to participate in outside of school?
Answer Options

not at all

maybe

yes

31%
14%
30%
13%
41%

37%
17%
39%
37%
31%

32%
68%
32%
50%
28%

Career - meet community leaders and network?
Employment - for internships or part or full-time jobs?
Public service - on community projects or programs?
Social - special events and group activities?
Arts - create/show artworks and assist with activities?

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
112
3

What kind of activities would you like to participate in outside of
school?
Arts create/show
artworks…
Social special events
and group…
Public service
- on
community…
Employment for
internships…
Career - meet
community
leaders and…

0%

28%

31%
50%

37%

32%

13%

39%

30%

68%

17%

32%

37%

20%
yes
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Young Adult
What kind of public service or community activity would you be most interested in doing or working on?
Answer Options

not at all

maybe

yes

40%
45%
51%
37%
24%
35%

42%
31%
33%
40%
37%
36%

19%
24%
16%
22%
38%
29%

Organizing - set up social or public service, career, or
Promoting - develop posters, newspapers, websites, and
Outreach - conduct surveys, interviews, and other
Outreach technology - develop websites, Facebook,
Mentoring - work with youth in programs or educational
Construction - plant street trees, build festival booths,

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
109
6

What kind of public service or community activity would you be most
interested in doing or working on?
Construction plant street…

29%

Mentoring work with…
Outreach
technology -…
Outreach conduct…

36%
38%

37%

22%

45%

42%

20%
yes
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51%
31%

19%

0%

37%

33%

24%

Organizing set up…

24%

40%

16%

Promoting develop…

35%

40%
maybe

40%

60%
not at all

80%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Young Adult
If you are interested in a job, what kind of position are you interested in?
Answer Options
Part-time weekdays?
Part-time weekends?
Full-time weekends - Saturday, Sunday, and holidays?
Full-time?

not at all

maybe

yes

19%
15%
52%
65%

18%
26%
22%
16%

63%
59%
26%
18%

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
112
3

answered question
skipped question

If you are interested in a job, what kind of position are you interested
in?
Full-time?
Full-time
weekends…

52%

22%

26%

Part-time
weekends?

20%
yes

19%

18%

63%

0%

15%

26%

59%

Part-time
weekdays?
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65%

16%

18%

40%
maybe

60%
not at all

80%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Young Adult
What is the best way of communicating with you and your peers?
Answer Options
Phone or cell phone?
Smart phone or Blackberry?
Mail - post cards or newsletters?
Email?
Twitter?
Facebook?
Website posting?

not at all

maybe

a lot

6%
25%
50%
21%
45%
11%
47%

16%
16%
37%
40%
20%
28%
35%

78%
60%
13%
39%
35%
61%
18%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
112
3

What is the best way of communicating with you and your peers?
Website…

18%

35%

Facebook?

61%

Twitter?

28%

35%

Email?

20%

39%

Mail -…

45%
21%

37%

50%

60%

Phone or…

0%

11%

40%

13%

Smart…

16%

25%

78%

20%

40%
a lot
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47%

maybe

16%

60%

80%

6%

100%

not at all
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Young Adult
How would you rate Edmonds on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is of the lowest or poorest quality and 5 is the highest or best quality possible?
Answer Options
Educational opportunities at High School?
Educational opportunities at EdCC or nearby?
Employment opportunities part or full-time?
Employment opportunities after graduation?
Public service opportunities - on community projects or
Social activities for persons of your age group?

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

0%
2%
8%
9%
6%
17%

3%
6%
18%
12%
11%
23%

20%
30%
49%
44%
44%
22%

47%
38%
20%
28%
31%
23%

30%
24%
5%
6%
7%
15%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
113
2

How would you rate Edmonds on a scale of 1 to 5 where 1 is of the lowest or poorest
quality and 5 is the highest or best quality possible?
Social activities for
persons of your…

15%

Public service
opportunities -…
Employment
opportunities…

23%

7%

Educational
opportunities at…
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10%

12%

49%

8%

30%
47%

20%
30%
40%
50%
5 - very high 4 - high 3 - average

60%
2 - low

6% 2%
20%

70%
80%
1 - very low

6%
9%

18%

38%

30%

11%

44%

20%
24%

17%

44%

28%

Employment
opportunities… 5%

0%

23%

31%

6%

Educational
opportunities at…

22%

90%

3%
0%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Young Adult
What age group are you in?
Answer Options
Age group:

14-18

19-21

22-25

79%

8%

7%

26+
5%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
110
5

What age group are you in?

Age group:

5%

0%
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7%

8%

20%
26+

79%

40%
22-25

19-21

60%

14-18

80%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Young Adult
If you are in school, what school do you attend?
Answer Options
Edmonds-Woodway High School?
Meadowdale High School?
Scriber Lake High School?
Edmonds Community College?
Other school or college?

answered question
skipped question
Edmonds
Community
College?, 4.8%

Response
Percent
74.3%
6.7%
0.0%
4.8%
14.3%
105
10

Other school
or college?,
14.3%

Scriber Lake
High School?,
0.0%
Meadowdale
High School?,
6.7%
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74.3%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Young Adult
Do you have a current part/full-time job?
Answer Options
Part/full-time job?

no

looking

29%

41%

yes
30%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
112
3

Do you have a current part/full-time job?

Part/fulltime job?

30%

0%
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20%

41%

yes

40%
looking

29%

60%

no

80%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Young Adult
Would you recommend Edmonds to others?
Answer Options

not at all

a little

some

a lot

7%
15%
5%

8%
28%
8%

45%
44%
21%

40%
13%
66%

Live in Edmonds?
Work in Edmonds?
Visit Edmonds?

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
111
4

Would you recommend Edmonds to others?
Visit
Edmonds?

21%

66%

Work in
Edmonds?
Live in
Edmonds?

0%
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20%
a lot

8%

45%

40%

40%
some

a little

60%
not at all

5%

15%

28%

44%

13%

8%

80%

7%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Young Adult
How long have you lived in Edmonds?
Answer Options

01-

2-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

Years?

9%

15%

22%

19%

31%

Response
Count
100%
109
6

20+
4%

answered question
skipped question

How long have you lived in Edmonds?

Years?

4%

0%
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31%

10%

20%
20+

19%

30%
16-20

40%
11-15

22%

50%
6-10

60%
2-5

9%

15%

70%
01-

80%

90%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Young Adult
Has Edmonds been an enjoyable place to live?
Answer Options

no

maybe

Enjoyable?

2%

18%

yes
81%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
108
7

Has Edmonds been an enjoyable place to live?

Enjoyable?

81%

0%
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20%

yes

40%

18%

maybe

60%

no

80%

2%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan - Young Adult
What are your future plans?
Answer Options
Do you plan on living in the Edmonds area after
Do you plan on coming back to the Edmonds area after

no

maybe

yes

28%
15%

59%
56%

13%
28%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
111
4

What are your future plans?
Do you plan
on coming
back to the
Edmonds area
after working
somewhere…

28%

Do you plan
on living in
the Edmonds
area after
graduation at
some point?

13%

0%
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56%

15%

59%

20%

yes

40%

maybe

28%

60%

no

80%

100%
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Young Adult Survey - comments
More job opportunities would be the best thing to make Edmonds more attractive.
I would put in a few more kid/teen friendly places; somewhere they can relax and forget about their
stresses.
I think that we should have community projects, like festivals, just to make things more fun.
More young people and events for teens.
Businesses open later, more young people.
More cafes with free, good wifi.
More free young on-line activities.
A place for developers to work/have fun.
More bus transportation.
Make it livelier!
It is already a very beautiful and safe place.
More kid-teen friendly places.
Edmonds is a beautiful and peaceful place to be. It’s not like other cities; there are good schools
and safe neighborhoods for children. Overall, it’s amazing.
If it were warmer.
Not sure.
More stores geared towards 20-30 year olds.
More activities for youth, young adults.
Restoring older buildings. Creating more public parks and maybe an indoor one too. Everyone likes
to play rain or shine but parents don't always agree.
I would say more diversity and more cultural activities, plus more social activities for the youth
that is positive anyway.
I think that we should really work on activities/places that kids can go to hang out but there are not
that many kids friendly hang out places. With having places for kids to hang out the crime/under
age criminal behavior will be lower.
More things to do and more places to find a job including jobs that are hiring.
I like the big city feel that other places have.
More activities and places for high school students to hang out do stuff, work. Edmonds seems to
be primarily aimed at the older generation and I think it is time to expand.
More things to do, it is boring here.
Better education, more programming for certain enjoyable things to prepare people for like military
camp, etc. Something like a famous restaurant to make it the face of what people expect from
Edmonds such as Seattle has Space Needle attractions, etc.
More places to hang out for teens and better weather.
More social events, job opportunities, place to go out to...food places.
More stuff to do.
If the weather was much better. It rains a lot and I do not like the rain.
Create more places to work without taking away the view.
Edmonds is very friendly, but my school experience hasn't been the best. I do like Edmonds though
very pretty.
We need something that draws kids in from other cities. Edmonds is kind of boring. For instance,
Mukilteo has a YMCA with a teen center and awesome skate park. We need something indoors that
everyone can have fun at.
Advertise the Amtrak train more. Create more on water activities for the summer season. Lower gas
prices.
IFSS police.
I am going to be the president of the EWHS Swing Club and event coordinator of the Swingathon
performance team and would love to use a space in Edmonds for a possible ballroom opportunity. I
believe dancing forms bonds between people and communities and would attract famous dancers
and teachers to Edmonds. Also, as a Youth Board of Managers and Employees at the Dale Turner
YMCA, I feel that more teen/youth leadership outreach opportunities would be nice. Also,
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remodeling the Boys & Girls Club.
If there were more interactive groups to joint for teens, that they'd actually enjoy.
Opening more places that are affordable for teens.
Washington weather is the largest factor that would determine if I stay here. My family doesn't
enjoy the weather so that would be the biggest reason that we'd move. Other than that, the
community is nice.
For me Edmonds would be a bit more attractive if businesses were to stay open later so we could
have more time in Edmonds.
The rain sucks.
I don't know.
Have more things to do in Edmonds and job opportunities for high school students.
Need more job opportunities for high school kids.
Less condos, more activities that go on year round that will bring the community together and to
tear down the Antique Mall near the beach and build something like U-Village has.
Edmonds is a great town to grow up in and to retire. As a young adult I would like to move on and
grow elsewhere. But I have no hard feelings towards Edmonds at all. I do think that when young
adults stay in the town that they grow up they may not grow or be as productive as they could.
More stuff to do
Make more soccer fields
More youth-oriented events, etc. I don't particularly enjoy spending my weekends around families
with young children and senior citizens... and you must admit that Edmonds is full of those. I'd just
like to see some opportunities to do community service or volunteer work or something where I can
spend time with people my age.
Edmonds is known as a retirement community and I would rather live elsewhere in my young adult
years
More people my age and activities for young adults.
New York City
Seattle
It would be better if people cared about the public more - a big park on the waterfront instead of
junky buildings, and clean the streets when it snows!
I am 49 years old and employed full time. Perhaps I was not supposed to fill this out.
More opportunities for family activities (such as bowling, hint)
We need to expand building heights to an appropriate level. Especially down in the antique mall
area, where it is the lowest point in the bowl, and would not threaten homeowner’s views even if
the heights were increased to 7 stories. By the time you travel a block and a half up main street
from the ferry, you're already at or above 70 feet in elevation, so its impact would be minimal. Ideal
developments in the underutilized antique mall and harbor square area would consist of mixed use
developments where retail were placed at grade and living quarters above (either condos, apts, or a
mix of both). The proximity of this location to the train station, as a viable option for transportation
to Seattle via the sounder and Amtrak would make this an ideal location for young adults to live in
order to commute to Seattle for work. Bring in retail and restaurants as a means to create a mini
urban village and I would live there in a heartbeat. This will attract pedestrians down to the
waterfront, which, unfortunately, has been cut off from the rest of the downtown because of poor
planning leadership, and decisions, in the past. The waterfront needs to be utilized as a residential
area, not commercial and industrial practices as is the case now (for the most part). The waterfront
needs a boardwalk-like feel, somewhere where people can walk to and shop around while grabbing
a quick bite to eat. Unfortunately, that is easier said than done due to the plethora of privately
owned commercial buildings, and the senior center, that are due south of the ferry terminal near
the Edwards Landing beach park. It would be hard to convince property owners for them to change
their buildings' use without the implementation of incentives by the city. If the water front were
revitalized, nothing would keep me from wanting to call that area home, besides extreme costs of
living...which brings me to my next point. It is also important to emphasize mixed income housing,
which would allow young adults such as me to have the capability of purchasing or renting in a
desirable area such, as the Edmonds waterfront, without burning a hole in our pockets. At the same
time this would also attract the richer retirement market that Edmonds is so famous for. They
would be willing to purchase/rent penthouse locations on the top floor of these "hypothetical" 7
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story buildings. While those without the moneybags, i.e. me, could rent a room without a view on
the third floor for a reasonable price. It’s also good to get my generation to intermingle amongst
the older generation to create a good sense of community, and an understanding between two
generations that seem so far apart due to the technological gaps between the two (this may be a bit
of a generalization/stereotype, but you catch my drift). Anyways, those are a few of my
suggestions. Obviously they won’t occur over night, but if they were accepted and publicized
within a strategic plan now, I believe Edmonds will be headed in the right direction for the future.
Lower the median age in the city.
The sense of Community
More skate parks & graffiti zones
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Appendix H. Public charrette results
Up to 140+ people participated in two
Community Charrettes (public brainstorming
sessions) that were conducted the evenings of
March 14 and 19, 2012 with consultant and staff
facilitators and staff scribes. Up to 10 additional
students attended a Charrette focusing on youth
related issues held on April 30, 2012 at
Edmonds Woodway High School.
The purpose of the Charrettes was to solicit
likes and dislikes about the community in
general, then focus on identifying priorities,
results and measurements related to four of the
highest priority topics identified by citizens and
representatives of organizations/business
interests, etc. who participated in focus group
sessions and surveys held earlier this year.
During the Charrettes, attendees joined other
citizens in small groups of 12-15 to develop
priority results and performance measurements
about how specific subjects or issues can be
improved upon and to address concerns and/or
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0

Y

realize your strategic objectives. Each group
was asked to also focus on four key priority
topics identified in a mandatory topic list
identified from the outreach survey events
mentioned above (so that all groups discuss the
same issues) plus any others the groups decided
to pursue.
The results from the Charrettes were
transcribed and collated in topics listed below
that conformed to the intent of the comments.
Thus some comments are grouped into general
headings, such as Connections - districts,
waterfront, downtown, etc, where the grouping
conforms to the intent expressed by
brainstorming participant. Not all groups were
able to complete all topics or portions of some
topics. Not all groups were able to rank vote on
the likes or dislikes. The young adult charrette
generally followed the same topic outline
though they did not identify responsibilities or
performance measures.

Small group breakouts on the 14th, 19th of March, 30th April

Likes
X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

“Bowl”
Access to government
Accessibility
Anderson Center
Art galleries
Art opportunities and culture
Art Walk
Arts Festival
Beach and parks
Bubble tea at Ranch 99/Pochi’s
Bus transit access (Community Transit and Metro)
Business community
Car Show
Chamber of Commerce activities
Cheerful downtown merchants and citizens
Citizen involvement and volunteerism - partnerships
City staff
Close to Seattle
Dicks Restaurant is great
Diversity and mix of long timers and newcomers
Dog Park
Downtown center
Downtown landscaping – flower baskets
Economic development
Edmonds Center for the Arts (ECA)
Edmonds Marsh
Family friendly
Farmers’ Market
Free parking
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X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

Fresh and clean
Friendly people
Hangout for students setoff street like Pochi’s
History
History Museum
Home versus commute
Independent citizens and businesses
Knowing people
Library
Local and unique businesses
Main Street and 5th Avenue corridors – uses and appearances
Movie theater
Neighborhoods
Open spaces
Outreach to community
Park system – number and content
Plaza at Ranch 99
Pochi’s hangout within walking distance
Port and marina
Port and marina
Posspa Smokes – gift shop
Potential
QFC parking lot as late night hangout
Restaurants and shops
Safety and security
Schools
Seasonal festivals
Senior Center
Small town atmosphere – human scale
Sounder and Amtrak Trains
Swedish Hospital and Stevens Hospital district
Tranquility
Transportation linkage
Trees and tree plan
Uniqueness
Urban gardening
Walkable - compact downtown and waterfront
Waterfront trails
Waterfront, water views, and activities
What it is - everything
Wide streets
YMCA provides things to do
Yost Pool

Dislikes
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
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X

Bike trails could be better, more appealing
Buildings at sidewalk edge – prefer setbacks
Business failures – why aren’t they successful and leaving
Businesses not friendly
Condition and status of Civic and Woodway Fields
Convenience stores not open late
Cramped multifamily developments
Current design standards
Current height restrictions
Deteriorating infrastructure – sidewalks in particular
Development code issues
Disjointed business groups in commercial areas
Downtown parking conditions

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
x
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X

x

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X

Downtown traffic – too many cars
Empty storefronts
Failure of city to promote fiber optic systems
Failure to pass bond and levy measures
Fear of and resistance to change
Financial problems
Highway 99 - aesthetics
Highway 99 – business development
Highway 99 condition – failure to develop and appearances
Highway 99 ugliness
Identify – lack of, where are we?
Lack affordable housing
Lack affordable housing
Lack bike designated corridors – and speeding on corridors
Lack bike paths and trails
Lack citizen input on proposed businesses
Lack community vision
Lack dog parks – geographically and restrictive ordinances
Lack evening activities – night life
Lack flexible design and development codes
Lack inexpensive eateries
Lack innovative businesses and jobs
Lack involvement outside of “bowl”
Lack of access to waterfront
Lack of activity and people in business areas
Lack of capital funds
Lack of community feel
Lack of connectivity between downtown and rest of city
Lack of diversity of business
Lack of focus – failure to complete projects
Lack of funding for parks
Lack of gateways and wayfinding signage
Lack of grant funding
Lack of indoor pool
Lack of lighted and maintained athletic fields
Lack of pedestrian connectivity to communities
Lack of potential development of Woodway and Civic Fields
Lack of waterfront parking
Lack of younger families
Lack young people
Missed waterfront development opportunity
Mixed use building designs - boxes
More space for young adults to hangout in
Multiple groups going in different directions
No appeal for younger generation
No clothing stores downtown
No outreach to Asian businesses
No parking downtown
No underground utilities
Not enough for kids to do
Not enough sidewalks
Not enough sidewalks
Not enough youth
Not walkable – especially SR-104 crossings
Nothing for 16-20 year olds to do downtown (not yogurt)
Nothing open late near beach/fishing pier snack shop
Office vacancies
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X
X

X
X
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X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

Over focus on downtown or bowl to detriment of other areas
Patchwork land use on annexed properties
Point Edwards housing development - isolation
Point Edwards isolation
Political conflict and discourse – inability to make decisions
Poor building maintenance
Poor business location – compete with Seattle and Lynnwood
Poor civil discourse
Poor condition of downtown buildings
Poor connections between downtown and waterfront
Poor street conditions
Public transportation frequency
Railroad noise
Sandwich board signs on sidewalks
Schools are not linked
Short term (3 hour) parking doesn’t work for night hours
Short-sighted development projects
State of 4th Avenue Arts Corridor – not completed
Status and condition of Civic & Woodway Fields
Terrible road conditions
Too many high rise condos – 7 stories
Too many new banks
Too much focus on Harbor Square
Traffic at 5 Corners
Traffic congestion – 5th & Main during festivals
Traffic congestion on SR-104 and Highway 99
Train blocking access in addition to noise and horns
Train schedule uncertainty
Underdeveloped properties
Underutilization of property – i.e., Antique Mall
Uninvolved property owners
View blockages – ordinances that allow
Views compromised by overhead utility lines
Water quality conditions in Edmonds Marsh
Waterfront appearance

Highway 99 – desired end-state or result
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
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X

X

A community space or focus point to corridor
Accessibility – ability to walk from store to store
Anchor or destination retail activities
Anchor or flagship stores – destination shopping
Annex Esperance or have county involved
Artworks
Balance of retail and service land uses
Brighter, color, trees, accessibility
Built-out potential with mixed use viability
Clean up pedestrian walkway – incentives for enhancements
Connection to adjacent neighborhoods
Connection to Interurban Trail and greenspace
Connections to adjacent neighborhoods
Cultural diversity
Development compatible with adjacent neighborhoods
Development fronting on street with parking behind or under
Employment
Enhance Ranch 99 Market
Evening activities
Expanded International District
Gateways to Edmonds city limits

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

High rise buildings
High tech industries
Increase hospital district
Incubator business plan – art colony for business
Integrated traffic, transit, trails, appearances – i.e., Shoreline
Inviting – says great place to be
Less car dealers
Light industrial at back of properties
Light rail connection with Shoreline, hospital, Lynnwood
Lighting – including pedestrian scale
Maximum revenue generated
Mixed use development – i.e., Shoreline, Mill Creek
Mixed use residential/retail for residents
More car dealers
Motorists access to both sides of street
Narrower – fewer traffic lanes
No heavy industry
On-road bike lanes
Pedestrian friendly businesses
Pedestrian overpass
People on streets – mother pushing baby stroller
Promotional events to attract people
Remove feeling of hodge-podge development
Restaurants not fast food
Retention of small businesses
Safe and secure
Streetscape equivalent to Shoreline
Transit connection to light rail, Highway 99, and downtown
Transit oriented development (TOD) including mixed use
Trees and better corridor landscaping
Underground utilities and utility upgrades
Uniformity of businesses
Unlimited building height
Updated signage conditions and codes
Vital businesses
Wayfinding and banners – International District
YMCA and similar activities
Zoning for diversity of businesses

Highway 99 – actions
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X

Affordable housing
Annex Esperance
Building height limits
Catalytic projects - Swedish
Citizen involvement
City incentives for development
Cohesive vision supported by community and Council
Community/neighborhood connections
Connections with EdCC
Connectivity to downtown
Coordinate improvements with adjacent cities
Create a community or public space
Develop nodes to corridor – i.e., Intnl District, Hospital
Development entity other than city government
Development impact study
Economic feasibility study including any impediments
Enforce building codes
Extend evening hours till 11 or 12 pm
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X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

Financial implementation strategy
Flexible development regulations and process
Front to back property connections
Gateways and wayfinding
Gateways defining entrance to Edmonds
Green development standards
Highway 99 Task Force property owners, developers, public
Hospital/medical plans and projects
Improve sign standards
Improve SR-104 interchange
Increased and strengthened partnerships
Integrate transit park and ride
Involved citizens in process and implementation
Momentum building projects – low hanging fruit
Money – i.e., bond measure for improvements
Political leadership
Prioritized plans and projects
Promotion program for corridor stores and services
Property owner involvement
Subarea plan with timelines and transportation improvement
Targeted recruiting of businesses
Transit oriented development (TOD) mixed use
Zoning changes to reflect potential – higher heights

Highway 99 – responsible parties
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

Adjacent cities
Business owners
Car dealers
Chamber of Commerce
Citizens strong leadership
City – political leadership necessary
Community Transit (CT)
Economic Development Commission
Environmental groups
Highway 99 corridor organization
International district property, business,community leaders
Mayor
Planning Board
Property owners
Public development project manager
Public/private partnerships
State and federal must be coordinated
Stevens Hospital District
WSDOT

Highway 99 – performance measures
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
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X
X
X
X
X

X

# awards for aesthetic enhancement
# businesses retained on corridor
# Council votes on development plans and projects
# new business startups or locations to corridor
# new businesses located on corridor
# new development projects completed on corridor
# of businesses by type
# pedestrians on sidewalks
# years for development to occur
% accessible by transit, bike, and walking
% decrease in crime
% decrease in traffic accidents
% improvement in traffic level of service (LOS)

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

% increase Highway 99 businesses in Chamber of Commerce
% increase in employment
% increase in people living/working on Highway 99
% increase in property values and property tax revenues
% increase in residential – including younger households
% increase in retail sales and retail sales tax revenues
% increase in sales, services to tourists on corridor
% increase in transit ridership
% increase or improvement in pedestrian crossing areas
% occupancy rate
% participation in Highway 99 corridor organizations
% public indicating appearance improved
@ streetscape theme established for corridor

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

Downtown/waterfront – end-state or results
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

ADA accessibility
Additional places to play, eat, and stay on waterfront
Additional year-round services – medical and entertainment
Aesthetics to attract rich residents and developers
Affordable artist live/work/sell project or spaces
Artist and arts center with workshops, galleries, etc
Artist and other affordable housing
Attractions for young people, boats, divers, bikes, kitesurfing
Business development
Convertible street corridor for special events
Destination uses on waterfront – hotel, restaurants, fishing
pier
Develop land to help city generate revenues
Develop small or boutique hotel
Emergency access improved to waterfront
Excursion boat access
Farmers’ and/or Public market on waterfront
Gateway park – land bank
Harbor Square development completed
Hotel or destination resort or retreat on waterfront
Improved area near railroad tracks
Increased park and recreational developments on waterfront
Industrial uses retained
Keep ferry terminal in present location
Landscaping covers all
Maintain low building heights – views preserved
Marsh and shoreline connectivity to rest of city
Mixed use development – increased density
Model train museum
More parking on waterfront
Open space connections and trails – with parks and
industrial
Pedestrian bridge over tracks
People on sidewalks and shorelines
Public restrooms
Public/private partnerships
Redevelop Antique Mall – Rick Steves Global Market
Redeveloped Safeway/Antique Mall site
Renovated or relocated Senior Center
Retain fountain at 5th & Main
Sounder and Amtrak trains integrated into community
Special events festival area
Transit service and ridership increased
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X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

Transportation linkage
Trolley service between downtown and waterfront
Underground utilities
Underwater dive park promoted to citizens
Unique design or themes to Edmonds
Upgrade Civic Field
View protection and enhancement
Waterfront/downtown linkage through ferry and rail traffic
Well planned architecture – not like Safeway
Wide sidewalks
Year-round Farmers’ or Public Market

Downtown/waterfront – actions
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

Acquire/package Safeway/Antique Mall property – other sites
Approve Harbor Square master plan –development agreement
Attract younger households to Harbor Square and downtown
City doesn’t buy any property
Create a Farmers’ and/or Public Market activity
Create artist live/work/display project or spaces
Create evening activities in parks, flashlight tag, etc
Create feasible financial implementation strategy
Create financial incentives for waterfront development
Create flexible subarea plan
Determine/engage property owners
Develop comprehensive plan for shoreline/waterfront
Develop trail from ferry landing to Interurban Trail
Enhance and expand Edmonds Marsh protections
Hazel Miller Foundation
Integrate ferry, train, transit intermodal connection
Involve Port in broader shoreline/waterfront potential
Keep gym open late into evening for young adults
Landscape plan for the bowl
Light basketball court for evening activities
Light skate park for evening activities
Link trails with waterfront, shoreline, and Edmonds Marsh
Market Sounder and Amtrak service
Open an activity near the beach/fishing pier snack shop
Program more youth-oriented activities at ECA and elsewhere
Recruit target/anchor tenants and destination activities
Rezones limited
Simplify development regulations and review processes
Tourist market analysis for waterfront use
Underground utilities
Use energy generated by wastewater treatment plant
Vision supported by public and developers
Zoning to reflect public support

Downtown/waterfront – responsible parties
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
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BNSF
Business owners
City staff and officials
Developers
Housing authority
No Port authority
Nonprofit foundations
Port
Private ownership associations, cooperatives
Property owners
Public

Public/private partnerships
School district
WSDOT

X
X
X

Downtown/waterfront – performance measures
# completed trail miles
# landscaped street miles
# new artist galleries and workshops
# new artists reside/work in Edmonds
# new development projects – retail, residential, mixed use
# new retail and other business startups
% decrease in downtown vacancy rate
% increase in city-wide events
% increase in DEMA and Chamber membership/participation
% increase in employment
% increase in ferry ridership and destination
% increase in green projects
% increase in number of residents
% increase in pedestrian counts and activity
% increase in property value and property tax revenue
% increase in public satisfaction from annual surveys
% increase in public use – residents
% increase in rail and bus transit use
% increase in retail sales and retail sales tax revenue
% increase in tourist use
% increase in walking distance as result of improvements
% increase in water excursions
% increase in waterfront and downtown events
% increase in youth-oriented events
% public indicates improved appearances
% retention of current businesses

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

Arts/culture – desired end-state or results
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

4th Avenue Arts Corridor completion
Affordable artist live/work housing
Art and cultural outreach programs for youth and all ages
Art workshops and exhibitions – re., Schack in Everett
Artist workshops/galleries – i.e., Pike Place Market
Arts supply store
Artworks distributed throughout city
Better sidewalk access
Business benefits, business involvement in promotions
Central clearinghouse for all arts events – tickets, info center
Children’s Museum
Culinary artists, workshops, and classes
ECA master plan development completed
Edmonds brand based on arts and culture
Events Board created
Farmers’ Market retained in city
Fiber, quilt artists, workshops, classes, and galleries
Fine Arts Museum
Firdale arts community involvement
Gateways and wayfinding – with unique art themes
Historic preservation – walking tours, building plaques
Increased lighting
Initiate concerts in parks
Initiate murals program
Larger out- of-area multiuse events space or venue
More programming at ECA – i.e., Rick Steves
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X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

More quality festivals
More quality fine and performing arts events
No empty storefronts – fill with temporary artists
On-road bike lanes
Outdoor display and special events spaces
Sports events programmed in Edmonds
Unified community
Update fountain at 5th and Main
Writers and authors colony and events
Yost Pool renovations and expansions accomplished

Arts/culture – actions
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X

Adopt ordinance allowing live/work for artist and businesses
Appoint a student to Arts Commission
Civic engagement and leadership
Conduct market analysis to determine source of customers
Conduct oral history project at Historical Museum
Coordinate and centrally program use of athletic facilities
Coordinate Swedish Hospital arts programs and exhibitions
Create and adopt cultural plan and preservation district
Create central website/social media outreach connections
Create collaborative artist/education, re., Schack Everett
Create fine arts museum and exhibition space
Create partnerships with EdCC, Senior Center, Port, Schools
Create promotion with businesses/hotel/restaurants
Create small grants/residencies for artists
Define Edmonds brand based on arts and culture
Develop amphitheater at EAC, indoor spot like Roys Place
Develop historic and artist walking tours
Display and exhibit Kekinan Sister City artworks
Display art in vacant storefronts
Expand Arts Coordinator function and resources
Expand Arts Festival
Improve marketing and promotion of assets and activities
Initiate wine, picnic baskets sales in parks
Install banners on Highway 99 for International District
Install wayfinding to direct patrons to destinations
Maintain 1% for Arts program funding
Private foundation financial sponsors – Hazel Miller
Promote to EWHS students/WBN daily broadcast radio station
Provide long-term art use of Civic Field
Redevelop Safeway/Antique Mall for artist live/work/display
Sponsor “Freedom of Expression” night at Black Box
Sponsor a student-run tv or radio station
Sponsor inter-high school communication
Sponsor young adult dance clubs, lessons, and dances
Sponsor young adult night life such as Show Box
Track art patron and tourist expenditures at local businesses
Use Edmonds Center for Arts
Vision created by citizens and government
Young adult activity – open mic, Poetry Slam

Arts/culture – responsible parties
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X
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Art community and organizations and foundations
Arts Commission
Arts Coordinator
Business owners – restaurants, hotels,
Chamber of Commerce
Citizen support

X

Community champions on arts issues – Rick Steves
Community Transit
Developers
Economic Development Director
Edmonds Center for the Arts (ECA)
Edmonds Community College
Mayor

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

Arts/culture – performance measures
X
X

# citizen groups and volunteers
# increase in communications – newsletters, etc
# lodging nights sold, used by art patrons and tourists
# new artists, art galleries locating in Edmonds
# people attending art workshops and classes of all sponsors
# performances by nationally known artists and actors
# persons attending Arts Festival, and other events
# press on arts functions and subjects
$ spent in local businesses by art patrons and tourists
% increase in art related permit applications
% increase in art-related expenditures in local businesses
% increase in communications – website hits
% retention rate of existing artists, art galleries
% satisfaction from surveys of artists and organizations
% viability of art related organizations

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Governance – desired end-state or result
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X
X

Budget by priorities (BBP) for Objectives (BFB) process
Citizen education/involvement in budget and fiscal process
Citizens involved in Council meetings and deliberations
City manager form of government
Committee/coalitions involvement in process
Community priority services and projects adequately funded
Compare with process, results of other cities – i.e., Shoreline
Elect Council by district rather than at-large
Excellent police department, safety and security measures
Federal, state, private dollars leveraged by city investments
Flexible, responsive development code and standards
Friendlier, transparent process and culture
Import, clout in regional affairs and governance
Majority or consensus on strategies
Open, transparent communication process
Plans approved and projects completed
Promotion, realization of diverse population and interests
Public/private partnerships to implement policies
Quality public services and facilities
Representative community involvement
Respect for city staff and officials
Safe but increase in crime rate?
Simplified, one-stop process for permits and projects
Sustainable services and governmental practices
Term limits
Trust in and satisfaction with Edmonds government
Understandable financial documents and process
Unified long range vision and goals
Visible Council ownership of process and products
Vision – “what is in it for me”

Governance – actions
X
X

Address negative perceptions of public, business
Appoint student representatives to Boards, Commissions
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X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

Clarify role of legislative (Council) and administrative bodies
Conduct annual State of Edmonds reports and public surveys
Conduct meetings outside of “bowl” on Highway 99, etc
Conduct referendum on city manager form of government
Conduct surveys of young adult opinions
Conduct town halls, open houses on major issues, projects
Consider allowing gambling casinos and revenues
Create business recruitment program
Create good investment opportunities
Create opportunities for civic involvement/partnerships
Create opportunities for young adult participation
Create user-friendly codes and development processes
Create youth employment opportunities
Encourage participation in Council meetings
Engage public in BFO process, priorities, etc
Expand school student involvement in city boards, affairs
Expand social media outreach of issues and processes
Identify a way for young adults to submit ideas
Incorporate citizen input into Budgeting for Objectives (BFO)
Initiate status reports on projects and programs
Install public kiosks with agendas, notices, etc
Instigate social media outreach to young adults
Institute Budget for Objectives (BFO) process
Institute can-do attitude with Council and staff
Involve club leadership through schools
Market Edmonds fiber optic potential
Measure/report progress on Strategic Plan performance
Provide young adults internships and other training options
Reevaluate use of REET monies
Sponsor senior projects and other community services
Televise Council meetings
Use eminent domain when warranted

Governance – responsible parties
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

Business owners
Citizens
City staff and employees
Council
Department heads
Interest groups – sports, environment, business, etc
Mayor
Senior Center
Youth groups

Governance – performance measures
X

X

X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
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X

# citizen and other user surveys
# consensus votes on Council
# days required for permit approvals
# hits on city website, blog, social media outreach
# new jobs created in Edmonds
# new people running for local office
# persons attending Council meetings
# volunteer programs and projects – like flower baskets
% annual completion rate on city programs and projects
% attainable goals and priorities
% citizens feel safe and secure
% citizens satisfied from annual public surveys
% cohesiveness between staff and Council
% eligible persons registered to vote in Edmonds

X
X
X

X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

% increase in funding from tourism, economic activities
% increase in property values and property tax revenue
% increase in retail sales and tax revenue
% local funds leveraged with state and federal financing
% of volunteers are newcomers to city
% rate of business turnover or startups
% volunteer efforts involving youth, seniors
% voter turnout in elections
@ on-line access for information
@ on-line status reports on projects and programs
@ quality of completed public projects

1 – Steve Price
2 – Nancy Jordan
3 – Andrea Logue
4 – Tom Beckwith
5 – Tom Beckwith
6 – Steve Price
7 – Eric Hovee
8 – Nancy Jordan
9 – Stephen Clifton/Frances Chapin
0 – Shawn Hunstock
Y – Alex Springer/Peter Gibson for Young Adults
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Open House
Economic development - employment
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

13%
7%
10%
3%
2%
4%
28%

11%
9%
20%
7%
8%
10%
18%

37%
22%
24%
17%
23%
27%
25%

21%
37%
21%
40%
36%
33%
16%

19%
25%
23%
32%
31%
25%
14%

1: Database?
2: Business outreach?
3: Economic incentives?
4: Economic sustainability?
5: High tech industries?
6: Medical and health industries?
7: Car dealerships?

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
204
9

answered question
skipped question

Economic development - employment

7: Car
dealerships?
6: Medical and
health…
5: High tech
industries?
4: Economic
sustainability?
3: Economic
incentives?
2: Business
outreach?

14%

16%

25%

25%

33%

31%

21%

23%

20%
5 - very high

37%

30%

40%

4 - high

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

70%

80%

3%

10%
9%

11%

2%

7%

20%
22%

21%

4%
8%

17%

37%

19%
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10%

24%

25%

10%

27%

40%

23%

0%

28%

36%

32%

1: Database?

18%

7%
13%

90%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Open House
Economic development - business districts
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

7%
13%
6%
11%
12%
9%

11%
12%
9%
22%
12%
7%

19%
27%
16%
32%
22%
28%

35%
29%
36%
16%
31%
27%

29%
20%
32%
18%
23%
28%

8: Marketing?
9: Design?
10: Promotion?
11: Organization?
12: Financing?
13: Interim storefront uses?

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
201
12

answered question
skipped question

Economic development - business districts

13: Interim
storefront…
12: Financing?

28%

27%

23%

11:
Organization?

31%

18%

10: Promotion?

28%
22%

16%

8: Marketing?

29%

0%

10%

35%

20%
5 - very high
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30%

40%

4 - high

11%

16%
27%

29%

12%

22%

36%

20%

9%

12%

32%

32%

9: Design?

7%

9%
12%

19%

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

70%

6%
13%

11%

80%

90%

7%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Open House
Community development - young adults
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

14: Employment?
15: Participation?
16: Activities?

8%
6%
6%

15%
13%
12%

26%
26%
28%

31%
37%
33%

20%
18%
22%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
200
13

Community development - young adults

16: Activities?

22%

15:
Participation?

18%

14:
Employment?

20%

0%
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10%

33%

28%

37%

26%

31%

20%
30%
40%
50%
5 - very high 4 - high 3 - average

12%

13%

26%

60%
2 - low

15%

70%
80%
1 - very low

6%

6%

8%

90%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Open House
Community development - housing
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

12%
20%

17%
19%

28%
24%

26%
21%

17%
18%

17: Diversity housing options?
18: Incentivize affordable housing?

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
200
13

Community development - housing

18: Incentivize
affordable
housing?

18%

17: Diversity
housing
options?

17%

0%
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10%

21%

24%

26%

20%
30%
40%
50%
5 - very high 4 - high 3 - average

19%

28%

60%
2 - low

20%

17%

70%
80%
1 - very low

12%

90%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Open House
Community development - catalytic projects
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

6%
12%
8%
9%
8%

10%
8%
8%
14%
12%

14%
16%
17%
30%
26%

29%
24%
21%
30%
32%

41%
40%
46%
16%
21%

19: Shoreline/Waterfront?
20: Harbor Square?
21: Antique Mall?
22: International District?
23: Swedish Hospital?

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
198
15

Community development - catalytic projects
23: Swedish
Hospital?

21%

22:
International…

32%

16%

21: Antique
Mall?

26%

30%

30%

46%

20: Harbor
Square?

40%

19:
Shoreline/Wa…

41%

0%

10%

20%
5 - very high
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12%
14%

21%
24%

17%
16%

29%

30%

40%

4 - high

60%

3 - average

2 - low

9%
8%

8%
14%

50%

8%

70%

80%

8%
12%

10%

90%

6%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Open House
Arts and culture
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

14%
6%
7%
10%

18%
14%
7%
9%

28%
22%
24%
28%

19%
30%
30%
25%

21%
28%
33%
27%

24: Marketing?
25: Design?
26: Promotion?
27: Organization?

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
197
16

answered question
skipped question

Arts and culture

27:
Organization?

27%

26: Promotion?

25%

28%

33%

25: Design?

30%

28%

24: Marketing?

0%

10%

20%
5 - very high
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30%

28%

40%

4 - high

7%

22%

19%

10%

24%

30%

21%

9%

14%

18%

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

7%

70%

80%

6%

14%

90%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Open House
Arts and culture - catalytic projects
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

12%
12%
16%
17%
23%
13%

10%
15%
24%
20%
23%
13%

25%
25%
28%
25%
25%
17%

30%
27%
18%
23%
17%
21%

23%
21%
14%
16%
13%
38%

28: Edmonds Center for the Arts (ECA)?
29: 4th Avenue Cultural Corridor?
30: Art and history walking tours?
31: Artist live/work?
32: Fine Arts Museum?
33: Farmers/Public Market?

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
199
14

Arts and culture - catalytic projects
33:
Farmers/Publ…
32: Fine Arts
Museum?
31: Artist
live/work?
30: Art and
history…
29: 4th Avenue
Cultural…
28: Edmonds
Center for…

0%

10%

20%
5 - very high
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30%

40%

4 - high

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

12%

10%

25%

30%

23%

12%

15%

25%

27%

21%

16%

24%

28%

18%

14%

17%

20%

25%

23%

16%

23%

23%

25%

17%

13%

13%

13%

17%

21%

38%

70%

80%

90%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Open House
Parks and recreation
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

17%
8%
30%
10%

8%
10%
20%
9%

24%
21%
27%
18%

33%
25%
10%
32%

17%
35%
12%
30%

34: Fiscal sustainability?
35: Greenways?
36: Dog Park?
37: Downtown restrooms?

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
198
15

answered question
skipped question

Parks and recreation

37: Downtown
restrooms?

30%

36: Dog Park?

12%

32%

10%

35: Greenways?

27%

25%

33%

17%

0%

10%

20%
5 - very high
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30%

9%

20%

35%

34: Fiscal
sustainability?

18%

30%

21%

10%

24%

40%

4 - high

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

10%

8%

70%

80%

8%

17%

90%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Open House
Parks and recreation - catalytic projects
Answer Options
38: Yost Pool?
39: Civic and Woodway Fields?
40: Francis Anderson Center?
41: Senior Center?

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

14%
10%
4%
7%

10%
16%
6%
11%

20%
30%
22%
23%

27%
25%
41%
33%

28%
20%
27%
26%

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
199
14

answered question
skipped question

Parks and recreation - catalytic projects
41: Senior
Center?

26%

40: Francis
Anderson
Center?

27%

39: Civic and
Woodway
Fields?

33%

20%

38: Yost Pool?
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10%

41%

25%

28%

0%

23%

22%

30%

27%

20%
30%
40%
50%
5 - very high 4 - high 3 - average

11%

6%

16%

20%

60%
2 - low

7%

10%

70%
80%
1 - very low

4%

10%

14%

90%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Open House
Environment - sustainability
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

19%
12%
13%
10%
16%
5%

14%
10%
11%
9%
8%
8%

37%
25%
29%
23%
31%
21%

16%
25%
21%
29%
22%
31%

14%
29%
25%
29%
23%
35%

42: Coordination?
43: Native habitat?
44: Food production?
45: Stormwater?
46: Energy?
47: Recycling?

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
195
18

answered question
skipped question

Environment - sustainability

47: Recycling?

35%

46: Energy?

31%

23%

45:
Stormwater?

22%

31%

29%

44: Food
production?

29%

25%

43: Native
habitat?
14%

0%

10%

25%

20%
5 - very high
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40%

4 - high

11%

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

10%
13%

10%
14%

70%

5%

16%
9%

25%
37%

30%

8%

29%

16%

8%

23%

21%

29%

42:
Coordination?

21%

12%
19%

80%

90%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Open House
Transportation - pedestrian and bicycle
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

8%
6%
12%
11%
20%

8%
5%
12%
13%
17%

25%
22%
30%
25%
18%

27%
35%
24%
21%
26%

32%
32%
21%
30%
19%

48: Trails?
49: Walkways?
50: Crosswalks?
51: Waterfront connection?
52: Bikeway network?

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
196
17

answered question
skipped question

Transportation - pedestrian and bicycle

52: Bikeway
network?
51: Waterfront
connection?
50:
Crosswalks?
49: Walkways?

32%

48: Trails?

32%

0%

10%

5 - very high
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40%

4 - high

8%

25%

27%

30%

5%

22%

35%

20%

12%

12%

30%

24%

21%

11%

13%

25%

21%

30%

20%

17%

18%

26%

19%

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

70%

80%

90%

6%
8%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Open House
Transportation - vehicle
Answer Options
53: Street maintenance?
54: Highway 99?

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

6%
8%

8%
10%

29%
30%

37%
23%

19%
29%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
192
21

Transportation - vehicle

54: Highway
99?

29%

53: Street
maintenance?

19%

0%
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10%

23%

30%

37%

20%
30%
40%
50%
5 - very high 4 - high 3 - average

10%

29%

60%
2 - low

8%

8%

70%
80%
1 - very low

90%

6%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Open House
Transportation - transit
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - moderate

4 - high

5 - very high

39%
24%
15%
10%
13%
20%
15%

20%
14%
6%
8%
11%
14%
7%

16%
29%
23%
17%
26%
29%
23%

13%
22%
41%
33%
29%
19%
26%

12%
11%
15%
31%
21%
17%
29%

55: Trolley?
56: Swift Bus Transit (BRT)?
57: SR-104 Transit?
58: Sounder?
59: Sound Transit?
60: Ferry Terminal?
61: Intermodal Station?

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
192
21

answered question
skipped question

Transportation - transit

61: Intermodal
Station?

29%

60: Ferry
Terminal?

26%

17%

59: Sound
Transit?

19%
29%

56: Swift Bus
Transit (BRT)?

11%

55: Trolley?

12%

0%

13%

10%

11%

23%

20%
5 - very high

29%
16%

30%
4 - high

50%

3 - moderate

13%
8%

10%

6%

14%

20%

40%

20%

17%

41%
22%

15%

14%

33%

15%

7%

26%

31%

57: SR-104
Transit?
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29%

21%

58: Sounder?

23%

15%
24%

39%

60%
2 - low

70%

80%

90%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Open House
Transportation - railroad
Answer Options
62: BNSF - coal trains?

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - moderate

4 - high

24%

4%

14%

18%

5 - very high
39%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
188
25

Transportation - railroad

62: BNSF - coal
trains?

39%

0%
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10%

18%

20%
30%
40%
50%
5 - very high 4 - high 3 - moderate

14%

60%
2 - low

4%

24%

70%
80%
1 - very low

90%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Open House
Governance - fiscal sustainability
Answer Options
63: Fiscal sustainability - BFO?
64: NGO participation?

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

7%
11%

4%
8%

27%
30%

27%
27%

35%
24%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
183
30

Governance - fiscal sustainability

64: NGO
participation?

24%

63: Fiscal
sustainability BFO?

27%

35%

0%
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10%

30%

27%

20%
30%
40%
50%
5 - very high 4 - high 3 - average

8%

27%

60%
2 - low

70%
80%
1 - very low

11%

4%

90%

7%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Open House
Governance - development regulations
Answer Options
65: View corridors?
66: Development regulations?
67: Design standards?
68: Review and approval processes?

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - moderate

4 - high

5 - very high

14%
15%
11%
6%

15%
14%
11%
8%

28%
20%
31%
21%

20%
27%
30%
34%

24%
24%
18%
31%

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
186
27

answered question
skipped question

Governance - development regulations
68: Review and
approval
processes?

31%

67: Design
standards?

18%

66:
Development
regulations?

24%

65: View
corridors?

24%

0%
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10%

34%

21%

30%

31%

27%

20%

20%
30%
40%
50%
5 - very high 4 - high 3 - moderate

20%

28%

60%
2 - low

8%

11%

14%

15%

70%
80%
1 - very low

6%

11%

15%

14%

90%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Open House
Governance - communications
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - moderate

4 - high

5 - very high

4%
7%
7%
4%

9%
8%
9%
9%

23%
28%
30%
24%

34%
30%
27%
33%

30%
27%
26%
30%

69: Communication?
70: Access?
71: Strategy development?
72: Assess performance?

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
186
27

Governance - communications
72: Assess
performance?

30%

71: Strategy
development?

33%

26%

70: Access?

27%

27%

69:
Communication
?

0%
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10%

30%

30%

30%

40%
4 - high

50%
60%
3 - moderate

9%

9%

28%

34%

20%
30%
5 - very high

24%

7%

8%

23%

4%

9%

70%
80%
90%
2 - low
1 - very low

7%

4%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Open House
Did you complete any of the surveys or participate in the focus group or charrettes?
Answer Options

No

Participate?

45%

Yes
55%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
192
21

Did you complete any of the surveys or participate in the
focus group or charrettes?

Participat
e?

55%

0%
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20%

45%

40%
Yes

60%
No

80%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Open House
Where do you work?
Answer Options
Retired?
Edmonds?
Seattle?
Elsewhere Sno Co?
King County?
Elsewhere?

answered question
skipped question
King County?,
2%

Response
Percent
36%
38%
7%
14%
2%
2%
193
20

Elsewhere?,
2%

Elsewhere
Sno Co?,
14%
Retired?, 36%
Seattle?, 7%

Edmonds?,
38%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Open House
How many people in your household?
Answer Options
Number household members?

0

1

2

3

4

0%

20%

46%

15%

14%

5+
6%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
197
16

How many people in your household?

Number
household
members?

6%

0%
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14%

10%

15%

20%

5+

46%

30%

4

40%

3

50%

2

60%

1

70%

0

80%

20%

0%

90%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Open House
Where do you live?
North Puget
Dr?
22%

Answer Options
Survey Zone?

196th-220th?

Bowl west 9th?

South 220th?

23%

28%

26%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
190
23

Where do you live?

Survey Zone?

26%

0%
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20%
South 220th?

28%

40%
Bowl west 9th?

23%

60%
196th-220th?

22%

80%
100%
North Puget Dr?
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Open House
How many years have you lived in the Edmonds area?
Answer Options

0-1

2-5

6-10

11-20

Years?

5%

12%

19%

22%

21+
43%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
189
24

How many years have you lived in the Edmonds area?

Years?

43%

0%
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10%

20%
21+

22%

30%
40%
11-20

50%
6-10

19%

60%
2-5

70%
0-1

12%

80%

90%

5%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Open House
What type of housing do you live in?
Answer Options

Own

Current residence?

93%

Rent
7%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
190
23

What type of housing do you live in?

Current
residence
?

7%

0%
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93%

20%

40%
Rent

60%
Own

80%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Open House
What is your gender?
Answer Options

Male

Gender?

41%

Female
59%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
189
24

What is your gender?

Gender?

59%

0%
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20%

40%
Female

41%

60%
Male

80%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Open House
In which age group are you in?
Answer Options

<18

18-24

25-34

35-49

50-64

Age group?

0%

1%

5%

24%

34%

65+
35%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
192
21

In which age group are you in?

Age group?

35%

0%
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10%

20%
65+

34%

30%
50-64

40%
35-49

50%
25-34

0%
5% 1%

24%

60%
18-24

70%
<18

80%

90%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Open House
What is your household income range?
Answer Options

$0-20,000

$21-30,000

$31-40,000

$41-50,000

$51-75,000

$76-100,000

$100,000+

Income range?

5%

3%

7%

8%

13%

21%

42%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
163
50

What is your household income range?

Income range?

42%

0%
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10%
$100,000+

20%
30%
40%
$76-100,000
$51-75,000

21%

13%

50%
60%
70%
$41-50,000
$31-40,000

8%

80%
$21-30,000

7%

3%

5%

90%
100%
$0-20,000
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Comments or suggestions
Willing to pay more taxes for quality community.
Allow taller buildings in some areas (5 stories) to spur growth, increase tax revenue.
Most of my 1 and 2 ratings were given not because the actions are unimportant but because there is
not money to do them.
Sidewalks. 7th Avenue north needs sidewalks on both sides of the street for safety reasons. It is a
very busy street at times - used by the fire trucks, aid units, police, also school children, fireworks
observers, Taste of Edmonds participants, and sports teams. It is not possible to get on a sidewalk
at 7th and Casper and walk to Main Street without having to walk in the street or switch back and
forth across 7th to find a sidewalk. Try it and you'll see what I mean. People walk in the street on
7th North all of the time.
Establish Edmonds brand, compromise old work charm with contemporary class and ecotourism,
shine and enhance, promote! Try to real all potential economic groups - multiethnic, ages,
capacities - the future lies with youthful perspectives and energy.
Thank you for all the effort you are putting toward making our town great.
With all due respect, I do not believe the City Council really cares what residents want. Waste of
funds on a roundabout is an example. And proposing Sunset Drive, great idea - but poor timing
until economy recovers.
Thank you for the opportunity to participate with this questionnaire.
I don't want bulky, blocks of mixed-used buildings in Edmonds.
Not sure in #66 what the proposed urban districts are.
Are there any plans to have the owner of the BCA and house that is dilapidated on 76th, clean up
the eyesore? Nice were park with ugly view doesn't make sense.
Height limit needs to be increased in downtown area to at least 30 feet.
Based upon focus group and resident survey results and comments previously received, the city
should note that virtually 100% of the desired/expressed action plan suggestions for each group or
individual require additional funding $$$$ in order to effect such actions. Sources of such funding
are not addressed in any fashion within this study.
Move the dog park - really?
I'd like to hear how you plan on prioritizing what will happen. Will you have a meeting after these
items are reduced to the ones that have the potential of being implemented? How will this
information be disseminated to the public? Well done on collecting this information.
Best way to encourage development and redevelopment is to:
1) streamline permitting process to avoid excessive permit costs and time to obtain a permit no
matter how small or large the project.
2) Adopt codes that respond to modern retail and business operations and practices.
What of cost?
Thank you for your work and efforts to improve Edmonds as a wonderful place to live and work.
Build a world class boutique community/senior center on the waterfront and tie it to a redeveloped.
The Antique Mall, the Senior Center desire more and better discussions.
Having initiated this excellent process - strategic, data based, comprehensive, professional - you
have properly initiated an informed and empowering approach.
Continue to practice open, informing communications, progress reports, added relevant
information to bring this engaged community in the ongoing effort. Collective impact - this is not a
sterile, but a living process as it succeeds.
Keep engaging with a broad cross section of community not just the noisy few. Could you bring this
to not for profit groups prior to the all person surveys?
It appears you needed to group many items together in order to keep this survey as short as
possible. One or two items could easily be the cause for your audience to lower the value of any of
these questions. This could give a false lower level of any one item. (e.g., #41 I support fixing the
ESC but not moving it!)
Loads and loads. But I'll email them. Thanks.
The Senior Center could become a source of the volunteer labor to sell tickets to excursions and a
snack bar for city visitors. Using the Argosy or other boat source to get visitors from Seattle to
Edmonds and taking the train back would be a great way to increase tourism.
Good participation. Thanks. Obviously there will be highest priorities that deal with basic services
and safety, roads, utilities. Think big and out of the box about how to fund priorities (tax revenue,
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consolidations, philanthropy, government grants, and initiatives). The city staff are outstanding
public servants. Need to ensure highest level of customer service to citizens. Government should
make it easy for people/community to achieve goals. Make sure Council executes the public
collective will, not just the loudest voices. Good work all - carpe diem!
Excellent start of getting the citizens involved.
If #52 was part of #48 it would be a 3 as well.
There are trails that could be labeled and used for bike paths.
Pro
Maintain current zoning requirements and height limits.
Not sure how long this strategic vision is intended for. I based my answers on more immediate
future, but if this was for 10-20 years from now, then my answers would be different.
#13 - This could work between landlord and local businesses without incurring major $ or heavy
volunteer support. Example - a 6 week art exhibit in the windows of an empty storefront that
announces upcoming classes or exhibits elsewhere. Example - short term sales area around a
special time of year - as is done in malls with a small area focusing on celebrations.
Thank you.
Please work with surrounding communities to provide safe and convenient bike route to Seattle
from Edmonds bowl and to Mukilteo and Everett.
1. A meat market does not belong on Main Street in Edmonds.
2. The proposed redevelopment of Harbor Square should include buffers around Edmonds Marsh.
Connecting with adjacent communities, community organizations such as food banks, Boy Scout
troops, churches, etc needs to be done. Issues such as transportation, scheduling, and prioritizing
projects can be subjects for communication. Whenever a broader network is acting, good things
happened.
#65 views - this is very important. Views are a key component of Edmonds and need to be treated
as enhancing value (tax base) for all. Should not be ad hoc preservation to land owners whim.
I think there will be lots of opportunities to partner with private businesses, local foundations to
help bring many of these ideas to life. Please, no taller buildings in the bowl.
Survey all properties owned by the City of Edmonds. Examine/evaluate revenue generated for
benefit of the city. Assure all properties generate revenue for economic benefit of the city or
replace.
So many of these areas are of high importance. The survey might be improved by asking the
respondents to rank items that are rated as 5. That would force each respondent to deeply think
about his/her priorities. In a perfect world, a great number of these ideas could be implemented.
But we are in a recessionary period.
PS. it might be a nice idea to create a volunteer database so that the people of Edmonds could share
their talents and time in helping achieve these goals.
Thank you.
Good job Beckwith et al. No discussions about lack of parking in downtown/waterfront area and
why not charge fees? Water taxis and Argosy Cruises.
We don't need a year round market unless work with Edmonds Museum.
How much dust comes from a coal train?
1) We need community buy-in for a vision for downtown and the waterfront. With a vision and a
plan there is more likely to be donations/funding forthcoming for designated projects and land
acquisition.
2) Remove the barriers to building green! Our code does not encourage an integrated sustainable
design approach to development. Without that we will continue to build single use buildings
conventionally and do it piece meal. We are not progressive enough and will continue to fail to
attract the creative class unless we update our code, streamline the permitting process, and offer
incentives.
Covered swimming pool year round at old Woodway High. Needs to be on Parks Comprehensive
Plan. Change School District Directors attitude of one of cooperation in regard to park expansion on
surplus school property. Maintain current building height regulation in waterfront area.
#3 In our group we discussed encouraging local banks to provide incentive funding of small
businesses operating in Edmonds. At this time who would a business owner talk to concerning
business loans? This is a void in economic development. Involve local banks!
I really enjoyed participating in the focus group last month. The material you came up with is very
helpful and thought provoking.
Catalytic development section community development will have "huge" issues with coal trains if
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terminal is built - $$$.
Parking needed for train users - #58.
#22 challenge for Uwajimaya with Ranch 99 and Buo Han! I don't know how to answer 31 intriguing idea but I'm not sure how that would work in competition with #29 and 32 and current
galleries.
If coal trains roll through Edmonds or anywhere it will be devastating for all!
The answers are SO important to me. Keep it up Edmonds.
The questions are difficult to answer, because they include more than one idea. Sometimes I agree
with one part of the question but disagree with another part. Therefore, may answers are not really
reliable or reflective of the key question. Please try to limit compound questions or allow more than
one answer i.e., yes or no to a. b. c.
Keep Yost outdoors. Extend BRT to Edmonds, train, ferry.
Keep dog park.
No 99 International District = downtown.
Fire current Planning Director.
Slow down Public Works Department on spending.
Vehicle replacement schedule is extravagant.
Quit spending.
#36 - move away from the beach.
Ned a process to prioritize quantitatively when determine priorities (and inform public).
What has worked in other cities (like Edmonds)?
The survey is too long - too many questions.
For business development focus on branch offices and arts.
No.
No.
Priority is economic development and Antique Mall redevelopment for revenue producing sources
without rigid requirements including building height variation
Many if not most of these programs sound very good, but if implementing them depends on
continuously increasing city revenues then I would not support them. I believe city revenues will
be decreasing indefinitely, and there is nothing that can or should be done about it. Only cancer
cells try to grow indefinitely, and they eventually kill their host. Increasing levels of bureaucracy
(complexity) eventually runs into the law of diminishing returns.
Good process. Lots of these suggestions are not substantive with respect to priority budgeting and
the city's current and future ability to fund core services. Too many wants while the focus should
be on needs.
Thanks for the opportunity to participate.
I am also a business owner in downtown Edmonds. I would like to suggest that a year round market
would best be located at the old Safeway/Detroit Auto Sales site at the corner of highway 99 and
212th if that is an Edmonds address. This is an area that can service not only Edmonds but so
much of the outlying areas.
Sidewalks for the kids!
We have more and more committees, surveys, etc. and no progress.
Decisions have to be made.
GOOD WORK!!
82 questions is a bit long...but look good.
To me it seems that in the past the "City" has to often not taken care of what it has, (road overlays,
building up-keep, utilities) and continues to throw money at studies, the pool is a great example.
Also cost over runs has been more common than one would expect. The new park, the skate park,
220th street.
Expanding bus transit and building bike trails/bike lanes might seem like it's simply new expense
burden on the budget, but these type of infrastructure improvements fund themselves over time by
encouraging expanded access to the city by employers/employees and tourists, thereby
contributing more revenue to the city.
The state of bicycle infrastructure in the city is abysmal, and is especially embarrassing compared
to neighboring Lynnwood and Shoreline...
Reduce the redundant Government agencies and cut the extortion - no taxes.
This is a lot of list-making and prioritizing...a lot of categories. Will this plan be another to sit on
the shelf or do we have a mechanism in place to make sure it actually is used and easy to read? In
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other words, can it be consolidated in 3-5 pages so someone actually knows what our priorities are?
Privilege the public in public areas--the restricted waterfront walkway and beach use in front of one
condominium next to the Senior Center is very inconvenient for anyone wanting to walk along the
waterfront, especially elderly and families.
Encourage diversity.
Edmonds & Lynnwood area are severely short of turf community fields (none!?) as compared to
neighboring Shoreline. This large population of families is ignored and lots of year-round business
from families coming in for soccer tournaments and other weekend-long events is lost to other
communities that have the fields to draw large populations and then also get their business. These
are the areas that should be turf: Old Edmonds Woodway, Civic Center, Meadowdale Playfields.
They could then sponsor more tournaments that would bring family business into Edmonds.
Adults who play soccer would also be a CONSTANT source of revenue & they would meet in
Edmonds for a brew & food afterwards, too. Also promotes that "healthy" reputation. Thanks.
Do something! How many studies, committees does the council majority need to hear from before
they get it? We are going broke. The Edmonds City Council majority has been sitting on its hands
for years and ignored all studies that suggest the city needs to take a new direction to be fiscally
viable. City Council majority has also been very anti development and anti business and pretty
much anti everything that would entail changes other than adding more banks to the downtown
area.
Though I don't live in Edmonds any more I am one of the dealers at the Antique Mall. What happens
in Edmonds is important to my business
This survey was hard to take because I think it relied on a thorough understanding of the overly
detailed info put out by the Beckwith Group. Most of it seemed to be important work and I fear
people will have the same reaction to it I did; most very important and you will not glean a starting
point.
Plus FYI there is no real category for those of us having lived in Edmonds for 1-1/2 years. There
was a 0-1 and a 2-5.
Why increase population density? If Edmonds maintains its current density property values will
increase more than if you willy-nilly add more housing units that will decrease overall property
values.
These disparate questions were confusing as to any schema related to timing considerations.
Therefore I could not reply too many questions as there was no detailed interrelationship allowing
prioritization. Additionally, I would suggest that each page include the same information as to
schema. Interrelationship can be determined by grouping. That must be spelled out if you want
real responses from which you can plan. - signed:
Edmonds Citizen and Retired disabled Project Planner
Thanks for asking for community input
A map or other images would have provided much needed clarity. References to the
Safeway/Antique Mall properties are not clear and often cause confusion. Some assume the
waterfront location; others assume the Hwy 99 location. My answers to this survey assumed that
the Antique Mall at Hwy99 and 104 (shared with Burlington Coat Factory) and the nearby Safeway at
Hwy 99 were NOT the properties in question.
I think the survey is way too long with wording that confuses the voter leading many to not vote.
While all areas are very important to us living in Edmonds, I believe something simpler would get
more response. Similar to the plan to revamp the one way waterfront roadway. Once you know
what the idea is, you can make a better decision. Many people use Facebook or read the Beacon, My
Edmonds News or Edmonds Patch. Maybe by outlining 4-5 specific questions a week with a little
more detail we could all make a better opinion. Just an idea.
The planning department is exceedingly difficult to work with. Slow, inconsistent, not responsive.
Thank you for including me in this survey-while I do not technically live in the city of Edmonds, I
live near enough to enjoy visiting your beautiful city on a regular basis. Your city is setting a great
example of a model for others to strive for!
My husband and I are very much interested in the future of Edmonds.
The questionnaire was not worded well to understand exactly what each project or idea really
entails, the cost involved or how it would be funded.
Government issues are, in my opinion, a) change to a City Manager form of Government, and b)
realize that we are primarily a residential community that desires low level architecture with
inherent revenue limitations (our current and potential future business centers develop minimal tax
contributions), and develop a sustainable budget structure using that assumption.
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Would be very resistant to taking away the Senior Center, where it is. Everyone will get old
someday. That is uplifting and inspirational to folks who suffer loss, pain, health problems etc. To
grab that for greed/monetary reasons is NOT RIGHT. That peaceful ambiance helps soothe those
who have contributed all their lives, perhaps now using the center as their main social network.
Many of the members could not afford to frequent the fine seafood dining establishments very
often. There is solace and comfort in gazing out those windows.
Many things are very good about Edmonds. Almost every suggestion sounded good, but with our
current situation, I'd want to keep what we have repaired and in good shape. Change will come;
funding will loosen up in good time. We all have to be patient and support each other.
Please get more parking for the train ASAP.
Thanks!
Neighborhood meetings to discuss usage and landscaping upkeep of small parks i.e..Pineridge Park
I think the City should look into getting a resident to volunteer as a "volunteer coordinator"... we
need FREE volunteer help for the CITY/STAFF needs...
Keep the building height limit, and reduce the intensity of the proposed Harbor Square
development.
Let's not repeat the past again and again and expect different results .The public is more informed
now than ever and pulling bonehead deals like the PFD's is useless (Let us hope!!) The library, fire
department, Arts Center, Give us a break before we all have to move.
This survey was too long for me to finish. Some items could have been consolidated.
Prioritize non-profit rental space available for non-profit early childhood education programs.
Keep the dog beach. Promote Edmonds as an arts/tourist destination.
Bravo! Good effort to communicate your vision to improve and grow. Many of us have lived here for
more than 40 years because of the great care and love for Edmonds. I want to see progress while
keeping the qualities of Edmonds that make it what it is to so many, , , a beautiful place to live,
bring families, enjoy the culture and art of our city. Thanks for caring.
I would like to see something done about the intersection of 196th/Puget Drive & 88th Ave W.
Thank you for encouraging participation in our community!
There was no question about the roundabout at Five Corners. I am very opposed to this
construction. I don't want my tax dollars to go for this unneeded construction.
Turn on traffic light on 104th by new apartments!!
As a small business owner in Edmonds at Kimberley and co. In harbor square I am interested in the
development and the timing and where the businesses are supposed to go should the Port go
through with their plan to redevelop? Rent on Edmonds is high and there are a lot of vacancies in
downtown.
I would like to see the Yost pool updated but not over expanded to include slides, etc. I love the
pool and it's setting the way it is.
Edmonds needs a very large park/open space where residents can get away from noise/technology,
etc. and take long, long walks. For this, you need at least 200-250 acres. Seattle has several such
parks (Discovery Park, Seward Park, etc.), so you'd think Edmonds could come up with just one!
Some of the questions were not answered because I wasn't sure what they meant. I am very much
against the BID and anything else that is developed that put more taxes on business. Times are hard
enough without paying more.
More online opportunities for feedback. This was an excellent opportunity to voice my opinion!
There were no comments/questions about parks and play equipment. I feel these are important to
maintaining families, and replacing quite a few of them with updated equipment is necessary.
I am also FOR almost anything Yost Pool. Except expanding the facility. Update it, refurbish it. I
would like to see an indoor pool in Edmonds, simply because I go to Shoreline to swim, but I'm not
sure the surrounding area can handle the traffic from a larger facility.
Edmonds is a great city, to live in and to visit. We need more business's to come to Edmonds and
know that they will be treated with a high level of a commitment by city officials that we can work
together to help their business grow. I notice the meat market is still in the process of getting
permits and the store to open, that should have been opened months ago.
It would have been helpful for opportunity to comment on each question, because in some cases
more specific and useful rationale or caveat could have been provided.
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Actions
Economic development - employment
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

8%
6%
11%
5%
4%
3%
25%

15%
11%
14%
7%
7%
5%
26%

41%
32%
27%
20%
26%
24%
31%

26%
37%
33%
45%
40%
44%
15%

10%
14%
15%
23%
22%
23%
3%

1: Database – create and maintain a database to identify
2: Business outreach – integrate City, Port, Chamber,
3: Economic incentives – adopt economic incentives for
4: Economic sustainability – recruit businesses that
5: High tech industries – retain and recruit businesses
6: Medical and health industries – retain and recruit
7: Car dealerships – encourage development of auto

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
452
14

answered question
skipped question

Economic development - employment

7: Car dealerships
– encourage
development of…
6: Medical and
health industries –
retain and…

23%

5: High tech
industries – retain
and recruit…

22%

4: Economic
sustainability –
recruit…

23%

3: Economic
incentives – adopt
economic…

1: Database –
create and
maintain a…

0%

10%

20%
5 - very high
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30%

40%

4 - high

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

70%

80%

6%

8%

15%

41%

26%

10%

11%

32%

37%

14%

11%

14%

27%

33%

5%

7%

20%

45%

4%

7%

26%

40%

3%

5%

24%

44%

15%

2: Business
outreach –
integrate City,…

25%

26%

31%

15%

3%

90%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Actions
Economic development - business district
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

5%
8%
6%
8%
12%
7%

10%
18%
11%
13%
16%
11%

29%
34%
31%
43%
38%
27%

37%
29%
38%
27%
27%
38%

20%
12%
14%
9%
7%
18%

8: Marketing - identify and recruit retailers to fill critical
9: Design – develop a process to identify ways to
10: Promotion – initiate and expand retail sales and other
11: Organization – institute the “Main Street” Program 412: Financing – create a downtown Business
13: Interim storefront uses – encourage temporary artist

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
451
15

answered question
skipped question

Economic development - business district

13: Interim
storefront uses
– encourage…
12: Financing –
create a
downtown…
11:
Organization –
institute the…
10: Promotion
– initiate and
expand retail…
9: Design –
develop a
process to…
8: Marketing identify and
recruit…

0%

10%

20%
5 - very high
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30%

40%

4 - high

10%

29%

37%

20%

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

70%

80%

6%

8%

18%

34%

29%

12%

11%

31%

38%

14%

8%

13%

43%

27%

9%

7%

12%

16%

38%

27%

7%

11%

27%

38%

18%

90%

5%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Actions
Community development - youth
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

6%
5%
7%

9%
9%
10%

25%
27%
30%

38%
40%
34%

22%
19%
19%

14: Employment - create a young adult job placement
15: Participation – work with public and private
16: Activities - create young adult social and recreation

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
438
28

Community development - youth

16: Activities create young
adult social and
recreation
oriented
activities and…
15:
Participation –
work with
public and
private
organizations…
14:
Employment create a young
adult job
placement
service to…

0%

19%

34%

19%

40%

22%

10%

20%

30%

40%

4 - high

10%

27%

38%

5 - very high
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30%

9%

25%

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

70%

9%

80%

90%

7%

5%

6%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Actions
Community development - housing
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

12%
19%

18%
24%

38%
26%

22%
20%

10%
11%

17: Diversify housing options – increase housing choice
18: Affordable housing – promote the creation of rental

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
437
29

Community development - housing

18: Affordable
housing –
promote the
creation of
rental and sale
workforce
housing for
moderate…

11%

20%

17: Diversify
housing
options –
increase
housing choice
by type, price,
and proximity
to…

10%

22%

0%

10%

20%
5 - very high
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26%

24%

19%

38%

30%

40%

4 - high

18%

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

70%

80%

12%

90%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Actions
Community development - catalytic projects
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

6%
6%
8%
11%
5%

12%
9%
11%
17%
12%

24%
26%
25%
36%
31%

35%
37%
33%
23%
34%

23%
22%
23%
12%
19%

19: Shoreline/Waterfront – develop a strategy for the
20: Harbor Square – review and approve a long term
21: Antique Mall – encourage packaging the
22: Highway 99 International District – create a plan and
23: Swedish Hospital –update the Hospital District master

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
447
19

Community development - catalytic projects

23: Swedish
Hospital –
update the…
22: Highway 99
International
District –…
21: Antique
Mall –
encourage…

23%

20: Harbor
Square – review
and approve…

22%

37%

19:
Shoreline/Wate
rfront –…

23%

35%

0%

10%

5 - very high
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30%

40%

4 - high

9%

26%

12%

24%

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

8%

11%

25%

33%

20%

11%

17%

36%

23%

12%

5%

12%

31%

34%

19%

70%

80%

90%

6%

6%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Actions
Arts and culture
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

11%
8%
8%
8%

21%
11%
14%
13%

38%
31%
35%
35%

21%
34%
28%
32%

8%
15%
15%
13%

24: Marketing – conduct surveys of visitors to determine
25: Design – continue to include arts and historical
26: Promotion – create an Edmonds arts website and
27: Organization – create a central clearinghouse to

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
442
24

Arts and culture

27:
Organization –
create a central
clearinghous…
26: Promotion
– create an
Edmonds arts
website and…

24: Marketing –
conduct
surveys of
visitors to…

0%

10%

20%
5 - very high
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30%

40%

4 - high

11%

21%

38%

21%

8%

8%

11%

31%

34%

15%

8%

14%

35%

28%

15%

8%

13%

35%

32%

13%

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

70%

80%

90%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Actions
Arts and culture - catalytic projects
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

8%
12%
14%
12%
16%
11%

14%
21%
27%
21%
26%
12%

36%
30%
35%
34%
35%
23%

30%
28%
18%
25%
18%
31%

12%
9%
6%
7%
5%
23%

28: Edmonds Center for the Arts (ECA) – complete a
29: 4th Avenue Cultural Corridor/Linear Park – fund and
30: Art and history walking tours – create signage, audio
31: Artist live/work – explore ways to develop affordable
32: Fine Arts Museum – explore ways to develop a
33: Farmers/Public Market – expand into a year-round

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
446
20

answered question
skipped question

Arts and culture - catalytic projects

33:
Farmers/Public
Market –…
32: Fine Arts
Museum –
explore ways…
31: Artist
live/work –
explore ways…
30: Art and
history walking
tours – create…
29: 4th Avenue
Cultural
Corridor/Line…
28: Edmonds
Center for the
Arts (ECA) –…

0%

10%

20%
5 - very high
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30%

40%

4 - high

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

8%

14%

36%

30%

12%

12%

21%

30%

28%

9%

14%

27%

35%

18%

6%

12%

21%

34%

25%

7%

16%

26%

35%

18%

5%

11%

12%

23%

31%

23%

70%

80%

90%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Actions
Parks and recreation
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

10%
7%
25%
8%

11%
9%
21%
10%

33%
30%
27%
26%

34%
35%
19%
32%

12%
19%
9%
24%

34: Fiscal sustainability – create an alternative
35: Greenways – develop a system of coordinated open
36: Dog park – identify a suitable relocation site and
37: Downtown restrooms – develop a public restroom

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
446
20

Parks and recreation

37: Downtown
restrooms –
develop a
public…

24%

36: Dog park –
identify a
suitable
relocation…

9%

35: Greenways
– develop a
system of
coordinated…

32%

19%

27%

19%

34: Fiscal
sustainability –
create an
alternative…

20%
5 - very high
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9%

33%

30%

40%

4 - high

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

8%

25%

30%

34%

10%

10%

21%

35%

12%

0%

26%

11%

70%

80%

7%

10%

90%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Actions
Parks and recreation - catalytic projects
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

8%
17%
9%
11%
4%
5%
42%

8%
16%
16%
18%
7%
7%
21%

31%
27%
39%
41%
35%
30%
19%

34%
24%
27%
23%
40%
37%
9%

19%
15%
9%
7%
14%
22%
10%

38a: Yost Pool - create and implement a long term
38b: Yost Pool - develop and/or expand Yost Pool to
39a: Civic Field – address long term property ownership
39b: Woodway Fields - address long term property
40: Frances Anderson Center – refine long range strategy
41a: Senior Center - develop long term solution for
41b: Senior Center - relocate the Senior Center to

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
447
19

answered question
skipped question

Parks and recreation - catalytic projects

41b: Senior
Center relocate the…

10%

9%

41a: Senior
Center develop long…

19%

22%

40: Frances
Anderson
Center –…
7%

39a: Civic Field
– address long
term…
38b: Yost Pool develop and/or
expand Yost…

27%

24%

10%

27%

5 - very high

30%

4 - high

7%

4%

11%

9%

16%

17%

31%

40%

5%

16%

34%

20%

7%

18%

39%

19%

0%

35%

41%

15%

38a: Yost Pool create and
implement a…

30%

40%

23%

9%

42%

37%

14%

39b: Woodway
Fields - address
long term…
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21%

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

70%

8%

80%

90%

8%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Actions
Environment - sustainability
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

16%
9%
12%
10%
7%
6%
13%
15%
8%

19%
13%
19%
12%
15%
11%
17%
10%
9%

43%
30%
27%
39%
34%
33%
31%
31%
26%

17%
33%
24%
26%
31%
36%
26%
27%
33%

5%
14%
17%
13%
13%
15%
13%
17%
24%

42: Coordination – establish a central clearinghouse to
43: Native habitat – plant street trees, restore native
44: Food production – encourage community gardens
45a: Stormwater and habitat - daylight Willow Creek to
45b: Stormwater and habitat - resolve on-going flooding
45c: Stormwater and habitat - resolve flooding on SR45d: Stormwater and habitat - encourage the
46: Energy – reduce Edmond’s carbon footprint through
47: Recycling –expand reuse and recycling programs in

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
436
30

answered question
skipped question

Environment - sustainability

47: Recycling –
expand reuse…
46: Energy –
reduce…
45d:
Stormwater…
45c:
Stormwater…
45b:
Stormwater…

13%

45a:
Stormwater…

13%

44: Food
production –…
43: Native
habitat –…
42:
5%
Coordination…

0%

10%

20%
5 - very high
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30%

40%

4 - high

16%

19%

43%

17%

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

9%

13%

30%

33%

14%

12%

19%

27%

24%

17%

10%

12%

39%

26%

7%

15%

34%

31%

6%

11%

33%

36%

15%

13%

17%

31%

26%

13%

15%

10%

31%

27%

17%

8%

9%

26%

33%

24%

70%

80%

90%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Actions
Transportation - pedestrian
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

8%
6%
12%
13%

15%
9%
16%
16%

30%
32%
34%
28%

30%
38%
23%
25%

17%
16%
14%
18%

48: Trails – complete an off-road multipurpose trail
49: Walkways – institute sidewalk maintenance and
50: Crosswalks – install special paving materials, flashing
51: Waterfront connection – work to establish an

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
439
27

answered question
skipped question

Transportation - pedestrian

51: Waterfront
connection –
work to
establish an…

18%

50: Crosswalks
– install special
paving
materials,…

25%

14%

49: Walkways –
institute
sidewalk
maintenance…

23%

0%

5 - very high
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30%

12%

32%

30%

20%

13%

16%

38%

17%

10%

16%

34%

16%

48: Trails –
complete an
off-road
multipurpose…

28%

9%

30%

40%

4 - high

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

15%

70%

80%

6%

8%

90%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Actions
Transportation - bicycle
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

23%

20%

28%

17%

52: Bikeway network – institute an on-street network of

5 - very high
11%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
423
43

Transportation - bicycle

11%

0%

17%

10%

20%
5 - very high
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28%

30%

40%

4 - high

20%

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

23%

70%

80%

90%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Actions
Transportation - vehicle
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - moderate

4 - high

5 - very high

7%
10%

8%
15%

28%
30%

38%
30%

19%
16%

53: Street maintenance – create a financing mechanism to
54: Highway 99 – create transportation improvement

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
437
29

Transportation - vehicle

54: Highway 99
– create
transportation
improvement
program and
project for
Highway 99…

16%

53: Street
maintenance –
create a
financing
mechanism to
generate
approximatel…

0%

30%

19%

10%

38%

20%
5 - very high
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30%

30%
4 - high

15%

28%

40%

50%

3 - moderate

60%
2 - low

70%

10%

8%

80%

90%

7%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Actions
Transportation - transit
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - moderate

4 - high

5 - very high

31%
22%
19%
11%
9%
11%
13%
13%

29%
21%
24%
19%
12%
11%
13%
14%

27%
30%
37%
34%
30%
30%
32%
29%

8%
19%
13%
26%
32%
30%
26%
25%

5%
8%
8%
10%
17%
18%
16%
18%

55a: Shuttle service - initiate seasonal or possibly year55b: Shuttle service - initiate seasonal or possibly year56: Swift Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) – enhance Community
57: SR-104 transit – expand Community Transit’s
58: Sounder – increase the schedule and number of
59: Sound Transit – develop Community Transit links with
60: Ferry terminal –create an interim ferry waiting and
61: Intermodal Station – develop an integrated Amtrak,

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
440
26

answered question
skipped question

Transportation - transit

61: Intermodal
Station –…

18%

60: Ferry
terminal –…

25%

16%

26%

18%

30%

58: Sounder –
increase the…

17%

32%

10%

56: Swift Bus
Rapid Transit…

8%

55b: Shuttle
service -…

8%

55a: Shuttle
service -…

5%

0%

8%

20%

12%

30%

19%

21%

22%

29%

40%
4 - high

50%

9%
11%

24%

27%

11%

19%

30%

5 - very high
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30%

37%
19%

13%

11%

34%

13%

13%

13%
30%

26%

10%

14%

32%

59: Sound
Transit –…

57: SR-104
transit –…

29%

31%

60%

3 - moderate

70%
2 - low

80%

90%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Actions
Transportation - railroad
Answer Options
62: BNSF – participate in the environmental impact

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

13%

9%

16%

28%

5 - very high
34%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
422
44

Transportation - railroad

34%

0%
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10%

28%

20%
30%
40%
50%
5 - very high 4 - high 3 - average

16%

60%
2 - low

9%

70%
80%
1 - very low

13%

90%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Actions
Governance - fiscal sustainability
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - average

4 - high

5 - very high

4%
9%

5%
11%

24%
35%

38%
31%

28%
15%

63: Fiscal sustainability – implement Budgeting for
64: NonGovernmental Organization (NGO) participation –

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
100%
407
59

Governance - fiscal sustainability

64:
NonGovernmen
tal
Organization
(NGO)
participation –
integrate…

15%

63: Fiscal
sustainability –
implement
Budgeting for
Objectives
(BFO) process
that…

31%

35%

28%

0%

10%

38%

20%
5 - very high
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11%

30%

40%

4 - high

9%

24%

50%

60%

3 - average

2 - low

70%

80%

5%

90%

4%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Actions
Governance - development regulations
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - moderate

4 - high

5 - very high

12%
26%
25%
14%
11%
16%
15%
15%
9%
11%
5%

13%
17%
19%
17%
14%
18%
18%
19%
14%
16%
7%

31%
29%
24%
35%
35%
36%
35%
36%
41%
38%
26%

25%
18%
21%
21%
21%
19%
19%
19%
24%
27%
34%

20%
10%
12%
13%
19%
11%
13%
12%
13%
9%
29%

65: Public view corridors and visual preservations –
66a: Development regulations - amend mixed use
66a1: Downtown/Waterfront
66a2: Westgate
66a3: Highway 99
66a4: Five Corners
66a5: Perrinville
66a6: Firdale Village
66b: Development regulations - address ground floor
67: Design standards – illustrate site, building,
68: Permitting processes – consolidate and simplify the

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
427
39

answered question
skipped question

Governance - development regulations

68: Permitting
processes –…
67: Design
standards –…
66b:
Development…
66a6: Firdale
Village
66a5:
Perrinville
66a4: Five
Corners
66a3: Highway
99
66a2: Westgate

29%
9%

34%
27%

13%
12%

11%

0%

35%

19%

12%

36%

20%

10%

29%
25%

20%

30%

5 - very high
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18%

15%
16%

4 - high

50%

14%

19%

25%

17%

26%

31%

40%

11%

17%

24%

18%

15%

14%

35%

21%

10%

19%

35%

21%

9%

18%

21%

60%

3 - moderate

5%

11%

14%

36%

19%

19%

16%

41%

19%

13%

7%

38%

24%

13%

66a1:
Downtown/W…
66a:
Development…
65: Public view
corridors and…

26%

13%

70%
2 - low

80%

12%

90%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Actions
Governance - communications
Answer Options

1 - very low

2 - low

3 - moderate

4 - high

5 - very high

7%
4%
5%
5%

11%
10%
7%
8%

38%
39%
36%
29%

27%
31%
36%
35%

17%
16%
16%
23%

69: Communication – establish effective public information
70: Public access – conduct frequent town halls, public
71: Strategy development – adopt and implement a
72: Assess performance results – assess, on an annual

Response
Count
100%
100%
100%
100%
417
49

answered question
skipped question

Governance - communications

23%
71: Strategy
development –
adopt and
implement a…
70: Public
access –
conduct
frequent…
69:
Communication
– establish
effective…

0%

35%

16%

36%

16%

39%

27%

20%

30%

5 - very high
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36%

31%

17%

10%

29%

4 - high

50%

60%

3 - moderate

5%

7%

5%

10%

38%

40%

8%

11%

70%

80%

2 - low

4%

7%

90%

100%

1 - very low
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Actions
73: Prior to taking this survey, did you complete any of the initial surveys or participate in focus group
sessions and/or community charrettes during this strategic planning process?
Response
Answer Options
No
Yes
Count
Participate?
91%
9%
100%
answered question
437
skipped question
29

Title

Participat
e?

9%

0%
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91%

20%

40%
Yes

60%
No

80%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Actions
74: Where do you work?
Answer Options
Retired
Edmonds
Seattle
Elsewhere Snohomish County
King County
Elsewhere outside of Sno-King Counties

answered question
skipped question
Elsewhere
Snohomish
County, 10%

King County,
4%

Response
Percent
60%
14%
10%
10%
4%
1%
430
36

Elsewhere
outside of
Sno-King
Counties,
1%

Seattle, 10%
Edmonds, 14%
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Retired, 60%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Actions
75: How many people in your household?
Answer Options
People in household?

1

2

3

4

16%

59%

11%

10%

5+
4%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
430
36

75: How many people in your household?

People in
household?

4%

0%

10%

10%

11%

59%

20%

30%
5+
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40%
4

50%
3

16%

60%
2

70%
1

80%

90%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Actions
76: Where do you live?
Between
North of Puget
196th/220th
Dr/196th St
St t29% t id
20%

Answer Options
Area?

the bowl
10%

In the bowl
west of 9th
A 20%

South of 220th
Street
22%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
438
28

76: Where do you live?

Area?

22%

0%

10%
South of 220th Street
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20%

20%

30%

10%

40%

In the bowl west of 9th Avenue

50%
the bowl

29%

60%

20%

70%

80%

Between 196th/220th Streets outside of

90%

100%

North of Puget Dr/196th St
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Actions
77: How many years have you lived in Edmonds?
Answer Options

0-1

2-5

6-10

11-20

Years?

2%

6%

15%

22%

21+
56%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
449
17

77: How many years have you lived in Edmonds?

Years?

56%

0%
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10%

20%
21+

30%
40%
11-20

22%

50%
6-10

60%
2-5

70%
0-1

15%

80%

6% 2%

90%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Actions
78: What type of housing do you live in?
Answer Options

Own

Current residence?

94%

Rent
6%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
447
19

78: What type of housing do you live in?

Current
residence
?

6%

0%

94%

20%

40%
Rent
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60%

80%

100%

Own
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Actions
79: What is your gender?
Answer Options

Male

Gender?

47%

Female
53%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
446
20

79: What is your gender?

Gender?

53%

0%
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20%

47%

40%
Female

60%
Male

80%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Actions
80: In which age group are you in?
Answer Options

<18

18-24

25-34

35-49

50-64

Age group?

0%

2%

1%

8%

30%

65+
59%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
433
33

80: In which age group are you in?

Age group?

59%

0%
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10%

20%
65+

30%
50-64

30%

40%
35-49

50%
25-34

60%
18-24

70%
<18

8%

80%

90%

0%
1%2%

100%
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Edmonds Strategic Plan Actions
81: What is your household income range?
Answer Options

$0-20,000

$21-30,000

$31-40,000

$41-50,000

$51-75,000

$76-100,000

$100,000+

Income range?

3%

6%

11%

9%

22%

17%

31%

answered question
skipped question

Response
Count
100%
349
117

81: What is your household income range?

Income range?

31%

0%
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10%

20%
$100,000+

17%

22%

30%
40%
50%
60%
$76-100,000
$51-75,000
$41-50,000

9%

70%
$31-40,000

11%

6%

3%

80%
90%
100%
$21-30,000
$0-20,000
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Comments
Mailed from Florida - hope this gets there in time.
Leave 5 Corners alone. Do not put in a roundabout. Traffic flows well now. I am
through there daily. Leave it alone.
The proposed waterfront multi-use, including condos increases present heights that
would block many people's views, not mine but countless others that include
walkers. Make it easier for businesses to get licensed.
n/a
Interesting survey. I don't think 5 Corners needs a rotary!
See attached letter - a retired 35 year city resident.
See attached letter - Chester Heisey.
Also - SWIFT scheduling ruined local businesses on 99 - 1 every half hour instead of
every 10 minutes. Future growth won't come without design standards.
Accountability is necessary.
Government costs too big and complicated. Edmonds should stay simple.
yes
no
When I agreed to do this, I thought it was different than what I did before. I
answered all these on computer earlier. Karen Rochelle-Smith
And where is that roundabout at 5 Corners? I avoid that intersection due to the
ridiculousness of the existing traffic flow.
There is a need for more free parking in Edmonds. If you start charging for parking
in Edmonds you will lose your customers. That will include us!
I do not approve of tearing down older small homes and replacing them with
condos. Not everyone wants to live in a "rabbit warren". Affordable housing in
Edmonds is becoming very scarce. It is not a family friendly city anymore. Therese
Berg
PS Swedish Hospital had their nerve changing the name of our hospital. After all we
have from the beginning supported the hospital without tax dollars.
Sorry this is not complete. I received it, set it aside and misread the 7-16 deadlines.
I do not fee qualified to answer those that I left unanswered.
I thing no roundabout at 5 Corners. No need for it! More education is needed for
pedestrians and bicyclists in Edmonds. So many pedestrians pay no heed to traffic
before stepping into the street. Fountain at 5th and Main is a particularly dangerous
location.
You need a proof reader - the yellowed marks would really upset an English teacher.
Also, I don't know who you outsourced this project to, but whoever contacted me by
phone had a hard time with the English language. Which is why I requested this
paper copy?
No - 5 Corners roundabout - a truly unnecessary expense.
No 0 increase in the building heights in the Edmonds Bowl - which does not include
the waterfront.
I love Yost Pool! I would like to see it open longer as an outdoor pool. I used to go to
Yost for many years when I lived in Shoreline.
I hope you all don't plan on keeping all the groups, plans, and meetings. Who wants
to spend all their time attending meetings? Keep it simple and go after small wins.
Love the Antique Mall. You need to work with the mall to improve the area and quit
trying to shoot it down or redevelop it. How is Old Milltown are doing?
Non-completion of 228th to Highway 99.
No stoplight @ 228th and 76th West.
Public execution of all the idiots who planned and approved of the nightmarish
carving up of 76th W with bike lanes and resultant loss of parking will probably win
an award as the worst civic project of all time. Plan for the fiscal impact from the
resulting traffic fatalities and lawsuits against the city. User fees for all cyclists over
12 years of age.
Do not increase building height restrictions. No more than 2.5 stories. Whichever
city council members or public officials approved the 4 story "Compass" complex
on 232nd street and Route 104 should be exposed for violating public wishes and
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sentiment. It’s an affront.
Talk of increasing business tax breaks to attract more businesses is foolish. There is
so much vacant commercial space because Republican fiscal policies have killed the
economy, which requires a sturdy middle class to thrive. The middle class supports
it by spending.
Push for a statewide income tax to salve our pathetic underfunding of education,
green space, arts, and rail transportation.
As a past city councilmember for 8 years in a north King County city and focus on
transportation issues for 6 of those years, I think we need more focus on:
1) vehicle access to the waterfront,
2) vehicle parking at the waterfront and train station,
3) pedestrian traffic crossing tracks and accessing ferry station,
4) future planning for ferry dock, railroad tracks.
I would like further discussion r.e., options of integration of trains passing
thorough the city ferry access and complexity of uses by vehicle, public
transportation, and pedestrians.
Finally, what to do about coal cars and potential increase in numbers. As a small
city, we can't stop them but we can seek the mitigation to maintain good qualify of
environment. Thanks for opportunity to participate. Peggy Gerdes, 425-745-4030,
peggygerdes@aol.com
#22 - foreign signs are not appropriate - this is America.
None.
Thanks for the survey - looks good. I admire the dedicated people in Edmonds - also
all members of the City Council and Mayor. VK 7/2/12
I've lived at my current address since Sept 1967. Edmonds has always been a
pristine are of mostly single family dwellings good ol' boy mayor Harv Harrison
tried to sneak through a plan to raise building height, but we caught him and tossed
him out.
In answering the survey questions I got the uneasy feeling of the ghost of Harv
Harrison past has come visiting. I find little wrong with the Edmonds area, though it
sill galls me that Edmonds High School is named Edmonds-Woodway. As you can see
by my responses most questions were not important to me, though I will say this
about the following questions:
#8 - no car joints in Edmonds. We can go to cluttered Lynnwood for them.
#12 - I don't even know what the question asked - but any "finance" org plans that
do not state accountability of taxpayers’ money is a no go.
#17 - again vague but be sure to limit the height to 25 feet.
#34 - with accountability there's no need for this question.
#62 - if the Edmonds City Council allows Chinese coal shipments without a most
vigorous protest I propose they be publically whipped at the new to be roundabout
at 5 Corners.
My name is Chuck Ellis, 8420 214th Place SW, 425-774-4542.
I sincerely hope you do not make purposed changes to the 5 Corners traffic flow. In
talking to my friends and several businesses - none of them like the idea of a
roundabout. I go thru' the 5 Corner intersection many times a week and I have never
encountered a problem. Why tray a fix - when there is no problem?
We live fairly close to 5 Corners (Emerald Hills) and have been active in stating our
objection to spending 1$1-2 million (or more) on the 5 Corners roundabout. We feel
that our comments - and those of many other citizens - were ignored and in facto
laughed at. It makes us angry at our elected officials and city employees - who work
for us. The feeling we get is that despite requests for feedback, the city of Edmonds
is going to do what it wants - regardless of what the citizens (and taxpayers) want. If
you're going to ask - actually listen. If it’s just about public relations, forget it, do
what you want, and we'll change direction at elections.
I am generally not in favor of the redevelopment plan for Harbor Square as
currently proposed.
Year-round Farmers' Market at Harbor Square. Bring fruit, vegetables, seafood by
boat, train or truck. Smaller Pike Street Market.
It will be hard to come up with an action plan from this. This is a very poor survey.
It goes around the problems but does not go to them.
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No to the roundabout at 5 Corners!
Wouldn't make any difference as voters, why should we pay for any of this, bullshit!
Edmonds is a unique city. It is extremely important to keep it that way. I firmly
believe in strategic planning. But of most importance is monitoring in
accountability.
I would like the city to control traffic on 9th Avenue. I would say control it better,
but there is little to no control now. I have requested the police to monitor the
speed on the street. It has not happened. They make claims, but I know the 30 mile
speed limit is surpassed by at least 30% of the cars. They should have a speed trap
at least two days a month at different times of the day until drivers wise up. This is
too nice a city to allow this speeding and reckless driving to continue.
no
Add new blood to the decision making process in Edmonds. The present power
structure serves the establishment (rich) - look at use of our public waterfront for a
private boating "club". 99% of Edmonds residence will never own a boat!
Hi. I sense a general growth in the already oversized bureaucracy with this survey
and prefer not to complete it. Sorry to have wasted your time. Bob Eckberg
Rethink the 5 Corners project. There is no plausible reason for a roundabout. The
money could be used in a much more needed place. Without upsetting businesses
already established there.
Economic development:
#1 and 2 - should/could be implemented by existing staff of all entities - no
additional revenue outlay.
#12 - already in place?
#20 - no building without tenants approved and in place.
#26 - job for Chamber?
#27 - permits process function.
#42 - foresees major turf war.
#43 - coordinate volunteer cleanup days.
#50 - wow - whose dollars?
Wish we had more input on "new businesses" (i.e., fewer banks) and more retail.
Too many questions! It is very difficult to remain focused and to fairly prioritize
topics when there are so many choices.
Have first class maintenance of current assets. Quit looking for new ways to
increase taxes and population density.
I love living in Edmonds - the parks, waterfront, shopping, and much more!
I don't feel knowledgeable enough to respond to items 1-13, 17, 19-22, 24, 26-32,
34, 38-40, 43-48, 50, 52, 59-57, 59-72.
Love to walk on the waterfront - appreciate how well it is cared for. I enjoy the
seasonal aspect of the Farmers Market. I am a senior and like current location.
Let’s work on it! We need a department type store in Edmonds - any possibility? Too
many businesses selling the same type of merchandise. We need a better mix to
meet the needs of community and to attract new business. We love Edmonds! We
have a great Mayor! Let’s make it even better!
Survey too complex. I circled some priorities - simplify permitting, speed
development, change!
I believe that people who choose to live in Edmonds or people who like to come to
Edmonds are quite, unique, and beautiful. It's an Edmonds kind of day, not a
Bellevue kind of day.
I do not believe too much business development or too much interference in
Edmonds life will do Edmonds any good or create anything positive. Human society
is already complicated enough. We should not depart too far from human nature or
nature of a city otherwise we will be lost. If Edmonds is a paradise, we don't need to
make it a horizon that is lost.
Edmonds is a great place to live3, just a very charming small town - the baskets and
corner gardens are very special to us. The ferries and water and beaches are great
visitor spots and special to all of us who live here. Let’s keep it accessible to all! No
high-rises and no more roundabouts!
Repair existing roads. Fill in ditches along roads. Do not install circular roundabout
at 5 Corners - waste of money. Survey too long!
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We need to focus on street maintenance.
It seems like most development should be along Highway 99. Look across the
highway and see the difference in Mountlake Terrace and Lynnwood.
#37. I thought we already had one.
#62. No coal trails. I witnessed one of these very long trains travel north.
#66. Hard to answer. I need more information on what is excluded in the mixed use.
#49. Extending a sidewalk along side of one side of 188th from 88th to 92nd avenue
West (Seaview Avenue) would be good. 188th is busy and the walk area is poor along
side of it.
The four-way stop at 188th and 88th has been a great help in slowing traffic down.
Thank you.
Several years ago my husband and I were involved with many other people in
Edmonds in fighting the Brightwater Project by attending many meetings, writing
letters recruiting friends and relatives in Edmonds, and surrounding towns to write
letters to fight it. We prevailed! We were disappointed by the condominiums that
were built. They look like a housing project and where is the park that was to be up
there to view the Sound?
A public bathroom downtown please!
The bicycle lanes and restriping of 76th between 99 and 205th is a disaster. The
center line should be restriped straight. The major use for that street is car/traffic
not bikes. I have seen cars driving in the bike lanes (confused by the mess). At night
you feel as though you are driving directing into oncoming traffic, with headlights
coming right at you. Put it back the way it was and it would be safe for all including
for bikes.
I wish there was more police seen in the neighborhood. I love Edmonds. Mary Black
Balance the budget and consider raising the height limits by at least 5 feet
downtown and much higher on outlying areas.
Yes - 2 current issues that disturb me very much:
1. The bowling alley issue. We need recreational outlets in Edmonds. Why let
Walgreen's Drug take away this outlet? Walgreen is a big national corporation and
they are intent about driving Bartell's out of business at that location. Bartell's is a
home-owned business that has provided excellent service for many years in Seattle.
Their stores are clean, neat, and attractive and they have just redone this store so it
is very attractive. Their clerks are always extremely helpful and they also see t5o it
that nobody has to stand in a lot. Service at the nearby Walgreens on Highway 99 quite the opposite.
2. The roundabout at 5 Corners. I use this intersection frequently and see no need
for such a change. The users overwhelmingly do not want it and the merchants
involved certainly do not. Just because the UW class designed it and grant funds are
available shouldn't force something that no one wants. Articles in the Beacon tend
to confirm my point of view.
Many of your questions and the words you use are very vague. How are things going
to be financed; for how long; what about unintended consequences? What exactly
does "suggest" mean - a friendly word or a fine if not followed? Who loses - who
gains! In a perfect world, fines are wonderful but doesn't Edmonds have a few
money problems? And I'm sure there are many of us who cannot afford higher taxes
especially for ideas that benefit only a few no matter how idealistic those ideas are.
Continue to keep us informed as you have in having us participate in this survey.
We don't want any surprises!
27. Coordinate events with nearby cities and areas. Maybe do joint events.
36. Too many out-of-town dogs are already coming to Edmonds streets, sidewalks,
parks, and dog beach.
39a-b. Make the tournament participants help pay for the fields.
Fix the lousy streets and sidewalks in Edmonds and stop planting trees in sidewalks.
That's stupid!
Please stop the development of the roundabout at 5 Corners.
1. Balance budget.
2. Properly standardize height limits by areas - Highway 99, 5 Corners, Downtown,
etc.
3. Ensure waterfront is left legitimate marine oriented users to include restaurants.
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No.
This survey is too long & confusing.
Focus on business growth and less about stupid traffic circles. The building height
restrictions need to be adjusted and allow increased business and density in the
downtown core. The leaders in Edmonds politics are very disappointing...
Do not raise building heights at Harbor Square! Do not put in a roundabout at 5
Corners - there is simply no problem 23 hours a day. I drive through that area a lot.
Help Robin-Hood Lanes stay here - there are many Walgreens we can go to - few
bowling alleys. Clothing too priced in Edmonds downtown.
Build a hometown where Edmonds residents even those who don't drive, can find
the services that we need. IF we have pride in our town and find our center here,
visitors will feel it and return. We don't want to be same kind of a resort or
Disneyland destination but a real living community.
This has been exceedingly difficult to complete. There is not one item which is
really more important than another in spite of my making some as less important.
The answers are quite subjective and are responded to as either what I personally
would like to see achieved and those which all the rest of the community. The best
answers are for those who have more information at hand and realize what is best
for the total community.
I realize this questionnaire is designed to input from the citizenry and can provide
some insight. I suspect only by continuing to assess the decisions leading to finality
with the community will a good consensus be reached.
I hope you are successful - there are many hours ahead for many persons before
this process can be completed. Even then, not everyone will be happy - this is to say
the least.
Stop trying to spend more money where it's not needed or desired.
Would not be in favor of so many items if I had to pick the ones that are affordable
and prioritize them. Thanks for the effort on your part.
Questions should in general be shorter and framed using less "city planning" jargon.
Edmonds is a dull and boring little town. I've lived here 40 years and just say it's
where I live - not my home. The city can't wait to do away with the location of
Edmonds Senior Center. We have hardly any access to the beach. If you cross the
railroad tracks to get to the beach you will get a ticket from the police hiding in the
bushes. This town should be lively like Kirkland. I think our city government leaves
a lot to be desired!
No high-rises! No roundabouts - not needed at 5 Corners!
My concern is that the city of Edmonds begins planning activities on too many
fronts. I hope that you can determine priorities and select your follow on actions to
concentrate on a few high priority items. Thanks for the opportunity to participate.
Gives us a year-round pool! And don't presume that everyone can walk everywhere I cannot. Parking is essential for me, and for other who are in my position.
Bus routes are not handy, especially for connections to Aurora Village, Metro routes,
and seem to presume one wants to go to Everett or Lynnwood, which I do not - I can
drive there if necessary.
Closure of the Ace store was too bad, but understandable given the height problem.
I would rather buy from a local store than a big box retailer. But there is no place,
really, to buy a spool of thread, a moderate gift (as in Ace) etc. But there are dozens
of financial outfits (banks, brokerages, mortgage companies etc) all at street levels,
and several more coming! How is that supposed to coax retail businesses? And
customers for it?
Develop a master plan for Edmonds Way so that it does not look like an extension of
the Highway 99 strip malls. Make it more like a parkway for Edmonds Way as the
main vehicle entrance into Edmonds. First impressions are lasting.
I really enjoy living in Edmonds! Don't change it too much or too fast!
"Charm" is an attraction for visitors $ hoppers as well as being pleasant for locals.
Keep the 25 foot height restriction and avoid high density to retain "charm".
A common theme - such as the Bavarian theme of Leavenworth - might be
investigated. Hopefully the city will have enough funds to support this wish list.
Children are our future.
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Focus on downtown Edmonds and waterfront. Forget priority 99. Reconsider the
relocation of the ferry terminal. It belongs where it is - the transit center close to
Main Street.
Do not change the height restrictions!
I do not feel household income is anyone’s right to access. Many if not all of the
concerns deal with economic well-being of our country - not just Edmonds. If feel
we need to have the money upfront first, rather than determine taxes based on
expenditures. We need to maintain what we have - i.e., infrastructure before we
consider improvements of any kind and put safety first.
This was written in "policy wonk" fashion. I wish you had had some "civilians" sit
down and translate it into more straight forward clear form.
Sorry I cannot complete this form. I fell and had fracture on Walnut and 9th uneven sidewalk and rocks on pavement 6/22. Jean Felior
Please keep height requirements in bowl area lower than 25 feet. It would be helpful
if neighbors consider the views by keeping trees trimmed.
We lived at 9th and Spruce for 24 years, but moved in June to 76th Avenue West. As
I no longer live in the city of Edmonds, not sure if this input is valid or not.
Maryann Paige
This questionnaire is useless for the average citizen - everything on the survey is
important but without information about what these things cost and how much is
available in the budget, we cannot meaningfully prioritize these items. Nor should
we be asked to. This sort of prioritizing task is the job of government. The City
Council should do this. Don't abdicate responsibility for prioritizing these things to
citizens and hide behind the survey results for political cover. Lead us. Tell us what
you thing the right choices are and why. Then ask for public input, but not in the
form of a useless survey.
We don't have money for any of these projects so why are we spending money for
this? Please don't destroy our small town atmosphere. No coal!
Who will do the work required to implement these various objectives? Where will
the money come from? Can we recruit volunteers when possible?
My hope for the waterfront is that you don't block the view driving downtown and
from people's homes. We're so lucky to have that open space!
I will not fill this out - this is the biggest bunch of double speak I've ever read - get
down to earth - both feet on the ground - get real.
Glittering Generalities in Grant Speak - large sums of consultant $ to state the
obvious in non-specific superlatives. To put it simply as it should have been done
by the Council members - pick 5 projects, discuss (no consultants - you were
elected) and vote to spend the money accomplishing at least one project!
The questions, many, were poorly presented, unclear or confusing.
No coal trains!
Quit spending money!
Politically support a state income tax.
Stop plans - like buying Skippers.
You bought south side ferry dock and not put in one place to park a car.
Wipe out lots of parking east side railroad tracks for another bus stop.
Stop planting trees - they grow up and block everyone's view (and you won't cut
them).
Thank you to all who worked on this. I know the amount of time and effort such an
undertaking requires.
No roundabout at 5 Corners!
I feel the 5 Corners roundabout is not needed. I go thru the intersection twice a day
and have no problem.
I do not want the height restriction changed to go higher. It will ruin the look of our
nice city - Harbor Square and the Old Safeway!
Please be sure to move the dog run from the waterfront. That area should be left for
the public with improvements. Sincerely Hattie Reedy.
What are you trying to say? This survey makes no sense. How about writing this so
the general public can understand it and not just the lawyers who wrote it. I will not
give you my opinion until this is rewritten.
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Need downtown parking! Number one need!
My wife and I are extremely dissatisfied by the lack of response from the city of
Edmonds to inquiry or comment from citizens regarding city decisions. As an
example, many Edmonds residents are opposed to the traffic circle plan and 5
Corners. Most feel that the plan was developed from flawed data, not from actual
existing conditions. I have sent numerous inquiries to the City Council, as have
many others - the response has been "deafening". As long as the city spends funds
on such unnecessary projects, ignoring the folks, I will find it very difficult to vote
for additional tax increases. Thank you
All things cost money Edmonds doesn't have! What are the core responsibilities of
the city? That's where the money should be spent!
Edmonds as is has a pleasant personality. Radical changes will disrupt that
personality. All things in moderation while spending other people's money with
common sense.
There are many vacant buildings downtown; therefore, the first order of business
should be a plan to get them occupied with quality, made in the USA products, food,
etc.
Thank you for allowing me to participate. God bless the USA, based on the rule of
law and an awesome constitution.
Thank you for implementing this survey. Since we travel extensively for work it is
difficult to make community meetings. We like the opportunity to have our voices
heard. We would like to see the character of downtown Edmonds maintained. It is a
huge draw for residents and visitors alike. Larger developments and heights should
be pushed to areas outside of the downtown and waterfront areas.
First - it would be nice if this survey was in everyday English rather than legalese. I
have no idea what you are talking about on 90% of this survey.
Second - your website wasn't any better. I looked all over for Actions,
Responsibilities, and Performance Measures - saw nothing by that name - or event
something about the mail-in survey. Nothing that helped me find what I was looking
for. Finally saw the search button and used that - but I still wouldn't be able to find
this document easily as you have implied.
One last thing - a roundabout at 5 Corners is stupid. And guess what - federal
money also comes from us!
#2 - I know that this networking already occurs. Are you talking about another
committee - do I get paid if appointed?
#4 - Does this mean tax breaks?
#6 - Do we need more doctors - shouldn't this be a free market thing - if we need
them, they will come.
#7 - If is it their property, can't they decide whether to go up or out?
#8 - How many employees does this take. Again if the need is there, won't someone
want to fill it?
#9 - Grants from the government? Shouldn't this be a cost of doing business?
#10 - Why do we have to "promote"? If the need is there someone should want to do
it.
#11 - What in the world does this mean?
#14 - Why can't they just use the internet like the rest of us?
#15 - Some of this sounds ok, but I would think it would be something the schools
do.
#16 - We already have library programs, recreation center programs, school
programs - do we need to run every minute of their lives?
#17 - And how would you do that?
#19-23 - sounds beautiful but what does it actually mean?
#29 - "linear park" - does that mean close the street to traffic?
#30 - What about the private sector doing this?
#31 - I have never heard of the Schack Center.
#35 - Can we come up with a plan and let volunteers do the work?
#36 - Why relocate?
#38 - Where does the money come from? These things are already available locally.
Is this another hole to throw money into?
#43 - what is a disturbed area? From government property, from private property?
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#45a - what does this mean?
#45d - does this mean encourage or does it mean put it in the code?
#50 - or maybe even some bridges over 99 - isn't Highway 99 under state
jurisdiction?
#53 - What does this question specifically mean?
#54 - The Shoreline area of 99 is beautiful but it doesn’t-t encourage me to stop.
#56 - don't use.
#58 - IT would be nice if the Sound had a later run to tourists. I'd love to use it to
get to Seattle Library - but what am I going to do for 3 hours before it opens?
#59 - Isn't that already part of the plan? Sure sounded like it.
#60 - does this mean a bridge over the train tracks for pedestrians? IF so, yes.
#63 - What does that mean?
#68 - this sounds like a good idea.
#69 - maybe - but make your website more usable first.
#70 - why - it doesn't seem to make a difference?
#72 - Done you already to this? How do you know where you are and where you're
going?
I do not want to waste our dollars in upgrading the 5 Corners area with useless
roundabout traffic reorganization - leave it alone! It works just fine - spend your
time and efforts on more needed projects.
Do not allow raising the building heights restrictions to accommodate the Harbor
Square and old Safety - Antique Mall areas. Once these restrictions are lifted it will
open up many other greedy developer opportunities to add many more and ruin our
lovely quaint town!
This survey is way too long! Most of the issues are in my opinion things we have
elected officials to deal with. If there is going to be increased taxes, and there will,
let the public vote on it.
Economic development business districts (#8-13) - create a Business Improvement
District to answer all of these questions.
Community development (#14-16) - work with public and private organizations to
accomplish all of these.
Most of these questions should be presented to an answered by the appropriate
agencies and informed persons and groups. The average person who is not
acquainted or involved would not be able to intelligently answer them nor would
they have any idea of the financial resources needed.
The majority of this survey should be done by appropriate groups, agencies,
informed to address these questions. The average citizen would not be acquainted
or involved enough to answer them with knowledge to respond intelligently. The
financial aspects of money of these issues are beyond the average citizen to know
how to respond.
Do not coal trains through Edmonds. Street repair needs help.
Whatever is done to improve our beautiful and unique city, it has to be done
without raising taxes. Our home value has dropped over $300,000 during these
trying times and our property taxes have gone up. If and when home values return
to prior levels - Edmonds property taxes are going to be absurd! This household
votes not on all tax levies (as well as many of our neighbors). This has to be taken
into effect when considering any improvement that will need voter’s approval. Our
family travels the world, but Edmonds is where we always return. Thanks
Government needs to take care of its delegated, dedicated responsibilities and not
overtake the rights of property and business owners. Some of these ideas sound
nice and would be good in a booming economy, but that is not the case now. Careful
thought should be given to necessary programs and my marks indicate what I
consider important.
So far, public transportation has not been cost effective at all! I don't know the
answer. Most people are wedded to their car.
Since no dollar amounts are given for the programs presented, it was difficult for
me to fill out this form. What can we afford? Is the value of the program worth the
cost?
Where is the money coming from for all these ideas? Our property taxes are high
enough.
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Not at this time.
You don't need 72 possible action times before you to the most important item of
all - balance the budget until actions are taken to put Edmonds on a fiscal
responsible path. You can't do many, many of the items listed. So item #63 is most
important of all and following close behind are items #34 and 52.
Where is the money coming from to do items 3, 14, 17, 25, 26, 28, 39, and 41 to
name a few items?
And by the way, when did the dime come from to fund all these meetings, this
questionnaire, etc. All that effort should be re-directed to enhancing city revenues
and cutting city costs. Then long range enhancement can be discussed and
evaluated. Some of this can be done through public/private partnerships (Antique
Mall). How far along on that is the city?
1. Increase number of parking places.
2. Fill the large number of empty business buildings before you permit anyone to
build more.
Concerning the coal trains:
I would like to see fewer or no coal trains going though Edmonds. Also, I believe the
cars should be covered. All these trains going through Edmonds are bad for our
environment and the health of our citizens.
I am against a coal export terminal at Cherry Point in Bellingham. I am against
allowing higher buildings in Edmonds. I would like to see Edmonds retain it "small
town" atmosphere. No tall buildings in the "bowl".
We do not need any more commission like the tree folks. There is too much (control
and influence) by non-elected political appointees.
The committee has identified a number of crucial areas of need to address. It will be
a challenge to prioritize these and identify resources and personnel to move
forward! Best wishes to you.
1) Re" Environment - sustainability. Too many detailed environmental rules and
regulations can be a meddlesome imposition on our citizens. Weighing the necessity
with the freedom of the individual in a balance which needs the utmost
consideration before implementing.
2) Both public and private sectors should have equal representation in Edmonds
Strategic Plan Actions. It looks like this is the case from the survey questions. Kudos
and keep it up.
#28 - no parking garage to block any neighbors "views" of the Sound.
#29 - good, but not #1 on my list during these economic times unless (extra) funds
are raised.
#33 - any parking, please, nothing to block anyone's view of Sound.
#37 - like restroom idea, but how to keep maintenance costs down?
#58 - one solution for parking problems?
#60 - yes
#63 - yes, public input by the way, and thanks for the survey!
#66 - not sure I understand this one.
#70 - yes, even though a "majority" will not attend.
* Love Edmonds; do not ever want to move.
No roundabout at 5 Corners - unnecessary!
Edmonds is a lovely community and we have enjoyed living here for 28 years. The
addition of restaurants and activities are open later than 9 pm have improved the
town immensely and keep us from always heading to Seattle.
My suggestion would be to have the existing transit buses make a loop down past
Anthony's Restaurant on a half hour basis as boaters and walkers could have
dependable and regular transportation. This would help everyone get to the beach
and back to Edmonds shopping center. Young people without cars could use this
service. Right now it appears that the buses just "sit" and wait for the ferry or their
time schedule. This would be a year-round bus route.
1) Street vendors and market along waterfront would be so much nicer - open, airy
and make more scenic!
2) Add more historic info about Brackett's Landing, sunken ship were divers go, etc.
3) Dog park area needed but dogs can get on the railroad track in current park (my
son's dog did - scary)!
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4) Can the bird sanctuary (near Harbor Square) be more known - I actually ran across
it by accident when walking my dog?
5) Expand focus from Edmonds Arts to other interests of people.
6) Encourage more businesses to locate in Edmonds (downtown) currently only
grocery no drugstore. I wrote Walgreens to reconsider to downtown as the older
people have no pharmacy in the downtown area.
Anita Rodgers
Pay attention and address what the people of Edmonds want. Do not spend money
you do not have!
Edmonds needs to embrace the truth of increasing diversity. I live two blocks from
99. Proximity to Hwy 99 means more of us are multiracial and many of us are recent
immigrants. "The Bowl" means nothing to us. We don't have views to protect either.
Edmonds isn't a white retirement community anymore; everyone's needs need to be
addressed. Edmonds should reach out and recruit non-white, working people from
all economic levels for boards, committees and input. These people may need
accommodations, like childcare, but their involvement is necessary.
Edmonds clearly needs planning and regulation that would prevent the creation of
such ugly monstrosities as the condos/apartments (?) being completed along
Edmonds Way south of Westgate.
no
41c. Senior Center - develop additional parking as a 5 high priority.
47. Recycling - require apartment and condo buildings to have recycle bins - 4
priority.
36. Dog Park - have separate small and big dog parks - 4 priorities.
Maintain the existing charm and small town feel of Edmonds. No high density or
increased building heights in the existing downtown core area!
Don't forget to allow for parking downtown, which can be difficult.
I am impressed with all the things the city of Edmonds is involved in! It is a great
place to live!
Prioritize development of the Waterfront to increase revenues.
Fix the light @ 224th St SW & HWY 99
Good process!!
First step is to develop a plan of how the city should develop. At the same time
establish with the school system and port a common vision. The objective is to
make all of the entities the best in the region so people will seek to move here,
thereby driving up home values and providing more customers for local businesses.
Try to keep the pedestrian small-town character of Edmonds while improving the
art/retail/restaurant destination that visitors will be drawn to and have better
access to through ferry, walking, cycling, rail, and shuttles (for special events from
parking areas). Visitors will also appreciate the green/environmental steps made to
protect and restore watershed, coast line, and salt marsh areas. Keep the coal dust
OUT of our community - this dust will fundamentally change the attractiveness of
our home town. Recreation: a year-round Yost pool would be nice. A little
concession development (portable?) and advertising for the tournaments at
Edmonds City Park might draw a Saturday crowd, too. I love living in Edmonds.
Don't let the special interest groups and developers take our town away. Developing
and creating more of a tax-generating corridor along 99 would be preferable to
office parks w/o retail in the downtown area. Thank you for asking!
Never let high rise builders in. No need to change what we have we need to learn to
improve what we have. Need a code to maintain trees for views. Keep our water and
streams up to code. The Antique stores are what bring in the people, perhaps
adding more interesting stores and eateries and craft stores in the same parking lot
or building a new mall as long as it is height restricted. Never let Edmonds turn into
Seattle or you will lose Edmonds forever!
It would be nice to have the Antique mall and the Summer Market near one another,
bringing events as such near one another brings new interest to ones who visit for
one and gain an interest for the other, and less driving and re-parking. Small buses
to transport you around are not good if you’re going to purchase items you would
have to carry them around all day, people purchase more if they can load their cars
up and keep coolers in their cars for food they buy.
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Ace hardware would be a great place for the Antique Mall. The Antique Mall would
be a great parking area / shopping area / park and ride.
Why do people shop at a Mall like Northgate, everything is in one place you park
once you can drop stuff into your car and return to shop or go eat after shopping
and not have to carry stuff.
If you have to worry about a shuttle and the hours
when it leaves and arrives you lose shoppers money, their arms are tired with what
they are carrying already they will not take a shuttle ride to their car and back.
Anyhow those are my thoughts and ideas.
Kathie Nelson
Many people come/move to Edmonds for the Arts. Edmonds is very much an Arts
community and it is important to consider the vibrancy of this important market
segment when making decisions.
Why does the city just leave its Idle funds in the sate pool earning next to nothing?
It has lost hundreds of thousands of dollars in interest by not actively managing
their cash flow over the years...Is it lazyness, stupidity or both? You have the
reputation of giving out petty speeding tickets which does not help attract visitors
here too. Great ideas but you need money to implement them. Invest your monies
like the other cities do.
I am a resident of Edmonds as well as my two adult children with their families. We
made a commitment to only shop and patronize Edmonds shops and restaurants as
well as events. We believe in supporting our community and are dependent on the
Edmonds commerce which means some expansion on some additional services.
I've loved the 'small-town' feel of Edmonds since arriving in 1964, Would like to
see even more shops, I really don't want too many more changes. Could I be getting
old perhaps?
I believe it is vital to include the young in planning anything that would include
parks and recreation. When given the opportunity, it is my experience that young
people not only have great ideas, but they are the future and would appreciate
having a say for what will one day be theirs. It also helps give them a sense of pride
and hopefully it will help establish a trend of less crime because they are a part of
the community.
Keep Edmonds charming and don't try to build an industrial or sports center. Do
everything possible for children's education.
Road funding should come from increased gas taxes-pure user fee. Car tab fees are
fees for "ownership".
I am really for building an underground access near Ferry so traffic and such isn't
held up by the trains. There needs to be a better system down there for cars and
pedestrians.
Top priorities should be development of Antique Mall and business district between
waterfront and 3rd Ave, because of potential to increase jobs and small business
locations. Similarly, a year-round Public Market would fit Edmonds very well, in my
opinion.
Be smart with our dollars. Public dollars pay for parks, streets and walkways. We
need to be more open minded about how we may access them and build them. We
have sidewalks to nowhere and roads that don't meet code in our neighborhood.
Frustrating. Think before we build. Food for thought.
Implementing any programs to bring business or residential density to the city of
Edmonds should not be dependent on increasing the property or sales taxes of
Edmonds residents. The object of improvement should be to ease the tax burden
on residents and to control a budget that keeps tax increases at an absolute
minimum.
I believe the Edmonds community should become (or perhaps already is)
sustainable, financially sound, easily researched (online) and maintain the smalltown feel. Locally-owned businesses are important to me too.
I love living in Edmonds, near Yost and the Waterfront, etc. However, there has been
too much emphasis on making businesses jump through multiple bureaucratic
loops, often stretched out over months, and this discourages small businesses from
coming here - which, in turn hurts our tax base, employment opportunities, etc.
Please streamline these functions and adjust the City's mindset to one of
encouraging businesses to open here, instead of someplace else.
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Any improvement to the current "public transportation" would be appreciated.
People outside of Community Transit work on Sundays. In an effort to reduce the
overall carbon footprint, encouraging alternative transportation would be a given.
How about reducing rather than enhancing the amount of single-driver vehicles on
the road? Conduct an economic impact assessment to see the current affect on the
overall economy since Community Transit ceased its Sunday operations. Are they
cheap or just plain stupid?
With regard to height limits in downtown, I would support the extra foot or two the
merchants say they need to make the first floor more viable for retail. I love the
mixed use buildings I see in Vancouver BC and would like to see more of that here.
I don't think we should increase height limits downtown by more than a few feet,
however. In the other business areas, I have no problem with it.
I agreed to do this survey. However, the questions are beyond my expertise. Sorry
This was too long to do in one survey I did not want to finish it. And I could not
find any actual information on the city web site you mentioned.
I would add an item to add parking for Sound Transit train riders. Item 58 suggests
adding train runs, in order to increase ridership, but the limited parking already
limits ridership. One way to provide more parking would be to allow Edmonds
residents to get permits that would allow them to park all day in 3-hour parking
spaces in the vicinity of the train station.
Have a link to Main St program 4 point approach. I tried to Google it but did not
find a page to describe it.
Also, I am interested in Yost pool being maintained but was not aware of the
possibilities for an upgrade or need. I do think that public pools are important to
be kept in excellent condition but it is also important to determine feasibility of
including a lot of accessories that may not be needed.
Everett and Walla Walla have achieved All American City status and Edmonds can
too! Also we should have a plan to bring winers and tasting rooms to Edmonds as
Woodinville has done. Harbor Square would be ideal for this setting.
Thank you for asking me to complete this survey. Edmonds is nice the way it is
today, it has a feeling of being a small town, and has managed to keep this quality
despite being surrounded by city. Please don't do anything to change that! I am
opposed to any large-scale residential or business developments that would impact
the quiet small-town feeling of Edmonds. My best advice is to go very slow with
development in general. Height limits of 2 or 3 storeys should definitely be
respected. I oppose opening Paine Field to commercial aviation. Thank you very
much!
Waterfront development that compliments Edmonds future growth is contingent
upon making decisions related to relocating the Senior Center, re-building and
renovating the Harbor Square area, and determining a lucrative mixed use purpose
for the old Safeway location (Antique Mall). Talks about these areas have been
"spun" for many years with no definite action taken. How many plans does it take to
develop an action plan that works? Hard decisions go into that process!
Re: #52: Marked this Very Low not because I don't support bicycle transportation,
but rather, the ineffectual emphasis on the so-called "bike lanes" along our roads.
Slapping paint down & calling part of a car lane a "bike lane" does not make it a safe
or effective bike lane. As has been so successful in Europe, we should not spend any
more money on the ineffective & dangerous "Sharrows" or in-street bike lanes -- we
should have been & should start to, with any future work on public by-ways, plan &
construct off-road bike-paths as much as possible, with lanes along the roadside
where necessary. If you are serious about people using bicycles as an alternative
mode of transportation. Contact me if you want more information on how, for
example, the huge city of Hamburg approaches bike paths in conjunction with
pedestrian traffic. In our self-centered society here, the development of effective
bike ways has to go hand-in-hand with appropriate public education.
Re: #57: Only if it is economically feasible – if not enough people use it, we can’t
continue to spend money on things that take and don’t give back. Just like a citizen
shouldn’t spend more money on a big fancy car he WANTS but CAN’T AFFORD
gasoline for with what he earns, and runs up debt and is not able to pay his other
bills, civic entities need to learn not to spend more than they can afford. Harsh
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reality of life.
Re: #58: Hand-in-hand must come a way to get to the train station that doesn’t end
up turning the local area into a Park-and-Ride. Put the majority of regular/pass-user
parking out of our quaint, historic downtown area & run a shuttle, leaving enough
near-by parking available for day-to-day occasional users. We would use the train to
run downtown or up to Everett or Vancouver more often, if the scheduled trains
made it more feasible. If the weather is nice, we can walk to the station, but of
course that is an iffy thing in our climate, and also if one does a lot of shopping it’s
a problem not to have the car available nearby when returning home.
Re: #61: As long as it does not “become” the waterfront & dominate it, and is done
tastefully and KEPT LOW. Better to go subterranean than stick up, and build a
park/green area on top of it. Much as most transportation interfaces such as
subway and train stations in major cities do. They don’t let the transportation
dominate the ambience of the area that it serves. Don’t need any high buildings
blocking the sky & views down to the waterfront from different parts of downtown
Edmonds. Again, we don’t need to reinvent the wheel. If someone wants to add
creative & thoughtful design ideas to what is already being done in other places,
that’s great – but do the homework first.
re: #62: Has anyone asked/pushed the question/issue – why are drivers on our
public roads required to COVER THEIR LOAD, but these trains are allowed to (even
now) go through with nothing keeping the dust from being blown around?! We can
put a man on the moon – surely someone can figure out a cost-effective way to have
automated covering system on these cars. And if it makes it more expensive to
market coal, then so be it. It IS (SHOULD BE) a part of the cost of responsibly
transporting coal. No free lunches. Someone is making a lot of money off this coal
that goes through town; at the expense of everyone they run the coal past.
Re: #64: Not totally comfortable with the idea that the commercial sector would get
to be involved as the “non-government” representatives of the citizenry.
Dangerous, unbalanced. They are players, but there are others who might have
good ideas but are not so focused on just commercialism or might want to just
“build up” the town. Need to also involve those skilled in promoting the arts &
activities as a way to bring dollars into town, good at fundraising and managing on
a shoe-string. A balance so we can maintain downtown Edmonds as the quaint &
delightful-to-spend-time-in small-town-feel place that it has been, and hopefully will
continue to be. There’re plenty of other areas outside of the downtown/waterfront
area that can be commercially developed. But PLEASE, quit with variances & with
allowing buildings right up to the street like the new housing projects along SR-104
leading into our town. Used to be nice trees. Let’s keep that corridor inviting (it
CAN be done as well as allowing some building) to the people who that is their first
impression of Edmonds as they come down into town. Think about it. Doesn’t take
that much more thought & maybe giving a little from the developer to maintain a
“green” look as one comes down along that highway. It’ll pay in the end for all of
us.
Re: #68: Whatever you do, do NOT gloss over existing zoning & rules. Please do
NOT just “rubberstamp” requests for variances that impact those who already live &
work in an area, to allow someone to have an unforeseen impact on established
residents. Such as, allowing lots to be subdivided down in an area not zoned for
such density. That is NOT fair to the neighbors/neighborhood. It is pure greed &
ruins the ambience in an area from that time on. Public comment MUST be allowed
& listened to before allowing such changes. If neighbors don’t object, then possibly
consider. But should be disallowed if even one neighbor objects. Be fair to those
who bought and moved into their homes with an existing set of assumptions. If an
entire area is up for consideration for rezoning, that should be brought before the
citizenry who will be impacted by it, and they should have a say.
Re: #69: I do not consider Twitter or blogs an appropriate way for government to
conduct communication with the citizens. Many of the people still living here in
Edmonds are older and some do not use all of the latest fads of social media. Some
of us are aware of it and use some of it, but do not check it regularly. Facebook has
proven itself to be too flakey & unreliable, changeable & untrustworthy, to have the
responsibility & privilege of carrying communication between my local government
& myself. Blogs are for inconsequential news & updates.
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I DO consider E-MAIL to be an appropriate communication tool. It certainly cuts
down on postage costs (since those not using on-line means should still be
communicated with by our local government, via post). Set up informational
webpages & send me/us a link.
THANK YOU for this opportunity to participate & comment!
Many Edmonds residents, including myself, feel that the city could be more dogs
friendly.
Resent the condominiumization of Edmonds; question the authorization of building
permits to developers whose projects sit empty for many years and/or are of substandard construction, (see Mill Town retail development, Perrinville retail mall).
Question the need for more retail development at Harbor Square, etc., when so
many storefronts remain empty.
I totally support most public projects as it enhances my quality of life and that of
my neighbors leading to the overall health of our community. Don't assume that we
all will vote no - if the project is valuable, many of us will support it even though we
don't show up at city council meetings.
I would love to see a hardware store, a small office supply store and efforts made to
get tenants for all the unoccupied spaces now in Edmonds. So far the process has
started but is slow.
I want to see more paved sidewalks in walkable Edmonds neighborhoods (e.g. along
Maplewood Drive). I would love to see continued investment/funding for the
Frances Anderson Center, our public parks and play fields, the Farmer's Market and
community festivals that draw neighbors and tourists to Edmonds.
Beautifying/redesigning areas like the Antique Mall, Five Corners, Firdale, Perrinville
and Aurora Ave. from 220th - 196th would also bring long term economic
improvement to the area.
I didn't have enough information to answer the majority of these questions. I used
"3" as an "I don't know enough to make an informed answer" option.
Where/how will the city of Edmonds (purportedly without funds) achieve any of
these goals? I think if a city cannot afford to keep the streets in good condition,
and public restrooms in order, there should NOT be more expenditure on anything!
We have enough parks, our buildings are already too high, and mismanagement is
getting worse. Clean up your house, Edmonds, before you scab on new projects that
no one can afford right now!
Reported progress toward each goal established in the plan should be identified
with the Strategy it supports. An annual summary of Strategies needs to list goals
that have been accomplished toward each strategy, and a link to the funds
expended toward each goal and subtotaled by Strategy. The balance of funding
expended toward each strategy may indicate a need to adjust emphasis on tasks.
A process to review the Strategies before the annual budget cycle in order to
identify: those that have been accomplished per the plan and should be continued;
those that may need to be revised because of changes in the environment; those
that should be eliminated; and new strategies as indicated by changes that have
emerged over the past planning cycle.
We need to find a way to enforce the city codes when too many people are living in
a residential house that are not related and don't meet the definition of family. We
have a renter next door renting out rooms...7-10 cars stacked up every day. They
don't take care of the property, but you can't legally line them all up and check IDs
with the address. So frustrating!
Create revenue producing utility - e.g. home security system for Edmonds residents.
Determine the transport feeder hubs to downtown as: Five Corners - West Gate 196th at 76th Ave. - Perrinville.
I stopped responding to this survey because the interlocking nature of the subjects
reoccur in other topic fields so often that the survey results will be GARBAGE! Who
got paid for this crap! Some sophomore wannabe social "scientist"? It looks like a
survey designed to produce a predictable result by allowing "weighting" of the
width between one response to a particular subject opined in several topic fields.
It seems like a great deal of funds have been spent developing plans and nothing
happens. It is time to develop a plan and move on it. We cannot move forward if
we let a few residents with antiquated ideas rule the City Council. Identify a few
great ideas and move on them. You cannot solve everything at once. What is being
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done to leverage the fiber capacity?
Not at this time.
Protect our environment and lifestyle while updating economic base.
2 things - please develop the 5 Corners roundabout asap!! I truly think it will help!
The number one thing in my opinion and need is to create more parking for the
Edmonds train station for commuters like myself who want to take the Sounder to
Seattle. For the 7:10 train there is not parking anymore so I drive my car and don't
like that at all. You must create more parking immediately
and add more train schedules to and from downtown Seattle asap!! I truly want to
take public transit but cannot do that with the terrible situation at hand in Edmonds
with the Sounder train situation.
Thank you very much,
Abbie White
I appreciate the City's initiatives to involve residents in planning. Good work.
I am generally satisfied with the operations of city government. Any resident here
knows the particular qualities of life in Edmonds; our city government has generally
worked to maintain those qualities. My chief concern is that simple solutions to
problems will be drowned out by elaborate plans that lead to development modeled
on other places. As an example of what I mean, consider the old Safeway/Antique
Mall site. A simple solution to several problems would be well landscaped parking
that provides access to the waterfront and parking for trains/busses/ferry,
shopping, and the waterfront. Yet I fear that elaborate plans will lead to high-rise
development that will meet fewer waterfront objectives.
Some of the questions are not easy to respond to due to lack of background
information
Transportation questions:
Millions of our tax dollars have been spent on the
new bus lanes, stations, new curbing on major streets corners. Sounder trains,
station, buses. I don't think we need more. Maybe we should have thought it out
better the first time. Now to help lower some of the cities costs. A small idea. Why
not have local merchants have the ability to sponsor some of the ground
maintenance such as the large grass field on sr104 where the lanes split to the
ferry. They could have a display sign showing they are funding the landscaping. I
think the city should outsource more of the maintenance for such things.
Question 80.... "In which age group are you in" is POOR grammar.
This survey is waaaaaaay too long. You cannot get quality survey input from a
survey that goes to this level of detail. I started it, and realized I didn't have the
patience. The group needs to "focus" on critical and meaningful statements.
Hopefully we didn't pay someone to create this because if we did I would question
their effectiveness in producing anything other than huge amounts of questionable
data.
I think we need to do as much as possible to attract young people and children as
permanent residents to our city, and also encourage and celebrate diversity of
population in any way we can.
Maintain character and height limit in Edmonds
I do watch Comcast and the Edmonds City Council Meetings. This gives a fair
amount of input on some of the important questions before the city. This survey
leaves out a great deal of detail which would contribute to better input on many of
the statements offered in this inquiry.
Simplify, merge, combine, and provide electronic access for permits, licenses, etc.
Follow Port Townsend's lead and make this city really livable and fun, with a big
tourist influx year round. The farmer's market is a great start, and festivals.
Edmonds is NOW a destination. Keep this momentum going and tourism will keep
growing. This city still runs itself, as far as retail, like a retirement community.
There are many families and singles here, build on this!! Too many rules and
regulations break the spirit. Edmonds has its niche--identify it and grow it. Lots of
your suggestions in this survey reflect that impetus. Good job!
No one ever listens to the public point of view, as when they get around to asking, it
seems the choice has already been made. Five Corners is a perfect example. No one
wants it! We can't afford it, but if the rumors I have heard are correct, we are
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getting it any way. Bah Humbug!
Better advertising for events in downtown Edmonds. Unless you live in the bowl
you have NO idea anything is going on. People outside "the bowl" feel like 2nd class
Edmonds residence, invest in us too. Stop wasting money on art projects and
lipstick and invest it in places that keep Edmonds fiscally conservative, safe, and
generating money outside of taxes and fees.
Do NOT change the 5 corners intersection. To do so would drastically change the
traffic flow and worsen flow through the intersection, in spite of what review and
research may show. I have gone through this intersection over 44 years and the few
times that traffic does back up quickly go away and most people can traverse the
intersection without much difficulty. Yes, there are still some people that do NOT
know how to go through a 5 way stop situation, but they may eventually learn and
use the existing roadway without the unnecessary huge expenditure to do any
damage to the existing flow.
Follow up and implement improvements to Sunset Ave North, so there are complete
sidewalks, benches and accessible access to water side of street for walkers and
wheelchairs.
The charm of Edmonds in the small town atmosphere. The goal should be to
preserve that quality and still have every shop and store front full. Rather than
invent new, I would like to see the city concentrate on supporting, maintaining and
assisting what is already here.
I would not like to see Edmonds be developed like Kirkland. I think if the 99
corridor could be more developed and leave Edmonds more "low-level" would be my
dream. Safer pedestrian access to the beach is also a priority for me. I did not
answer the Governance issues as I did not feel I have enough knowledge in that
area. I am in favor of height restrictions and keeping open the views we now enjoy.
This was a good survey, covering a very wide range of issues in Edmonds. One
item, I noticed, was not addressed. I'm one who strongly opposes the five corner
roundabout proposal. It's surprising that didn't show up on this survey. US
Government money is OUR money. The true, real, practical traffic at 5 corners says
a roundabout is NOT necessary. But when will the city government respond with
information to tell the citizens what is happening. It is obvious that many, many
Edmonds residents are also strongly opposed to this unnecessary expenditure of
taxpayer money.
The survey is way too long.
I think most would agree all the ideas listed on good ones (so I won't waste my time
with it), but it would be very wasteful to use the survey to justify funding any of
them without a very careful cost/benefit analysis for each starting with the one that
has the best chance of bringing in the most revenue for the city. The city does not
have the money to act on all of these ideas - AND certainly not with a very careful
cost/benefit analysis.
If some of these ideas could be implemented without cost great! However, if they
become made work projects for staff that would otherwise not be needed on the
city payroll during this downturn in the economy then we would be far wiser to lay
those staff members off or at least put them on part time status.
The privacy questions are unfortunate and have no place in this survey. For this
reason I stopped and only offer my observations.
Bottom line is no matter what new business anyone can bring to Edmonds, this
economy is not going to turn around until our country and its leaders get back to
time test fundamentals of business and deal with unfair trade practices in other
nations - mainly China.
The root causes of the downturn and these micro booms and busts in our economy
have not yet been addressed by our leaders. Further we will not become
competitive enough to compete in the world markets until the growing disparity in
public and private wages or salaries as well as benefits are addressed at the nation
level - by executive decree if necessary. Stockton California is a good example of
spending gone-a-muck - most of their problem as it is with Edmonds is directly
related to excessive wages, salaries, and benefit of city workers and staff.
Property values in the Edmonds Bowl and elsewhere in the Edmonds community are
being compromised by the growth of unconstrained vegetative growth. Puget
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Sound views once readily enjoyed are being diminished or have already been
eradicated by trees, or other vegetation, allowed to grow unchecked. Many huge
trees are a liability in our high wind storms during the year, especially in the winter
months. Other maturing communities in this area & outside have addressed this ongoing problem in successful ways over the years. Why can't Edmonds be more
active in the stewardship of its trees & large vegetation? What can be done to
facilitate a forum to prune or curtail such trees which block or constrain views?
Left unchecked, Edmonds will no longer have views to offer anyone. Private
citizens may be willing to underwrite efforts to improve the Edmonds townscape
before it becomes non-existent. Is there some forum whereby this conundrum can
be addressed?
Building Government bureaucracies is not any answer to build a solid economy and
prosperous society. The current building department is an embarrassing sham that
is killing growth. Our City council is so wasteful they should have the check book
taken away from them. We need to unbridle our business community and let them
provide the services that people want, not tell the people the services they should
have.
The Shoreline development of Hwy 99 really stands out as a way to create
community and raise the opinion of that area by those from other areas. Edmonds
needs to do something similar to catch the eye of the thousands who pass through
each day. We do enjoy the small "village" feel of downtown Edmonds. We are proud
to live here. Things that illustrate that feel should be enhanced including the
waterfront area.
Let's develop a study of our existing owned buildings/properties for maxing income
to the City i.e.:
Dayton and 2nd Ave S. (old Public Works Property )
Please do NOT allow building heights to ruin Edmonds (did you know Paris has an in
city building height restriction?). Please do not allow Edmonds to turn into a mini
Seattle-which has gone from a unique city a cookie cutter city. Please keep in mind
Seattle drove out a large portion of its population over the top taxes, poor public
service and terrible regard for its older and younger citizens.
Need to reduce the cost of doing business. This will bring business to Edmonds. It
will increase employment and tax revenue.
Leave 5 corners alone. Use the money for streets. A roundabout will just make
traffic worse at that intersection.
Please focus on livability by the existing taxpayers, not on becoming the San
Francisco/Seattle of
Snohomish County (see the idiotic ban on grocery plastic bags).
Why aren't you asking about Quiet Zones on BNSF tracks in downtown? I would rate
that highest priority. We are a generally older community and would appreciate the
silence at night.
I (and others) question the motives behind many of these objectives, which are
written in a vague manner. The survey results could be used to support private
agendas, profit-driven agendas, in a period of financial public deficits. Some
objectives would be more acceptable in a time of prosperity. Potholes now, dog
parks later. Public expenditure to support individual commercial ambitions, never.
Do not ease height restrictions anywhere with the possible exception of 99. I lived
in Bellevue in the 50's and 60's when there was nothing over 3 stories. Look at it
now. We don't want that.
Some of these questions made me wonder how this would be paid for. All are
admirable but I rated some lower because I don't want to see taxes rise. And, we
don't need calming of traffic on hwy 104 at Hwy 99. I use Costco, Dollar Store by
Safeway (crossing hwy 99), and Main Street into Firdale. Do not find it a problem.
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Strategic Plan Ratings Sheet
Edmonds Strategic Plan Actions  Rating Sheets
This rating sheet will take approximately 20  30 minutes. If you do not wish to rank an item you may skip to the next
one. We appreciate you taking the time to rank these items. Your opinions are important to us.
A preliminary “Strategic Plan Actions – Rating Sheet” document was provided to attendees of a May 3, 2012 Open
House, who were asked to rate the importance of actions within the document. Please fill out the rating sheets and
indicate the level of priority you would assign each of the preliminary strategic planning actions on a scale of 1 to 5 where
1 is a very low or no priority and 5 a very high or the highest priority.
Thank you.

Economic Development  Employment
1. Database
Inventory available properties, buildings, and resources in Edmonds business districts and zones to create a local
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database with which to identify opportunities during business and developer recruitment efforts?

2. Business Outreach
Integrate city, Port, Chamber, Edmonds Community College, Edmonds School District, and private business efforts
and communications into the economic recruitment process to maximize impacts and allocate resources?

3. Economic Incentives
Adopt reduced or deferred business license fee, permit fee, utility connection charge, latecomer fee, park or traffic
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impact fee, property tax reduction or deferral, and/or expedited building permit review for key business or
development recruitment targets?

4. Economic Sustainability
Recruit businesses that employ technical, professional, and managerial skills offered by Edmonds residents to
facilitate live/work sustainability in Edmonds?

5. High Tech Industries
Retain and recruit businesses that depend on and can take advantage of Edmonds superior fiber optics capability
on SR104?

6. Medical and Health Industries
Retain and recruit businesses that support and can expand the health related services and products offered by
Swedish Hospital’s location in Edmonds?
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7. Car Dealerships
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Encourage development of urban auto sales facilities involving decked display and storage lots, multistory sales and m
n
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service facilities to retain this important source of retail sales revenue in the city?
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Economic Development  Business District
8. Marketing
Identify and recruit retailers to fill critical gaps in retail sales and services such as women’s clothing downtown,
professional and dental on the waterfront, Uwajimaya and Ikea on Highway 99, etc?

9. Design
Sponsor a competitive grant and low cost loan program to enhance retail storefronts in the downtown, in other
business districts, and in the International District on Highway 99?

10. Promotion
Initiate and expand retail sales and other events and activities including sidewalk cafes and vendors on the
waterfront, downtown, in the other business districts, and in the International District on Highway 99?

11. Organization
Institute the National Trust for Historic Preservation’s Main Street 4Point programs in the downtown and business
districts, and in the International District on Highway 99?

12. Financing
Adopt a downtown Business Improvement District (BID) with which to assess benefiting properties and businesses for
the cost of instituting marketing, design, and promotional activities in the downtown district?

13. Interim Storefront Uses
Institute temporary artist galleries or similar uses in vacant storefronts or buildings in order to provide visual interest
and activity while the building is being marketed for a permanent tenant or owner?

Community Development  Young Adults
14. Employment

them?
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15. Participation
Create young adult civic opportunities to mentor children or adults, promote events or social outreach, construct
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projects or enhance the environment, network careers or occupations, and create fine and performance art with
Edmonds public and private organizations?

16. Activities
Create young adult social and recreation oriented activities and facilities that offer evening and after school peer
group interactions and events?

Community Development  Housing
17. Diversify Housing Options
Increase housing choice by type, price, tenure, and location to house current and potential employees in or near
employment centers, transit corridors, and recreational sites to provide live/work/play sustenance in Edmonds?

18. Incentivize Affordable Housing
To permit additional density, reduced parking requirements, reduced permit fees, and/or other measures to promote
rental and sale workforce housing for moderate income working households employed within Edmonds?

Community Development  Catalytic Projects
19. Shoreline/Waterfront
Develop a subarea plan and strategy for the combined shoreline from the Port to the Underwater Park, and from the
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waterfront to the downtown that increases public access and recreational opportunities?

20. Harbor Square
Review and approve a final site development plan and agreement for the property that enhances views of and the
waterfront environment and realizes economic feasibilities and potentials for mixed use developments on the Port
property?

21. Antique Mall
Package the Safeway/Antique Mall properties, determine reuse opportunities and desires, conduct a competitive
development RequestforProposal (RFP) process, and initiate redevelopment of this significant gateway site?

22. International District
Create a subarea plan and design theme for this unique area, initiate promotional events and activities, and recruit
an anchor or destination store such as Uwajimaya?
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23. Swedish Hospital
Update the Stevens Hospital District master plan to meet hospital functional requirements and to mitigate impacts
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to adjacent nonmedical land uses, parking and stormwater requirements, and access and a presence on Highway
99?

Arts and Culture
24. Marketing
Conduct market surveys of outofarea and tourist attendees to the Arts Festival, Car Show, Taste of Edmonds, ECA,
and other venues to determine their characteristics, expenditure patterns, sources of information, and other behavior
with which to maximize their attraction to Edmonds and their beneficial economic impact on city businesses?

25. Design
Continue to further include arts and historical based themes in the Edmonds brand and install artworks, gateways,
wayfinding signage, and streetscape at the entrances into Edmonds at the waterfront, downtown, Highway 99 and
SR104, and other business districts?

26. Promotion
Create an Edmonds arts website and utilize social media including Google maps, Facebook, and Twitter to
announce, promote, and attract outofarea residents and tourists to an expanded yearround calendar of events and
festivals for performing, literary, culinary, fine, and other arts interests?

27. Organization
Create a central clearinghouse with which to coordinate schedules, advertisements, events, productions, and other
theatrical, literary, culinary, fine, and other promotions in order to maximize arts potential.

Arts and Culture  Catalytic Projects
28. Edmonds Center for the Arts (ECA)
Complete an update to the master and strategic plan identifying necessary financial strategies to complete
redevelopment and reuse of the remaining school facility and parking lot or garage?

29. 4th Avenue Cultural Corridor
Fund and complete construction of the streetscape from the downtown to ECA in order to preserve the historical
character of the street, promote retail/art potentials, and create a pedestrian friendly and walkable corridor?
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30. Art and History Walking Tours
Identify, sign, and create audio and phone apps and web based information to build on existing art and history
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walking tours of waterfront and downtown historical sites and buildings, artworks, and other visually interesting and
significant landmarks?

31. Artist Live/Work
Sponsor an affordable artist liveworkteachdisplaysell center to attract young and emerging talent similar to the
Schack Center in Everett possibly on the Safeway/Antique Mall site or the 4th Avenue Corridor?

32. Fine Arts Museum
Sponsor development of a museum to exhibit local, emerging, and traveling fine arts possibly in combination with
ECA and/or the proposed artist live/work project?

33. Farmers/Public Market
Should be expanded into a yearround activity with allweather structures, available parking, and increased visibility
to outofarea customers and tourists possibly redeveloping he Antique Mall for this purpose?

Parks and Recreation
34. Fiscal Sustainability
Create an alternative funding source other than the General Fund with which to finance programs, development,
and maintenance of the parks system such as a Metro
Park District?

35. Greenways
Develop a system of coordinated open spaces, conservation corridors, and greenways with trail access along the
shoreline, waterfront, wetlands, hillsides, and parks to preserve the natural setting and increase public awareness
and access?

36. Dog Park
Identify a suitable relocation site and develop a dedicated dog park consisting of fenced social yards with spectator
seating and amenities, and offleash exercise areas and trails?

37. Downtown Restrooms
Develop a public restroom facility possibly in conjunction with retail or other activity including City Hall to serve
pedestrians, customers, and tourists in the downtown district?

Parks and Recreation Catalytic Projects
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38. Yost Pool
Implement a long term financial and operational strategy for the refurbishment, retrofit, and expansion of the
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facility to include outdoor and indoor leisure pool elements, therapy pool, party rooms and concessions, and
possibly other recreation physical conditioning, courts, and gymnasium uses?

39. Civic and Woodway Fields
Resolve long term property ownership and upgrade field, stadium, lighting, and other features to support
competitive play including tournaments for outofarea teams?

40. Francis Anderson Center
Establish a long range plan to retrofit and continue to refurbish the facility to resolve life cycle maintenance and
repair requirements and functional program needs?

41. Senior Center
Resolve a long term solution to fixing the buildings settlement and life cycle problems, and/or relocating the center
to another location possibly including the Antique Mall site?

Environment  Sustainability
42. Coordination
Establish a central clearinghouse function to coordinate environmental education and sustainability funding,
programs, and volunteer efforts?

43. Native Habitat
Plant street trees, reforest open spaces, remove invasive species, update the landscape ordinance to promote use of
native and drought resistant plants to restore plant and wildlife habitat?

44. Food Production
Increase community gardens and pea patches, plant fruit tree orchards, harvest and deliver food products to food
banks and other sources to promote natural systems in Edmonds?

45. Stormwater
Daylight Willow Creek, resolve ongoing flooding and water quality issues in Lake Ballinger, restore saltwater access
to Edmonds Marsh, resolve flooding on SR104 and Dayton, develop rain gardens, green roofs and walls, bio
filtration swales, and other green development features in Edmonds projects and development codes?
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46. Energy
Reduce the human footprint in Edmonds incorporating carbon reductions, solar installations, and other energy
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conservation practices in current city operations and development codes and projects utilizing Sustainable Works
energy audits and retrofits?

47. Recycling
Continue and expand reuse and recycling programs in current city operations and in waste management outreach
activities by Edmonds households and business practices?

Transportation  Pedestrian
48. Trails
Complete an offroad multipurpose trail network linking the shoreline and waterfront, Edmonds Marsh, downtown,
business districts, parks and open spaces, bus and rail transit connections, and the Interurban Trail in Edmonds?

49. Walkways
Institute onstreet sidewalk maintenance and construction program to complete key connections to the waterfront,
downtown, business districts, schools, parks, and other major walking destinations including the Safe Routes to
School program?

50. Crosswalks
Install special paving materials, flashing light crossing strips, pedestrian activated signals, median and curb
extensions as appropriate to improve pedestrian safety, increase visibility, and calm traffic at major intersections on
SR104 and Highway 99?

51. Waterfront Connection
Resolve an emergency and everyday access over the railroad tracks and ferry terminal lanes for pedestrians bound
for shoreline and waterfront attractions from Harbor Square, Antique Mall, and the downtown?

Transportation  Bicycle
52. Bikeway Network
Institute a onstreet network of bike lanes, shoulders, and sharrows to complete key connections to the waterfront,
downtown, business districts, schools, parks, and other major commuter and recreational destinations?

Transportation  Vehicle
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53. Street Maintenance
Create a financing strategy with which to maintain life cycle pavement conditions on city streets that is capable of
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generating approximately $1,400,000 per year?

54. Highway 99
Institute a subarea plan and transportation improvement program and project to improve traffic flow, transit
connections, pedestrian streetscape, and mixed use project developments similar to what has been recently
completed in Shoreline and is planned in Everett and Lynnwood?

Transportation  Transit
55. Trolley
Instigate a seasonal or possibly yearround rubbertired trolley service between the waterfront and downtown, and
possibly from the downtown to Community Transit’s Swift BRT transit connections in the International District on
Highway 99?

56. Swift Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
Enhance Community Transit’s route on Highway 99 from Everett to the King County Metro transfer station at Aurora
Village by designating transit lanes and pullouts, transit traffic signal activation, allweather shelters, and other
improvements?

57. SR 104 Transit
Expand Community Transit’s schedule to include hours that support Edmonds employees and residents, particularly
at the waterfront, downtown, Westgate, and Highway 99 connections in the International District?

58. Sounder
Increase the schedule and number of Sound Transit heavy rail trains between downtown Seattle and Edmonds to
promote development of transit oriented development (TOD) at Harbor Square, the waterfront, and downtown?

59. Sound Transit
Develop rubbertired Community Transit links with the proposed Sound Transit LINK light rail corridor alignment
along Interstate 5?

60. Ferry Terminal
Pending funding and development of the long range terminal at Point Edwards, create an interim ferry waiting and
loading strategy that reduces conflicts with local traffic and encourages ferry rider access to the waterfront and
downtown services and amenities?
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61. Intermodal Station
Develop an integrated Amtrak, Sounder, Community Transit, trolley, ferry, bike, and pedestrian transfer facility on
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j
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j
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the waterfront to promote access to Edmonds?

Transportation  Railroad
62. BNSF
Join the environmental impact assessment process in Whatcom County concerning the additional trains to the
proposed coal terminal at Blaine and identify required improvements in Edmonds to mitigate extra tracks, train
volumes, dust, noise, and potential conflicts with ferry terminal and waterfront pedestrian, bike, and vehicular
traffic?

Governance  Fiscal Sustainability
63. Fiscal Sustainability
Implement Budgeting for Objectives (BFO) process that incorporates public input to establishing community
priorities, resolves a balance between revenues and expenditures, and encourages innovative and alternative
delivery methods?

64. NGO Participation
Integrate nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) such as the Chamber of Commerce, DEMA, BID, and others into
the operation and implementation of BFO and Strategic Plan actions?

Governance  Development Regulations
65. View Corridors and Visual Preservations
Identify public and private view corridors and view sheds in the Bowl and create appropriate view protection overlay
districts, ordinances, and other measures to preserve and protect them?

66. Development Regulations
Amend mixed use development standards to require higher, mixed use density in proposed urban districts, but
reduce ground floor retail requirements to reflect market capability and desired retail corridor locations?

67. Design Standards
Illustrate site, building, landscape, and signage design objectives using examples and formbased products to
indicate public quality objectives but within a flexible procedure that recognizes innovation?
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68. Review and Approval Process
1

2

3

4

5

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
l
m
n
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5

Establish effective public information and feedback methods including websites, blogs, Facebook, Twitter, and other m
n
j
k
l
social media outreach?

j
k
l
m
n

j
k
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k
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Consolidate and simplify the review process to incorporate electronic application procedures, presubmittal
workshops and concurrent reviews?

Governance  Communications
69. Communication

70. Access
Conduct frequent town halls, public open houses, and other events at locations throughout the city to encourage
public access and facilitate dialogue on policies, programs, projects, and budgets?

71. Strategy Development
Extend and coordinate the implementation resources of the Edmonds Economic Development Department and
Committee with other public and nonprofit organizations in the city to continue strategizing and implementing the
strategic plan?

72. Assess Performance Results
Conduct annual State of the City program, project, and budget assessments including public, customer, and
business surveys to determine the effectiveness, performance, and priority of Strategic Plan actions?

Your Characteristics
73. Did you complete any of the surveys or participate in the focus group or charrettes for
this strategic planning process?
j Yes
k
l
m
n
j No
k
l
m
n

74. Where do you work?
j Retired
k
l
m
n

j Elsewhere in Snohomish County
k
l
m
n

j Edmonds
k
l
m
n

j Elsewhere in King County
k
l
m
n

j Seattle
k
l
m
n

j Outside of SnoKing Counties
k
l
m
n
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75. How many people in your household?
j 1
k
l
m
n
j 2
k
l
m
n
j 3
k
l
m
n
j 4
k
l
m
n
j 5+
k
l
m
n

76. Where do you live?
j North of Puget Drive/196th Street
k
l
m
n

j In the bowl west of 9th Avenue
k
l
m
n

j Between 196th/220th Streets outside of the bowl
k
l
m
n

j South of 220th Street
k
l
m
n

77. How many years have you lived in Edmonds
j 01
k
l
m
n
j 25
k
l
m
n
j 610
k
l
m
n
j 1120
k
l
m
n
j 20+
k
l
m
n

78. What type of housing do you live in?
j Own
k
l
m
n
j Rent
k
l
m
n

79. What is your gender?
j Male
k
l
m
n
j Female
k
l
m
n

80. In which age group are you in?
j <18
k
l
m
n
j 1824
k
l
m
n
j 2534
k
l
m
n
j 3549
k
l
m
n
j 5064
k
l
m
n
j 65+
k
l
m
n
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81. What is your household income?
j $020,000
k
l
m
n
j $21,00030,000
k
l
m
n
j $31,00040,000
k
l
m
n
j $41,50050,000
k
l
m
n
j $51,00075,000
k
l
m
n
j $76,000100,000
k
l
m
n
j $100,000+
k
l
m
n

82. Do you have any comments or suggestions?
5

6

Optional information to enhance our database
83. Are you a registered voter?
j Yes
k
l
m
n
j No
k
l
m
n

84. Residential address
5
6

85. Your email address for future updates.
5
6
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